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PREFACE
In 1976. at Uppsala. SWeden while attending the VIth
extended an official invitation from the St~te University
College of ~nvfronmental Science and Forestry (SUNY CESF)
the VIlth International Colloqufwn on Soil Zoology on our
invitation was graciously accepted.

Colloqufum. I
of Naw York
to comnence
campus. This

Organizational plans were quickly underway for the meet;ng to be
held in Syracuse in 1979. From July 29 through Augu~t 3 of that year.
135 peo~le. interested in various facets of soil biology. met in a
very scholarly and congenial atmosphere. Twenty-seven countries frcm
arour.d the world were represented with representatives from five
Canadian Provinces and nineteen states from the US on hand.
Being able to organize and take part fn such a prestigious conference on our campus has been one of the highlights of rqy career. And
the fnterest. cooperation and eager participation by all attendees
helped r.ake the colloquium so successf~l.
Of course. one of the main values of such an international meeting
ts the timely production of the published proceed1ngs. Through the cooperation of the Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances of the USEPA
thfs objective was ~ealfzed.
As editor of these proceedings. I compiled and organized the oapers
fn a subject-related manner. Most of lllY edftoria11zlng was of a
mechanical nature. A proceedings shouid be as accurate a reflection of
the papers presented as possible. The·refore. no papers were deleted
even though some readers ma,y feel the manuscripts lack quality. Each
uaper as pert of the conference helped to develop the character of the
total meeting and was. for this reason, included.
All p&rtfcir•nts were 1nf t1ally given • format to follow 1n preparation of the1r papers. In general. most follafi~d these directions
very closely for which I am appreciative. Abstracts were opt1ona1 so
they may or may not be present.
It has been a pleasure dealing with all the participants.
Daniel L. D1ndal
Syracuse. NY

May 1. 1980
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OFFICIAL WELCOME
Donald F. Behrend
Vite President of Program Affairs
SUNY CESF. USA

Good morning and welcome to the Seventh International Soil
Zoology Colloquium. Both Chancellor Wharton and President Palmer jo1n
me in welcoming you to the State University of Na. V')rk con ege of
Env1ronnenta1 Science and Forestry.
We are pleased and honored that you have chosen to meet here to
pursue the theme of lOil biol~gy as related to land use pract~ces.
T~is theme. being followed by scientists from 30 nations around the
•rld, may be viewed as a microcosim of our entfre College. Thu11, in ·
the CESF we are consciously striving to understand the basis for our
env1ronnent, how our environnent causes impacts on us and how we cause
impacts or. iti 8nd. how we can modify our utilization of the resources
provided by our env1rorvnent in ord~r to ma1nta1n its diversity. stability,
and long tenn productivity.
Soil is, of course, one of the absolutely crucial elements of the
system we call our envirorment. As a practicing wildlife biologist, I
appreciated this many years ago; but in an extremely simplistic way.
Along with many others. I viewed soil as a relatively simple system of
physical and chemical constituents which supported plant life which, tn
turn. supported. either directly or 1ndirect1y, vertebrate animals. and
harbored some troublesOMe parasitrs. Maw, thanks to your continuing Investigations. 1 broad a1~ray o·f sc1ent1sts. land managers, and pol icy
makers are fast becami~J aware of the complex and fragile nature of the
soil systems which are an integral part of the spaceship earth on which
~e are a11 fel';ow journeyers.
I am particu1a~1. heartened t~ the broad scope of your deliberations this week as evidenced by the 3 sessions in your program. In
additton to basic soil ~cology. a peruSAl of the program indicates that
areas from the arctic to the tropics are covered. along with agricultural,
silvtcu1tural, mining, end other specific land uses. Additionally, it
ts encouraging to see the critical areas of pesticides and human waste
disposal included in the program. Another topic which needs increasing
attention is the impact of chemical contamination on soil connunities
and the potential role of these camnunfties in decontaminating soils.
It seems to me that the recent recogn1t1on of the broader and
more complex rcle of soil in supporting our environnent has set the
staqe for even greater strides in soil biology. Environmental quality.
agrtculture, forestry, non-renewable resource extraction and associated
v

land reclamation. energy production from biomass (including heat from
decomposition). are some of the areas of study which 1nmectiate1y come
to m1nd.
How rapidly you may make strides in these and other areas depends to a large degree on your overall approach. I think it is
essential that the context you create. the perspective you project
be truly ecological 1n nature. This will pennit you to communicate
more effectively with scientists from other dfsc1 plines and with
managers and policy makers. You should also str;ve to make clear the
relatforships of basic research tc the future application of knowledge
to the problems of both today and tomorrow. Finally. we must all 1110rk
together to find timely and effective means to connunicate the results
of your t«Jrk to a broad array of audiences.
The program of the Seventh International Soil Zoology Colloquturn
clearly indicates that you are we11 along the way toward these goals
and objeettves. I hope that your efforts here this week will be
successful in moving you even farther and faster. And with the continuing attention of Dr. D1nda1. Dean Yavorsk.Y and lllY other College
colleagues, I am certa1n that your stay with us will be pleasant as

well as productive.

Again, thank you for honoring us wtth your visit; and. aga1n,
welcome to the SUNY College of Env1ronnenta1 Science and Forestry.
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IN";ERACTIONS BETWEEN AGRICULTURAL PR1\CTICE AND
EARTHWORMS
C. A. Edwards
Rolltamsl,,J E.ipmmtrdnl Stnl1on

"In rprndrn Englnntl

INTF!ODUCTION

There are earthworms in most agricultural soils in both
temperate and tropical regions, althat.:gh the species may differ
in different parts of ~he world. The conversion of natural
forest or prairie into a regularly ~ultivated system involves
considerable changes in the soil as a habitat s~ that specjes
that can withstand repeated soil disturbance and a relatively
limited supply of or~anic matter, are favoured at the expense of
those that cannot.
Since the publication of Charles Darwin's book, 'The
formation of Vagetable Mould Through the Action of Worms' (1881),
there have been many reports that earthworms are important in
hreakin~ down plant organic matter and incorpor~ting it into soil,
forming soil aggregates and improving soil strt.cture, aeration and
crainage. There have also been reports that earthworms improve
mineral availability and general soil fertilit) \Edwards ond
Lofly, 1977, 1979). Nevertheless, the1·e has been relatively little
discussion as to how this is achie~ed nor how th~ vari~us forms of
agricultural practice affect earthworm porulationn an~, conversely,
how earth't1orms influence the growth of crops. Work on these
subjects has been in progress at Ruthamsted since 1961 knd this
paper summarizes some of the ~ain findings of this pro~rnrmne and
nlates them to the requirements of modern agriculture.

METHODS
The field experiments in which the influence of agricultr.. ral
practice on earthworm populations have been assessed, all in~ol~ec
small plots {ranging from five metres square to JO m x 10 m) 1JSl1ally
replicated four times. The experimental cuJtivations, strawburning,
and applications of fertilizers and pesticides to these experi~ents
have all followed normal agricultural practice and used recommended
doses 9nd timing of treatments.
EYrthwurm populations were assessed on the basis of four
half metre square quadrsts per plot (usually a total of 4 m2/
for four plots). On to each quadrat, 9.2 l of water containing
SO ml formaldehyde were poured gradually from a watering can and
the earthworms coming to the surface of the quadral.removed and

stored in 5% formalin until they could be weighed and idenlL fj ed
to species.
The effects of pesticides an:J fertilizers on earthworms and,
in particular, uptake of chemicals into earthworm tissues have also
been assessed in laboratory box tests. These tests have involved
setting up cultures of ten earthworms (usually Lumbricus terrestris
L or Allrllobophora caliginosa Sevigny) in medium clay loam
sterilized soil, contained in boxes 25 cm square and 40 cm deep,
kept at 25~ moisture con•ent and 15°C (Edwa~ds, 1979). To assess
the effects of fertilizers and ~esticides, the chemicals were mixed
thoroughly into the soil before the worms were added; the boxes
were dismantled and mortality assessed at 1 - 2 weekly inter~als.
Some experiments have irvolvecl the inoculation of earthworms
into field sites to study their effects, and to do this the
earthworms were spread evenly over the surface of small plots and
covered with a large polythenE" sheet for 24 hoL•rs until they hacJ
burrowed into the surface soil. There was virtually no lateral
migration from these small plots and very gooc survival of the
worms.
RE~ULTS

1.

AND DISCUSSION

Effects of pesticides

The literature on affects of pesticides on earthworms has
already been reviewed thorough·.y (Davey, 1963; Edwards and
Thompson, 1973; Edwards and Lofty, 1977) and will not be considered here, except where results disagree with those obtained at
Rothamsted.
Pesticides can kill earthworms &nd can also accumulate in
worm tissues. Moreover, ea1·thworme can move pesticides absorbed
in their tissues from the soil surface into deeper soil where most
of the pests live, thereby often increasing the effect.ivPness of
the pesticide. Sans pesticides are degraded within t~-c tissues of
earthworms; for instance, even the most stable pest.icide, DDT
becomes degradea to DOE in earthworms (Edwards and Jnffs, 1974).
fortunately, most pesticides do not kill earthw~rms at
normally recommenced doses, which makes it even more difficult to
have some assessment o~ the relative toxicity of Gifferent pesticides to them. rhe relative toxiLity of a wide range of pesticides
to earthworms is summarised ]n Table 1 which is an overall assess-
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'TABLE 1

;~ELATJVE

Chemical
Chloropicrin
0-0

Methyl bromide
Metham sodium
Aldicarb
Oazomet
Thionazin
Methomyl
Chlordane
Endrin
Heptachlo~

OOT
Dieldt'in
Aldrin
13HC ( l i ndane)
Phorate
Parathion
fonofos
Trichlorphon
fenitrothion
Tetrechlorvinpos
Disulfoton
Malathion
Menazon
Chlorfenvinphos
Carbary!
Carbofuran
Benomyl
Thiophanate methyl
Carbenda.dm
MethJ.ocarb
Simazine
Cyanazine
Chlorthiamid
DNOC:
Benzoylpropethyl
Linuron
Honuron
Paraquat
Dalapon
Triallate

TOXICITY OF PESTICIDES TO EARTHWORMS
~elative toxicit~

.Y.!!.

earthworms

.

Nematic:ide

"
II

II
II
II
II

Organochlorine
insecticide

*
*
*
*
..*
*
*
'*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

***

* * **
*0 * *

"
II

II
II

0
0
0

,,
II

Drga •• opho~phate
insecticide

"

II

* * * **
* ... *
*.... *
0
0
(l

0
0
0

Carbamate
insecticide
"
Carbamate
funqicide

"

* .. * * *
* * * **
* * * * *
* * * * *

"

Carbamate
molluscicide
Herbicide

"

"
"II

"

* * ***
***
**
~ *
*
*0
0
0
0
0
0

"

"

"
"

s

to

----------

--

-

* ... **"I-

* * * *
* * *
* *
*
0

Extremely toxic
Moderately toxic
Intermediate!)' toxic
Slightly toxic
Very slightly toxic
Non-toxic

ment baaed on both laboratory and field tests. Most nematicides
tend ta be broad-spectrum biocides and are therefore to varying
degrees toxic to earthworms and, in particular, the fumigant
ne111aticides ct°'l.oropicr1n, D - D, methyl bromide and metham sodium
are vory toxic to worms. Of the organocnlo~ine in·~cticides,
only chlordane is very toxic to earthworms with endrin slightly
less so, but these ~a~ticides ere readilt ab~orbed fran soil into
earthworms' tissues, so tt.at there can be as much as ten times
the concentration of the chemical in the tissues as in the
surrounding soil.
Organophosphate insecticides seem to be the least toxic
pesticides to earthworms, only phorate being very toxic with
parathion rather less so. Only s~all amounts of organophosphate
insecticides F.ra taken up into earthworm tissues. All of the
carbamate pesticides se&m to be rela~ively toxic to earthworms.
Most herbicides are not directly tc~l~ to earthworms (only the
triazines being slightly toxic) t•ut herbicides have very considerable indirect effects on earthworms by c~anging the surface
vegetatiNl which ultimately provides soil organic matter.
Earthw~rms are considered to be sufficiently important
test organisms for the British Pesticide Safety Precautions Sr.heme
(linked to the registration scheme: to require pesticide firms to
provide earthworm toxicity data (Edwards, 1978).

2.

Effects of fertilizers

rertilizers, either organic or inorganic, are applied to
rnost agricultural crops. In some long term experiments et
Rothamsted, the same fertilizers have been applied annually to
plots of grass, root crops or wheat since the 1~40's, in what ere
ter1'led the 'Classical experiments'. F'luctuations in the earthworm
populations in these plots and in other shorter term experiments have
demonstrated clearly how fertilizers affect numbers. In all
expe~iments, populations increased after application of dung or fish
mea~ and other organic fertilizers.
The deep-burrowing spP.cies
L~mbricus terrestris increased, particular!).
Balanced mineral
fqrtilizers containing N, P, K, ~g and Ng have c&ysed slight
ir.creases but large doses of anuronium nitrogen have decreased earthworm numbers significantly probably because such treatment increases
soil acidity (Fig. 1). These cor:.clusions have been supported by
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FIGURE 1.

O

Other apeci.as

•

Lumhric1.ts terrsrstris.

EffECTS Of NITROGEN (AMMONIUM SULPHATE) ON EARTHWORM

POPULATIONS (N1

= 48

kg/ha, N2 = 96 kg/ha, N3

= kg/ha)

data from other workers (Edwards and Lofty, 1975b). Other nitrogenous fertilizers, particularly celciun nitrate ('nitro-chalk'),
and the addition of lime to soil, favour the build-up of most
species of earthworm~l.
More recently, sewage sludge, sew~ge cake, animal slurries
and waste from breweries have been used as organic fertilizers and
our results have shown that elthoui;ti some of the raw forms may
kill a few earthworms they usually increase populations, evertually
quite considerably. UnfortunRtely, there can be some uptake of the
heavy metals Pb, Zn and Cd into earthworm tissues from the sewage
materials.
3.

Effects of cultivations

Grassland tends to contain more earthworms than arable land,
but it is not certain whether this is due to reg..ilar disturbance of
the habitat by cultivation or to lower levels of soil organic
matter in ploughed fields. An experi~.ent at Rothamsted investigated
the effects on earthworm populations of ploughing up old graesland
and using either the maximum or minimun additional cultivations
before reseeding to gress; the effects of doing this once were
canpared with those of repeating the cultivations annually.
During the first two seasons, ~he overall earthworm populations

?

increased in all the reseeded plots compared with the uncultivated or~es but most of the increese \~as of the shallow-working
species; with t'epeated reseedin~, populations, particularly of
the deep-burr~wing species, began to decrease. The conclusion
was that many species of earthwor111.'3 could withstand repeated
cultivations but populations decreased as the organic matter
content of the soil fell.
Investigations into the i.rnpact of cultivations on earthworm populations have been givsn new impetus by the practice
known as 'direct drilling' in England ann 'no-til l' farming in
the U.S.A. This involves killing an existi!'lg crop with a broadspect:um herbicide and reseeding diractly with a special drill
that drops the seed into a slot cut in the soil. This is becC111in~
more popular since 197J because of considerable savings in energy
and labour and also because it minimizes soil erosion; in England
half a million hectares of crops are currently sown thls way.
Investigations at Rothamstad on 24 field exr."riments and in a
field survey have shown that populations of deep-burrowing species
such as L. terrestris and Allolobophora longa tend to build up
spectacularly with repeated direct drilling, although the effects
on numberR of shallow-working species are much less (Edwards, 1975;
Edwards and Lofty, 1975a). Sane of the changes in earthworm
populations in two long term experiments arP sl.mmarised in Figl•re 2.
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Other experiments in both field and laboratory have shown
that earthworms are important in promoting the root growth of
direct drilled cereals by providing suitable tunnels and spaces
lined with a\lailable nutr ients in the relatively compacted so.il.
Moreover , since some earthworm burrows go deeper than tne plough
pan, roots penetrate deeper than in plcughed soil.
Thus, it has been established that the greater the intensity
and frequency of cultivations generally the fewer earthworms are
present.
4.

~~rawburning

The practice of burning straw in cereal fields after harvest
is common in Fnt:1la11d, about 50l'O of all cereal straw being currently
disposed of in this way. The effects of strawburning on earthworm
populations has been investigated since 1974 at Rothamsted. In
one long-term experiment, the effects of chopping straw and spreading it evenly over some plot& were compared with doing the same and
burning the straw, baling and removing the straw, end leaving the
slt·aw in swathes over the rows And burning it. The burning or
removal of straw had little effect on earthworm populations in the
ftrst year, a slight effect after the second treatment but, by the
third ancl fourth years, populAtions of the deep-burrowing
L. terrestris had dec.:reased dramatically, and to a lesser ex!:ent
so had those of the shallow-working A. caliginosa. By contrast,
burning favoured populations of Allolobophora chlorotica (Sevigny)
(figure J) (Edwards and Lofty, 19,9).

..

,.,

kl,_.

burnt

FIGURE 3.

THE EFFECTS CF STRAW DISPOSAL ON EARTHWORM POPULATIONS
(after three successive years)
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There seems little doul.t. thHt the :•c-tual burning had little effect
on earthworms but that populations of those species dependent upon
the availabili~y of surface organic matter were soon affected.
5.

Rotations

There is very li+tle evidence or. the influence of rot~tions
earthworm populations. However, the data that have been
accumulated at Rothamsted, indicate that earthworm populations tend
to build up under continuous cereal cropping much more than in
three or four course rotations involving such crops as beans,
potatoes, oil seed rape or fodder crops. This is presumably because
the cereal stubble and roots, which constitute about 50% of the
total biomass of the croppl.us any straw left on the field, add
greatly to the ~oil organic matter upon which many species of earthwoms depend.
~n

6.

The manag~ment of earthworm populations for maximum
agricultural benefit

The conr~nsus of evjdence is that earthworms improve soil
structure, fertility, organic matter aacanpoaition, aeraticn and
drainage. Their importance increases with the current tender.cy
towards minimal or zero cultivation. If this is accepted, there is
a strong case for a programme of earthworm managemPnt aimed at
encou~aging practices which favour the build-up of earthworm populations and avoidance, as far as possible, of practices which are
harmful to them.
The various agricultural activ1ties which influence earthworms are illustrated in figure 4. Not all affect earthworm
populations equally. In order of importance, they are probably:
addition of organic maU~r, minimal cultivation, strawburr1ing,
continuous cereals, use of pesticides toxic to earthworms and use
of inorganic fertilizers. We have enough experimental data on most
of tho paramrters in this mocfl3l to ~e able to define the optional
agricultural practices necessary to encourage maximum earthworm
populations.
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INTRODUCTION
Aooording to Edwards, Loft~ (1973), many authors
bava investigated the effect of peot1c1des on earthworms
and the accumulation of pesticides in the organism
cf
earthworms. Many peat1o1des that get into the so1l are
detrimental to earthworms. FUrst and Ronnenberg (1974)
mention several pesticides that are being used against
rodents and are pernicious to earthworms. Ruppel and
Laughlin (1977) analyzed what.effect on the organism of
eartbworms had the pesticides usually applied against nematodes. These authors have observed that the pesticides
are less harmful to ea~thworms if th~~e Aubstanoes get
into tne soil 1D the form of pellets And not in the form
of dust. Th•v also ~stab11sbed that organophospborus pesticides aze lass 1Djurioua than the oarbomat1c ones.
Organopboapborus i.Daeot1c1das are used rather wida}T, but their effect on the useful fauna such as
G&rthworms as well as on the soil m1o~oorgan:18ma is little
known.
~he aim of our inTest1gat1ona was to elucidate the
ef!act of organophoaphorus 1Dsaotic~des on the aot1Tity
of earthworms, on their survival, the aooumulation 0£ organopbosphorua 1Daeotio1das in the organism of earthworms, the danaitiea of soil mio~oorganiams and tbe specific composition o~ miorosoopic fungi.

METHODS

Investigations were carried out 1D 1977-1978; the7
ware performed in a field (200 m2) and 111 a wood (on 0.25
and 12 m2 plots) both unfert111med and fert~limed
b7
leaves and green lupine. Leavaa and lupine were put 1D
117lon net saoks; ::lnaaot1o1dea ware 1.Dserted there
too
mixed with the soil. Some part of the 1nveat1gat1ons1188
performed 1D pots wh1ab oonta1Ded J kg of soil and bad
JO or
g of straw or 12 g of leaves and l ' or 20 earthw~zms (control uonta1Ded no earthworms).

'o

Invest1gat1ona wa~e done with ) repetitions. The
following inaeotioidea were ~vaatigated: anthlo, banzophoapbate (pboaalone), phoapbamid&, ohloropbos, metatione. (The doses of 1nsect1o1dea are 1.Dd1oatad ~n rable 1).
1)

I

I
l

The follow1Dg media wera used for the cultivation
microorganisms: meat peptone agar (MPA), starch ammon:La apr (Sil) and be•r 11aah agar (BllA). Tb.a number
of microorganisms per &~.,. of absoluteJ.7 dr7 soil. Th8
amount of 1Dseot1c1des in the organism of ea~thworms
wa3 oaloulated following the spontaneous remoTal of earth
from their 1Dtest1De~ M1Dced earthworms were treated by
acetone and analysed b7 means of the chromatographic devic• "Tavat-5• with thermionic detector; the procedure
was repeated twace.
BEolULTS
1. The effect of o::rg=inophospho1'us 1nsaot1o1dea
on the aotiTit7 of earthwo1'ms and thei1' survival.
Anthio, benzophosphate and chloropbos daoreaaad
the survival of earthworms in the pots b7 JJ to 46 per
cent a& compared with the survival of earthworms without i.Ds~ot~oidas. Straw mineralimation proceeded more
slowly when pots with earthworms oontaj.ned also 1nsect1cides (with the exception of chloropboa).In the variants
w~th insaot1c1des earthworm aativ~ty was also ••~ker and
earthworms bad leas affect on the inteusit7 of straw mineral~sation. In the Y&r1ant with phophamide (5 mg
par
l kg of so11) earthworms did not aurviTe and straw m1.Deralim"t1on proceeded there more slowly b7 J2.e per cent.
Harmfulness o:f auth1o depended f)D its amount m the soil.
L~ttla doses of anthio (o.7 mg p~:r l kg of soil) did not
deoraasa the aul'V1val of earthworms (Table l).
During e:xpe:rimenta performed in the wood ubemicala
(Y1B. chlorophos 20 and )0 da7a from tbe insertion 1n
the soil and bensophosphate JO and 60 da,Ja from its inaertion) had a dala71ng effect on tbe earthworm migration to the corresponding organic substance.

2. The accumulation of organophosphorus inaeot1cides :lZl the organism of earthworms.

At the beginning of tbe experiment metathione in
the soil was 2.0 p.p.m., but following 20 d~s from the
beginning of tba ex9erimeut we found in l kg of
soil
0.2 mg of metatb1one reaid2a·an.d almost the same amount
1.n tbe earth•o1'ms (in Eiaen.:1:§ rosea 0.2 p .p .m. and iD
Allolobophora oaliginoaa O.) p.p.m. At the beginning of
the experiment benzopbosphata 1D the soil was l5;150p.p.•.,
after 65 d...,a the residue of benmophospbate in the earthworms Lumb:rioug r 11ballys was found 4.8; 2.7; 2.9 p.p.m.
{toe oorresponaiDg amount 1D the ao1.l was 1.7; 8.2;
2Q.7 p.p.m.J. Earthworms were 1D~ast1gated in the wood
where tbe7 oould f~eel7 immigrate and emig~ate and
tberefoze tLa1z life pe~iod i~ the experiment might be
dj.:fferent.
We

bave found almost the aama amoun-:;;s o'f d1metb.oate,
14

Table l.

EFFECT OF OBGA?lOPBOSPBOBuS IHSEC'rICIDES ON TBB
ACTIVITY AND SUBVIVAL OF ALLOLOBOPHORA CALIGINOSA (in the pots)

==============·============================·=====·======
Unrotten stzaw

(~)

Earthworm
Variants and the
1D variants
surv1val
duration oi expez1ments -------------------•1th
(")
control earthworms
Ma7-Jul7 1976 {65 days)
'Ritbout cham1oals
Phoapbamide (' p.p.m.)
Benzophosphate
(l'O p.p.m.)

40
·"'
7).2

71.4.

60.0

,6.2

55.0

June-August 1977
(75 days)
Without cbem1oals
Benzopbosphate
(l'O p.p.m.)
Chlorophos (80 p.p.m.)

27.6

16.0

95.0

Apr11-Septembez 1978
(lJO da.ys)
Witbout obam1oals

All~bio ~l., P•P•••)

Antb1o
A.Dtbio

12~0

p.p.m.)
1., p.p.m.)

)2.2

89.0

15.6

l.J.o

21.0

48.0
60.0

15.0
14.)

11 • .J
14.6

86.5

9.7

5.1

40.0

JO.)

Ja.6

(15' days)

Without cbemioals
(l.55 d&7cs):X
Antbio (0.7 p.p.m.)X

J6.o

4).0

75.o

75.0

Jul7-Auguat 1978 (60 da7a)
33.3
Without ohem1o~ls
J4.0
Anth1o (200 p.p.m.)
August-September 1978
(30 days)
xxxx
~~tbout ohem1oa1s
Antb1o (200 p.p.m.)

Jl.6
J2.J

73.5

42.0

88.5

45.0

x - fart111sed wit~ 1eaves
xx - unf a~t1l~med

lS

-- ---

the metabolite of anth1o, 1D the orgaaism of Allolobop..bgca111:1.Do&A as in the ao11 (0.4 p.p.m. and 1.7 p.p.m.
zaspeotivaly; and o.4 p.p.m.; 0.6 p.p.m. in earthworms
and tbe same amounts 1n the soil). When bigger amount&
0£ anthio were put in the soil (200 p.p.m.)
we bave
found 7.4 mg o~ tb1a ohemioal per l kg of soil and
5.a mg o! •~rtbwor•a following JO clays and J.2 mg par
1 kg o~ soil a~d l.O mg per kilogram or earthworms following 80 da7s from the beginning of tbe experiment.These
data give us au~~ioient ground to assume that depending
upon the time tbe amount of dimethoate, the metabolite of
antb1~, both in tbe earthworms and 1n the soil is deoreaaillg. A al1gbt amount of anthio was found in the soil(O.l;
o.J p.p.m.), in the organism of earthworms there were detected only tracks. (Table 2).

~

Apart £rom this the aoou~ulation of insecticides
in tba org&n13m of earthworms d~ee show that on th• one
band earthwor~B aocalerata soil p~!1f1cat1on of these
barm£ul substances and on the otb•~ hand aarthwo~ms pro1 ong the harmfu1 ef£6ot o! pastioidea when these invertebrates are consumed b3 birds and other an1ma1s.
3. The effect of earthworms and the 1nseot1c1de
anth1o on dans~t1ea of m1oroorgan1ama.

It :ls wal1 es·tabl1shed tbat eaztb.wozims aot posit1Tel.y on the de~elopment of mioroorganiams in the ao11
(Atlavinyti, Lugaaskaai 1973; AtlaTin7ti, 1975; BrUs~
wits 1959; Gh1laroT, 963; XosloTskaja, 1969;
Went,
1963~. In anal,yz1ng the present results of tbese investigations one may olaar17 sea that earthworms 1D
this
oase too did stimulate the deTalopment of m1oroorgan1sms.
In almost all the variants of our 1DYeat1gat1ons microorganisms have conaidarabJ7 multiplied in the soil due to
the £aTourable role of earthworm aotiTit7. It bas bean
noted tb.at tbe deaa1t1ea of aot1nom7oetea and m1orosoop1c :fungi 1Do:reaaed when the insect101d.e anthio was addeJ.
to separate var:i.anta of our experiment. It 111&7 be seen
more obviogaJ..y 1n the variants without earthworms. The
effect of anth:lo on m1oroorgan1ams partl7 ~epends on its
amount and the duzation of 1ta aotion. Earthworms ba~e
daozeaaed tbe e:f~eot of anth1o ~D m1oroorgan1sma(Table J).
4. The oh&Dge 1n apeoifio oompos1tion of
fungi
due'to the efiect of earthworms and the 1nsaot1cide antb'lo.
~he reeulta o~ our 1DTe&t:lgat1ona baTa
shown that
earthworms and tba 1naect1a1de anthio are powerful ecolog1oal factors tbat influence the change 1D apao1f1o oomposition of ao:ll fungi. Owing to these factors the s110-·
cess1on of m1oroscop1a 1ung1 1D tba soil takes p1aoe. Geaeral~ the composition of m1oroeaopia ~ungi 1D the soil
~a rather oonatant and ahangea but 11tt~e. Moat often tta
same apeoiea 0£ £ung1. are found :Ln all tha samples of
ao11 of tbe same t7P•· It is ~aral7 tb.at dominant spa-
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Table 2. BESIDUES OF OBGANOPHOSPHOBUS INSECTICIDES AND THEIB ACCUMULATION IN THE OBGiNISM
OP' EABTHWOBMS
=======•=~===•=•=•==================~=~=========~•======•===========•====~==========s=======

Inseoticides

Surtaoe
under
1Dvest1gat:1on,

Amount of
Duration 1Dsaotic1das
in the soil
of a:xpe- at
rimants, ningtheof bag,.ntoe
dqa
experiments,
_;;.
p.p.m.

Residues of inseotic1aea, The species of
p.p.m.
earthworms
in the
in the
earthworms
soil
. ...-.-.- ..

m2
_________________
_________________________ Matatbion
Baneophosphate
II
II
II

11

Antb1o
II
II

n
n

200

20

2.0

0.2

0.2

O• .:l

65

15.o

1.7

4.8

65
65
in the pot 65
•
65

150.0
150.0
1700.0
140.0

20.7
8.2

2.7

155
155

0.7

1.5

"

80

200.0

"

.)O

200.0

12
12
0.25

n
n

n

1.7•
o.4ii

o.6•

0.1

J.2•

o.J

7.4•

2.9
5.6
1.4•

o.411
o.6'1

.Eisania rosaa
.AllolobopMl.&
cal1g~

Lumbrioua
ntbeliu.s
II

•

"

n

•
n

Allolobophora
cal1g1nosa

l.QM

t.
5.8

• - Dimethoate, the metabolite of anthio, found in the earthworms and the soil.
n - not investigated; t - traok

II

"

"

n

n

II

ft

n
"

n

ft

"

--.!
Table ).

EFFECT OF EARTHWORMS AND THE INSBCTICID~ ANTBIO
ON THE DENSITIES OF MICBOOBGAHISMS IN THE SOIL
UNFERTILIZED AND FERTILIZED BY STBAW AND LEAVES
(1978)

========================================================
Unrot·· Densities of m1croorgan1.sms

Variants and the
du~at1.on of
oxpar1.met&ts

ten
straw

(1.n thousands par l g

(f,)

~f

SAA

BMA

soil)

Apr1.l-Saptember

(lJO days)

15.0

1)4.8
)62.6

600.0

427.o

67.4
76.9

14.)

172.4

780.0

298.8

1.5 ms of
anthio per lkg
of soil
14.6
20 earthworms +
o.7ms o:f anth:lo

400.0

621.2

70.6

)21.4

5J5.7

95.2

12lt.O

204).0

119.6
150.5

1208.8

87.9

19)1.8

125.0

1101.1

1180.0

78.7

48).6

714.J

142.9

160.0

750.0

181.8

Control

20 earthworms
11.)
Control + 1.5 mg
o'f anth1.o pe:r

l kg of soil

20 earthworms +

per 1 kg o:r

so1.l. (150 da7s)

•

Jul;r-Septe.nba:r
(60 da;ys)
Control
JJ.J
soo.o
15 eartbwQrms
Jl.6
420.0
Control + 200 mg
of antbi.o per
l kg of SD~l
J4.0
472.5
l ' earthworms +
200 mg of anth1o
par 1 kg of soil )2.) 1068.2
15 earthworms +
200 mg of aatbio

per 1 kg of
soil (ao da~s) 31.J

Ausust-Septemb1r
(JO aa7s)
20 eazthworms
• •
20 eartbwo::rms +
200 mg of anth1o
per 1 kg o:f
8011
••
•

- fezt111ead w1th leaves

• • •• unfe:rt111med

18
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cies of fungi would chnage 1D the soil. As we see from
Table 4, bowave:r, the apeo1f1c compos1t1on of domUiant
fungi did obange ver7 much owing to the ef~eot of earthworms and the insecticide antbio. Due to tbe above-mentioned reason the formerJ.7 fo~med as~oc1at1on of soil
fungi disintegrate, their functional activity ia impaired and new favourable conditions appear for the intensive
development of other fungi speciea the act1v1t7 of which
was earlier inhibited by the development of former dominant species of fungi.

Table 4..

EFFECT OF EARTHWORMS AND '?BE INSECTICIDE ANTHIO
ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF DOMINANT MICROSCOPIC
FUNGI IN UNFERTILIZED SOIL AND THE SOIL FEBTI~
LIZBD WITH STBAW AND LEAVES (1978)

================~==================a====================~

Variants and
The numbe1' of
the du:ration
of expe:riments species
Ap:r11-September
(l.)O ~a)
Control

20

Dominant epeciea

Hormiaotis candida v.B6hnel
lcramonium rosaum (Oud.) w.Gams
Triohoderma bimatum (Bon.) Ba1D.
T.viride Peri.ex S.F.Gra7
Soo,uiariopsis
fusca Zach
Pen7 c1111um subleter1t1.um Biou:rge
p. caneeaans Sopp

~

'f:iilikowskii Za1.

Jlioe11a sterili&

20 earthworms

18

Mort1er1ll.a candelabrum v.Tiegh
et teToiinier
M. ~um111.s L1nnem.
!I'; alpiia Payronal
'lfi'rohoderma hamatum (BGn.) Bain
T. viride Pers. ax s.F.Gra1
:roremonium butzr1 (v.Be111&)W.Gams
Penlo1111um puiiuro,enum Stoll
p. nieicans ( 1D.
r. iu eum zukal
'J: micz,Usk11 Zal.
'Ylisarium redolens wr.
!joeila sler!11a

Control + 1., mg
of anthio per
l kg of so1.l

29

Pen1o1ll1um 1anosum Westl.
P. calsuiatum Baper et Fe nnell
-,:-go iawsiii Zaleski
IJ.'i'iohadarma .Y~r14e Pers.ex

--S.t.dl'a;y

-·-

!z!.otbecium ve:r:rucaria Difmar
ex Fi.
Cla4oapoz1um berbarum Link ex Fr.
11\ernui& alte:r11ata (F.r.) Ke:ilal.
19
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Tabla 4 (Ctd.)
=======·==============·==;================•=&==~========

Vaz'i.ants and
tbe durati.on
of expa1'1ments

Tbe num-

DomiDant species

ber of
species

Oosiora laot1s (Free.) Saoc.
var ioiliium album (PJ.tauss)
P:1dopiiczko
Myoel1a steri..:!:,!!

20 aartbworms +

1.5 mg of anthio
pa~ l kg of soil

21

Mart1a1'ella Yi11&oaa Dixon-Stew.rt
Peniciilium c:aiopium Wastl.
P. f;odlewak1i zaieski
U!d odenaron tenuissimum (Peak)
Hughes
Acremon'i.um rosaum (Oud.) w.Gams
l!Ucoz piumbeus Bon.
Mycalia ster11'1.a
Pieaiiomzoes javanicum Brown ex

smith

20

o.7

ea~tbworms

+

mg of anthia
~er 1 kg of soil
C150 da,ys) -k-

17

.Aspe:rgillus n1.gar v.Tiegham
Mortie:reiia humliis Linnem.
Goi1t:riohum macroeiadum (Saoc.)
Hughes
Pen1c1111um rosao-purpurogenum
Diezck:x - P. caBsulatum Rapa~ at Fannell
1r.' ~. iawskii Zalask~
Ji'eCiiom7ces Javan1cus B~own ex

smith

M.ycel~a

-

ster111a

Jul;y-Saptamber
(60 days)

Triohodarma Yiride Pars. ex

Contzol

~.

s.F.Gra1

bamatu& (Bon.) Bain.
'P'i'niolllium restrictum G1.lman et
lbbott
P. godlewsk11 1.alesk1
~celhilistrum racemoaum Conh
ex chl'aat.
Mort1al'ella l1.gn1oola ('.'ttartin)
Gama et Moreau
Cepb.alospor1um !2•!.E.•
Hum1cola fusco&tra Traaen
Glioc1a41um a16um (Preuss) Petch
Papuiaria sphaerosperma (Para.)

v.R6hDa1

01d1odend%OD tenu1&a1mum (Peck)
Hughes

15 earthworms

22

Muoor circinelloides v.r1egb.

ltisld1ii
20

!l:IA~i!.!.

-

Linda.

Tab1e 4 ('=-ed.)
=============================================~===========

The numbe :r Of
species

vas1ants and
the duration
of experiments

Dominant spec1ea

Acramon1um st~1ctum W.Gams 1nad.
Trichodarma viride Pers. ex

s .J'.Gra;r

Pan1o1111um aodlewsk11 Zaleski

p. purpurofenum Stoll
'P': simeiic esimum (Oud.)
P7 canaeoens Sopp
'JS':- restrictum G1lm&n et Abbott

Control + 200
of' antb1.o par
1 kg of soil

~g

19

-

Actinomucor corymbosus (Barz)
Naumov
Mucor hum1l~s Naumov
Mortiaiiila-il.11na Pe7ronel
M. ilgnicoia { art1n) Gama et
-Yoraau
Tr1ohodarma bamatum (Bon.) Bain
Pen101iiium reatriotum Gilman et

Abbott

P. lureurasoena (Sopp) Raper.

T.' e cumbans §om
'Ciaaosporum herbarum Link ex Fr.
15 earthworms +
200 mg of anth1o

JO

15 earthworms +
200 ms a1= antb1o
~er l kg of soil

16

l:a

per l kg of' soil

(80 4a7s)

Aalerg1.11us fum1satua Fzes.
Rh mofus oi~1os,orua Saito
Fania i!tum
awsk11 Zaleski
P. oyanaum ( iii. et Sart) B1ourga
1":' cticumbens Thom
liioor ~umbeua Bon.
M. oizC:naiioides v.Tiagh.
J:'Czemonium rosaum (Oud.) w.Gams
Mtoeiia stazilia
Pan1o1111um godlewak11 Zaleski

P. \arreatra Jansen

7:- euiiateritium Biurga
l'7 ooryicphiiium Dierokz

·

!ioratiioum o11vaaaum Fz.
Ti1cbo4erma auzeoviride B1fa1
@ioafla atezii1a

Auguat-Septembe~

(30 cla7a)
20 earthworms..

16

Mort1erell.a fOJ.zcephala Coem.
S»orotricbum oiivaceum Fz.
Piniaiiiium zestziotum Gilman et
Xtibo'lt
P. deoumbena Thom

r.

Jiianic'iiiii v. BeJ'Dia
ouzt12as Saco.
Xoremonium zoaaua (bud.) w.Gama

~p&s:iospozum

------------- 21

Table 4 (Ctd.)
=====:======================•••===••==•s=••••=====c~~====

Variants and
the dc.arat1.on
of experiments

20 earthworms +
200 mg of anthio
per 1 kg of soil
..ti- -

numDominant species
ber of
species
1•ucor griseo-oohraceus Naumov
Af1cei1a SEerilia

Tb.a

19

Penic1.ll1.um deoumbens Thom

p. piscarium West!.

lr.' suijiaterit1um Biurge
1S':' simpiiciasimum (Cud.)
lJiiomastix ceraaijs (Xarst.)

Dickinson
Paecilomycas javanicum Brown ax

smith

M1cal1a sterilia

It was noted that earthworms and CGproliths pr~
duced by them stimulate the development of the fungi. Mgcorales. In the var1.ants w1.th 6arthworms there was an increase in the development of such genera of soil fungi
as Mort1erella, Mucor, Act1nmucor, Abs1d1a, Rh1zopus.
In the soil fortilized by straw the fungi o! the
genus Triohoderma (~. hamatum, ~viride, %_.aureov1r1d~
and others) and also some ~apresentatives of the geuus
Pen1c1111um (P. oapsulatum, ].godlawskij, Z..·PY.lPUJogenum)
developed more intenaaly.
Due to the e~fect of anthio sterile mycelium
o~
fangi increased in the soil samples; when aown into nutrlt1ve media under normal laboratory conditions this
myoelium did not produce organs of zeproduction. Meanwhile in separate oases the sterile myoelium cop1ousl~
produced and excreted into tbe environment its anm.vmaa
and acids. Separate stra1.ns of the star~le 1117celium when
acted upon b7 special means acquired capacity to produce
organs of reproduction. But the latter stra::lns of fungi
and their organs of reproduct1.on differed greatly
!rom
the standard strains of the same species of fungi. T~us
it was established that the inaeoticide anthio may have
a negative affect on ~he development of separate species
of fungi and limit their distribution in the. soil. However, not all species of fungi react equally sensitivel7
to this ohemioal. Some species of the fungi belonging to
the genus Penioillium under the effect of anth1o :intensify their activity and become very competitive
g~d
lawsk11, .f_.canescens, f,..m1rce:niak11).

er.

SUMMARY
Organo~hosphorus in&eot1c1dAa
auab as anth1o, benzophosphate (phoaalona) aDd chloropboa, have deoraaded

22

the survi~•l of earthwozms up to 46 per cent. Anth1o 1
bftnzophosphate weakened the activity of aarthwor~s aud
slowed tbe mineralization of organic substancee..
The
following residues of accumulated 1nsect1c1des were
found 1n the tissues of aaztbworms: 0.2 to o.J p.p.m. of
metath1o~e, 2.7 to 5.6 p.p.m. of benzopbosphate and 0.4
to 5.s p.p.m. of d1mathoate, the metabolite of anth1o 1
pe~ 1 kg of earthworms.
The effect of the 1nseot1c1de anthio on tbe densities of various mioroorganisms in the soil is rather different and depends on the amount of insecticide and tha
duration of its action. The insecticide anthio prod~ces
the success~on in the species of microscopic fungi in assoc1at1ons alread.Y iormed. A positive effect of this :lnseotic~de wa~ noted on some fungal species of the ~enus
fe~1.c1,l.11Jl!!i \.F.• gqg_le~.11ki1., ~-· canescena, jl.mbomYDski:t.).
But due to tbs effect of anthi~, soma other species of
fung1 lose their abilit7 to form organs of reproduotion.
Therefore an increase in the amount of sterile myoalium
in the soil is noted.
Earthworms and their metabolites had a positiva
affect on tba densities of microorganisms and stimulated
the development of the fungi Muoorala3. Due to these invertebrates the representatives of the cenara Martierella, Muco~, Abs1d1a, Rhizopus have become more abundant.
The activity of fungi of the genus Triohodezma is
intensified in the soil fertilized by straw.
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GROWTH OF BASIDIOMYCETES IN THE PRESENCE OF
AGROCHEMICALS
G.

J. F. Pugh and M. J. MacDonald

Un1Nmtr of Asto11

UK.

D'TRODUCT!ON

The role of memi.-ars of the Basidiomy~tl" s in a.ecomposi tion
processes has been studied by relatively few researchers. The ability of many soil Basidiomycetes to break down lignin, noted by Falck
(1923, 1930), is common in many wood-destroyers. On the other hand,
Melin (1925) remarked that the mycorrhiza forming Balldiomycetes are
incapabl.e of utilizing cellulose or lignin but depend for their
nut~·ition on carbohydrates derived from their host trees.
It was
subsequently shown by Norkrans (1950) tha-t; even some of the mycorrhizal fwigi are capable of decomposing at least cellulose.
Li.Dd.eberg (1944, 1946, 1948) studied the ability of soil inbabi ting Basidiomycetes to decompose li.tter and its main constituC".ncs, cellulose and lignin. In addition, Norkrans (1944, 1950),
Mikola (1954~ am. Fries (1955) indicated that 'the ability to decomP'>SC these constituents is "-e:ry cOJDJD;,n among soil fungi.
The most
active litter decomposers have been found among tbi: genera of
Marasmius, !1Y.;cena, Cli tocybe, Collybia, Clavaria and Stropbaria, and
many wood destroying fungi. found on decaying trees ha"VC decomposed
litter effectively in vitro: Armillari..i mellea and species of
F1ammula, KvPhol.uma;-PiiOllOta and Po],yporus (Lindeberg, 1946; Mikola,

1954,!J•
'Ihus the Basidiomyt".etes in soil represent a physiologically
heterogeneous group and in order to determine their role in the soil,
thorough in-.restigations into the physiology of individual species are
needed. The course of li-cter decomposition, including its speed and
intermediate an:i final products, depends on three main factors:
i) the physical. and chemical. properties of the litter,. li) the
en'Vironmenul conditions and iii) the organisms themse.tves. The facto1·s in turn a.re interdependent. The significance of each imlividual
factor in the decomposition of litter or wood is a matter for investigation. In addition, with the rapid escalation in biocide usage in
agri.cultur:il. am forestry .;>ractice, it is urgent that we eva1uate the
pressures which these cumpound.s exert on the fungi responsible for
decomp!" ution processes. Biocides are considet-.sd to be indispensable
aids in agricultural, hort.i.cultural and forestry practices, and a
vast array of chemicals are applied directly to .soil. Other agrochemicals enter the soil as run-off from treated aerial systems, or
from drifting sprays.
Dl.:ring tbe course of studies on soil fungi, members of the
Basid.iomycetes have of'1'",en been over1ooked because ot diffiieulties
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of iso1ation and identification. Cllesters (1949) referred to "the
secret of the higher Basidiomycetes": Warcup (1959),with his hyphal
isol.ation technique,, showed that Basidiomycetes can be recovered from
the soil, and Warcup and Talbot: l 1962) were able to identify several
specie&. However, ti1ese isolated studies give only a small indication of the work .still to be done: other approaches, such as the
cultivation of mycelia from sporophores, en~ble cultural studies to
be carried out.
In 'the present. study, three non-mycorrhizal species (23SM,
Coprinus comatus and Cyathus sterc:oreus), two lmown mycorrhizal specieH (Bol.etus variegatus and Paxillus involutus) 1 and Phallus
in:pudi.cus, a species of uncertain status, hive been used to investigate the basic physiclo.gy and the reaction of each to the presence of
agrochemicals. In this way comparisons can be made of the abilities
of the nutritionally iiffer9nt species under a range of environmental presSUrt"S.

MATERIAI.S AND METHODS
Species
The fuigi. used in this study include: two species isolated
from sporopho:re tissue, Coprinus comatus growing on a grass lawn,
and Phall11s impudicus growing among mosses in deciduous woodland; an
\l!lidentified Basidiomycete isolated from leaf litter of Agrostis
tenuis§ designated 23,SM; two lmown mycorrhizal species, Boletus
variegatus and Paxi.llus involutus (supplied. by Dr.P.Ma~on, Institute
of Terrestrial Ecology,, F.din'6urgn) and the non-mycorrhizal fungus
C,yathus s~rcoreus (supplied by Dr. P. Blaktaman, Aberdeen).

~
All species wel'e maintained on a modified Hagem malt i.Lgar
(HMA) (Modess 1941) and contained per litre of distill.ed wate~;
Glucose, lOg; NH4 C1, O.Sg; Mgso .7H o,, o.Sg; malt extract agar
4
2
sog; Fe Cl3( 1% s~lutil)n)' 10 drops.
The basic liquid medium (BDl) contained per litre of distilled water: Glucose, lOg; ~.d.Cl, O.Sg; MgS04 .7H...O, O.Sg; ~Po ,
o.sg; ma1t extract 20g,; Tldamin, 1 mg; mi~roe:iements (after 4
Lilly and Barnett, 1953), 2ml.
Inocul.ca. for liqwd cultures were cut from the growing edge
of petri plate cultures on HMA. These inocula. were transferred 'i:!>
the flasks and floated on the surface of the culture medium. All
flasks were incubated as standing cultures.
Chemicals
Herbie.ides:

Maxi.de 36 (as maleic bydrazide) - active ingredient (a.i.) 36% (w/v) 1 1 2-d.ihydro-3,
6-pyridazynedione

J
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Paraquat - a.i. 25% (w/v) 1,1•-dimettyl-4,4'bipyridinium.
Fungicide:

Verdasan - a.i. 2.5% (w/w) phenyl m.?rcury acetate.

The field application rates of the agrochemicals are as follows:
Mazide:
Paraquat:
'!erd.asan:

ct.pprox. 4000 ppm
approx. 80~ ppm
approx. 20 to 80 ppm

Effect of temperature on growth rate
Petri plat:es conu.ining about 20 cm 3 of HMA were inoculated
with a 5 mm disc cut from the margin of colonies g:gwing on HMA.
Plates were incubated at 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30 and 35° c.
The colony diameters were t.Jcen as the mean of two diameters at right
angles to each other. Five replicate plates for each temperature for
every fungus we.re used. Extension growth rates were calculated during the iog phase of growth.

Dry weigl!t increase
Fl.asks containing 20 ml BLM were inoculated ~ith the test funThree replicate
flasks for each consecutive sample for each fungus were used. For
dty weight analysis fl.asks were removed, the mycelia harvested and
~ried to constant weights.
Effect of agrochemicals on growth
gi and incubated at their optimum temperatures.

Appropriate amounts of herbicide stocks were added to 8I.Jof to
give final concentrations of 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 8000 ppm
(a.i.J for Mazi.de, and 5, 10, 25, SO, 100 and 250 ppm (a.i. for Paraquat. Flasks were autoclaved for 15 min and 15 psi. Appropriate
amounts of Verdasan stock solution were added 'to cooled sterile BLM
to give final concentrations ~f 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 2.5 ppm
(a.i.). BLM without f18:?"0chemical. ad.di ti.on was used as control. Five
replicate flasks for each concentration of agrochemi.cAl for every
fungus were used, aI1d. dry weight analysis performed as above.
RESULTS

Effect of temperature on growth rate
The results are sunanarised in Figure 1 and indicate the optimum growth temperatures. All six species grew at s0 c, the lowest
temperature used. Four of the species investigated showed growth
between 2rf and 25°c (Basidiomycete 23SM, Coprinus comatus, Boletus
variegatus and Phallus impudicus). !'axillus involutus Showed a lower
optimum temperature, around 200c, while Cxathus stercoreus had its
optimum near J0° C.
In general, the two m.ycorrhizal species {P.involutus and
B.variegatus} and P.im.pudicus did. not grow above Jo0 c, whereas the
otl.er th."""ee non-mycorrhizal species g.:ew above this temperature.
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FIG 2. GIOWTH OF SIX Sl'EOES IN LIQUID MEDIUM AT THEIR
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Dry weight increases
The three non-mycorrhizal species, 235M, C.comatu~ and
c.stercoreus, showed relativ~ly higher growth rates than did
P.invol~tu~, B.variegatus and P.impudicus (Table 1).
TABI.E 1.

C'rowth rate (mg dr:r weii$t/24 hr) of
Ba.sidiomycetP.~ at their opt.imum temperature
for f'rowth.

Basidiomycete s 23SM

33.50

Bole c.us varieptus

6.25

Qyathus stercoreus

9.38

Paxillus involutus

4.50

Coprinus comatus

7.67

Phal1us impudicus

3.25

In addition, it is evident fi·om Figure 2 that not only were
growth rates sl.ower :in the two mycorrbiza.l species and P.impudicui:.
but the J.ag phase of growth wa.s, in general, considera.bli longer.
Conversely, those speci~s with a shorter lag phase ~lso showed a
faster growth rate.

Effect of agrochemicals on growth
The effects of the agrochemi.cals on the grCJlo,' th of the six
Basidiomycetes are shown in Figures J, 4 and 5. In general the
fungi were relatively tolerant to Mazide at the concentrations used:
only !>hallus impudicus was inhibited at concentrations above 1000
),lpm. Paraquat and Verd.asan showed some simila.ri ties in their effects on growth at the concentrations used: 23SM and Coirinus comatus
were more tolerant than the other species. Boletus varJ.egatus ~
Paxillus involutus were least tolerant, being inhibited at 5 ppm of
Paraquat and 0.1 ppm of Verd.a.san. Oya.thus stercoreus and Phallus
;impudi.cus showed growth patterns simifu to the mycorrhizal species
in the presencp. of Paraquat, but coth were more tolerant than these
species to Verdasan.
DJSCUSSIDN

In earlier studies on Basidiomycetes, most have been found to
be mesophl.li.c in thei.r temperature requirements. Three raycorrhizal
sp5cies of Soletus studied by Melin (1925) showed opth.um growth at
25 c,, while kikOli (1948) found a slight1y lover optimum for species
of Ainanita and Lactarius. Norkrans (1950) fol.md
~corrilizal
TridiOIGma species had optima within the range 18 to 30 c, while
Ma~ (1969) showed that _!'isolithus tinctorius ~ best at JO to
35 C. Laiho (1970) reported the temperature maximum for eight
strains of Paxlllus involutus to be about J0°c, with all strains
being killed at 32oc.

fbat

Of the various wocd~estroying H,ymenomyce1:es studied by
Humphrey and Siggers (1933) am Bj8rkman (1946) belonging to the
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genera Pol.yporus, Sterew.n and Poria, the great majority have maximwn
growth at t:emperatures ~f 28°c or higher. On the other hand, several
Mycena species grew best at 20°c (N. Fries, 1949). Trescholt (1944)
found the coprophile Psal1iota bispcra to grow best at a temperature
range between 20° and 276 c with the optimum at 24°c. The coprophilic
species of Coprinus investigated by Rege (1927) showed a high optimum of 30°to 356 while L.Fries (1956) fo~ various species to grow
best at 30° to 35°c with good growth at 44 C in one species.
In the present study, the six species used were also mes.ophilic, with Cyathu:i stercoreus showing the highest temperature
0
range. All six species eXhi'bi ted growth at
and there were indications that Cop:-inus comatus could probably gt'ow quite well at 1ower
temperatu~s. Melin (1925) found. that three species of Boletus grew
well at 10 C and two of them continued to grow a't 6°c, whil.e Lobanow
( 1960) repgrted that the temperature minimum of mycorrhizal fungi
was 1 to 5 c. However,, 'temperature requirements can depend on the
origin of the strains used: Moser (1958,!) showed that the ~wn
for a strain of P.involutus isolated. from a 0 valley was z0 to 8 c,
whereas a mountain strain grew at -2°c to 4 c.

s c,

Soil inhabiting Ba.sidiomy1:etes have long been rega.rd.ed as
slow growing organisms. However, Basicliomycete 235M is exceptional
in showing a rate of growth comparable with many non-Basidiomycetes.
Phal1us impudicus and the two mycorrhi:al species t'ested were not
onlj' sl.ower groving than the other non-mycorrhi.zal f'ungi, but they
also showed a much longer lag phase.
Further studies are in hand
to see: whether the growth rate can be used as a criterion for dis~uishing between mycorrhizal and non~corrhizal fungi.
In the presence of the agrochemicals used, there were 11.&ain
some differences in the tolerance shown by the mycorrhizal and nonmycorrhizal species. With the exception of Phal.1!!,! :iJDpudicus the
JDYCOrrhizal species were 1ess tolerant than tEe'"iion-mycorrhizal
species to the three chemiC'!l.ls used. At field concentrations, all
species except Phallus imeudicus were tolerant to Mazide. With
Paraquat and Verdasan, however, all of the test fungi. were inhibited
below the field application. rate.

The behaviour of Phallus impudicus indicates many similarities
with the lmown mycorrhizal Bo1etus variegatus and Paxi.llus involutus.
However, Gr-ainger (1962) described it as growing saprophytically on
leaf mould and decayed wood, while Trappe (1962) reported. it as a
possible Jl\Y'Corrhiza.l species.
Thus, the use of these agrochemicals could have more deleterious effects on myr.orrhizal activity than on decomposition in
general. Tbis could be particularly important in those marginal
situations where higher plant growth i& dependent or. mycorrhizal
associations.
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INTRODUCTION
One body of ecolosical theory ass~rts that the physiological
properties of the individual organisms in a collection are related to
the n·Jmber of species in Lhat collection. Slobodkin and Sanders (1969)
have suggested the possibility that where there are many species in a
community some degree of species packing (MacArthur and Levins, 1967)
bas occurred, and that each individual from a collection containing many
species may be expected to be less tolerant of perturbation th~n ea~h
individual in a collection with smaller numbers of species involved. In
this sense, a COllD!lunity comprising a large number of "tightly packed"
species should be l~ss stable than one consisting of a smaller number of
'~loosely packeti" ones.
Most inviestigators from their own experience can
think of systems which seem tn confirm (ur, perhaps, deny) the previous
sentence. but this involves selection of evidence and does not constitute
a tP.st.
We wanted data which constituted objective samples of clearly
comparable conununities. which were accessible to collection and perturbation,
but which had not previously been subjected to extensive analysis from the
standpoint of our hypothesis. We therefore chose to study nematodes.
Nematodes were chosen to test the hy~othesis bec~use they are an
integral part of the s~il fauna, and ma7 be either harmful as parasites
of plant roots or beneficial in decomposition processes. It is also of
econo'l!lic importance to know how nemat~de communities in the soil will be
affecced by a pesticide perturbation.
Our sampling procedure was one routinely used in soil nematology.
From each location we had a list of organisms present and relative
abundance data. For discussion of the significance of such lists see
Botkin et al. 1979. Maguire et al. 198~.
ThE perturbation was the application of an a&ricultural nematicide
to a sample of living organ!sms in the laboratory. Since the hypothesis
relates to the properties of .individuals, the perturbation neeu not be
performed in nature. It might be argued that extraction itself is a
perturbation which preselects for differential response to nematicides
but this seP.ms far fetched.

METHODS
In this study seven localities were identified; four of these could
be considered species-rich in nematodes. These were all in the botanical
garden at the University of Calif~rnia, Riverside. We cons1dered these to
be a sample of "tightly packed" nematode communities. The other three
communities were normajly stressed by dryness and we ~xpected to find only
a few species of nemalodes. These were located in a native coascal sare
scrub coDDDunity on a nearby ecological area, alsa on tPe UCR campus. Soil
samples were taken at the base of the plant (near) or at the plant cenopy
(far). The localities were: Botanical Gardens - (a) Juglans pyriformis near,
(b) :!· pyriformis far, (c) .:!· hybrid near, (d) :!· hybrid far; Sage Scrub (e) bare ground, (!) Ambrosi~ dumosa near, (g) ~· dumos~ faT.
Soil samples were taken in the spring of 1977, the nematodes
extracted, and the genera found in the first approximately one hundred
individuals examined from each site were recorded. One hundred hand
picked live nematodes from each site were placed into a solution of
nematicide, 250 ppm 1,3 - dichloropropene. The time to 50% immobilization
was determined. (immobilization is use~ as a criterion of the effectiveness
of a nematicide because the actual death point of a nematode is difficult to
determine from visual observation). Solutions were examined for immobiljzed
nematodes every 5-6 minutes and at the teTminatjon of the 5-minute interval
after immobilization had exceeded 50~, a differential count was made of the
first one hundred mobile animals encountered. This was repeated on scp~rate
samples, March 21 and March 22, 1977, so that two measures were
made from each community. For statistical purposes they were treated as
1ndependent samples.
.l\ESULTS

'Ihe list and number of nE!'llatode genera founci in each sample before
and after treatment a%e shown in Tables 1 and 2. As expected, the n:ean
nu~ber of genera found in each sample from the Botanical Gardens were
greater than thcso in the coastal sage scrub (10.~ vs. S.S). A median test
showed that more species were lost from the species-Tic~ garden co111111unities
than from the species-poor scrub areas (4.9 vs. 3.0) (X • 7.87. df = 2,
P~.OS).
However, there were more genera there initially to lose; the
proportions of the genera lost in the two areas (.39 Vo •. 27). while in the
same di~ection, was not significantly different when tested ~ith a median
test (4 = 1.17, df = 3, P.>.7).
=

It should be recognized that the number of species present is but
one measure of community struc::ure. !.ewontin (1969) has stressed that
community stability should be measured in a variety of ways. A way to do
thia is to conpare the vectors of the speci~s composition beforP and after
tTeatment. Prior to treatment with nematicides each population can be
cepresented by a vector
(P1 , P2 , • • • • PK),IPi ~ 1, where the
components represent the propor~ion of each genus in making up the sample.

!is=

).S

TABLE 1. Hamatollle genera rreaent in aoll aamplea before aad after treatment with a nematlcida.
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Table 2
Number of nematode Jenera present in soil samples before and after treatment with a nematicide.
Number of Genera
Location
Species-rich
communilie11
(Botanical
Gardens)

Average
DL.1y 1
Day 2
i
%
Day l/Day2
B,1fore
After
Loss in Before
After
Loss in Ave
Ave %
nematicide nematicide Change genera nematicide nematicide Change genera change loss

A

l:J

B

c

1l.
12

D

11

Ave

11.75

5
7

6
6

-7

-.54

14

11

-J

- .21

-5

-.45

14

9

-5

- • 36

-5
-5

-.46

-s.s

-.40

7

-5
-~

-.42
-.45

lJ
12

7

6

-6
-3

-.25

-4

- .44
- .JS

6.25

-5.5

- .465

13.25

-4.25

- • 32

-4.07

- • 39

5

0
-3

0
-.43

8

7

6
5

-2

-.25
-.29

-1
-2.5

-.u

5

-2
-3

-2

-.29

8

- , )8

-2.5

7.66

- .J4

5.33

-2.33

- • Jl

-3. 0

-.27

9
9

-.~7

Species-poor
(Sage Scrub)

~

E
F
G

Ave

7

5.66

4
5
4.66

-1.66 -.24

-.36

After ti·eatn.icnt, the communitiPs would be changed to a new vector of
co~positions (~).
(We have used proportionate abundance because
absol11te species alm11dance could nnt be estimated).
Coramunity stability can be measured in a number of ways. We
chose to ~eas~re Euclidean distance between the position vectors before
and after tieatment. Amore stable cot11111unity s~ould be moved less. We
also detF.rmined the angle betwePn the vectors !A_ and !.s· A more stable
community should be moved through a smaller angl"e by cne nematicide.
The Euclidean distance in n-spacP, where n is the number of genera prior
to treatment, and the angle between community vectors before and after
treatment are compared (Table 3).
There was a greater effect on the more species-rich communities.
811 average distance of
.90 genera, whereas Llte species-poor communities were moved a distance of
only .57 genera. This difference was significant by a Mann-Whitney U-te~t
(U=6, P<.01). The angles through which the couanunities were moved also
differed significantly (U=7.5, P<.OS) with the species-rich communities
being again more affecte4.
The nematicide moved the species-rich communities

These data suggest that species-packing is an important determinant
of community stability. It suggests also that the mathematical theories
of community stability may be helpful for better underst~ndtng the effects
or pesticides on plant and animal communities.
Table 3
Stability of species-rich and species-poor nematode conununiti~s. Stability
is measured by the resistance to change in species composition ver.tors by
treatment with a nematicide.
Euclidean distance between vectors
before and after nematicide

Differences in angles be~ween vectors
before and after nematicide

------------- ·- ------

Location
Botanical Gardens

Day 1

B

0.87
0.88

D

o.~4

Ave

0.80

A

c

o. 74

Day 2

Ave.

Day 1

Day 2

Ave.

30
52

37
80
61

0.63

0.15

1.29

1.1

1.01
1.0t
0.99

0.87
0.90
0.90

0.66
0.35
0.45
0.49

0.56
0.44

35.25

60.25

33.5
66
52
53
51.12

26

39
20
26
28.3

32.S
25.0
41.5
33.0

43
43

63

Sage Scrub
E
F

r
Ave

0.46
0.52
0.96
0.65

30

57
37.7

0.10
0.57

I

I
.39
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DISCUSSION
There bas developed an extensive and polemical literature on the
relation between species packing and environmental stability. Much
discussion has focussed on whether or nor particular envir~nments ought
to be thought of as more or less stable dnd on various definitions of
stabilicy. In addition there has been concern as to stacistical problems
in the determi.~a~iun of diversity. These p~oblems remain unreFolved.
Obviously the stability of the enviTonment must be viewed from the standpoint of particular organisms. What co1.stitutes perturbation in one kind
of organism will not in any way disturb another. Al~o most measures of
species diversity are subject to various interpretations.
The Slobodkin-Sanders (1969) formulation of the role of stability
in contributing to diversity asserts that there exists a relation between
the number of species and the physiological properties of the inuividual
organisms in collections of organi9ms made in uature. This connection is
not obvious. It mi~ht, for example, be asserted that if one kind of organism
in a particular place is particularly sPnsitive to some environ~ental event
then others in the same place might share that sensicivity but this assertion
would say n"thing ~bout the r.umber of species to be c~pected in that place.
Perhaps the most significant aspect of the Slobodkin-Sanders formulation is
that it att4=1Dpts to explicitly rationalize a connection between physiological
properties of individual organisms and properties of a~semblages of species
in which they are found. Testing de~ailed asp£cts of the Slobodkin-Sanders
~heory would require an ~~ormous amount of time and effort in studying
several ecosystems. In the absence of general agreement on clear
definitions of stability and ambiguity as to the relative merits of
different diversity measures such tests would still be equivocal. We
have not attempied this - rather we asked the simpler quescion - whetbe~
we can demonstrate any relati"1l at all between tbe number of species in
a collection and the physiological properties of the individual organi&ms.
In the absence of such a relation any attempt at rationalization of
species diversity in terms of biological properties is suspect.
We used an unnatural perturbation, the nematicide, to avoid the
possibility that we are mimicking a natural event which the organisms
might not find perturbing. Ou= cnoice of statistical procedure was
dictated b~ our desire to use as ~uch of the information in our data
as possible, and to minimize the role of special distributional functions.
If we bad studied a we!l understood conmrunity we would legitimately
be subject to the criticism thr.t we bad chosen either the community or
the perturbation because of prioT knowledge of how the organisms would
respond. Our choice of org81lisms was motivated by our desire to approach
as closely as possible a blind test of the simple hypothesis that there
was in fact a rPlation between length of species lists a~d physiological
properties.

I

I

l

The fact that we did show that the longer species-list samples were
more sensitive than the shorter does not by any means demonstrate
universal validity for the Slobodkin-Sanders argument. It does demonstrate
a specific prediction of the formulation; using our criteria ~or diversity
and for statistical differ~nce, the hypothesis was confirmed. This of
itself is of significanr.e in light of the assertion by Abele and Walter&
(1979) that the hypothesis is a tautol~gy, ·i.e. is untesta~le.
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A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF THE USE OF SOME SOIL MITES
IN BIOASSA YS FOR PESTICIDE RESIDUE DETECTION
Ph. Lebrun
Un1l'rrsitv r1/ Louva1n
Brlg111n1

INTRODUCTION
Our objective in this paper is to analyze the methodology nf bicassays pr1nc1pa111 in r~lation to the detection of toxic residues of
pett1cides through sofl fauna. In this tense. our conception is fn
accord with that of Ru.:icka (1973): "The detemination of pesticide
residues by bioassays 1s based on the measurement of growth, death or
some other phys1ologfcal
(or ecological) change in animals. plants or
m1croorgan1sms. 0 The concept of bioassay derives from that of the bfoindicfttor. A b1o1nd1cator ts in all biological parameters, qualitative
or quantitative (measured at tndfvidual, population or conmunity level)
likely to indicate the particular life conditions corresponding either
to a given state, ta a natural variation or to an envfronnental pertur·
bation. Thus, 1n the sense of the naturalists. this definition
includes the more restr1ctfve terms of indicator or characteristic
species. The actual revival of these old conc,Dts come$ especially
from actual needs coqcerning ecological evaluation. quantification of
their b1olag1c~l value and ecos1stem quality. In this context. and by
referring to soil ecosystem, the problem of bf oassays becomes more and
more essential for soil biology and necessitates certain adjustments.
On the other hand. as of now a distinction shou1d be made between b1oassay and screening. Screening is based pr1nc1pa11y on the comparison
of direct r:10rtality 1nduced by various molec~les on whatever species,
either noxious or non-target. On the contrary, by definition, bioassay
refers to standard organisms taken as a measure of reference. In addition, we do not foresee the a•rect repercussion of pesticides f n the
field Gr the consequence of their use on soil organisms. These aspects,
which constitute a global ap~roach and not strict bioassays, have been
synthesized by several authors throughout the past few years (Edwards,
1973a, b; Thompson and Edwards. 1974; Matsumura. 1975; Brown. 1977).

OBJECTIVE OF BIOASSAY TECHNIQUE
The objectives of b1oassays. in the restricted sense of the tenn,
can be classified into four categories:
1. The stuclY of the persistance in function of the behavior
of pesticides such as mobility and influence of external
factors on the biocactfvi'fa'.
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2. The comparison of molecular analogues 1n the perspective
of proposing a compatible choice w1th ecological imperatives 1n the sense of minimizing d~struct1ve effects on
environnent.
3. Demonstration of secondary effects;
a. the induction of resistance.
b. danecologtcal (population level) such as
influence on the fecundity of non-target
species, or biocenotfcal modifications
such as biomagniffcaticn, and
c. the indication of teratologic effects.
4. The detection and measure cf biological residual activity
of pesti..:ides;
a. either with labcratory experiments (absolute
bioactivity), or
b. from field samples (relative bioactivity).
We are essentially developing the latter objectives. but we can briefly
gi~e 4 few samples concerning others in the context of so11 biology.
RESEARC~

REVIEW

Behavior of Pesticides
As Lichtenstein (1966) and E~rds (1973b) recalled, the bioactivity
of soil pesticides depends on a nUl!lbar of factors. such as the chemical
characteristics of the molecule, the type of treatment. the type of soil.
the organic matter content, clay content, acidity, the temperature and
water content of the soil. the type of vegetation or crop. Interesting
studies carried out by Read (1969, 1971. 1976) by Harris (1969, 1972.
1973) by Harris and Sans (1972) by Grtffiths and Sftlith (1973J on crickets,
flies and r.utwonns have pointed out the importance of these factors on
the real biological actfvfty of' tnsecticfdes. Among so11 fauna. some
species of collemboles. especially Folsmnia canclfda. have been s~udied
within this view. mainly by Thompson and GOre (1972), Ttlompson (1~?3)
and by Tomlin (1975, 1977a, b). Here are two examples of these studies.
The first (Table 1) shows that the bioactivity, and thus the hazardous
effects of pesticides, can varf considerably dependi119 upon the species.
In the second example fTable 2) it is the type of soil and particularly
the organic mattar content which p•oves to be a criterion equally determinant. This is alreaclY prooT cf t~e superiority of biological analysis
versus chemical analysts since for equivalent concentrations of pesticides the effects expressed in total btoactivity v1ry in very large propcrtions. In both cases, the chemical analysis ~uld have lead to a
simple equivalence of activity.
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Table 1. Comparative B1oact1v1ty of Some Insect1c1des
on 2 Co11embo1an species (after lomlin, 1975)
Bioastivitt (I mortality)

Insecticide

Counter. (R) ..at:Carbofuran at:

Table 2.

Onychturus J!1sti
porterf

Folsomfa
cancHCla
lOOS

OS

151
lOOS

0.05 ppm
O~ 1
ppm

0.5

ppm

91
731
961

0.5
0.1
0.5
1.0

ppm
ppm

01

100:

lODS

as

ppm
ppm

1001

1001

351

Influence of Sofi Type on the Bioact·tv1ty
of Technical Chlordane (iarget: Cr1c•:ets)
(after Harris, 1972)

Soil Type

Sand
Clay
Muck

I Organic Matter

0.5
27.8
64.6

CL

~O

(ppn)

0.46
6.56
18.82

COmparison of Pesticides
The comparison of the effects of analogues pesticides is one of the
most positive aspects of bfoassays because soil ecologists can reconnend
or impose the least prejudicial molecules in the edaphic env1rornnent
(Table 3). The three pesticides mentioned are, in principle, equivalent
as to their capacity of crop protection. This comparison recomnends not

·---------- --------- --------- ------·-----··-

Table 3. B1oact1v1ty of some Carbamate lnsect1c1des
an L1.111br1cus herculeus (from Lebrun an~
Klein. 1n pre.)
Cl 50
(5 hours of illlllersion)

Ald1carb-a

Toxicity Ratio

2.9 ppm
10.6 ppm
26.8 ppm

C~rbofuran

TMphanox

1
: 1
3.6 : 1

9.2 ; 1

only to make a choice as to the less hannful compound, out also ft
encourages studies directed at select~ng pesticides less and less toxfc
for the faunal decom~sers. In this •spect. the study by Tomlin (1~77b)
fs very interesting {see Table 4). It ts obvious, indeed, that the ffrst
benomyl is t:0re compat1ble with ecological demand than the other. and
with benomyl itself.
Table 4. Toxicity (morta11ty S) of Sciil Application
of Benom,yl and two Analogues to three
species of Sprf ngtails

Benomxl

Concentration 1n So11

5 ppm 10

Analogue 1
Analogue 2
N-methylcarbaN-methylcarbamoyl-benzfmidazole moyl-fmidazole

ppn

5 ppm

10 ppm

5 ppm

10 ppm

Species
0!\YChf •JruS JLISti

porter1

PX¥asastrura annata
o som1a caiid1di

40

100

0

0

0

100

40
100

100
100

0
0

0

0
0

100
100

0

Demonstrat1Jn of Secondary Effects
Soil ecologists are quite concerned abcut the secondary effects of
pesticides due to the very slight mob111ty and the very long pers1stance
of pesticides in the daph1c environment 1f compared, for example, with
aquatic env1ronnent (Thompson snd Edwards. 1974). Contrary to the studies
4S

on noxious insects (Read, 19659 Rajak et al •• 1973), few works have been
dedicated to resistance and mod1ficat1on of fecundity induced in so11
mtcroarthropods. As an example of demeco1og1cal effect, one can mention the work of Gregoire-Wibo (1978), conducted wfth Folsomia cand1d~,
whtch showed that the selectfve pressure induced by carbOfuran effects
the fecundity alreaclY after three generations of the species. As far
as the b1ocenotica1 aspects are concerned, numerous studies have been
realized directly in the field to study prey/predator relat1onships
(for exan1ple Sheals, 1956) or modifications of the conmunity structure.
These works extend be.yond the frame of this presentation and cannot, by
their nature, be considered as real bioassays. On the other hand, from
an ecological point of view, the work conducted by Popp (1970) on the
orf battd Hennannia convexa is a model study. Popp combined laboratory
and field experiences 1n order to consider all the problems of contamination and the transfer of pesticides. In this manner Popp (1970)
showed that mite dejections treated with reduced doses of dieldrf n were
extremely toxic (their bioactivity was tested on Daphna) and could be
the beginning of an important contamination of decomposer trophic
chains of the soil.
A PROPOSED RESEARCH DIRECTION
Detection arid

~easure

of the Residual Bfoactivity

Let us now approach the bioassay concept in the more restricted
sense. The general schane presented in Figure 1 illustrates the different methodological steps and compares the two possi~le approaches of
bfoassays (the pt\Ysiological and ecological approach) with usual chemical approach. In all three cases, the problem rana1ns the same, that ;s
the detection and the quantff1cat1on of residues and their possiole
activity on the tested fauna. Chemical analysis will certainly provide
the most complete answer depending ~pan the techniques used such as
spectrophotometry ~s-uv, S-IR, S-F) and ch~omatography (TLC, GLC, LLCJ.
One will obtain the exact spectrum of the parent compound, of its
metabolites and of the hydrolized products. This information, however,
as complete as it ma,y be, does not clarify anything as far as the biological influence of the various toxicants. In fact, the knowledge of
effects due to all combinations of concentrations between parent compound,
metabolites, and hydrolized products would be necessary to provide the
real value of the bioact1v1ty. Besides, the variability of measures, as
well as the difficulty in establishing technique~. make it so that the
chemical analyses are restricted to very punctual problems.
Concerning biological assays. the infonnation obta~ned is reversed
as it Is the b1oactivity on which the attention ;s focused and not the
chenii~al composition of the residues.
However, the ptutsiological
approach and the ecological approach do not provide the same infonnatfon.
Only the ecological approach pro1ides the actual toxicity of samples of
the soil which are tested. As it appears in the figure, this technique
gives a very rapid diagnosis that ~s often very precise as to the quality
of the environment. After having established the tolerance of a sensitive
species to o~e or anotner toxtcRnt, we then put experimental populations
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Fig. 1: COMPARISON OF METHOLOGICAL STEPS AND APPROACHES TO BIOASSAYS.
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in contact wfth tested pedologfcal samples. Following the mortality in
the experimental population, we deduce the concentration by extrapolation fn a given produce in tenns of total toxicants. This t~pe of biological trial, initiated by Sun '.1957, 1963) and Gupta (1973), has
already been put into practice with edaphfc Collemoba (Thompson, 1973;
Thfrumurth1 ~nd Lebrun, 1977; Thinnurthi, 1979). The advantages of this
method in comparison to others are presented f n Table 5, which points out
the number of repetitions possible and the relative price of the
analysts.
An example of bioassay using the physiological appt'Oach was real~zed
wfth the collembole, Folsomia candida, as given in Figure 2. The biologfcal activity was followed in two plots, one at a dose of 2 kR AI/ha and
the other at a dose of 10 kg AI/ha. With the standard cur·.,1e (previously
established), the temporal evolution of the residues could be observed.
The residues were detennined by dilution of the soil samples only for bfoactivities reachtn2 lOOS murtality. This example shows one of the great
interests in the use of microarthropods as an instrument to measure &nd
diagnose the quality of soils, as well a~ the evolution of residual
toxicity. As also proved by a para11el study on field populations, they
c~n restore themselves approximately 24 weeks after the treatment at a
dose of 2 kg AI/ha.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
According to Matsumura (1976), aone of the most important considerat1eins in the analysts of res1dues is assessment of their potential damage.
It ts unf~rtunate that biological and b1ochanical assessment have not
been rea:··y extensively app11ed to the field of residue analysis". In
fact, the development of b1oassays runs up against several difficulties
of whtch the main ones are, according to Ruzicka (1973), the choice of
species of reference, and a lack of specificity of living material in corr.parison to chanically different pesticides. These two difficulties are
extran1ely related because discrimination between the residues of two
~ole.::ules can "lnly be done by ustng two different species, one being
sensitive to the first pesticide and resistant to the other, and inversely for the other species. "In essence, bioassay animals are
selected on the basis of high pesticide sensf tfvitfes and by the ease wtth
which large numbers of them can De reared" (Matsumura, 1976). frOll' thts
pof nt of v1ew, ft is essential to point out that because of its great
d~versity the scil m1crofauna present a large reservoir of species presenting the properties of very good bfoindicators (sensu Jenkins, 1972).
Due to the diversity in feeding habits, behavior, optima and ecological
tolerance of soil m1croarthropods, they represent variable and sensitive lfvfng fonns which can be largely used 1n bioassays. Now, as we
have already pofntt!d out for soil anfmal~. only certain species of
collemboles are actually used in ~ioassays. The necessity to measure
the effects of residues 1n a more precise manner either In the soil
{TfJllllin, 1977a) or 1n vegetal tissue (Pree and Saunders, 1973) could be
encountered by diversifying the living material.
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TABLE 5 : C<JU>ARATIVE ADVANTAGES OF CHEf1ICAL AND BIOLOGICAL
CHEMICAL WAY
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Some preliminary tests have been perfonned in this sense on
Or1batide1 of the genus Damaeus (onustus and clavipes) (mrcophagous
species) and on gamas1ds of the spP.cies Persamasus norvj511cus (predatory spec1es). The initial resulted obtained (Figure 3 shOw that
with carbofuran the range of sensitivity is already very good, without attaining the ranse of 0.1 to 1 ppm, such as is generally recommended (Sun, 1957). On the other hand, the resistance of Pe~amasus
norvegicus to an acaric1de, which is very active on tetranyc ds and
or1bat1ds, seans ta 1nva1id&te the usually formulated criticism of
non-specificity of bio109ical material.
In conclusion we can only str~ss the development of
by using soil fauna. Table 6 sUlllDarizP.5 the
istics and qualities which should be sought after 1n the
the species test, as well as for the diversification and

m~thodology

bioassay
characterfuture for
the adjust-

TABLE 6. Use of microarthropods in bioassays trends for the future
QUAL.ITIES OF THE TESTED - SPECIES

- High sensitivity
- Specificity to one (or a few number) pesticide
- Use of wild popu~ation (from untr-eated fields
as forests)
- Reaction homogeneity (use of one sta~1s)
- Easy mass rearing and manipulation
QUALITIES OF THE MEASUREMENTS
- Simultaneous use of contrasting specf es (trophic
levels, taxonomic status)
- Ecological approach (actual bioactivity)
- Need of continuous watch

ment of an instrument for precise and reliable measures. In th;s view
one must D01nt out that the qualities of chosen species sha11 be encountered in the highest speria11zed species of which one different
stasis will be selected. As far as the quality of assays. one must
still stress the detennination of the actual bioactivity which can only
be estimated through an ecological approach. Finally. one must stress
that what could ba tt.e most important is the need to continually control the biological quality and thus the maintenance of soil fertflfty.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

H. EYJSACKERS: Don't you fear a change in genetical
composition after mass rearinq for a long time, so the species
under study may not be representative anymore for the "wild"
species selected at the start of the project?
Ph. LEBRUN:
r agr~e ~ith you but the 1aboratory strains
could be characterized and isolated. on the other hand, for
our strains, we regularly regenerate (in the genetical sense)
the strains by adding some wild individuals directly coming
from the field.
£..,!:.EDWARDS:
Do you have any evidence for resistance
developing when the same culture is exposed to a pesticide
at intervals?
Ph. LEBRUN: Yes it is the case as Dr. Gregoire has
shown on the Fol~~ candida population treated with carbofuran at LC50· After three generations the fecundity id
increasing ...-nong intervals.
A. J. REINECKE: It is a well known fact that males and
fer.ales of many species react differently in bio-assays. In
some soil microarth~opod.s sexual dimorphism develops at a
fairly late staqe which should be taken into account. Did
you find the same persistent differences between the two
sexes in their reaction to pesticides?

.fill· LEBRUN: In tile case of Fol.somi~ candida tbe problem
is very simple as that species is a parthenogenetic one.
The sexual discrimination is practically impossible on
Oribatid mites. In the 9amarid group, where the sexual
differentiating is always possible, I observed no differences
in reactions to pesticides.
However, in most cases, the sex is determined after
the death of animals.
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EFFECTS OF SIX BIOCIDES ON NON-TARGET SOIL MESOARTHROPODS FROM PASTURE ON STE. ROSALIE CLAY
LOAM, ST. CLET, QUEBEC
Thomas 0. Smith, D.
Matdonnld Cnmpul
Canada

K~ith

McE. K1!van and Stnart B. Hill

of MtCill u ..IDf'PClfJI

INTRODUC'l':ION

Soil inhabiting ir.s.~c"t. pes'Cs hav£ always been more
difficult to control than their above gr..:>und ct11interparts.
Some relief was achieved, however, with the introduction
and use, often overuse, of DDT in the mid nineteen-~orties
and of cyclodiene biocides in the e~rly nineteen-fifties
(Harris 6t al. 1967). From that time onwards, synthetic
organic biocides have impinged on both living and non-living
parts of the environment (Figure 1) (Kevan,. 1955; 1962;
Rudd, 1964; Edwards, 1969; 1973; 1974; Gillett, 1970;
Guyer, 1970; Mills and Alley, 1973; Butcher, 1976; Wallwork,
1976; McTaggart-Cowan, 1977; and Hi!l, 1979).
OBJECT!VES

Concern for possible detrimental effe--:ts of b.:.c, .. ide
use ied to the establishment of a field tLial to measure
and suggest signifi=ance of changes in population densities
of non-target soil mesoarthropod species, primarily Acari,
in moderately intensively managed, cattle-s~azed pasture on
Ste. Rosalie c1~y-1oam soiJ. The study site was on the
farm of Mr. J. Martineau, :-" ~. C1et • Soula~1ge Co. , Quebec.
MATERIALS

~ND

METHODS

The bioci<.~~s 1 •3sr1d for the present study were single,
:iepairately appl:._:.. ·:perati!:>nal dosages of diazinon,
fenitrothion, malat:.h.ion, methoxychlor, carbaryl and
mexacarbate (Table 1). Experimental design was a linear
random arr~ngement of pairs of like treatments having oo
magnetic azimuth and being perpendicular to prevailing
winds.
1

-

.' -

..

Names of biocides are frOl" Spencer (1973).
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Modified. fL"Dm Robinson (J.973).
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TABLE 1:

Source& and application rates of biocidea.

Application rate1 (kg/ha)

Biocide

Source

OB.GANOPHOSPBA'l'l

diazinou

0.89

Commerc:lal

fenitrothion

0.28

CIBA-GEIGY

malathion

0.20

Commercial

1.60

Commercial

carbaryl

1.10

Commercial

me:xacarbate

0.14

CIBA-GEIGY

CHLORINATED
BYDilOCABBOB

methozychlor
CAR.BAMATE

1 Baaed on 111&11Ufacturer' s label for best all purpose control;
Feni.trotbiou and mexacarbate based on single application rate
for control of spruce budwor.m, New Brunswick, 1969.

Insecticides were applied on 23 June, i971, and samples

collected on 21, 24 and 29 June, 6 and 20 July, and

17 Auqust, 1971.

Soil mesoarthropods were extracted in
infra-red
extractor (Rill, 1969 and Behan, 1972).
a modified Kempson, Lloyd and Gelardi (1963)

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Since we were more interested in finding, than in not
finding significant differences among popul&tion densities
and dry-biomass values of soil mesoarthropod species from
treated and contro1 plots, we used a two-way analysis of
variance and Duncan's Multiple R.:uige Test (Duncan, 1955~
S~eel and Torrie, 1960r Chew, 1976a, b; 1977) (Tables 2 and
3).
Population densities and dry-biomass values were compared with those of pre-spray and/or control treatments
(Fiqure 2).
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TABLE 2.

Analys1.s o,; data.
Populat ic.n
Densi::.y

Group

~r:r

B:fc

---------------------Total soil mesoa~ttaropocls

1

Zoophagoua soilmeuoarthropods

l

Phytophagous soil mesoarthropods

l

Phytophagous Acari
2
Acari
"Ctber" soil aeaoarthropods

2

d!lSS

1

1

l

l

l

1

l

1 'l'wo-way anal~ais of variance and Duncan's Multiple Range test.

2 J.arer taza excludled.

- Data not determined.
CONCLUSIONS

1)

Number of species, population densities and dry-biomass
values of non-target soil mesoarthropods, were affected
by the biocides used in this study, often in several ways.

2)

Use of suprageneric groupinQs of soil mesoarthropods
would have masked changes caused by biocides at the
species or life-stage level.

3)

Great~st reductions in population density and Acari
dry-biomass normally occurred within two days.after
biocide aprlication. Delayed reductions in population
density and dry-biomass of phytophagous Acari occurred
from one to two weeks after application of methoxychlorr
and of population density of zoophages from one to four
weeks after application of mexacarbate. A pers1stent
reduction of zoopbagous Acari dry-biomass occurred from
12 hours to two weeks after spraying mexacarbate.

S9
I
I

l

•

TABLE 3a.

Ef!ects of ~iocides on soil mesoarthropod density and dry
biomass accord:lq to Duncan' a Multiple Range Test*.

DRY BIOMASS

POPULATION DENSITY
1)

Ho significant difference amoag treatments:
GB.OUP1

Phytophagous soil mesoarthropods
Hexapoda
Entomobryidae 2
S1Dinthuridae 2
Staphy11.nidae2
2
Dipt:era larva 1
Acari
Zoophagous Acari
Me BOS tigma t:a
Macrocheles merdarius
Prostigma ta
Speleorcheates formicorun
Imparipes hyat:ricinus
Eupodes voxencoll:l.nua
~orpb.agidia n.ap.
Bauptmannia ap.
Oribatei
Immature Oribatei l
Immature Oribatei 2
2)

2

Acari
Zoophagous Acari
Mesoatigmata
Bypoaspis angusta
Hypoasp:f..!. s::lm.ilisetae
NeoJordens.!.!_ levis
Pros tigma ta
!E,.eleorchestes formicorum
~upodes voxencollinus
Oribatei
Brachychthorius jugatus

All biocide treatments Si15!lificantly greater than cantrol treatment:

Collembola
•
Orychiur:l.dae 2
Mesostigmata
B.hodacarellus sil~siacus
Oribat:ei
Tectocepheus velatus
Oppia minus

Mesost:l.gmata
Rhodacarellus silesiacua
Ori.1'atei
Tectorepheua velatus
OPJ)i&!!~

.!2, All biocide treatments sianificantlt less tban control treatment:

Mesoet:Lpat•
Trichouropoda obscura
Pros ti.pa ta
Bakerdaria blwaentritti

Prostipata
Bakerdania blumentritti

* Ste.

losalie clay loam pasture, St. Clet 9 Quebec; Data for all sample dates
from 21 June to 17 August, 1971.
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TABLE lb.

FOPULATION DENSITY
Significant
Biocide
Treatment 3

GROUP

l4\

DR.Y BIOMASS
GROUP

Significant
Biocide 3
Treatmenr. ____

Some biocide treatments sismJ.ficantlY areater than control treatment:

llexapoda
lot1ent~dae

2

dia., car.
car.

Aphidae
Acari

Ac:Eri
Phytophagous Acari

dia.,

car.~

J:!!ll.

fen.

I

mex.,

Pro stigmata

Phytophagous Acari

car., dia.

Tarsonemus randsi

mex., car., dia.,

Coccorhagidia n.sp,

met., mex.

fen.

Prostipata
TarsolU!lllus raodai

car., fen. , mex.,
dia.

Oribatei
Brachzchthoniua jusatus

mal., car.
car., mex.

Scbeloribatea pallidulua

a-- 1.•-_.. _._

treatments siontficantlv less than control treatment.

Total soil mesoarthropods

dia., mex., mal.,
met., fen.

Raapoda

Thripidae

mal., mel., mex.,
fen.

Mesostigaata

Tricboaropoda obacura
Macrochelea merdariua
Ololaela2s seiinicki
Dendroiaelapa atrenzkei

Mesostigmata
Bypoaspis angusta

dia., mex., car.,
mal., fen.

I

dia., fen., car.,
mex., met.
dia., mex,
met.

fen., max., mal.,
met., car.

Pro stigmata

Nanorchestes collinus
Scutacarus lapponicus

met., mal., dia.
dia., fen., mex.

1

..

_----- ------------

TABLE 3b (Continued)

DB.Y BIOMASS

POPULA'tION DENSift

Significant

GROUP
----~~------------_...._

__________

GROUP

Significant

Biocide

B:locide

Traatment 3 ______.______________________________,._.:;.;:,=-;;;:--------·
•J:rea tment3

*-...:.i~:.:.:::::.::....

_llypoapis similisetae

fen., car., met.,
mal.

Coccotyda.elous krantzi
complex

Ololaelaps sellnicke
Ameroscius corbiculus
Cheiroseius borealis

•t.
•et., mex. 1 fen.

St~eu!,

AsCi..

~mis complex

lfeojordensil!_ !!!!!!.
DendroLlelaps strenzkei
Pergamasus crassipes
Pergamaaus lapponicus

met., fen.
. t . , fen. 1 mal.,
mex.

ciia.
met.

sphagneti

Ori'batei
met., mal.

Oppiella~

car,. .aal •• mex. •
met.
fen., mal., met.,

•ex.,
car.,

car.

fen., mex.
o:ar •• met., fen,,

dia., mex.

Pro stigmata
Stismaeus sphagneti

dia. 1 mex. 1 met.

O=ibatei

dia., met. 1 mal.

Oppiella~

(6)

Some biocide

treatments significantly greater (1) or less (<) than control treatment:

Rexapoda
Kyposastruridae

I

>fen., dia.
<met., mal.

7dia •• car.
.tmex., fen •
7dia,, car.
.(mex.
7dia.

Cheiros!!!:!! borealis

Pro stigmata

N•norchestes collinua

Mesostigmata
Ameroseiua coribuculua

>mex. • car.
.(mal.

.!!!.S!, bicornis complex

I

4'11lex •

I

TABLE Jb.

(Continued)

l>IT JlOHASS

POPULA'J:ION D.EN&l'lY
S1Qnif1cant
Biocide
TrUtlllent 3

GROUP

>dia., fen., mex.

.t car.,

Ori1>ate1
Trichogal'lllllla n.sp.

or~er.

2 Dry biomass values not determined.

i Abbreviation for f.naecticide
dia • diazinon
fen • fenitrothicn
mal • malathion
met .. methoxychlor
car • carbaryl
mex • mexacarhate

I

>car. met.

ProaL:lgmata
Hauptmannia ap.

>fen., dia. 1 mex.
<car., mal., met.

Aatigmata
RhizoglYJ?huS rotundatua

.( mex., dia. fen.

Rhizoglyphua rotunclatus

1 Groups in phylogenetic

dia •

>met., mal., fen.

trea-.it~

:>11al.

dla •• met.

~mex.

Pergamaaus lapponicus

Aatigmata
Ty!ophagua dimidiatua

Biocide
'.!'h"..atllent3

Pergamaaua craaaipea

~met.

Scutacarus lapronicua

Significant

OROUP

7mal.
L..car •• dia •• mex.

.-.mex.

'

'mal.
>mex., fen., dia.
.Ccar., 111et.

naaa.z 3. l'lrequeac:l.ea of ntabor of occurreacoo

when populat:l.on
._f.ty af •oil me•-rthropod• au dry l t l - H af
oo:l.1 A&:arf. nre lawar thOD :I.a controls. fallov:l.ag 11:1.oalde
t t u - t . Sto. a.o..ue cl•l' 1 - pastur•1 St. C1et 1
P,Q, (23 3aae to 17 August, 1971) •
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

G. BENGTSSON: Have you tried to analyze the mechanism
of interaction between the different species used and the
pesticides considering the di~ferent biologic~l characteristics
of the species and the chemical characteristics of the pesticides?
,!.B. HILL:
I have only examined this on pap~r in relation
to various reviews of the literature that bear on this subject. My preliminary ideaa have 'Leen published in thf! i?roceedinqs of the Fourth North American Forest Soils Conference
(Hill, S.B., L.J. Metz and M.H. Farrier, 1975. Soil mesofauna and Silvicultural Practices. Pages ll9 to 135 in B.
Benio and C.H. Win9et (eds.) Forest Soils and Forest Land
Management. Laval Univ. Press, Quebec) in relation ~o the
mechanisms by which fertilizers might affect soil mesofauna
in ~oniferous foreF.t soils. Some of these are likely to bd
similar to the mec:ranisms involved in pesticide effects •
..§..E-D.A. ~: Please give the reason for the delay
action of some inEecticides on density of soil fauna and
whether it is due to physiological reasons related to the
fauna itself or due to a chemical and/or physical process
going on in the soil.
S.B. ~:
I suspect that most delayed effects operate
via the food chain and via (initially)sublethal effects that
influence behavior and reproduction. Which of these is most
important will vary from one species and one habitat to another.
K. H. DOMRCR: Do you know any confirmed field observations on reduced organic matter degradation following pesticide application at recommended rates?
.§..~. BILL:
No. I am, however, familiar with several
farmers that I respect, who claim that such relationships exist
at an economically significant level. 'l'here are, of course,
varioug litter ~aq studies that have supported such conclusions.
Dr. Satchell mentioned Dr. B.N.K. Davis' work on effect~ of
pesticides on rate of organic matter decomposition. There was
no significant difference and displaced millipedes were replaced by otl1ers.
J: believe that we should examine such shortterm observations with cau·cion as substitute species may have
q~alitatively d~fferent functions (e.9. that have a bearing
on rate of release of certain trace minerals) whose effectc
may not become clear for S, 10 or more years.
£-A· EDWARDS: I noted that l'OU list Rhodacarellus sileacus,
as a species that increases in number due to biocides. As
this is a well-known predator, how do you e:>:plain these increases in numbers? .k':'e they ~ue to hyperpredation?
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S.B. ~:
I do not know the answer. Certainly hyperpredation is one possibility. Reduced competition and invasion from adjacent areas or movement upwards from the profile below the emptied depth would be other possibilities.
! suspect that R. sileacus would be reduced in arable soils
in which pesticides would move rapidly and penetrate the
deeper soil layers. Our study site was a pasture on claylaom soil so that vert:.4'1. ~i&tribution of pesticides would
be more limited.
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EFFECTS ON LINDANE, CARBARYL, AND CHLORPYRIFOS ON
NON-TARGET SOIL ARTHROPOD COMMUNITIES

James B. Hoy
Un1wrs1f'lf

of C11l1for'n111-Brrl:rlly

USA

INTRODUCTION
In an effor~ to ~educe losses of high-value pine trees in campgrounds. parks and dooryards. lindane is used as a protectant spray in
localized but heavy applications. The toxicity of lindane (and certain
other insecticides) to bark beetles has been established (I.yon, 1971;
Smith, Trostle and McCambridge, 1977). However, lindane 1 s operational
efficacy has been challenged a>ahlaten, 1976), and suspected environmental ~ide effects have resulted in a rebuttable presumption against
reregistrction by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. Should
reregistration be denied or failures prove widespread, possible alternatives to lindaL~ include carbaryl and chlorpyrifos (Lyon, 1971; Smith
et al., 1977).
Concern that splash and drift of bark beetle sprays disrupt the
soil arthropod c01111DUnity directly under sprayed trees resulted in a
cooperative research agreement between the U.S. Forest Service and the
University of California. The \!ltimate concern is that a change in the
arthropod comamntty will affect litter decompos~tion and nutrient recycling. Although the i~portance of tllicroarthropods in litter decomposition is ~ot well understood, Harding and Stuttard (1974) concluded
that it ia greatest in pioneer and mor soil•. The microarthropods
disintegrate litter, which increases the surfJce area for fungal attack,
and they mix the organic and mineral components of the soil (Edwards,
Reichle and Crossley, 1977).
The scudy of lindane began in 1978 in a mature pi.De plant.ati.c·n
(Pinus ponderosa Lawson). and a comparison of the effects of lindan!.
carbaryl and chlorpyrtfos ~as initiated in 1979 in a stand of nature
ponderosa pine forest.
METHODS
The initial 11tudy of lindane was started in 1978 at the u. s.
Forest Service Institute of Forest Genecics, Placerville, California at
800 m elevation. Plots 3 m in diameter were sprayed. with lindane at
either of two rates, 1.13 g/m2 or 11.3 g/m2. The latter rate was 10
times the base rate which one might expect under a tree to which lindane
carefully and legally was applied.
The higher '"ate was to '3nE1Ure an
effect and to simulate an over-zealous ~~plication. Spray plot application
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rates were e•tablished on the assumption that 10 percen~ of thP volume
applied to a tree fell as splash or drift, and that 80 peTcent of that
fell within 1.5 m of the center of the Lree. Res~due analyses of soil
under treated trees confirmed the model.
one d~y priur to spray plot treatment and at 3 1 9 1 21 1 45 1 93,
141, and 381 days post-treatment soil cores were taken ffom the 11
replicates of each treatment. Durtng 1978 2 cores 32 cm x 7.6 cm deep
were taken from each plot, however the last samples (at 381 days) were
20 cm2 x 5.1 cm deep, 3 per plot. ~traction of the arthropods over a
4 day period followed Price's method (1973). All data analysis was of
C.'.>Dlposite data from each plot.
In 1979 Che following trea~ments were randomly assigued to 49
plots in the Challenge ~erimental For~st. Challenge, California:
clalorpyrifos 3t S. 22 g/m2, 6 plots; chlorpyrifos at 26 .1 g/m2, 6 plots;
lindane at 1.57 g/m2, 6 plots; l:i.ndane at 7.83 g/m2, G plots; carbaryl
at 5.22 g/m2, 6 plots; carbaryl at 26.1 g/-:a,2., 6 plots and 13 controls.
These application rates were based on refined estimates of residues under
trees treated in routine operat·:.~ns.
I

Statistical analyses were analysis of variance following Little and
Hilla (1978), the Games and Howell t-mcdification (Keselman and Rogan.
1978) and Kendall's tau fnllowing Ghent (1~53).
I would like to acknowledge the taxonomic services of Drs. Roy A.
Norton and Douglas w. Price and Mo. Barbara Wilson tor identifications
of the Cryptostigmata. Prostigt11ata and Mesostigmata, and Collembola,
respectively. Drs. Michael I. Haverty and C. J. DeMars gave me helpful
auggestionP during the prepara~ion of thiP paper. Funding for the research was provided by the u. s. Forest Service, Cooperative Research
Agreement FS-PSW ISO and #68.

RESULTS
For the sake of clarity, only pretreatment and 45. 141 and 381
post-treatment data will be presented, and that as a percentage reduction below concurrent controls. Furthermore, only those taxa that were
well represented will be discussed.
The general effects of lindane applied in the pine plantation can
be seen in Table 1. The Collembola were reduced to a highly significant
degree under the high application rate arter 141 dayF and at both the
high and low rate 381 days aftP.r application. Contrariwise. the
Prostigmata were reduced to a llighly significant degree: after 45 days
at both rates. showed strong signs of recovery after 141 days, and were
very abundant 381 days post- treatment where the high rate was used. The
Mesostigmata showed 1110derate (but not significant) reductions prior to
381 days, at which time there was an increase over control numbe~s in the
low rate plots and a highly si9nificant reduction in the high rate plots.
The Cryptostigmata were reduced during all three periods. either
aignlficantly or highly significantly in all ~ut one case. The category
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TABLE 1. Percent reduction (increase) of arthropod groups following
application of lindane at two spray treatment rates, 11 plots/treatment

-.

45 days

141 days

1.13
gfm2

11.3
g/m2

Collembola

53

47

Prostigmata
Mesostigmata

40
=
38

-

Cryptostigmata
Other11

1.13
g/m2
20

11.3
g/m2

381 days
1.132

ll.3

gf m

g/m2

=-

a~'

=-

87

96
===

(204)

62

12

23

23

53

25

57

(56)

52

67
=

34

79

62

16

25

58

89
=

44

85

=

....

83

70

==

a/
- Double underlining indicates statistical significance at the 1% level
(single underlining, the 5~ level) following transformation of counts to
log (N+l~.

which included all other arthropod& showed the greatest effec._s after
141 days, but wich a stri&ing effect at the high rate even at 381 days.
The Collembola, most abundantly represented by the Entomobryidae
and the Onychiuridae, showed a wide range of responses to lindane. The
dramatic and lasting reduction of the Entomobryidae and the erratic reductions of the Onychiuridae, as well as the effects on other families
as illustrated by Table 2.
The effects of linda~e on the Prostigmate are given in Table 3 by
familie&. The first five fSD&ilies show the moat dramatic effects. All
but the 'Iydeidae were severely reduced. 'Ihe very abundant Tydeidae were
eventually overabundant by 241 percent.
The Cryptostigmata offer the greatest opportunit~ to see the
effects of lindane on the community as a whole.
With 10 species (see
~able 4) abundant enough for analysis of variance, a wide variety of
responses were found.
Aph~lacarus acarinu~ (B~rlese) and Eobrachvchthonius sp. were severely affected. A pro~cessive reduction was
evidenced by Sphaerochthoniue ep. and Eramaeus sp.
However, 5cheloribates sp. seemed to rabound from a slight initial reduction to over~ance. Overall, after ~81 days, all but Scheloribates sp. were
greatly reduced at the high rate and most were greacly reduced at the low
rate.
Three quantitative measures of community structure ~ere applied to
the cryptostigmatid data; 1) mean number of species per plot, 2) the
complemented Simpson's index, 3} Kendall's tau. Th2 latter statistic is
a rank correlation method advocatad by Ghent (1963), but seldom used.
It has the advantage that paired data are used, thereby preserving
informatiGn content lost by the more widely used Simpson's ind.ex or the
info~tf.Cln theory indices.
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TABLE 2. Percent reduction (increase) of Collembola i'ollo\11.n~
ap;»lication of 11.ndane at two spray treatnent rates, 11 plots/treatmeiit
45 d&;!:S
1.13
11.3
g/m2
g/m2
Entomobryidae

7~/

Isotomidae

141 dals
1.13
11.3
g/m2
g/m2
86

381 daz:a
1.13
11.3
g/m2
g/mZ

100

=

70

99
=
41

96

91
-==
35

Onychiuri.dae

15

39

(57)

-

43

83

Poduridae

28

16

33

74

17

~

50

99
=
88
97

=

63

!.I Double underli.ning i.ndica'-es statistical nignificance at the 1% level
(single underlining, the SZ level) following tr•nsfor:nation of counts to
log (N+l).

TABLE 3. Percent reduction (increase) of Prostigmata following
applicati.on of lindane at two spray treatment rates, 11 plots/treatment
45 days
1.13
1.1.3
g/m2
g/m.2

---

Nanorc:hestidae
Bupodidae
Tyde:l.dae
Bdellidae

141 days
11.3
1.13
g/m2
g/ul-

- -=
86

87
==89

--=

-=

54

(2)

2

82

100

92

30

=

81

-=

100
96

97

381 days
1.13
11.3
g/m2
g/m2
86
=
96

-

97

-

100
==-=
(241)

66

24

lD.Q.

~

96
=
1Qg

(3)

41

81

21

~

1+6

76

38

ll

16

62

34

70

36

53

38

(22)

(25)

(260)

30

25

=

Cunaxidae

~

.1Qg

Cryptgnatbidae

45

4

Ra-pbignsthidae

37

Caligont!llidae
StigmaeiGae

85

a/ Double underlining i~icatea statistical significance at the 1% level
(single underlining, the 5% level) following transformation of counts to
log (N+l).
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TABLE 4.

Percent reduction (increase) of Cryptostigmata following
application of lindane at two spray treatment rates, 11 plots/treatment
45 da;xs

--

141 d&!S
11.3
1.132
g/m2
g/m

381 dalS
1.13
11.3
g/m2
g/m2

:i.13
g/m2

11.3
g/m2

Al?;helacarus
acarinus

1#-'

99
.....

=97

=99

97
==

=

s2haerochthonius sp.

6

12

25

71

73

85

95

100

93

65

-

===

99

89
=
51

100
===
94

Eobrachithoniua sp.

96

===

97

====

Epldamaeus sp.(117)

60

38

Eramaeus sp.

64

75

E. stiktos

58

84
=
91

IJ1to15neta sp.

56

02iella

~

(200)

===

99

98

===
38

54

87

52

98

66

9

53

9

78

Schelori~sp.

Zachvatkinibates sp.

36

49

(108)

92

98

81

45

(172)

(160)

100
=-=

!!I Double underlining indicates statistical significance at the lZ level
(single underlining, the 5% level) following transformation of counts to
log (N+l).

Pretreatment samples provide data on species richness and heterogeneity as well as do concuErent controls (Table S). A slight decline
occurred in mean nu11lber of species per plot in the low rate plots, and a
sharp decline in the high rate plots. Species diversity as measured by
Simpson's index was very uniform prior to spray treatment, and was
slightly depressed in the control plots at 141 days (late summer). At
the low rate Simpsoo' s inde:t changed very little until the 381 day
sampling. However, at the hi&~ rate there was a steady decline throughout
the post-treacm.ent sampling.
Rank correlation of the abundances of the cryptostigraatid species
between controls and the two spray treatments are given iu the last two
columns of Table 5. Rote the difference in the two statistics prior to
spraying. Th·!re was a relatively slight decline in the correlation t.n
the comparison with low rate plots and a dramatic decline in the high
rate plots.

.,,

.

{
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TABLE 5. Cryptostigmatid species richness, heterogeneity and species rank correlation arranged
according to four sampling periods and three treatments
Heterogeneity

Richness
~Mean

species per plot)

Rank Correlation
1

(Complemen_!ed SimpRon s)

(Kendall's tau)
C<..1ntrol
vs. 2
1.13 g/m

Control
vs. 2
11.3 g/m

Control

1.132
g/m

11.ll

10.5

10.7

9.5

.86

.88

.a1l>-'

.66

• 16;~_/

4S days post-treatment 12.8

11.6

8.2~1
===

.87

.82

.69

.57

.33

141 days post-treatment 11.6

9.6

4.4
......

• 7;

I

73

.51

.61

.47

381 days post-treatment 11.6

8.5

4.1

.89

.28

.28

.46

.26

l day pre-treatment

g/m

--

1.132 11.32
Control g/m
g/m

~I Double underlining indicates statistical significance at the 1% level (single underlining, the 5%
level) following transformation of counts to log (N+l).

'E_/ Fiducial limits nl)t set.

Comparison of the effects of lindane. carbaryl and chlorpyrifos on
soil arthropods un:er pine is in progT.ess in a mature forest setting.
The fauna is more diverse than in the plantation study described above.
but the abundances of gi·1en speries are lower. Table 6 reflects this
situation, for in it are listed only the 6 cryptastigmatid species that
were abundant enough for analysi~ of variance. J.fter 40 days it appears
that chlorpyrifos had a relatively slight effect, that lindane had a
strong negative effecl and carbaryl had a mixed, but often positive
effect. At the same time chlorpyrifos had strong and statist.ically
significant effect on the miscellaneous arthropods and the prostigmata
as a group, while neither lindane nor carbaryl had a significant effect.
Much of the effect on the Prostigmata was the r•!sult of the sensitivity
of the Tydeidae. The Me~ostigmata were .ourprislngly rare during this
cime.

DISCUSSION
Years may pass before soil fertility problems resulting from
persistent pesticides use in forests become evident as was pointed ~uc
by Thompson and Hdwards (1974). That is the underlying thought for this
discussion.
Interpretation of a body of data arranged by taxonomic categorie~
should not be done line by line. Nor should the traditional 5% level of
significance be rigidly imposed on data from speeies that are notorious
for contagious distributions, data transformation nottrl.thstanding.
Comparison between the lindane experiment and the Chlorpyrifoslindane-carbary1 experiment is p~obably justified despite 7.6 cm core
depthd in one. and. S.L cm depths in the other. However, the single
point in time and reduced replication in the second. experiment prev&nt
that data from standing alone.
Lindane effects
A long-term effect by lindane on all major groups is evident.
Therefore. annual applications of lindane for bark beetles would certainly
cause a continuous depression in the nu~bers of most species, and ·~cy
would probably have a cumulative effect.
The contrasting effects of the two application rates on the
Prostigmata. for which the 'Iycleidae hold the stat".st:f.cal explanation,
most likely has a biological explanation in the Mesostigmata data. The
average density of mesostigs increased in the low rate plots after a
year had gone by 9 but densit'y was still declinhg in the h:f.sh rate plots.
Altt&ough all of the mesostig data were sparse. there was a strong suggest ion of a phytoseiid explosion relative to earlier levels.
A differential effect of lindane ~n predaceous mesostigs seems t~ explain the
tydeid numbers.
The ongoing and increasing effect oa the collembol& seems quite
straightfoTWard. Family differences through time could be explained by
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TABLE 6. Percent reduction (increase) of Cryptostigmata 40 days
following app1icacion of three materiale at two rates each, 13 control
plots, 6 ea~h of spray treatment
cblor2Irif os
5.22
26.1
g/m2
g/m2

•

lindane
1.57
7.83
g/m2
g/m2

carbari:l
S.22
26.l
g/m2
g/m2

(176)

Joshuella sp.

19

43

80

79

64

Eramaeus sp.

38

65

90

61

41

Car abodes ap.

(149)

52

!2.Q.

100
=
44

94

71

42

34

65

57

6

(239)

57

81

89

98
.....

(121)

63

Neor ibates sp •

14

40

84

96
===

(314)

(218)

Total
Cryptostigmata

30

63

82

85

16

(153)

Scbe1oribates sp. l
~loribates

sp. 2

?8
·'

1) downward movemeut of re•idues, 2) seasonal moveme:nt of the collembolans, 3) community d:ftl81Dics. I would expect that a cOD\biuation of the
last two is most likely.
Quancitative analysis of community st.ructure, as affected by
lindaue, w&s limited to the cryptostig component of the soil c0111D1Unity.
For the cryptostigs there was greater depth of data and identification
to species. "Direct species r.ouncs, while lacking theoretical elegance,
provide one of the simplest, most praccical, and most objective measures
of species r:'.chness" (Peet, 1974). Using that measure I found very
slight differences in counts among the plots beforE treatment and
declines in richness at both spray treat rates throughout tne study,
whereas the index remained high in the concurrent contrcl plots.
Simpson's index, as oppo.taed to the Shanuon index and others based
on information theory, is most sensitive to changes in the abundant
species (Peet, 1974). I have made the conscrv,tive as&umption that the
m~re abundant cryptostigs are more important to ~ommunity structure and
iertility than the uncommon species. With one exception, Simpson's
1.nd·..• ranged from 0.86 to 0.89 in the p:r:e-tr.aatment and concurrent control
plots. At 381 days both spray rates had a~ index of 0.26 pointing to a
long-term decline of population heterogeneity following lindane
application.
Rank correl~tion of the abundances of species preserves information
content by keeping species names associated with items in the frequency
distributions from each treatme~t. This is done by_nelther the Shannon
index nor Simpson's index. The overall trend of correlations was a
decline over time. The si1nificance of the slight upturn for both
app1ication rates at the 141 day polnt is uncertain. It may reflect a
greater sensitivity or some aspect of couammi~y structure not measured
by Simpson's index. However. by this meas•.re ti.ere is also a change in
community 3tructure.
•

Chlorpyrifos and carbaryl effects
The effect of chlorpyrifos and caroaryl on the cryptosti.gs 40 days
afte:r application are quite different from each other, and from lindane
(Table 6). Chlorpyrifos seems to have a limitei negative effec~, and
carbaryl a very mixed effect. The greater numb~r of positive effects
and only moderate negative effects caused by the high application rate
of carbaryl than caused by the lower rate, suggest that there may be a
general increase of prey because of predator mortality. Yet the al°"'
reproductive cycie of the cryptostigs would requiEe fortuitious timing
of the applications for this t~ show up in just 40 days. Until the fall
season's collections are in this question will be left unresolved.
CONCLUSIONS
Lindane residues had a pronounced, lasting and increaemg effect .on
the soil fauna through 381 days. The effects include changes in total
numbP.rs awl in the community struc:ture. The two altP.rnate materials.
chl.orpyrifos and carbaryl, have very different effects on the dominant
group, the cryptostigmata, at 40 "'YB post-treatment.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

G. EENGTSSON: Using diversity indicies, e.q. Simpson's
for describing changes in species composition (number,
diversity) might be obscured by changes in evenness which tbs
indicies have not been developed to describe. Fitting data
to models for species abundance distribution is another deductive method. Why do you p:~fer to use indicies in ~nis work?
..!!·.!.· .BQX: I chose Simpson's index because it emphasizes
the more abundant species and Kendall's rank correlation method
because it retains information content lost by the other
methods. Should there be inversions in the ranks Kendall's
t3u will detect changes missed by the index. I cannot discuss
the fine points of the Shannon index, but have re!ied on Peet's
(1974) review.
F. GOULD: Were any of th~ increases in abundances significant statistically?
J.B. HOY: Only the tydeids. They increased by 241%, a
figure that was significant dt the 5% level.
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EFFECTS OF CARBOfURAN ON TtlE SOIL
MICROARTHROPOD COMMUNITY IN A CORNFIELD

*A. B. Broadbent and .. A. D. Tomlin
"Unn.vrsily of G11rlpl1
•• Agric11lturr Canad:r
Cnrrad11

INTRODUCTION

Carbofuran, a carbamate insecticide, was introduced in 1967 by
the Niagara Chemical Division, F .M. C. , under the trade name Furadan (R).
Granular carbofuran, applied in-row at corn planting, is used
extensively in Ontario for control of the northern corn roo~wonn,
niabrotica longicornis (Say).
Although the acute toxic effects of carbofuran to earthworms
have been well documented (Stenersen, Gilman and Vardanis 1973; Tomlin
and Gore 1974), its effect on the beneficial soil microarthropod
conununity is not well understood. The important role of these microarthrop~ds in the decomposition precess of organic matter has been
re"iewea by Edwards, Reil"hle and Crossley (1970) and Edwards (1974).
Any airi•ultural practice, including the use of insecticides, which
interfi:. ...es with the composition of the decomposer community or shifts
its •omponent :::'<>Pulations' equilibria may result in reduced litter
decomposition which could affect soil fertility.
ThOli'pson and Edwards (1974) have reviewed the effects of pesticides on non-target soil fauna. Martin (1978) has reported the
effect of car~ofuran (2.24 kg ~.i./ha) on soil arthropods when applied
as granLles to the surf~:e of a New Zealand pasture.
As par~ of a s~u·"!y to determine the effect of carbofuran on the
decomposer community. soil cores wer~ taken in a cornfield and the
resident microarthropods analy:ed in the laboratory for population
differences due to carbofuran treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimen~al site was a plot \lJO x 40 m) of sandy loam soil
in a 12 ha field of continuous corn unde~ regular tilla~e and management
at the Arkell Research Station, near Guelph, Ontario. Soil cores (S cm
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diam.x 15 cm deep) were taken randomly from within the rows of a
carbofuran 10 Grow-treated (1.12 kg a.i./ha, the recommended rate in
Ontario) and a control plot in the cornfield. In 1977, 10 soil cores
per t:.·eatmcnt were taken at 4, 16 and 24 weeks after planting/treatment
day (May lOJ; in 1978, 12 cores per treatment were taken at 2 weeks
pre-treatment, at treatment day (May 23), and at 2, 6, 10, 14, 18 and
22 weeks post-treatment.

..

Microarthropods in the soil cores were extracted in the laboratory
by modified Tullgren funnels as described by Ton1lin (1977). Extraction
was completed in 72 hours with the animals being collected in glycerol:
ethanol:water (5:70:25). The arthropods were subsequently counted and
identified to family level for Collembola and suborder for Acari, using
a dissecting microscope. The numbers of specimens foT each of these
major t&xa from treated and control plot cores were subjected to an~lysis
of variance ~or each sampling date. Logarithmic transformation of the
data was used to stabilize the high variance due to contagious di~tri
butions of most of these arthropods.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proporti0J1s of the component populations of the soil arthropod
fauna in the cornfield during the growing season are shown for 1977
(FIGURE 1) and 1978 (FIGURE 2). More than 90\ of the arthropods recovered
from each sampling date were mites and sprin,11tai ls. The predominant
genera of Acari and Collembo!a identified fri.1m the cornfield are listed
in TABLE 1.
'
TABLES 2-7 (Appendix A) summarize the effects of carbofuran on
components of the soil arthropod fauna on successive sampling
dates in 1977 and 1978.
~~Tious

Differences between the control and treated cores were no~ con~istent
over the sampling period or between years. The total number of a•·thropods
per core differed significantly (P<0.01) on only one sampling ~at~ in
1977 (9 June, 4 weeks post-treatment) and one date in 1978 (25 October,
22 weeks post-treatment). On both these dates the number of arthropo~s
in the treated plot was approxlmatel) twice the size of that in the
control.
The myriapods, predominantly pauropods, symphylids, and diplopods
comprised consistently less than 10\ of the total arth::-op~d population,
typically 2 to 5 per core except on September l, 1978 when 12 per core
were recorded for the control plot. On that date the mean number of
pauropods per core in the control was 4 .5 times greater than in the treated
plot.
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FIGURE

l.

Proportions of the component populations of soil microarthropods in control and car'bofuran treated plots of
Arkell cornfield 1977.
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FIGURE 2.

Pt~portions of the component populations of soil microarthropods in control and carbofiJran treated plots of
Arkell cornfield 1978.
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TABLE 1.

The major famiU~s and ge:tera of Acari and Collembola
recovered fro1 .• the Arkel 1 comfield soil •

ACARI
PROSTIGMATA

GENUS

FAMILY

Pygmepho'ddae
Tarsonemidae
Scut:acaridae
~anorchestidae

Tydddae
F.upodidae

Bakerda':lia
Tarsonemus
Scutacarus
Speleorchestes
Tjdeus
Eupo.ies

MESOSTIGMATA
Ascidae
Ascidae
Rhodacaridae
Digamasellidae
Laelapidae
Parasitidae

lus
Rhoc!a.carellus
Dendrolae1Ap"-'
Hypoaspis
P_e,:gamas.!!!.

Oribatulidae
Oribatulidae
Oppiidae
Oppiidae
Tectocephidae

Scheloribates
Zygoribatula
Oppia
Qe.P.iella
Tectoc epheu!.

Acaridae
.\caridae

Acaru,
iiiiIZQiiyphus

Isotomidae
lsotomidae
Isotomidae
Entomobryidae
Entomobryidae
Onychiuridae .

Isotoma no~~bil1s Schaffer
Proisotoma minuta(Tullberg)
Folsomides parvus Folsom
repidOcyrtus cyaneus Tullber~
Pseudos1nella sp.
Onychiurus armatus(Tullberg)

Arctoselus
~otogamasel

CRYPTOSTIGMATA

ASTIGMA.TA

COLLEMBOLA
----

The pterygo~e insects, mainly larvae of Diptera and Cole~ptera,
were consistently less than 4\ of the total arthropod populatic~
(1 to 2 per core). No differences due to treatment were observed,
particularly as no corn rootworm population was found in the co'l'llfield.
The ~ajor differences observed between the control and treated plots
involved the Acari,~nd Collembola; the most obvious difference was the
larg~r prostigmatid mite population in the treated plot.
This increase
was made up largely from the mit~ Bakerdania sr. (Pygmephoridae) which

as
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occurred in consistently higher numbers after carbofuran treatment
(at 4 week~ in 1977 and 2 and 6 we~ks post--treat:nent in 1978) _ By
16 and lB weeks post-treatment. i11 197i and 1978 respectively, this
mite had sho'11n a significant (P<O.OS) decline in population in the
treated compared to the con£rol plot.
The mesostigmatid mites (predomjnar.tly predacious) showed a
significant de.: line (P<O. OS) in both ye<1t"S following carbofuran treatment, while t.he largely saprophagous cr)·ptostigmatid mites showed a
signifjcant seasonal increase after treatment in both }ears. The
astigmatid mites were present in very 10·11 nuJ11bers (1 to 3 per core).
Among the colldmoolan families, th1? Isutomidae and Entornobryidae
frequently showed an ir.verse relationship with each other, such that
after carbofuran treatment the isotomi' population decreased while the
entomobryid population increased. The onychiurid population initially
was small, but by 18 weeks post-treatment in 1978, it had incr~ased and
was significantly (P<0.01) greater in the treated than in the control
plot. An interesting observation at .!2 weeks post.-treal.ment (1978)
was the sig~ificant (P<0.01) increase in the populations of the
Isotomidae and Entomobryidae in the treated plot. The familie~.
P'lduridae and Sminthur1dae were rec ':l'·ded at very 1 ow densities of less
than one pe~ core.
Mos~ or the population changes ~bserved following carbofuran treat-nt agree with tl\ose of Martin (1978J. He noted significant increases,
at 7 weeks after carbofuran treatment, in certain ProstigD'Ata (Pygmephoridae, Scutacaridae, Tarsonemidae: Xenotarsoneumus, all P<0.01) and
Cryptostigmata (Oribatulidae: Multoribates, P<0.05). A significant
de~TeQ~e in po:pL&lation of 2 species of Mesostigmata (Ascidae:
Arctoseius,
Veigaiidae: Veigai~..1 both P<O.~l) was also found at 7 w~eks posttreatment. Among the Collembola present, Martin records a significant
increase (P<O.OS) in one isotomiJ (Isotomurus sp.) at 20 we~ks posttreatment. Our initial decline in the isotomid population agrees with
Tomlin (1975) who fou:r?-1 carbofuran to be ve-ry toxic to FolsC1111fa candida
(Isotomidae) i~ a laboratory study.

?r

A predator-prey relationship is suggested by our result~, since it.
is hypothesized that the saprophagous Prostigmata and Cryptostig~.a~a
increase as a result of the decline in predacious Mesostigmata. Predatory
mites with gre~ter mobility and metabolic rate Rre more susceptible
to insecticides than saprophagous mites (Edwards 1965). Also, since
carbofuran has been shown to be very toxic to earthworms (Stenersen et al.
19i3), the hrpothesis of Martin (1978) warrants further investigation,
that the presence of a large biomass of dead earthworms plus all the food
in the soil not consumed by these worms could account for high populations
of detritivorous mite and springtail species after treatment.
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~artin r.oted that nearly all thP species most affected bv ~u~~ofuran
inhabit the litter and surface layers of the soil. Future ~tudies s~ould
include divi~ion of the soil core into hori~ons beiore e~Lraction and
analysis, as well as study nf carbofuran penetration i~at:o t.hP soil.

CONCLUSIONS
The ova>·all results of this !=oH microaTth1opod survey ~re djfficult
to interpret. Although fluctuations in variou~ component populations
WP.re obseTVet. due to treatment thexe is no sutstantial reduction in the
totol fauna or its composition by autumn. Mere drastic popu~ation
fluctuations can be expe~te~ from the eff~ct~ of cultivation and the
addition of crganic maJWre (Edwards and Lofty 1969). It is therefore
concluded that at current approved applicl'1ticn rates, carbofuran had r.o
observable long term detrimental effects on the microarthropod deconi11·,ser
commLmity. Hence, it is conside~·cd unlikely 'th3t a significant effect
on litter decompo~ition in the cornfield soil occurred.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE 2. Mean number of maj~r arthropod taxa per soil core (n=lOj
in a carbofura~ treated (T)(May S) and control (C)
plot of Arkell cornfield 1977

4
(9.6.77)

c
TOTAL

Wet::ks Post-'treatment
16
(2.9.77)

T

24
(28.10.77)

c

T

c

T

ARTHROpODS

69.l

131.4**

84.S

53.S

52.5

67.1

AC"ARI
C.OLLEMBOIA

39.6
25.6
2.1
1.8

111.4*
16.4
2.1

48. 7
31.9
2.4

22.4*
27 .9
2.0

21.8
25.9
3.2
1.6

21.1
39.9
". 7
1.4

MYRIAPODA
11..SECTA

1.5

l.S

J.2

Significant difference * p<o.os; ** p<0.01

TABLE 3.

Mean number of Acari per soil co~e (n=lO) in
treated (T)(May 5) and control (C)
plo: of Arkell cornfield 1977
Weeks Post-treatment
16
4
(2.9 .77)
(9.6.77)
T
T
c
c

ACARl

39.6

PROSTIGMA.TA
27.2
MESOSTIGMATA
11. 7
0.7
ASTIGMATA
CRYPTOSTIGMATA 0

·1

carbofuran

24
(28.10.77)

c

T

111.4*

48.7

22.4*

21.8

21.l

104.8**
4.5*
0.8
1.3**

33.6
10.l
2.9
2.1

14.S*

12.9
4.9
'3. 0

10.7
4.9
2.7
2.8

3.4**
1.5

3.0

1.0

Significant difference - * P<0.05; ** P<O.Ol
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Mean number or Colleinbola per soil core (n=lO) in a carbofuran
treated (TJ(May S) and control (C)
plot of Arkell cornfield 1977

4
(9.6.77)

c
COLLEMBOLA

25.6

ISOiOMIDAE
10.0
ENTOMOBRY IDAE 8.5
6.0
Of<.YCHIURIDAE
SMINnnJRIDAE
0.8
PODURIDAE
0.3

--

c:acacscwww

Weeks Post-treatment
16

T

16.4
1.7"*
9.2
S.4
0
0.1

(2.9.77)

24
(28.10.77j

c

T

c

T

31.9

27.9

25 .9

39.9

12.9

24 .2
11.3
3.9

13.2
11.6
6.1

O.i

7.1
15.4
4.b
0.6

0.3

Sigmficant difference -

1.9

o.s

0.1

0
*~

10 .s

P<U.01

o.s

0

TABLES.

Mean number of major aTthropod taxa per soil core (n-12) in carbofuran treated (T)(May 23) and
control (C) plot of Arkell cornfield 1978.

2
(9.6. 78)

c
TOTAL
AR1HROPODS
ACARI
CoLLEMBOLA

MYRIAPODA
INSECTA

T

100.0 105.2
65.S
28.0

2.s
3.9

82.4
17.6
1.8
3.4

Weeks Post-treatment
14
10
(1.9.78)
(3.8. 78)
T
c
c
T

6
(6.7.78)

c

T

133.7 127.3
95.4
30.8

2.4
5.1

110.7
10.8*
1.3
4.5

lB
(28.9.78)
T
c

22
(25.10. 78)

c

T

lS:;.1

186.2 198.8

118 .1 99.9

73.4

146. 7**

116.2 116. 7
19.7 33.4
5.2
2.7
4.0
2.9

136.2 158.5
37..0 33.6
12.4
3.7
5.6
3.0

7~.7 SQ.9
40.0 42.8
4.8 4.6
2.6 1.6

39.4

64 .2*

30.7

77 .4**

1.9

4. 'Z

1.4

0.9

145 .1

Sign!ficant difference - * P<0.05;

0

P<0.01

TABLE b. Mean number of Acari per ~oil core (r.=12) in carbof~ran treated (T)(May 23) and
control (C) plot of Arkell cornfield 1978.
Weeks Post-treatment
2
(9 .6. 78)

ACARI

6
(6. 7. 78)

c

T

c

65.6

82.4

95.4

110.7

73.2
6.2*
2.1

49.6
33.6
0.3

74.7
26.5
2.7

0.9

1.9

PROSTIGMATA 49.8
MESOSTIGMATA 13.0
2.4
ASTIGMATA
CRYPTOSTIGMATA 0.4

T

6.8"

w

14

(3.8.78)

c

T

l lo. 2 116. 7

76.7
37.9
0.8
0.8

78. 7
30.0
1.3

6.7**

Sigt'ificant difference - * P<0.05; ** P<0.01

(1.9. 78)
...•
c
136.2 158.S
113.4

17.8
2.4
2.6

127 .9
16.9
1.4

12.3

18
(28.9.78)
c
T
70.7

S0.9

57.4 32.6*
10.0 3.5*
1. 2 0.5
2.1 14 .3"'

22
(25.10.78)

c

T

39.4

64.2"

28.2

41.3
5.0
2.8
15.1 **

f.. ~

1.4
3.3

l

i

.i

J

TABLE 7.

Mean numb et· of Collembola per soil core (n=l2) in carbofuran treated (T) (May 23) and
control (C) plot of Arkell cornfield 1978

2
!9. 6. 78)
T
c

COLLEMBOLA
ISOTOMIDAE
ENTOMOBRYIDAE
ONYOllUR IDAE
SMIN111URIDAE
POOURIDAE

6
(6.7.78)
T
c

Weeks Post-treatment
10
14
(1.9.78)
(3.8."78) '
T
c
c
T

18
(28.9.78)
c
T

22
(25.10. 78)
c
T

28.0

17.6

30.8

10.s·

19.7

33.4

32.0

33.6

40.0

42.8

30.7

77 .4**

21.2
3.8
2.0

18.2
3.4
7.2
0.1

5.1*
3.7
2.0
0

10.4
4.6
4.S
0

6.9
21.2•
5.3
0

9.8
10.4
11.2

8.2
IS .4
10.0

7.9
9.2
12.9
0.6

1

0
0

6.4
15.9
20.2**
0.3

0.5

0
0.6

13.1
17.7
8.8
0.2

24.8**
30.2**'

o.s

7.8
6.9
2 .1
0.7

n

l.9

0

0.2

0

Sig"ificant difference - * P<0.05; ** P<0.01

0.2

0

0.1

:i!l. 3

1.0
0.1
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QUESTIONS .d COMMENTS
M.S. GHIIAROV:
Bow do you explain the increase of
some qroups of microarthropods after the insecticide treatment?
In our experiments with DDT dusting of natural coniferous
forests in Siberia. the observed effect of a temporary decrease of collembolan population density fol.l.owed by a 9reat
fncrease in population was related to the suppression by
treatment of predators (Mesostigmata and Coleoptera).
A.B. BROADBENT:
I can only hypo~hesize at this time.
Two reasonable explanations are: first1y. the suppression
of predators (particularly Mesostigmata) gave rise to an
increase in their prey (particularly Prostigmata and

-
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Collembola) and secondly. due to the very toxic effect of
carbofuran to earthworms. and therefore the presence of a
large biomass of dead worms. plus all the food in the soil
not consumed by these worms, a larger population of saprophaqous animals was suppo~ted. The latter hypothesis was
proposed by Martin (1918).
S.B. HILL: The speaker has concluded that because no
reduction in total fauna or its composition was observed
by autumn. tberefore there were no long-term detrimental.
effects on tbe microarthropod decomposer community due to
carbofuran ~reatment. When in fact, an increase in popu_ation of certain groups ~as observed 22 weeks posttreatment in 1978, can it still be concluded that no detrimental effects on the conununity or its litter decomposition
processes occ~rred? As ecoloqists. we mustn't assume that
"more is better." Would the speaker pleclse comment.
A·!!.· BROADBENT: Since no reduction in the populations
of saprophaqous animals. in particular, was observed by
late season, I have concluded that no long-term detrimental
effects on the community or litter decomposition processes
occurred after carbo~uran treatment. This rather tentative
conclusior1 is supported by data from a litterbag study conducted concurrently in the same plots. The rates of cornleaf
decomposition were monitored and WP. found that although a
laq in response was observed initiall.y, by autwr.n no difference
in rate waa noted between carbofuran treated and control plots.
C.A. EDWARDS: ~ollowing mention by the speaker of the
effect of carbofuran on organic matter breakdown. I should
like to comment tl1&~ Dr. J.P. McBrayer and I investigated
the effects of phorate on corn litter breakdQWJl in an
Indiana field and found a significant deprez::;sic>n in decomposition rate afti•::: .:.reatment.
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INFLUENCE OF APPLICATION OF A FUNGICIDE, AN
INSECTICIDE, AND COMPOST UPON SOil BIOTIC
COMMUNITY
Yuzo Kitauwa and Takashi Kitazawa
Umotrsrly of Occupnlron11I and E11t'rr11n1r1rrrl11I Hnlth

/a pan

INTRODUCTION

Soil fauna antl soil flora constitute soil biotic community or
ed4phon. He~bivorous and fungivorous animals consume leaf and woody
litter, fun~i and humus and eject lnrge amount of fecal pellets givine
rise to the crumby structure of the soil. These bring about the breakdown of dead plant bodies, mixing of them with soil, increa~e and
me::ntenance of porosity, aeration and water capacity of the •;oil, which
are closely related to the increase and maintenance of t•·:! microbial
activity. Predation by microbivorous animals is related to che control
of microbial numbers and increase in net microbial production. Movement
of soil fauna facilitates the dissemination of b~dies and spor.es of
microbes. Thus the soil fauna plays a catalytic role against microbial
activity and is related to the increase and maintenance of soil fertility.
The purpose of the present study is to pursue the changes in soil
fauna and soil microbes in the experimental field where insecticide,
fungicide and compost are supplied singly and in combination. This
study was made in joint research with Prof. Takai and his ~~oup of the
University of Tokyo, who engaged in the subjects other than soil fauna.

METHODS

Six kinds of experimental plots were set up in the experimental
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field of the Faculty of Agriculturr. of the University of Tokyo as shown
in TABLE 1. Gr~sses and herbs in the plots were removed. Compost. a
TABLE 1. Ex erimental plots.
April 1973
May 1974
to
to
Year
March 1974
Control
Plots

I

BHC

10 ppm

!Aldrin 10 p..,

A

Control

B

Compost

c

TPN

D

lBHC

3 kg·m-2

40 ppm
10 ppm

+ l BHC 10 ppm

I:.

TPN 40

F

Compost + TPN

['pm

.f.

YBHC (Same Cone.)

fungicide TPN (Daconil) and an insecticidel'BHC were supplied singiy or
mixed to the plots in the amounts shown in TABLE 1. The size of a soil
sample core for small Arthropoda was 20 cm2 in suri~ce area. 5 cm deep
and 100 cml in volume. Ten of them were taken from each plot in 1974.
and in 1975 and afterwards five soil cores were taken from carefully
stirred 3500 cml of soil taken from five places in each plot. Extraction cf animals with Tullgren funnels was continued for 48 hours. A
soil core for small hygrophilcus animals such as Enchytraeidae 1 Nematoda
and Rot:f.fera was (2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 4 cm) • 25 cml in volume. Ten of
them were taken from each plot in 1974 and 1975 and afterwa.·ds five were
taken from shove stirreJ soil. Extraction of animals with Baermann
funnels was continued for 48 hours.
The survey of soil macrofauna was made only once in 1977 at the
end of the period of experiment by hand sorting, because the area of
the experimental plot was so small that each survey may injure the plot
so much and cause the decrease in deneity and biomass which are detrimental for this study. Number of taxonomic groups (families and orders)
and of individuals of macro-herbivores and macro-predators in 40500 cm3
of soil in each plot were counted.

'

9S

I

~

:C.ESULTS

Main taxonomic groups extracted were Cryptostigm.ata, other Acari,
Lollembola, Diplura, Enchytraeidae, Nematoda and Rotifera (Bdelloidea).
Besides these, Diptera larva, Protura, Symphyla and Tardigrada often
appeared in smalL numbers. The numbers of these taxonomic groups were
smaller than those in the soil of forests in Tokyo. It was noticeable
that Pseudoscorr!onida, Isopoda. Myriapoda, Copepoda and Turbellaria
were lacking in the experimental pl~ts. Changes in numbers of extracted
animals are shown in APPENDIX A to F. NU111bers of taxonomic groups and
those of individuals of macro-herbivores and macro-predators are shown
in TABLE 2.

From the data shown in APPENDIX and TABLE 2, the following

Number of taxonomic groups and indivi'iuals of
soil macrofauria. CNov. 31 to Dec. 1 1 19772
B
A
c
D
E
Control Com2ost
"RHC
T!'N
'l'•B
Number of Macrotaxonomic herbivores
lU
4
1
4
l
groups
Macropredator3
10
5
3
4
0
Tot&l
macrof auna
22
10
4
8
1
tiumber of Macroindiviherbivores
14
10
71
3
6
duals
Macropredators
44
134
25
7
0
Total
macrofauna
55
2.07
28
21
6
'IABLE 2.

results could be

F
C·T·B
5
3

8

29
6

35

i~troduced.

Changes in numbers of small soil animals
Control. pleat (A)
Densities of soil animals of the control plot were lower than
those of the forest soils in Tokyo in general. Number of Nematoda was
about one tenth of that of the latt.er.

But the patteria& of seasonal
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changes in numbers are similar to those seen i.n natural soils of 1okyo
districts.

In the summer of 1975, the air temperature was unusually

high and the precipitation was small.
and numbers of soil animals reduced.
Comp~st

plot

The soil of the

~lot

was very dry

(B)

Numbers of aJl six main animal groups, namely Collembnla, Cryptnstigmata, other Acari, Enchytraeidae, Nematoda and Rotifera increased
indicating marked

~nfluence

of the supply of compost.

!ungicide plot (C)
After three years continuous supply of 'IPN, numbers of call of the
s~x

main groups were diminished. Especially remarkable was the diminu-

tion in hygrophilous animals as Enchytraeidae, Nematodd and Rotifera.
Insecticide plot (D)
Numbers nf Arthropoda, namely, Cryptostigmata, othe~ Acari and
Collembola were reduced. But the insecticide effect ofYBHC on Colle~
bola seemed to disappear after six months from the time of supply.
Numbers of Enchytraeidae, Nematoda and Rotifera did not

decreas~

~ut

increased though this tendenc~ waR not clear in NematodA in 1976.
A~cording to the study of Yang and Takai, The amount of ~BHC had reduced to 30 to 10 % after nne. year from the supply to the soil.
TPN

+ TBHC plot

{E)

All of the animal gr~~ps were remarkably influenced by the
combined use of these fungicid~ and insecticide. Especially small
Arclropoda were almost destructed by continuous combined supply. According to the study of Yang and Takai. the rate of decomposition of
TPN and r BBC was reduced in this plot.

insecticide Aldrin was

su~plied

In this experimental plot. en

in May 1973.

A part of it changed to

Dieldrin, and 75 to 90 Z of them remained till one year later. It seems
that t.here was inf1'.1ence of the1:1e two compounds on decrease in animals.
Compost~

TPN

+Y~HC

plot (F)
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In 1974, numh£rs of Collembola, Enchytraeidae, Nematoda and
Rotifera became larger than those in
,~~s

~lot

E, and in 1975 the same trend

seen in Nematoda, Enchytraeidae and though less remarkable in Col-

lembola, suggesting the existence of function of compost to reduce the
detrim?ntal effect of TPN andTBHC. But in 1976 this trend was seen
only in Nematoda. It seems that in this plot the decrimental effect
of three yedrs combined use of TPN,YBHC and of Aldrin used in 1973
exceeded the easing effect of supply of compost.
Changes in numbers of soil macrof auna
4t the end of four years

e~perlment,

numbers of taxonomic groups

of soil macrofauna was the largest in the compost plot, followed by the
control plot and the least in the combination plot of TPN atid '1BHC as
seen in TABLE 2. It is also noteworthy that t~e number in F plot exceeded that of the plot E and C, sugges~ing the easing ~ffect of supply
of compost. Numbers of individuals of macrofauna was also the larg&st
in the compost plot, followed by the control plot, the least in the plot
of c:nmbimat ion of TPN and T BHC. And the number in P plot exceeded
that of E, C, and D. Thus the patteTns of changes in numbers of Taxonomic groups Tepreseuting the degree of community diversity and of
individuals were almost the same.

DISCUSSION

The results of the experiments indicated that there were detri-

mental effeLts cf continuing and combined use of TPN and '1BHC agcinst
all of the soil fauna, and that the supply of TPN senerally redu_ed
numbers of small a .•d large soil animals, •rhile the supply of Y BBC did
not reduce the

num~ers

of Enchytraeidae,

~einatoda,

Rotifera, but

The sniJply of compost increased all the groups of the
soil fauna concerneb, and eased :ha detrimental effect of the supply of
combined TPN and TBHC to some extent. These general trends were al~eady
increased thee.

· - - - .._ •• _ ... _ ......
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recognized in 1974, the first year of the period of this study, and some
discussions were made (KitEzawa and Kitazawa ~975).
'.rhe

~elation

between changes in

numbe~s

of .soil fauna and those of microbes
The chanF,es in numbers uf microbes, soil

r~spiration

and dehydro-

genase activity in the soil of the same experimental plots were studi~d
(Takai and ~ang 197S), (Takai 1977). The relations bet~een changes in
numbers

o~

soil ·auna and those of soil microbes were taken into conThe results 1n soil microbes are summarized as followsr

sideratioc.

Compost plot.J!l
The su~ply of compost increased numbers of fungi, total bacteria
and gram-negat~ve bacteria to some extent, and also increased rates of
suil

r~spiration

and dehydrogenase activity of the soil.

TPN plot (C)
~'he

supply oi TPN

decrea~ed

numbers of fungi and spore-forming

bacteria, but incceased numbers of total bacteria, especially remarkably increased those ~f TPN-resistant gra~-negative bacteria. It decreased rates of soil respiration and dehydrogenase activity oE the
soil.
it BHC plot (D)
'
No marked influence of supply of T BHC upon numbers of microbes,

so1.l respir3tion anci dehydroget>ase activity was recognized. However,
tt.e cc:ntinuous use of it increased numbers of gram-negative bacteria a
little.
TPN

+

plot (E)_
The joint supply of TPN and

1' BHC

But it increased the number of

1 BHC

t~tal

bacteria a little ana

markedly that of gram-negativP. bacteria.

99

decreeser! numbers of fungi.
in~reased

--,
I

Compos& + 'rPN + '! BKC plot (F)
The joi11c supply of compost, TPN and 1BHC eased the decreasing
activity of TPN to the number of soil fungi an~ soil respiration rate,
and accerelated the increasing effect of TPN and IBHC on the nembers of
total bacteria and

gra~-negative

bacteria.

The relations among effects oi 'ompost, TPN,

fBP~

on numbers of

soil fauna, soil microbes and rate& of soil respiration and dehydrogen~se

activity in the soil, were diagr811DDatically summarized in FIGURE

1.

More precise reports on microbes, microbial activity, deco1np\.lsition and residue of che 11ical compounds wi.11 be published soon by Takai,
1

Wada. Yang and Mukai.

SUMMARY

The effects of compost, a fungicide TPN, and an insecticide
l BHC, supplied singly or combined, on numbers of soil animals were
studied for four years, and the changes in them were discussed in relation to the changes in numbers of soil microbes,

~ate

of soil respi-

ration and dehydrogenase activity in the soil which were studied in the
s~me

experimental plots by Takai and others.

were diagrammatically summ&rized in FIGURE l.
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The outline of the results

,\PPEt.'DIX A. Numbers of small soil animals extracted with Tullg~en
funnels. No./tOO cml with S.E. Compost, fungicide and insecticide vere
supplied on 15 and 16 May, 1974.
ZOMAY

tlMAY

1974t

I

1JUNE

1 SJUNE

Collembola

I

8.8±2.0

I 2 7.0±3.9

2 1 7±16

7.3±L2

U±7.D

11 9.3±2.4

2 5.8±2.2

20.4±3.3

&7±Z.4

3.Gi:2.3

Z.9±0.8

35±1.3 5 '

4.0±0.7

1 3±0.8

E

2.0±LOS

2.6±0.9

0

F

2.0±L05

o

A

6.3±1.l

1.5±0.5

B

&3±L1

l.1±CI 4

c

9.0±1.S

l.3±0.5

0.

0

O.J±O 1

0.1±0.l

G.l±G.l

0

A
B
C

! 111±2.23

D

I

I

I

~
F

i

a.a±1.•

l 0.1±3.8

&DEC.
9.9±3.7

1 U±Z.1

l U±Z.3

1 80±&4

1±0.8

1.2±G.3

l 0.4±26

o.5±0 2141!±1.5
0
2.0±':.7

3.9±1.2

::o.&±42

Z.2±0.S

1 o.&±:u

6.3±3.5

36.2±&7

j 1.2±0
...______

&B::a..3

1.7:t-CJ8

!U±o.s

10.6±4.9

1.5±0.4

l?.-1± 1.0

3.9±0. 9

I

3.9± Q.2

1 ~1±24

2.0±0.7

1.5±0.4

\.2±G.9

0.7±0.S

1 2±0.8

o.5±o.3

G.l±D.I

0

0.1±0.l

0

0.5±03

0.5±0.5

0

0

0

0

o.1±01

0

0

0

0

0.2±0.1 a

mata
2.5±07

•

19SEPT·

I,

&

I----+-~------~----·--'-·----·~~

CrvDto~ti

1 SJULY

l

-~-'----------~------t

Other Acari
A

I : 0

IJ:l3.0

3.8±0.5

3.8±0. 7

2.9±0.S

2.1±o.7

4.8±1.0

3.6±0.8

B

1 G.8±3.0

2.0±0.!t

8.2±0.9

4 5±0.7

so±o.a

13.S±LS

2.8±0..C

c

7.9±1.5

2.3±0.&

1.6±0.4

1.5±0 4

1.4±0.7

2.4±0.6

0.1±0.4

D

o

± Q.1

o.3± D.2

0

0.3±0.3

0.3±G.2

0.1±0. l

~

O.S±G.3

02±o.1

0

0

('.3±0.Z

G.1±0.1

F

O.S±G.3

0.1±0.1

o.i±o 1
o.t±o.i

0

O.:d;0.2

0

0

A

G.3±D.2

G.2±G.1

o.2±0.Z

0

G.2±0.l

0

0

D

a.2±0.1

0 3±0.Z

0

0

0

0.3±112

0
0

Q.1

Di"Dlura
B

0.3±0.:Z

o:z±o 1

0.1±0.1

c

0.6±0.3

D.l±G.1

0

D

0

D.1±0.1

0

0

0

0

E

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

F

0

0

0

0

0

0

G
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APPENDIX B. Number~ of small soil ani111els extracted witls Baermann
funnels. No./ 25 cm.. ui th S. E. Com-post, fungicide and illS•·.c ticide were
supplied on lS and 16 May, 1974.
'1 97"'

2 OMAY

11MAY

I

l JUNE

l5JULY

0.6:.:0.I

2.1±0.&

! 09±0.3

E·;i.c~raeidae

I

I

IGSEPT.

I 5 JL'1\.'E

I

A

5.2±0.8

l 2±G.4

2. 7::1-0.8

B

5.2±0.8

2 7±0.7

2.2±0 5

1.8±0.7

4.0±0.9

O!J±O.I

c

32±10

I

0

l.3iO.&

0.7±03

0.8±0.4

0.1±0. l

o.2±G.1

0

D
E

3.4±05

45±07

7.2±2. 7

B.1±14

2.3±G.4

G.3±0.Z

3.9±1.1

I 6±0.7

1.6±05

2.S:::lO. 7

1.5±G.4

3.2±1.3

G.1±0.1

F

19±1.1

1.4±0.8

1.1±05

41±1.5

~·-~~±14

1 .. ±04

I:

39.2±8.4

114±14.0 4 4.8±7.3

453±.U

c

.-

0

4.4±0.8

l

.

&DEC.

Nelf.atoda
3 2.7±4.4

84.6±14.7

IS 1.J:2 Z.7

39.2±6.4

658±69

4 9.5±6.2

506±6.5

397±43

228±39.5

19 4:ll 9.1

5 :12± 9.4

TT.6±10 6 51.9±9.4

31 T±&.8

118±5 l

21.2±4.7

19.6±19.6

D

315±44

46.1±94

31.0±2.4

204±2.8

4 2.8±5.2

11u±l0.4

F.

24.'!±4 s

9 5. 7±1 3.4 2 a.o±s.o

14.9±40

l 5. 7±2.4

ez.1±za.1

52.5±1U

F

24 2±4 5

211l±4.2

29.9±5.2

442±61

54 7±&.2

126±14 3

A

1.5±04

B

c
D

63.1±10.11

74 6±20 l

Rot i f era

I

2.1±0.7

U±U

0.2±0.l

0

0.9±0.3

:u±o.a

1.5±0.4

1.0±0.:..

1.5±07

G.1±0.1

G.3±D.2

3.6±1.1

1.2±1.:

0.1±0.1

o.i±o.1

0

0

0

0

O.l±G.l

0.2±0.l

1.9±0. 7

1.9±0.6

0.3±0 2

~2±G.1

2.8±0. 7

6.1±1.0

0

0

0 3±0.2

O.l±G.l

G

0

0.6±o.3

26±1.3

0.2±0.l

0

I!:

1.6±0.9

0.2±0 I

o.4±03

F

1.6±0.9

0

G.4±0.Z

A

0

0

o.L±G.1

G.2±0.~

0

0

0

01±01

0.4±0.Z

0

0

0

D

0

0.2±0.1

0 8±0.3

0

0

G.l±G.I

0

0

0 l±G.1

0

CJ

0

0

E

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

F

0

0

D.3±0.2

D

0

O.l±o.1

-

'

Tardio,.adi
B

c
D

I
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APP?NDlX C. Numbers of small soil animals excracted with Tullgren
funnels. No./100 cm~ with S.E. Compost, fungicide and insecticide wer~
supplied on 7 May, 1975.

I

9JUNE

21JULY

3SEPT·

3.0±1.1

0.6±02

0

4.0±0.7

I 3.4±3.l

7.2±1.I

Z.8±1.0

0

1 5.2±2.6

0.2±0.Z

0.2±0.2

0

0

7.2±3.2

2.G±o.7

1 D±0.5

U±G.5

18±0.8

0

l:z.&±U

E

0.6±U

l.O±o.3

0.1±0.4

0.2±G.2

U±G.2

1.4±05

F

7.0±LO

1.2±0.2

U±0.6

1.4±0 &

o.&±o.c

7.0±1.3

A

7.2±1.4

I 0.0±0.9

U±0.7

1.2±04

o.e±o.&

17.0±3.2

D

12.4±0.8

1 :U±o.7

6.8±1.9

3.&±LO

0

1 Z.8±1.1

1975

2MAY

A

C.2±0.C

1.&±0.5

B

7.6±2.1

c

1.6±0.5

D

l2MAY

2NQV.

Collembola

:

Crvotosticmata

c

1.2±0.Z

0

0.2±0.2

0.8±G.6

0

0.8±0.4

D

0

0

0

0

0

3.2±0.7

E

0

0.2±0.2

0

0

0

0

0.2±0.2

0

0

0

0

F

0

Other Acari
A

2.6±1.l

6.4±0.B

~4±1.5

U±G.6

44±L5

3.Z±M

8

68±0.8

17.4±3.1

11.4±2.4

94±2.0

1 0±0.3

3.1±0.9

c

2.2±08

3.2±0.9

1.0±0.&

o.&±0.2

0

0.8±0.4

D

0.6±0.4

0.8±04

l.2±0.4

l.6±0.7

32±04

3.8±1.&

E

0

0.2±0.2

0

0.4±0.2

0

0

z.o±o.&

0.2±0.2

F

1.2:0 4

0

0

0.2±0.2

l\.;.,.1 .......

A

0

0.2±0.2

0

0

0

0

B

O.l±D.6

0.2±0.2

0.2±0.2

0

0

0

c

0.2±0.2

0

0

0

0

0

D

0

0

0

0

0

0

E

0

0

0

0

0

F

0

0

0

0

lOJ

0

0

I

0

lI

-

APPENDIX D. Numbers of s111all si.>11 animals extracted with Baennann
funnels. No./25 cm3 with S.E. Co~p,st, fungicide and insecticide were
supplied on 7 May, i975 •

.1___9_J_UNE
____~l__2_1_J_U_L_Y_._l___3_S_E_P_T._._!1-,. ___z_N_o_v_.__.

..,_1_9_7_s,.___
2_MA
__Y__.....!_1_2_MA
__Y
__

A

0

0.4±0.2

0.&±0.4

0

0

0

B

o 2±0.2

oa·o 2

z.o±o.1

04:J:04

o

o.a±o.c

c

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

0.4±0.2

02±0.2

E

0

0

1.0±0.Lo
0.2±0.2

0

...__F__..,___1_.o_±_o._o __..____o_.2_±_0_.2_..___1._1_±0.6

o

Nematoda

I

o
0

0.2±0.z

I

0

~-__.l.___o_.4_:c_'·o.._2--1

'1119±111 1 -2-a-z±
__
z._2----2-03±_9._4_..

A

183±19.7

114±27.7

916±3.4

B

322±404

321±2 9.1

376±22.6

399±:~5

c

12 4tS.6

14 4±2 2.0

7 0.6±1 2.9

232±14

3.4±0.4
7 6.0±6 J

183~181

478±5&5
3

Z.2:i"4.4

D

181±2 7.0

155±18.7

79.0±10.5

17 8±87

E

36.4±4.0

4 7.8±8.S

54 6±7.7

80 s±s:i

16 2±1 Z.7

593±32.4_..i :, 3 7±2 4.2__._ 3 34±5.2

l

17 2±2 Z.3

F

214±138

A

1.3±0.6

2.0±0.7

10 9±14.1

______ _____.
1 5.0±4.4

9 5.0±5.8

Rot if era
B

1.4±0 s

3.0±0.6

c

0.2±02

0

D

2.0±06

4 . 0 ± 1 . l f8±05
g o±o.6
S.4 ±o 9

3.8±1.5

D 8±0.4

7.0±U

0 2±0.2

0 2±0 2

0

\)

U±l.3

3.4±0.8

2.6±0.4

04±0.Z

2.8±0 8

0

0

3.2±2.7

0

0

z.2±1.0

E

O.Z±0.2

0

0.2±0.2

F

0.6±0.2

06±0.

0

A

04±0.C

: ~ur~d~i~:~~~·~Ui!.EA1.~---:--.----:---.-----:-------o-2_!_0_2 __

B

c

0

0

D.4±0.2

0

0

0

D

0

0

o

o

02±n2

o

E

0

0

0

0

0

0

F

0

0

0

0

0

0
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APPENDIX E. Numbers of &mall soil animals extracted with Tullgren
funnels. No./!00 :m3 with S.!. Compost, fungicide and insecticide were
supplied on 15 May. 1976.
197 6

IOMAY

-

2GMAY

I

l~JUNE

! 21

-

JULY

12NOV.

Collembola
A

2 3.0t2.6

U±l.S

23 2±C..2

U±l3

6.0±0.&

B

Z6.0±1.3

1.0±1.7

118±2.2

17.4±2.3

315±4.0

c

14.1±1.0

08±G.4

04±0.2

1.2±08

l 72:t3.8

D

6 5.2±&6

16±09

&2±09

4.2±1.S

1 &2±2.9

E

1 a.1±1.0

0.2±0 2

04±04

0.2±0.2

3.8±0.7

F

10.2+1.4

02±02

0.2±0.2

1.4±0.8

11.0±1.2

·-

~!'Vtlt',.af'i""'' t'a

A

660±11.4

26.4±18

7&.4±105

B

U.2±4.l

260±;.&.9

600±6.4

c

6.0±2.0

l.l±G.6

J..0±0.3

ll

G.2±0 2

D

6.8±15

04±0.4

5.0±0.9

2.2±0.S

uto.&

8.0±17

184±3.2

2 4 6±1.7

,,0±3.11

E

0

0

1.0±0.&

oz±oz

0

F

1.2±0 4

IJ

0.8±06

0

G.3±0.3

--

i--

Other Acari
A

&2±0.5

2.2±D.2

212±32

B

6.1±1.2

8.4±1 l

58±3.4

l.O±IJ5

D

l 8il).5

E
F

l.0±05
1.8±0.S

c
,._

2.0±0 3

12.4:1::11

3&0±9.6

&4±5.7

14 3±1.3

l.8±0.5

0.8±08

1.4±0.7

O.B±U

0.4±0 4

04±o.1

4.0±09

0

&0±08

0

0.4±0.2

0 8±0.4

0

Di"Dlura
A

I

1 4:'.0 Ill
o.Bt03

0.2±0.2

02±0.:.!

0

0

0

0

0

0

B

0.2±0.2

0

c

0

0

0

0

0

D

0.2±0.2

0

0

0

0

E
F

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10.5
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Numb ·!T5: of small soil animals extracted with Baer111ann
funnels. No./:5 .~~with S.E. Com~ost, fungicide and insecticide wure
supplied on 15 Ma.• • 1976.
APPENDIX F.
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lOMAY

A

0.1±0.5

l.o±o.s

3.0:t1.o

U±o.&

1.0±0.5

0

0.8±0.5

Z.2±15

Enchvtr~eid,.

B

c
D

I
I

2LJULY

12 NOV.

1.8±0.7

U±0.2

0.2±0.Z

Zl.1±:2.8

40±06

o.&±6.2

0

0

O.&±o.t

a.o± u

u±o.c

O.G±0.4

ISJUNEI

ZOMAY

..

E

l.0±0.1

0

0.2±0.2

0

0.2±0.Z

F

G.4±0.Z

0

o.z±o.z

0 4±0.2

2.2±o.5

A

Zl &±41.2

189±29.8

401±191

'69±23.8

436±33.9

Nematoda
B

351±71.Z

3'6.1:24.4

720±54.3

n1±211

303±3&8

c

170±1&.5

IZ.0±8.1

108±171

40.2±63

u c±u

D

300±23.9

15 5±6.0

185±11.9

89.4±6.4

111±5.5

E

153±&3

54.0±4.5

512±5.5

l 8.0± 1.0

18.2±7.0

F

324±29.7

12 5±5.8

270±CJ.9

12 1±1 0.5

207±2o.7

A

4.5±18

Rotifer a
Z.S±G.9

:U±l.5

50±1.2

3.fi±J.3

19.l±S.3

1 5.4±3.0
l.2±0.•

E

l 1.8±Z.2

ZZ.6±4.2

2 8.2±4 3

c

1.0±0.8

U±l.8

O.l±U

10±3.2

D

2.&±o•

u±o.a

I 0.2±3.0

&.0±1.3

6.2±12

E

0.2±0.2

04±0.4

•&±:u

:u±z.9

o.z±o.2

F

U±0.5

Z.0±1.8

z.0±1.3

0.2±0.2

U±D.5

A

0

0

0

0

0

B

0

a

0

0

o.c±o 2

c

0.2±0.2

0

0

0

0

D

0.2±0.2

0

0

0

0

E

f>

0

0

0

0

F

0

0

0

0

0
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FIGURE 1. 'l'he relations among effects of compost, TPN and 1 BHC o.n
nwnbers of soil fauna, soil microbes, rates of soil respiration and
dehydrogenase activity in the soil. (~itazawa, Yang, Wada, Takai 1975.
From Takai 1977)
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EFFECT OF TWO HERBICIDES ON THE SOIL INHABITING
CRYPTOSTIGMATID MITES
T. Bhattac}.arya and V. C. Joy
V;wa Bh;m1h Un1otrs1f!f
India

I NTRODUCTI 0'1
Herbicides administered for the eli~ination of unwanted plants in the
agroecosystems may unintentionally upset the balance of the ecosystem by
affecting t11e sensitive nontarget soil animals like cryptostigmatid mites.
Effects of these chemicals ~n the soil fauna have been rec~ntly reviewed
by Rijsackers and ver der Drift (1976). Notwithstanding this, very little
information is available to date regarding the influence of weedicides on
the non target fauna of the soi 1 in t·'"Opi ca 1 countries 1 i ke In di a. lie re the
use of these chemicals is gaining momentum, with the development of modern
agrotechnical mea~ures following a 11 grow rrcre food" campaign. This cononunicat1on deals with the possible ill effects of two herbicides, Nitrofen
(2,4 - dichlorophenyl - 4 - nitrophenyl ether) and Propanil (3,4 - dichloropropion anil1de), which are of very comnon use in India, on the community
structure, species dive ...sity and density of Ct"yptostigmatid mites, under
field and laboratory conditions.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
A rabi crop (early October to February) of a dry cultivatable variety
of pacidy, 11 Pusa - 2-21•, was raised for the experimental purposes in three
small highland plots with latt=rite soil. All the normal agricultural
manipulations w~re employed s:multaneously in the plots except for the
application of herbicides in the two treated plots. Single ft~plications of
t11e herbicides, t4itrofen (Tok, E-25) and Propanil (Stam, F-34), were made
in the lowest agricultural doses recommended for general weed control in
paddy crops in India by Mukhopadhyay and Bhattacharyay (1967). Nitrofen
at tne rate of 2 kg' ai/ha was sprayed as a pre-emergence! h·:!rbici de, while
Propanil was used for post-emergence weed control at the rate of 3 kg. ai/ha.
Details regarding the maintenance of the crop, soi"I samplings, extractfan
and identification of the fauna are being published elsewhere (Bhattacharya
and Joy, in press). The field experiment was conducted from the month of
September 1977 to February 1978, and soil samples were collected at fortnightly intervals.
Analysis of the data obtained from the field experiment were made
with respect to the relative abundance and frequency after Dindal (1977),
and density and species divei'"Sity of cryptostigmatid colTITlunity. The latter
was compared with the help of Shannon and Weaver index (Shannon and Weaver,
1963). A comparison of the cryptostigmatid density as a whole and of the
dominant species (frequency>SOS). between the treated and untreated plots
was made and thei~ statistical significance was checked with the help of
'tw' test (Lord, Pages 120-122, quoted in Snedacor and Cochran, 1947).
Percentile d~viation of the density of these groups in the treated plots,
in relation to that of the untre~ted plot was also estimated.
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The dominant species encountered in the field experiment were subjected
to ~he same doses of the two herbicides under laboratory conditions. A known
number of live cryptostigmatid mites of the same age group and size, reared
for the purpose under laboratry conditions, was placed in special treatment
cells c~ntaining sterile soil sprayed with the herbicide solution. Details
of th~ rearing techniques are given elsewhere {Bha~tacharya, Joy and Joy,
1978). Un~rea~ed control cells were also m&intained in th~ laboratory and
the mortaHty of the mites in both t'1e sets was estimated after 7 days.
RESULTS
Field experiment
The overall density of all t~e cryptostigmatid species collected from
the untreated (UT). Uitrofen treated (T1) and Propanil treated (T 2 ) plots
is given in Figure 1. In all, 11 species were encountered in the UT p~ot
while there were nine each in the T1 and T2 plots.
Rel~tive

Abundance and Frequency

Scheloribates albialatus And Opeia nodosa were the two dominant species
in all the plots (Table 1). Their dominance was more prominent in tl'le treated
plots prior the the ~erbicide applications. Figure 2 shows the degree of
response by different cryptost\gmatid species to the herbicide. Both ~
albialatus and O. nodosa became subdominants after Nitrofen application whiie
only S. albialatus lost its dominant status as a result of Propanil treatment.
Paropffa sp. and Archegozetes longisetosus which were subdominants in the Ti
plot ecame occas1onal and rare respectively, while ~alumna sp. and Cosmochthonius enunae remained unaffected. In the T2 plot most of the species
rera1ned unaltered in their status after the herbicide treatment.
Species Diversity
The analysis of the cryptostigmatid community according to the Shannon
and Weaver index (Table 2) shows that there is no significant change in the
species diversity after the application of Nitrofen (t=0.198), while the
Propanil treatment signifantly shifted the diversity of species (t=4.52,
p < o. 05).
Table 2:

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SPECIES DIVERSITY OF
CRYPTOSTIGMATID COMMUNITY CEFORE AND AFTER THE
HERBICIDE TREATMENT.

HERBICIDE.
NITl<OFEN
Pre-treatment
Past-treatment
PROPANIL
Pre-treatment
Post-treatment

N

s

H'

100
96

8
7

1.66956

111
161

9
8

1.826R5 + 0.0692
1.40540 + 0.067

110

1.65517

:I:

S. E.

+ 0.0682

+

0.0613
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Figure 1.

OVERALL POPULATION DENSITY OF THE DIFFERENT CRYPTOSTIGHATID
SPECIES IN THE EXPERIMENTAL PLGTS.
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Figure 2.

RESPONSES OF THE DIFFERENT CRYPTOSTIGMATID SPECIES TO THE
HERBICIDE APPLrCATION IN THE TREATED PLOTS.
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Table 1: RELATIVE

ABU~DANCE

Arm FREQUENCY JF TllE

CRYPTOSTIGMATID SPECIES IN THE EXPEkIMENTAL
PLOTS

UT

SPECIES

___!1
Post-treat:"
Pre-treat.

T2

Pre-~reat.

Po!»t-~reat.

RA

F

RA

F

RA

F

RA

F

RA

F

0.5

3.5

5.0

20.0

7.3

10.6

3.6

9.5

1. 2

5.1

0.3

1.7

Archegozetes longisetosus Aoki

6.2

13.8

13.0

46.7

1.0

2.1

3.6

6.7

0.6

2.5

Microzetes !UX111aris Grandjean

1.9

12.1

12.5

17.0

3.6

6.7

6.2

18.0

41.4

48.3

33.0

73.3

28.1

36.2

18.9

66.7

46.0

71. 8

6.4

13.8

12.0

40.0

30.2

17.0

17.1

23.8

4.4

12.8

0.3

1.7

13.9

40.0

10.0

26.7

10.4

11. 9

12.6

10.0

18.6

38.5

2.7

5.2

1.0

6.7

7.2

6.7

23.0

62.1

25.0

66.7

31.5

76.2

22.4

46.2

3.5

6.9

1.0

6.7

1.8

9.5

0.6

2.6

Cosmochthonius enmae Berlese
tryptacarus dendrisetosus

....
~

Bhatta.::harya, Bhadur; and
Raychaudhur;

Opp; a nodosa Hanmer
_!>aroppia sp.

Paralamellobates bengalensis
Bhadur; and Raychaudhur;
Galunma sp.
Eportibatula sp.
Schelorib~tes

albialatus Hanner

Pilobatrlla sp.
RA

~

Relative

abundanc~:

>

401 Domfoant
10 to 401 Subdominant
< 10% Rare

10.4

38.3

F = Frequency:

>

501 Dominant
30 to 50% Subdominant
10 to 30% Occasional
~

1nit P:u•c:ii

;
I

.

·-

I

N = Humber of Indiv\duals
Number of Species
H'= Shannon and Weaver Index in log e

~ ~

Comparison Between the Densities
The fluctuation in the densities c,f cryptostigmatid population as a
uhole and of the two dominant species un1er consideration (frequency> SOS),
in the three pl~ts at various intervals of sampling are given in Figure 3.
Table 3 shows that both Nitrofen and Propa~il significantly decreased the
density of cryptostigmatid mites as a whole after their application.
Table 3:

Values of 'tw' test be:tween different irof:er\'als of
sampling in the experimental plots.

SAMPLii~G

UT

CCCASIONS

vs.
vs.
III vs.
IV vs.
v vs.
VI vs.
VII vs.
VIIl vs.
I

II

*
**
***

p
p
p

CRVPTOSTI GMATA
f1
tw

tw

II
III

0.285
0.207

v

0.225
0.123
0.354
0.222
0.393

IV

0.222
~0.395

0.111

VI

VII
VIII

IX

*
*

< 0.05

0.222
0.149
0.143
0.157
0.096
0.372

*

*

f2
tw

0.688 ***
0.045
~0.420

0.271
0.261
0.148
0.123
0.571

**

***

The a .~rows indicate the
stage at which herbicide
was treated

< 0.02

< 0.01

T1.1rning to the dominant species, it was noted that both the herbicides
depressed the population levels of S. albialatus and o. nodosa on their
application (Table 4). However, thi""effect was more arast1c and statistically
significant 1n the ca~e of Nitrofen, for both the species.
Table 4: A co~parison between the densities of the two dominant
specie~ of Cryptostigmata in Untreated and Treated plots
after the herbicide application.

SPECIES

UT

Scheloribates
a1bia1atus
022ia nodosa

7.6

**

p

19.3

Ho.lSamele
Tl
1.4
3.9

UT

tw
0.614 ***
0.441 ._....

No.lSam2l~

7.3
21.0

*** p < 0.01

<: 0.02
11)

T2

tw

6.0
12.3

0.121
0.231

.

.

-- - -- -~
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Figure 3.
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RELATIVE PERCENTILE DEVIATIONS IN THE DENSITY OF THE TOTAL
CRYPTOSTIGMATID MITES .AND OF THE M DOMlNANT SPECIES IN THE
TWO TREATED PLOTS IN wtLATION TO Tilt· UNTREATED PLOT .
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An ana1ysis of the percentile deviations of the densities of
C.ryptostig,mta in toto and of the two dominant species in the two treated
plots, in rel~tion""'t()"those of the untreated plot at various intervals of
sampling (Figure 4) also indicated that Nitrofen has more adverse effect on
the nontarget organisms under field conditions.
Laboratory experiment
PP.sults of the experiment conducted in the laboratory (Table 5)
revea:ed that the agricultu~al dose of Nitrofen killed all the individuals
of s. albialatus aQd O. nodosa within 7 days, while that of Propanil killed
al1"""'the specimens of 0:- nodosa; about 6.Si of the total S. albialatus were
still alive within that period. On the other hand, in the untreated control
cells all the i11dividuals of s. albialatus and 0. nodosa remained active
after 7 days and "1any of thesi"""cells cantained newly laid eggs.
Table 5:

EFFECT OF THE AGRICULTURAL DOSES OF HERBICIDES ON TWO
SPECIES OF CRYPT~STIGMATID MITES UNDER LABORATORY
CONDITIONS.
UT
A I D

SPECIES

R

N

Q.:_

nodo~a

20

250

2!:0

~

albialatus

18 220

220

- -

-

R

T1
D
A I

fl

- -

18

180 i

20

2001 -

I

UT - Untreated control cells
T1 - Nitrofen treated cells
Tz - Propanil treated cells

R

N

180 18 180

- ' .:oo 20 200
RNAI D-

.__...!2
A I

-

ID

- \ 1..J01

- 1311671

Replications
Number of Individuals
Active
Inactive
Dead

DISCUS$:&0N
Findings of 'this in'\lest1gatfon indicate that the single dose application
of Nitrofen and Propanil can affect the density and diversity of cryptostigmatid
mites in a ~addy field. Experimental evidences further suggest that these
herbicides have a direct killing action at least on the two species under
consideration. Adverse effect of herbicides like Sheli WL 19805, Paraquat,
2,4-D and Simazine, on the soil inhabiting cryptostigmatid mites has also
been shown by Edwards {1970), Edwards and Lofty {1975) and Prasse (1975).
Edwards (1970) sho~ed that the Sehll WL 19805 had less adverse effect on the
cryptost1gmat1d mites when the plots were rotovated after spraying, than in
plots with the herbicide left on the soil s•Jrface. It is known in the
case of N1trofen, that it should not be incorporated in soil but placed as
a thin layer on the soil surface (Drian, 1976) and that the herbicidal
activity of this chemical 1s rapidly lost if incorporated with the soil
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lMukhopadhyay, 1972). Edwards a,1d Lofty (1975) wMle compar;ng the dens;ty
of cryptost1gmata 1n Paraquat treated, direct dr;lled plots with those in
ploughed ones, said that the fon.ier has le~s impact on the number of soil
animal~.
S1mil~rly Prasse (1975: observed that the herbicide Simazin~
significantly decreas.ad the number of the cryptostigmatid mite, Tectoceph·!US
velatus (Michael) in up to 10 ems of :r.oil, while 2 1 4-0 could not produce any signific.ant decl·ine. It seems that both ploughing and herbicide
application done in the same plot can decrease the population of nontarget
orga11isms of soil.
COtCLUSION

•
may be concluded that the herbicide Nitrofen had more adverse
effect on the cryptostigmatid mites compared to Propanil in field conditions.
Experimental evidences under laboratory conditions suggest that these weedicides
have a direct knock-down effect at least on cryptostigmatid mites like 0.
nodosa and S. albia'!m!..
It
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BIOLOGICAL SUCCESSION IN ARTIFICIAL SOIL MADE Of
SEWAGE SLUDGE AND CRUSHED BARK
"'Veikko Huhta, ••veronica Sundman, .. Eeva lkonen, ••seppo Sivela,
*"Tuula Wartiovaara and •• Pekka Vilkamaa
"llnittmily of }pilslcylii
Un1rrrs1ly of H~lsinlci

00

Finland

The pre,ent paper sununarizes the main re!ults of a 3-year stud~
dealing with the biological processes that occur durinq the
humification of municipal sewage sludge, witi1 particular reference
to the use of sludge as artificial soil in env;ronmantal building.
The types of sludge used for the experiments were 1) digested sludge
from a plological-chemical ptant (activated slJdge process wit~ Fe 2S04
precipitation), 2) activateu sludge (=1 without digestion, but lime
and ferric chloride added), and 3) limed sludge from a chemical plant
(lime content ca. 50 t of dry matter). These were dried to ~a 20 %
dry matter content and mixed 1 to 1 (vol) with crushed pine or lpruce
bark. The test plots were established on a small parcel of field
from which the topsoil had been r~moved. The .materials were applied
in squares ca 25 cm deep and 14 m in area.
The principal study objects were: 1) uncomp~sted digested sludge
and bark, 2) uncomposted activated sludge and bark, 3) uncomposted
limed sludge and bark, and 4) digested sludge and bark after I year's
composting. These were compared with 5) digested sludge alone, 6)
crushed bark alone, 7) compost made of digested sludge and bark, 8)
cultivated field soil, 9) garden grassland soil, and ID) forest soil.
The variables measured were: physical and chemical properties of
tne test materials, contents or heavy metals in soil and vegetation,
production of the vegetation, total numbers of bacteria, numbers of
Clostridia, Streptomycetes, Protozoa, and glucose-fermenting bacteria,
length of fungal hyphae (Sundman & Siveli, 1978), numbers of specific
groups of microbes :ndlcating the nitrogen metabolism and hygienic
state of the materials, nitrification and dehydrogenase a'tivity,
oxyge.1 consumption, cellulose deifradation, nu111bers and biomasses of
groups and species of Invertebrates, total animal biomass and changes
in the animal cornn~nities.
In fresh mixtures of sludge and bark the microbial activity was
very lntens'.!. Numbers of clostrldl.r. a•1d glucose-fermenting bacteria,
Indicating anaerobic processes, were highest soon after the establishment
of the experimental plots. Biological activit~ measured as oxygen
consumptinn or cellulose degradation, was most intense during the
first growtng period (Figure 1).
Numbers of denttrifying and nitrate-reducing bacteria remained high
In uncomposted materials thr<'ugt1out the study period. Nitrification
activity was law in the beginning but Increased in the second and third
years.
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FI Gt:?E I . Degr~dat ion of ce 11u1 ose in 90-day periods (top) , and
consumption of oxygen (bottom) In the different materials tested.
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F1ying i~sects (Co1eoptera and Diptera), and phoreLic nematodes
and mites (Hesostigmdta, Prostigmata, Astiamata) transported by them
colonized f~esh mixtures of sludge and bark in a few days and reproduced
rapidly. These ear1y groups became less numerous as the materials
aged. Co11emboia prop~gated dense populations within a few weeks
and retained an important position through all stages, while Oribatei
were among the late colonists {Figure 2).
The animal community during the early stages of succession can be
described as typical for dung and rel~ted accumulations of easily
decomposable organic matter. This "dung community" changes relatively
rapidly into a less specialized 11compost conununityu, and gradually
further Into a conununity of generalist soil dwellers (Figure 3).
However, even in the oldest material tested, a composted mixture of
digested sludge and bark in the third year after application, the
animal comnunity differed con~iderably from that of the adjacent orable
soi 1.
Of the fresh mixtures examined, that of activated sludge and bark
showed the highest biological activity and harbored the greatest
animal biomass. The mixture of digested sl~dqe showed the lowest
activity and biomass, and that of limed sludge took an intermediary
position (Figure~). Enchytraeidae and Lumbricidae were almost absent
during the first year in the mixtures containing digested and limed
sludges, while Enchytraeldae were especially numerous in that with
activated sludge. Digested and limed sludges were obviously harmful
or t<>xlc to these groups, a fact verified for earthworms by culture
expE'riments.
Composting strongly promoted the biologica1 processes in the
materials tested. After one year's composting the mixture of digested
sludge and bark attained a degree of stability which ~as not
achieved by the uncomposted mixture even in the third growing season.
High nitrification activity characterized the compostad mixture in
comparison with the uncomposted ones.
In the mixtures of digested sludge and bark the processes
proceeded more rapidly than in either of the ccmpor.ent materials
alone. Bark alone differed from the sludge materials in its
biological properties: fungal hyphae were e5pecia11y abundant (Figure 5),
and the animal conmunity contalne~ some char~cteristic species, the
Enchytraeidaedominating In the fauna) biomass.
In addition to the composting, freezing in winter was shown
to improve.the hygienic state of the sludge-containing materials:
numbers of fecal coliforms, which remained high through the first
growing season. had dropped to practically zero by the next summer
(Figure 6). Fecal streptococci, on the other hand, were not affected
by low winter temperatures.
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FIGURE 2. Biomasses of Nematoda, Enc~ytraeldae and Collembola,
and total animal biomass in the different materials tested. Average
annual levels in the reference soils indicated by horizontal lines.
G •garden grassland; other symbols as In Figure I.
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rlGURE 3. Changes in the communities of Nem~toda (top) and
Collembola in an uncomposted mixture of digested sludge and bark
(relative abundences).
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FIGURE 5. Lengths of fungal hyphae in different materials tested.
For methodical reasons the data for 1975 are not quantitatively
comparable with those for 1976 an~ 1977. Symbols as In Figure 1.
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The Hesostigmata showed good ability to differentiate between
the different substrates: the initial communities in the thr~e kinds
of sludge were a1mos~ totally different, and even the oldest material
tested shared no cannon dominants with the adjacent arable soi). The
Collembola proved to be least specialized: the communities of the
different fresh materials were almost identical, and those of aged
mixtures showed the greatest similar'.ty to the control c.omm1:nity.
Succession was observed not on1y in :he ordinary test plots, but
also In the re~erence plot established on arable soil. After
remaining untreated for the survey period, it showed increasing
biological activity and animal biomass from year to year (Figures
and 2).
The zoological part of the investigation will soon be published
In greater detai: (Huhta, ll<onen & Vilkamaa, in press}. The microbiological part is in preparation. A report of the whole project
has already appeared in Finnish (Huhta.!!....!.!.·• 1978).
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

K.B. DOMSCH: Are there any significant correlations
between the plant production on those different plots and
soil biological parameters tested?
X· HUHTA: We t~ied to find out correlations betwe•n
different factors with the aid of factor analysis and canonical
correlation analysis, but the result was poor because the
materials tested differed from each other in many respects,
several factors being highly intercorrelated.
&. EIJSACRERS: Have you any explanation for the toxicity
of digested and treated sludges on Lumbricidae and Encytraej dae. perhaps from heavy metals?

y_. HOBTA: we made some preliminary tests on the possible
effect of heavy metal content, o:cyqen deficiency and the Fe 2 so 4
used for precipitation, but we could not find any singla factor
responsible for the toxicity.
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DECOMPOSITION PROCESSES IN SEWAGE SLUDGE AND
SLUDGE AMENDED SOILS
M.

J. Mitchell and S. G. Horner

SUNY CESF
USA

An understanding of decomposition processes in both natural and
anthropogenic systems is necessary for maximizing productivity and
minimizing deleterious environmental impacts. An important categ'>ry
of anthropogenic systems is associated with the treatment of wastewater. These facilities are used for the maintenance of water quality
and also demonstrate the importance of decomposition both within ~he
systems themselves and by their interactions with surrounding ar.:as,
including urban and agricultural communities.
The two major outputs of a given wastewater treatment facility are
the treated effluent and the residual solid, defined as sladge, .The
characteristics of the effluent and especially the sludge vary greatly
since the sewages themselves and the trea'tlllent processes differ both among
and within these facilities (Mitchell et al., 1978; Sommers, Nelson and
Yost, 1976). Important variables lnclude the concentration of various
human pathogens, heavy metals, o~ganic constituents and inorganic nutrients. Although the major objective of wastewater treatment is the removal or elimination of these components from the effluent, the efficiency of this process depenas on ~he design of each treatment facility
which may utilize some· combination of primary (physical settling of
solids), secondary (decreasing organic constituents by bi~logical processes) and tertiary (removing dissolved inorganic and organic substances)
treatment (Eckenfelder and O'Connor, 1961). /.s treatment faciliti.es
have became more effective in this removal process. there has been a
concomitant increase in the residual sludge which now amounts annually
to about six to seven million dry m~tric tons in the United States
(Harrington, 1978). The decomposition and resultant stabilization of
this material are major factors which affect its management,
During secondazy treatment, both activated sludge and trickling
filters are used to stabilize and reduce the organic constituents of
sewage. The actual function of these systems has beem detailed elsewhere (Curds and Hawkes, 1975; Hawkes, 1963; Mitchell, 1978), ln addition, the sludge. which is produced from this secondary as well as from
primary and tertiary treatment, needs further processing which may include dewatering, aerobic and anaerobic digestion and disinfection.
Ultimately this sludge must be managed by either disposal or further
utilization. If the sludae is incinerated or dumped in the ocean, air
or water pollution may occur and thus the latter disposal practice is
being discontinued (Bastian. 1977).
In contrast, the deposition of this sluclae on land has a variety
of potential benefits includinJ its use as a soil conditioner and fertilizer due to its organic constituents ..nd elevated levels of inorganic
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nutrients including nitrogen and phosphorus. However,, as ment.i.oned previously,, sludges may contain heavy metals,, such as cadmium, and human
pathogens which can endanger public health if they contamin~te water
supplies or enter the food chain (CAST,, 1976; Loehr, 1977; Love,
Tompkins and Galke, 1975). To maximi~e the utilization of sludge as a
soil amendment, its decomposition processes must be delineated since
they partly determine organic matter stabilization,, heavy metal availability, pathogen inactivatiorL, mineraJ.iLation and even odor production.
Some of the major factors which will affect the decomposition and stabilization of sludge are availability of an organic energy source, concentration of electron acceptors, moist•.tre, temperature, inoTganic
nutrients, pollutants. and various bio'tic components. The importance of
each of these factors ~ill be di~cussed with regard to wastewater treatment,, in general,, but en:phasizing decomposition of sludge and sludge
amended soils.
Organic energy source availability
Wastewater solids have a high proportion of labile organic constltuents 'l\"hich are removed in varying amounts during the treatment process.
ff the resultant sludge is digested anaerobically. the organic mattur of
the raw sludge. which ranges from 60 to 80%,, is reduced to between 40 and
60\ (Bolton and Klein, 1971; Eckenfelder and O'Connor, 1961; Hawkes,
1963). The production of methane by anaerobic metabolism depends on the
availability of labile organic fractions such as acetate. the amount of
whi~h dEicreases as stabilization progresses Of.ah et al., 1977).
The
methane produced by this process •Y be subsequently used c&s a fuel.
For aerobically digested sludges, the organic matter reduction is
less and after digestion it may still constitute 62-75' of the solid
residuals. The major portion of this organic matter is probably derived from microbial products (Daigger and Grady,, 1977).
Another mode, which has been recently employed for furthering
sludge stabilization, is composting in which the organic ma.tter of raw
sludge cau be reduced about one-third under thermic and aerobic conditions (Epstein and Willson, 1975). As in all composting processes the
rate of decomposition decreases rapidly as the organic matter stabilizes
and hundfication occurs (Gray and Biddlestone, 1974).
If drying beds are used for slwige dewatering, the decomposition
and humi.fication continues within these systems. Regardless of whether
the sludge is derived from anaerobic or aerobic digestion,, both anaerobic and aerobic decomposition occur. Anaerobic decomposition, as indexed
by methane production, predominated in the early drying phase of an activated sludge due to abundant. labile organic fractions and low oxygen.
With a residence time of two weeks in these drying beds, an additional
reduction of the org:..nic matter occurred. during the summer at temperatures ranging from. 11 to 2s•c {Mitchell,, Hornor and Abrams, in review).

2'

When sludge is applied to soil t.he decomposition rate is also dependent: upon the degree of stabilizat:icn. For example. an aerobically
digested sludge lost 48\ orgar.ic matter in contrast to three anaerobically digested sludges, which lost from 28 to 36' organic •tter over
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168 days when added to a mineral soil in a glasshouse (Mitchell et al.,
1978) • In microcosms and a sludse amended agricultural soil, organic
matteT losses of anaerobically digested sludges were 20' over S months
(Miller, 1974) and 60\ over 7 years (Hinesly et al., 1977), respectively.

Slnce sludge decomposition and stabilization aTe biologically
mediated, the rate of these processes is an index of the activity of
variws organisms. The importance of these orgaw:aisms in aerobic and
anaerobic digestors has been reviewed previously (Curds and Hawkes,
1975; Mitchell, 1978). With increasing sludge stabilization there is
a parallel decrease in total viable bacteria (Miller, 1974; Mitchell
et al., 1978). Similarly, in sludge drying beds and sludse amended
soils there is a f aunal succession which is probably due to changes in
food resources as well as in the physical and chemical environment.
Major endemic faunal components associated with this succession include
nematodes, enC'liytraeicl:; and arthropods (Huhta, Ikonen and Vilkamaa, 1977;
Mitchell et al., 1978, in review). Furthermore, the addition of
oligochaetes, such as Eisenia foetida (Sav.), into sewage sludge will
hasten sludge decomposition and their activity derends on both the age
and type of sludge (Mitchell et al., 1977, 1978, in review; Mitchell,
1979).
Electron acceptor availability
There is a general trend during sludge sta~ilization from an excess of electron donors to an excess of electron acceptors. One of the
:najor objectives in the activated sludge process and aeiobic digestion
is the maximization of the concentrr.tion of oxy1en which serves as the
terminal electron acc~tor in aerobic respiration (Eckenfelder and
O'Connor, 1961). In contrast, anaerobic digestion uses the products
of fermentation. orgeic acids and carbon dioxide:, as electron acceptors
and converts them into methane and carbon dioxide (Crowther and Harkness,
1975). Therefore. the rate of methanogenesis is limited by the availability of precursors such as acetate (Mah et al., 1917).
Within sludge drying beds the availability of electron acceptors
is a major factor in determining the rate of decomposition and whether
aerobic or anaerobic decomposition will predominate. The rate of oxygen
diffusion into sludge is hishly dependent upon its moisture content as
will be discussed below. It has also been shown that the addition of
an alternate electron acceptor such as nitrate stimula~es carbon dioxide
evolution (Mitchell, Hornor and Abrams 1 1980) • Similarly. for composted
sludge, it js generally necessary to use forced aeration to ma~ntain a
surplus of oxygen necessary for this aerobic process (Epstein and Willson,
1975).

When sludge is added to soil, it serves as a rich source of
electron donors and thus may deplete oxygen and alternate electron
acceptors and cause a depression of Eh and an increase in anaerobic
microbial metabolites. For example, Taylor et al. (1978) found t.bat
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raw sludge produced a 111\.U:h larger proportion of methane in the soil
atmosphere than anaBTObically digested sludge which would have less
electron donors due to its inaeasod stabilization. A general consequence of a depressed Eh at.d anaerr>bic conditions is the reduction of
decomposition due to the lo~-er metabolir. efficiency of anaerobiosis.
In addition. some of the reduced compounds may be toxic tc microflora,
invertebrates and higher plan~s and there may be a depresslon of carbon
flux anc! minnalization, ralthough certain nutrients such as phosphate
JD&.Y become more available (BucU&n and lrady, 1969; Patrick. and
Delaune, 1977; Skinner, 1975). Among these recluc• compounds various
malodorous sul~ gases may also be produced which may restrict the
application of sludge to land (Hornor, Waugh and Mitchell, this vol\Dlle) • In
addition, the Eh will affect the avai\ability of certain heavy metals
such as cadmium (Bingh• et al. , 1976) • It should be emphasi:&ed that
the consequences associated with aaaerobic microbial metabolism are not
exhibited if the sludge is stabilized and proper application rates and
soil conditions are maintained.

Oxygen availability will also affect the functional role Qf the
faunal components. Nematodes, which are abundant in sludge drying be~s,
can survive anoxlc conditions and be active at a p02 of 7000 dyne cm-(Ahrams and Mitchell, 1978). In contrast earthworm respiration is depressed at a p02 of 53200 dyne cm-2 (Johnson, 1942) • This effect was
shown indirectly in a sludge drying bed wh\Sre the presence of earthworms did not affect the rate of decomposition 1Dltil aerobic catabolism
predominated. In addition, a depression of Eh was associated with high
mrtality of earthworms which h~~ been ~i eviously introduced into the
sewage sludge (Mitchell et al., in review). In general, the role of
various falDlal ccmpments during sludge decomposition may be linked to
their oxygen needs and Eh tolerance.

During the treatment of wastewater itself. the amount of water
present does no~ affect the decomposition process except as a determinate 0£ the concentration of the various inorganic and organic constituents. However, in drying beds the moisture content has major
importance. Because of the low solubility of oxygen in wa-.:er. a sludse
or a sludge amended soil with a high maisture content and elevated metabolic rate will be rapidly depleted of oxy1en, the results of which
were discussed previously with re1ard to electron acceptors.
With increased drying, oxy1en availability increases, but there
is a concomitant decrease in metabolic activity. Within certain thresholds, moisture content is directly proportional to decomposition rate.
Similarly, as has also been documented for soils, when sludge has been
rewetted, the metabolic attivity is enhanced (Mitchell, 1979i Mitchell
et al. , in review) • The importance of moisture in affecting the decompositian of sludge amencled soils has been shown indirectly in a
glasshouse study in which or.Rani~ matter loss was greater. due to a
1i1gher mo:l.ature rea:lme, tbut. Wider natural field. condit:l.ona OUn.ealy
et al. 1977; Mitchell et al.• 1978).
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The general importance of m&>isture for •intaining the activity
of both the microflora and the fauna has been well documented for soils
and it can be assumed thH similar relation•hips would be found in
sludge amencled ~oils.
Temperature
In all decomposition processes, the effect of temperature is
marked. uenerally, tl1e rate of metabolism increases with tmnperature
within upper and lower limits which are dependent upon the constituent
organisms' temperature tolerances. Within anaerobic sludge digesters
30 to :ss•c is considered as the optimal range for both organic matter
stabilization and methane production (Imhoff, Miller and Thistlethwayte.
1971). Temperatures of activated sludge and trickling iilters are close
to ambient al though they •Y be somewhat lower in summer and higher in
winter ancl their activity is thus closely coupled with ambient conditions. Seasonal changes in their characteristics may be partly d".Je to
these temperature fluctuations (Curd~ and Ha~ites, 1975). In composted
sludge, the temperature ranges from ambient to 80°C (Epstein and
Willson. 1975).
Oxygen consumption of activ&ted sludge taken from a drying bed
exhibited an exponential relationship to temperature and a Q10 of 2.94
over a 5 to 30°C range. This value is within the range found for soils
and aquatic sediments (Mitchell, 1979). Temperature not only directly
affects microbial and faunal metabolism, but also affects population
growth and interspeciflc interactions between the fauna and their
microbial food resources (Abrams and Mitchell. this volume; Mitchell,
1979).
Although the effect of temperature on decomposition in sludge
amended soils has not been studied in detail, it is widely recognized
that low temperatures, especially below freezing, may limit the application of sludge in winter. Furthermore, the seneral effect of temperature on decopiposition of sludse amended soils has been demonstrated by
Miller (1974) using microcosms in which the temperature regime was
directly related to decomposition rate.
Other nutrients and pollutants
Because there is a high concentration of inorganic nut~ients.
such as nitrogen and pho!'phul'W', these constituents do not generally
limit sludge decomposition and their presence is one of the major beneficial attributes of sludge as a soil amendment. ~reover. the mineralization rates of these nutrients will affect their availability to higher
plants and determine in part the potential for ground water contamination (Koterba. Hornbeck and Pierce. 1979; Riekerk. 1978). However.
both organic (e.g. 1 phenols) and inorganic (e.g.• heavy metals) constituents, depending on their concentration, may interfere with sludge
decomposition and stabilization by their deleterious impact on the
biota (Hayes and Theis.1978; CAST, 1976; Imhoff et al., 1971). Such
pollutants., along with pathogas. if present in sludge. may limit its
l.J.)
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utilization a~ a soil amendment because of potential toxic effects to
both plants ar.d animals, including man (Burge ~nd Marsh, 1978; CAST,
1976; Harrington, 1978; Williams, Shenk and Baker, 1978),
Biota
The overall role of the microflora and invertebrate fauna in
wastewater treatment is well documented (Curds and Hawkes, 1975; Hawkes,
, 1963) and recent studies have established basic information on their
roles in sludge and sludge amended soils (Huhta et al., 1977; Mcllveen
and Cole, 1977i Mitchell, 1978, 1979; Mitchell et al,, 1978, 1980, in
reviewi Varanka, Zablocki and. Hinesly, 197b), The importance of the
biota in wastewater and sludge has beenalluded to in previc.us sections,
The biota should be considered as a series of functional units
which maximize nutrient and carbon ~lux. An excellent elt8JllPle of
the interactions betwea these un;.ts is exhibited by the synergistic refationshi~s between protozoa and ·:heir bacterial food sources in ectivated sludge where protozoa £eedi1g stimulates the metabolic activity of
the bacterial populations. The i•nportance of similar interactions in
sludge drying beds and sludge asr.ended soils has been demonstrated for
endemic nematodes and bacteria (Mitchell et al.~ 1980; Abrams and
Mitchell, this volmnP) as well as introduced macroinvertebrates such
as Eisenia foetida (B:rown, Swift and Mitchell. 1978; Mitchell, 1978 1
1979; Mitchen et al., 1978, 1980, in review), The importance of
these interspecific interactions has also been shown by the introduction
of an ectomycorrhizal fungus into sludge amended soil which resulted in
accelerated tree growth (Berry and Marx 1 1976).
Decom1,ottition and maximizing sludge utilization
Both wastewatn treatment and sludge management rely on maximizing
beneficial f.lllctional relationships among the biota and their chemical
and physical environment. It must be clearly recognbed that these relationships are major factors in determining the efficie11cy of the
treatment ?rocess and the subsequent utilization of sludge as a soil
amendment. By minimizing those components such as heavy metals a.~
undesirable processes such as the production of toxic cmnpounds, the
utilization of wastewater treatment and sludge management as a mechanism
for soil reclamation and nutriei1t con&ervatiw-:i may be fully realized.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

.§..,!_-~. FAizy:
Bow do you explain the positively
linear relationship between ~> 2 consumption and moisture content
in sludge?
I believe that the increase in moj.sture (100 to
300%) might eventually lead to anaerobic conditions.
M.J. MITCHELL:
Sludge has much higher moisture holding
capacity than mineral soils. We have found that aerobic
catabolism may· predominate even when sludge is 300% moisture
on a dry weiqht basis. Under conditions of hiqh oxygen demand and low oxygen diffusion anaerobic conditions are produced.
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SOIL MICROFAUNA OF OPEN DRAINS IN MID-DELTA EGYPT
Mohsen Shouk1 y Tadros
Tania Unillll'lll'f

Egypt

INTRODUCTION
In Eqypt durinq the last ten years. a project was
established to replace the normal open drainaqe system to
tiles. in the whole valley. To execute .this project.
machinery had to deepen the ordinarily used drains and
dredqe the accumulated residues from tbe bottom of the
drains. placinq it on one or both sides of the ditches
makinq a huqe mound of wet soil. This process had been
done previously. but on a limited scale durinq a specific
period of winter time.
This soil-like residue is used in brick factories, or
for filling in around house foundations. It is also used
on a large scale as an orqanic fertilizer following its use
as an animal bedding material.
Organic fertilizers usually do not contain poisons in
toxic concentrations. Gases and heat released during their
decomposition may be translated into behavioral responses
among soil fauna. In addition. these organic fertilizers
provide additional habitat space and food which supports
micro- and mesofaunal organisms. High percentages of the
total soluble salts associated with them may be harmful
to plants.
Many investigatorsdi.scussed the relation between fertilizer and soil, Allison (1966). Foster (1968), Behan (1972)
and Behrend (1973;. Others reviewed forest fertilization
or the role of soil organisms in orqanic matter decomposition
(Baule et al. 1970, Benqston 1971, Weetman 1973, and Mitchell
1978.

In Egypt, Hafez (1939) who described the insect fauna
of the dung. Later on El-Ki1l (1957, 1958) investigated some
ecological factors responsible for faunal fluctuations.
1)9

Tadros (1965. 1976. 1978) discussed the vertical and ~ori
zontal distribution of oribatids and more ecological factors
responsible for fauna populations.
This paper briefly reviews tile following objectives:
a)
b)
c)

to determir~e the most prevalent fauna species of dredged
mud from the bottom of the drains through a 12 months
period.
to find if there is any difference in faunal distribution
in the accumulated drain residues, compared to the native
fauna in the same district.
to find if the prepared organic fertilizer is harmful
to animals, when using it as bedding in their sheds,
or harmful for plantations in fields.
METHODS AND MATERI:ALS

Location of the Study
Two villages near the Faculty of Agriculture were chosen
for this experiment. They were about 8 km ( 5 mi) and 11 km
(7 mi) from the city of Kafr El-Sheikh. An ordinary open
drain was running beside these two villages. I:ts upper
margin was about 3 mJ its bottom was 1 m wide, while its
depth was about 2 m. From the muddy hill. established from
the machinery deepening process in that drain, a 16 km
(l.O mi) plot wac. cho'3en. This hill was about 2 m high. At
the beginning of investigation, the site was ne£rly all
composed of wat muddy soil. From the third month onward
i t was drier and some weeds grew scattered ~n it.

This characteristic soil, is known to be heavy, black
and becomes full of cracks when dry, comprising big masses
of soil. The percentage of total soluble salts is also
reasonable in that sort of soil.
Techniques
I:t was arranged to take samples at three levels (top,
middle ar.d bottom) from the previously mounded soil residues
cast from deepen:i.ng the drain. Samples were taken every two
weeks until the third month, then monthly until the end of
investiqation. At every eamplin9 date 30 cylinders were
collected, 10 from each examined level representing 10
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replicates from each. Some soil samples were also tested
to find some essential soil properties. More samples were
also taken from the prepared organic fertilizer. The
sampling and extraction precedures were just the same
described by Tadros et al. (1965).
RESULT~

AND DISCUSSION

Extracted Fauna
The extracted fauna was found to fall under two categories, Insecta and Acarina. The first group represented
individuals from the orders. Collembola, Thysanura. Hymenoptera. Homoptera and Co1eoptera, but owing to the fact that
sprinqtails comprised the majority of insects they were
considered as separate sub-groups. Acarina compri&ed moss
mites and soft bodied mites.
Total Fauna Encountered
At the beginning of experiment, no fauna exiYted in
mud, but from 2 wks until 12 mos the extracted fauna increased (Fiqure 1).
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i t is clear that a peak occurred in the tbird month, with two
other lesser peaks occurrinq after l~ and 8 mo. These results may be due to high water content and to anaerobic
circu111.stances in the first samples, but when the soil began
to dry, organisms began to creep into it.
The last peak
occ: '1rririq in the eighth month may be due to the scattered
growi~q weeds at that time that gave a suitable atmosphere
in wliieh some fauna could :flourish. On the otr'l!r hand, the
low percentage of other Ld~nal forms during that period may
be due to the low relative humidity in soil due to its
dryness after tbat long period.
Vertical Distribution of Fauna
rt was found that most of the fauna (40.9%) were in
the lower level while in the middle, 31.8% of the fauna,
and in the upper level, the minority of 27.3%. These results may be due to the dr~{ing by the sun and wind evaporation
cf water occurring more rapidly in upper reqions. A1so,
individuals immigrate to lower regions in demand for moisture.
Fal:nal Gro-aps
Springtails were found in enormous numbers in the soil.
They are the base of soil animal food ~hain <w~lliam 1942).
They can occur in all types of soil and under various vegetative cover. This group is abundant in all moist and
fairly moist soil& to unkncwn depths (Jacot 1940).
rn this investigation. the ~pringtails comprised (25.42")
of the whole faun~. while all other insect orders (32.20%).
Acarina was a prevalent order in this type of soil (42.37%).
comparing the percentaqe of coLlembolans to insects, the
former comprised 44.12% of the insects. This result supports
the prior findinqs of Williams and Jacot.
Faunal Groups, Vertica,l Levels and Months
It was clear (Table l) that only sliqht differences
occurred in the 3 vertical levels tested. Insecta and
Acarina tended to flourish in the middle and lower regions
of soil cast residue mound during all times of the experiment
(Table 2). These results may be attributed to the moisture
in these two regions. It was clear from the same table that
sprinqt~ils were affected by both microclimatic and soil
factors.
This result appeared in the fluctuation of its
numbers over tin.e and in thedi.fferent vertical strata.
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... Table 1:

PERCENTAGES OF 'ldREE MAJ:N FAUNA GROUPS AT 3
VERTICAL LEVELS CXTRACTED FROM MUD DREDGED
FROM A DRAIN

GROUPS

UPPER

MIDDLE

WWER

COLLEMBOLA

25.92

24.87

25.92

I:PSECTA

29.62

36.Sl.

27.16

ACARINA

45.06

39.15

46.91

25.57

..

!-1.09
43.70

The author attributes this result to the sensitivity of
this qroup to many ecological factors.
Prepared Organic Fertilizer
Data in (Tables 3 & 4) indicates that total soluble
salts (TSS) soil residues from the drain was 3.75 mm hos/cm,
or rather, nearly a salty soil. :It is also known, that
Kafre El-Sheikh soils are somewhat alkaline, so a decrease
of TSS occurred when preparing the organic manure, because
of the acidity of urine and faeces of animals when usinq it
for bedaing. The percentage of both Collembola and Insecta
was low in this manure when compared with that from cast
drain soil: this result indicates that such acidity is not
preferred by Insecta. On the other hand, Acarina flourished
in manure and nearly doubled giving an impression that that
environn,ent was pr9ferable to them.
Considering the numbers of microflora obtained (Table 4),
it was obvious that Bacteria, Fungi and Actinomycete counts
increased in the cast drain residues when compared with
ordinary cultivated soil. This is due to the change in soil
acidity, but this increase was only for a short time £or
a decrease was observed when rreparing the organic fertilizer.
The high percentage of organic matter comprising the manure
may be also considered. The increase of microflora was
fo~lowed by an increase of microfauna that depends upon
microflora. This result was obvious from the table, for
fauna became nearly five times greater when compared with
that oc~urring in cast ~rain soil.
It. therefore. is not suitable to use this prepared
organic matter as an organic fertilizer. for i t appeared
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Table 3:

~

MEANS AND PERCENTAGES OF 3 MAIN EXTRACTED FAUNA
GROU~S IN PREPP.RED ORGANIC FERTILIZER AND CAST
DRAIN SOIL

GROUPS

ORGANIC FERTILIZER

CAST DRAIN SOIL

Mean/sampl3

Mean sample/

COLLEMBOLA

0.23

22.60

o.so

"
--

INSECTA

2.30

22.77

0.63

32.14

ACARINA

7.57

74.95

0.83

42.35

10. liJ

-- --

1.96

-- --

TOTAL

Table 4:

%

25.51

MICROFU>P.a. AND MICROFAUNA IN THREE APPLICATIONS
WITH '!WO SOIL PROPERTIES

means • gm-1 soil

pH

Total
Soluble
Salts

7.56

l.ll

CAST DRAIN
SOIL RESIDUES
6.20

3.75

CONTROL

ORGANIC
FERTI.LIZER

6.65

5acteria

Fungi

Actinomycetes

l.17xl0 5 2.5xlo

,.

12 x 10::>

4.Sxlo 4
2.3x10

2.60

that i t contains a high percentage of
to both soil or plants, especially if
once in somewhat ftlkaline soils. Itd
sensitive animals for the same reason
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5

5

Total
Micro fauna
Mean
%

3.66

23.28

3.7Sxlo4 1.96

12.47

2.SxlO

5

10.10

TSS that may be harmful
i t is used more than
injury may also affect
discussed.

64.25
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St.JMM1'.RY

An e~aluation of fauna existing during a year in
dredged and mounded muds from an open drain was researched.
As this soil is transferred to organic fertilizer when
using it as an animal bedding in their sheds, faunn was
also eatimated i11 it, plus accompanying soil cultivated
with ordinary crops. Soil properties that wera suggested
to affect fauna, was also estimated.

The results indicated that no fauna was present in the
mud residues until the third month. Extracted fauna was
found to fall under two orders: Insecta and Acarina. Springtails comprised a reasonet!:>le fraction of insects. Xt was
suggested that this type of soil is not preferable in use
as an organic manure especjally in the somewhat alkaline
soils with high water table. On the other hand, this soil
can be used in brick factories or filling up house foundations.
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--------LEAD AND CADMIUM CONTENT IN EARTHWORMS
\LUMBRICIDAE) FROM SEWAGE SLUDGE AMENDED ARABLE
SOil.
Caspar Andersen
Royal Vtttrin11ry and AgncJ1ll11P11l Uni1.1m1ly
OrnmArk

ABSTRACT
From 1976 to 1978 a research programme has been carried out
in order to investigate the uptake of the metals Lead and Cadmium
in ea~thwoDns from sewage sludge amended arable soil. Two types of
sewage sludge were used in the experiment. One with a low metal content and one with a high metal content, derived froz:i. an industrial
area of Northern Copenhagen. Additionally was studied Lumbl'iau.s tezozoestztis L.,1768,from the garden of The Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University in central Copenhagen with heavy Lead pollutj.on from
automobile "!lllission. Metal content was measured in whole earthworm
tissue, waste bodies fran the p~steriormost region, gut walls, soil,
sewage sludge and earthworm casts. In general Lead is not concentrated in earthworm tissue, whereas Cadmium is strongly concentrated.
At.toZobopho.ra 'tonga Ude 11 1886, seems to exploit the sewage sludgeN suppl~ very extensively. Frequen~ies of the individual species
from the sewage sludge treated plots were compared to plots receiving slurry and farmyard manure.
INTRODUCTION
As a result of the increasing interest paid to the recycling
of waste water and s2wage sludge in agricultural practice, a great
effort has been done to study the uptake of heavy metals in crops for
bU<Dan f~od. In this connection there is also a need to study the general impact of these metals on the soil life, because good soil conditions and plant growth as revealed by several investigations are
intimately associated with soil life.
Dindal, Schwert and Norton, 1975, found that waste water irrigation caused r shift in soil fauna biomass towards earthworms and a
general decrease in species diversity. Earthworms are preyed upon by
a great number of animals and may become a potential source of pollution for these in an increasingly polluted environment. Getz, Best
and Prather, 1977, found highly increased Lead levels in starling kidney and liver from urban environments.
In the present study is reported on uptake of Lead and Cadmium
in earthworms from sewage sludge amended soil and the influence on
species composition. 'Ihe up•.alte of these metals was also studied in
L. te~'l'Bstris from the garden of The Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University (RVAU) in central Copenhagen, adjacent to a main street
with intense Mutomobile traffic. The investigations were supported
by the Danish Research Council. SJVF.
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METBOb3 and MATERIALS
Sampling and treatment
Earthworms for metal analysis were sampled in sewage sludge
experiments performed at Askov Research Station. Southern Jutland,
in June and October 1977. Two types of sewage sludge ~ere used, 1)
one with low metal content and 2)one with a high metal content, indicated in Tables 1 to 3 by (L) and (H) respectively. Material for
metal analysis was obtained by digging. Material for species and biomass detenuination was extracted by the foi:malin technique using O.S
m2 sampling qu~rat. Eight sampling units were taken per treatment,
which also include a a-treatment. The sewage sludge was given in
amounts equivalent to 30 tons sand free dry Eatter/b~. and contains
approximately 1000 kg N/ha. \he following species 'W•!re obtained:
A. 1.onga, A. oa'Ligi.nosa SatJigny, 1886, A. rosaa Savigny, 1886, A.
oh1.orotioa Savigny, 18::!8, at'l..d LumbP'l.cWJ tel"Z'Bstris.
Material of L. te'1.'l'~st'Z"is was sampled by the formalin extraction technique in the RVAU-garden at stations 10, 20, 30, 40 and SO
metres from the side of a main street with intense automobile traffic.
Preparation of samples and extraction
From thl! sewage sludge experimeut were taken subsamples of
earthworms containing from 10 to 35, depending on size. Lead, Cadmium and Calcium were extracted from worms, sewage sludge, soil and
casts of A. tonga by wet digestion in nitric-perchloric ~cid with
subsequent analysis by atomic a~sorption spectrophotometry (An~ersen,
1979 in press). From A. 1.onga waste bodies located in the coelomic
sacs of the posteriormost region were isolated by dissection. Likewise gut vall material was isolated from behind the gizzard in A.
1.onga and A. Z'Osea. Metals from waste bodies and gut material were
extracted by wet digestion in 1 ml nitric-perchloric acid (4:1) in
test tubes glaced in an al\uniBi\DD block heated on a hot plate, 3
hours at 80 c. 2 hours at 110 C and 1 to 2 hours at 180°c for evaporating most of the extrac~ing solution. After cooling metals were
quantitatively transferred to test tube' with glass stoppers in 3 x
1 ml 2N HN0 diluted (1:20) in double deionized vater. Then were ad3
ded 1 ml Na-citrate
buffer and 1 ml 1% DDDC (Diethylammonium.N.N.
diethyldithiocarbaminate) in xylene, an organic compexbi~der. The
solution was shaken for not less tha~ 2 minutes, with oubsequent
analysis by AAS.
Fron. the RVAU-garde~ material of worms and soil were taken six
subsamples per station for metal analysis. Each subsample of worms
contained from 3 to S mature individuals. Soil pH was determined in
Cac1 •
2

BESULTS
Metal content of worms and soil from the sewage slucige experiment is given in Table 1. In Table 2 is given metal content in A. ion-
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ga casts, sewage sludge and the top 5 c:n soil (soil/sewage sludge)
mixture from the experimental field. Data in Tables 1 and 2 are combin~J from June 1977 and October 1977. Number of subsamples are from
2 to 7 except in A. r~sea 0-treatment, and A. chlol'Otica where there
was only material for one. Neither was there sufficient mate:ial for
analysis of A. catiginosa and A. ahlorotiaa from the 0-treatment. In
Table 3 is given metal content in waste bodies and gut wall material.
Whole body and gut wall material was isolated from materia1 fixed in
4% formalin and stored for one year in 70% alcohol. Lead and Cd content in the storage liquid was neglectible, 60 ppb Lead and 9 ppb Cd.
In Table 4 is given Lead, Cadmium and Calcium content in L. tezorestris anc\ soil, including soil pH from the RVAU-garden. In Figure 1
nUl!lber and biomass of e~ithworms from the sewage sludge experiment
are given. It is se:U that L. te%'1'estPiB is also included her~, but
material for rn.:!tal analysis was insufficient. 'Ihe reason for this is
that L. terazoestzais is difficult to obtain in sufficient numbers for
ar.alysis bv digging. In Figure 2 Lead is plotted against Calcium in
L. tep~es~Pis from the RVAU-garden. It is seen that there is a weak
correlation between Lead and Calcium co~tent r = 0.5113. p < 0.01.
y = 0.0035 x + 0.9106. There was no correlation between Cadmium and
Calcium content.

TABLE 1. Askov Research Station. Metals (ppm dr.w.) in earthworms
and soil.

A. 1.onga A. POsea A. chZoroUca A. ca'tiginoea
Pb

Cd Pb

Cd

11.8 3.2
5.7 4.7
9.2 5.5

26.9

J.>b

Cd

Pb

4.6
5.8

1o.9
16.2

6.4
9.2

Cd

Soil
Pb

Cd

Treatment

0 3.8
SLUDGE (L) 4.6
SLUDGE (H) 5.9

10.9

19.6*

15.3 0.29
6.9 2a.2 o.6s
1C.9 3S.9 0.99

*Significantly higher than sludge ~L).
TABLE 2. Askov Research Station. Metals (ppm dr.w.) in casts
of A. tonga, sewage sludge and soil.
SLUDGE
Pb

CASTS

SOIL

Cd

Pb

Cd

14.6
25.0

13.2
45.0
105.0

Pb

Cd

0.14

15.3

0.53
1.60

28.2
40.0

0.29
0.65
0.99

Treatment
0

SLUDGE (L)
SLUDGE (H)

396
2425

--

----

.

--------------

'

TABLE 3. Askov Research Station. Metals (ppm dr.w.) in A. 'Z.onga
- · - waote bodies and gut wall 1 and A.. rosea gut wall.

Treatment.
0
SLUDGE (H)

TAB~_4_.

A. U,nga

A. longa

A. rasea

WASlE BODIES

GUT WALL

GUT WALL

Pb

Cd

l'b

Cd

Pb

Cd

60.0
89.2

15.4
12.9

31.4
31.6

16.1
15.0

12.0
23.7

16.1
15.0

hVAU-garden. Soil pH. Metals (ppm dr.w.) in L. teFZ"eetris and soil. 10 to 50 metres from the roadside.

L. teFitest:Pis

SOIL
pB
~et

10
20
30
40
50

I

Pb

Cd

Ca

Pb

Cd

Ca

23.7
13.J
18.9
7.2
8.9

21.0
30.8
32.5
29.1
12.5

5000
3000
4700
2900
4500

res
6.93
7.08
7.21
7.40
7.28

203 1.04
179 0.76
148 0.72
66 0.29
90 0.45

25300
23000
24000
24000
16100

DISCUSSION
From Figure \ it is seen that number and biomass per m2 is
high for the species A. Zonga and L. tezozoe~tris. L. te'l"Z'estris is
primarily a fee~er on dead leaf material, but will to a high degree
also feed on the sewage sludge. When these data are compared with
plots rC'ceiving farmyaTd mauure with approximately the same nitrogen
content (1000 kg N/ba) (Ande£sen in press) it is also seen that the
number of L. te'!'Z'est~is is slightly lower. but biomass higher and
that the proportion of adult biomass is very high compared to the
condition in farmyard manure. In slurry both number and biomass of
L. tel"l"estris are very lD"'#. It may therefore be concluded that sewage
sludge suppresses reproduction in this species. In A. Zonga the proportion of adult biomass is much smaller. Apparently this species is
not a surface feeder as L. te.l'l'Ba~s, but nevertheless appears to
have a preferenee for particulate organic matter, and becomes doaAinating in sewage sludRe. In farmyard manure treated plots it is
likewise seen that the number of biomass of A. 'Z.onya is greater than
in slurry treated plots, which fits well with this interpretation.
From Table 2 it is also seen that casts of A. l.onga contain coc.eiderable amounts of Lead and Cadmium car.11a:red to the content of the sewage sludge treated soil. It is therefore cor.~luded that A. 'Z.onqa actively locates and eats the sewage sludge.
Upon dissection it is seen that tn the posteriormost 10 or
more sepents in A. l.onga the coelomic sacs were densely packed with
waste material. These waste bodies on microscopic examinati..,n appear
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A. Biomass of Earthworms.
g/m2
30

•Adults

a

Inmaturcs

20

10

No./m 2
150

B. Number of Earthworms.

100

50

5

FIGURE 1. A. Biomass g/m 2 in June 1977 of the Earthworms: 1)A. tonga,
2)A. 1Jatigi11.011a, 3)A. :rosec::, 4)A. ohtorotioa, 5)L. teri•estPis from the following treatments. 0 • zero-treatment.
S(L) ~sewage sludge with low metal content. S(H) · ·with
high metal content. FYM • farmyard manure,. 1000 kg N/ha.
SLU • Slurry 1COO kg N/ha. The N content of sludge was
&?proximately 1200 kg N/ha.
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FIGURE 2. Regression of Ca against Pb content in the Earthwor.n Lumbricus tezizoestl"is from the garden of the Royal Veterinary
and Agricultural Unive~~ity, Copenhagen, adjacent to a
main street, sampled at distances from 10 to 50 metres
from street. The correlation coefficient r = o.5113 is
weakly significant p < 0.01 at n = 29.
ppm Pb
40

•
30

•
•

20

•
•

•

I

•

•

0.0035 x
r = 0.5113

y

+ 0.9106

I

10

•• •
• •

••
ppm Ca x 1000

s

10
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---·--·-----to be surrounded by a membraneous structure and can easily be drawn
out of the coelomic sacs witb a ne~dle. The waste bodies possess a
very heterogeneous structure and have a Lead content which is extraordinarily high compared to the content of the worm in toto. (Table 3
and 1; 90 p~m Lead versus 6 pt1111). The oritin of theRe waste bodies
is not clear, but they may r£pre~ent transformed nephridia, which is
now being investigated. Material of L. te?Testris also possesses such
waste bodies. In L. terzoest%"is there appears to be a number of smaller packages in the last fjve to eight coelomic sacs as oppnsed t~
A. longa where two or three large waste bodies fill up the ~ntir~
space of the coelomic sacs in the ten posteriormost segments. Metals,
however, were not analysed it1 L. te'Pr'esms w.aste bodies, but as seen
from the ~etter 4eproduction in A. Zonga this species may be more effective in immobilizing har.nful substances in this way. This phe~ome
non may be part of au evolutionary stra~egy in e~pecially A. longa,
being more dependent on processing large quantities of sQil than L.
tel'l"est~is, and therefore more exposed to pollution of any kind. The
posterior end may be easily lost and regrown, ana harmful substances
accumulated in this way may be eliminated. The number of such waste
bodies present may also be age-dependent. The occurrence of waste
bodies in other species has not been investigated.
High concentrations of Lead and Cadmium were also found in the
wall from A. Zonga and A. Posea. But t.he difference in Cadmim:l
content between gut wall and whole animals inclusive waste bodias was
not so great as the differences in Lead content.
g~~

A. l'Osea, Table 1, is seen to concentrate Cadmium from the external medium with a factor 100 from untreated soil, but only with a
factor 20 from soil receiving sewage sludge with high metal content.
In A. Zonga Cadm.iwn is also concentrated mostly frOD: .'' t":'aated soil,
1
concentration fi;.ctor 60. It thus appears thal • • ·!"' ;,_
:1!'ively
strongly immobilized in sewage sludge compared ~·
~
· t~- ·
This is consistent with other inve-Jtigations sh')Wj ·-d 1.h
Cd
istrongly adsorbed to litter and decomposed r lant mate .:iL i_ (Somers.
1978) and humus (Tyler, 1972). In individu~ls from soil treated with
sewage sludge with a high metal content, Cadmium content is higher
than in individuals from soil treated with sewage sludge containing
less met.al. This is seen in all species. However, variation between
subsamples is very great. and only in the c•se of A. Z'Osea the difference between tl&e two \;pea of sew11ge sludge was significant. (Table 1). T!1is great va>.. v1t~.on may be caused by Jneven age distribution
in tbe subsample~.
J:n L. t;ez-:· =;,t;rois frnm sa .~. polluted by automobile traffic in
the RVAU-garden m~~a~ cvnten~ in general is highest (Table 4) close
to the str.s·•t.. F•·o:i Tat-le 4 it lG seen thaL soil pH is incr1:iasing
£rom 6.93, L..r.1 •'·.a"""l!q trOl.l toe etreet, to 7.40 at 40 metres' d~s
tance, howeveT, WJ.l:h a lrop to 7 .28 at 50 metres' distance. Soil Ca
is generally high and the low pH values closest to the street may
be ascribed to acid pollution from the motor traffic.
1

Calcitllll content in L. te"t'l'estri.s was analysed, because Calcium
metabolism and Lead c<'tltent may be associated. Recent studies have
shown that. the -hloragosomes of the chloragog tissues in L. te~Z'B
stz.i.s (Prentf, 1979) may play an impcrtant role in Calcium metaboliB1ii in this species, pH regulation and ionic and osmotic regulation
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of the body fluids. A regression of Lead against Calcium in the RVAU
material showed a ~eak correlation between Lead and Calcium content
r = 0.5113. p < 0.1)1. Figure 2. Studies by Ireland (1975) have also
indicated this relc1tionship. His studies were made in highly polluted
Calci\DD deficient soil, and at soil pH values well below 5. Therefore
the r.orrelation nnder nearly neutral conditions will not be so strong.
In the RVA\J-garden the earthworms seem to have ..mtimited access to
Calci\DD, but in the worms living closest to the street some CalciLDD
must have been used in stabilizing the inten~al milieu. pH of blood
and coelomic fluid ts supposed to be slightly alkaline, pH= 7.3 t~
7.4 (Drewes and Pax, 1974), This increased Calcium turnover will t!len
result in an elevat~d Lead level. The activity state of the W01"DlS may
also play a role in determining content of metals. In material of L.
teZTestrois from the RVAU-garden Calcium content was higher and Lead
content lower during reduced activity in December 1977 compared to
levels in active worms sampled in June 1978 (Andersen, 1979), but
mechanisms by which earthwoT111s maintain salt and water balance under
normal conditions cf partial dehydration in the soil are little studied (Oglesby, 1978).
From the foregoing discussion it is seen that the uptake pattern
of heavy metals in earthworms is a complicatea matter 2nd may vary betwe~n species. Also different external factors are very impurtant,
notably soil pH and c·..1ncentration of CalcitDD, including different food
sources of the earthworms. With re1:pect to the qaestion of earthworms
being a source of contamiuation for other animals it seems clear that
v~rious birds and small mammals ieadi~g on earthworms living in sewage sludge treated soil will be subject~d to ingestion of considerable amounts of Lead from tpe gut contenL and also Cadmium concentrated in the tissue of the worms. Therefo~e commwiities being associated with recycling of sewage sludge should be further studied.
~
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

N. BEYER: Would you expect that cadmium concentrations
~n earthworms would increase with time. as the organic matter
is gr~dually broken down after an application of sludge?
c. ANDERSEN: Yes there is a possibility that Cd may
become mobilized if the sewage treatment is interrupted.
S.G. _!ltJNDGREN:
In fact the concentration of l•ad is
much higher in specific organs. We have made several analyses
of orqans showing that there is a co11centration and magnificatio·1 of lead in organs such as cerebral ganglion and
reproductive tissues.
c. ANDERSEN: Yes we have also pursued this poss.ii>ility
but are unfortunately not able to present ;uiy results at
this time.
JS. VOSS-LAGERLUND: Do you think you can use the Cdlevel in earthworms as a reliable indicator on Cd-pollution
in qeneral? Will this be an inexpensive method in the future?
c. ANDERSEN: This is a possibility but further studies
are needed on tbe dynamics ~f cadmium with respect to local.i.zation in specific compartments of different species of
earthworms.
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VERMICOMPOSTING ON A HOUSEHOLD SCALE
Mary Appelhof
K.11l111t111ua N11l•rr Ct11ttr Inc.

USA

INTRODUCTIO~

The organic component of household garbage contributes to ~ncreased loads in solid waste disposal operations
and, throush garbage disposals, in wastewater treatment
plants.
Either form of disposal, buryin: in landfills or
flushing it down the drain, wastes potentially valuable nutrients for plant growth.
Gardeners who compost recognize
the value of recycling these organic wastes. During winter
months in colder areas, however, many "composters" seek other
ways to dispose of their garbage because they cannot ge~ to
their compost piles through the snow.
Previous work by the
author (unpublished, and Appelhof, 1974) has shown .that two
pounds of earthworms can process a pound of garbage a day.
This figure is supported by Roy Hartenstein's work with sewage sludge (Hartenstein, 1978) and Ronald Gaddie's work with
larger quantities of worms on city refuse (NEWSWEEK, 1976).
This project was designed to demonstrate that household garbage can be roadily composted indoors during the winter, using earthworms to proce~s the garbage and convert it
to humus.
An experiment was set up to determine whether it
was f~asible tc carry this out on a larger scale than that
of a single household.
MATERIALS AND ME1HODS
Three wooden bins were constructed of 3/4 inch plywood: two single family bins (SFB~ 30.S x 61 x 91.S cm (1 x
2 x 3 ft) and one multiple fa,lly bin (MPB) 30.S x 76.S x
245 cm (1 x 2~ x 8 ft).
One-half inch holes were drilled in
the bottom for aeration. Bins were placed on legs with casters for convenience.
Shredded cardboard bedding (WORM CHOW from Worm World
Denver. Colorado) was soaked in water, wrung out by hand,
and placed in f.he MPB and SFB A to a level of approximately
20 cm. Newspaper shredded by nand, soaked in hot water,
RDd wrung out was used in SFB B to determine whether this
readily available material could also be used as a bedding.

Redworm~ (Eisenia foetida) donated by the Southwe~tern
Michigan Worm Growers Association were used as follows: 9 kg
(20 lbs) in the MFB~ and 0.9 kg (2lbs) in each SFB.

Household garbage from six low income families -as buried weekly for 14 weeks; two families used the two SFB's, four
to six families the MFB. pH was tested using pH paper (Hydrion Vivid 6-8 range , ~·icroessential Laboratories). Moist•1Te was
determined empirica~ly by squeezing a handful of bedding. A
stre~m of water o~ definite sogginess at the bottom was felt
to be too wet, extreme dryness on top, too dry.
Burlap used
to cover the bedding reduced excessive evaporation of moisture
and curtailed undesirable odors.
Bins were watered a& needed.
Participants weighed and buried the garbage, tested pH, checked moisture, and watered the bins.
A spec~ral analysis of the bedding for nutrient value
was obtained, and a sample was taken of the completed compost.
Worms were separated from the compost and bedding to be weighed on week 16. Compost and worms were distributed among the
participants during week 17.
RESULTS
The amount of garbage buried per week and pH of the bedding are shown in Table I.
In the MFB, a total of 78.2 kg was
buried over a period of 14 weeks, averaging 5.58 kg/wk, or
1.35 kg (2.97 lb)/family/wk. Of the SFB's, one received a total of 3C.S kg, averaging 2.3 kg (S.3 lb), the other a total of
TABLE. I.

pH OF BEDDING AND AMOUNT OF GARBAGE BURIED PER WEEK

MULTIPLE FAMJLY BINS
Week
1
2
3
4

s

6
7

ll

9
10
11
12
13
14
Total
Mean

kg garbage
3.4
5.1
8.4
7. '4.
6.5
8.4
5.3
7.0
5.4
4.2
7.1
3.S
3.9
2.8

78:2
5.58/wk

fam.

#

5
5

s
5
s
4

4
4

3
4
4
3

3
4

SINGLE F.AMILY BINS
pH
6.9
6.6
6.6
6.3
6.4
7.4
6.8
6.9
6.8
7.4
7.0
6.8
7.2
7.2
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SPB A
SFB B
kg garbage pH kg garbage pH
1.3
lj. 6
3.S
6.6
S.6
6.6 2.2
6.0
3.9
1. 5
6.9
2.0
6.t 1. 7
7.4
1.S
6.9 2.3
7.6
1.6
7.0 1.4
7.2
1.8
7.4 1. s
7.4
2.1
7.6 1.5
7.6
0.8
7.0 2.2
6.8
7.2 1.4
6.4
S.6
7.1 2.7
7.6
2.6
7.2 1.4
7.4
2.0
8.0 2.1
8.0

30':8

1.35/fam/wk

2.3';"/wk

J.S8

25:4
1. 95/wk

-

.......,
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25.4 kg. averaging 1.95 kg (4.3 lb) per week. pH of
the bedding ranged from 6.3 to 8.0.
Considerably less garbage (1.35 kg/fam./wk) was buried in the multiple family bin than in either of the two SFB's
(2.37 and 1.95 kg/wk).
Initial and final weights of worms. to~al amount of garbage buried, and compost obtained appear in Table II.
AMOUNTS OF GARBAGE BURIED, COMPOST OBTAINED~ AND
(kg)
WORMS USED
MFB
SFB &
SFB B
Total
Garbage buried
78.2
30.8
25.4
134.4

TABLE II.

Compost

76.8

16.0

23.2

116.0

Initial worms

9.0

0.9

0.9

10.8

Final worms

2.25

1.05

0.79

4.09

Total wet weight of worms and c~mpost was 116 kg. Contributing to this weight was the original bedding (weight unknown), and 134.4 kg garbage.
Whereas bins were originally
set up with 10.8 kg worms, only 4.09 kg were harvested. The
presence of many young worms and capsules in the bedding indicated that repxoduc~ion did take pla~e.
Types of garbage buried were lettuce, cabbage, celery,
beet greens, citrus rinds, banana peels, cereals, beans, bread,
egg shells, moldy leftovers, apple and potato peels, and over
40 different kinds of kitchen garbage. Meat scraps and bones
were not generally included, although on at least one occasion
chicken bones were buried.
On a qualitative basis, shredded newspa~er appeared to
provide a s~tis£actory bedding, although it dried out more
readily on top and was more difficult than shredded cardboard
to prepare.
DISCUSSION
This work served to demonstrate to the p&rticlpants
and to thousands of others that earthworms c&n effectively convert household garbage to compost, indoors. within a four
month period. and with almost no objectionable odor.
Participants, all members of low income fa~ilies, were able to distinguish and separate acceptable or~anic materials from unacceptable materials su~h as rubber bands, foil, plastics. They
were also able to comprehend the n~ed for and maintain the rigor5 of weekly trips to the Kalamazoo Natnre Center to weigh

1.59

the garbage. check pH. and water the bins. One motivation
for their continued enthusiasm and participation was the fact
that each participant would receive a share of ~h~ compost to
use in her garden and/or on houseplants.
There is no question that. combined with the w1rk of
microorganisms. molds. fungi. and other decomposers, the garbage is effectively processed by earthworms. How much they
can handle. or how much a given quantity of worms requires to
maintain its biomass j_s still unknown. The great reduction
in biomass in this experiment (greater than one-half) may be
attributed to inadequate nutrition. The experiment was designed assuming that each family would contribute about 450
g garbage/day. or about 3 kg/wk. The results show that less
than half this amount was fed to the worms. Whereas six
families could have buried garbage in the MFB. only four did;·
since these four contributed less than half the expected
amou11.t. the worm biomass far exceeded the mass of food to eat.•
The original worm population did reproduce--many capsules and young worms were seen in the bedding. The greater
nutritional needs of this larger population were most likely
not met. and may further explain why biomass was reduced so
drastically.
Other possibilities are that worms were dying
from toxic conditions created in the beds from their ow11
castings, lack of calcium in the environment, and lack of
soil.
CONCLUSIONS
Household garbage from six low income families was effectively converted by 10.8 kg redworms (Eisenia foetida)
to worm castings and compost over a 16 week period. The average amount of garbage buried/family/wk was 1.6 kg (3.S lb).
for & total lf 134.4 kg (298 lb) over 14 weeks. Both ~hred
ded cardboard and newspaper served as satisfactory beddings.
Wet weight of the compost produced was 116 kg.
Further work
needs. to be done to determine optimum worms/garbage/bedding
ratios.
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RECULTIVATION OF REFUSE TIPS: SOIL ECOLOGICAL
STUDIES.
W. Brockmann, H. Koehler and T. Schriefer
U11iDmrly

of Brrm111

Wtlt Gtrmany

Many problems arise with the recultivation of a refuse tip and its
preparat1on for later comnercial or public use. They are related to
the underlying material (garbage etc.), to the new ar~ificial topography of the dump and to the undeveloped soils of the refuse tip cover.
In order to find a basis i=c.r ecological recultivation measures on refuse
tips, so11 ecological studies on test sites in the vicinity of Bremen, FRG,
have been underta~en (temperate climate, precipitation 728 mm/yr. average
temp. 9°C). Three selected studies are presented, two as prelimin4ry reports.

The Influence of methane on the immigration to refuse tips bv Lumbrlclds

Research site and methods
Six waste di~posals, controlled tips as well as uncontrolled uncovered
tips were examined with special reference to the earthworm fauna.
The fonnalinmethod according to Raw was used {Raw, 1960). Sample squares
were 0.25 and 0.125 m2• The biotop study was done during April and June 1978.
Soil a1r conditions were measured with Dr~ger.GasspUrgerat Mod 21/31.
Two sites of different age (3 yrs and 5 yrs after covering) on the same
refuse tip were investigated in respect to i11111igrat1on mechanisms out of
the surrounding habitats.
Results and discussion
P1aure 1 shows the state of imnigration, the abundance, the vegetation
cover and the soil-air cond1tions. Lumbr1cus rubellus and Dendrobaena
octaedra (south exposition) are the important colonizing species on this
covered waste disposal. Horizontal - and deep burrowers are unimportant.
Elsenla tetraedra was frequently found in the zone of percolating water.
The innigration speed is about 4 m/yr towards the tipplateau.
On the covered waste disposals the innigration of the soil cover by
earthworms 1s hindered by bad soil aeration.
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FIGURE la Inmigration of Lumbricids on two sites cf different age
(3 and 5 years after covering) on the Sdme refuse tip
slope. Graphs from top to bottom: State of inmigration,
abundance, vegetation cover, soil-air conditions, soilmo1sture {F) and soil-activity.

The study has shown, that earthworm-inmigration is affected by
o2-concentrations below 15 col% and co2-concentrations of more than
6 volt (15 cm depth).
Methane and carbondioxyd production from the underlying waste force
out the atmospheric oxygen even of upper soil layers (Tabasaran . 1976).
Damage on the vegetation was observed when o2-concentrations were less
than 15 vol%.
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The correlation analysis shows both high significance between
o2-concentration and vegetation cover as well as between o2-concentration and abundance of earthworms. It is not known whether the innnigration is hindered directly by the bad soil aeration or indirectly by
the absence of plant cover.

The Influence of soil cultivation and compaction on the
Enchytraeid corrvnunlty Cprel. rep.l

Introduction
The negative effects of soil compaction on terrestrial invertebrates
are evident (Wilcke, 1963). In field and laboratory investigations on
soil animals (Acari. Collembola, etc.) a decrea~e in numbers was found
when compacting clay grassland soil (Aritajat et al., 1977). This report
shows preHminary 1~esults of field experiments on Enchytraeidae after
mixing and com~acting clay Qrassland soil. The transported and disturbed
soils of wa~t~ tip covers are characterized by destruction, drainage and
compaction of the habitat thP. soil fauna lives in. These factors may cause
difficulti~s in recolonization and erection of a terrestrial ecosystem of
high stabiHt,y.
Research site and methods
PreinvLst;gat1ons ware done in July and August 1978 on a clay grassland
soil within an area of 8 x 24 m. For treatment this range was splitted into
three equal test plots (64 m2 ) on the 16.9.1978. Plot 1: remained untreated.
Plot 2: soil was loosened down to 15-18 cm by rotary cultivation. Plot 3:
treated like plot 2 and once compacted with an UNIMOG tractor (1.01 kp/cm2).
Samples were taken randomly at intervals of two weeks and one, three, six
and nine months after the treatment. Twelve soil cores each with 20 cm2
surface and 15 cm depth were examined from the three test plots and div;ded
iiite 5 cm layers. These 100 cm 3 samples were extracted in an apparatus
functioning according to the method of O'Connor (O'Connor, 1962).
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Results and discussion
Results ( FIGURE 2 ) are means of 12 samples. The distribution pattern
shows aggregation, typical for Enchytraeids (O'Connor. 1971). 14 days after
the treatment significant density decrea$e is observed on plot 2 and 3.
Compared to the control-plot 1 the compacted plot is marked by a continuous
decrease of abundancP. (up to 90% in June 1979) throughout the investigat1on
period.
A correlation between compaction of soil and decrease in numbers of
Encilytraeids on the experimental piot is obvious. Correlation studies between the reduction of Enchytraeids and the volume of macro-pores (>SOu)
are in progress.
Seasonal Variation of the Abun<bice of ENCHYTRAEIDS
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On plot 2 the original abundanr.e has nearly been reached 9 months
after the treatment. High preciDi~ation and high soil humid1ty during the
study period (Sept. 78 - J~ne 79) as well as an increase of soil pores
> 50 11 for about 55 S has promoted the fast regeneration of Enchytraeids.
The usual dry sutrmer months with rapid evaporation of water from the
bare soil surface and the high soil temperature on the treated plots may
cause additional negative effects on the remaining fauna. Further comparative
investiy~tions on the terrestrial invertebrat~s will be of high interest for
the probler· of recultivating refuse tips. In such places the abiotic and
biotic conditions in general are even worse than on the described test
sites.

Comparison of the soil mesofauna of a dump with an adjacent
special reference to Acarl and Collembola Cprel. rep.) I

mea~ow

with

Introduction
One of the problems concerning the recultivation of w~ste disposals is
th~ relatively undeveloped soil fauna of the cover. ~he colonization from
the surrounding habitat is controlled by the physical soil conditions and
by the dispersal power of th~ colonizing species. For a zoological soil
diagnostsmites are very useful, since their abundance is enormous (up to
~ x 106 iRd/m2 in the ~tudied grassland) (Strenzke, 1952).
Research site and methods
A marshland clay grassland adjacent to a dump near Bn!men, Fed.Rep.Ger.,
has been investigated since Feb. 1978 monthly. A simultan1r1usstudy on both
sites, dump and meadow. started 1n June 1979. Genereliy. 12 samples.of
20 cm2 surface and 15 cm depth were taken and cut into cylinders 5cm deep
( 100 cm3). These samples were treated ;n a modifi~d Macfadyen Canister
Ext~actor (Macfadyen, 1961), 4 days in ~~mid ~eg;me (up to 35°C), the
following 6 days in dry regime (up to 60°C). The orqanisms QI':! collected
in picric acid and then transferred to an alcoho1-glycer;n mixture (Voigts,
OudenP?ns.. 1~06). for counting under a binocular microscope.
Thr. abiotic data are from June 79, the Motic data from June 7a (meadow)
and June 79 (dump).

Results and discussion
The characteristics of the t~o sites are:
Grassland: full vegetation cover (Alopeccurus pratensis, Festuca ~),
well developed humus, high perce~tage of clay (sand ~ 15 I), high
moisture C~ 50 I), low pH (4.0 - 4.5). Refuse site: well developed pioneer
vegetation (Cirsium arvense, Artemisia vu1garis, Tanacetum vu1g~, Poa
div. !\pee.), little or no humus, sand with c;ome clay, low moisture(< 15%),
medium pH (6.8 - 7.3).
As shown in table 1, the abundances especially of the Acari differ
stron~ly on both sites.
Tab. 1: Abundances (rar1ges) of Acari and Collembola of meadow (June 78)
and dump (June 79); ind/m2 x 103 , o-15 cm depth.
Meadow
Dump
Acari

168.4 - 1837.6

4.4 -

72.8

Collembola

68

119.2

7.6 -

70

In the meadow, the abiotic conditions are very favorable for oribatids
(Strenzke, 1952). Here they represent nearly 601 of the mite conmunity. On the
disposal site, however, oribatios in addition to being slow colonizers fir.d
suboptimal abiotic conditions, which is reflected by their low abundances
(Karg, 1962b11 1967;Fig. 4 ). Gf!masids and TyroglypMds, both highly mobile
species with high dispersal power through phoresy make up the major fraction
of the Acari conanunity (Stanmer, 1962). A predator-prey relatiooship between
tt1ese two groups has been suggested by Karg ( 1961).
The trophic structure of the Acari and Collembola conununiti~s of the
two invec;tigated sites are very similar. The relativ~ abundances of decomposers (Collembola and mites without Gamasids) in relation to predators (Gamasids) are comparable (meadow: 90/10; dump: 85/15, Fig. S}. This suggests
that tn~ two yeArs old plot on th~ dump has recovered a certain stability.
Further studies on the structure o~ the conununities ar~ under progress.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE
COSMOPOLITAN OPILIONID, Phalangium apilia
Arlan L. Edgar
Alm• C.•lltgt

USA

INTRODUCTION
The daddy longlegs Phalangium opilio L. is probably the
best known member of order Opiliones (= Phalangida). It was
known to Aristotle, mentioned by Robert Hooke and was the only
opilionid species named by Linnaeus (Savory, 1962). Many medieval
naturaHsts made recognizable illustrations of it. The spedes has
been recorded from many parts of Europe, North and Central Asia,
Asia Minor, North Africa and Nor~h Amerfca (Spoek, 1963). For~ter
(1947) reports that it is the only non-endemic opilionid in New
Zealand. Indeed, one may conjecture that this wa~ the species
that prompted the comnon names "harvestman" ar.d •:reaper" of the
group in England and France, respectively. The most descriptive
name, daddy longlegs, possibly was given to f... opilio in America
although conman woodland spe~ies of Leiobunum have longer legs and
smaller bodies and also may be the basis for this tenn.
Perhaps the main reason for ou~ familiarity with P. opilio is
its occurrence around mans ~isturbance of nature. Typfcil habitats
include roadsides, fence rows, lawns, gardens, edges of fields and
foundations of buildings (Clingenpeel and Edgar, 1966; Sankey and
Savory, 1974). These relatively exposed 1ocat1rns are not used
ordinarily by other opi11on1ds except by a few lo~g-legged fonns
in matin~ season and occasional popu'lations of Op11 io parietinus
(De neer, in late fall.
The majority of species in any opi11onid fauna are under some
kind of cover. They may be in forest shade, near the gr~und under a
vegetative overlayment, in fallen litter interstices or in the soil.
Why then fs ~- opilio different? Why is there little overldp in the
habitats of~· op11io and virtually all others?

LIFE MISTORV AND DEVELOPMENT
Most woodland opilionid species reach adulthood in late sunmer,
then mate, oviposit and die in the fall. A few mature in early
SU11111er and produce eggs that hatch in the fall. In the fonner. the
species pass the winter as eggs while the latter overwinter as
inmatures. In both cases there is one generation each year.
Phalangium opilio exhibits a third pattern. Wintering over occurs
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both as eggs and illllliatu?"es. Hatching occurs in the spring and also
in mid sunmer whe11 the winter juveniles reproduce. Oviposition is
done both in mid summer and in late fall. Thus mature adults may be
seen during a large port~on of the suliJller and fall in temperate
latitudes since two populations of ad~lts are pro~uced each year.
Phalangium opilio is more noticeable in the fall than any other
time. When man is preparing shrubs and perennials for winter,
harvesting crops and ga~den produce in anticipation of frost P. oeilio
adults are fully mature. They exhibit considerable movement;-mat1ng
behavior is easy to observe. Clutches of yellow eggs may be encountered
~nder rocks and solid debris at building foundations and vegetative
borders. The cue of declining seasonal temreratures apparently
stimulates the species to mate and oviposit.
Egg development requires a cold diapause in several species
(Holm, 1947). Without it Opilio p~rietinus development goes to the
blastodenn stage and stops. Embryonation of f... opilio egr,s proceeds
at a rate controlled by temperature but without the necessity of a
cold per·iod. As a consequenrl!, it can be considerably more exploit3tive of its environment than diapausal species. P. opilio is able
to utilize favorable environmental conditions to iiiaxim1ze population
size.
Opilionid egg~ are very susceptible to dessication and fungal
attack. Eggs whose development has been terminated both by evaporative
fluid loss and mold colonization have been recovered in nature. Any
phalangid species that withstands a broader moisture regime during
egg development will have a reproductive advantage. In laboratory
incubations~ P. opilio eggs have tolerated greater relative humidity
fluctuation ana resisted mold growth more successfully than the
woodland species, Leiobunum longipes Weed, found frequently in
contiguous habUats. Eggs of tf,e two species incubated side by side
in the laborator,y reacted differently at both very high humidities
and low ones. Yuan and Edgar (unpublished) observed that eggs t•f
P. opilio develop and hatch with greatest success in an atmosphere
of 94 to 98~ RH. Klee and Butcher (1968) hatched P. olilio eggs 11
on a substratum of styrofoam in 1/8" dia. holes approx mately 3/4
deep in an atmosphere of 75-90% RH. The relative humidity around
the eggs probably was much higher. however, since the styrofoam blocls
were "kept moist".
Young P. opilio survive more successfully in lablratory
than-do other species. The general hardiness of eggs and
young of~- opilio, along with the life history characteristic of
several stages of development in a population at all times. appear
to be major factors enabling this species to s1•rvive the disturbance
of man.
colon~es
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HABITAT ANALYSIS
The open, relatively e~posed habitat of Leiobunum vittatum (S3y)
is as similar to that of~· opilio as may be found in the Great La~es
Region. Leiobunum vittatum is widely distributed in the northeastern
United States. The spectrum of environments where it has been found
ranges from the trunks of Populus growing in sand dunes to the edge
of a quaking mat bog. It apparently adapts rea~ily to new conditions
and tolerates severe physical extremes. This species frequently
inhabits vegetative burders and ecotones from dense f~rest to open
fields where there is exposure to sun and relatively free air movement;
however, it is not abundant around man's disturbance. Of all the
non-anthrophilic opilionids it occupies a habitat ~ost like that of
P. opilio in tenns of temperaturet light and relative humidity. For
tl1is reason the habitat off.. opilio is compared with that of L.
vittatum and occasionally, for contrast, with woodlana species-of"
leiobunum and with a sometimes companion off., opilio, Opilio pa~ietinus.
I In order to explore the habitat preference as well as the
vertical distribution of the various opilionid species, a number of
localities were visited and at each locality, organisms were collected
at three separate strata (g~ound layer, understory, uppercanopy). For
each stratum at eac~ locality, both the abundance of organisms and
the density of cov•:r were estimated on a sea 1e of l (sparse) through
5 (dense). Thus. aftt•r sampling was complete, it was possible to
compare the relative a'>undance of tfre opi'l ionid species 1n relation
to the cover density in eacfi of three fleight strata.. The abundancecover profile (Figure la) atte.>npts to combtne a visual estimate of
both the relative abundance of tfie opilionid spectes and the density
of its associated vegetative and other shade producing cover (Edgar,
1971). Data from 42 sites are combined in Figure la. A weighted
percentage abunda~ce of organisms in each vegetative strata is plotted
versus increasing cover density (sparse= 19 dense = 5). Details of
how the percent abundance was weighted and of the other calculations
may be seen on p. 41 in Edgar (1971).
Dense grass, other ground layer vegetation and foundations of
buildings, support the highest po~ulations of P. opilio. The sum of
abundance-cover densities 3, 4 and 5 in ground-"'layer accounts for 84S
of total. In other strata, P. opilio is high when shrubs and brushy
vegetation are very sparse (1+2 = 94i). Th~ characteristic upper
canopy seldom is dense to moderately dense (1+2 = 761) when supporting
high populations of P. opilio. In the majority of instances there are
no ttees (1 = 531) present where P. opilfo is in greatest abundance
cr;gure lft).
-

The habita~s of most opilion1ds can be characterized not nnl) ~Y
density of vegetative cover but also by dominant tree11 species of11 the
upper canopy. For P. 091110 the unusual categories build·:11gs, and
"grass'· need to be aC:lde • Figure lb indicates that buildings were the
most frequent dominant "upper canopy" in 431 uf the- sites where !·
ooilio was collected. Maple and elm canopies were dominant but l~ss
frequently so. Above average abundances of P. optlio were encountr.red
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----------- -------in aspen, grass and around buildings. This spec~es was never or
seldom collected in ~everal dominant canopy spec1es. Since very few
collections of P. opilio were made where a~pen was the dom1nant upper
canopy this high abundance value may be consiJered mainly the result of
small sample size {Figure lb).

FIGURE la & b. (a) Abcndance-cover profile plotting weighted
percent abundance of Phalangium opilio* versus increasing cover density
(1 =sparse; 5 =dense), and (b) Relative occurrence and abundance of
Phalangium oeilio in the major canopy groups. Understory cover, when
associated w1th buildings was assigned a value of 1. **percent of
collection sites. (Modified from Edgar, 1971)
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By comparison tt.e habitat in which Leiobunum vittatum (Figure 2a
and b) is most abundant is characterized by moderately dense to dense
upper canopy (3+4+5 = 80%) and ground layer vegetat1on (3+4+5 = ~6S).
Understory is sparse (1+2 = 46%). All 9roups of dominant canopy spec;es
are colonized ~Y L. vittatum (f;gure 2b) with no group supporting a
population density clearly gre3ter than any other group.
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FIGURE 2a & b. (a) Abundance-cover profile plotting weighted
abundance of Leiobunum vittature* versus increasing cover density
(1 = sparse; 5 =dense). and (b) Relative occurrence and abundance
of Leiobu~um vittatum in the major canopy groups. **percent of
~ollect1on sites.
(Modified from Edgar~ 1971).
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The abundance-cover profile of the forest opilionid, L. long1pes
shows how c~mparat;vely protected it is frora moisture and l;ght
extremes {Tablt.· 1). Leiobunum lon~i~es has a three strata total of
267 (300 possiL1e) as compared wit 20 for L. vittatum and only 122
for P. opilio. This suggests that shade ts dense and the soil is at
leastmesic to suppott this density of vegetative cover where
L. longipes is most abundant. The non-anthrophilic, ecotonal L.
vittatum is found most abundantly in close proximity to rather-dense
vegetative cover. The anthroph~le, P. opilio, has a stratal total
dramatically lower than both .b.· vitt'itum and !:.· longipcs.
TABLE l. A comparison of habitats of three opil ionids using
profiles of Edgar (1971)

cover-a~undance

rm

Strati.:m

1) Species. 2) Association with man and 3) Habitat

1) Leiobunum
tongipes*
Non-anthrophilic
~~ Protected

Upper canopy

3+4+5

Understory

3+4+5

Ground layer

3+4+5

= 97
= 96
= 74

Leiobunum
v1ttatum
Non-anthrophilic
Ecotonal
3+4+5
3+4+5
3+4+5

267

= 80
= 54
= 86
220

Phalangium
opi1io
Anthrophil ic
Exposed
3+4+5
3+4+5
3+4+5

= 24
= 14
= 84
122

*Edgar, 1971, Figure 6, p. 44
On thP basis of habitat analysis alone f... oeilio and .b_. ~ittatum
might be expected to be more able to withstand env~ronmental extremes
than L. longipes. Further, t· gpilio should have additional physiological
and/or behavioral attributes over L. vittatum to exist successfully in
its physically harsher environment-:PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY
Light and activity
In a light gr&dient both male and female P: op{lio occupy a zone
of higher intensity than two other opilionid species Figure 3},
Leiobunu1<i 2_01 itum Weed and L. vittatum, wMch are found in habitats
contiguous w;th that of P. 9.P,il;o in Michigan (Clingenpeel and Edgar,
1966). The order of dar£-to-liQlit preference is predictable on the basis
of the usual habitat of each species. The habitat of .b.· politum is
typically denser and supplied with a more constant source of moisture than

17.S

1· vittatum occupies a more protected
pos1tion in relationship to sunlight than does f... op'ilio.

.!::.: vittatum, and likewise,
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FIGURE 3. Light intensity preference of tr.rce species of
phalangids in a light gradient. Dots indicate the location of
individuals in a light gradient.
In nature, males are generally more conspicuous. This is borne
out in the laboratory gradient by the fact that the males of all three
tested species generally were found in a higher light intensity than
females (Figure 3).
From these data there appears to be no c~nsistent reaction to
light on the basis of time of day. However, another study (Edgar and Yuan,
1968) indicated that there 1s more activity by both sexes of P. opil10
during dusk and darkness and relative inactivity in daylight \Figure 4).
Periods of virtually no activity closely parallel times of the day
when light intensity ts the greatest. Ninety percent of total activity
occurred between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. In its natural, relatively exposed
habitat this activity pattern should allow P. opilio maximum conservation of body moisture 5ince it avoids daily-temp~rature extremes and
is most active when ambient humidities are the highest.
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FIGURE 4. Averaged act1vity of phalangium opil io tn nonnal

The general pattern of inactivity during day1ight and activity
during darkness is seen in several species of Leiobu~um and f.. opilio
(Edgar and Yuan, 1968). Activity was measured in the laboratory hy
tallying the number of times the animal walk~ the length of an activity
chamber. During periods of activity. approximately 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.,
f.. opilio is conspicuously more active than all seven species of
Leiobunum tested (Table 2). It trave11ed 25 times more distance than
the ecotonal L. vittat1J11 and fo~est L. longip~s. This considerably
elevated activity level suggests that f.. QDilfo does not have to depend
on inmobility and seclusion for protection against its enemies but
rather can move about more freely in search of food, mates and protection
from the deleterious aspects of its physical .environment.
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TABLE 2. Compariso~ of mean total activity per day by Phalangium
opilio. and seven species of Leiobunu~ in nonnal lig~t. (Modified from
Edgar and Yuan, 1968)

.......... -

c1
~
Mean

-

L.p. 6

7

P.o. 1

L.n1 2

L.c. 3

!J68*

449

109

26

40

31

17

17

555

317

58

54

16

13

28

27

561

383

83.5

4"

28

22

22. s

22

Activity 25.5
Ratfo

17 .3

3.8

L.ve.

4

1.8

L.no.

1.3

5

1

L.vi

L.18

1

1

1 Phalangium opilio, Z 1~iobunum ~igripes, 3 !:_. cal car,
4 L. ventricosum, 5 l.· nigropalpi, 6 £. pol 'itum, 7 .b.· vittdtum, 1
8 r. longipes.
*Number of trips from one end of chamber to the other for all
individuals tested.

Relat1ve humidity and survival in dry air
Opilionids in a humidity gradient appear to select higner
after a short period of orient~t~on (Todd, 1949; Clingenpeel
and Edgar, 1966). Few species have need of a particular relative
humidity within 12 to 15 hours of deprivation from food and water. As
time passe~ and body water is ~epleted, they appear more sensitive to
moisture levels in the air and this i~ expressed by movement into
higher humidities (Edgar, 1971).
humiditie~

Cor.:parative survival in a hum·;dity gradient should indicate
something about both the hardiness of a species to withstand the
extremes in its environment and hardiness in relationship to other
species tested.. In this respect .e_. opil io is comparable to .b_. vit-tatum
and both are much m~re tolerant to desiccat~on than l· politum
(Clingenpeel and Edgu·, 1966).
An extension of this measure of comparative hardiness is survival
in dry air. Adults of both sexes placed in dessication chambers live
varying periods of time. Rate of loss of water, and percent loss of
body weight are fac~rs which affect survival time. The anirr.~ls
surviving longer lose water slower end/or are able to withstand greater
weight loss before death. Among four spacies of Leiobunum, including
L. vittatum and L. qolitum referred to earlier, L. vittatum su~vived
more than. twi =e as ong as the other three; ~· opil '!.9- s"urv i'V ed !3S l origer
than!:_. v1ttatum (EJgar, 1971) (Tahle 3). Consider1ng all three
criteria, survival time, percent body weight loss and rate of body

1?8

a ·-·-- ..

----------·--------·=-------·-- - - --------,i
weight loss, f_. 02ilio out perfonned the four Leiobunum species tested
on all counts except one (female L. vittatum lost body we;ght slightly
slower than female f.. opilio}. ·TABLE 3. Response by five op.;lionid species in dessicatior.
chambers (modified from Edgar, 1971}
-=-

-~-:.

---=====

Body wt. loss 1
(~er cent)_

Survival
Species ~ime (hrs.}

tf'

~

Ji

38.6

40.0

44.6

2.76

1.36

25.l

59.1

36.7

38.1

1.67

0.83

37.('

47.5

43.5

45.6

1.33

1.0

vittatum 56.4

116.1

43.7

48.9

0.81

0.48

120.0

48.3

57.6

0.72

0.52

--

d'

politum

18.4

1.· lon9ipes
.b.· cal car

L.

L.

P. opilio
1

~

Rate of body
wt. loss Ci/hr.)

calculat~d

75.6

~

at time of death.

Temperature tolerance
Given access to a range of temperatures, opilionids might be
expected to spend the most time in a narrower range that represents
conditions they encounter in nature. Results obtained from several
species having access to a temperature gradient ft'r a period of several
hours appear to bear this out (Fig~re 5). Six opilionid species in
such a situation shuw mean values which appear to accurately reflect
the degree to which they are exposed to temperature influence from the
sun and evaporative cooling. The mean temperature values for Leiobunum
vitattum and f.. opilio were substantially higher than three woodland
species ~f Leiobunum and suggest that both ~re well adapted to higher
summer temperatures. In contrast, O. parietinus is often found oo the
shadea side of cement walls where usually the humidity 1s high and the
substrate is cool. Its mean temperature preference of 1~.7DC is to be
expected and lends further authenticity to the temperature mean for
f_. opil io.
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FIGURE 5. Mean temperature preferences of six species of
phalangids, based on location in a temperature gradient at successive
half-hour intervals. Limits of gradient are indicated by cross lines
at ends of time bars. Each point is the mean of 3-5 values (from
Edgar, 1971).
SUMMARY

Phalangium opil~o has been reported from widely separated
regions of the world and probably is the best known species in order
Opil1ones. It is anthrophilic, being associated with mans disturbance
in gardens, lawns, roadsides, building foundations and fields. The
occurrence of other opilionids around man probably is incidental to
their search for food, shelter or mates.

Jpil

More than one life history stage of P.
io e:ic1sts at a time
and the eggs develop to hatching withQut a col diapause. Both eggs .
and young are more hardy than other species in laboratory manipulations.
Compared with that
P. opilio is more exposed
iiioisture. The density of
as important as grass and

of associated opilionids the habitat of
to broad extremes of light intensity and
vegetative cover is low. Trees seldom are
buildings for shelter.

In laboratory experiments involving light, water and temperature'
the performance of ~ QRi.l.ig matches what would be pre<licted on the
basis of the natural environment of the species. It chooses higher
light intensities and temperatures, survives longer in dry air and moves
about more than associated species.
man.

Phalangium opilio appears to be well adapted for survival around
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS
M•.§.. GHILAROV:
In w'hat meaning do you use the term
"survive desiccation" - ability to lose water and survive,
or being prote~ted from water loss.
(Ac:cordinq to imy and
L.M. Semenova's data the epicuticle of .fh. 9pilio is very
thick especially on terqites).
~.]!. EDGAR:
X don't have histologic data to 1ndicate
exoskeletal thickness or waxiness oE. the c~1ticls. In fact,
the question could be asked ,.,hether death occurs from desiccation (water l.oss) or from suffocation. The answer to that
is l.ikewise not known specifically far the opilionids tested.
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ACTIVE AND PASSIVE DISPERSAL OF LUMBRICID
EARTHWORMS

Donald P. Schwert
Nortlr Dalrot11 St11tt Unrt1trs1ty

USA

INTRODUCTION
Gates (1972), through the cooperation of the United
States Bureau of Plant Quarantine, accumulated considerable
evidence to suppo~t his hypothesis that the lumbricid fauna
of northern North America represents principally species
introduced there and distributeu within the continent by man.
Of the 3400 earthworm specimens seized by inspectors from
imported plants during a 15-year pe~iod, nearly 1600 were
lumbricids, representing 16 species. Because man~ of these
species. in addition t'> other lumbricids, are l1'llarctic or
even "osmopolita:-- (sic Gates 1972) in dhtribution, it is
easy to follow Gates' (1970, 1972, 1976al reasoning that the
present range of each reflects their transport to other
regions by man. For North America, alone, Gates (1976b)
lists 24 lumbricid species as •exotic. the source continent
of most of these lumbricids presumably having been Europe;
transpcrt to North America was probably accidental, such as
earthworms trapped in ship ballast or among the roots of
imported plants.
11

11

11

Jn North America today, the dense distribution across
the continent of many of these "exotic lumbricids (e.g.
Lumbzoiaus tezo:zoest:zois L., L. :zoubeZ.Z.us Hoffmeister, Apo:zo:zoectodea spp., Oatolasion spp., and others) precludes the
det~rmination of the place(s} an~ time(s) of their introduction. Indeeu, fossil evidence (Schwert 1979) ;ndicates that
at least one of these widespread 11 European exotics, 11 Dend?'odzoi'L'UB ziul:i.dus {Savigny), was inhabiting North America over
10 000 years ago, certainly well before the arrival of
European settlers. The limited distribution of some other
"e~otic" lumbricids in North America, however, clearly
indicates the general region, )f not the exact time, of
their introduction to this continent. A population of the
European lumbricid Apozo~eatodea icte:zoica (~avigny), now well
established in the region of an arboretum in southern Ontario,
Canada, probably originated from trees imported to the site
from England in 1971 (Schwert 1977). The limited distribution, outlined by Reynolds (1976) .:>f Lumlric'UB festivus
(Savigny) within the Saint Lawrence watershed of eastern
North America, appears to represent a species introduced to
11
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that r~gion in one or more isolated localities decades or
perhaps centuries age and !Oince slowly expandir1g its range.
outward from the valley.
Unfortunately, Gates and others have probably relied
too much on ma~ as the agent respo~sible for the pres~nt
lumbricid distribution in northern No•th America. rertainly
while beirg a major, if not the pri~ary, infl~ence on earthworm distri~utior., mar cannot claim responsibility for the
total distribution. We now know that endemic earth~orms,
including geophagous species, often uensely inhabit the
northern Appalachians and even some deglaciated areas of the
continent; given so many thousands of years since deglaciation dto eat their way" ~ic Gates 1976a) over these mou~
ta1ns, i t is not surprising to find the endemic lumbricids
Bi1'1as tos or Eis anoides throughout the state of Pennsylvania
and even into New York and ~assachusetts.
The seemingly sedentary nat~re of earthwtrms is misIn northern North America, most lumbricids are
remarkably active throughout the spring and autumn, and, in
the southern regions, winter. Whether one accepts or rejects Gates• premises on their present distribution, the
wide and dense distribution of many of these species across
North America have benefit~d from their extraordinary
abilities at nat~ral dispersal. Of the three to be mentioned, one is an active mechanism, while the other two
involve passive di~persal through other natural agents.
All thrae are ;n ,eed of further investigation, and additional mechanisms probably exist.
l~ading.

STREAM DRIFT
The moist lowlands adjacent tc streams and lakes are
often ideal habitats for many ~p~c1es of Lumbric1dae. Significant activity of these earthworms at or near the surface
occurs when temperature, mo;sture, and light conditions permit. In~v;tably, many indiv;duals are washed into these
waterways fr,lm surface runoff resulting from rainfal 1 and
snowmelt or from mass movements of soil durin~ erosion, and
they can potentially be transported long distances downstream. Bo~ch~ (1972) noted that several species of earthworms inhabit only particular draina9e basins in France and
hypothesized that stream drift was probably an important
factor in influencing thei~ distribution. Ward (1976)
applied a similar hypothesis to explain the recolonization
of a r1ffle area by the lumbricid Ei.seniella tetpaftdPa
(Savigny) in a Colorado stream. Although adult lumbricids
can remain ~ubmerged in aerated water for prolonged periods
(Roots 1956; Edwards and Lofty 1972), the mortality rate of

individuals must be high during stream transport due to
predation and physical battering. Ne~ertheless. live lumbricids can be frequently seen on stream bottoms, and the
potential value of this drift to the dispersal of the species involved must be consf dera~le.
During an ar.alysis of a small stream in southern
Canada, Schwert and Dar.ce (1979) recovered over
300 lumbrfcfd coco?ns from drift samples. Of the total.
92% were found to contain .perm and albumen or some stag~
in the development of the embryonic mass; these we~e helie~ed, therefore. to be viable and potentially capable of
hatching. From identification of the cocoons, they were
found to represent at lEast six ger.era of Lumbricidae. all
of them common to that region.

~ntaria.

The small size and tough, s,heroidal outer walls of
these cocoons are, unlike the adult worms, ideally suited
for long and rigorous transport do~nstream. Their palatability to fish is unknoNn, but prP.sumably low. Roots
(1956) demonstrated that cocoons, such as those of the lumbricid Allolnmpho~a chlo~otica (Sav1gny), could ~uccess
fully hatch while submerged, with the young also undergoing
normal growth in a submerged environment. From the remarkably high viability of the stream drift cocoons, their
successful hatching could. likewise, be expected in areas of
a stream where the cocoons had been deposited near the margin or in the bottom sediments of pools. Consequently, these
transported species would become established in lowland areas
downstream of their original source.
Since this study, numerous cocoons have been isolated
from other streams in Canada and the United States, and this
phenomenon appears to be widespread. Further investigation,
however, will be needed to determine the degree in which such
dispersal may have actually influenced lumbricid distribution.
MASS EMERGENCE
In northern North America and Europe, the mass emergence of lumbricids during periods of heavy rainfall or dew
is a common, yet poorly studied, phenomenon. Such emergences
were first described by Darwin (1881) and were subject to
casual analysis by Friend (1924). Because this occurrence
is more often witnessed in areas affected by human civilization, the deaths of often hundreds of thousands of individuals stranded on drying streets and sidewalks have led to
popular conceptions that the dyin9 earthworms were 111,
P-Oisoned, or drowned. Lankester (1921), Merker (1926, 1928).
184
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Nishida (19fi1), and others. in search of a more scientific
explanation. proposed that through chemotaxis the worms are
forced ~o the surface as the oxygen supply to the soil is
cut by rain saturatiOni Shiraishi's (1954) experiments failed
to demonstrate t~is. Doe~sen (1967) proposed that similar
types of "migrations" observed in wet, foggy greenhouses
result from behavioral changes in the worms resultin~ ~~o~
increased hydrogen sulphide concentrations in the soil.
~vendsen (1957), without seaking a chemical factor to explain
surface activity~ proposed that some species activeiy search
for food sources dur;ng rain; in his experiments, he noted
that several lumbricid snecies aggregated to dung through
movements at or near the surfac~ during moist conditions.
However precipit11tion actually triggers such surfacing, these mass emergen:es are so predictable in occurrence
and so massive ir. scope, usually affecting several species
at one timP, that an af1ditional hypothesh may be proposed
with respect to the following two points:
1) ~.emerg_r.:.!!ces occur primar.!.lt. during periods of
cool, moist beatner. Friend (1924) noted emeroences
in England oc~urring only during the autumn, winter,
and spri~g months. In North America, soil temperatur2s ~aken at a 3-cm depth durin~ emergences in
Ontario, Canada and in North Dakota, U.S.A. have
ranged fro~ 2° to 9° C. WhP.n soil temperatures rise
above this range, as in the summer months, this
phenomenon rarely occurs. A notable exception to
this behavior is~· terzoestrw~ which is known i.o
surface for food and mating throughout the summer
months.
2)
Before human civilization, the original habitats
of the Lumbricidae were primari,-Y-forests and forest
mea'CJ'O'Ws. Unfortunately, as prev~ous1y noted-; most
observations of mas! emergences have been in urbanized areas, where the earthworms are trapped by manmade structures and quickly killed by desiccation and
sunlight. This surfacing phenomenon, however, also
occurs on the forest floor, where the surfaced
individuals are protected from de~iccation, sun:ight,
and large predators by the tree canopy and by litter
cover. During periods of cool litter temperatu~e and
sufficient moisture to permit respiration, the lumbricids may enter the litter and migrate through it
rapidly and for long distances wi~hout the need to
burrow. Contrary to popular belief, ~urfaced in~ivid
uals can rapidly re-enter the soil in areas where it
is sufficiently porous.

H1th this combination of proper soil temperatur~.
sufficient moisture from fresh precipitation, protection from
18S

sunlight and predator~. and the loose litter medium for
enhanced mobility, free and rapid surface dispersal can
occur in relative safety. Such a behavioral response is
advantageous to the species involved as it: 1) no longer
limits the active outward dispersal of geophagous species
to burrowing a~tivity; 2) decreases populaticn pre~sure
during periods of peak reproduction and, therefore, food
and space competition in areas o~ high earthworm density;
3) rapidly expands the range of the species i~volved;
4) enhances the possibility of genetic exchange amQng
scattered populations of a species. The direction of
dispersal movement appears to be random, even on sloping
surfa~es, and inevitably many individuals are washed into
streams, potentially to colonize downstream areas.
In northeastern and nnrthcentral North America,
nearly all of the ·established species of Lumbzoic1'3, Eisenia.
AZ.tolobo'fho:ra, Oatolasion, Apo:r:reotodea, Dsndrobzena, and
Dend~od:rilw can be observed surfacing during pr~per conditior1s at cool times of the year. Several species of Bimas tos are, likewise, known to surface. Sub-aquatic Lumbricidae
inhabiting saturated environments, such as Eisenoides l~nn
be:rgi Michaelsen and EisenielZa tet:raed:ra are, as wo~ld be
predicted, unaffected by the precipitation trigqer.
TRANSPORT BY OTHER ANIMALS
No published records apparently exist of earthworm
individuals or their cocoons accidenta1ly being transported
by birds or mammals. Cocoons could be carried substantial
distances if trapped in mud on birds' feet. Live individuals
carried by predaceous birds are, from observation, oc\asionally dropped in midflight and could potentially reburrow.
Certainly some of the irtriguing earthworm records of James
R. Philips (unpublish~d data, personal communication 1973 1975) • such as immature Lumbr.~aus terrBD trio appa!"ently
established in a kestrel (Fa"'ao sparvezoi'UB L.) nest positioned on a tree l;mb 6 m above the forest fl~or, are attributable to avian transport. Whether such passive transport has
profoundly affectec earthworm distribution is impossible now
to determine; in all probability, it has been of marginal
sigrdficance.
SUMMARY
Although a number of lumbricia species now inhabiting
North America were introduced there by man, human transport
cannot alone account for their remarkably widespread estab1 ishment across the continent. Rather, many Lumbricidae are
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capable ot rapid dispersal through active or passive means
other than by burrowing or by man. Dependent upon seasonal
conditions, randQm movement of some species, often on a mass
scale, occurs at or near the surface during periods of rainfall or of ~eavy dew; atmospheric and soil tem~eratures
appear to be key factors 1n determining periods and size of
such movements. Downslope dispersal of the Lumbricidae is
facilitated by stream drift, especially durin~ the cocoon
stage in which up to 90f. may remain viable after drifting
ofter considerable distances. Avian transport of individuals is a small, but potentially siqnifi~ant mechanism of
oassive dispersal.
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!!·.!· GHILAR.OV: The cause of emerqence of earthworms
on the surf~ce is the defi~iency of o 2 after heavy rains in
summer in the soil. In spring after meltinq of snow earthworms
don't emerqe on the surface, whereas after spring flooding
they don't die off, but after summer floodin9s of rivers
they do perish. 'These facts were shown still in the 20's by
Berclemisher and Chetyrkina. certainly emergence on soil
surface after summer rains allows the active dispersal and
mixinq of population: this has been stressed already e.9. by
~erel and by Xvavadze.
Passive dispersal alonq elopes by rains is described by
Atlavinyte, whereas in arid territories of Central Asia earthworJns in natural conditions are known only along river benches
(and subseq\lently aloi'lg irrigation channels. So previous data
of soviet zoologists are in accordance with your conclusions
and support them.
~- TOMLIN:
There are examples of L. terrestris rising
and dispersing after rainfalls in July and Augus~ (3 cm soil
temperature 12°C) thouqh greatest emergence admittedly occurs
April-June and Sept-Oct. X particularly refer to the Windsor
Airport situation. I disagree that !!· terrestris dispersal
is limited to "cool" soil temperatures.
D •.f. SCBWERT: Of all the peregrine species discussed,
only J.umbricus terrestris regularly feeds on the surface.
Surface feeding for this species does occur in mid-summer,
when soil temperatures are greater than 9°c. I am surprised,
however, at learning of a mid-summer mass phenomenon causing
prQblems at Windsor.
_A. CARTER: To what degree does the availability of areas
for shelter affect the amount of earthworm movement after heavy
rains? Xn flat grassy areas (city lawns), soil may become
readily water-logged and earthwo:r:ms have no bummocks for shelter.
R, •.f. SCHWERT: I have no quantitative information on which
to answer this question. For reasons that X have just outlined, however, we could expect tbat the lac"k of shelter in
such areas would lec:4 to proportionally far greater mortality
than in forests.
£.,A. SOWARDS: You 9ive the impression that the surfacing
of earthworms after rain is confined to Lumbricidae in cool
weather. Xt is common in hot weather in the tropics by
Ewilrilidae and Megascolecidae.
D •.f. SCSWERT: I'm aware that other families do surface,
however, I am not certain whether the same behavioral response
for +.ropical &arthworms is involved.
R· MALIDW: What studies, if' any, have been done on rates
of movemE"nt by 1\41\bricid worms, with regards to their emergences during fall and spring rainfalls?
D.P. SCBWERT: At this time, :I know of no such studies.
My
research efforts in Nc.,,rth Dakota are inhibited by low
earthworJn densities and limitad rainfall in this part of the
continent.
~
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HORIZONTAL MOVEMENTS IN A NATURAL POPULATION OF
Entomobrya soci11 IN A LAWN

Elizabeth S. Waldorf
Lo11isi11n11 Stair Unrttrrsdy

USA

Horizontal movements within a population, or mixing, are of general
interest in both population ~cology and population genetics. In springtails in addition tc affecting individual activities and population parameters, movements influence the dispersal of microorganisms.
As a part of a study of Entomobrya socia in southern Louisiana, I
have examined horizontal movements in a ii'itiiral population. This epigeic
sp~cies is accessible for sampling and abundant in lawus composed primarily of St. Augustinegrass (Stenotaphum secundatuni (Walt.) Kunze).
Using sticky plates as snares I have captured the animals entering an
area of lawn. Tnese data have been compared with estimates of population
density obtained by suction sampling at about the same dates.

METHODS
S~uare plates of plexiglass 25 cm on each side were generou•ly
coated with Tanglefoot™, a fruit tree grease. Placed flat in one area
on the lawn, these captured insects that alighted on them. Two experimental designs were utilized. Initially 6 plates coated on both sides
were set out at JO AM. At 4 hour inteTVals thereafter one was recovered
until the last was retrieved at JO AM the following day. This procedure
was followed from mid-April to mid-May J 978. As :io Entomobrya were collected on the lower plate surface and more replicates were needed, a
second design was substituted. Three plates coated on only the upper
surface were distributed, retrieved 2 hours later and 3 new plates set
up. To reduce the stimulating effect of disturbance, I did nQt step
closer than 40 cm to a plate. This procedure was followed for 24 hours
on six dates from May through mid-July 1978 (Table I) •

.Animals captured were counted, tbe samples from the first procedurt:
pooled, all (700) individuals were measured, and the presence or absence
of gut contents (visible through the translucent body wall) was recorded.
For comparison, standard samples were collected with a household
vacuum cleaner with a filter fitted over the nozzle. The filter was moved
over the wire screen within a wooden frame (J9.3 cm X 30.4 cm) to collect
a sample. Four sites were sampled between 4 PM and 6 PH on the dates of
sticky plate captures or near to them (Table I). Estimates sngg.-st that
this method removes about • 7 of •;be Entomobrya present, that is, it is
about 70% efficient. The data were utilized without correction. Animals
were measured and the prPsance or absence of gut contents was determined.
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RESULTS

IndividWllS that movQd hor4zontally were of large body size.
Figure 1 depicts the numbers in four siz~ classes with the general population shown below the lines and mixers above. Mixers represer,.:ed about
the upper 50% of the size range of the population present. Large animals
dominated even in mid and late June wben ju·:eniles were numerous. Thi11
s~ggests that most were adults, dnd, ~ecause female springtails tend to
be larger than males, that many were females.
The translucent body of Entomobrya in preservative allowed the
presence of absence of gut contents to be recorded. ln Figure 2 the fracLions empty are illustrated by bars with dots for immigrants and b2~s with
slanted lines for the general population. Of the mixers about twice as
many had empty guts as animals of the same size frO""J suction samples. As
fasting characterized the interval preceding and following ecdysis 1 the
data suggest that many of the iamnigrants were near the time of ecdysis.
For Tomocerus minor and Orchesella cincta, DeWith and Joosse (1971) found
that locomotor activity 1ncreaseS-i111111ed1ately after ecdysis.
TABLE 1.

Dates

15
20
10
25

Apr.
Apr.

5
15
21
1
18

J'un.

May
May
Jun.

J'un.
Jul.
Jul.

Numbers cf Bntomobrya socia caught on sticky plates and in
suction samples. Two standard errors are given in parentheses.
Immigrants
Total
i./day
or.
Plates in 25x25cm

5
9

38
86
129
64
79
224
66

Suction
Sample
Dates

Standard

P~pulations

'lotal
Catch

i pe-:: Sample

8 Apr.
23 Apr.

109

10.8
2S.7 (3.5)
43. (17.6)
21.3 (7.8)

9 May
31 l'.ay

209
576
491
149

26.3 (8.1)

21 Jun.
29 Jun.
18 Jul.

1.4
2.6

74.7 (6.5)
(2.5)
22

s

Jun.
13 Jun.

116

334

660
299

(49, 132 1111112)
(25.25)
(9.2)
(44 .f.)
(29.6)
(53)
(20.3)
(53.4)
(96.5)
74.75 (28.1)

27.2!>
29
52.25
144
122.75
37.25
83.5
165

The numbers of animals moving horizontally varied with several
factors. First, time of day was a determinant producing a daily pattern
of movements. For all saa..~J.e dates the't'e was a bimodal pattern with
maximum mixing between 9 to 11 AM and S to 9 PM (Figure 3). The two
dates (S June and 1 July) with morning immigration extended to 1 PM were
the only two with overcast skies. A diurnal rhythm of h~rizontal activity
has also been described from pitfall trap data on Smithurides malmgreni.
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The body size distribution of animals that moved horizontally
above the lines) and the gen~ral population (shown beneath
the lines). The number~ are the numbers of individuals in each
category.
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Working in West Greenland, Kristenseu and Vestergaard (1975) found only
one peak of activity per 24 hours during the day. Bowden, Haines and
Mercer ( 1976) report tilat climbing by Collembola above the sul»strate
occurs primarily between S PM and 10 AM, an int~rval that includes ~oth
the maxima of E. socia.
Season, temperature and population dens!ty influenced the numbers
of mixers per day. Figure 4A illustTates th~ fraction of the animals
present that moved horizontally on different dates. There is an upward
trend from April to .June. The same figure depicts the 6 PM ail" temperatures. Temperature is significantly correlated with the frac~ion of
mixers (r = .7892; P = .OJ). The points in Figure 4B show th~ observed
relation between the number of mixers on the vertical axis •nd population
density on the horizontal axis. Again there is a significant positive
correlation Cr• .8787; P = .0018).
Because as the seasons advance both the temperature and population
density increase, it is of interest to determine which exerts the effect
on mix,ng. By a maximum r-square improvement procedure, density was
found to account for 77.2 percent of the variation. The linear equation
Y = -5.93 + .303X, illustrated by the line in Figure~. best describes
the relatjon between the number of mixers and population density.
The average number of mixers per day (per 25 cm x 25 cm) ranged
from a minimum of 1.4 on 15 April (the first sampling date) to a maximum of 74.7 on l .July (Table l). These are associated with estimated
population densities in Lhe same area of 35 on 8 April and 165 on Z9
.June. Thus frc111 4 to 45% of the animals present are estimated t~ have
moved per day.
Th~ pattern of a~x~ng by E. socia in the days after raiufall is
presented in the upper half of-Figure s. The vertical bars show plus or
minus two standaTd errors of the meaLs. Two significant peaks of mixing
follow rainfall. In SE England, Bowden, Haines and Mercer (1976) found
that the number of climbers increased after rainfall. Earlier work on
E. socia has demonstrated the synchronizing ~ffect of rainfall on molting
and periods of fasting (unpublished except an abstract; Waldorf, 1978).
The fractions of empty animals from. suction samples collected through
the waEm periods of 1978 and 1977 are shown for successive days after
rainfall in the lower half of Figure 5. The fractions of pharate animals
of the same body sizes ~re represented by the vertical bars. There are
peaks of fasting at two days and at four day after rainfall (Waldorf.
unpublished). Since I know of no laboratory evidence for fasting except
preceding and following ecdyses (see for example, Tllibaud l~u8, 1976),
this susaests that two molts follow rainfall. The peaks of mixing occuring I~ and 4~ clays after rainfall coincide approximately with th~
timing of molting. The absence of data for the fraction of mixers at
two days and fou~ days after rainfall might account for the differenc~s.
The general similarity of these graphs supports the idea that animals
mix about the time o~ ecdyses.
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FIGURE 4. A)illustrates 6 PM temperature and the fraction of mixers on
aucr..=.ash·e sample dates. The points in B) represent the relations~ip observed between number of mixers and general population
density. 'nle equation is illustrated by the line.
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AFTER

RAINFALL

FIGURE 5. The relationship of the fraction of mixers, the fraction empty
and the fraction pharate to the timing of ra~nfall (R), The vertical bara show plus or minus two standard errors of the mean.
The fractious empty are for large animals from 20 WAl1D collection
dates in 1978 and 21 in 1977. The numbers give the sample sizes
in which pharate animals were observed.
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DISCUSSION
The failare of the lower surfaces to cRtch s~ringtails is evidence
that locally the grease has a repellant effect. Those animals trapped
probably come from outside the range detectable by their chemoreceptora.
Th.is suggests that all jumped onto the traps either spontaneously or
followiug stimulation. Consequently, the numbers caught estimate imnigration from beyond a minimum distance and underestimate the total
numbers entering the area which would include Lhose that walk in.
The data on the general population from the suction samples also
underestimates the actual density. The unknown correction factor should
take into account factors that influence samplinK efficiency and those
that influence the numbe~ of animals present. Because both the measures
of mixing and density err in the same direction, the ratio of the twn is
more accurate. As the suction samples include many individuals, neitbex
the distribution of gut contents nor the distribution of body sizes wiil
be altered substantially by further increase.
The data indicate that immigrants are adults near the time of ecdyses.
As a consequence of its empty gut, the lighter weight immigrant might
travel further. The new microhabitat will provide a different fool supply
and affect reproduction. Both the immigrants and residents have access
to new sources of gametes with the advantages that genetic variation confers. Females of Sinella curviseta in laboratory culture cannot retain
sperm through the molting process; they pick up sperm and oviposit early
in certain intermolts (Waldorf,1971). If E. socia is similar and conditions
are favorable' by moving near the time of ecdysis many female i::migr.ants
can immediately utilize sperm fr01D new associates to ovipoait.
Some euedaphic springtai~~ have diurnal cycles of vertical movements
1961). My pTeliminary observations suggest that these characterize
Bntomobrfa aocia. Individuals were not visible to an observor at 4 PM, but
war;- vis ble When the habitat was nezt namined at 7 PM. The time of \.pward
movem.1nt coincides with a peak of hoTizontal immigration. After moving upward some animals tend to nave laterally. Horizontal movements occur in intervals between periods of Lemperatu~e eztremes and in tirwes that avoid the
low air humidity characteristic of mid-afternoon (2 to 4 PM).
(Leuthold~

Population density was the primary variable that influenced the
number of mixers per day. The linear relation depicted in Figure 4B
suggests that below a density of about 20 individuals per sample (49,U00mm2)
no aixing occurs. In two years of population sampling this density or a
lower density characterized from January through March of both years and
July through December of 1977 (Waldorf, unpublished).
More data on mixing would allow an evaluation of the ecological relation of mixing to population density. How does the fraction of mixers
vary with increasing population densit,Y?
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By syuchronizing molting. rainfall indirectly affects the timing
of most mi.zing. It tends to synchronize i1111igl:ati1ln. Tbe bloC>Uli= of
bacteria that follow rainfall posslbly supplement the diet and accelerate the breakdown of other organic foods. As a consequence immigrants might be more likely to find an abundance of available food.
co2 experimentally introduced stimulates increased horizontal movement
in epigeic species (Joosse and Kapteijin.1968). Since a burst of co 2
is generated by microbiol activity shortly after rainfall. natural
co2 might stimulate the peak of mixing following rainfall.
SUMMARY

'When individuals of E. socia that moved horizontally in their
natural habitat werP. compared with individuals of the general population.
the mixers ~ere found to be of large body size and more likely to have
empty guts. The numbers of mixers varied through the 24 hour cycle witl".
maxima at 9 to 11 AM and 5 to 9 PH. The number per day was dependent
primarily on pop~lation density. Two peaks of mixing occur in the days
following rainfall; these coincide approximately with peaks of fasting
end moltiLg in the general population.
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THE EFFECTS OF TRAMPLING ON THE FAUNA OF A FOREST
FLOOR.
I. MICROARTh~OPODS
Irene Garay. Jorge Cancela Da Fonseca and Patrick Blandin
Ecol, Nonn•I, S11pm,11n
Fnmct

INTRODt:CTION

Peri~rban forests have an important social funccion
as recreation aieas • However. suil structure and iif~,espe
cially1 are sometim~s seriuusly troubled by trampling effects. So. it ia of importance to have ecological indicators
able to give us information on the evolution of a disturbed
edaphic ecosystems •

To appreciate pollution effects, inv~stigations have
been carried out not only on Lichens and Bryophytes (Gilbert
,1970), but also on Macrofauna (Novakova,1969; Gilbert,1971)
,and Microarthropods (Lebrun,1976; Bolle et.al •• 1977) • Qn
the other hand. a limited number of studies have beP.n concerned with trampling effects in forests (Liddle,191~).
The atm of the present study is to analyse the Eelationsbip between Microarthropods and soil godificatiuns under trampling influence • According to its role in soil d1namics and its high specific richness and density,studiea
of this fauna may give a more precise and complete infc~ma
tion on the perturbation level,than any abiotic factor of
the ecosystem •
Study area
The work was carried out in a section of the Fontainebleau Forest. near Paris. which is frequently visited by
tourists • The area is located along a road,in front of a
parking lot, and is used f~r picnics and recreation. Trees
are beecbes (Pagus s1lvat1ca L.), and oaks (Ouercus sess1l1flo~a Sm1th); near the road there are also a few pines
(Pinus s1lvestr1s L.).

ME TB ODS
Soil analysis
Three parameters were distinguished: humid~ty,orga
nic matter and porosity. Sampling was made 0 along i~ve rows
parallel to the road and 10 m. apart.Row n 1 was at Sm from
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the road and unde~ the plne trees, ln each row five cilindri~
cal sample units were taken (diameter S cm.). Where a ~olor
ganic horizon (ll) existed,it was ~emoved •
Each s~mple unit was immediate1y weighed and its heigth was measured; afte1 drying at ss 6 c to constant we~gth,
humidity uas calculated. The organic matter was measured by
the Anne method on the fine particles (less than 2 mm.). Debris greater than 2mm in ~iameter waa weighed in ~rder to estimate the total amo•int of or6anic matter. Estimation of porosity was made according to Duchaufour (1960). As the soil
lies on eolian sand, the rea! soil density was calculated
from the sand density, corrected by taking into account the
total organic matter concentration •
Hicroarthropoda sampling
The Hicroarthropods sampling, realized on the 9th January 1978 1 was made along six rows p~rallel to the road and
lOm. apart,except for the sixth row which was only Sm. away
from the fifth. In each row, five sample units were taken
(diameter 5cm.). The Land F layer as well as Scm. of soil
W.!re separated •
Hicroarthropods were extracted in a high gradient extractor. After extractio~, litter was dried at SSC to conscant weigth. The soil was treated as before in order to mesure the organic matter concentration •
RESULTS
Station

ca~acteristics

Results concerning the soil ar~ summarized in ftgure 1 1
tables 1 and 2. As there are pines and patches of grasa along
the road, the border row (row 1) is not comparable to others:
here the soil shows a mor humus (figure la). For this reason,
results from this row are not taken into account in the corr~lation analysis •
The most distinctive parameter of each row is humidity
(see table 1). It is well co~related with porosity and the amount of soil organic matter as well as the total organic matter {table 2) •
Porosity presents a threshold at the level of row four
in which it reach& a normal value (53 to 65%) obtained for the
same substratum in the Fontainebleau Forest (Faille,1977).
Bowever,for those normal values of porosity the concentration ~f soil ~rganic matter is significantly higher.
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in row S than in row 4 (figure lc,d).Values for row 4 are lower than the usual one& for a ~~ddr humus in the F~ntaineble
au Forest : 4.7% (Robin,1971) .
TABLE .1 - Comparison ot humidity,porosi~y and organic
matter concentration between the rows (R) • Nonparametric Utest. 0: no significant; ~: si(o;ni(icant; °"-ti: very significan~.

R1R3 R 1 R4 R11\; R2R3 R2R4 R2~

R R
1 2
Humid:l.ty
Porosit~,

Soil organic Matter
2'otal Organ1c Matter

.

R3R4 R3R5 R4R5

•• •• • • •• •• •• •• •• ... ••
•• •• 0 0 • •• •• •• •• 0
•• •• 0 0 0 •• •• •• •• ••
0
... .--•• •• •• •• 0
~

---

~

TABLE 2 - Correlations between humidity,porosiry end
organic matter • a = a-error . The estimates wer~ mad~ from
the raw data • n = 20 •
2'otal Organic
Soil Organic
.Hatter
Matter
of soil dry
0£ so.il dr9
weigth)
weigth}

,.

,.

Humidity
(II of soil
dry weigth)

Porosity

r
b

= 0.94
0.]4

r

=
=

0.87
a = ]0-B

a

r
b
ft

...= 0.2}

'"'
r
b

=
;-:

0.82
0.47

a "' 42. ]9
a = J0-4

r = 0.8S

0.8J

=

=

a = }0-8
b = 0.4]

a =-i·. 26

(%)

= 0.96

0.27
b
a =-0.26

Porosit:y

a =-}3.82
)0-S
Cl =

UJ-5

~

According to these observations,four different situations can be distinguished :
i) The border (row one); somewhat comparable to rows
and S for poTosity and concentretion of organic matter but
with a different humus type (figure la),
~

with a

ii) The high d~gradati~n zone (rows two and three) ;
lower than normal , a very low concentration

porob~ty

20)

2
TABLE 3 - Estimates of the densities (ind/m ) by rows an•~ Ly gr~up of Microarthropods •
2 1
2
n
The relative errors (er.) were estimated from : Se=
NS(D + !) from Berthet et al.(1970);
2
K
2
2 2
n • t S or n2 = ~ according to the relation between and a and the values of k
'ftl'2
ni
(Blliot,1971) • High relative eirors are due to the extremely low densities and to the
proportion of zeros in the sazple-units •

x

Row 1
ProstJ.grnata
llcur1.diae
GarnasJ.da
'Dropoda
Gamas.1da Parasitodea +
Zercon1dae
Collembola
~rthropleona

6,987 +
- 867
+ f26
JI }07

0

-+ 759

7]3 + JBS
J,767

Coll em.bola
Sgmphgpleona 9,J61'!2,os2
Or1bat:l.da

775 + 286

-

Row 2

Row 3

560 + 209

560 + 209

-

-

6,987 + 867 6,2]3 + 944

-

-

0

0

0

0

J,'167

Row 4

6,987 +
- 867

Row S

Row 6

·-

i·
+
}2,783-4,774
3,]07 + 626 ]2,783-4,774

0
J,]20 +
- 7}2

-

.
+
+
}0,084-2,9}4
:JS,668-5,260

+ 552
},630-

+
],630-552

+
6,264-2,389

+
6,264-2,389

+ 759 ],767 + '159 JJ ,204-5,]75
+
65,64s"!:2qos5 65.,648!20,095

-

-

998 + 2]8 J, 73] + 594

-

-

-

775 + 286

775 + 286

-

],732

,.

- 594

306 +

- 249

-

-

306 + 249

+
+
24,995-9,91)
77S + 286 24,995-9,92}

-
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I

I
I

I
I
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of organic matter aad a high reduction of water content • The
absence of F layer indicates that the organic matter cycle is
upset • In fact,leaves are swept ou: from this zone during winter and spring and accumulate at the level of row 5 according
to the microtopography . The low values of organic matter concentration correspond with the profiles: the A11 horizon is wissing in row 2 (figure lb) and a A
horiz~n of only 1-2 cm is
obser~ed at the level of row 3 • TRls zoce presents a layer o~
0.5-1 cm of very leached sand between litter and soil . Some
further drillings demon~trated other abnormalities in the profiles, as superficial recasting of sand and leaching patches •
iii) The transition zone(row four),with a very thin F layer.
The porosity is normal • Th~ low concentration of organic matter
and a discontinuity,represented by a shallow layer (0.5 cm) of
leached sand between the F layer and the A
horizon,suggest
that the organic matter cycle is disturbed 11 (figure ld) •
iv) The mosaic zone (row five) • This is a patchy zone
and we have chosen for sam~ling places where a~cumulation exists.
The litter can r~ach a depth of 7 cm or more • The porosity is
normal but the organic matter coLcentratlon is very high: 5.9
* 1.5% (figure Id) •
The microarthropod communities
Quantitative and qualitative characterization
Results are summarized in table 3 and figure 2 • A comparative analysis of the different rows shows that the microarthropod groups appears or increase in density in passing from
the high degradation zone (row 2 and 3) to the mosaic zone (row
S ~nd 6) • However Collembola Symphypleona have a different pattern . In effect,their abundance decreases towards the mosaic
z~ne in which they are almost absent • In addition,this group
is significantly more abundant in the border row (U-test,u•0.028)
The Acaridiae,98% of which belong to the Tyroglyphidae,
present the maximal density in row S (U-test,u=0.028)
The density and presence or absence of the different
groups allow to distinguish four Microarthropod communities.
These correspond to the soil zones described before (figure 2).
t·

i) ~he border ~ommunity (row one) is chara~terized by
mphypleona and the Acaridiae (41X and 31% of the total
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FIGURE 2 . Densities (histograms) and relative abundances
(circles) of Microarthropods in the different rows of samples • Circle surfaces are proportional to the square root
of the total density in each row •
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density respectively) and by the absence of the Gamasida Uropoda • Oribati~a and Arthropleona are present, but in very low
numbers •
ii) The high degradation zone community (rows two and
three} • In this zone,che total density of Microarthropods is
ten times less than in the mosaic zone • The community can be
characterized by the dominance of Acaridiae (63% of the total
density) , by the absence of Gamasida (both: Uropoda and nonUropod!) and by the very low density of Oribatida: 775% 286
ind./m
iii) The transition zone community (row four) • In this
zone the Microarthropod density is tvice that of the previous
zones • Arthropleona are dominant (45% of the total de~sity),
while the relative abundance of Acaridiae decreases (28%) ;
this is also the case for Oribatida and Symphypleona • Gamasida non-Uropoda are present •
iv) The mosaic zone community (rows five and six) • The
only significar1t difference between the two last rows concerns
Aca~idiae densities (U-teat,aa0.005) • The other Microarthropods have similar densities in the two rows • Arthropleona represents 47.81 of the total density in row S and 54% in row 6 •
The density of Oribatida is about 32 times higher than in other
zones and tbef~ relative abundance is 18% and 20.5% in rows S
and 6 respectively . Gamasida Uropoda are present .
Relationships
organic matter

~etween

Microarthropods, litter and soil

Table 4 shows that the total number of Microarthropods
in each core sample ts significantly correlated with the litter
(L + F), dry weigth and also witb the organic matter concentration in the soil • This is not surprinsing, inasmuch as the organic matter and the 1it~er are not independent (r=0.43; c=0.01).
However, the correlation between litter Microarthropod 1 s
number and the amount of litter is significantly higher than ~he
correlation between the soil_ficroartbropod's number and the organic matter : r > rA ; rs=lO
(see t&ble 4) • This is also true
1
for Collembola and
O~ibatida alone •
In a prot~cted fQrest area the soil Microarthropods are
independent of the soil organic •atter (Garay,unpublished data).
This is also observed,in a very different ecosystem,by Santos,
De Pree and Whitford (1978), but they found a dependence between
Mi~roarthropods and the amount of litter • Sa, other parameters,
differert from the organic matter concentration,remain to be
found ~n order to explain the distribution of soil Microarthropoc!s •
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TABLE 4 - Correlations between Hicroarthropods and the
amount of litter, and between Hicroarthropods and the concentration of organic matter, in the core-samples. a= a-error •
Hi.croarthro-

IUcroarthropods
by core-sample
b!I level :
(L+F) or so.J.l (L+FI and so1l
pods

L.it:ter
(g)

.

r] = 0.84
b
= O.S7
a =49.48
CJ
= J0-6

L+F

n = 2S

r4

Soil organ1c
Hatter <•J
n = 24

b

a
a

= 0.31
=23.94
=39.]7
= 0.08

r2
b

a
a

...

O.SS
11::72. 42
=-J2.S9
= J0-2

rs = 0.54
b
•1].32
a =-JJ. 00
Cl
= o.,;J

Oribat:ida

-

Collembola
by level
(L+F) or soil
r3
b

a
Cl

...

0.86

•4].BB
=4J.S]
J0-1

=

r6 = o. 4]
=2].75
b
a
=47.7]
a

- o.os

Nevertheless, in our disturbed area, a more detailed
observation of data shows a tbreshold phenomenon in the transition zone: when the o~ganic matter concentration is less
than 4.81 , the number of Microarthropods is low and only for
higher values of organic matter concentration the presence of
aggregates may be observed •
Litter Accumulation and Microarthropods
In figure 3,representing the relationship between litter dry weigth per core-sample and numbe~ of litter Collembola and Oribatida,two dotted lines para1lel ~o the ~-axis
diferenciate three sets of points.The first line corresponds·
to the maximum a~ount of litter whev there ts not F layer
(l.49&g) and the &~cond oue corresponds to the value X = L+F.

L+F was estimated from the value of the jenny coef f icient IC.,given by Lemee and Bicbaud (1973) fnr an andisturbed
area with the same substratum and the same vegetation :
IC. -

and

'L=

L

L

+

& Li

ZS

F -

=

0.38
0.90Sg

where L 1 is the amount of L layer in the core-sample number i .
'lhus.

L+i •

2. 38g

2o8

Moat of the points corresponding to the high degradation
zone (rows 2 and 3) are included in the first sat of points.while most of the points of row 6 and S are respertively included
in the second and third set of ?oints • The transposition between points of row 5 and 6 is due to the fact that litter coming fr~m the high degradation zo~e accnmulatea in the normal
region near the trampling area (row 5) • How~ver. a point of
high accumulatio~ exists in row 6 due to microtopographic conditions: the am~unt of litter is 6.4 g and there are 407 Collemb..,la and Ori bat ida •
The ab~ve results demonstrate that the number of Microaris correlated with the amount of litter • Considering
only the Oribatida, their core-sample number (litter and soil)
is also significantly c~~related with the corr~sponding litter
quantity: r=O 71 (m= 10 ) • It is therefo~e of interest to
study the specific composition of this group in order to compare
the different categories of samples characterized in figure ~.
t~ropods

In the samples taken from the high degradation zone and
represented between the Y axis and the line x = l.496g,7 species
have been found in very low density : Carabodes lab~rin~h1cus
(Michael), cam1s1a horr!da (Hermann), ~ectocepheus sarekensis
Tragardh, Phth1racarus niteno (Nicolet), Ach1pteria coleoptrata
(L.). Chamobates pusillus (Ber) and Chamobates incisus •
In the samples repreaented between x = l.496g and x =
2.38g, 20 species have been found . The Oppidae are represente~
by Oppiella insculpta (Paoli), Oppiella minus (Paoli) • The
Brachychthoniidae by Brachychthonius impressus Moritz.Liochth~
nius simplex (Forssluud) aud Liochthon1us cf. tuxeni (Foroalund).
The Suct~belbidae by Suctobelbella sarekensis (Forssl~nd), Suc~obelbAlla cf. perforata (Strenzke) and Suc~obeJbella subcorn1gera (Forsslund) •
In the samplEs corresponding to litter accumulBtion,31
species were identified • Among them ther• ST.~ 3 species of
Oppidae: o. insculpta, o. minus, Oppiella . va {Oudemans); 9
species of Brachychthoniidae: B. impressus, Brachychthonius
bimaculatus Willmann. Brachychoch~honius suecicus Forsslund,
Brachychochthonius cf. jacoti (Evans). Bracl1ychochthon1us rostratus (Jacot). L. ~uxeni, Liochthonius horridus (Sellnick).
L1ochthonius brev1s (Michael), Paraliochthonius piluliferus
Forsslund; and 5 species of Suctobelbidae: s. cf. sarekensis,
s. ~f. perfor•ta, s. subcorn1gera, Suc~obelbelia intermedia
(Willmann), Suctobe~bella nasalis (Porss1und)
The accumulation places are characterized by an impor-
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tant increase of specific richness, which is mostly due to
species generally considered as microphytophagous • This fact
suggests that the trophic conditions can be modified by litter accumulation •
CONCLUSIONS
A comparative analysis of Microarthropod patterns in the
study area allows us to classify them according to their %eaction to perturbations indu~ed by trampling .
Three groups may be distinguished : i) The first group
includes species whic~ seems tc be opportuuist • This is the
case of Acaridiae Tyroglyphidae, a family comprising species
living in different environments a~ sto•ed foods,human and
animal habitats, agricultural soils treated with pesticides
(Karg,1979) • Some Pro&tigmata ar~ eq~ally found in the high
degradated zone and are true capable of living in extreme conditions, but usually in small numbers .
ii; A second group in~ludc5 apecies belonging to Symph~
pleona and Orib&Llda adapted to open spaces where Lhe microcliwate shows im~ortant variations: some Symphypleona are known
for their ability to live in open environments thanks to various
morphologi~al and physiological adapta~icJs (Betsch,BetRch and
Vannier, 1979) . This· is also true for Oribatida like Camisia
horrida , Carabodes labyrlnchicus and ~ectocepheus sarekensis
which we have not ouly found in the degradated zone uf the study area but also in the parking lot • These species are known
for their abllity to live in environments showjng extremely variable conditions .
iii) The third grcup consists of speci6S whose absence
or low densities in tbe disturbed zones express Yurious sensibilities to trampling : a) a first set includes very sensitive species which only exist where porosity,soil organic matter and litter structure are normal • These species belong to Uropoda and
the Oribatida: Oppidae, Suctobelbidae and Brachichthoniidae which
are mainly microphytophagous living in hu~us layer • b) anoLher
set is formed by less sensitive species capable of surviving in
an environment partial.ly modified by trampling • This is the
case of Arthropleona and Gamasida non-U~opoda • The number of
these predators is normally correlated with that cf Collembola
which are their potential preys (Blandin et.al.,in press)
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These observations allow us to propose the use of Micruarthropods as indicators of trampling damage . In particu1&~, this co~ld be of practical usefulness for the evaluation
of the threshold beyond which these damages are irreve~sible.
Taking into account th& overall quantitative and qualitative changes undergone by the community of Microarthropods,precise indications ~ould be obtained • The quantitative variations of a single species - or category- do not allow to draw definitive conclusions, although these could be
provided by ~he comparative study of species ha~~ng different sensibilities . It is therefore the whole community which could be a good ecological indlcqtor of the trampling impact •
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THE EFFECTS OF TRAMPLING ON THE FAUNA OF A FOREST
flOOR.
II. MACROARTHROPODS
Spyros Molfetas and Patrick Blandin
Ecolr Normalr S..prrit•rt
Franrt

INTRODUCTION
Based on the observation obvious to any biologist, that environmental conditions quite clearly determine the living beings present, one may conversely seek to describe the physical environment
through the organisms that inhabit it. In fact, ecologists constantly employ different organisms as indicators, in order to c~aracteri
ze certain situations or phenomena which are difficult to approach
directly.
In aquatic environments, the use of estimates of quantitative
and qualitative changes in animal comm1.111ities as bioindlcators in the
examination of certain alteration factors c~ater pollution) is highly
applied. On the contrary in the case of terrestrial environments these methods are still in Lhe research stage (Novacova, 1969 ; Gilbert,
1971 ; Liddle, 1975 ; Lebrun, 1976).
The position of animals in the trophic sequence of ecosystems
accounts for an ability of integration greater than that of vegetation. This should motivate research o! .!cological indicators in order
to detect, define, and measure the levels of global perturbation in
ecosystems.
Since January 1978 we have been engaged in a research project
on the Macroarthropods cODllDUllity as indicator of evolutionary tendencies in suburban woodland areas. This work s~~ks to define multispecific groups, able to provide precise indicaL~ons on the state and
evolution of suburban forestrial environments. In particular we concentrate our interest on the effects of trampling on the Macroarthropods of the woodlands floor which are subject to a high frequentation
rate.
St:udy area
The forest of Fontainebleau. situated 60 km away from Paris.
was chosen for our investigations, a• it supports particularly heavy
visitation rates. The fore&~ attracts 9,000 9 000 visitors per year
i.e. an average of 25,000 visitors pe~ day (S.A.R.E.S. 1 data for
f969). For s~ling area, it was chosen a 0.2 ha woodland section.
The aver4ge altitude is 100 m. The regions mean annual temperature
is 10.1•c and t:he mean annual rainfall 697 mm. So.me characteristics
of temperatures ar.d rainfalls annual repartition are presented in
figure I. The section's c.snopy consists o! Fogus silval:lca L. with
some GIB.ztaus sessi.1.if'l,ora Smith, lofty trees. Six Pir.us si. Z.ucstl9ts
L. are along bol'de.ring road. Thmoe. is no ground yegetation.
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FIGURE J. Average monthly temperatures in •c and rainfall in DUil
in the Fontainebleau region (data from Meteorologie Rationale).
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FIGURE 2. Average monthly visitation rates in the parking lot in
of the study area (data from the observation of the num'&er of v .. taicles
during week ends.
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An important reason for the choice of this area was tr.at a
parking lot is situated in front of this section, from the other side
of the road. So the frequentation rates were expected to be higher
than the average values of Fontainebleau as it is known that most visitoTS frequent particular areas which offer certain conveniences
(parking lots. easy access). People also, do not leave their vehicles
more than JOO m behind. thereby remaining within very limited arL•as
(Baillon, i973). Researches in fores trial environmentr. on the influence of tramplir;g in vegetation, have pointed out that in such z.,1nes
the tourist im?act and lhP degradation of soil and vegetation "Ire considerable (Fallinski, 1973 ; Littel, 1974).
Annuals litter evolution
Litter's evolution was followed by pictures every week from
January 1978 to January 1979. In the end of November the floor is covered from the leaves fallen ~~ring Autumn. Progressivelyunder the
wind's influence and RS the soil is subsided, leaves accumulate more
or less in certain places according to the microtopography. So during
January and February, only in the backgro\llld of the section we can
observe an undistcrbed litter which ohows three distinct layers :

i) 'nle L layer formed by leaves

~hich fell during the previous
Autumn.
ii) The F layer which consists of partly decomposed leaves.
iii) The H layer which consists of amo:rphous humus.

In Spring, three

zon~s

parallel to the road can be recognised:

i) The first is almost nude, but however w:th small spots of
accumulated litter. It will be called from now on ~one of high degradation.
ii) The transition zone corresponds in the area where litter
accumulates in wide spots, but some places remain nude.
iii) The last zone seems to be relatively undisturbed showing
an abundant and permanent litter.
Frequentation of the studz area
All throughout 1978, the cumber of vehicles in the parking lot
area, was observed and frequentation rates of t.he secti~n were estimatgd. The histogram traced from these data, points out the bimodality of frequentation with two maxima, during March-April and October
(figure 2), a finding that corresponds to the general frequentation
of the forest of Fontainebleau.

METHODS
After a preliminary sampling in June 1978, it was decided
to do
series of r..mples every three mouths. starting from November 1978. The preliminary sampling pointed out the existence of a
certain gradient in the spatial distribution of Macroarthropods.
Thus, we deeided to collect samples along four rows parallel to the
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road and r;f,ee~ meters apart. Seven s~mple units were taken in aach
Row. Samples ware limited by a 25 x 25 cm metal frame inside wnich
litter was collected. Samples in February and May, for the first two
Rows, were ~ollected in spots where l~tter was accumul~ted and not in
the completly nude soil. Litter was kept in paper hags, and back in
the laboratory was put in Berlese-Tullgr~n funnels with light as heat
source for fifteen days, adequate duration for the extraction o{ all
the MRcroarthropods (Geoffroy, 1979). Animals were collected in recipientr. contdining Salycilic Acid.
RESULTS
Results are summarized in tables l, 2, 3 and figur~s 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, JO. A complete absence of certain groups of Macroarthropods such as Isopods, Pseudoscorpions and Opilions, everywhere in th2
area, is observed. An extremely low presence of other groups such as
Diptera, Diptera larvae, Coleoptera, Coleoptera larvae and Millipede.a
are observed to exhibit important densities. unless in certain periods and usually in the background of the section (figures 5, 6, 7,
8, 9). On the other hand, the Spiders and Centipedes are present, but
in low densities and not throughout the whole s~pling period (figu:::-es 3. 4).
TABLE l. Estimates of the densities (in~./m2) by Rows and by
_groups ot Macroarthropods in November sampling. The relative errors

(er) were estimated from re=~~ [~ + ~). Berthet and GErard, 1970 ;
t 2s2
t 2
J
o2 = ~
or D2 = -:
according to the relations
between -x and Sz and the
DX
DX
values of K (Elliot. 1971). Great relative errors are due tn the extremely low densities. • one ;.ndividual per Row ; • •two individuals
per Row.

ROW 1
10.3

Spiders
Centipeds
Millipedes
Diptera
Co/eoptera
Dipt.
Larvae
Col.
Larvae
Ants

-

1:

6.2

er : 60 Z
3.4 ± 2.7
er : 79 %

0
20.0 ± 8.Z
er : 41 %

ROW2
10.3

±

6.2

er : 60 %
3.4 ± 2.7
er : 79 %

-12.2 ± 7.5

er : 61 %
20.0 ± 8.Z
er : 41 %

65.1 ± 15.8 65.1

ROW 3

ROW4

22.9 ± 19.0 48.0 ± 16.0
er : 83 %

11.4 ± 9.9
er : 86 %

12.2

±

7.5

er : 61 %
20.0 ± 8.2
er : 41 I

er : 33 %

12.2

±

7.6

er : 61 %

12.2

±

7.5

er : 61 %
20.0 :!: 8.2
er : 41 I

15.8 125.7 ± 30.5 125.7 ± 30.5
er : 24 %
er : 24 I
377. l ± 274.3 379.0 ± 84.0 379.0 ± 84.0 379. 0 ± 84.0'
:!:

er : 24 %

-er : 24 %

er : 73 %

er : 22 %

.

97.6 ± 15.5197.6 ± 15.5
er : 16 %

0

er : I 6 % •
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er : 22 :Z

97.6 ± 15.5
er : 16 Z

4.1 ± 2.4

er : 59 %

er : 22

97.6

:z.

:t 15.5
er : 16 :Z
4.1 :!: 2.4

er : 59 :Z
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TABLE z. Estimates of the densities (illl'l./m2) by Rows and by
groups of Macroarthropods in February sampling.

*

one individual per Row {Seven sanap\e units) ;
**two individuals per Rc.w (Seven sample units).

Spiders

ROW 1

ROW 2 ROW 3 RO.W 4

3.8

3.8

2.2

±

er : 57 %

Diptera

0

Coleoptera

Df!t·arvae

Co/.

Larvae
Ants

-

9.1

0

0

*

.i_

I
10.2
er

7.0

er : 7b %

:!:

43.4

7.1

69 %

~

:!:

27.6

er : 6] Z

10. z

~

er : 2-, Z

7.4

:!:

er : 81 Z

7.1

20.s

:t 15.1
er : 73 %

96.0

:!:

42.4

er : 44 %

140.0 433.0

er : 32 %

0

3.9

:!:

9.1

114.2 :!: 29.9 114.2 ± 29.9 153.0 :! 38.3
er : 25 %
er : 2b z
er : 26 %
0

12.0

:!:

er : 87 %

er : 56 Z

:!:

:!

13.7

6.9

er : 69 Z
70.0 :!. 23.6
er : 33 %

1G9.0 ± 45.B 169.0 ± 45.8 433.0
er : 27

2.2

:!:

0

- -- **
0

3.8

er : 57 le

Centipeds

Millipedes

2.2

:!:

er : 57 %

:!:

140.0

er : 32 %

169.1
~r

±

62.3

: 36 %

0

0

TABLE 3. Estimates oi the densities {indi/m2) b1 R.ows and by
group& of Macroarthropods in May sampling.
* one individual per Row (Seven saniple units) ;
individuals per Row (Seven sample units).

••two

ROW 1

ROW2

ROW3

ROW4
6.8

:!:

Spiders

0

0

0

Centipeds

0

0

0

Millipede~

0

c

*

**

0

70.7 :!: 10.9
er : IS Z

70.7

56.0

33.1

Diptera
Co/eoptera
Dipt.
Larvae
Col.
Larvae
Ants

33.l

:!:

8.8

er : 26 Z

64.0

:I:

25.1

er : 39 Z

55.5

:I:

21.4

:!:

er : 38 Z
64.0 ± 25.1
er : 39 %

18.8 55.5 ± 18.8

-- • 3' %

0

56.0

Al"

8.5

:

33 %

:I:

3.5

er : 41 %
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:I:

0

**
21.4

er : 38 I
112.0 :I: 29.5
er : 26 %

55.5

:!:

18.8

er : .33

4.1

:t

5.9

er : 86 ,,

%

2.4

e.r : 511 %

:I: 10.9
er : l.i Z
:!:

8.7

er : 26 Z

112.0

:I:

29.6

er : 26 I

82.2
er

23.0

:I:

13.2

16 !:

!

:I:

15.8

er : 68 !

Quantitative and qualitative characteristics
Results of non pnrametrlc U-test comparizon between different
groups and Row• in the three periods of sampling, are summarized in
table 4. The values of U-test comparizon o! all the groups densities
between Rows one and four sre highly significant. All the groups show
much higher a~e~age densit~es in Row four than in Row one. Millipades
and Ants are not even pres~nt in Row one in any sampling period. Only in the case of Diptera, Di~tera Laivae and Coleoptera Larvae in
November sampling were the dersities practically the same, between
these two Rows (figures 5 1 6 1 8),
In the intermediate area bet~·een Rows one and four, the differences in the group average densitie&~ seem to be not so clear. No
difference in the densities between Row two and Row three for almost
all the groups, could be observed (Milli~edes, Spiders, Diptera, Diptera Larvae and Coleoptera Larvae in Novead>er sampling, Diptera in
February and Coleoptera adults and Larvae in May sampling). Some
groups, also, have densities not significantly different, between
Rows one and two (Cole9ptera in November's sampling, Diptera Larvae
and Spiders in May's sampling), as well as between Rows three and
four (Coleoptera in November, Diptera Larvae in February, Diptera
adults and Larvae in May).
Thus, we see that the ma.in distinction existing be.tween the Macroarthropod densities is this between Rows one and four. In the intermediate R~ws the groups-~cept from t~e predators- have similar
densities.
The Macroarthropod communities
Taking into account the groups present and absent in each Row,
and their relative abundances, three Macroarthropod CC'llllllunities could
be distinguished, corresponding more or less directly to the intensity of perturbation.
In the first zone, corresponding to Row one, the co1111JNnity is
characterized by the complete absence of Millipedes and Ants (figures
9 1 JO), by the partial absence of Spiders, Centipedes and Diptera 1 and
by a very important reduction of all the Macroar~hropod densities. The
domina~t group is the Diptera Larvae.
Thi! second zone (Rows tt«> and three), is situated at an intermediate distance from the road. The communit1 he~e is characterized b7
the appearence of the groups not existing in the previous zone. Nevertheless the densities of the Macroarthropod community in this zone ar'
=elatively low, lower than those in Row four. The groups of predators
still existing in the section, seem to be most affected, allowing the
lowest relative abundance. Diptera and Coleopttra Larvae are still the
dominant groups.

The thi":d Macroarthropod coDD.unity corresponds to the last sa1r
pling zone (Row four). Litter here is abundant with a vertical structure during winter corresponding to the three layers previously described. The pert~rbation of this zone by trampling seems to be negli;ible. D1t:nsities of certain groups such as Spiders and Centiped'es are
five and nine times respectively higher that tllose in the first zone.
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TABLE 4. Non parametric U-test comparizon between Rows and rlifferent groups £or all
the sampling periods. Level of significance : 0.05.
• non significant ; * significant i

* *highly significant.

R,R, R1R3 R1R41

~R:i ~R.

MAY

FEBRUARY

NOVEMBER

Raf\

R.R2 R1R3

R.~., ~

l\R4 R_,R4 ~~ R1R3

R,R.. RA Rtff• R,,I\

~

Spiders
Centipedes

Millipedes
Diptera
Diptera

Larvae
Coleoptera

Coleoptera
Larvae
Ants

•

** ** ** ** **
• ** •• ** ** **
** ** ** • • •

• • • • • •
* ** • • •. •
• ** ** ** • •
• • • • • •
• ** ** ** ** •

• • ** • •• ** • • 1* * • ** **
• • ** • ** ** • • • • • •
• • ** • ** • • • • • • •
** ** ** • ** ** • ** ** ** ** •
• ** ** ** ** • • ** * ** •
** ** ** • ** ** ** ** • • ** •
• ** ** ** ** • • • • • ** **
• • • • • • ** * ** * ** ••
0

. ___I

A preliminar comparjz~n between the densitie1 of Macroarthropods in
this zone and those of a non trampled, similar forest floor was made.
(Station Biologique de Foljuif, E.N.S., situated 20 km south of our
study area, unpublished data). This comparizon points out that almost
all the grourg from the third zone cf our study area have lower densities than tt~se of the practicly non trampled floor. Nevertheless,
Coleoptera I.ave in all the sampling periods much higher densities
than those of Foljuif.
However the composition of Macroarthropod community in this
third zon£ appears not to differ significantly from this of the non
perturbated floor.
Seasonal variations of the Macroarthropod communities
In the end of November litter is formed over the study area as
an bomogenous layer of leaves. This litter is rapidly inhabited by
many groups (Tabl~ J). Although litter is homogenously distributed,
a certain gradient between Rows can be easily observed, for Spiders,
Centipedes, Ants and Coleoptera. Other groups such as Diptera adults
and larvae, Co!eoptera Larvae, and even Millipedes seem to be unaffected i~ thia period. During winter, with the: litter's accumula~ion
in the less trampled on places, the influence of perturbation ]s
clearest in all the groups, which show progressively increasing densities from Row one to Row four. During Spring the i~tensity of trampling reaches its maximum (figure 2). The composition of the Macroartbropod ~ommunity in Zones one and two is completely different from
February to May samplir~ (rables 2 and 3). Thus, Spiders, Millipedes,
Ants and Diptera are c~'mpletely absent fr'>lll Row one and two while
they show low densities iu Rows three and four. Centipedes are absent
from all the area.
The predator populations
The previous di$cussion focused on the spatial and temporal variations of the structure of Macroarthropods comm.unity under the influence of Ferturbatious _;_ntluced by trampling. We observed tl1at the
predators are affected the most, their densities re.1tponding almost directly to the intensity of perturbation factors. Spiders and Centipedes are praC'tically the only predators remaining in the area. The density of Spiders increases progressivly from. Row one to Row four. The
number of species present, also follows this pattern : in November's
sampling, we found only one species : Leptyp'hantes f"larJi.pea in Row
one, two species, Nso Vt7gans (Bl.). !I''hendium vitta"tulrr C.L. Koch in
Row two, and five species, Centzoomenta conoinna, (rh.),, Lept;yp'han:tes
minutas,, Bl., Ti.so vagans~ Lepti:phantes f'lauipes Bl., CentZOCW1enus
a.eqwzZis C.L. Koch, in Rows three and four.
The study of Centipedes shows that the Lithobiomorph do not
appear all over the study area. Only one species of Geophilomorph
Sc'he11dyZa. nemoztensis C.L. Koch, was found in the first and the second zone, while four different species (three immatures and a BzoochygeophiZies t.Joynco1'U111 Meinert, were fllund in the third zone (Row
four).
These results show the important relation which may exist between certain perturbation factors and the specific richness of the
predator communities in the soil ecosystem.
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CONCLUSIONS
The study of the Macroarthropod co11DQunities ot a trampled on
forest soil, facusd on certain aspects of their structure. First of
all we wish to underline the complete absence of certain functional
gcoup& such as Pseudoscorpions and Cpilions 1 whose the role as rredators is important for the community. Also, the absence of the especially important for litter's decomposition group of lsopoda 1 is
remarquable. The reasons of disappearence of these functionally and
taxonomically very different groups, have to be identified. Rowever 1
other predator groups such as Spiders, Centipecles and Ants are present in much lower de11sities than it& non trampled on zones. The sampling by Rows, pointed out that their numbers and specific rich.1ess
increase when the perturbation in t.hc floor is less important (figures land 4). Studies in ecosystems of different structures, also
show that the predators arc always affected the D&Ost (Novacova, l 969 ;
Llttel, 1974 ; Van ~CL Ploeg and von Wijngaarden, 1975).
From the other hand, groups such as Diptera and Coleoptera seem.
to be no affected directly. showing howev~r certain gradients in their
densities corresponding to the intensity of perturbation.
'Ibus 1 Macroarthropods, which do not show the same preferences
in habitat and nutrition, de not react in the &&Die way, in trampling.
Through the study of these reactions and the. !. .:roarthropod communities modifications, it will be possible to measure the effects and to
characterize the. impact of perturbation induced by trampling.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

G. KLE_!:
Did you find any physical tir damaqed or dead
larqer macroarthropods in the heavily walked over areas in
Row 1 or Row 2, that appeared to be injured by being stepped on?
~ MOLFETAS:
The damages, in individuals with a lGnqth
of 5 mm is very difficult to be identified. In any case,
our method was not the hand sortinq samplinq but the ex-traction in Berlese-Tullqren, so that the already dead animals
could not be extracte~.
MS. R. SNrDER:
rn casual samplinq near the established
rows, did you frequently find isopods? What was (were) the
species?
.§.. MOLFETAS: During the whole samplinq period we have
never found any isopods in this section. Nevertheless in
adjacent section of the forest, with similar vegetation
structure, but not tra."1\pled, we can find easily 11 normal 11
densities of isopods. The same happens also with the control
(Station Biologique de Foljuif).
B.STEVBNSON: 'rhe presence of W".disturbed litter appears
to be important for a stable macroarthropod community. Does
the importance of this litter habitat·for arthropods rest
prima.1:ily in its structure, energy or food va1ue, or effect
on soil-litter microclimate?
.§.. MOLFETAS: The structure and function of the macroa.rthropod communities in the soil, is related with the litter's
structure, because it is in the same time the habitat and
the food factor, for the decomposers, which are the prey of
predators' populations. So the abundance of litter, determines

I.
more or less the macroarthropods' densities.
!S· R:ICHTER: Ho mention was made of pulmonate mollusks
in your study: Is this an indication they were never ocserved
ani therefore not present in the Forest of Fontainbleau?
s. MOLFETAS: Three slugs were observed during the study
and therefore slugs were not considered as important indicators
of trampling effect.
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SOIL MITE COMMUNITIES IN THE POOREST ENVIRONMENT
UNDER ':"HE ROADSIDE TREES

'Jun-ichi Aoki and **Genichi I<uriki
"Yotolionro Nnt1on11l Uni11trs1ty
""Tohol-11 Drnt11l Uruttrrsily
/11p11n

INTRODUCTION
In the central part of large cities wholly laid with
asphalt, we can see soil surface only around roadside trees.
The areas of about 1 X 1 m suare are mostly naked or covered
by poorly grown weeds and the soil is very firm almost without organic layer. Such an environment seems to be one of
the most unsuitable places to live for most of soil animals.
The present study was carried out in and around Yokohama City to ascertain whether soil mites inhabit such an
environment or ~at and, if they de, what kind of species or
group of mites can live there and how the soil mite communities differs from those of green area.
METHODS
The city of Yokohama is located south of Tokyo and
the second largest city of Japan, having a large population
of about 2,752,000(6454/km 2 ). The sampling was made in May,
1978 at 18 points in three serieses along the Route 16(Figure l). The series A was taken from soils around roadside
trees in the urban area near the center of Yokohama City.
The series B was also taken around roadside trees, but in
the suburban area outside the city. The series C was taken
in green areas in and outside the city, namely in parks or
groves situated not so far from the Route 16. At each point
ten samples of 100 cc soil were taken by the sampler of S
X 5 X 4 cm from around ten trees.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The five groups of soil mites
An unexpectedly large number of soil mites were collected froft any of the three different environments. They
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Figure 1. A map showing the sampling points along the iloute 16.
A1-~;Urban roadsides(in the city), Bi- B5: Suburban
roadsides(outside the city). Ci- c7:Green areas.
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Figure 2. Change in average density of the five groups of soil
mites in the three different environments.
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were classified into five taxonomical groups ~ Gamasida,
Oribatida, Actinedida, Tarsonemida and Acaridida. As shown
in Table 1 and in Figure 2 the densities of Gamasida and
Actinedid& were not so clearly different among the three
different environments, though their ave~age numbers become
slightly higher from the series A to C. However, a distinct
tendency of increase in number of Oribatida was observed in
the green areas(series C) comp•red with the suburban(series
B) and urban roadsides(series A). The average density of
Oribatida in the green areas was about three times as high
as that in the urban roadsides.
On the contrary, the densities cf Acaridida and Tarsonemida were highest i~ the urban roadsides and lowest in
the green areas. The tendency was especially striking in the
case of AcaTidida, its average density in the urban roadsides being 100 times as high as that in the green areas.
A similar tendency was observed in the ca~~arison
among relative abundancies(Z) of the major groups ~f soil
2icro-arthropods including Collembala(Figure 3). The average
density of Oribatida was 30.9% in the grepn area, but it
de~reased to 23.6% in the suburban roadsides and was reduced
to only 5.6% in the urba~ roadsides. On the contrary, Acaridida o~cupied only 1.5% in the green areas, 9.8% in the suburban roadsides, but strikingly increased to 48.9% in the
urban roadsides. Tarsonemida showed a tendency somewhat
different from that of the actual density, reaching to the
highest percentage(16.3%) in the suburban roadsides. Relative abundancy of Collembola was higbest in the green areas
(34.61), but not so strikingly decreased in the roadsides
(25.1% and 20.0%).
The population of Acaridida was mostly composed of a
single species, Tyrophagua putrescentiae ( SCBRANIC. ), which is
known in Japan as a famous pest of stored foods and "tatami"
(straw mats). The species is al~o found in forest soils of
Japan, but always in very low density. The mites of Tarsone•ida mostly consisted of several unidentified species of the
families Scutacaridae a~d Pyemotidae. These two groups of
soil mites, Acaridida and Tarsonemida, seem to prefer environments under heavy human impacts and may be considered
as "anthrophilic" animals, while Oribatida as a whole may
be called "anthrophobic" animals.
In natural forests of Japan or in places under light
human impacts, che order in abundancy of the five groups of
soil mites is usually Oribatida
Gamasida ii!! Actineclida >
Tarsonemida • Acaridida. It was proved that this order was
converted in environments under heavy human impacts as
Oribatida
Tarsonemida = Acaridida > Camasida = Actinedida
in the suburban roadsides or Acaridida > Tarsonemida :> Ori-

>
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Table 1. Density(number/Sx5x4 cm 3 ) o! the five different groups of soil mites
in urban roadside(A), suburban roadside(B) and green area(C) of Yokohama.
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Al
A2
A3
A4
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A6
Bl
82
Bl
B4
BS

Yamashita-cha
Tsuruma
Sengen-cho
Miya ta-cho
Bodogaya
kamihosbikawa
Average
Minami-Machida
lami.·Tsurum
Fuchinobe
Sagamihara
Hiuami-Hashimoto
Average
Sankei-en
Sankei-e:i
Yokohama Station
Yokohama Natn. Univ.

Cl
C2
C3
C4
CS lami-Kawai
C6 Sagamihara
C7 Sagamihara
Average

Gamasida
3.6
2.8
8.6
0.9
S.7
2.6
4.0
2.3
12.1

4.6
6.8

0.9
5.3
8.6
10.l
10.5
4.3
3.2
8.6
1.9
r.. 7

Actinedida

Oribatida

s.o

S.6
11.8
17.3
2.0
6.0
8.0

1.2

11.9
3.2
4.2
o. 7
4.4

8.S

1.7
3.0
4.5
11.6
5.7

13.8
10.4
8.5
35.6
6.1

S.3

14 .9

7.9
15.3
9.8
12.4
6.1
15.1
7.3
10.6

15.3
45.4
24.9
23.2
11.9
39.1
20.2
25.7

Acaridida Taraonemida

Total

26.3
104.1
218.1
36.8
181.8
26.2
98.9

1.9
20.4
3~ .6
15.4
28.1
11.0
18.6

42.4
140.3
290.5
58.3
225.8
48.S
134.3

0.1
13.8
21.8
8.6
0.1
8.9
2.5

1.6
5.6
11.4
14.6
12.7
9.2
0.1
1.6
5.9
7.2
0.1
1.9

19.S
44.9
S0.8
77.2
25.5
43.6
34.4
72 .....
52.3
47.5
22.9
65.4
29.9
46.4

0.3
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0.4
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1.0
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Figure 3. Comparison among relative abundancies of soil microarthropod groups in the three different environments.
A : Urban ro&dsides, B : Suburb cm roadsides, C : Green areas.
The blank ~reas indicate tha total percentage of t~e other
mici;o-arthro1>0ds includinK the remaining mites, araneida,
crustaceans. myriapods and the other insects.
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in the urban roadsides.

The average density ~f total soil mites was highest
in the urban roadsides, being about three times ay high as
that in the suburban roadsides or the green areas. Before
our inv~stigation, we supposed that the mite density would
be very low in the urban roadsides and never expected such
a high density which was attributed to a -great number of
acarid mites.
Analysis of od.batid communities
Ao stated aLove, Oribatida as a whole was found to
be "anthrophobic" animals. But, are they all anthrophobic ?
Io elucidae the problem, the species composition of Oribatida \~ as investigated a+: each sampling point.
A total of 91 species of Oribatida were found, 22
species from the urban roadsides, 37 sp?cies from the sub·
urban roadsides a~d 76 species from the green areas. A part
of the species showed characteristic pattern of appearance
in relation to environmental difference as shown in Table 2.
Oppia tokyoensis AOKI, Oribatula sakamorii AOKI and Eremulus
sp.B of the "group l" were more frequently found in tbe
roadsides(A and B) and considered to be "anthrophilic"
species. Oppia tokyoensis had been described from the soil
under roadside thicket in the central part ~f Tokyo(AOKI,
2)0

Table 2. Gro1~ping of the oribatid species accordb.g to their appearance in the three diJ:ferent
•nvironlll8nts. The figures in the table indicate the degree of average density/100 cc soil
di,•ided into five classes - 1:0.1-0.9, 2:1.0-1.9, 3:2.0-2.9, 4=3.0-4.9, s:s.o-14.6.
Grot\p
l

Urban
roadside

Oribatid species
Oppia tokyoensis AOKI
Oribatula sakamorii AOKI
Eremulus sp.B
Cultroribula lata .AOKI
Metrioppia sp.A
Pissicephlus clavatus (AOltl)
Microzetes auxiliaris GRANDJEAN
Eremobelba japonica AOKI
Multioppia brevipectinata SUZUKI.
Gymobates sp.
Eohypochthonius crassisetiger AOKI
Hypochthoniella minutissima BEBLESE
Machuella ventrisetosa HAMMER
.
Eohypochthonius parvus AOKI
Bhysotritia ardua (C.L.KOCH)
Oppiella nova (OUDEMAHS)
Tectocepheus velatus (MICHAEL)
Oppia ap.33
Oppia ap.1
Quadroppia quadricarinata (MICHAEL)
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2 1 1 1 1 s
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1 2
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I
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I
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1
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2
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l
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2

2

l
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1
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----1974) and Oribatula sakamorii had been collected for the
first time in a greenhouse of melon fruit (AOKI, 1~70) :nid
was later found from poor secondary grasslands and farms.
But, such species are rather exceptionP.~ among the
oribatids. Most of the oribatid species de not like to inhabit poor soil environments under heavy human impacts. The
species of "group 2" and "group l" in Table 2 are normal in
this sense, inhabiting only or mostly the green areas. The
sp•cies of "group 4" are non-selective inhabitauts which
appeared evenly in the three different environments.
CONCLUSION
According to our expectation, the mite group Oribatida decreased in number in the suburban roadsides and more
strikingly in the urban roadsides. Gamasid~ and Actinedida
showed a similar tendency. It is incorrect, however, to say
that all the soil mites decrease in soils unde~ heavy hnman
impacts. Acaridida and Tarsonemida were more abundant in
the roadsides than in the green areas, reaching to the highest number in the urban roadsides which seem generally to
be the poorest environment for soil animals. We may call
these groups of mites "anthrophilic". Even in Oribatida a
few species were found to be anthrorhilic.
LITERATURE CITED
AOKI , J. 1970. A new species of oribatid mite found
fruits in greenhouses. Bull. Hatn. Sci. Mus.
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581-584.
AOKI, J. 1974. A new species of oribatid mite found
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Heteroder11 aoenae Woll. (NEMATODA: TYLENCHIDA), THE
CEREAL CYST NEMATODE: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ITS
POPULATION DENSITY, WHEAT GROWTH AND YIElD, AND
SOIL VARIABILITY IN SOME SOUTH AUSTRALIA1'1 WHEAT
FIELDS ·

-

K. E. Lee and J.C. Buckerfield
CSIRO
South
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INTRODUCTION
The cereal cyst nematode, Het~rodera avenae Woll., also known as
the oat cyst nematode, infects the roots or cereals and many other
graminaceous plants in many parts or the world (see Meagher, 1977).
In Australia it is widespread in the southern cereal-growing areas of
South Australia, Victoria and New South Wales. Because wheat is the
most widely grown and economically the most important cereal crop in
southern Austral.i..a that is parasitised by H. avenae, much work has
been done there on the effects of this nematode on wheat growth and
production (Davidson, 1930; Millikan, 1938 a,b; Wallace, 1965;
Meagher, 1968; 9arry, Brown and Elliott, 1974i O'Brien and Fis~er,
1974; and others).
In South Australia about two million hectares are sown to
cereais each year, and about 50 to 60J or this area il' sown to wheat;
cereal production provides an annual gross income of about Aust. $210
million, or about 30S or the total value of f'arm production in the
state (data from Leonard (1978) for the five years 1972-3 to 1976-7).
Cereals are sown after rains in late autumn, an~ hatching or H. avenae
in t~ soil is apparently controlled by falling soil temperatures and
increasing soil moisture, so th.it the infective larvae are active in
the so:U. in large numbers when cereal root growth begins.
Second-stage larvae emerge f'rom cysts in the 0011 (mainly in the top
10om), and entero the seminal roots of wheat plants close to the
gror.ring tip. They may survive only a few weeks in the soil unless
they are able to gain entry to a root (Davies and Fisher, 1976).
Hatching and emergence of lB!'vae continue into winter, until about the
end or July, and larval entry into roots continues into August.
Following infection, the plant oroduces giant cells (syncytia)
at the infection point, and the larvae feed on the contents or these
cells. The mechaniSlll that incites development of syncytia is not
understood, and would repay aaref'Ul investigation, because the larvae
are dependent on their formation for their turther devel~pment, and an
understanding of their genesis and growth might lead to a better
understanding of the errects and possible control of some plant
pal'"asitic nem&tocles. Growth of the infected root tip ceases, and the
root branches above &he infection point. In cases of very heavy
inf'ection, the new root tips are infected, and thia

may be repeated, with fUrther branching, producing a
cf short branching roots.

0

knotted11 system

Larvae develop within the root to beco!'\8 ~dults. Adult feillBles
are spherical and remain within the root, protruding sli8htly onto the
root sur•face; at!ult males are worm-like and emerge and move along the
root surface, and after locating and fertilising the females, they
die. After fertilisaticn the body of the female becomes prog:ressively
more distended with ~ggs, developing into a white ovoidal projecting
body, about o.smm in diameter, on tbe root surface. This stage is
known as the "white ayst 11 , though it is really the living female; it
. is firmly attachec! to the root and 1& easily identif'ied. As the
plants mature the females die, but their outer cuticles remain to f'orm
brown "cysts•, each aontaining from abou• 100 to about 60C eggs. The
"cysts" remain in the upper ayers or tbe soil, and in the next autumn
and winter about 50 to 60S of' the larvae emerge. Eggs that do not
hatch in the first yea..• may remain viable, to hatch in subsequent
years; 0 cysts" may contain viable eggs for 10 years or more.
Counts made or "white cysts", at about the riovering stage of tbe
plants, are generally ac~epted as a reliable measure of infestation
1"8.te in assessiDB the ef'tects of H. avenae on plant growth and grair.
yield (e.g., Southey, 1956; Meagher and Brown, 1974). In our 1977 and
1978 sampling, which provided the data used in this paper, ve aooepted
nwhite 01stn counts as a valid basis tor assessment o~ the possible
effects of H. avenae on wheat. growth and yield, and all estimates of
H. avenae populations in this paper are so based. Because we have
been unable to demonstrate any consistent relationship between. this
measure ot infestation and plant growth and yield data, we have
extended our sampling ir. the 1979 seeson to include estimates of
naysts" and larvae in soil, and or larvae and 11vhite oystn numbers in
plan.ta from seed sc:uing to }'larvest.
Many

author~

'
J

II
,1

I

bave concluded tbat B. avenae reduoes plant vigour

f

and gra1n production, and efforts have been matie to reduce its

I

apparent effects by breeding resistant or tolerant varieties, use of
nematicides to reduoe nematode populations, anrl thus infection rates,
and crop rotations designed to deprive tbe nematode of a suitable host
ror om or more years between cereal crops (see revi8'1 or Kort,
1972). Much recent work in South Australia and Victoria has compared
nemat1o~de-treated wheet plots with non-treated cofitrols and has
attributed increased growth and yield in the treated plots to control
ot R. avenae (e.g. , Rov I ra, 1978).
H. avenae is highly aggregated in its distribution and population
density varies widely wjthin su.11 areas. We have taken Whole
farmers' wheat fields as sampling sites, an.cl bave designed our
sampling programme to oope with the variability in H. avenae
populations, wheat gl"OWth and yield, and soils so that we can make a
statisticall1-based assessment or the relationships between them.
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We have not interfered with normal farm praotioe nor introduoed any
experimental treatments, b11t have attempted to sample the fields,
which are the units of the f"armers' cropping systems. By sampling at
the same points in these fields in successive crops of wheat through a
crop rotation cycle we also hope to learn whether the patterns of
nematode assregation and any effects they may have on wheat growth are
consistent from crop to crop.
Severe "patchiness", i.e. patches of' yellowing and stunted growth,
in cereal crops has l ang been associated with patchy infestation by !!.:..
avenae in southern Australia and elsewhere (Davidson, 1930;
Hickinbotham, 1930; Duggan, 1961; Meagher, Brown and Rovira, 1978).
Similar "patchiness" is also attributed to other diseases and to
variability in nutrient ar water availability, related to patterns of
soil variability. There is little quantitative data that would relate
H. avenae 1ntestations directly to patchy growth, so we included in
our study a wheat f'ield known to be heavily infested with n. avenae,
and with severe "patchiness".
MR'l'KODS

In the 1977 season three wheat fields were seleoted, at Coonalpyn,
Bute and calomba, in South Australia. on these fields, whose areas
were approximately 3Dha, llOba and 40ba respectively, stratif'ied-random
sampling grids (50 points per field) were established, and samples of
wheat plants ( 10 in a row per sampling point) were taken when H.
avenae was at the "white cyst" stage (flowering stage of' the plants)
and again at harvest. Soil cores (to 1m depth) were taken at each
aampling point (50 corea per site), soil profiles are deaoribed and
aoil samples were taken f'or analysis.
The rields sampled in 1977 wre not sown to wheat in 1978. Two,
at Coonalpyn and Calomba, have been sown to wheat again in 1979, and
sampling is in progress at exaotly the samo points.
In the 1978 season we sampled a wheat f'ield at Moorlands, in South
Australia, that was kncr.m to be heavily inf'ested with H. avenae, and
which displayed extreme "patchiness". On a transect approximately
200m loic there were three •good-growth" patches a.nd f'our
•poor-growth" patches; sampling points were seleoted on tbe transeot
mid-way across each of' these seven patches. Ten adjacent plants along
a row were collected at f'lowering stage trom eacb sampling point; nine
weeks later, immediately bef'ore harvest, a f'Urther 10 plants were
collected f'rom each of two adjacent rows at the same sampling points.

For all samples, "white cyst" counts and a range or plant
oharacteristios were measul"fld on each plant at the f'irst sampling; at
the second (harvest) sampl1ns all measurements we:re repected on each
plant, except cyst counts and root masuNJDents, which are not

practicable wben the plants are mature. The ten plants from each
sampling point, at each st.111pling time, were dried and ground for
chemical analysis, separating grain from straw at the second samoling.
For the H. avenae cyst oounta and all plant measurements we aimed
to collect sufficient data such that the standard errors of means
should be no more than 10fi of tbe means. Although 500 pJ.ants were
collected at each of the Coonalpyn, 13ute 8D&£ Calomba sites, it was
found tbat, except at the Calomba site, 300 sets of measurements were
adequate tor "white cyst" oounts and measurement of seminal root
length. At the ca1omL.:t site, 63S or plants sampled had zero counts
for "white o ysts", so ~be cy~t counts were not suitable for
statistical L"lBlysis.

RESULTS
In our treatAent of the data, we aimed to identity:

a.
b.
c.

the effects of H. avenae on (1) plant mortality, (ii) plant
growth, and (iii) grain yield;
variatie111s in the above, related to soil variation;
within-site and between-site variation in nematode
populations and their relationships to the above.

Some or the basic data from the aites at Coonalpyn 1 Bute and
Calomba are summarised in Table 1. The 1977 growing season was
unusually hot and dry, and gl"Bin yields were low throughout the South
Auatralian cereal-growing areas. Whon plants are under molSture
stress, i t is believed that they are more likely to suff"er severe
damage from R. avenae intestat.1on.l than when tbey have
adequate moisture for growth (Barker and Olthot, 1976).

Tables 2 and 3 list correlation coefficients between data sets for
Coonalpyn and Bute respeat1vely. Where correlations include "white
· cyst" counts or :seminal root length only those 300 plants tor whioh
data we:re obtained are included. For correlations between
measurements made at the first and second sampling \.tines, means of ten
plants at each sampliag point were used, because the plants sampled at
the second samp~ng were not the same plants e.s at the nrst
sampling. For the numbers of plants sampled correJation coerticients
> ca0.25 are statistically signif'icant (P<0.05), but it lllUBt be
appreciated that at tbiS level only about 6S of the variance is
accounted for. Levels ot sign11"icanae of the correlation coefficients
are given in the tables.
·

Twelve subdivisicms of principal profile forms (classification of
1974) were recognised among the soils at the 50 sampling
points at the Coonalpyn site. or these, 16 were solodic soils CI>T
soils in Northcote, 1974) and 18 were sandy calcareous soils with
gradational texture prof'ilee (Ge soila in Northcote, 1974). Taking
these two groups separatel,y, "wlute cyst" counts in the Dy soils were
Nort~-ote,

!
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TABLE 1. Hatarodara avenae "white oyst" oounts and some other
measurements made on wheat plants 1n three South Australian
wheat fields in 1977. (All me•ns ± S.E.)
(n.s.d. - no significant difference between means)
Locality
"Wbite cyst" counts (300 plants)
Mean no./plant
Range

Inter-plant spacing (500 plants)
Mean at first sampling (om)
Mean at seoond sampling (om)

~

Coonalpyn

Bute

Calomba

68.9:1:3.6
0-324

51.1:1:2.7
0-286

3. 75:t0. 76
0-158

7.13:t0.41)n.s.d.
7.31:t0.28)

ll.12:t0.23)n.e.d.
4.71:t0.3ll)

Shoot height (500 plants)
Mean at first sampling (cm)
Mean at second sampling Com)

36.&:to,37
45.6:1:0.40

Shoot dry weight (500 plants)
Mean at first sampling (g)
Moan at second sampling (g)

0.92±0.011
39.85:t2.53

0.32:1:0.02
6.62:1:0.38

1301.5±57-9

377.2:1:23.0

Seminal root length (300 plant9l
Mean·at first sampling (om)

27.7:t0.72
32.7:1:0.43

5.38:to.21>n.a,d.
5.08:1:0.27)

34.5:t0.81
37.7±0.37

1.27:1:0.06
18.15:t1.09

668 .3:1:38 ,5

I

I

Nodal "-lot length (300 plants)
Hean at first sampling (om)

65.4±2.7

15 .O:t1. 6

60.0:1:2.5

Gr:i" Yield (500 plants)
Yield (g/m ot row)
Estimated total yield Ct/ha)

24.4±1.8
1.2

8.1±0. 7
O.IJO

14.8:t0.9
•
0.71

0.35

0.60

Farmer's Yield (t/ha)

1.0

j
i

I
'

TABLE 2. Correlation coefficients between some measurements or wheat plants
and H. avenae "white cyst" counts, sampled at nowering (first sampling)
and at harvest (second sampling) of the plants, at Coonalpyn,
·
South Australia, in 1977.

DO

... i;::

.......

"White cyst"
count

0.01

-o.sB•H -o,59•H

0.47H

-0.49..

UI •ri

~t

.,
Ill

I

Sem. root
penetration

I

0.02

0.16

0.22•1

0.52H•

0.21•

Plant
spacing

'

0.13

l~

0.01

~

Shoot
height

0.39 5

-0.23

'I

1111

....c::

.-4

I

Shoot dry
weight

0.11511

l

-0.23

!ft

""u6

u
en

Grain
yiel:l

o.i.&"•

0.3611

Plant
Shoot Shoot dry
spaoing height
weight

-0.05

Seminal
root
length

First sampling
•Pearson's correlation
P<0.001.

~ffioient,

0.29

Nodal
root
length

-0.16

"White
cyst"
count

-0.07

Plant
spacing

o.s3•..

0.97•H

Shoot
height

Shoot
dry

weight
Sooond Sampling

significant at P<0.05, ••significant at P<0.01, •••significKnt at

~
I

'I
i

-

----·,

'
TABLE 3. Correlation coefficients between some measurements or wheat plants and

H. avenae "white 01st" counts, sampled at flowering (first sampling) and at harvest
(second sampling) ot the plants, at Bute, South Australia, in 1977.

...Ill •rt1111
s::
f.t

r

"White oyst" -0.02 -0.13
count

-0.011

O.lflfH

0.011

0.24•

0.25• -0.05

.-4

U!

Ill

Sem. root
-0.02
penetration

0.25•

0.211•

Plant
spacing

-0.02

Shoot
beigt.t
~

•rt

r

.-4

.,,

0.69IH

Shoot dry

0.52H

weight

Ill

i::
0

u

Crain

o.68..

yield

**

0.59H

-0.21

0.52H -0.36•

o.oo

0.86•H

0.92• ..

Shoot
height

Shoot

G)

in

Plant Shoot
spaoing height

I

Shoot
dry

weight

Seminal
root
length

Nodal "ll'hite
root
oyst"
lengtb count

Plant
spacing

dry

weight

First su:;>ling

Second &amplins

Ii
l

1 Pearson's

at P<0.001.

correlation ooettiaient, significant at P<0.05, ••significant at P<0.01, •••significant
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much lower (Mean=59.2 ± 5.6 per plant) tl:ian in the Ge soils
(mean=94.6 ± 5.4 per plant), and this difference is significant
(P<0.05), but the mean grain yields were 22.7 ± 2.8 and 23.2 ±
3.2g/m of row length, and these means are not significantly
different. At the Bute site six primary profile forms were rec~gnised
at the 50 sampling points, and or these 35 were sandy calcareous ~o~ls
with gradational texture profiles (Ge soils). Moan "white cyatn
counts per plant in the Ga soils were 118.5 t: 2.8, compared with 53.0
± 7.5 for all other soils and 51.7 t: 2.7 fo~ all 50 sampling
points, while mean grain yield was 9.1 ± 0.8l·/:.n of row length,
~ompared with 8.1 ± 0.7g/m of row length at a!l 50 sampling points.
In none of these pairs of figures 1s thare any significant difference.
Some results for the •patchy" Nheat field at Moorlands are
presented in Table 4. "White cyst" numbers per plant in the
"poor-growth" patches were about 11 times,those in the "good-growthn
patches, and this difference was significant (P<0.001). Shoot dry
weight per plant in npoor-growth• patches was about half that in
"good-growth" pa::.ches, and this difference was significant
(P<0.05). The total length of the seminal roots per plant at the
fl~wering stage was muah greater in the "poor-grovth" patches than in
the "good-growthn patches, and thiE might best be interpreted as a
ret'lection of a dift'erence in soil fertility between "poor-growth" and
•good growth" patches, with the plants in the "poor growth" patches
being forced to explol'I! a greater volume of soil to obtain nutrients
because of lowe~ fertility than in the "good-growthn patches. It is
ot' interest that there were much greater r.•.uabet·a of H. avenae cysts on
the longer roots in the "poor-growth" patc:ies than on the aborter
roots in the "good-growth" patches, and that the difference in root
length was significant CP<0.05); in both sets of plants seminal root
length was pos.1.t1vel.y correlated with numbers of nwhite cystan and the
correlation ooet'fioients were significant (P<0.001). Figures for
grain yield in good- and poor-growth patches are not easily
interpreted. It is not possibla to make correlations tor these data
an a plant-by-plant basis, as with other data in ?able 4, blicause the
plants taken at harvest were not the same individuals as those taken
2t f'lowering, so only the mean values at each sampling point ot the
plant and nematode data can be used and tbe d!lta sets are very small.
However, talcing the mean values t'or grain yield in g/plant, the plan~s
in the "good-growth" patches a~parently pro~uced about twice as much
grain as those in the "poor-growth" patches, and this dif.ference was
significant (P<0.05), but in neither case was the grain yield
signit'ioantly correlated with mean "white aystn coWlta for adjacent
plants at flowering stage. It the grain yield is reoaloulated as g/m
of row le'lgth, which gives an indica~ion or the real-world production
or the crop, the mean yield in •good-growth" patches was no longer •
significantly dirterent rrom that of the "poor-growth" patohesi at the
same t!Jlle, the yield in botb sets of plants now became negatively
correlated (P<0.001) ~itb "white cyst" counts previously made on
adjacent plants at nowering stage, and the correlation apparently
accounted ror a high proportion o~ the variance.
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•TABLE 4.
i

Heterodera avenae:

Seminal root "white oyst"
counts (no./plant)
Shoot dry weight (g)
a. at first sampling
b. at seoond sampling

Seminal root length at
sampling (cm)
Grain yield
a. g/plant

.

~eminal

root nwhite oyat" oounts and some other measurements

trcr: wheat plants in good and poor-growth patohes of a wheat field at Moorlands,

b. g/meter length of
row

South Australia, in 1978

C-ood-grow~h

patohes

Mean ± s.s.
(Range

r+
(r2)

Poor..gruwth patches
Mean :!:: S.E.
(Range)
60.811:t4.29
(14-133)

s.44:t1.13
C0-80)

1.91±0.23
(0.13-5 ,35)

o.48"
(0.28)

5.66:1:0.49
-0.1~
(0.30-18.71) (0.04)
1102.7 ±63.2
(57-1937)

2. 17±0 .18
(0 .29-8 .16)

o.s6•H

.

Mean ± s.E.
(Range)

rt

cr2>

36 .69±3.98
(0-133)

0.77±0.os
co.10-2.1s>

0.18
(0.03)

1.28±0.13
(0.10-5.35)

-0.3411
(0.11)

2.60:1:0.27
(0.08-13.24)

0.01
(0.00)

3.93±0.~9

-0.27 ..
(0.07)

o.s4•H
(0.29)

(0.08-18.71)
637.4 :1:511.8
(57-2060)

0.6t1H
{0.37)

803.0 ±75.9
(104-2060)

-0.69
(0.48)

co-11.30>

1.10±0.11

-0.21
co.010

1.suo.11
(0-8 .16)

-0.75•
(0.56)

21.92:1:5.67
( 13.52-41.28)

-0.84•
(0.71}

28.10±5.113
(13.52-53.92)

(0.07)

t:Pearson's correlation ooetfioient tor correlation with seminal root "w~ite cyst" counts
•=Correlation coef'f'ioient significant at P<0.05, ••significant at P<0.01; •••significant at P<0.001.

·.

.

0.31)

-0.99•11
(20.11-53.92) (0.98)

36 .33:t7 ,99

rt
Cr2)

I

All plants

0.26

I

I

....._...,_,._........,..........._______ _
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DJ.SCUSSION
Sampling involves destruction of the wheat plants, and 1t must
therefor"! be assumed that meas11rements made on plants taken at the
flowering stage (first sampli ~) can legitimately be compared with
adjacent plants taken at har'vest Cseaond sampli~..;;). That this
requirement has probably been met in this investigation 1s indicated
by the significant positive correlations between shoot height and also
plant dry weight at the first 'Jampling and thes11 same measurements
made on plants at the second sampling (Tabl&s 2 and 3).
There is no evidence ~hat H. avenae caused signifioant plant
mortality; if it did, there sho~ld h:lve been a significant negative
correlation between "white cyst" numbers per plant and spacing between
the plants (Table 1), and this was not apparent either at the first or
at the second sampling (Tables 2 and 3). Orain yiel:i does not
correlate with plant spacing within the limits of spacing found in the
fields we sampled; within practical limits, plants that are more
widely spaced appa~ently grow larger and produce more grain than more
closely spaced Jlants (see Tables 2 and 3).
At the Coonalpyn site there was a slgnificant negative correlation
(Table 2) between "white cystr. counts and plant dry weight at the
flowering stage, and this may be interpreted as indicating that !b
avenae oauses a check to early growth of the plant. No such evidence
was available at Bute (Table 3), and at neither site was there any
evidence ot this effect by the time the plant: were mature.
There was a significant negative correlation between "wbite cyst"
counts and grain yield at Bute, but no such relationship was shown by
the Coonalpyn data. "White cyst" counts ranged f'rom zero to several
hundred per plant (a very heavy infestation) at both sites, so it was
possible to examine a wide range of possible interactions. Two ceta,
each of 50 plarats from f'ive sampling points, along lines at right
angles to each other across the middle of the Pute field, were
examined separately. In one of these sets of five points mean "white
cyst" counts were 75.7±7.5 per plant and in the other set they were
68.0±10.28 per plant (no significant difference). Grain yield in
the two sets was 8.7±1.4 and 5.3±0.6g/m of row length respectively
(no sig~ificant difference). However, the correlation coefficients
for the relationship between "white cyst 0 count per plant and grain
yield per plant were respectively -0.81 and +0.88, and these results
are significant (P<0.05 and P<0.01 respectively). It must be
concluded that in at least one, and perhaps in both oases, these
correlations do ~ot reflect cause and eff'ect relati011ships.
At Coonalpyn, Bute and Moorlands (tables 2,3 and 4) we round
significant positive correlations between total length of smninal
roots and "white cyst" counts an the seminal roots, i.e. , the more
roots tbe more "white cysts". The principal eff'ect of H. avenae nn
plant growth and yield is generally claimed to derive from the
stunting of tbe seminal roots, which reduaes tbeir depth of
penetration in the soil, resul.tJ.ng probabl.y in reduced water and
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nutrient uptake by the plant, and eventual reduction in yield. In
addition to measuring the total length or the seminal roots, we also
measured the seminal root penetration, i.e., the le1'1gth or the longest
semiml root, an all plants at the noweri:ng stage, when we also
counted the number or "white cysts" on the sa:ne sets ot sead.nal
roots. There was no signiticant correlation between this measure of
seminal root growth and seminal root "white cyst" counts at Coonalpyn
or Bute, the only sites where we were able to make statistically
reliable estimatea Cr=0.13 and -0.05 respectively). The same
correlation was done separately for Ge and Dy soils at Coonalpyn,
where Go soils had much higher nvhite cyst" counts than Dy soils, but
again there was no significant correle t.1on (r=-0.02 and 0.14
respectively). Also, despite the much higher ""h.l.te cyst" numbers of
plants growing in Ge as compared with those gr:owir.g :!.n Dy soils, the
mean root penetration at f'lowering stage for pjai£t.s on Go soils was
14.4::t0.6cm and on Dy c:.oils 13.8t0.6cm 1 and these means ar-e not
significantly diffe~ent. This is not to deny that H. avenae
infestation may rGsult in reduced seminal root penetration into the
soil, because there is muah evidence tm.t it does so (e.g., Holdeman
and Watson, 1977i. It is more likely that variation in depth of
penetration of' s8'Il.irul roots is due to a number of raotors, including
variations in so ii eype, micro-topography (intluenoing soil moisture),
fertiliser application, and probably many other th11'1gs, and that J:b.
avenae infestation level, except in extreme cases, is not the most
important factor, or even a very important factor, in regulating the
depth of' seminal root penetration in the overall picture ot a farmer's
wheat field. The depth or seminal root penetration was significantly
~ositively o~rrelated with shoot dry weight, total seminal root
length, and .umgth of nodal roots at f'loweriug stage, at both
Coonalpyn and Bute, and also with shoot he!gllt at tbat stage or growth
at Coonalpyn (Tables 2 and 3)i it is apparently a fairly significant
indication or the general health of' the plant at that stage. When the
mean seminal root penetration at flowering stage was compared with
grain weight at harvest of' plants from the same sampling points there
was no significant ao:-relation at Coonalpyn Cr=-0.02 tor grain yield
per metre or row length, r=-0.04 tor grain yield per plant), but at
Bute there was a significant positive correlation (r=0.52•• and
r=0.46•• respectively). Apparently the plants at Coonalpyn, whiah
eventually grew much .larger (about six times the weight) and yielded
about three times as much grain as those at Bute ('l"able 1), had
recovered. rrcm tbe early check to growth, while those at Bute had not
reoovered.
Data from Coonalpyn indicate that a contrast in soil types may be
reflf!cted in e s1piticant difference in "white cyst• counts, as the
sandy oalcareous (Ge) soils bad higher oounts than the solodic (Dy)
1E10ila. The difference may be due to different texture and drainage
charauteristias of' the soils, altecting larval motility and survival,
but we have no evidence to support this, and it lllQ' be that in another
season, with different weather conditions and soil mois~ure
relationsh\ps, the errect would be ditf'erent. Despite the differences

-
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in soil and related differences in H. avenae "vhi~e ayst" numbers at
Coonalpyn, there was no a:Lgnif'iaant difference in grain yield between
Go and Dy soils; the farmer's oultivation and fertiliser practices
must have over-ridden any differences in soil fertility between the
twc groups of soils.

CONCLUSIONS
The work report1d here represents results from only one season's
work, and some very simple statistical analyses of' the data. Thts
year C1979l a more comprehenaive atudy is in progress, at the same
sampling points, at the Coonalpyn site. At this site tl'.e B. avenae
population and it;s relationshi? to the wheat plants and to soil
val"'iation is being fc:.llowed f'Nm the date .lf sowing or the wheat right
through the season until harvest. At the Calomba site sampling
similar to that in the 1977 aeason is being repeated. It may be that
significant damage is done to plants by H. avenae at an early stage,
and that we did not recognise this from our 1977 sampling, wbicb began
at. the flowering stage, or the "white oyst" stage of' H. avenae; if'
this is so our ccmclusions i'rom the 1977 season may be invalid, but so
too "Kill be most of' tbe conclusions of previous workers on the eff'ects
cf B. avenae on the growth and yield of cereals, since nearly all the
work that bas been done in the past has been based on nvhite cyst"
counts as a valid measure of the H. avenae population, as related to
cereal growth and yield.
When ve he"ie data for this season, and have completed chemical
analyses or soil samples and of plant samples from the 1977 and 1979
samples, we intend to apply multivariate statistical methods to the
data to try to quantity the contribution of' H. avenae oyst, larval,
and •white aystn population densities to an arroay of ra.ctors that
appear to influence the growth and yield or wheat plants.
On the basis or our resultl!S s:-, far we conclude that, at least in
southeni Australia conditions:
1. there is no evidence that B. ave'!!!, cau3es significant mortality
of wheat plants.
2. B. avenae may adversely affect wheat phnt growth at an early
stage, but the plants are capable, given reasonablu conditions for
growth later in the season, and even when infestation rates are high,
of recovering so that the effect is no longer evident at harvest.
3. the major direct effect of e. aveaae observed by preyious workers
in southern Australia and elsewhere is a reduction or the depth or
penetration of the seminal roots of atrcoted cereal plants. We have
shown that reduction 1n depth ct seminal root penetration resulted, at
our sampling sites, in reduced plant srovth, at least at an early
stage and perhaps through to harvest, but even 1n wheat fields that
were very heavily infeeted with H. avenae there is no dvidence that
this nematode was a c~itioal, or even a significant factor in
regulating the depth of seminal root penetration on the scale of

variability that is round in a farmer's wheat field, with an area or
30 to llOha.

4. the sampling methods we used and the data "-e obtained :Jhould be
adequate to detect reductions in plant growth and graln yield of' more
than about 10' over-all. No s11ch ef'fects that could be attributed tc
H. avenae infestation were apparent in our results.
5. our results connict wit.h those of' much recent work in southern
Australia, especially the results of' ~lot trials that have measured
the response of' wheat plants to the application or ne&JJaticides, and
have attributed the measured improvements in growth and yi•tld to
control of H. avenae (e.g., Bro~n, Meagher ard McSwain, 1970; Meagher,
Bro1"1l'l and Rovira, 1978).
Nematicides are broad-spectrum biocides, whose effects on Mn-target
organisms, and, for that matter, directly on plant growth, are often
drastic, and in the context or t?ork in southern Australia are
virtually unknown. We conclude from our results that ~ield
experiments that compare nematicide-treated plots with non-treated
plots and rely f'or their assessment Holely on comparisons of plant
survival, growth, weight, and grain yield at harvest are not capable
of' testing so specifio an effect as that of a particular nematode C!!.:..
avenae) on wheat growth and yield.
6. dif'f"erenoe in soils may significantly infi~ance levels or ne•tode
1nf'estat1cn on plant roots, but such ditf"erences in inf'estation levels
were not renected in final grain yield in our e~~r1ments.
7. "patchy" growth, which 1s common in southem Austral tan wheat
fields, may possibly be due to H. avenae infestation, but our evidence
shows that in a particularly severe example that we investigated,
although mean B. avenae populations were m~ch higher and grain yield
was m11ch lower in "poor-growth" than in "good-growth" patches, it we.a
not possible to show any significant causal relationship b~tween B.
avenae "white cyst" numbars and plant performancei there 1s no doUbt
that high "white CJ'Ht" numbers and poor plant performance were
co-variants, but they were not directly related.
8. an interesting philosophical question is rPised by the results we
have obtained. Here is a soil-inhabiting animal that, for most of its
life cycle, 1s a parasite of the roC"ts of' cereal plants, in our case
wheat plants, and we oan show that at an early stage of' growth of the
plants the depth of penetration of their roots may be inversely
related to the rate of' inf"estation oi the roots b)' the parasite.
Reduction of' early root penetration may atf'ect the final grain
production of' the plant, though it seems that the plant, given
reasonable growing conditions later in the season, may recover so that
the ef'f'eats of reduced root pen6tration at an early stage do not
innuence the f'inal grain yield. On the aoale ot wheat fields of' 30
to 40ha many environmental faators t.ha.t arf'ect final wheat yield are
variable, and there are factors other than lave~ of e. avenae
infestation that aff"ect the depth of root penetration. How the11 are
we to assess thA eff"eots of' a parasite of' wheat roots, that 1s known
to be very discontinuously distributed on the scale of a wheat field,
and whose only known harmful eftect is to reduce the depth or root
penetration at an early stage of' growth, in terms of eventual yield of'

grain. We believe that this can be done realistically by l'l9garding
tne probl~m as one of interactions withir. an eoo::ystem comprising the
population of H. avenae, wheat plants, and soils, each or whioh is
affected to varying degrees by many factors (see also Wallace, 1978).
To make some kind of approximation to a model of such an ecosystem it
is necessary first to design a sampling programme that is capable or
est1111ating rel~vant attributes or the populations and variability
within them, with a.~ acneptRble level or ~onfidence, and then t~ use
statistical methods t~ assess the relationahips between the levels of
H. avauae infestation and ot~r factors tt'.at may determine the
perform..omce or wheat pldnts. This is what we are attempting to do,
uding me~hods that have been successf\tlly used in aany studie& of soil
ttnimal populations, and applying them to a prooblem that involves
parasite/boat relationships in an agronomic context.
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SOIL FAUNA IN TWO VEGETABLE CROPS GROWN UNDER
PLASTIC Tl.JNNELS
*Moshen Shoukry Tadros and •• Abdel-fottah S. A. Saad
•Tanhl Uni11rrs1ty

••H1lanin U11i11tr51fr
Egypl

INTRODUCTION
In Ecr.fPt, Hafez (1939, 1947) investigated the inbe~t
fauna of dung. El-Kifl (1957, 1958) recorded soil fauna
under various vegetations and so:ne soil ty_pes. Tadros (1965,
1967, 1974, 1977, 1978) surveyed tha fauna under some crops,
green lawns, and fallow field i~ some districts, and recorded
the effect of some ecological factors responsible for fauna
fluctuations.
In association with a trial to harvest tomatoes. either
as seedlings or fruits in the cold season in Egypt and to
produce cucumber fruits in the early season, the following
investigation was carried out wi.th the following objactives:,
To compare the fauna under plastic tunnels with that of
the open air sites in the same area.
2)
To find out the effe~t of growing two vegetable c~ops
(tomato & cucumber) on soil fauna either under the same
previous tunnels when they were covered by plastic in
the cold season, or uncovered afterwards.
3)
To compare the fauna found under a tomato crop grown
under plastic tunnels with that grown in the open air.
4) To investigate the effect of some ferti1izers. plant
spacing and some cucumk'er plantations on soil fauna.
1)

MATERIALS AND

METff(,D~

~ experiment was carried out at the horticulture farm
in tbe Fac~lty of Agriculture at Kafr Bl-Sheikh, 130 'km to
the northeast of Cairo. Two parcels of land, each of 250
square metres, we-re selected f;>r this purpose. It was planned
to cover these two plots by a plastic covering in the shape
of a tunne 1 by the aia 1;f iron bars fixed to the soil during
the cold season. The tumo.cls were supplied w:l.th doors for
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the control of both temperature, relative hmr,idity and to be
a way of controlling pest infestatjon ~f possible.

The first tunnel was cultivated with 21 species of
tomato. P~.ants were grown on wires tied to tunnel tops.
Every species was replicated 4 times, namely 48 plots over
all the area.
In everv plot 16 plants were cultivated.
Every two plants were 40 cm apart.
The second tunnel was divided into equal parts. The
front was cultivated with 7 c•.icumber species (Pecador,
Belair, Kobus mix, Fakor mix, Fable mix, Nicracross and
Mirella). Each species was replicated 4 times (32 plots).
In every plot 7 plants were cultivated at 40 cm apart. The
rear part was cultivated with only ons species of cucumber
but differed in spacinq (20 or 40 cm)and fertilization (NPK)
that was added at 3 rates to the plot.
Samples were taken by the same way described by Tadros
(1967), and extraction took place for 48 hrs in batteries of
modified Tullqren funnels. The experiment lasted for 6 mo,
beginning in November and ending by May of the same year.

COVERING EFFECTS
Total Fauna
It was cl.·:ar from the data that covering the soil with
plastic cr~ate~ a suitable enviconment in which both plants
and fau.T\a ~lo·.~ri.shed. Fauna nE"arly doubled in soil cultivated
with c'l..1cmwtber speci~s (35.87" to 64.13%) and was enhanced
in fert:. li~~ed t.r"'latn.en.ts (from 26.88% to 73.12"). This
r~qult may be due to the suitable environmental factors of
t:elfc..;· -~ ·: t.·1re H.nCI r!llatlve humidity (RH).
The numbers in Table 1 indicated that the cover raised
both air temperature about 2°c and soil temperature about
l.s 0 c (at 5 cm deep) over that of the open air. It was also
clear that the coverinq raised the RH about 0.3%. This
variation in both temperature and :RB may be a direct or
indirect cause for the faunal increase under tunnels.
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Table 1:

TEMPERATURE AND RH (MEANS) DURING COLD SEASON,
UNDER PLASTIC TUNNELS ~ IN THE OPEN
Temperature

RH

MONTHS
Under plastic

c.

January

15

February

15.2

March

15

c.

c.

In open

Under plastic

In open

13.2

c.

84%

78%

12.7

c.

76%

74%

13.0

c.

78%

74%

This result was confirmed in the second tunnel cultivated
with tomato. The data indicated that fauna doubled under
cover (32.40% to 67.60%} •

.!21!

Fauna Present

Four qroups off&una ~re extracted, namely Inaecta,
Myriapoda, Acarina and Oliqochaeta. A~ar1~a was further
subdivided into two qroups, Oribatei and the soft-bodied
acarines.
The ~ercentaqes presented in Table 2 show that the
closed atmosphere caused the soil insects to flourish more
abundantly than those in the open, since they increased
about 3 times (from 13.B2" to 26.18%, respectively).
Table 2:

EFFECT :>F COVERING ON MAIN FAUNA GRCtJPS
covered

Uncovered

CLASSES
Mean

% Frequency

Mean

% Frequency

299.25

73.82

106.10

26.18

MYR:CAPODA

l.3.00

72.22

s.oo

21. ·;a

ACARINA

14.50

40.65

21.75

60.00

o.so

100.00

o.oo

o.o~

327.25

-- --

132.85

-- --

INSECTA

OLIGOCHAE'!'A
Total

251
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Myriapoda gave the Samt! result as insects, (72.22% to 27.87%).
The Acar;.na were not. so much affected in these two different
atmospheric zones (60% to 40.65% in open 1ersus covered).
The authors attribute these results to the fact that this
group penetrLtes to more than 30 cm deep (Tadros et al. 1965).
Hence acarines flourish under different microclimatic strata
of temperature, RH, amount of organic matter and ~Rter tablei
they were not affected so mu~h by these limits. Earthworms
were found to flourish under the covered area (100%) only
due to the very suitable environmental conditions offered
under closed atmosphere.
The agricultural operation~ ~such
as har"":OWing and irrigating) carried out in uncovered plots
may be the mai11 reason for the escape or the death of earthworms.

SPECIFIC CROP EFFECT
The difference in cultivated ve9etabie crops seemed to
affect soil fauna differently (Table 3). Fauna flourished
under cucumber plantations either under tunnel or in the
open. On the other hand, they did not flourish under tomato
plants. We attribute this to the differences in types of
root systems or to the various root metaboll&m secretions
of the two sgle.cted plants (Tadros et al. 1965).
Table 3:

SOIL FAUNA (MEANS) IN TWO VEGETATXONS, tll!IDER TUNNELS
ANI> IN THE OPEN AIR

l

Vegetations

Covered

~r Species (B)
o Speci."'s (12)

Uncovered

212.13

11~.63

37.05

17.76

OTHER AGR.l:CULTURAL EFFECTS
Fertilizer
As indicated in Table 4 it was obvious that the higher
the quantity of fertilizers added, t.he lower the percentage
of fauna obtained. This may be attributed to the direct
effect of fauna nutrients and acidity, or on the other hand,
the fertilizers or their impurities may have been toxic to
microflora.
The fertilizers

~dded

in this experiment (ammonia) make
2,52
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the soil more acid. incree~ing fungal growth (Bill et al.
1975) and consequently increasing funga~ feeding fauna.
Data showed such a raptd decrease in fauna numbers. we
attribute this fact to the toxic effects of such fertilizers.
or to the irmnigration of organisms deeper in soil immediately
after fertilizers application.
Table 4:

EFFECT OF FERTILIZATION RATIO (NPK) ON SOIL FAUNA
UNDER TUNNELS
FeTtilization ratio

Spacing

(A) High

Mean

(a) Medium
Mean

"

(C) Low
Mean

"

20 cm

50.75 31.42

52.50

32.50

58.25

"

40 cm

42.50 17.89

72.75

30.6:-S

12.25

51.48

Total

93.25 23.37

123.25

31.49

180.05

45.24

36.08

Spacing
Total fauna.
It was cLear from Tables 4 & 5 that the
the plants were planted. the more the fauna flourished
either under tunnels or in the outer atmosphere. Thia result
vas more clear under tunnels. This may be due to suitable
environments offered by root systems as food. shelter or
suitable aeration.
c~oser

Table 5:

EFFECT OF SPACING ON TOTAL FAUNA IN CUCtJMBER

COVERED

SPACING
20 cm

40 cm

UNCOVE:RED

Mean

248.75

83.00

"

62.07

56.08

152.00

65.00

37.93

43.92

Mean

2Sl

1

Soil faunal groups. The numbers as illustrated in
Figure 1 indicat~d that nearly all groups tended to flourish
with aggregated plants, except with Acarina. The variance
in some groups was so clear such as with the Insecta and
Oribatei. This result may thus show that both insects and
Oribatei prefer soils planted with aggregated plants. The
impor~ance of oribatids is known in raising soil fertility
owing to the role it plays (Tadros, 1967). Oribatei (probably
organic matter feeder) flourish in soils of aggregated plants,
while other acarines are not so much affected owing to their

mode of living and feeding.
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Fertilizers

~

Spacing

It was obvious from Table 4 that aggregated plan~s (at
20 cm apart) did not affect f~una so much at the different
rates of fertilizers. This may be due to the sufficient
food in the ·soil, by these nearness of plants and perhaps
by the unsuitable chemical environment occurring in soil
after adding these fertilizers. Wi~h plants at 40 cm apart,
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the hiqher the quantity of fertilizer added, the lower the
f3una obtained. This last result shows that spac:inq would
perhaps give a way for the root system to grow and hence
for the fauna to flourish.
Cucumber Species
The data indicate that the differences in fauna between
the 8 selected cucwnber species were small, but fauna ~x
tracted under the Kobus-mix was higher (18.29%) than the
others, with Fakormix ranked second ( 14. 74%). The other six
species ranged between 10-12%. These slight differences
may be due to the differences in root system form that
creat~s a suitable environment in which ~auna may flourish.
This last result was assured when finding the yield highest
in Kobus reachinq 2.15 Kg/m2 and least in M'irella reaching
o.eo Kq/m2.

SUMMARY
On examining the effects on soil fauna by covering the
soil during the cold season in Egypt with plastic tunnels
our data showed that this new atmosphere was more suitable
for both fauna to flourish and plantations to grow.

'l'Wo vegetables were grown under tunnels, namely cucumber
and tomato, in order to produce their fruits for early market
or to produce tomato seedlings in the cold period of the
year. 'l'he mean of extracted fauna under cucumber was hiqher
than that under tomato.
This experiment indicates that the higher rates of NPK
lessened faunal percentages, while the aqqreqation of plants
raised faunal percentages. There were some differences between the extracted 9roups in accordance with these two factors.
'l'he fauna was not much affected by th$ two vegetative spe=ies.
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BEACH SOIL MICROFAUNA IN LOWER EGYPT
Mohsen Shoukry Tadros

INTRODUCTION
It was of qreat interest to investiqate the aoil
fauna on the seashore to qet an idea about this new area
especially in a town where the Faculty of Aqriculture at
Kafr El-Sheikh is situat~d. The selected town for this
investiqation is Ba1tim: ~t is situated about 1J5 1cm northeast of Kafr El-Sheikh and about 245 km to the north of Cairo.
Investigators working on seas~ore soils include
Luxton (1964, 1966) who made a series of ecoloqical investigations of the salt marsh acarina in southern Wales.
Webb et al. (1971) worked on cryptostigmata occurring in a
sandy heathland soil in southern England. Fujikawa (1972)
recorded the results on the zonal ch311qes of oribated fauna
in vegetation of the Xshikari seashore n~ar Sapposo, Japan,
and Cancela ae Fonseca (1975) studied the colonization of
fresh litter by aid offauna, algae and fungi in two soils
of a beach forest in Prance.
In Egypt, there are no records about the seashore fauna,
and therefore, the present investigation was planned to learn
about the horizontal and vertical distribution of species
either in non-cultivated or cultivated areas from plots beside
the seashore and away from it •

.METHODS AND TECHNIQUE
The research area was situated on a peninsula between
the Mediterranean Sea and Borolos Lake. Cultivations were
not grown regularly in the area, but one finds qreen plots
beside sandy ones owing to the nature of the soil itself
and to the total suspended so1id content.
Samples were taken during the winter from six plots

i
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representative of a horizontal distribution of the whole area.
These plots were scattered eithdr close to the sea or about
o.a km (O. 5 mi) away irom. it. Three t"ypes of samples were
taken, the first from plots close to the sea and never cultivated, the second from plota like the first but cultivated
with ordinary field or vegetable crops, while the third was
from orchards, some near the seashore and others 1.6 km (lmi)
a.way from se,,shore. The winter crops on the second plot type
were beans, wheat and alfaH:a. Ficus was the only plant grown
in the or~hards.
The sampling procedure was discribed by Tadros et al.
(1965) and was representative of the vertical distri~ution
of the soil. Samples we:ni! taken of the dist1lrbed sc.il layer
(0-20 cm) and undisturbed layer (20-40 cm) below. Extra
samples were also taken from a plantation be1dde the seashore
and away from i t for about 2 km to represent the horizontal
distribution. Extraction for 48 hrs took place using batteries
of modified Tullgren funnels.

RESULTS AND nxscusS70N
Extracted Fauna Groups
From six plantations in the test area 10 different
organisms were extractedr they were all arthropods and balonqinq to three classes, Acarina, Insecta and Myria):»Oda. Some
species of Chelontida were collected. Collerab·.>lans were the
prevalent species extracted from. all the tested fields
followed by .§lycophaqus destractor (Shrank). ~l'hese results
are similar to the findin9s of Dindal and Metz (1975).
Total Fauna and Cultivations
J:t appears that alfalfa and beans were the crop lands
most preferred by so!.l fauna while tomato was the l.east
(Fiqure 1, Tal:-le 1). ri'auna were also present in fallow
fields but i1;. low percentaqes, 8%.cept for the Acarina (82.35%).
This result may be due to the crop residues left on that soil.
Microflora wo~'k. on the cast residues decomposing i t to a grade
which is favorabl.e to micro~auna. This process on cultivated
lands happens without any human assistance. The different
percentage of f aunal group fluctuations in the six tested
plots plus the uncultivated area may be due to the nature of
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74.35

53.35
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Table 1:

PERCENTAGES OF THREE FAmtA GROUPS OCCURRING IN

tJNCULT:CVATED AND F'AJ.J.DW LAmD AND FIVE PLANTATIONS

I
I

I
'

Bulk
Density
q/c:m.

1
I

I

Uncultivated
land near
seashore

i

Cultivated sea!.hore land with

{

I

I
I

crops

Water
content

Porosity

pH

"

"

Table 2:

Fauna

"

"

Total

1.54

0.94

41.62

6.77

0.02

o.so

1.72

1.62

35.02

7.60

0.90

95.60

1.22

6.00

54.02

7.58

o.ee

3.90

Cultivated
land with
fiaua

Organic
matter

ANALYS:IS OF SOME ZMPOR'l'ANT PARAMETERS OF '1'BE CHOSEN
SOIL NEAR THE SEASHORE
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the different root &ystems of those plantations.
Bulk density; water content, porosity, organic matter
and pH differed between sites (Table 2). The uncultivated
land, close to seashore had a relatively high porosity, low
wate~ conten~ and low percentage of organic matter that prevents some fauna groups from occurring. In the soil of cultivated seashore lands the Insecta were the most prevalent
taxon. The percentage of organic matter and porosity had a
clear effect on the faunal distribution.
Main Pauna Groups & Cultiv&tions
Acarina was the prevalent group in four of the seven
tested sites {Figure 1), while the Insecta dominated the
three remaining ar'!as. This result is due to either spring··
tails or Coleoptera occurring at high rates in alfalfa, wheat
and in th~ uncultiv~ted area. Myriapoda were present only
in legume crops. This result may be due to the trophic
characteristics of these animals for they eat fungi and
decomposed org~ic matter that may be offered at high rates
in the rhizosphere of the le1UJ11.inous plants.

The Vertical and Horizontal Distribution of Fauna
About 70% of the f al.:na was extracted from th.e upper
layer (0-2Q cm) of the soil surface (FigureR 1 and 2).
This result may be due to the characteristics of sandy soil,
its porosity, and the amount of organic matter within it,
resulting from its cultivation with crops. Also, most soil
fa;ma are fungivoro~s or organic matter feeders and those
conditions are more prevalent in the upper soil strata.
In measuring fauna horizontal distribution (Figure 2)
it was clear that the peak occurred in plots which were about
420 m from the. sea. This fact may be due to total soluble
salts and needs further investigation.

FllJ(Z): Horlaonlol

cllltrl l>ullon of

to hi

tauna

SUMMARY

Seven plots of land ranging from the seas·hore inland
wer.'9 selected to detern1ine soil microfa.una occurring within
it. These plots were situated ~-n a peninsula between the
Mediter~anean and the big Borolos Lake.
In this new area
ordina~y crops and orchards ''/ere grown up in only some
scattered plots.
All extracted organisms were arthropods. ~.carir.a was
a prevalent group in four out of the seven examined plantations. On the other hand, Insecta flourished in the unculti'•ated plots, while Myriopoda was Qlttracted only in soils
cultivated with legume crops. It was found that high percent261
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ages of fauna flourished in the upper soil layer. The author
attributed this distribution to: presence of plantations,
water content, porosity, pH, and faunal interactions with
microflora in the rhizosphere.
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EFFECT OF NPK COMPLEX FERTILIZERS ON YIELD OF
PADDY RICE AS RELATED TO THE FAUNA AND WATER
INFILTRATION RATE Of SOIL OF THE NILE DELTA
S. E-D. A. Fa:zy, M. Tudros, S. A. Gaheen and S. El Krady
l111i11m1ty of T11n111
tgypl

Abstract:
Severa1 ecological factar e bave been changed after the buil.ding
of the Aswan Dam (1963). The annual rate of K-zeplenisbment
of J!gyptian aoi1s must have been reduced as a zeault o~ the
sharp deemase (97'Jt.) in suspended matter (largely K-bearing
minerals) in the Bi1e river. Tbere:fare, f'ie1d experiaanta
were condUcted en the alkali saline aliuvial (55" clay) soil
of Kafr Bl Sheikh. to test: the effect of :NH4 , area pellets.
BP and BPK viking ship complex :fertilizer ( fzom Borek Ryd.m •
a.a.) an grain yield of t111D paddy rice cultivars (Giza 172 ·
and IR579) as we11 as soil fauna (insects. acarina and
collembola) and rate of vertieal. infiltration of water. '1'be
results showed that the yield of cv. 579 was significantly
higher with BPX- (454.g/m.2 ) ean HP- (346.g/m2 ) or 11- treabaenta
( 308.g/m2 ) • Sillilar trend was o'b&lerved with cv. 172. Tbe
yie14 of rice graina increas&d hyperbolically wit:'b increasing
denai ty of collambola up to 140/kg) further increase in
coll.aabola to 320/kg aoil did not affect the yi.eld. 'l'he
density of acarina :lnczaaaed byper'bolica11y to 24/kg with
increasing the dry wai;ht yield of roots par hill. '.l'he g:ral.n
yield aa 11111!111 aa the density of collambola ware negatively
correlated with tba infiltration rate llihiah vari.ed fxom. 0.1
to 1.3 CID/min. in Cli~ferent treatnanta. At: a aonstant:. &,
the density of insects was found t:o dec:r.eaee (fmm 20 to 4/'kg)
wlth incmaaing K level. this daczease was ol>am:-•e4 with cv.
579 bat not with cv. 172.

J:ntm dl1ction:
For thouaand of yeara fload:lng of f.:he Rile river msal.t:ed :!ft

the c!epoai t i on of auapencle4 K-ri ;::h cl.y into the aoi la. '!'he
proceaa pmvided Bgypt with an antappsd amrce of Kzepleniahlllent. "l'he warm Mediterrar.ean climate pmvalling
in this area as '911 as the canstant availability of irrigation water. p:rovi4ed ele'IMftta for a very intensive
agricultural ayat:em. pm4ucing two to three cz:opa annually.
About 97't. of t:he suspended matter (Bel.al and Jlaabeed. 1976)
was loat after t:be construction of t:be Aswan Dam (1963). A!Xm~
one fourth of ~e annual canaumption of P was lost as a
result of the construction of the Dam (Balha. 1979). Mlilat
the di_asolved K in Rile water was unaffected by the Dml.
abaat 91" of the annual deposition of K into the aoil was
1ost: (Balba. 1979). -rills situation may be aggravated 1'y the
present canaumption of very high rates of JI in zelation to
P wi'th virtual.ly no K. lkan'lfhl le n 4 -• fertilizers were
fcund to inhibit I< uptake (Paizy. 1979) from the soil solution (Grimme. 1974). On the otber hand the susceptibility
of plants for fungus inf'ect:ion waa h1Qhly inczeased at: 1.ow
K and biflib e 4 -B fertllizc~ion (Paizy, 19'18). '1'be pbyslo1.oglcal • r.aorphol.ogical and phenolig:lc:al changes Which were
uauall.y lndUCed
following fert:ilizat:ion ""9re fcund t:o
affect: t:he population dynmd.ca pbyt:.ophageous insects
(:eogenaa!lutz and Koni.g, 1976). A dec:naae in t:he density
of aoi1 fauna ..raa reported fol.lawing fertllizat."on (Ronde,
1957 and Beckan, 1972). soi~ phyaica1 properties. such as
high compactness snd law permts4bllity, were faund to bave
a determinable effect: on soil fauna (Wileke. 1963).

Since Rn compc:iund fartiliaera have never been used in
Egypt it waa therefore Colle or tbe objectives at' th:'.a atudy
to cmapare the ef&tct af straight :& fertili11:ara with that
of RP and ITPK

compound fertilizers on tbe yield of t1111D paddy ric& eul.tivara
aa "J118ll as their influence on the density of soil fauna and t:he
response of soil insect• to different rice ealilvara. '1'ba
relationship between water infiltration r~te and density of
collembola and grain yield waa investigated.

Materials and Met:hod1,:
Two paddy rice (Oryza Sativa) calilva::.s l:R.579 (indl.ca., lcmggrain} and Giza 172 (Japonica. Short-grain) wer.a C'GU:ivated
(Jana -

Octoller, 1978) :In Kafr Bl Sbaikh.

The aeedlinqs were tran11plan~ed an JUJ.y. ::at t.ellering tbe

equivalent of SO Kg of B per acze of di fferai t straigh ":• aa
wall l!IB BP and llPK VI.king Ship Complex tert:i1izer s (Rorak
Hydro a.a •• Oslo. Borway) were to field p1ota (3 x 3.Sm) aaing
tbe two cultivara in a randcaaized split plot deaign with three
zeplicatea. At harvesting. at:raw and crrain yield.a "'8re air
dried, divided and weighed. "1'he laaat significant diff'erence
was es'timated. by the t-test according to Spei9el (1972).
'l'be aoil used was of tbe a 1 luvial aodlc q•pe with 55" clay,
2" carbonama and a pB of a.2. '!be soil ba,1 a relat!val.y hig'b
gmund

water tabla ( 1 meter fmm surface J..

By the md o:f the

growing season and after cSryin9 off the fields, the water
infiltrailon rate waa measazed by t:he dl:nabl.e-ring infiltrometara accorcU.nv to Gaheen and Rjoa (1978). At tlle s . . tlllle
aal.1 11maplea fzom tbe rhizo.;,p'here - r e taJmn. Pzom tbeee

samples soi1 fauna vare extracted., mant:ed and differentiated
according to "l'udroa

et

al. (1965).

-

- - - - · - ..................rwn. _ _ _ _ ...._____ _

R@aults &JM! Diacaal'ion:

The qffect of different fertilizer t:raa1:manta on grain rice
yie14a (table 1) was such that t:he yield of cv. 579 was

generally higher than that of cv. 172. However. witb the t10
varietiea the yield was generally, significantly, higher with
the lllPK tban the NP or R treatimnts. Thia reaul.t eugveated
t:hat K was a limit:ing fact:or for r:lce proauic:tion in Egypt.
Amonium auUate was found to deczeaee rice grain yiel.d
(Halal, 1975). on a similar soil a significant incmase in
yie1d ~ corn (RafacU and GohaJ:. 1975 and Faizy • 1979) and
aeed. Clttan (Faizy. 1979) were reparted with K-fertilizera.
With the ttlO caltivara of rice. the highest yield wae o'btained
wi. th t:be 21 7 14 grade.
%nd:l.catin9 that anlike in cotton where
the higbeat yield waa obtained with a fertilizer having an
B/K 2 0 ratio af 1 or 1aaa (Pdzy, 1979), in paddy rice the moat
am table H/K2 o ratio was 1. 5 ( Isnnmadji et al. 1973).
'l'ba 9rain yield ae .all ae tbe density ot= aoi1 fauna was
higher with area super granul.ea than ordinary urea (Bacham.
1972) • indicating that the slow rate o~ una grartule Qi.aaolution
wae mare favorable. A1tarnatively. the inczeaae in the density
wit:b t:he 23 23 - than the 20 20 - seemed to be due t:o t'ba high
rate of water aalu'bl.e P of tbe for . .r than the latter grade.

It wae of interest to note tbat tbe dmllity af co1lanbola was
p>siti98ly correlated wi'th the grain yield (fig 1). '1'be yield
inezaaaed byperbol!c:ally with inc:maaing collanbo1a and leveled
ot:f at a'bclu t 70 c.:ollaabola/SOOQ' aai 1. 'l'he denai ty of co1lmnbola
was eimilar1y related to the dry weight of! ~· (fig 2).
'.Phese obaervat!ons su99eatecl that tbe density of collanbola
aight be taken ae a biological test for soil pmducti~ty
(Buckle, 19~1. md Braune, 1955). -nae dry weidlt ot root,., of

Table 1:

The grain and straw yield

88 wll as the denai ty of total
fauna of tt«> rice cultivara 88 affected by different
fertilizer treatments.

I

I
P~OS

Ki,O

Grain
CV

-K

72

315.:!bc

~
+K

q./aq.m
CV

579

308.0 c:

Straw2g./aq.m
CV

72

526.7 f

CV

I

'i

otal f auna/500g
57

CV

172

soil
CV 579

754.7 d
646.7 e
851.7 c

164.
28.
74.

99.

620.7 e
656.7 e

26.

38.

44.

42.

43.

36.

13.lde

54.

90.0 b
691.0de

161.
94.
93.

18.
64.
66.
70.

30.
76.-

-

i
l

I
ii

Q

J
r

II

I

Pi~rea

followed by same letter a~ not significantly different at t •
0 95
L.s.o. of 1 and 2 aze 95.4 and 90.4, respectively.
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t:he t111D rice varieties were also hyperbolieally zelat:ed to
the denaity of acarina (fig 3).
'file rlee grain yield as 'Wll. as the density of coJ.laabola
were negatively correlaatc! with the water infiltration rate
(fig 4). I:n ccntraat to Wila'ke (1963), this surprising
result might be due to the high sail ni ty of the soi 1, which
might have cauaec! soma subsurface cracks upon drying
(Raasell, 1972).
At a can&tant R supply ( SOKg/acre). K anc! P ~ere incmased
(f:mm 14 'to 50Kg/ac:re) wit:h different: RPK grades (table 1).
'l'he influence ~ this iucreaae an the c!ensity of insect
popu.lat:ion was such that 111d.th cv. 579, t:he density daczeaaed
(fig 5), whereas w.ith cv. 172 the density inczeasec! (fig 6).
Tbi.s striking difference suggesbd that sail insects were
not only :relai:ed to species (von Bmdaa, 1974) but weze also
a function of die cultivar. J:t was therefare tentativel.y
suggested that the insects nd.ght have been e.ither feeding
on root-parasites or the root itself of cv. 172; whereas
with cv. 579 which was found. to have a high response ,~o K
fertilizers (van Ue:ckull, 1976). This K might bave given
1:he cv. 579 a thicker and harder root cell walls or a law
palatability (llen9el. 1976, J:annmadji, 1976, and Troll.denier
and Zehl.er, 1976) and thus rendering it: mare invul.laerasble
to invasion of parasite and soi1 insects.
With the different fertilizer treatments, the acarina made
up about lOW. of the total denai ty of fauna. -rhia pereentage
was vezy law whua aompared to that ( 45") z:eported for the
acarina of. a bar soil from the 11arae ana ('l'Udma. 1975).
Thia difference might be mainly due to water auhaergence
and tbe resultant reducing ccnditions which are usually
induce4 in paddy rice fields.
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THE ABUNDANCE OF SOIL ANll'llALS {r\'flCROARTHROPODA,
ENCHYTRAEIDAE, NEMATODA) IN A CROP ROTATION
DOMI:SATED BY LEY AND IN A ROTATION WITH VARIED
CROPS
Olof Andre"n and Jan Lagerlof
i;u•1•1l1.11 Ll1111,•r•llJ1

11f

.-1gr111rll11111I S111·1111·•

5:1•1•111•

The cffe=ts of different cropping systems on the abLmdance of soil fauna
ls studied as a part of the pToject:
"Ecological systems in arable land" at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences.
'!'his is a preliminary l"epo1·t from a soil fauna investigation in an ac:Iricultural field trial, located in .As near OstcrsWld in central Sweclen,
where a crop rotation dominated by ley (short-tenn gras~land) is
compared with a rotation with varied crops. The trial was started in
1955. The expc-rimental plots measure 19.0 m x 6.Q m and arc replicated
in two blocks. Al 1 crops in both rotations are grown ev~ry year, so it
is possible to st.udy all year:; in a rotation at the same time.
(See table 1.)
Crop rotation 1 represents a fann with dairy cattle where all crops arc
used on the fann as forage and largr. amount!; of fannyard manure arc produced. Crop rotation 2 repr~sents a fann without cattle ~here all crops
are sold and n0 fannyard manure is available.

!•bl!._]. Long•tenn r1eld e\perl111ent w:th different cropp1n') systems •t AS, nL,.r 1lstersund 1n ·entral Sieden.
fauna 1nwest1gat :ons were carr1ed out 1n Um t.r~atment• unde: I lned.
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The soil of the experimental site is a clar )'Jam with about 7 'ii organic
matter. lhc pH of water extract is about 5.9. In 1966 investigations
showed di~fercnces in soil phy~ical properties created by the different
crop rotations (Hf1kan~son 1968). 1hc mean porosity 1\!as si&nificantlr
higher (p < 0.05) in rotation 1 than in rotation 2 when barley undcrsown
with Icy mixture was grow'l (54.4 and 49.9 '!. b)' volume respectively).
Analyses for orga1&ic carbon in 1972 showed a hi.sher level in rotation 1
than in rotation 2 t3.68 and 3. 26 'ii by weight" respectively).
The soil fauna samplings were carried out i11 Sep~cmber 1977. To compa"'c
the crop rctations, samples were taken in barley undersown with lcy
mixture in both rotations. To compare 't!&e five year old lcy in C"".:>P
rotation 1 with the succt.-ding barley undersown wilh Icy mixturr. the five
year old ley was also sampled.
The faWla groups studied were:
Microarthropoda: only Collemhola and Acari arc discussed here. Other
arthropc.d groups were also recorded but their abundance was to low t:o be
measured accurately with the sm'l11 S'mlple uni ts used. CollembolJ arc
cla~.sified as one group. Acari have been divided into the suborders
Me~o~ti~itata, Prostigmata, Astigmata anci Gryptostigmatn. Among the
l\~sostigrnata only the cohort Gamasina wa~ found.
Enchytraei<lae: this group has not been divided further taxonomically
Nematoda: this group has been divided int'J ecological feeding groups
after Banage (1963), (figure 2).
Sampling for Microarthropoda was m.'ldr-? with a cylindrical soil corer with
a diameter of 33.5 lllll. The srunpling d~pth was 0-10 cm. 20 sample W1its
were taken in each treatment, 1O from each plot. rhc animals were extracted with a high gradient canister extractor (i-facfadyen 1961) further
developed at the i\Jols laboratory in Denmark (Persson & Lahm 1977,
Petersen 1978). Sampling for Enchytraeidae was performed with a cylindrical corier oi S.:> nun diameter. The sampling scheme was the same as for
Microarthropoda. The ar.iMals were extracted with a modified Baerman
iunncl ~ethod described by o-c:onnor (1962). Samples for ne:natodes were
taken with a soil borer of 20 mm diameter to a depth of 20 cm. 30 random
samples from one plot were pooled. 4 pooled srunplcs were taken i.n each
treatment. l"he nernatot1es were extracted according to the meiho<l described by Sei.nhorst (Southey 197U). The microarthropods and em:hytraeias
were coWlted under a stereo microscope (S - 40 X) and arithmetic means,
standard errors, Af¥JVAs and Dt.mcan's tests were computed with 131\IDP
computer programs from UCLA, U.S.A ••
The results from the F.nchytraeidae and Microarthropoda im·estigations
are shown in figure 1. Generally speaking the different soil animal
groups show a tendency of decreasing abl.Dldance as folluws:
Five year old ley in crop rotation 1. >Barley undersown with ley mixture in crop rotation 1. >Barley undersown with ley mixture in crop
rotation 2. The results from the nematode investigation ~how the same
pattern as the MicroaY'thropoda, although the differences are not si&,nificanr. (figure 2). The distribution between the ecological f~eding
groups is constant with a majority of plant ~d ft.mgus feeders.
Z'l5

Individuals· m-2
Figure 1
E11c!_lrtrn1d••
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Figure 2.

Nematoda of different ecological feeding greiups in the field
•
exlleriment at As
near Ostersund.
Individuals · m- 2,
O..'.20 cm depth. Means of 4 pooled samples are shown with their star.derd errors.

It is not surprising that the old ley h~s the greatest abundance for
mDst of the groups studied. The soil has not been ploughed .for five
yeaTs, the surface hsis been constantly covered with vegetation and a
great root biomass h~~ developed.
1~1 barley lDldersown wi tn ley :nwcture in crop rotation 1 the abundances
cf C.Ollembola, Gamasina, Cryptostigmata and Enchytraei'-8.e are significantly lower than in the five year old ley by which it is preceded in
·che rotation. Prol-::ibly ploughing is the majn factoT involved. Similar
effects of ploughing have been reported from other investigations
(F.dwards & Lofty 1969, P.yl 1977;. Collembola are reported to recolonise
rather quickly after ploughing while Gamasina and Cryptostigmata are
slower (Sheals 1956) probably due to longer generation time. The Acari
group Astigmata shows a higher ablDldance in barley in rotation 1 than in
the other treatments, especially the deutonymph stage, hypopus. The
Astigmata seem to have derived advantage from the decaying roots :uid
litter resulting from the pl<.'ugh.ing of the ley. The addition of fannyard
"118Ilure is probably a:!.so important, as earlier experiments show (Marshall
1977).
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B..uler in crop rotation 2 has lo'' :tbundanccs for mosr so1 l illlimal groups
i1.vcstigateJ.. l11e mite group Prostigniata is an obVJ.OUS c~ception, with a
rrcan ~lbtindancc four times i.ighcr than in the other trc:atments. Almost
all Prostigmat.:1 found hcrP. belong to the .3upcrfamily TarsoncMid.1e,
small forms measuring arcWld o. 3 rrm or lcss in oody length • Thcsc small
nai tcs \"'hich a 1 e fungi vorc::s, plant fct'dcrs or insect assoc iatcs sccm to
have a gn:atc1 chancc to exploit the soil in crop rotation 2 than other,
larger fonns \\"hich might hav.:- difficulties be.cause of tht.' low porosity,
thc ch.-:tnging environment with soil culth·ati011 every rear and the less
st.:.1:-lc humidity aml temperature conditions than in crop rotation 1. The
scarcity of competitors and predators prolm.bly give this group .:1 bctter
chance of survival in this trc.:1t.ncnt than in the others.
l11c authors wouh! like to exprcss thl'ir r.ratitude to the staff of thc
Division of ~cmatology, S\'l.cdish lJnivC'rsj ty of Agriculturul Sciences for
t'1c extractic 11 and anal rses of the nematl' .le srunplcs.
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COMPARISON OF MINERAL ELEMENT CYCLING UNDER 'TILL
AND NO-TILL PRACTICES: AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROAC:H
TO AGROECOSYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Benjamin R. S•inner and D. A. Crossley, Jr.
Umt•t~1ty of Grorg1R

US/1

The son fau11c. of cultivated agronomic systems is notoriously
i111Jroverished. supp~rting low pop~lations of ~oil arthropods in comparison with uncultivated, natural forest or grassland ecosyste~c {Edwards
and Lofty, 1969; 1973). Tillage practices can cause appreciable
disruption of soil structure and biological conanunities (Allison, 1973).
Cultivated soils also show larse decreases in organic matter co111>ared
to untilled soils (Brady, 1974). Typical modern agricultural techniques
replace ~dturally occurring soil structure and function with a virtually
ster~le medium for culture of a single crop species at high density.
It is ironic that much of our knowledge of physical and chemical properties of soils. and even microbial properties, is derived from studies
of such highly ITDdified systems. Knowledge of soil zoology is more
nearly based upou studies of undisturbed sys terns.
In the past decade several developments have crnverged to promote
an increased interest in soil zoology of agronomic systems. One development is the utilization of an ecosystem viewpoint, empnasizing holistic
approaches (Harper, 1974}. A major catalyst has been the use of nutrient
cycling as an integrating paradigm for evaluating whole ecosystems performance and l"esponse to disturbance (Bormann and Li ke11s 1 1967). The
interactions of major ecosystenis processes (primary production, consu~
tion, decomposi~ion and abiotic processes) have been evaluated using
nutrient flows, in a variety of natural or managed ecosystems, as evident by several papers at this symposium. Another development has been
the increasing adaption of minimum tillage or no-tillage agronomic practices (Pereira, 1975). Whatever their other benefits, reduced tillage
practices result in richer soil biota, including invertebrates (Edwards
and Lofty, 1973; House. 1979). Increased awareness of the i"1'Jortance
of R\YCorrhizal associations for some crop systems has suggested that
tillage practices might be RDdified. Increasing costs of energy for culti vat; on and chem; ca 1 amendment, a.id awareness of the need to reduce
sediment and chemical pollution of waterways, are additional considerations leading to reduced cultivation practices. In any event, reducing
tillage allows soil biological components and processes to operate in a
manner similarly to those in undisturbed ecosystems.
In this paper we give an overview of a research project which is
attempting to integrate the approaches of agrcnoll!Y and ecosystem ecology.
~e are attempting t.o apply methodologies and approches of ecosystem study,
in partic~lar nutrient cycling, as a means of evaluating performance of
agronomic systems. Specifically, we are corq>aring structure, function
and nutrient dynamics in a set of no-tillage and conventional plots.
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No-t;11age or minimum tiliage fanning excludes or reduces
plowing and snoothing the soil prio~ to planting (Phillios and loung,
1973). Seeds are planted in the residue from the previous crop. The
only disturbance to the soil is the narrow cut for the seed )urrow.
Special plantirig equipment is used for thi-s operation. Conventional
tillage usually entails six or more trips across the field (plowin~.
disking, planting, cult;vating at least once, herbiciding ana harvL:.ting). No-tillage requires only one trip ea~h for planting, herbicidirg
and harvesting, and thus is e11ergetically nore efficient than conventional tillage. Important benefits from no-tillage practices are
conservatir.:.,1 r.f soil and water resources. Also, as described above,
perturbation of soil structure is su~~tantially decreased. However,
there are some disa~vantages to no-tillage: Weed problems can be
severe, although companion planting can reduce weed gra~th (Phillips
and Young, 1973). Some studies (Musick and Petty, 19;4) have shown
increased insect problems in no-U11age. Still, no-tillage farming
is increasingly popular.
The research project described here is currently in its second
year of development, ana is tne joint effort of several ecologists at
the U~iversity of Georgia. Results given here are fragmentary and pre1iminary, but representative. Oata are presented on plant growth, decomposition, soil microarthropods and nutrient leaching. Other information on ~anopy consumers, soil, fertility. microbial processes, soil
m1croarthropods and cherni cal transformations is not yet ready for reportir:~.

The foundation for our experimental approach is the general
hypothesis that no-tillage practice leads to nutrient and energy conservation. Biotic and abiotic components of soil, left undisti.rbed,
are organized into a well-defined structure, with the result that
nutrient cycling reduces loss of nutrients from the system. This paradigm is supported by watershed studies (Bormann et al. 1974; Waide and
Swilnk, 1976) s: .. -wing that in 'forested areas (hi~hly structured systems)
internal cycling greatly exceeds throughput. Plowing once or twice
yearly is a major perturbation which destroys the soil system's structure and function, ana recycling of nutrients becomes minimal. Conventionally tilled fann land is ;n essence kept in a very early succes~ior.
al or inmature state b.r man-induced subsidies. No-tillage farming al lows
soil structure to develop. Biotic components rem~in relatively undisturbed and therefore the no-tillage system should have 111>re of its
recycling processes intact.

EXPERIMENTAL DfSIGN AND METHODS
Horseshoe Bend is a 40-acre tract of land located in Clarke
County, Georgia. The area is an alluvial flood plain adjacent to the
Oconee River (Barrett, 1968). The crop system we are using consists of
eight~ ecre plots, bordered on two sides by an old-field.
As of May,
1978, the area which is now the crop system was in old-field vegetatioti,
not hav;ng been cultivated for 12 years. In Ma,y, the area was cleared
of veg6tation to ground level. Eight experimental plots, randomly

selected, received either conventional plowing or no-ti 1 lage treatlil!nt.
Following sta.idard fertiHzer applications, atrazine was used as a 1-reemergence herbicide. Grain sorghum was planted using a no-till planter.
In the fall of 1978. ~ot~ till dnd no-till rlots were planted in winter
rye which was conseque11tly mowea and chopped iri the spring of 1979.
Sorghum was again planted. Through-~~t. we have used standard cultural
reconunendatio~s for sorghum in the Georgia p1edmont.
Both above and belcw ground sorghum biomass was sampled at two
week inte~vals using three 1-m2 quadrats randomly located in each of
the ei~ht plots. Plant material was oven-dried to constant weight for
biomass determir.ation, ground, and subsampled for nutrient measure.ients
utilizing a plesma emission spectrograp~. Grain production was evaluated from similar l-m2 collections made at the time of harvest.
Litterbag techniques were used to measure rates of decomposition
(Crossley and Hoglund, 1972; Edwards and Heath, 1963). Li~terbags containing weighed crop residue were randomly distributed ~ver the soil
surface of each treatment soon a~ter planting. Five bags per plot were
random1y collected at approximately two week intervals. The residue
was oven-dried to constant weight in order to calculate loss of material. gro•md and retained for n"tr·ient analysis.
Soil mir.r.:>arthropods were sampled by extracting them from soil
cores (5 cm aia. by 5 cm deep) on a rTDdified Tullgren apparatus (Merchant and Crossley, 1970). Ten random cores were taken from each
plot at two week ;ntervals. The soi 1 rnicroarthropods were also sampled
prior to plow;ng and planting. Gross counts by major taxonomic groups
made on these samples are now ava~lable, arid more detailed analysis of
the faunal structure is continuing.
Because the exper;mental area is flat with minimal or no surface run-off, the major loss of nutrients is through the downward
rTDvement of ground water. Porous cup Tysimeters (Soil Moisture Corp.)
were used to measure the concentration of nutrients (NH4, N03, P, K,
Na) at a depth of 50 cm. Th;s measurement is considered to represent
loss concentration, since the arP.a of nutrient uptake by sorghum is
ge11erally above 50 cm. The lysirreters were sampled approximately every
two weeks. -he ground water was analyzed for anmonia and nitrate nitrogen 1· ing colorimetric techniques. Cation and phosphorus determinations
are tJeing made with a plasma emission spectrophotometer.
RESULTS

AND

DISCUSSION

The results of these studies obtained so far confirm the
advantages of no-till practices over conventional tillage. Only
results from tht.! sin-mer of 1978 are available, arid these results
cover but a few of the Pi'Ocess-level measurt'!ments.
Primary production in no-till and conventionally tillage plots,
as revealed from harvests of sorghum, produced nearly identical plant
biomasses by the end of the gr01r1ing season. Figu~ l shows that sorghum

FIGURE 1. Above-ground biomass of grain sorghum in conventionallyt1 lled (CT) and no-tillage (NT) exp!r1mental plots, Horseshoe Bend
Experimental Area 1 Athens, Georgia. 197R.
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growth in no-t111 plots 1n1tially lagged behind growth in cultivated
plots. Leaf formation and heading time also lagged behina in the notil 1 plots. A significant factor may have been the slower root development in no-till plots, which itself may heve been influenced by an
early-slason drought. As Figure l shows. at the end of 5u11111er sorghum biomasses were similar in conventional and no-tillage systems.
Biomass of weeds was higher in the no-till plots in the first week's
samples, but thereafter weed biomasses were similar for the two treatments.
Weight loss by plant residue, as measured by litterbag techniques, is illustrated in Figure 2. In each treatment weight loss was
sll'lW, but increased abruptly in late sU11111er. Litter confin~d in bags
in the no-till plots lost weight more rapidly than that in the conventfonal tillage treatment-. but final percentages of litter rema;ning were similar (Figure 2). T~e pattern of weight loss and decomposition of surface litter ~uring the winter season may be of greater
significance than results for the sunmer growing season. Total decomposition might be expected to proceed more rapidly under culti~ation,
since surface litter becomes incorporated into the mineral soil.
However, the ameliorating effect~ of surface litter on abiotic microc1imatic factors in no-till systems may negats this influence of cultivation, at least in some years.
Populations of soil microarthropods in conventional, no-till
and old-field plots showed an initial decline followed by an increase
later in the summer (F'gure 3). Very low values obtained for microarthropod eopulations in cultivated plots during June or July (about
1000 per mZ), but these nurrt>ers increased dramatically following July
ra1ns (Figure 3). A co8')lete analys1s of soil microarthropod responses to tillage practices in these plots ha~ been developed (Weems. in
preparation) a~d will be presented elsewhere. Similarly, pitfall
trapping has b~en used to compare populations of sur~ace-dweliing macroarthropods 1n these tillage comparisons (Blunt>erg, 1980).
While we are attempting to develop input-output budgets for
several major nutrients, we are placing particular emphasis on nitrogen fluxes and transformcations. Reid et al. (1969) suggested that
nitrogen regimes are principally functions of ilmlObilization and remineralization rates, processes largely mediated by micro~ial activities. While large gaseous fluxes of nitrogen occur in soil systems,
leaching losses may be appreciable as well, parti~ularly in the humid
southeastern United States (Nelson and Uhland, 1955). Figure 4 shows
nitrate nitrogen concentrations in lysimeter collections at 50 cm
depth in conventional and no-till plots. During the last half of the
summer, nitrate concentrations in groundwater were significantly higher
in the conventionally tilled plots. These d&ta suggest that no-tillage
practices retard nitrate loss via leaching. Further evaluation must
be based on gaseous transfonnations as well as leaching losses.
Figures 1 - 4 are illustrative of the types of research data
being collected in this field experiment. We emphasize the phenomena

FIGURE 3. To!al microarthropods in top 5 cm of conventionally-tilled

(CT). no-tillage (NT) and old-f;eld (OF) soils, Horseshoe Bend
Experi11ental Area, Sunwner, 1978.
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pertaining to the soil constitute the major differences between
th£: experimental systems. A generalized overview cc,nsiders nutrient
inputs and outputs in ccntrast with internal nutrient dynamics in
these systems. The principal nutrient input for both sy~tems is the
fertilizer subsidy. Harvest of crops is a major nutrient output,
but so are leaching and (for nitrogen) ga~eous losses. lhe regulation of the latter nutrient export is a function of the soil system
and is mediated by soil biological comnunities. It appears from
our results to date, that the more intact soils of no-tillage agronomic systems should prove to be more conservative of nutrients.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

P. GOULD1

Did you monitor weeds?
Yes, we did. Biomass of weeds was
higher 'In-no-till plots in the first samples we took. By the
end of the summer, the weea biomass in conventional tillage
was just as high as in no-tillage.
E. WALDORI": Was insecticide applied in your conventional tillage? :If not, bow does this compare with aqricultural practice?
B. R. STINNER: No , we didn • t apply a.r.y insecticide.
This woula r.ot be unusual for grain so&ghum in our area..
C.A. EDWARDS: We have also found fewer attacks !:>y
stemboreri' in no-till systems.
The slow initial growth you reported was a normal
response. We have always found slowP-r initial root q~owth
under no-till but later in the seaeon root growth catches
up and overtakes that in ploughed soil.
I am not so sure about the nutrient situation.
In England we often have to add extxa nitrogen to no-till
crops and less of other nutrients.

i'.a.

S'l'INNE~:
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EFFECT OF MEADOW MANAGEMENT ON SOIL PREDATORS
A. Kajak
Polish AraJtmv of St11nct
Poltuul
~he thesis of this contribution is that meadow maJl&gement is usually followed by a decrease, in the abundance of
invertebrates, predators being most heart~ reduced as compared with other trophic groups. ~his refers both to the preda~ors oco-11rr1Dg aboveground am to the pJ"edators inhabiting
soil a.ml soil surface.

In umtilized ecosystems, or in those extenaivel.y
utilized, the abulldance of invertebrate animals is closely
correlated with available food supply. There is a relationship between the amount of organic matter qi::og over the
year and the biomass of aaprophbges 81g. 17. There is also
a relationship between the '!:>iomass of saprophages a.mi the
biomass af predators Lfig. a]. The regression describing
this relatioIIShip has been calculated from data on 12 ecosystems £X8,~ak, 1977]. ~here is also a relationship bet-ween
the rate of dead matter input aIJd the predator biomass in
an ecosystem, al.though the bi~s of predators in a given
area is extremel.1' smal.l. ~O - '!/_, as compared with the
amount of dead organic 11&a.tter. Neve.rthel.ttss, the abundance
of predators depe?W.a on the amount of this matter. Both the
average b1amaaa of preclators and the average biomass of
saprophages are a f'Unction of dead matter input.
A regression of the average annual ~nvertebrate
biomass on the annual i.nput of dead pl.ant material was
calculated. The functions were verifie4 by the analysis
of variance on the basis of F statistics. The value
of F obtained from the empirical data is higher than the
theoretica1 F at the level o.01 for all the functions
[fig. 1 aD1 '?].

In intensively util~zed ecosystems these relationships are disturbed. The mmber of pred.Cltors is extremely
sma11 in relation to food supply in such ecosystems.
When &DB.l.ysi.Dg this problem, such factors as :numbers,
biomass, an4 lobom.otory activity of predators were considered. A.utihor s own observations were used and the literature
data.
I am going to start with a ver:T actual problem
ana~sed by a group of research workers of the Instltute
of Ecology, Polalld, for some years, ll8Dle~ with the probl.em
of the effect of 1111neral fertilizers on a meadow ecosystem.
The meadow was fertil.ized o~ with ~n macroeleLAeuts - 1Plt 1 at a rate of 680 kg • ha- • As a result,
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the soil was aoiditled [PH KCI· 5-5.6 in the C•Jntrol
plots, while 4.5-4.8 in the fertilized plotl!Z. '?here were
some losse& in the exchangeable Ca and Mg aild decrease iD
sorption capacity in the soil {Czerwiilski an Pracz 19?f17.
At the same time some changes occurred in the l.iv.:.ng part
of the ecosystem. ?he yield increased, plant species and
their chemical composition being cha.Dged. This was followed
by an increase in the munber of pbytophagous insects liviDg
on green plant parts. The biomass of soil tauna decreased
for all the trop~c levels. The biomasR of predators,
however, dr~pped most, by more t!:lan 60fo in the third year
of fertilizer application, while the biomass of saprophages
and pbytophages dropped by about 20%. Thus the proportion
of predators decreased in relation to the total biomass
of invertebrates. /_Tab. fl.
Tab. 1
ilftect of fertilizing on soil meso Trophic
groups

Mean biomass

£g.

Control plots
0

Herbivores
Sapropbages
Total
Preda.tors/Total
in~

aftar

•

and

macrofauDa

d.wt. • m - _.,
Fertilized plots

29.47

•
23.09
24.77

2.00

1.00

2a05

26.8!:)

1.49

Andrr.e;>ewsQ., 19'76 1 Mal.allec, 1976; Nowak 1976;
Olechowicz 1976; Potal, 19?6; Wasilewske, 19?6;
Zyromtika-Rlld.zka, 1976, Kajak 1977.

However the totai number of predators was not af:f ected,
only the proportion o~small size animals increased in
the carnivore level. L-.a;ab. ?;J.
The ?llllllber of such small arthropods as Stepllylinldae
increased, while the m.unber of larger predators such as
Carabida.e and Chi.lopoda decreased. At the same time, the
average body weight of an indiVidllal incrP.ased 1.n the
group of predators of smell size, and dropped in thPgroup o:f large ones. /!lab. ~In the community of spiders, which are animals of
inte1'1!lediate size as compared with the groups earlier
discussed, J}O significant changes in the density were
observed ~ab. ?;/ only the proportion of i>ai."ticular
species was changed. jn the :fertilized plots the heaviest
species
declined, L~arantula pul.verulenta /Cl/, Trochosa
mricola Koch, Pardosa t>Alu.stris /L/J, while an increase
in mmber was observed in the species of' small bo~ size,
['"Erigona ~ Bl.. 1 ~4 ~ /Wid./ 1 Centomerita
bicoloi'?BlJ ~ab. '±I•
291.

Tab. 2

llffeot of fertilisiD.g on denait1 aJl4 biomass ot predator1 arthropods

-~l

Bwabel' of 1Dd • ...- 2

anillala

8t~l1n1clae

e t;apql1n1dae
lanae

ia.

Control plots•
1973
1974

110.5

1973
1974

96.0
,54-.2

69.?

P~rtilized

ag d. wt • .- 2

plots

Control plots

lertilized plots

84.6

20.1

26.5

4d.3
39.9

1;9.4

sa.1

a.3
3.2

14.4
6.8

142.2

N

Large aDimala

Araneae
C:bilopoda

Cuabidae :la.

!!otal

1974

35.4

37.7

?3. 'l

106.?

,34.0

?1.S
19.7

19?'

&1.,

10.3

2;.1
179.2

4.3
?9·5

5?J.3

88.5

22.9
13.4

220.0

161.4
159.,

1973

1974

197,

1974

1973

19?4

86.5
,.01

;.46

309.4

251.3

28.8

68.8

1.71

5.58

36?.3
24?.9

325.0

...

Tab. 3

.!:.iea11 individual wei.:;l1t

~================~r==--====r-======~~=~===~~====~~=====~====~~====~=r=~~~:
~mal'

""

J

8lll.mals
0

"'

I
II

Year

I
II

a wt
plots I Ferti1izeti
mG

Control

plotr.

I
I:

~=~==========1
'.•...' ~thod

-

I
I

f

------------------~--------~------------------~------------·--------r---------------------1
I
I
I
I
I

Stoph:ylinidae im. I
I
I
I
I

19?3
19?4

I
I
I
I

0,21+

I

0,3.3

I
I
I
I

1

0,3,~

I

0,37

I
I
I
I

noil
CC'res

I
I
I
I
I

I 19?3 I
O,OC6
I
0,10
I
soil cores
I
------------------1---------L------------------.J------------------·-·t--------------------I
Carabidae larvC;te

. ls
Large anima

I
1

I
1

I
1

------------------~--------r------------------,-------------------4---------------------'
Areneae

Carabidae

1973

2,83

O,S·?

quadr:ite

1974

2,00

O, 79

r!ethod

,'!

1974

1~

1975

2l~.~

soil cores
piti':Jll traps
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The soecies of 1nte1'Ulediata size w1rre subject to smallest
changes £P~tha C.egeer~ sung/.
Ther~ore, in treated plots two processes occur at
the same time - changes in t.L.e body size and in DWD.bers.
["Tab. 2, Tab. "!iJ. In the group of large animals there was
a decrease in the average body weight and in numbers, while
in the group of small predators an Qpposite situation was
observed. Mean density of predators is similar in treated
and untreated areas. ~ab. 2}.

A decrease in the body size implies that animals with
a higher metabolic rate generally also with a shorter life
cycle became more import.ant. As a result, the biomass tu.rnover increased. Also the diet of predators must be shifted
towards smaller prey. The decrease in the proportion of
predators ae such is one of the mechanisms of speeding
up the r"J.te of matter cycling {jalmbc~k , Kajak 19??);
a decrease in the size of' :individual.a must have similar
consequences.

An accelerated matter cycliz~ can compensate for
losses in the mitrients leached fr<>lli the ecosystem ~ecause
of increasing acidification, or removed from the ecosystem
with increasing yield and not restored bec&.\.lae onl.y a
limited llWllber of nutrients is supplied with fertilizers.
A similar tendency to a diminishing of the bo~ size of
animals, as observed in fertilized meadows is also
characteristic of crop fia.lds, as compared with natural
and s11G1.i - natural ecosystems.
The changes in the biomass and species composition
of predators in the fertilized plots were associated with
a decrease in their mobility. Less animals were caught by
pitfall traps. As far as the number of predators did not
drop we can 1V&sume that the difference in the number of
individuals trapped is a result of decreased locomotory
activity of arthropods. "ab. 2 and 5).
Tab. 5
Effect of fertilizing on locomotory
of predatory arthropods.

ac~ivity

Number of ind per trap • 24h - 1
Control plots
Araneae
Fo1'mic:1dae
Carabidae

-

+ 0.40
1.19 + 0.14
o.a1 +

4.77

-

- o.w

after Kaaak, 1977
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Fertilized plots
:;.16 ::!: 0.18
1.20 +
- 0.11
0.35 -+ 0.06

I

Sim1lar methods as applied in the ana~sis of the
effect of mineral fertilizing were used to e%41rra.ine the
effect of organic fertilizers in the f 01'111 of sheep mam.ire
on an ecosystem. This treatment was followed 'by a complete
challge ~n the vegetation oomposition and by a raise in
yield, as it is the case wben mineral fertilizers are
applied~ The basic difference is that the input of orgBLio
:fertilizers was fol.lowed by an increase in the biomass Gf
soil. fauD&., 1nclu<Ung pbytophages aDd saprophages. The
biomass of predators, instead dropped though not so
markedJ.7, as after the _gplicalion of ilneral fertilizers
/by about 201J.J f,rab. ~. The proportion of predators to
~he total biomass of soil fauna aecreased conaLderabJ.y,
as it was one-fifth of that in unfertilized plots.
The size of animals did not dimini.sb , however.
The analysis of the effect of grazing on predators
•111 be based on data frc.m Asi.erican prairies. !r:O.ese were
l.ong-teDL stud:l.esl tlm,s it is possibl.e to follow J.ong-teDL
ef'f'ects of enclos ng l.&rge areas to exc1ude them :from
grazi.Dg. ll4an;,y ecocvstem. campoDBnta were &JJ&~sed thero,
from which onq soil fauna \lll.l be cl:l.scuaaed he.I."e.
Andrews et al. /!l'Tl'tl estimated ene1157 flow through short
grass prairie ecoa7st• in the Colorado state. There was
compared, among others, resp:1ntor;,: energy l.oas of three
coDllUDler levels in heaY1~r gra~ed
steer/4.8 ha for
180 d&7rfl and ungrazea. areas.

Z1

Gr,,ziJ:Jg was f'u::\.l.awed by a decrease in the energy used
for respj.ration by invertebrate animals • .A.nd again predators
were more afXected than other trophic groups. !l?he •1181'87
f'low through the trophic level. of predators dropped almost
by halt in the grazed prairie, while the amount of energy
used. by ~topbages and saprophages d•creased by onlJ
a little more than 20)5 bab. 7 t).
A similar conclusion can be drawn from the studies
conducted 1.n prairies of' di.tferent types L!.ewis 19717.
The average b:iomaas of predators in ditterent prali-f"es was
higher for ungrazed sites, although., for e~le,~to
phages showed an opposi.te tendenc;r r~ah.'l JV ..
A negati.ve ettect of mow1.ng on the mm.ber of predators is convincingly illustrated b;y Southwood &Dd Emden
f196'll_. According to these authors, plq"tol'bagoua species
tended to be more abundant in the cut; grass lalld wh:l.le
both predator.y and saprophagous spe<S:ies are 1n the most
cases reduced :l.n numbers. ~.b.q have also shown that
mow1.ng is fol.l.owed by a decrease in the proportion of
predator.y spec1es 1IL ~ps of an1maJ.s with large ~ood
apect~ such as A.cari:na, Ooleoptera, and Heteroptera
[~ab. ~·

~ab.

6

mtteot of •am1ring

~ropl:aio

b~

gro11p

penn1Dg sheep

OD

soil meao- and :maorofamua.

Kean bi.omaas I g d •t • .-2 /
Coatrol

Year after

manuring

Predators
l.erb1.vor'9a

0.15
0.28
4.50

0.12
0.92
20.60

~otal

4.93
3.0

21.64

S&J)rophagea

Predators/

~otal

0.6

1.D "

•
~ab.

7

llffeot of graz:l.Dg b1 oattle o.a.
of belowgroun4 iDvertebrates.

aot1.~1.t1

8114 b1omaaa

Jleap:Lration lmal • .- 2 per 180 da~s
JJagrazed

Bea-.ll.1
pase4

Berb1-vorea

Bapropl:Lagea

Carnivore a

Wmig:'azed/
1'1'/0

Berbi"Vo"a

CarDi.vores

o.a

1.7

~

graze
1972

ngrue4/ BeavU1

sr•••4

Tab. 8
Per cent of

~redators

Acarina

Coleoptera
Heteroptera

in total IDl.mber of individu.als

cut meadow

uncut meadow

19.0
B.4
17.0

,2.0
20.0
22.c

after South•ood, limden 1967
SummiDg up, it may be concluded that meadow management
is usuall.1' fol.lowed by a decrease in the proportion of

predators in the ecosystem, and by a reduction iu the biomass
of predators. ~heir biomass is reduced even in the case when the
treatments applied cause an increase in plant biomass and
in ~he ~otential food resources /:e.g. organic fertilizer~].
The animals anal.ya ed above are pol.yphagaws predators with a
relatively long life cycle. Stenophagous predators
t:e.g. parasites] were not analysed here, it is even possible
that their act:lvity can compensate to some extent for the
deficiency of polyphagous predators. The data avail.able
seem to indicate, howevert that the redllction of predators
a.ff ects the fUncliioning or one of the mechanisms of mmber
~egulation. Another important consequence is the acceleration of decomposition rate as it seems th~t soil preeators
inhibit the rate of tnese processes LXajak and Jakubcw.yk

1976, 1977_}.

So far pest outbreaks in meadows have been rare as
compared with other ecosystems such as ~orests and crop
fields. It seemb, however, that the intensification of
agricultura1 tream.ents enhances pest outbreaks also in
meadows.
~ne of the characteristic features of grasslands
is the retention of organic matter in soil humus decomposition processes beiIJg generally less rapid th3.n
production. As a result of the intensification of management these processes seem to be shifted towards a higher
decomposition rate, this maki;Jg grasslands similar to
crop fielde.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

M. s. TADROS: What kind of traps were used in this investigation for determining soil fauna activity?
A· .J. SZUJECKI: I feel I am unable to answer questions
since i t is not my work.
S. B. BILL: Did Dr. Kaj ak examine the influence of time
of application of the various management practices on soil
fauna. My experience is that timinq is critical with respect
to both beneficial (intended) and ha.r.mful (unintended) effects.
~.J. SZUJECKI:
I cannot answer for Dr. Kajak but you
are quite right; it is important.

INFLUENCE or AGRICULTUR'E ON THE OUTBREAK OF
WHITE GRUBS IN INDIA
G. K. Vecresh
Un1wrs1fy af llgric11ltim1l S..irnra
lnilia

INTRODUCTION
Every fanner tn India ts aware of white grubs but seldom thinks
they would cause injury to his crops. The danger is realized only when
the crops suddenly start wilting. Such plants are easy to pull up and
a white grub can often be scooped up from the soil under the plant. The
fanner then thinks that all white grubs are his enemies. although a small
percentage cf this large group of scarabaeids are phytophagous and the
rest are either coprophagous dung feeders or litter inhabitants. Thus
the fanners are often hesitant to apply compost and fannyard manure in
which many white grubs live. because they think that the white grub problem in the cultivated field 1s introduced with fannyard manures. Not
many realize that the white grubs develop into the beetles that swann in
dusk after the premonsoon showers.
The white grub prohlar. is world-wide. mostly 1n lawns. turf and
grasslands. but tn India extensive damage ts caused to cultivated crops
fn addition to lawns and turf. White yrub damage to cultivated crops
reported from outside India ts mostly on sugarcane (Mungomery. 1948;
Mautta. 1935• Vo1cott. 19359 Jepson. 1956). In Indfa. no crop is free
from the ravages of white grubs. except under puddled conditions
(Veeresh, 1977).
The seriousness of the prob1em of white grubs to cultivated crops
was not realized until 1956, when a serious outbreak of white grub was
reported on sugarcane in Dalmf&nagar, B1har (Anonymous, 1956) although
early records of white grub damage to crops in India were a·1aflable
(Sharp, 1903• Fletcher. 1919i Beeson. 1919i Anstead, 1919; Isac. 1919;
Stebbing, 1899). If the number of publications on white grubs fn India
ts any indication to the magnitude of the problem now and before two
decades. certainly the problem has increased tn the last two decades. Before 1960 there were onlv twelve publications on thfs subject canpared to
more than two hundr,.a .-~.-~~··ences.available now. Rea11z1ng the importance
of white grups 1n I~.ri; •· ..:.., ·fculture. the Indian Council of Aqr1cul tura1
Research constituted a cunnf tlee of experts in 1974 to contfd~~ the problem and to suggest corrective measures (Anon,ymous, 1974). Large scale
campaigns against white grubs have been launched in the States of
l<arnataka (Veeresh. 1974). Maharashtra (Raodeo et al., 1976) and Rajastan
(Yadava et al., 1978). The ICAR Scientific Panel of Entomoiogy and Nanatology has suggested an All InJia Coordinated Research Projec~ on white
grubs. c:o b& taken up fn the sixth five year plan.
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Perhaps for the first time a single pest has drawn the attention of
the whole country. So far the1·e has been rio single effactive solution for the problem of white gr·ubs fo thh country and every year
damage by the pest increases. An attempt was made to assess the
factors responsible for the sudden increase in the white grub incidence. With the evidence available a change in agricultural practices
seems to have a major influence favouring the outbreak of this otherwise ubiquitous insect, in the last two decades when the practices of
traditional agriculture gradually gave way to modernization.
METhODS
Data has been collected for over t\velve years on the incider.ce
of whitP. grubs Mnder different agroclimatic conditions in India both
~Y personal visits and through corrmun~cation.
kesponse to a quarterly
white grub newsletter, issued from the Department or Entomology,
University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore since 1974, provides
informattor• needed to a.Hess the ca.uses for the outbt·eak of white grubs
in this country. Observations were made on major species of white
grubs occurring in different agroclimatfc conditic·ns, like coastal
belts. heavy rainfall plantation districts of western ghats, peninsular
India. Northern plains and upper Simla Hills. And also the relation of
outbreaks to temperature, moisture, humidity, rainfall. soil typ~s.
food preferences. natural enemies and cultivation practices were ~tudied.
One species under each agroclimatfc zone was selected for observation. They include Leucopholis coneophora Bl. (coattal belt and
low lying areas of western ghat slopes). Holotr1chfa nilftiria Arrow
(heavy rainfall plantation districts of western ghats),olotrichia
serrata F. (Deccan plateau). Holotrichia consanguinea Bl. (Northern
plains} and Holotrichfa sp. (upper Sin1Ti Aflls). "flii observations were
recorded under the f~llowing four categories:
ADULT: emergence. mating. food preference, fiig~t range,
and egg 1ayf ng
2. LARVA: food habit, migration, effect of moisture
3. PUPA
4. NATURAL ENEMIES OF WHITE GRUBS
1.

At a site selected atMahadeswarapura, Mandya District. about 130
kilometers from Bangalort, cbservat1ons were made for the pest outbreak.
in relation to changed pattern ef agriculture tn an area of over 200
hectares, where there was no inctdence of the pest before irrigati~n
facilities were created after which the cropping pkttern was changed •
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RESULTS
ADULT

Emergence
Leucopholis coneofhora emerged only after the heavy rains for 3-4
weeks of monsoon in the ater1te soils of western ghat slopes and
coastal region. Holotrichia nilgiria anerged twice a year. although it
has an annual life cycle; the first was 1n April-May after the premonsoanshowers and the second time was during post-monsoon period in
October-November when there was rain after several days of sunshine.
Holotrichia serrata emerged ir.rnediately after the premonsoon rains in
March-April lii South India and up to early July in Northern plains depending on the occurrence of rain. H. consanguinea found emerging in
June-July, when the premonsoo~ rains-occurred, as it confined to the
plains of Northern India. All the species emerged in dusk around 1930
hrs except L. coneophora which emerged an hour early in cloudy rainy
weather. Other species were not active during rainy windy days.
Matins
Mating occurred above ground on host plants or on some trees in
all the species except L. coneophora w~ich mated on the ground inmediately
after emergence and went back to the soil after some time. Other species
remained active on clear nights till dawn and fed on preferred hosts.
Food Preference
Adults of L. coneophora did not feed on any plant nor were they
found resting on ii'lants. fi. nflgiria did not show special preference to
any plant although was found restfng on several plants. H. serrata and
H. consan~uinea ha~e definite liking for neem (Azadiracta-fndica) and
zizyphus Z12Yphus jujuba L.) a1nong nearly 30 host plants on whfch they
can feed.
Flight Range

L. coneophora did not move more than a meter from the place of
emergence. It walked faster than many other chafer beetles. H. n;lgiria
was capable of flyfng long d~stance and was attracted strongly-to light.
H. serrata and H. consanguinea were also attracted to light. but they
are not capable-of ¥tying long distance. Marked and released H. serrata
beetles were recovered from light source at 660 m from the place of
emergence, whereas they did not go beyond 150 m to preferred host trees
in one night flight. More than 90% of the beetles were conffned to
within 50 m radius, if the preferred hosts were available at the place
of anergence.
Egg Li!Yf ng

All the species laid their eggs at a depth of five to eight an
frrespectfve of so11 type and climatic conditions. Eggs were individually
laid in earthen cells. Normally eggs hatched in 10 to 18 days but eggs
may not hatch and rana1n viable under dry conditions, up to a month 1n
the case of H. serrata, after which the eggs hatched in presence of
moisture. I'f there was moisture four days after laying, the eggs hatched
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in 10 tQ 12 da. but the young o~es did not come out of the earthen cell
even up to 120 da untfl the surroundings pot enough moisture, when the
larva continued to lea~ nonnal life.
...
LARVA

Food Habits
The first stage larva of all the species fed on organic matter,
unless the,y encountered roots. Only from the second instar. the grubs
went fn search of roots and their distribution confined to the root
zones. L. coneophora were found mostly under coconut and arecanut
(A_raca ci'techu) plantations as the,y needed a larger quantity of roots.
ATt'fiO'Ugh they are polyphagous, the,y were seldom encountered in grass,
turf or under small plants, but had equal preference for tuber crops.
The grownup larva reached up to 10 an in length. .H.· nilgiria could feed
on t«>ody plant roots but were coDl!IDnly encountered under coffee plants.
H. serrata and H. consanguinea fed on a varie1;y of plant roots except
Under puddled cond1ti1::1ns. MOre grubs of H. Serrata were attracted to
onion, french bean and groundnut than sorjhum. ma1ze, guard and garlic.
Migration
There was no horizontal migration in the case of L. coneophora and
H. nilgiria as the,y g9nerally were found in dense roots and favorable
soil condttions. Holotrtchta serrata was found to move a maximum of 6 m
under row crops anau1P to a meter 1n lawns from hatching to pupation.
In sandy loam soils the larvae moved a longer distance compared to red
soils and black soils with more percent of clay.
Vertical migration was maximum in the case of L. coneo9hora and
H:_nilg1rfa in laterite soils. Although eggs were 1aTd at aepth of 5
to 8 cm the grubs wer1! found to go up to 2 m before pupation, depending
on the level of moisture in later1te sails durtng sU11111er. The other 2
species pupated at depths varying from 20 cm in the Deccan Plateau in
the case of H. serratd to 1 m tn H. consanguinea. Similarly, in upper
Sim1a Hills at a1titiide above 3000 m FI01otrfchta species went up to. 1 m
depth.
Effects of Mot sture o·n Larva
Complete saturation of son for more than 6 da was detrfmenta1 to
grubs of H. serrata. In laterite sons grubs were not affected by continuous rain for several da,ys. as there was enough aeration. A continuous wet seaso~ for nearly 2 mo during the monsoon in west coast and
~stern ghats, did not affect the nonnal activity of L. coneo,hora and
H. ntlgirta. However H. Serrata did not thrive well under th s condition but had more c:hances of overcoming prolcnged drought c:>ndttion in
the plains. The yourig larvae of this £pec:fes dtd not come out of the
earthen cell for up 1to 4 mo une:.er drought condf ti on and revived activity
inmedfately when mobture was avaflable. H. consansuinea. found in the
range of 20 to 40 an under nonnal conditions. but went dfi:per tn sand,y
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loam soils up to 1 m depth during sunnner as was found in Punjab.
Under inundat1on resulting from continuous rain for a couple of days,
the larvae came to the surface of soil and exposed the abdomen,
dipping head and abdominal tip into the so11 until the water receded
when they went back to the soil.
PUPA
The pupal period of all the species of melolonthlds listed have
ranged from 2 to 3 wk. Pupation generally started in DecanbP.r -January
in majority of the species but .b..· coneophora pupates f n March-April and
early May. In this case the adult ltfe inside the soil was short compared to Holotrichia spp. which spends its lffa as an adult i~side soil
in the pupal cell for up to 6 mo, fn some cases.
The depth at which pupation occurred depended on the type of sof 1
and species involved. L. coneophora pup1ted at depth ranging from 1-2
m in laterite soil. H.-ni1g1r1a ?upated at depths ranging from 30 to
100 an. H. consanquinea usually pupated at depths around 30 cm but ft
was not unusual to ftnd pupae at depths up to 1 m in sandy-loam soils.
Natural Enemies
Ve~y few ~rasf tes and predators were recorded on either adults
or grubs. Toads (Bufo melanostfctus) feeding on adults and crows
(Corvus splendehs)-on--grubs were the main predators.

The insect parasites include Tiphi1ds and Scoliids but at no tfme
were they found to be abundant enough to check the white grubs.
The fungal pathogens Metarrhfz1um anisop11ae and Beauveria
brongn1artii were found attackfng all the stages of the pes~. M.
an1soC11ae was mostly found in the coastal belt during the monsoon When
high um1dfty and high temperature prevailed. B. brongniartii was
found to attack all the stages of the 1nsect inClud1ng grub, pupa, and
adult in tne transitional belt of htgh rainfall and low rainfall area.
Up to 51 of thP. grubs were found to be infested with bacterial diseases
under all situations.
DISCUSSION
There are nearly 200 species of white grubs 1n the sub-families
M91olonthfnae, Rutelinae, Dynastfnae and Ceton1nae of the family
Scarabae1dae which are economically injurious to crops in India either
tn their adult stage or in larval stage or both. The genus Holotrichta
(Lachnosterna) alone has more than 120 s~ecfes known to occur fn India
(Frey, 1971), causing injury to plants mostly in their larval stage.
Not all knDYm species have become pests although their feeding behav~our 1s similar to that of the highly injurious species. The most
wfdely distributed and destructive species are H. serrata and H.
consanguinea. Both these are quite similar in i'hef r biology and be-

haviour. !!· serrata is found throughout India whereas Ji. consangu1nea
is restricted to the northern part of I"dia. These two species have
assumed the status of national pests of crops in the last two decades
in india. Some of the factors responsible for the outbreak of this
pest in relation to agriculture is discussed here.
Up to 20 years ago. traditional agriculture closely followed
the mon!con pattern in this country. Adults of white grubs (Mlaybeetles or June bugs) also became ~ctive after the pranonsoon rains.
The a~nual life cycle of ~he pest started with egg laying after the premonsoon rains whPn preparatory cultivation al~o started. During tillage
operations like ~laughing. harrowing and sowing. grubs were reduced to a
minimum due to predation by birds or injury. But with the shift in the
cultivation practices brought about by the introduction of high yielding varieties of artificial irrigation in the early sixties, the availability of food changed for white grubs and the time of tillage.
White grubs are found in all situations where plant growth is
pussible except under puddled condition. There was a balance in nature
in their population level when they were subsisting in uncultivated a•·ea.
W:ii::hexta'E:icn of cultivated area, in the last 25 years. which has almost
doubled the cultivated land to 167 million hectares. most of their habitat has been encroached upon. During the same period irrigation was
extended from lBS to 251 of cultivated land. Consequently. growing crops
do not depend on the monsoon and the sowing is done much earlier than the
onset of rains. Ttre problem of white grub was more severe in areas whe,.e
there was a standing crop at the time of adult emergence. For exampi2.
sugarcane is traditionally'planted during December-January. At the ti~e
of egg laying in May-June the crop is half grown with no possibility cf
disturbing the soil to expose the young ones for predation. Moreover,
the injury is noticed only after 2 to 3 mo when the grubs are fully
grown and conditions are favourable even for chemical control. Similar
situations are encountered in the case of gther crops like maize.
snrghum, groundnut and vegetables (Veeresh. 1977) which are grown as
relay crops whenever artificial irrigation is available.
Report of severe outbreak of white grub (H. seratta) was mpo:ct:ed :fran
Mahadeswarapur·a. Mandya District, karnataka during 1974-76 fn an area of
200 hectares. The pest was not encountered in the magnitude before in
the living memory of ttie fanners of that area. Analysis of the situation
revealed that the area was mainly cultivated with the halp of rains before
1970. In the early 1970s. several irrigation wells were dug and growing
crops almost round the year was started. Sugarcane became the major crop
followed by sorghum and maize. The pest which was at low population
levels confined to low lying areas, suddenly found a new situation where
it could mu1tip1y and establish unhanned. In 2 to 3 yrs, 1t increased
to a population level of 40 to 60 grubs per square meter. In the year
1976. a total of 1.4 million beetles were collected in this 200 hectare
area. this was one of the few fns~ancesstudied where shift in agriculture
was the cause for the pest outbreak.
There was no report of anv damage due to white grups from upper
Simla Hills of Himachal Pradesh at altitudes ranging 2500 to 3000 m prior
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to the introduction of potatoes from the Central Potato Research Institute, Simla which evolved varieties to grow at htgh altitudes.
The area under potato was extended to hitherto uncultivated areas.
White grubs which were lurking in small numbers suddenly found the
proper soil conditions with plenty of food during their larval period.
Now the cultivators have to be content with only 60 to 801 of good
tubers, the others scooped out by the grubs are either discarded or
sold at very low prices.
The widespread distribution ot white grubs is most man~made.
The studies on the behaviour and biology revealed that the adults
have a limited flight range; less than 660 m from the place of emergence. The larval migration 1s almost n11 1n many cases but then can
go up to a maximum distance of 6 m depending on the types of crops or
types of soil. Although the adults of Holotrtchta have some hosts on
which the,y feed by preference if available within a short distance
from their place of emergence, they dl not go in search of hosts over
a very long distance. The widely distributed species H. serrata and
H. consangufnea are attracted to light at the tfme of inergence. Perliaps increased transport systems tn the recent past might have helped
to some extent to carry the beetles at dusk from the place of their
anergence to u11f :ife'5ted areas. It is ccnanon to see the incidence of
whfte grubs greater on road sfde fields and in fanns with electric
lights.
I~creased use of inputs like fertilizer and pesticides also has
helped to inrrease the incidence of white grubs. According to Box
(1935) the white grubs disappeared as such after the giant to~d (Bufo
marinus) was introduced to Puerto Rico but reappeared after the de=-c11ne of toa~s due to a depleted food supply as a result of widespread use of pesticides. Modern agr1~ulture fn India, too. depends
more on inputs lfke irrigation, fertilizer and pesticides to grow high
yielding varieties. Their effect ~n the natural enemies of white grubs
is not yet known but the pest is on the increase. This mfght be due to
depleted natural enemies. In recent years, white gr~b in endemic areas
1n Maharashtra and Rajasthan have teen covered with insecticide sprays
on host trees of adult beetles for the control of white grubs (Raodev
et al., 1976; Yadava et al., 1978). At several places, birds were
noticed dead after eating these beetles. In a survey made in Nandad
dist~ict of Maharashtra to find out the causes of severe outbreak of
white grub 1n that area. several fanners were complaining that they have
not been seeing the crows following thefr plough at the time of ploughing as th~ used to be some years back. No one was able to give the
reason for the same.

Some species are restr1ct~d to a particular region, as for examp1ei L. coneophora and H. n11giria are found in the heavy rainfall
track 01" low laying region ana at high altitudes, respectively. Both
thrfvP. well on later1te soils whereas H. serrata although present 1n
the!e regions has not Deen able to estib11sh as a major pest as it
cannot manage to live 1n the lateritfc soils.
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CONCLO~IONS

From the results obtained during the course of thise observations, it can be concluded that man-made s1tuat1ons have helped the
pest to multiply and spread despite weak innate ability to migrate
and disperse. Adult dispersal fs mostly localized. unless ft is
aided by external agencies. The larval migration is negligible except where the roots are sparse; then they may move a few meters.
Both adults and larvae have few natural enemies. Heavy mortality
occurs only in situations where the infested sofl is disturbed repeatedly and grubs are exposed to predators or injured. Lands kept
under crops at the time of egg laying that provide roots with adequate
and continuous moisture with least distrubance of so11 during larval
period will favour the buildup of the pest. Bringing unc~ltivated
afea under crop, extending irrigation to unirrigated areas, relay
cropping, and pesticides have contributed fa\ourable conditions for
the pest outbreak.
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THE INFLUENCE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND USE PRACTICES
ON THE POPULATION DENSITIES OF Allolobophora lrapezoides and
Eisenia rosea (OLl~':>CHAET A) IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
A. J. Reinecke and F. A. Visser
Palchrfslroam Umwrsily
South A:rica

INTRODUCTION

As soon a$ soils are utilized for agricultural purposes
it is generally accepted by many soil biologists that a decrease
in the number of soil organisms as well as species diversity
will foll~w (Evans & Guild, 1948: Graff, 1953). According
to Ghilarov (1973) very few members of the soil community
can survive the destructior. of soil structure resulting from
cultivation. Earthworms are affected in various ways by
cultivating practices depending on the species and frequency
of cultivation (Edwards & Lofty, 1973). The latter authors
recorded increases in the numbers of certain species. They
presunied that a modest amount of cultivation provides better
soil conditions for earthworm burrowing. Allolobophora
caligino@.2 was favoured most in the long run by cultivation
practices. In later studies the same authors (Edwards & Lofty,
1977) found that earthworm populations have been consistently
larger in uncultivated plots than in cultivated ones with
L. terrestris populations particularly favoured by lack of
cultivation. For this species, ln particular, decreases of up
to 400% were recorded while cultivation decreased populations
of other species of earthworms much less.
The influence of chemical fertilizers on the soil fauna
has not yet been studied extensi7ely since the work of Duerell
(1959) and Slater (1954). Artemjeva & Gatilova (1973) completed a long term investigation in Russia and con~luded that
chemical fertilizers such as amm~nium sulphate, superphosphate
and potassium chloride have a direct negativP. effect on the soil
microorqanism~. depending on dose of application (and of
course, relative composition). These authors are convinced that
tbe nature of the effect of a mineral fertilizer is also determined by the type of plant cover. Zajonc (1973) also concludes
that high doses ot lovosice niter affects earthworm numbers
adversely.
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The present investigation was undertaken in irrigation
soil in South Africa as part of a wider survey to evaluate the
position of the endemic and introduced earthworms in agricultural soil i~ the Mooi River irrigation area (Visser & Reinecke,
1977). The irrigation area houses various earthworm specie~
of which Allolobophora trapezoides has the highest population
density followed by Eisenia rosea with the widest distribution
in the area. The purpose of this study was to demonstrate
the collective influence of some agricultural land-use practices on the earthworm fauna.

METHODS

Research was conducted on two adjacent sampling sites
(A and B) of 50m x lOOm in the Mooi Riv~r irrigation field
ne2.= Potchefstroom (27°4 'E and 26°47 'S). Medicago sativa
(luzern) had been established three years previously. The
particular spot proved to have the hi9hest population de~sities
for ~· traµezoides and .§.. rosea in the irrigation area (Visser
& Reinecke. 1977). The maximum crop yield for the field was
1,91 kg/m2 in 1975. The two adjacent sampling sites were
carefully selected and analysed faunistically, physically
and chemically ~o ensure the closest posbible similarity.
Thermoqraphs were erected on the sam~ling sites to measure
soil temperatures at a depth of 15 cm during the research
period. Rainfall was measured with a conventional funneltype rain 9au9e. Random soil samples were taken from botl1
sites for chemical analysis. Conductivity (Boujoucos-method)
and pB (KCl-method) were also determined. Physical descrip·
tions were obtained for soil samples from both sites. The
hydrometer method was used to analyse particle size before
classifying textural classes (Townsend, 1973). Complete profile des::riptions were provided by pedologists from the P.U.
for C.B.E. at Potchefstroom. Measurements of soil pF (Lavelle,
1971) for both sites were obtained with the aid of a membrane
press (plate extractor). Soil moisture content was determined
every second week with the aid of an Ultramat moisture meter
using soil samples taken at a depth of 15 cm.
To determine the number of samples to be taken from each

site, a preliminary survey was undertaken. Southwood's (1966)
formula was employed to determine the number of samples required to calculate the mean density (at 95% confidence level)
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within 20% of the actual mean density. From this survey
five samples proved adequate. However, eight were taken from
each site ov~r a peri~d of 15 months from October 1974 to
December 1975 after a preliminary evaluation in September
1974. The samples were taken at random using tables for random distribution. These eight soil samples of 25 cm 2 were
taken every second week from ~ach of the sai~pling sites.
This sample size proved practical (Zicsi, 1958; Atlavinyte,
1964; Tsura, 19'75; Reinecke & Ljungstrom, 1969) and statis··
tically reliable.
Earthworms were extracted from the soil samples by handsorting on a field table. Samples were taken to a dep~h of
40 cm and sometimes deeper, depending on soil moisture conditions. The collected worms were kept alive on mois~ filter
paper. ~iomass determinations were unQe~taken on live worms
after no more castings were excreted. Satchell (1969), Madge
(1969), Block & Banage (1968) and Nordstrom & Rundgren (1972)
have shown that preserved specimens could lose as much as 25%
of their body mass.
Site B was disturbed physically as a result of cultivation
practices. Crop rotati0>n took place and a NPIC-fertilizer was
applied. This happened in October 1974 and again i.n August
of the following year. Site A was left undisturbed through
the whole of the research period. The application o~ these
land-use practices to site B took place shortly after it became cle~~ that ~he two sites were, for all practical purposes,
qualitatively and quantitatively identical..
The results of the survey were subjected to a variance
analysis programme BMDP2V by die Computer Centre, P.U. for
C.H.E. using an :IBM 370 1 125 computer.
The tolerance of ~· trapezoides for the various components
of a NPK-fertilizer was investigated by subjecting batches of
mature woJ:ms to various concentrations of commercial potassium
chloride, superphosphate and ureum separately. The aim was to
gain a provisional insight into their susceptibility for the
various components in order to draw some conclusions on tbe
possible role of fertilizers as ~ disturbing factor operating
in site B. Eiqht batches of 15 worms each were kept in qlass
jars at concentrations of 200 ppm through to 40~0 ppn KCl for
10 hrs in a controlled environment. Worms were thereafter washed
and placed on wet filter paper in petri dishes. They were
investi~ated for mortality after 24 hrs.
The same procedure
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was repeated witb ureum and superphosphate. ProviHional
conclusions are mentioned in the discussion of this paper.
An in depth bio-assay is presuntly being undertaken by J.R.
Kriel and the senior author at this institute.
RESULTS

COI\\Parison of 'l'Wo Sampling Sites
Strictly identical soil profiles were obtained for both
sampling sites. The A horizon (ortic) (0-34 cm) had a sand
loam te,tture, apedal structure witb hiqh porosity. B21 was
neokutanic (35-66 cm), sand loam but structurally less developed. Earthworm burrows were predominantly in A1 , sometimes
in s
21 and very rarely in B 2 • A complete analysis is qiven
by Visser (1978). The physical properties of the soils from
the two sampling sites are compared in table I.
The chemical propert:iie:a of the soils from the two sampling sites are c0111pared directly before and after site B
was cultivated and a 2:3:4 fertilizer applied (5,3%NJ 8%Pf
l0,7%K) at 200kg/ha (Figure 1). From the fiqure the similarity
in the chemical make-up for the more important ions before
cultivation can be clearly seen. After cultivation and
fe£tilizer application soils from site B differed prominently
in respect of K-coutent. Phosphorus almost doubled from 34
before to 70 p.p.m. after fertilizer application. The organic
matter content remained the same and no fine analysis of nitrogen content was undertaken.
A comparison of the moisture conditions prevailing in the
two sampling Rites during the course of the investiqation is
illustrated by Figure 2. From this figure it can be seen that
the available soil moisture conditions differed only slightly
between sites A and B. The pF values are also indicated.
Qua..~titative

Changes in Sites A and B

From the start of the survey in September 1974 the earthworm fauna of the two sites were quantitatively fairly similar. This remained so until October 1974. Site B was first
culti.vated the second week of October. '11he mechanical dis-
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'l:ABLE I.

Site

Depth
(cm)

A

';::I

~

B

0-35
35-65
65-90
90-110
0-35
35-65
65-90
90-110

Comparison of the physical propert i.es and soil moisture
of the soils of sampling sites A and B at various depths.

Conductivity
(,uS)

0,82

0,7~

pH

"

&

Silt

Clay

7,3
7.2
7,1
7,0

15
15

11
14
20
18

7,2
7,1

16

14

15

6,~

17
13

7,0

18

8
11
19
15

"

%
Sand

Text
Class

orq.
mat.
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Slm
Slm
Slm
Slm

7,12
7,01
6,62
4,10

Slm
Slm
Slm
Slm

6,37
7,21
5,43
3,21

71
66
67
76
72

68
67

mP.an + SE

% moist.at kPa
33

1000

1500

6,6±1,3 5. 6,±1.4 4 .4+1, 3

7,2±0,2 5,6.:!:.l,S 4,7+0,6
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The concentral:icm P and K in the soils from sites
A and B before and nft~r cultiv~tion and fertilizer
application (2:3:4 at 200 kg/ha) had taken plac~ in
site B. No significant change occurred in respect
of Ca, Mg and Na content during the period.
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A graphic representation of the moisture conditlons
in sites A and B during the sampling period.
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28
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turbance to a depth of approximately 25 cm was accompanie~
by the application of a N,P.~.-fertilizer (2:3:4) at 200 kg/ha.
Soil analysis in the area undertaken afterwards by a local fertilizer company lead them to recommend 1:4:0 combination at
200 kq/ha.
An inunediate effect was observed, most probdbly caused by
the combined effects of mechanical and chemical disturbances
(including crop ro~ation). This was revealed by population
estjmates for both species (Figure 3). There was a dramatic
dec1:ease in ~he popul.ation density in site B. These populations only regained their ori~inal peaks in March and May with
a maximum peak of 182 worms/m in May for both species. Th.e
worms in the undi13turbed site (A) reached a population density
exceeding 600 worms/m 2 in mid-April. Both sites experienced
a drop in numbers in June and July. These, however, correlated
well with low rainfall data (Figure 3) and relatively low
moisture conditions which prevailed on both sites. The same
quantitative overall difference is revealed by tre biomass
figures for both species in both sites (Figure 4). The fluctuation patterns were basically similar for both sites.

Variance analysis (Visser, 1978), not represented here,
confirmed a highly significant difference (at the 1% level)
for the population densities of the earthworms in the two
sar.pling sites. Comparison of the numbers of j~venile worms
from the different sites were not very revealing and no major
differences in repr~duction rates were detected. It was,
however, possible that the reproduction rate (as deducted from
cocoons production and the number of juveniles sampled) of A.
trapezoides was slaAed down to a lesser extent in site B than
tha~ of ~ rosea.
From this and the fact that A. trapezoides
was numerically affected to a lesser degree by the chemical
and physical disturbances of the hnbitat it is concluded that
this species seems to be more tolerant of ~hanqes in the ~ab
i tat. This seemingly higher adaptability to disturbances may
also correlate with the ability of this larger of the two
species to migrate deeper down into the soil where it is less
adversely aff~cted by superficial chanqes in the upper ffoil
layers.
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SITE 8

SITE A

Rainfall (mm)
same as A

-

Oct
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E. rosea1m2
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Dec

SAMPLING PERIOD

FIGURE 3.

Graphic representations of the changes that occurred
in the population densities of A11olobophora trapezoides
and Eisenia rosea in sites A and B. Seasonal changes in rainfall, soil moisture content and temperatures are also given. All measurements and samples
were taken at two-weekly intervals.
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FIGURE 4.

Histograms showing the seasonal changes in population density and biomass for~. trapezoides and

h
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in sites A and B.
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DISCUSSION

The overall effect of the land-use practices on the
earthworm population densities of the two species for the
period under consideration. is clearly revealed by the present
investigation. Although this phenomenon is not new, it at
least ~rovides a scientific basis as far as effects on these
earthworms are concerned.
Trials to assess the relative roles of crop rotation,
fertilizer application and cultivation separately are at
present under way. 'Indicat-ior1s are that KCl fertilizer in
its commercial formulation only causes mor.tality in A. trapezoides at extremely high doses. These doses are much higher
than those measured in Site B of the present lnvestigation.
It seems to be the same with superphosphate, thu application
of which is accompanied by a lowering of pH to levels beyond
the normal tolerance limits of the earthworms.
A possible synergestic effect could also operate between
the various fertilizer components when applien in combination.
This merits investigation as well as the invluence of soil
type on possible toxological e~fects. !.a0ng term trials can only
revC'.al whether the possible negative influenC'e of fertilj_zers
mentioned in the literature is cf a s~ort duration only.
The relative roles played by each component of the collective land-use practices can not be assessed from the present
field studies. However, destruction of soil structure as a
result of cultivation cannot be ignore~ as a major factor in
destroying earthworm populations. Minimal or zero cultivation
of agricultural land is being increasingiy adopted as standard practice in many countries (Edwards & Lofty. 1977) with
exceptionally qood results and without any noticeable negative
effects on the soil fauna. 'l'he physical soil environment and
the destruction of its structural make-up may still prove the
major contributing factor in eliminating or decreasing earthworm populations in agricultural soils.
In southern Africa endemic species are almost without
exception absent from agricultural fields while the "common
field worms" are either Allolobophora trapezoides or Eisenia
rosea, but usually both. Laboratory trials and effo~-ts to rear
endemic species are extremely sensitive to changes in the
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physical environment as well as various forms of physical
disturbances. :It is common knowledge amongst farmers in
many parts of southe1n Africa that endemic ear.thworms origi-nally occurring in tht' soil, will disappear completely soon
after a new agric~ltural land is cultivated. Du Plessis
(197a) is convinced that the sensitivity of tbe endemic fauna
for habitat changes and the human land-·use practices in South
Africa are leading to a destruction of natural populations.
This contention seems to support the idea of Ljungstrom (1972)
that man is playing a major role in exterminating the endemic
earthworm fauna.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

,S!. ~= Did you notice any bird predation of earthworms
of freshly plowed soil in your study plots?
A.J. REINECKE: Due to the depth of ploughing very few
earthworms were found on the surf ace directly after ploughing
and no bird predation wPs noticed.
If limited bird predaticn
did occur, the effect could hardly account for the drastic
chanqes in the population densities.
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--------------

J.E. SATCHELL: Could the reduction in earthworm populations after cultivation have been caused by reduction of
their food supply?
A.J. REINECKE: This could be a possibility although the
fairly homogenous distribution of organic material in this
soil and the earthworm's ability to move about should rule
out lack of food as a direct cause. Structural changes in
the soil as a re·sult" nf cultivation may however still retard
normal mobility and feeding.
2_.~-D.A.

FAIZT1

I want to lmow :your opinion regarding the following

statement "High dressing c4' B-tertilimers only will reduce the denai ty
of' soil :fauna. However with a high dreasing of a balanced RPX-f'ertllizsr,
the density of' soil fauna might not be reduced."
6.·i· REDJCKE• The application of R-tertilizers are usua.117 accompa.niad
'b,y a d8CX'eaae 1n pH which 1s haraf'ui to ea.rthworms.

A high. dressing of'

lala.nced :f'ert111mer will probably not reduce the fauna when the H-cmaponent
is relativel.y low. I do not know of azq avai.lable data to support the
id.ea that the presence of (say) P and K would have a synergistic ef'fect.

THE INFLUENCE OF FARMYARD MANURE AND SLURRY ON
THE EARTHWORM POPULATION (LUMBRICIDAE) IN ARABLE
SOIL
C•sper Andersen
R.o!flll Vnm1111ry and Agrmdl11ral U11111rr$dy
o,1111111rfr

ABSTRACT
Earthworms were Fampled spring and autumn in the years 1976 to
1978 by fozm.alin extraction and handsorting. Farmyard manure and slurry were given in the following quantitiesi 50 and 100 tons/ha each
year, 200 tons/ha each second year and 40C tons/ha each fourth year.
In this way both short term and long term effects were studied. Earthworms were identified, sorted into classes and measured as to biomass
(fixP-d material).
The two types of manures greatly influenced the frequencies of
individual species. Farm.yard manure favours all species, especially
A1.Zo1.obophom Zonga Ude, 1886, whereas by slurry treatment A. 1.onga is
outnumbered by AZZoZobopho~a catiginosa Sauignb, 1826. The greatest
.•opulation densities are recorded by 100 tons/ha/year to 200 tons/ha
/second year, for both types of manures. Following application of 400
cons manure/ha a sharp decrease in population size is seen. Two years
after application of this amount of manure, the population seems to
have recovered. Population size, however, is influenced by climatic
conditions.
INTRO" ICTION
Ove~ the past years a great number of studies has been carried
out on the importance of earthworms in arable soil and the influence
on earthworms of mechanical treatment, straw incorporation, green manuring and animal manure, some of which are cited here: (Barley and
Jennings, 1958; Dunger, 1969; Edwards, 1975i Edwards ar.J Lofty, 1976;
Graff and Kuhn, 1977; Leger and Milette, 1977; Rogaar and Boswinkel,
1978; Schwerdtle, 1969i Sharpley and S~yers, 1977; Seyers, Sharpley
and Keeney, 1979; and Wilcke 1 1962).

Studies on animal manure have mostly been concerned with the
traditional semisolid farmyard manure (FYM). However, with the introduction of modern technology into husbandry it has become more convecient to collect faeces and urine from the livestock in tanks, stored
a~ a liq~id suspension - slurry, which is spread on the fields as a
manure or as simple waste. This practice may, however, result in the
spreading of pathogens, and slurry has also been shown to be toxic
to earthworms unde: certain conditions (Currey, 1976).
In the present study is reported on the influence of high dosages of slurry and FYM on earthworms under field condition~. Thd investigations were carried out in the period 1976 to 1978 on Askov Re-

search Station, Southerr. J~tland, Denmark, and were supported by the
Danish Research Council, SJVF.
METHODS and MATI:RIALS
The soil type uf the experimental fields of Askov Research
Station is a sandy loam with a weakly developed eluvial horizon below
the ploughiug layer (Andersen in press). Samples were taken in the L
- field, which is under conventional tillage with wiuter ploughing,
normal preparation of seedbed in spring and a year•y rotati~n of cereals, sugar beets a..~d grass.
The experiments with farmyard manure and slurry were started
1972. Farmyard manure and slurry are given to the plots in the following amounts: 50 and 100 tons/ha each year, ZQO tons/ha each second
year and 400 tons/ha each fourth year. These 11mounts are equivalent
to 250, ~00, 1000 and 2000 kg N/ha, calculated from NeDDDing, 1976. A
control was included, receiving NPK fertili·~er, 80 kg N/ha. In December 1976 all the above mentioned levels of 1nanures were give11.
i~

Earthworms were sampled by the fonr.c1.lin method from a O.S m2
sampling quadrat. 2 x 10 litres 0.4% formalin solution was used per
quadrat. Formalin extraction was supplemented by top soil handsorting.
Sampling was performed in spring, April to M'Y• and in autumn, October, at presumed maximum activity of earthworms. There were four
plots per treatment of approximately 70 m2 size. Two sampling unite
were taken p9r plot, yielding a total of eight sampling units per
treatment. The standard error of the mean by this number is between
10 and 20%. Sampling was made in October 1976, April 1977, October
1977 and October 1978. (I) and (II) in Table 1 and 2 refer to April
and October respectively.
Biomass of earthworms was determined on specimens fixed i~ 4%
formalin stored in 70% alkohol. No allowance was made for gut content
and weight loss in the storage liquid. The earthworms were Ported into: 1) mature worms with clitellum pre~ent and 2) worms without clitellum present.
Five species of ea~thworms were commonly found and iden~ified
(Stop-Uowitz, 1969) as A. Zonga, A. catiginosa, A. l'Osea Savigr.y,

1826, A. chlGPotica Savigny, 1826 and LwnbPicus teZ'Z'estl'is L.
As cc A.

1?~8.

caliginos~

material from Fyn collected simultaneous(Gat~s. 1972) that the Askov
material of A. oaliginosa should be referred to as All.clobop~zoa tzaogida. Eisen, 18?4, and the Fyn material to A. tubtl'Culata Eisen, 1874,
the latter being consistently larger than A. t:,aogida. Probably also
A. trczpeaoi.des Duges, 1828, may be fo\md in the Askov material.
ly with that of Askt\V makes it probable

RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Table 1 and Z show the total number and biomass of earthworms/
m2 per year, including the NPK fertilizer control, while in Table 3
the combined effect of all years is given for the respective levels
of manures and in Table 4 correspondingly for the different species.

TABLE 1. Total biomass, g/m 2 of earthwonns, at different levels of farmyard manure and slu~ry, collected in
~~ October 1976, April 1977, October 1977 and October 1978. Askov Research Station.
SLUR PY

FARMYARD MANURE

CONTROL

so

t
t

100
200 t
400 t
TABLE 2.
---

76II

771

7711

7811

7611

771

7711

78II

13.2
11.6
23.S
15.2
12.0

22.6
14.5
23.2
27.7
21.6

22.0
25.2
37.3
41.1
32.8

17.3
41.5
39.7
38.1
39.6

13.2
11.4
13.1
10.8
9.0

22.6
19.6
26.4
19.7
19 .1

22.0
23.8
34.1
22.1
19 .1

17 .3
40.1
35.4
34.0
39.2

Total nlDllber of earthworms/m2 • Other data as in Table 1.
FARMYARD MANURE

'td
"1
CONTROL

so

t

100 t
200 t
400 t

SLURRY

761I

771

-77II

78II

7611

771

77II

78II

101.1
'43.0
216.1,
178.0
128.3

122.9
119 .o
148.7
209.4
117.6

150.8
242.7
294.1
284.8
176.9

131.3
228.9
214.4

101 .1
126.9
153.4

150.8
291.6
385.4
352.0
144.8

131 .3
255.8
272.8
282.4
383.3

228.8

150.0

122.3
118.0
135.4
140.5

452.9

132.9

78.6

The combined effect of the two types of manures was tested
by Students t-test to each other and to the control receiving 80 kg
N/ha.
Along the same lines Figures 1 to 3 sbuw the individual effect

~~ manuring on the five collected species.

A. Zonga is favoured by FYM with a n'-'Dlber per m2 , which is significantly above the number found in control plots, while slurry reducEs the number of A. Zonga to a remarkable degree (Table 2). The
high number of A. 'l.onga found in FYM compared to control plots is
caused by an increased reproductivity (Andersen in prep.). Thus there
appears to be a fast turnover of juvenile A. Zonga in FYM probably
influenced by the mechanical treatment, preventing a Hreater proportion of the juveniles to reach maturity.

L. terr>estzois, the second, large species, is only found in low
numbers. This species also benefits from the FYM, and biomass here as·
well as numbers are significantly above controls. Because of its very
large size it yields 19% of the total biomass in F~M. As in A. 'Longa
number is reduced by slurry t~eatment.
Both A. tonga and L. teZTest~is possess well defined openings
of their burrow& and on application of slurry this will infiltrate
the burrows and either kill some of the worms in the burrows or force
them to the surface, where they may perish, which has ofte~ been observed in the field. The other three species, which do not possess
well defined openings of their burrows are not exp~sed to the direct
influence of slurry to the same extend. Juveniles which in general
are closer to the surface than adults will also suffer more from the
direct actJ.on of the slurry.

A. caliginosa is the dominating species oy number in both FYM
and slurry, including
slurry as well as FYM
abo•:e controls (Table
ty, where the biomass
The biomass in PYM is
trol plots.

control. This species is greatly favoured by
treatment, where numbers are significantly
4). The most marked influcence is seen in sluris significantly above both FYH and control.
not significantly different from that of con-

A. longa and A. caZiginosa seem to vary inversely as to number,
and the re&sons for this are, 1) that A. catiginosa is less exposed
to the direct influence of slurry as explai~ed above, 2) that ri. tonga and A. caZiginosa show different food preferences. Both species
ingest considerable amountp of mineral soil, but besides A. Zonga
seems to prefer the more particulate (more or less decomposed plant
debric) organic matter of FYM, which is not found in similar co~di
tion in slurry. A. longa has also been shown actively to seek up particles and clods of sewage sludge incorporated into the soil (Andersen in press). A. cal~gi.nos~ on the other hand is a ~onsumer of humus,
which may fit well with a soil vhere growth of bacteria and other microorganisms has been stimulated after the application of slurry (Figures 1 to 3).
A. :rosea and chtorotica seem not to be greatly influenced by
the two types of manures, and data for these two species have therefore been combined in Table 4. Biomass in both slurry and F'YM plots
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No./m 2

A. PYM

150
400 t

100

so

100 t

200 t

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

n

t

CONTROL

so

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

NT/m'

1 2 3 4 5

B. SLURRY

100 t

so

150

200 t

t
400 t

100

CONTROL

50

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

FIGURE 1. Influence on individual earthworm

s~e~ies

1 2 3 4 5

of

different levels of manure. A. Farmyard ~anure,
B. Slurry. ?lwnber/m 2 of 1 )A. l.onga 1 2)A. oaliginosa, 3)A. r~aea, 4)A. chl.orotica, S)L. tcrrestris. Met:L~ of data from October 1976 to October
1978.
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A. FYM

1

100 t

200 t
400 t

10

CONTROL

SO t

5

5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

s

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

FIGURE 2. Biomass of earthworms, g/m'. Other data as in
Fiqure 1.
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A. No.
No./m2 SLURRY

150

FYM
100

CONTROL
50

1 2 3 4

15

q/m

2

s

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

B. BIOMASS
SLURRY

CONTROL
10

FYM

5

FIGURE 3. Influence of farmyard manure and slurry. A. No./
m 2 • B. Bianass q/m 2 • From data shown in Table 4.
Earthworm sp~cies as in Figure 1.
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TABLE 3. Total number and biomass g/m 2 of earthworms at diff~re11t lev~ls of farmyard manure and slurry expressed as the meaa of
data from October 1976 to October 1978. Tables I and 2.

No./m 2
FYM

CONTROL
50 t
100 t

200 t
400 t

126.5
183.3
218.4
225.2
218.9

g/m2
SLURRY

FYM

SLURRY
----

126.5
199.1
236.7
231.2
184.8

20.0
23.2
30.9
40.0
26.5

20.0
23.2
27.2
20.7
21.s

TABLE 4. The combined effect of different levels of farmyard manure
and slurry given as the mean of number and biomass g/m2
from October 1976 to Oetober 1978.
TREATMENT

A. 1-onga

g/m2

A. ca7.iginoea

A. 'Z'osea + A. ch"Loroti.ca
Lumb:zti.ous terrestzoie
Total

A. 1-onga
Jllo. /m 2
A. catiginosa
A. ?"Osea + A. ch"torotioa
Lwnb:zti.cus tezorest'Z'i.s
Total
Degrees of freedom

SLURRY

FYM

3.80
14.44
3.38
1.68
22.30

8.90
8.70
3.88
5.42
27.90

11.50
153.08
43.36
3.74
206.68

SIGNIFICANCE
COh"TR.

S/C

7.24 +++
10.41 +++
4.04 +
2.70 +
24.40

F/C

S/F

++
+

+++
+++
++
+++
+++

+++
+++
42.62 18.68 +++
++..
105.00 59.96 +++
+++
·>+
+++
50.92 43.82
+++
+++
15.26
4.74 +
+++
21.3.82 127.22 +++
(154) (154) (254)

was lower than control, but the number was highest in :F"D!.
The total number of earthwoa:ms is equal (Table 4) in F'tM and
slurry, and significantly higher than in control. Ihe highest biogass is seen in FYM, wheraas biomass i~ slurry was slightly lower
than in control. This small differeuce, however, was not significant.
In A. cal.i.ginosa the proportion of ad·1lts is
and slurry, but 26% in contcol (Ande~sen in pi~p.).
respective percentages are 10, 3 and 13. The number
very different betwe.;m the two types llf manures and

10% in both FYH
In A. tonga the
of adults is not
control, and an
increased reproduction appears to be the main effect of the manure.
Slurry increases only the A. oal.iginosa population, w~ereas FYM in
general favours all species.

The reason why total number of adults does not incre~se. corresponding to the ii.creased reproductlvii:y, probably lies in the fact
that the mechanical treatment levels off pop,Jlation size each year.
))2

Therefore the resulting biOJll~ss in the two types of manureE is not
very much different from controls, although biomass in FYM (Table 4)
is significantly greater than biomass in slurry. The main reason for
this is the contribution by 19% from L. teFrestl'is in FYM as ~pposed
to only 7% in slurry, and the negative effect of slurry on the two
largest species A. Zonga and L. tePZ"estzti.s.
A more detailed picture of the influence of the two types of

manur~~ is seen when the influence of the different levels of manures

on populction size is studied. In FYM A. longa and A. oaligi.nosa are
dominating with respect to numb~r, and it is seen that the n\Dllber of
A. caliginoa~ is increas~ng with increasing level of FYM (Figure 1).
With respect to biomass A. 7.onga and A. catiginosa are equally important, a~~ the max!mum values are reached (Figure 2) at 100 to 200
tons ~/ha. Also tre biomass of L. te%"Z'es~rai.s is great at these levels.
In slu·rry A. oaU.gi..,,osc. is the sole dom::i.nating species. t:ie
maximum number and biomass are reached at 100 tons/ha (Figures 1 and
,). ~he maximum value for total number and biomass is Reen at 100 to
200 tons slurry'ba (Table 3).
Short tern. effects are seen in the spring of 1977 after application in December 1976 of the different quantities of manure (Tables
1 and 2). For 50, !00 and 2JO toes there are no significant differences in the number/m 2 • But at 400 tons there is a decrease in the number of A. caliginosa with up to 50% in slurry. In October 1977 and in
October 1978 very high values are recorded in both FYM and slurry.
This is caused by an enormous hatching of new individuals.
The biomass seems contrary not to be affected in the same way
(Table 2) 1 which indicates that a short term effect is mostly seen
in the juvenile individuals on application late in the year. These
are generally encountered in the more sup~rficial layers of the soil
profile compared to adults, because of reduced burrowing capabilities.
Therefore juveniles will be more exposed to ~he direct influence of
the manures on the time of application in December, whexe the adults
have moved deeper into the soil.
I t is seen that a geueral increase in both number and biomat:s
has taken place from 1976 to 1978 (Tables 1 and 2). The low levels o!
number and biomass seen in October 1976 were probably caused by seve::e summer drought in both 1975 and 1976. The influence of climatic
CC);.lditions are best seen in control plots and in plots receiving m~
nure each year i.e. 50 and 100 tons/ha. In the spring of 1977 1 compared to October 1976, there is a greater biomass (Table 1) in these
three treatments, whereas tot.al number (Table 2) is little changed
or slightly lower. This is consistent with other studies (Rundgren,
1977) 1 showing that in spring the number in general is lower than in
autumn in temperate regioJns. In Oc~ober there is a further increase
in biomass at 50 and 100 tons/ha, whereas biomass in control is unchanged. This is caused by the greater amount of available food in
FYM and slurry treated plots. In the spring and early summer of 1978
the activity of earthworms uaa low becauoe of adverse climatic conditions, but during July to October activity was very high (Andersen
in press). In control this caused a drop in biomass recorded in Octo-
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ber 1978 compared to October 1977. At 50 to 200 tons/ha biomass was
increased, although the number was lower. At 400 toris/ha there seem1:1
to be a long term effect of this large amount of manure. In October
1978 there is a considerable increase i~ number as well as in biomass.
This is mai~ly caused by a very large hatching of new individuals of
A. oaZiginosa and likewise an increase in the number of adult individuals, especially in FYM.
·
The general impressior. is that FYM favours more balanced proportions of the individual speries than does slurry. The reason for
this must be that FYM satisfies the food requirements of a greater
number of species as compared to slurry, which also has a direct negative effect on deephurrowing species. The edaphic and biological
significance ot these f indi~gs is that a greater number of deepburrowing species as found by FYM treacment favours water infiltration
rates (Baeumer and Bakermans, 1973), gas exchange and deep rot penetration. These soil properties are of great value fir the crop during both heavy rain and pe=iods of drought.
QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

§..F. NEUHAUSER:

Please differentiate between slurrf

and farmyard manure.

c.

ANDERSEN: Slurry is a mixture of urine and faeces.
encGuntered in intensive cattle and pig manaqeme::;t. The slurry is stored in barrels in a liquid state
as cpposed to farmyard manure which is in a semi-so1ld state
also containing a certain amount of straw.
s. HILL: Have you looked, or do you intend to look.
at the effects of composting manures or their effects on
earthworms?
c. ANDERSEN: This has not been studied by us.
ge~er~lly
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EFFECTS OF HEAVY PIG SLURRY CONTAMINATION ON
EARTHWORMS IN GRASSLAND

J. P. Curry and D. C. F. Cotton
Uniwrs1fy Cl'Jlrgr

"'' ""'

It:rRODUCT ION

Animal manures applied to g:-assland on var1ol•s son types as
semi-1iquid s1urry. have shown no significant 111 effects on earth"'°nns
when spread at ~ates related to sward nutrient requirements and
transitory detrimental effects when these rates exceeded sward nutrient
requtremants by an order of magnitude (Curry, 1976; Cotton and Curry,
19790. b).
This paper reports on some effects of gross contamination,
artsing from the disposal of large quantities of pig slurry over a period
of several lears, on earthwonn populations. Pig slurry can contain up to
700 ppm (dW) of copper resulting from the addition of 200 ppn copper as
sulphate selt to ptg feed (McGrath et al., 1977). Accord1ngly, part1cular a~tentton was given to the posstbtlity of toxicity to earthwonns
from this source.

EARTHWORM POPULATIONS
An abandoned quarry in an old pasture field at Celbridge, Co.
Kildare, had been used for disposing of large quantities of pig sluury
for 6 - 7 years until just over one year prior to our ftrst earthworm
sampling. The quarry was located on a 25° slope and in wet weather the
slurry periodically overflowed, heavily contaminating the pasture downhill. The last major overflow prior to earthwonn sampling occurred in
the Spring of 1977.
In April and November 1978 earthworms were sampled by the fonnaltn
method at intervals along a gradient from the quarry lip to 75 m downhill. SOil and earthwonn samples from each sampling station were
retained for copper analysis by atamic absorption spectrophotometry.
Earthwonns were held for 3 das to pennit expulsion of soil from the gut
prior to analysis.
Earthwonns were virtually absent from soil in the inmediate
vicinity of the quarry in April (Figure 1) but populations reached a
density comparable with that in adjacent uncontaminated pasture at about
60 m downhill from the quarry. Biomass data exhibited almost identical
trends (Figure 2). Table 1 gives the species composition of the fauna
in April. In h&avtly contaminated sotl adjacent to the quarry the compost wonn, Eisenta foetfda, was vtrtua11y the only species present.
And the surface, organic matter feeding species, ~atche111us manmalfs

..

o Nov 78
a April 78
1 Adjacent uncontaminated area
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2 Edge of contaminated area
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Fig. 1.

Density of earthworms.
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sampling station with
standard errors

Fig. 2.
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TABLE 1.

Earth,.-orm densiey (Nos n:- 2) at increasing distances
from the quarry in April, 1978.
51'1

Allolobo,hora chlorotica
(Sav.
Aporrectodea caliginosa
(Sav.)
A. rosea (Sav.)
A. lV"eQ (Ude)
A'llo o phora/Aporrectodea
(innatures)
Satche111us mannalis (Sav.j
Efsenfa foet1da (Sav.)
2
Lum6r1cus terrestris L.
L. festivus (Sav.)
[. castaneus (Sav.)
r. ru6e11us Hoff.
"(umbrf cus fnlllatures
Total

Sm*

12111

37m

62m

Adjacent
uncontami 11ated
area

1

7

69

3Ci

4- • -

4

10

14

4

2

2
2

4

10

23

1
2
63

9

16

3
2

80

28

13

8
4
80

12

4
8

27
30

2

54

51

191

185

1

1

16

2 228

2
3

2
3

14

7

2

*at edge of contaminated area
and Lumbricus spp. were present in ~igher proportions along the gradient
than 1n the field away from the organic spi11. This was particularly
true of one sample 5 m from the quarry at the edge of the spill where the
fauna appeared to have escaped decimation by the Spring 1977 overflow.
By November ~pulation density and biomass had reached high ievels,
particularly at the quarry ed~e where density exceeded 500 wonns/m· and
biomass exceeded 160g m-2- (Figures 1 and 2, Table 2). At thit time the
~auna in the vicinity of the quarry was dom1nated by surface dwelling
pigmented species, notably Lumbricus festivus, L. castaneus and E. foetida.
These species. and also S. mammaiis and Deftaroctrilus rubidus. decreased
noticeably in nU11Ders with increasing distance from the quarry. By contrast, typical grassland soil species of the genera Allolobo,hora and
Aporrectodea were considerably m~re scarce in the vicfnfty o the quarry
than they were farthGr down the slope. suggesting that these species a~e
much slower to recover from the slurry toxicity.
COPPFR TOXICITY
~esults of copper analysts carried out in April 1978 conf1nn~
the presence of a gradient in the soil (Figure 3). Copper concentrations
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TABLE 2. Earthwonn density (Nos m- 2) at increasing distances
downhill from the quarry in November, 197f.

Allolobophora chlorotica (Sav.)
Aporrectodea caliginosa (Sav.)
A. rosea (Sav. J
1~nea csav.
Jnlo o ophora/Aporrectodea
1nmatures
Satchellius manmalis ~Sav.~
Dendrodr11us ru61dus Sav.
Dendrodrflus 1nmatures
E1sen1a foetido (Sav.)
t9'um6r1cus terrestris L.
L. fest1vus (Sav.)
r. castaneus (Sav.)
r. rubellus Hoff.
Lumbrtcus t11111Btures
Lumbrfcus e1sen1 Lev.
Eisentella tetraedra (Friend)
Octolas1on cxaneum (Sav.)
Octoles1on 1nnatures

5m

15111

3&n

551!1

75m

38

22
3

29

2

17

130
23

82

16

16

1

2
38

74
24
3
3
54

61

4

11
4
132

26

26
26

7

8

39

7

12

4

65

42
1

7
12
5
14

1

x.

Total

Qn

30
15
61

82

24

32

42

19 26
155 155
3

1

6

2
50

14
62
3"

17
17
10
17
94

4
8
38

15
8

119

29

14
4
18
11
82

.,
_A

514 422

291

327

430

437

tn earthworms in April paralleled this gradient. the highest levels
(82.5 ppn) recorded being in specimens of Lumbricus terrestris from
about 10 m ~elow the quarry lip. A less pronounced gradient 1n earthwonn copper levels was recorded in November although a strong negative
correlation between copper levels and distance fran the quarry was in
fact recorded (r = -0.93).
There is eviden~e to suggest that levels of soil copper comparable
to those occurri~~ ac!jacent to the quarry can be extremely toxic to
earthwonns (Nielsen. 1951; van Rhee. 1977). Accordingly. further field
sampling and some laboratory tests were carried out to assess relationships between pig slurry and possible copper toxicity to earthwonns.
Table 3 g1ves data for two c~ntrasting situations. Clearly. short-tenn
applications of pig slurry at high le1'1!1s hfJNi!rlittle influence on soil
or eerthwonn copper l~vels. Long-tenn dumping at Celbr1dge resmlted in
a ver1 significant elevation of soil copper and a much less pronounced
elevation 1n earthwonn bodies. The copper content of the earthworm
faeces (460 ppn) reflected very closely that of the soil.
))9

TABLE 3. Levels of copper (ppm) in earthwonns from
sofls contaminated by pig slurry.

Site
1.

Celbridge, Co., Kildare,
abandoned quarry where
large amounts of
slurry were dumped
1960-71.

2. Johnstown Castle, Co.,
Wexford, sandy ioam
grassland soil which
received 690 m3 ha
slurry during 1976-77

Sofl

Earthwonns
Earth""°nns
from Contam- from Unconfnated son taminated Soil

483

53.6 ! 10.5

16.3

20

18.5

17.5

Contaminated

Earthwonns were cultured in two old pig slurry composts obtained
from disposal sites at felbridge and containing respectively 101 and
483 ppm copper. Wonns of mixed species composition from locel grassland
were used, six wonns being added to each 1 kg glass culture Jar. Figure
4 indicates survival f n the two culture series and Figure 5 shows how
copper levels in sur~fvors·varied with ti~e. Survival trends were
fairly similar in both types of slurry until the third month when much
greater morta1ity was evident in the high-copper slurry. Thereafter,
the trends were fairly sfmflar with approximately 30I survival until
the seventh month. Trends fn earthwonn "'.'"pper levels remaining fairly
constant at 30 to 60 ppm in the "low copper" slurry whereas levels increased quite dramatically in the "high copper" slurry, reaching 200
ppm after 6 months.
DISCUSSION
The study conffnns th1t gross pig slurry pollution of grassland
ts extranely toxic tC> earthwoms in the short tenn. Test introductions
indicate that the slurry ts no longer toxic to the coprophflous species
E. foetida after 4 wk but considerably longer 1s required for significant natural recolonization to occur. It appears to take 12 to 18
mo for populations to recover to pre-contamination levels and probably
considerably longer for many true soil-feeding grassland species.
The likely effects of high soil copper levels arising from pig
slurry on earthwonn numbers are problen1atfcal. Mitchell et al. (1978)
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reported thriving populations of E. foet~da in soil-sludge mixtures containing up to 253 ppm Cu. most of~which they considered to be largely
illlllDbile. On the other hand. present results suggest that toxic
copper doses can be acquired by earthwonns from pig slurry. A difficulty arises in detennining how much of the copper present in slurry
is av&11able to earthwonns. Slurry copper is predomina~tly tightly
complexted in orvanometal fonn with minimal amounts (less than 31 in
the present case) be;r.g acetic acid soluble. Copper levels recorded
in earthworm faeces suggast that most of this material passes through
the gut unabsorbed. but yet levels recorded from earthwonn bodies cannot be accounted for by the acetic acid sclublc fraction alone. It
appears likely that further fractions may be decomplexed and absorbed
during passage through the gu~. thus leading to mortalit:I or to the
kind of accumulation illustrated in Figure 5. More infonnation is
nee~ed on the availability of organic copper to eartht«>nns before a full
assessment can be made of the environmental effects of heavy pig slurry
contam\nation.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

M.S •.GHILAROV: Why is the coppier content in pig slurry
so hi'='h?
..!!-~· CURRY:
Because of the practice of adding 200 ppm
of copper as su1plaate salt as a growth promoting substance
in pig diets.
S._!. HILL: I feel thac we should be cautious to conclude that the repeated addition of non-biodeqrada.ble, potentially toxic materials, such as copper, to soils do not
pnse a problem. Surely the only outco:ne can be a ~radual
increase in the concentrations of such materials (or their
dissipation inta adjacent environments where they may also
have negative effects) and the eventual reaching of threshold levels at vhich negative effects are experienced. The
fact that ~opper is initially unavailable may not be permanent.
Critical thresholds may be reached, for example, followinq
a change in soil management practices. (Just as chlorinated
hydrocarbons stored in our own fat tissues are ha:r.mless until
we d~cide to lose weight!)
il..·R.· CURRY: I agree,and indeed I am unhappy about the
assumption that seems to be frequently made that heavy metal:J
in organic wastes are largely unavailable and do not therefore constLtute an environmental hazard.
M. HASSALL: Do you know in which tissues of the earthworm the copper is accumulated?
Do you know how efficiently the earthworms are at excreting this copper load when r9turned to a copper free diet?
jl.P. gtTRRY: No. nor have I been able to find any information in the literature on this point.
No. in answer to your second question.
!!• JtIJSAC:KERS: Did you notice any avoidance of the con~aminated soil by the earthworms?
.:J.P. CURRY: No. we have observe<! that earthworms exposed to heavy s1urry contamination are ~illed very quickly
and we do not consider that they would be able to move out
~f the affected area quickly enouqh to avoid the effects of
a major overflew.

EARTHWORMS AS BIOLOGICAL MONITORS OF CHANGES IN
HEAVY METAL LEVELS IN AN AGRICULTURAL SOIL IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Alan Carter. [::lizabeth A. Hayes. and L. M. Laukulich
UniDtrslly of British Col11mh111
C11n11d11

ABSTRACT
Individuals of Lumbricus rubellus and Allolobophora chlorotfca were
sampled from an agricultural soil on Westham Island, British Columbia,
Canada. Earthwnrms, their faeces and soil were analyzed for cadmium,
copper, lead and z1nc. Cadmium and Zn were concentrated by all species over
the soil levels while copper and lead were nut. Mature adults of
~ rubellus had higher levels of Cd than had 1nunature adults.
In the laboratory, sewage sludge with high levels of the above
heavy metals was adde~ at different rates to the soil. The effects of
the treatments on the concentrations of heavy metals in earthworm tissue
and faeces were examined. Of the metals, cadmium levels in the earthwonns increased until soil levels exceeded 6 ppm.
INTRODUCTION
Various species of earthworms have been found to concentrate certain
heavy metals, both in soils which had low levels of metals and in soils
which were contaminated and so had high le~els (see r~view tn Fdwards and
Lofty, 1977). In recont studies, cadmium was concentrated by the compost
won~. Eisinia foetida Savigny and cadmium, nickel and zinc were accumulated
by 1ndividua13 of this species when sewage sludge was amended with various
amounts of salts of these metals (Hartenstein et al., in press). Iii
Copenhagen, ~enmark, ~ndersen Ctn press) found that several species of
earthwonns concentrated cadmium, but not lead, over soil levels. In the
United States, a particular earthworm species studied by Helmke et al.
(1979) concentrated Cd, cobalt, mercu~y and Zn.
Their field study on
the effects of sewage sludge application on heavy metal levels in earthwonns showed that Cd, Zn and Cu levels in earthwonn tissue increased as
sludge application rates increased.
Earthworms t.ave been shown to be important in redistribution of
Cd, carbo~ and ces1um in soils in the south~astern United States (Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, 1974). The introduction of European species t~
New Zealand pastures has greatly increased the amounts of molybdenum
available for plants (Edwards and Lofty, 1977). The Oak Ridge report,
referred to ahove, included data from radiotracer experiments. Such work
needs to be done 1n concert with investigations of levels of stable
isotopes of heavy metals in earthwonns and their food. However, for a

thorough evaluation of the role of earthwonns in heavy metal redistribution
by their burrowing, feeding and excretory activities. data on possible
variation· in soil according to depth and the corresponding levels in tissue
and faeces of earthwonns in relation to age. species of wonn and seasonal
activity are required. Ireland and associates studied variation within
earthwonn species according to season and also variation between species.
Lead levels were highest in the winter months (Ireland and Wooton. 1976)
and Pb and Zn concentrations varied between the two species examined.
The objective of this study was to detennine if earthworms could be
used to monitor levels of heavy metals in a particular soil. To investigate
this we compared the levels of cadmium, copper, lead and zinc in soil
collected from Westha~ Island, British Columbia and in the tissue and faeces
of different species of earthworm living in that soil. In the laboratory.
the effects of applications of sewa~e sludge, with high levels of the above
metals, on the concentrations in soil and earthwonns were then in~estigated.
METHODS
Random samples of earthworm populations in a clover field on Westham
Island, British Columbia were taken along line transects in September and
November 1978 and in April 1979. Wonns were washed with ~istilled water and
individually placed in plastic Petri dishes with moistened ashless filter
paper for six days and kept at 15 C. Faeces were collected daily. Earthworms and faeces were dried at 65 C for four days and then weighed on a
microbalance.
The sample preparation method for earthworm tissue and faeces
depended on ~ample size. Earthworm samples of between 10 and 120 mg dry
weight and faecal samples of between 10 and 75 mg dry weight were acid
digested in small glass tubes while earthworms and faeces heavier than the
above weights were acid digested in glass beakers. The latter method was
also used for soil samples of approximately 250 mg dry weight.
The first method is a modification of that described by Koirtyohann
et al. (1976). Oven-dried samples were weighed into glass vials (Kimax
7~ x 20 mm O.D.) and solubilized with concentrated HN0 and 30S H o using
22
3
a block digestor set at 150 c.
The method for larger samples was modified from Van Loon and
Lichwa (1973). Samples were digested with concentrated HN0 3 in 100 ml
glass beakers heated on a hot plate. All glass and plastic containers
werP. washed in SJ! HN03. and water used for all dilutions and rinses was
distilled in glass and deionized.
Analysis of Zn, Cd, Pb and Cu was done using a Perkin-Elmer Model
atomic absorption spectrophotometer equipped with an HGA-2100 graphite
furnace and deuterium arc background compensation. Most samples contained
sufficient Zn (>0.5 ppm) for flame analysis. Cadmium. Cu and Pb analyses
were ~one using the HGA-2100. Twenty ~1 injections were made two or three
times from each sample. In all runs. NBS orchard leaves and bovine liver
3v6

and soil standards w~re u~ed to check for accuracy. Also, an internal worm
standard was made up of earthworms wno~~ gut~ had been voided prior to
killing, drying and thorough grinding. Standards were prepared in 0.16N
HN0 •
3

RESIJLTS
Cadmium and Zn were concentrated by all earthworms ~ver the soil
levels,and the low leve1s of these elements in the faeces (Table 1)
reflected their high assimilation by the earthworms. Mature adults of
Lumbricus rubellus had higher levels of cadmium than had imniatures
(Figure l and Table 1).
Copper and Pb levels in earthworm tissues were low in comparison
with soil levels.
Mature adults of .b.· rubellus were used in th~ sewage sludg~
experiments. The effects of sludge applications on cadmium and copper
levels in the soil and in the tissue and faeces of this earthworm are
shown in Figure 2 and in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.
Cadmium concentrations in earthworm tissue increased steadily as
soil levels increased to approximately 6 ppm after which concentrations
in the former appeared to level off. Concentrations in the faeces
initially increased but levelled off after soil levels exceeded 2.4 ppm.
In contrast, Cu concentrations in earthworm tissue and frt.P" ·.. , ·""P. not much
affected by sewiage sludge applications. Variarces around t.·.
•.··.
in both these substratl!s were wide but concentrations were CO'll> .... -,.
higher in the faeces (Figure 4).
:>ISCUSSION
Soils with lcw levels of metals
Data from other studies are .::":npared with tt:,se fron this study in
Table 2. Where possible, we have indicated \llhether the earl hworm samples
analyzed included mature adults ~r inm3ture adults or both. In all cases,
Cd was concentrated by earthwo~ .is and th: lev,,,s in faeces were low.
Lowest levels of Cd werfl found 1,, samples of mixed genera of various age
groups (see, for axample, ..._.. .~·o·; da:::i of Gish and Christensen, Table 2).
These low levels may have De-~ ~Je t~ pooling of some earthworm species or
age groups of low Cd levels ~ith other species or age groups of high levels.
In this regard, the low concentrations of Cd for innature adults of
Lumbricus rubellus found in our study suggests that there may be variation
between different age g~oups of this species in other parts of its
geographical range and between age groups of other species also.
4

Low Cu levels occurred in both tissue and in faeces ~f earthworms
co11 ec ted from soi 1s ..,; th low 1eve ls. Lead 1eve ls in earthworms in our
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LEVELS OF HEAVY METALS JN TISSUES AND FAECES OF EARTHWORMS COLLECTED
FROM WESTHAM ISLAND, BRITISH COLUMBIA
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study and in other studies were also low (Table 2). In all studies. Zn
was found to be concentrated by earthwoms. Levels in faeces were
uniformly low.
Soils with high levels of metals
The very high levels of Pb in the acid tolerant ~umbricus rubellus
and Dendrobaena rubida from a mining area in Wales are striking. This is
the only case in which Pb is reported as having being concentrdted by
earthwonns over soil levels. The low levels of Pb in these species
collected by Ireland ar.d associates fro~ the control site were still h1gher
than those reported in this present study and elsewhere and reflect a
rather high Pb level (150 ppm) in 'the scil lfable 2).
Several studies have focused on the effects of sewage sludge
application rates on heavy metal levels in soil and earthwonns. Other
stud·ie~ have considered the effects of pollutants from automobiles.while
that of Van Rhee (1977) looked at the effect of pig slurry. hi!Jh 1n Cu,
on the levels in soils and earthwonns. These studies and our study on
sewage sludge applications will now be considered so as to evaluate the
use of earthwonns as monitors of heavy metal levels fn soils.
Gish anJ Christensen (1973) found that samples of mixed genera of
earthwonns accumulated Cd, Pb and Zn over the levels in soil adjacent to
highways \fith heavy automobile traffic. Some of thP.fr data are included in
Table 2. Cor1centrations of Cd, Pb and Zn in both earthwarm tissue and soil
decreased significantly with increasing distance from the highways. Thus,
earthwonns could be used to monitor levels of these metals in this soil.
In relation to Cu, Van Rhee (1977) found a s1gnificant correlation between
Cu levels in soils ar.d in earthwonn tissue in pastures contaminated in p1g
slurry. In this case, Cu levels in wonns reflected increases in soil
level!..
Data from the sewage sludge application experiments are more
aifficult to evaluate. This is particularly so for field studies; those of
Helmke et al. (1979), Hartenstein et al. \in press) and Andersen (in press).
In such studies, it is difficult to sample sufficient numbers of earthwonns
for good stati~tical analyses.and in long term studies possible variation in
heavy metal levels in earthworms according to age and season should be
consid<!red.
In our laborat~ry study, cadmi~m levels in mature adults of
Lumbricus rubell~s increased steadily until the soil levels exceeded 6 ppm.
Moreover, the Cd levels in the faeces of these earthwonns did not change
when soil levels were approximately 4 ppm and greater. These data suggest
that the feeding and excretory activities of the wonns slowed down. This
may have occurred because of toxic effects of high Cd levels (and perhaps
those of other metals such as Ni) at the higher sludge application rates.
Such effects would be more pronounced in studies carried out in laboratory
containers, as ours was.
In the field, sludge-amended soil under the
i~fluence of natural weather conditions would likely undergo more extensive
physiochemical and bio 7 lgical changes. This would affect the availability
of metals io earthwonns. De Vries and Tiller (1978) showed that glasshouse
)S2
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experiments, even with large pt'ts, can give completely erroneous indications
of the probable uptake of heavy metals by vegetables in sludge-treated soils
under field condi .. ions. Also, the si •• dge and suil used in our experime:its
were thoroughly mixed. In field experiments, sludge would not be so well
incor~orated with soil and there would certainly be more heterogeneity in
soil levels of heavy metals. Earthworms might then disperse from local
areas of high Cd levels or might selectively feed on soil of lower Cd
concentrations.
Our study and other studies indicate that earthwonns cf various
species can ~c used to monitor levels of cadmium in soil and, under certain
conditions, copper levels in earthwonns refiect soil concentrations. Further
work is required to be done on the uptake of cadmium by earthworms from soils
with high levels. Suen investigations sho~ld also be carried out in minifield plots.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

!!· GORNY: May you exI-lain why the earthworms a.'!'e living
in good condition and high density in such environments as
grasses near to roads, fields treated with slurry, where there
is a great deal of hea:.ry ~etals?
A. CARTER: Earthworms living near busy highways and in
other polluted environments may suffer sub-lethal effects of
heavy metal poisoning •. In our study, the levelling off of Cd
levels in P-arthworm tissue without a concomitant increase in
faecal. levels may have been due to the hiqh Cd levels iri the
soil having toxic effects. Thus, these high levels could have
slowed down the feeding and excretory activities of the worms.
P. BERTHET: Do you have any information concerning the
localization of the cadmium in the worm's body? lfhat are the
physiological ia\plications of cadmiUJll accumulation?
~· CARTER:
Cadmium (unlike lead) has not been iound to
be loca1lzed in earthworm tissue. Most of the work on the
physiological effects of Cd accumulation has ?:>een done with

mammals. Cadmium may have marked effects on copper and, to
a lesser extent, on zinc metabolism. Antaqonism of the former
metal by Cd could have a seccndary effect on haemoqlobin biosynthesis.
£.:_A. EDWARDS:
Did you do any studies of excretion of
heavy metals from earthwoxms in clear soil?
A. CARTER: No.
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lNFLlJENCE OF TRAMPLING OF A HORSE MANADE IN
CAMARGUE ON THE SOIL FAUNA AND THE FAUNA OF
CANOPY
Nicole Poinsot-Balaguer and L. Boigot
Crnlrr Sc1r.,h/1q11r •fr Snint-}fifnit
Frnll(&'

INTRODUCTION
The trampling impact of a manade (a group of half-wild horses) was the
subject of this research. This herd was composed of se,en mares from four
different breedings, yearlings and a stallion (du1·ing the per1od of reproduction).
The manade roamed over a 120 ha area in Camar1.1ue, which was dominated vegatively
by Sa 11 corni ct um frut1 cos ae. The authors wl1i le s tudy1 ng the feeding behavior
of these breeding horses o"f Chnnarque, observed that they graze mainly on the
salt and reed marshes and in the Saticornia fruticosa fonnations. Our researc~,
therefor~. was concentrated on the latter habitat type in which two experimental
areas were established.
METHODS

Two squar~ quadrats (24 x 24 m) were delimited within the homogenous area
of the Salicornia fruticosa association {known also as Sansouire). Samples of the
ped~fauna(olig~chaetes and arthropods) and a canopy fauna were collected monthly
fr~m the four smaller squares (each 4 m on a side) each within a grazed and a test
(control) ~uadrat. The fauna were represented by a few cosmopolitan sp~cies.
RESULTS

Comparati ·1e Convnuni ty Structures
When specific diversity, maximal diversity and equihbility of collembolan
communities between the experimental sites were compared only a small difference
in equitabiHty was noted, however, 1t was non-sign1fica.-.t (Table 1). Likewise,
a comparison of these same animal global conmunit~es using Speannan rank correlation
coefficients shews no sign1ficant difference in the co1m1unities. When the community
structure for two periods were considered, the first sampling period and the last,
we observed a change in equitabiiity (Table 2).

Table 1: COMPARATIVE GLOBAL COMMUNITY STRUCTURE OF COLLEMBOLA AS
AFFECTED BY TRAMPLING OF A ~NADE
Grazed Site

Conanuni ty Quanti fi cation
Specific diversity
H = 3.32 (Log Q - ~!qi Maximal diversity

Test Site

log qi).

2.56 bits

2.49 bits

H max ••••••••.••••••••.••••• · · · · • • · · •

3.45 bits

3.45 bits

Equitabi lity

~ max x 100 •••••••••••.•.•••••••••••

73.99 %

71.96 %

Table 2:

COMPARATIVE GLOBAL COMMU~ITY sTqUCTURE OF PEDOFAUNA (EXCEPT
COLLEMBOLA) AS AFFECTED BY TRAMPLING Bi A MANADE OVER TIME.

Comnunity
Quantification
H max
Equitability {%)

Grazed Site
First
Last
Sampling
Sampling
Period
Period

Test Site

Fl rst

Sampling
Period

Last
Sampling
Period

3.45

2.50

3.45

2.80

79.36

69.64

69.64

34.93

The decrease of equitability on the test site shows an increase of the heterogeneity
of part;tion1ng of individuals belonging to a s1~gle or a few species; the contr~ry
occurv"ed 1n the grazed station.
Conc~rning the pedofauna in general (except for the Collembola cited in
Table 1) the values of equitability show the following: 1) the faunal co~po~1t1on
of grazed and non-grazed sansouire is no~ significantly dif~erent considered
annually, 2) the faunistic composition is not signiticantly different in the
first series of samples but differs significantly among the last samples. We can
then co~s1der that by the end of a year there was a modification of pedofauna.
Concerning canopy fauna, composition and structure were not significantly
different.

Multivariate Analysis of Abundance
Multivariate analysis techniques were applied to the numerical abu,idance
coefficients (Figure 1). At the microfaunal level (Collembola and Acarina),
factor l neatly differentiates between the test and the grazed area (61% of the
total inertia). The test area is positive, while the grazed area is negative.
Factor 2 (28% of total inertia) divided Collembola from the acarines. The
colleml::olan canmunities of the test area (Tclb) and those of the grazed site
{sclb) are positive, whereas the mite communities of the test area (Tacr) and
those of the grazed site (Sacr) were negative. Furthermore, factor 3 confinns
factor 2. It always opposes Tclb and Tacr, and Scl'b and Sacr, but with a
re\'ersa1 in reiation to the first result. Factor 3 is more specific to the
Collembola and opposes them more than it does the mites. This seems to indicate
that Collembola have a different r!action than the one of t~e acarines to the
introduction of the manade. On the contrary. there 1s 1i ttl e di fferena between
Tacr and Sacr, concerning this factor.
The same analyses were applied to the canopy ~oll'ITIUnities and the results
confrim those above. No noticable differences appear between connunities of the
pedofauna of the test sansouire and grazed sansouire that pennits a measure that
can be related to the visabl@ impact of the manade. On the other haod, canopy
fauna had a similar structure and the1r dynamics only differed slightly in each
b1otope.
Finally, the pedofauna other than Collembola a~d Acarina manifests here
aga1n certain uniqueness; the distribution on factors 1 and 3 showed that in the
grazed sansouire was individually scattered a·Nay from the common nucleus of the
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species. ror example, two sets were very distinct. the first fonned by oligocheates
and 1nrnature thomasids. and the second formed by an ~nknown spider and carabid
larvae and the Coccidae. The scatter\na of these two aggregates in the grazed
s;:.n:~·.11 re was 1..aused by the frequentation of the manade.
Biomasses in this study were expressed unifonnly as animal biomass/
vegetal biomass unit/monthly sample (each sample corresponding to six sample
units). Variation in this bianass was negligible except fur a decrease in the
g•azed sansouire during January ar.d February arid also in April and August.
DISCUSSION
Concerning the fauna and mainly the microfauna, the few studies that have
been made regarding influence of trampling all point out a decrease of the number
of representatives. In our study, we can only note a range oi composition of
pedofauna other than m1crofauna. In the reaction of those microfauna, particularly
of the Collembola responding to the introduction of the manade, those insects
were the first to react to the effects of trampling.
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FIGOllB l - Multivariate analysis - Dis~ribut~on (1~
bimodal) of collembola and mites in test sansouire and in
grazed sansouire.
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INTBODUCTION
The Athabasca Oil Sands Deposit (c. 88% of the known Oil Sands in
Alberta, Canada) contains more than 600 x 10 9 barrels ~f bi.tum.en resenes. Ccu19equt:11tly this area is subject to considerable uatural
resource development, with two major extraction plants currently in
operation and several more in the planning phase.
In the two existing plants surface mining. involving etripping of
vegetation and layers of clay. sand. gravel and boulders (up to 150 feet
in thickness)• is used to expose and remove the 'titumen bearing sand.
The ex..:raction process involves the use of hot water. steam and caustic
soda. and produces, as well as the desired bitumen, large volumes of an
alkaline aqueous suspension <'f clays at:c. and large &UlOUDts of sand.
The aqueous suspension is stored in large tailings ponds which are
dyked using the spent sand. It can be readily appt:ecia..:e.t that this
met:hod. of ''waste disposal" creates severe problems for restora"&;ion of
the 1and, and. consequent.ly. in 1975 a compr-:.hensive envirmunental research program was initiated to evaluate a range of aspects (air, land
and wat.er·plus social impacts) of this industrial operation.
Until recently the major efforts in reclamation of the tailing
sand centred round stud:l.es on plant species considered su:l.table f<lr
revegetation and on the effects of different types of surface amendment
on survival and. subsequent success of the chooen plant species.
Since it :I.a abundantly clea::- that soil organisms p:ay a v:l.tal role
:f..n organ:l.c matter decompos:l.tion and. nutrient cycling, in 1977 a research
pror,Tmn began to study the effects of different surface amendments on
the restoration of biolog:lc 1 act:lvity in hitShly disturbed soi.ls. This

pT:esent l"Ontribution p~esents data obtained in th:l.s program on the initial (1-2 year) effects of dif!:2rent surface B11lendments on the recleveh>pment of biological act:l.vity :ID tailin~ sand from the Oil Sands.
EXPEllIMENTAL PLAN

Large amounts of tailing sand were transported to Calgary and placed
The tank was constructed
'9ith :lnternal dividing walls to allow three replicates of each of four
d:lfferent surface treatments. Four teat plant species were chosen for
growth :ln the tailing sand follow:lng application of the surface amendments.
:f..n a soil tank (54 x 10 m) to a depth of 1 m.

Details an the amendments used and tbe plant spe::ies chosen are given
1n Table 1.

TABLE 1.

Summary of amendmencs applied and plant species grown on
tailing sand.

a.

Plant species:
l.
2.
3.

4.
b.

Pin'UB banksi.ana Lamb. (jack pine)

Arctostaphy'Los uva-ursi (L.) Spreng. (bearbe.cry)
Agzropyron trachycautum (Link) Malte (slender wheat)
Onobrychis c."OrnieuZatus L. (sainfoin)

Amendments:
1.
2.

3.
4.

No amendment (contrnl)
Fertilizer at leve1 equivalent to 113.7 kg N. 113.7 kg
P20s and 91.0 ~8 K20 ha- 1
1
Sewage '.Jludge at level equivalent to 46 metric tons barototilled after application
Peat. applied ta a uniform depth of 14 cm. and ratot::l.lled

Plant:lng of test plant species was accomplished immed::l.ately fallowing amendment application ::l..1 June 1977
Since then numerous soil biological parameters he.ve been monitored on a regular basis in each amendment regime. 'fhese parameters include fungal community structure and
standing crop 1 actinomycete and bacterial numbers 1 total microbial. biomass. decomposition rates of standard substratee 1 Nz fixation (symbiotic)
and rates of mycorrh'!.zal development (ecto- and VA).
'In the present contribution data an fungal d8'.·elapmeut in tailing
sand as affected by surface amendaticn will be presentGcl, tb::l.s wi.11
include basic data on mycorrhiza~. development in two of the test plant
species (i.e. jack pina and slender wheat).

GytmRAL SO'IL FUNGI
!,.
~

Qualitative Etud::l.es on the fungi. present :f.n the tailing sand following each type of amendmen't. were made two weeks after amridment appl:lcatioll.s in 1977 (1.e. prior to any plant growth) and 15 montrts following these applicat:l.ons i.e. in 1978 after two plant growing Feaaons. At
each sampling t:tme :replicate soil samples were taken fEom the 0-5 cm
depth of each type of amended sand; ~wever 1 at the second eam.pi:f.n.g time
soil samples were takan only ~ram plots on •·hich slendei: wbea:t was
g~ow:l.Dg.

Isolation of fungi was accom.pl:lshed usin.g a so1.l washing method
(Bissett and Widden. 1 1972). Washed soil particles ,.;are plated onto 2%
malt n:tract agar .-,•m.taini.Dg aureomycin arul streptomycin. The plates

were incubated at l!>°C. and fungal colonies developing on the isolation
plates were sub-cultured and held for identification.

TABLE 2.

Summary of fungi most frequently isolated from each type of
tailing sand (0-5 cm depth) in June 1977 and
Septmber 1978. (Figures represent Z frequency of occurrence)

~ended

Pang:L isolated

Q>ntrol
1977

Aozosmoniwn

1978

Fertilizer

19?7

Sewage

Peat

1978

1977

1978

1977

1978

c

o.a

0

0

0

25.0

0

0

6.7

0

4.2

0

25.0

0

f-ttnnDl'Ulll

0

0

0.8

0

3.3

15.0

5.0

'l>B.P.PUOOS'Ulfl

0

o.e
o.e

0

0.8

0

3 .3

5.8

8.3

0

1.7

0

6,1

\.I

21.7

4.2

5.8
0

3.3

0
0

0

1.7

0

1.7
1.7
0

o.s

0

2.s
2.s
2.s
7.S

3.3
5.8
5.0

0

0

0

0

0.8

0
0.8

0
1.7

0.8

et:ri.ctwn
AUNobasi.di'Ulfl

boz.tsyi.

ChZ?/soapo'Z"i.um
Chzsysospon11111
C1.a.tloapoztiwn
olat!cspozaiO'idss
C'Ladospoztium

~"'fD'Ulnspp.
Fuaazti.um
~zoeZ:Za spp.

0.8

o.e
16.7

0

15.0

0

4.2

0

""

36.7

0
0

0

0

10.0

0.8

0

11.7

4.2

10.8
1.7

0
0

0

18.3

10.0
4.2

2.5
4.2

Mu.ooze

hi.emczZi.B
OU:lodtmd1!on

0
0

o.e
0

0
0
0
0

hamcrf;zan
2!zeiahodszsma

0

0

0

0

0

0

11.7

5.8

'hlJztsia:nvm

0

0

0

0

0

0

s.o

3.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

14.2

7.S

0

0

0

0

0

0.8

6.7

0.8

1.7
27.S

s.o

eohinu'Zatum

Ptmi.ci'tZiUlll spp.
PhiaZophom spp.
Phoma spp.
~dsl'llltl

~

poZ.yspozvn
J!zti,a1u:x1aZ'fllll.

TJ'lzeids
Sterile dark
forms
Yeasts

1.7
6.7

13.3
18.3

o.e

4.2

15.0
25.0

0
0.8

o.a

S.8
5.8

Table 2 •mnn•r1zes the isolation data obtained at the two P.'&Dlpl:lng
t:f.mea. Prom these data i t can he seen that :In 1977, shortly after _.!!!!d·men.t application, a mall llUlllber of fungal taxa of low frequency of occur rence were isolated frOlll all type11 of am.ended sand with the exception of
the peat amendment.

~

Given. the rates of amendment application, it 1.s obvious that fungi
present :In the amendments would fona a potentially major 1 1noculum'
source to the tailing sand. With respect to the peat used as an. amendment, the most frequently encountered fuqi were ChZ'l/BospoPium spp.,
Nozatisret:t.a. spp., PeniaiZ.Z:tum spp •• Sterile hyaline forms, Tzoiahodsl'flltl
spp. and Yeasts. I t can be seen (Table 2) that ti1ese fungi, with the
exception of Sterile hyaline forms and Yeasts, formed the majority of
the fungal :l.solatee from peat amended sand at the two week sampling t:lme.
Such a phenomenon was not seen :In the sewage amended plots. The
sewage sludge, prior to application, contained a s:lgnificant fungal com'IDUDity rith the most frequently isolated ta:xa. being Chztysosponum spp.,
PeniaiZ.Z.ium spp., Sterile hyal:lne forms, and Yeasts. However the isolation data from s..wage amended sand at the two week phase yielded very
few isolates. This could be a result of the method of application of
the amendment, in wld.cb the sewage sludge (:lnit:l.l\lly c:onta:lning c. 85%
moisture) was sp·L"ead, allowed to dry on the surface of the sand, and
then rototilled in to the upper layer of the sand •

Comparison of isolation data obtained in 1977 and 1978 indicates
that the diversity of funsi isolated after two growing seasons (i.e. in
1978) had increased in the control sand and :In the fertiliser and sewage
amauded san4. The sewage amendment had the greatest effects in increasing the diversity of fungal taza. Presumably these effects were direct
(because of the input of o=ganic and inorganic nutriC!D.ts in the sewage)
and iL.direct (because of the stimulatory influence of sewage on test
plant growth, and the subsequent enhanced input of nutrients by the
plants).
In the peat amended sand the numb£ of species isolated bad not
changed in 1978 as compared with the 1977 data. The most frequentl7 isolated caxa also remained much the same (although in most cases appearing
with somewhat decreased frequency), however Au:t'Soba.sid:i.um bo'Z..'Z.eyi. was
isolat•d regularly for the first time iD 1978.

Data on fungi introduced to the s.snd via the amendments have been
men timed e1aTlier • however other inoculum tr.put could come from both the
air spora and from the seed (or other plant material) planted in the
sand. In the case of the present study air spora analysis :Indicated
that C'tadosporium ola&ospo%"loidss,. c. hezibmvn,. Epiooooum pta'pW'BBOenB
and white Yeasts were the major species present. Studies of fungi present on the seed coat of slender wheat showed Peniotl.Zi.wn spp., !.ptooocwm puzopuresoenr... !lztiohotheoturn rosewn,. AZ.'teJlnt:u9ia tZZ.temata,. and the
A..9thrini.um state of Apiospozra mor..tagnsi to be the most frequently isolated species. Considering these data in the light of data given in
Table 2 it must be concluded that fungi introduced into the sand via the
plant.ed seed played l:f.ttle, 1f any, part in recolonization of the variously amea.c!ed tailins sand.
Quantitative c.ata on amounts of fungal hyphae in each type of
amended tail:l.n& sand were obtained from £"eplicate samples of each type
of aaended tailing sand using a modified jones and Mollison (1948)

method. Also, total m.icrot·ial biomass assesmmts were made us~ the
Anderson and Domsch (1978) m~thod. Data obtained for samples taken in
1977 by the uaf' of these methods are g1.ven in 'I'able 3.

TABLE 3.

Fungal hyphal lengths and total microbial biomass 1:. 0-5 cm
sampl•s of each type of 8Jllended tailing s6nd taken in 1977.

type of
amenclment

Total hyphal
length
Cm g dwt=- 1 >

Length of hyphae
with cell contents
(m g c1wt-1)

Total microbial
biomass
_
1
(mg c.100 g dwt )

102.2

80.9

4.o•

Fertilizer

29.9

15.3

l.6b

Sewage

73.4

52.S

l7.3c

J.234.5

246.3

106. 7d

Control

Peat

(Values superscr1.pted differently differ signiflcantly
p •

O.OS)

The d1.rect observation data on hyphal lengths indicated a higher
amount of fungal hyphae in the initial samples from the control (unamended) sand than might be expected given the poor nutrient and organic
status of that substratum. Another interesting feature of these data is
the high percentage of observed hyphae which contained cell contents.
Fram both fungal and total microbial b:lomasa data it is clear that the
fertilizer amendation y!.elded a significant: depress:l.on of microbial development in the tailing sand in the period :hi.mediately following amendation.
The quantitative data substantiate the qualitative data discussed
earlier in that, in the initial period following am.endation, it was only
in peat amended sand that substantial f•.mgal development occurred. In
all other amenc!at:lons fungi were sparse both 1n terms cf species diversity and in tezms of amounts of mycelium.

MYCORRBIZAL ASSOCIATIONS
Endomycorrhi.zal development was studied in the root systems of
slender wheat in the first grow:lng season (1977) • Boot samples were
taken at ten weeks after emergence. At th:is sampling time three replicate samples. each of five intact plants, were taken from each <.f the
four types of amended tail.Ing sand. Ia. the laboratory, t:he roots were
thoroughly tap-water washed on a 2 mm. sieve to remove adhering soil.
Then the root systems were cut into 1 cm pieces and stained using the
procedure descr1.bed by Phillips and Bayman (1970).
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Mycorrhizal infection of the roots was quantified using the line
intersect method (Olson, 1950). Four types of observat1.on were made:
length per plant with arbuscules \JD.ly, length per plant with arbuscules
and vesicles, length per p:taut with hypbae only, and, length per plant
uninfected. The data obtained are given in Table 4.
TABLE 4.

Effect of amendaticm of tailing sand on endom.ycorrhiaal
development of slencle~ wheat after 01~.a growing season.
Boot length (cm) /plant

Am.endm.ent

Total

Infected

Hyphae

Arbuscules

Vesic1es

Percent
Infection

63a

....

1

0

0

1

P~t

164ab

37

30

s

2

23

Fertilizer

543C

0

0

0

0

0

Sewage

323bc

0

0

0

0

o·

Control

(For total root length, values superscripted differently, differ
at p • 0.05)

The data show that enaomycorrhizal infection was highest in peat
amended sand, it was detected at only a very low level in cont:rol sand,
and was absent in plants grown in fertilizer and sewage amended sand.
'l'he higher rate of endomycorrhi.zal infection in plants from the peat
amended sa!ld is, presumably, the result of the presence of inoculum of
suitable mycorrh1.zal fungi 1.n the peat applied as a surface amendment.
'l'he application of surfac·i amendments containing substantial endomycorrhizal inoculum may be necessary for sustained (long term) plant devel.opment in location& of severe soil disturbance. Even after 2 growing
seasons (detailed data not given here), endomycorrhizal infection was
not det-;:cted in plan.ta grown in sewage amen.de~ sand, whilst plants from
unamended (control) sand and ferti.lizer amended sand di.cl Bhow 11.ght
f.Dfecti.on.
Fa~tors such as soil structure, nutrient concentrations, organic
matter content and soi1 temperature may ,lay roles in effectively restricting mycon·hizal development in slender wheat plants grat:u in
control, fertilizer and sewage amended aand. The possibility that components of the general root surface mycofiora may be ei.ther inhi.biting
development of 1rycorrhizal fungi, or may be competing effectively wi.th
these fungi at the root surface under certain amendment regimes, cal'?."...1t
be overlooked. Certainly the root surface m.ycoflora of sle>der wheat
plar&ts after 10 weeks growth in each type of amended sand showed considerable differences; these are summarized in Table 5.
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Moat frequently isolated fungi from. the root surface of
slender wheat plants grown fn each type of amended tailing

sand.
Most frequently isolated tax.a:

a.

Control

Fertilizer

A Zt.P11tll'la
Pusazaium
Sterile brown
f ODDS

b.

SP.Wye

Epiaoaaum

Aaztemmtium

Yea&ts

C'Zat1o11pczti.um
Pus<..Z'iZllll

Oeotztionum

Peat

Chl9J1so11pozti.um
Cy tindzoocaztpon
!J.'Fi.o'hodsnna
Sterile dark
forms

Z root segments yielding no fungi:
Control

24

Fertil~

Sevase

Peat

44

23

29

Ectam.ycorrhizal development was studied in jack pine root systems
in the 1977 and 1978 growing seasons. Con.cainer grown jack pi.ne seedlings were planted in each type of amended sand, and at l:he end of each
growi.ng season replicate intact plants were sampled and the roots which
bad grown oul: from the original planting 'plug' were ezamined under the
dissecting microscope and each short root was rated as in£ected or not.
Frequent, detailed, microscopic examinations using squash preparations
or sections were necessary to :nake accurate ratings. Dal:& ou % mycorrhizal infection are given in Table 6.
Effect of amerid.&tion of tailing sand on ectomycorrhizal
development in jack pine. (Figures indicate Z short roo:s
showing mycorrhizae)

TABLE 6.

illZ.

ill!

Control

6.9

33.Sll

Fertilizer

4.6

24.58

Sewage

4.6

49.48 b

:tS.O

72.2b

Amendment

Peat

Values superscripted differently are significantly different
(p

D

0.05)

o

The 1977 data :indicat• that, with the exception of plants growr. in
peat: amended sand, t:he preaen:..:e of m:rcorr'1izae was low at the end of the
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first growing aeaaon. It would appear that the tailing sand contained
very small, if any, mycorrh:lza1 inoculum. Furthermore, :Lt appears that
mycorrhizal fungi which hacl developed in tl-.e containerized root 'plug'
during greenhouse growth prior to p1anting out in the saucl were unable
to mfect roots which grew out from the 'plug'.
In the plant samples taken at the end of the 1978 growing season
the highest level df ect.amycorrh1zal. infection had, once again, occurred
in the peat amended sand. However, substantial increases in infection
had occurred in the other 3 types of amended sand. IT_ the case of ectomycarrhizal infP-ction of jack pine sewage did not appear co have any
:Inhibitory effects. Certainly different amendments appeared to affect
root growtr ..md morphology. Thus, sewage amendment decreased the mitiation of short roots, wh1lst, 1n the control sand, root wei.ght per
unit root length was less than in other amendments (presumably reflecting the low nutrient levels :ID unamended sand) • ...

Whilst the sewage amendment did not appear to inhibit ectamycorrhizal development :ID jack pine, it is possible that other subtle
effects may attend the use of this amendment. Direct isolations of
symbioa.ts from m.ycorrhizal roots of jack pine were m.ade (both from. inside and outside the planting 'plug'> • TheZ.ep'h.ozta te!'l'estl"i.s was the
domin.mt isolate from plants in the control. fertilizer and sewage amended aand 11 but was isolated with only 5% frequency from plan.ts grown
in peat amen.dad sancl. SuiZ.Z.us toJr.entosus was also i'Jolatecl in substantial ma.aunts from pl:!Lnts grown in all types of r..alended sand except the
sewage amendment where it was completely absent (both on roots inside
and outside the pl.auting 'plug'). Once aga:ln :Lt is difficult, at th:Ls
U.m.e, to eacplain this in tems of ei.ther ab1ot1c or biotic factors.

The foregoing data on g.m.eral sa:ll fung:l. and on m.yC'.orrh:Ual fun.g:l.
:lnd:l.cate the differing and complex effects of each of the chosen surface
amendments on the deve1opment of fungi :ln ta1U.ng sand. Of these amendments, sewage is probably the most :lnterest:lng in that it allowed (over
the 15 month period described. here) the deve1opment of a diverse mycoflora yet bad apparently complex effects on the development of mycorrhizal fungi. Other data. not Dresented here, have :lnclicatecl that another effect of sewage am.en··"Llea.t was to reduce s~b:l.otic Nz f:lzat:l.on ::l.n
sa!nfoin (as com.pared with the effects of other amendmemts). On the
other baDcl 1 rates of cellulose decomposition :In sewage amended plots
were, comparative::.y., very high (89% dry weight loss :l.n 12 months as compared with 0.6% in wanu!ndcd sand, l.3% 1n peat amended sand., and 32% :In
fertilizer amended sand).
In practical terms. final evaluatiut• of the efficiency of surface
ameusents in the re<"lamation of disturbed l.anc1 will rest on their
effects in accelerating the establishment of a stabilized ecosystem.
While development of pr:lmary producers is the most apparent criterion
for assess:lng such ecosystem establ1sbmP.nt 1 it must not be forgotten
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that d::f..rect and indirect interactions between pr:lmary producers and
decomposers do indeed play a major role 1n this process.

Fiaancia1 support for this project from the Research Secretariat,
A1berta Enviromaent is grateful1y acknowledged.
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FUNGAL SPECIES ISOLATED FROM THE SENESCENT LEAVES
OF Neyrautli!r arundinacea GROWING ON AREAS DISTURBED BY
IRON-ORE MINING ACTIVITIES
M H. Wong and S. H. Kwan
Th~ Chinru Uni111rsdy of Hong Kong
n11ng Kong

ABSTRACT

The preseut investigation is an attempt to study the fungal
population isolated from the senescent leaves of Neyraudia
arundinacea growing on the ai·eas disturbed by the activities of
iron-ore mining as fungi pl1·y an i'l".portant role in the recycling
process in this man-made habitat.
Four locations were chosen for the study: the old iron-ore
dumps. the new dumps, the iron-ore tailings and an unaffected site.
Senescent leaves of N. arundinac~a and the associated soil samples
were collected from the four sites for analysi3ing the contents of
different metals (Ca, Mg, K, Na, Fe, Mn, Zn, Cu and Po). Fungi were
also isolated from the leaves using malt agar extract agar and
Czape~ Dox agar.
The soil and vegetation collected from the disturbed areas
contained a h!gh~r level of metals when compared with the unaffected
site. N. arundinacea growing on the affected areas had a smaller
number of funga! s~ecies and total number of colonies with exception
of those growing on the ~ld iron-ore dumps. 'Ibey also supported a
different group of fungal flora when compared with those isolated
from t.he plants growing on the control site.

INTRODUCTION
The eifects of the iron-ore tailings deposited at the east
coa:;t of Tolo Harbou~, an almost landlocked sea, have been reported.
'lhe area is almost devoid of vegetation. The soil and the surrounding seawater contain a rather high level of various heavy metals,
e.g. F~. Mn, Zn, Pb and Cu (Wong r.t al., 1978a). Veget&tion
growing on the tailings was found to contain a rather high level of
these ~etals (Wong and Tam, 19~7; Kwan, 1979). Higher concentrations
of these metals were ~t~o revealed in other organisms inhabiting
the tailings, e.g. Paphia so. (clam) (Wong and Li, 1977) and
Scopimera intermedia (crab) (Wong et al., 1978b).
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There is an urgency to improva the delirate environment of
Tole Harbour which is shallow and has only a narrow outlet. The
harb.:>ur has been constantly rednc.ed i.1 size due to the constr~1ction
of Plover Cove Reservoir by linking several islands, pwnpir.g out
the seawater and replacing it with freshwater as well as th~ recent
reclamation of Shatin New Town.
An ultimate solution for :improving the tailings deposited on
the P.ast coast of Tolo Harbour is to reclaim the area usir-e ~rass
species which are able to adapt to such a hazardous environment. A
large amount of rainwater would return to the atc~;phere by evaportranspiration and the volumn of effluent water would be reduced
and hence the escape of pollutants to the sea, and the effects on
marine organisms Pould be mitigated.
Soil fungi have an important part in ~he build1ng u~ and
maintenance of soil fertility. An eu:ly report has shown a
phanomena of fungal succession a~cor~ing to the different ages of
the tailing deposits (Won~ et al., 1978b). The appearance of these
common soil fungi in the tailings indicates that the area is inhabitable and can be converted into a more fertile area.

A series of P.xperiments has been cO!llDlenced for improving the
contaminated area with the dual purposes of minimizing the pollution
problem of the s11rrounding areas as well as altering the unsightly
was tf'! heaps •
paper reported the fungal species isolated from the
leaves of B. arundinacea, one of the most dominant plant
species growing on the areas contaminated b7 the activities of
iron-ore mining. The metal contents of the vegetation and the
corresponding soil WP.re also at•alysed. A subsequent paper will
report on the decomposition rate of the leaves and the release of
various ions during decomposition over a period of tweleve months.
'lbis

~enescent

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE STUDY SITES
The detailed descriptions of the surroundings of thl! iron-ore
mine have been reported (Wong and Tam, 1977; Wong et al., 197Ba;
Kwan, 1979). Four Qampling sites were ch~aen for the present study.
Site 1 (Tailings) was located at the
2.6 km to the north west of the mine.

vegetation cover (mainly
ground of a bout 851.

.!•

ea~t

coast of Tolo

Rar~our,

It consisted of a sparse

arundinacea) with the average bare

Site 2 (Bew waste rock dumps) was the largest terrace of the
southern waste rock dumps of the mine. N. arundinacea and
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other taller ~rasscs were abundant in this area with an average bare
ground of 45~.
Si~e 3 (Cld wa9te ~ock dumps) consisted of several S1Dall waste
rock dumps deposited from open-cast mining 5.5 tan north west of the
mine. They W'ere composed of mainly gravel tanging from 0.5-20 cm in
diameter. N. arundinacea and some short grass species were found
growing abundantly with significnnt litter accumulation. Desmodium
sp. also had a htgh coverage.

Site 4 (Control area) was an unconLaminated area. S km away
from the main road leading to the mine site from the shore. It
consisted of a moderate plant cover (mainly N. arundinacea)as ~ell
as decampcsing plant litter.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
1. Soil analysis

The surface soil samples of the fo¥r sampling sites wer~
collected. After being air-dried at 25-20 C, they were passel
through a 2 mm mesh sieve before the following analyses were
conducted:
Air-dried m~isture (the weight difference before and after the
soil samples were dried at 1050 C for four hours); texture
(Bouyoucos, l~Sl); pH (soil: water, 1:2.5 using a pH meter);
organic carbon (Walkley and Black, 1934\; water-soluble phosphorus
(WaLanabe and Olsen, 1962); total nitrogen (semi-micro Kjeldahl
method; Bremner, 1960); total cation mrchange capacity (Heese, 197ij,
individual excha~geable cations (atomic absorption spectrophotometry
aftP.r the samples l.ad been extracted by lM allll:lOnium acetate) and
th~ total metal contents (atomic absorption spectrophotometry after
the samples had been digested by mixed acid, P.N0 :HC10 4 :H so •10:4:1;
3
2 4
Allen et al., 1974~.
2. Metal contents of senescent leavl!ll of

!!· arundinacea

Senescent leaves of N. arundinaceP were collected from the four
SBlpl:fng Sites. The amount of various metals were analysed by means
of atoc.ic absorption spectrophotometry after the samples had been
digested by mixed acid, BN0 3 :HC104 :H2so4=S:0.5:1; Allen et al., 1974).
3. Fungal species isolated from the senescent leavllB
'l'be fungal flora was isolated from the senescent leaves of
N. arundinacea \:sing ma1t extract agar and Czapek Dox agar after
the litter had been washed with 1% Teepol (7 changes) and then

J7J
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distilled water (8 changes). 'the number of colonies was estimated
and the fungal species identified.

itESULTS AND DISCUSSION
l. Soil analysis
The results of soil analysis are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Soil
samples from Site 1 (Tailings) were alkaline (pH 8.22), sandy
(92.8'), l~cked total organi.c carbon (0.07Z) and total nitrogen
(0.14%); but contained comparatively high contents of water-soluble
phosphorus (0.84 ppm), total cation exchange capacity (13.68 m.e./
100 .:; soll) as well as total and exchangeable individual metal
ions particularly Mn, Fe, Zn, Pb and Cu.
TABLE 1

The edaph1~ properties of the sampling
is a mean of tl1ree samples) •
l

Tailings

Air-dried moiscure %
pH

Texture: sand %
silt %
clay %
Total organic carbon %
Total nitrogen Z
Water-soluble phosphorus
ppm
Total cation exchange
capacity m.e./100 g

1.3
8.22
92..8

2

3

New

Old

dumps

dUl!lpS

sit~&

(Each value
4

Control

5.8
0.07
0.14
0.84

l.'•

3.8
6.89
58.8
21.2
20.0
0.28
0.33
0.64

3.0
4.82
67.8
lS.2
13.0
0.18
0.24
0.83

4.7
4.46
52.8
20.0
27.2
0.96
0.43
0.33

13.68

12.94

12.98

9.56

Site 2 (New waste ~ock dumps} and Site 3 (Old waste rock
dumps) Md comparable edaphic propertie.a. However, Site 2 had a
higher pB value (6.89 compared wi.cl& ~.82 at Site 3), leas sandy
(59% compared with 68Z at Site 3), and c~ntained higher levels of
to~nl organic carbon (0.28% coApared r.'.th 0.18Z), and total nitrogen
(0.33% c~mpared with 0.24%). However, the content of water-solu~le
phosphorus was lower: (0.64 ppm compared with 0.83 ppm). The
contents of total cati~n exchange capacity were ~:Lmilar at both
sites (12.9 m.e. /100 g 3oil). These two sites also had comparable
metal contents, b~~h in terms of totsl a~d exchan~eable contents
although Site 2 contained higher levels of mos~ metals except Mn
and Cu.

------ - -

TABLE 2 'nle metal contents of soil samples collected from+different
sites (Each v&lue is a mean of five sampleai: mean-standard
error. a~exchangeable content, b=total content).

ppm

Na

a
b

K

a

b
ca

a
b

Mg

a
b

Mn

a
b

Fe

a
b

Zn

a

b

Pb

a
b

Cu

a
b

Site l
Tailings

Site 2
New dumps

190.1
+ 3.9
-598.6
+ 64.5

12.5
0.1
- 708.4
+ 71. 7

-342.3
+ 11. 7

57.1
+ 1.0
2018.2
+ 42.7

54.7
+ 9.4
-5514.3
+ 216.6

24.5
+ 0.8
1f586.0
+247.2

+ o.s
J.678.6
+ 198. 8

433.3
+ 4.0
°}"405.4
+258.3

116.0
+ 45.3
- "'i27.7
+ 181.6

10.0
+ 1.2
- 25.7
+ 1.4

36.5
1.9
42.2
+ 5.2

150.0
+ 2.4
7116.2
+371.4

220.0
+ 67.l
-3381.3
+ 158.2

37.5
+ o.a
l741. 7
± 95.0

25.64
+ 0.9
2123.8
+ 51.8

+

4.75
0.9
-1216.4
.. 231.8

7.20
+ 0.4
l412. 7
+132.8

3.40
0.4
191.9
+ 22.9

3.50
C.4
+
-8180.3
+1584.6

l.40
+ 0.3
17469.9
+1753.3

0.40
+ 0.2
-5278.6
± 426.l

2.00
0.4
227.7
+ 12.1

1.30
+ 0.1
-200.4
+ 17.2

6.67
0.3
+
12908.8
±1284 .9
10.lU
+ 0.2
-261.4
+ 15.3
0.73
+ 0.6
-116.S
+ 2.6
3.33
12.6
+ 0.3

+

+

+

8.20
2.0

+

~3.9
10.~

+

1.05
48.3
2.9
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Site 3
Old dumps
2.8

+ 0.3

Site 4
Control
8 .. 1
+ 0.4
- 208.4
+ 28.2
35.4

+

58. 7
0.7
74.7
6.2
+

+

~

a.to

0.0
18.2
2.9
+

+

3.80

+

o. 7

103.9
+ 27.2

+

1.90
0.4
73.6
4.5

+

0
1.81
0.9

+

1.05
115.0

+ 10.4

Site 4 (Control site) was acidic with a pH of 4.46 which is
common on the surface of red-yellow podzolic soils (Fitzap~trjck,
1974) as well as for the soil in Hong Kong. It also container!
a higher portion of fine particles (sand:53%), high contents of
total organic carbon (0.96%), total n~trogen (0.43%), but lower
levels of cation exchange capacity (9.6 m.e./100 g so~l) and total
as ~ell as exchangeable indivldual aetal contents, as expecte~.
Due to the magnesium limestane deposit of the iron ore (Davis,
1964), the contaminated arPas were more alkaline an~ ~ontained
higher levels of various metah: dervied from the waete materials.
The higher conten~ of water-'loluble phosphorus originated frou t.he
parent materia~s of the i~on-ore (Lai, 1959). The areas were
usually devoid of vegetation. lacked soil profiles and contained
only little soil substrate£. The present iron-ore tailicgs had
similar characteristics as thP. 70 to lJO-year-oid weathered
iron-ore spoil of West Virginia (Tryon and Mar~us, 1953; Smith
et al., 1971).
2.

Metal

c~ntents

of senescent leaves of

~·

arundinacea.

The metal contents of senescent leaves of N. arunainacea used
for the isolation of fungi are listed in Table 3. However, it
must be ncted that the root portions of tbe plants contained tiae
highest contents of all heavy metals (Fe, Zn, Pb and Cu) except
Mn whereas the leaf portions con•.ained the highest levels of macroelements (Ca, Mg, Na ana K) (Kwan, 1979). It had been shown that
plants grow::l.ng on waste materials con.:amin&.ted with high levels of
heavy metals te11ded to concentrate thesr. metals in the root portions
especially the cell wall fraction (Bradshaw et al., 1965; Turner,
1970). On r.he cl'ntrary, the high level of various macro-elements
on the lea& portions might be favourable for carrying out photo1.ynthesis.
TABLE 3

The metal contents of the senesc.-nt leav$8 of .!· arundinacea.
(Each value is a mean of 5 samples: mean-standard error).

l

ppm

Na
K
Ca
Mg
)ln

Fa

Zn
Pb
Cu

Tailings

~

3

New dumns

Old dumps

4

Control

1161.9+327.2 154.3+ 56.2 127.0+ 20.1 114.6+ 32.1
1294.1+183.3 961.o+ 80.9 493.9+ 59.9 3471.2+641.2
3234.<>+693.0 5285.9+1211.3 2748.&+497.0 5264.o+347.0
2880.4+366.4 1781.4+ 312.2 1178.2+411.8 855.9+ 36.3
185.7+ 31.5 201.1+ 22.3
90 • .s+ 14.4
76.s+ 11.4
869.6+209.6 531.3+ 105.3
87.6+ 11.8 120.2+ 31.3
31.2+ 33.4
18.s+
9.8
12.9+ 9.1
33.9+ 21.8
12.9+ 11.3
9.J+ 10.3
15.7+ 17.7
10.7+ 15.8
11.1+ 36.9
24.0+ 20.8
40.s+ 35.4
16.2+ 12.2

-

-

-
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However, the leaf portions also contained a rather high level of
various heavy metals especially Mn (Kwan, 1979~. It would be intet~&t
ing to know if the contents of heavy metals had any effect on t.lie
fungal flora growing on the senescent leaves of !· arundinacea, ?ne
of the most dominant higher plants growing on the contaminated sites.
Acc.:>rc\ing to Table 3, the leaves of N. ar•.:.ndinacea collected
from Site l (Tailiugs) had the higheat contents of Na, Mg, Fe whereas
those from Site 2 (New dumps) the highest Mri and Site 3 (Old duops)
the highest Cu. lhose collecced frOID the control site (Site 4) had
the highest '-cnlents of lC and Ca and comparatively low levels of ''11
other zetals. ln general, the metal contents in the leaves reflected
the metal contents in the soil.
3. Fungal specie isolated fran the senescent leaves.
The fungal species together with the number of colonies isolate-!
from the senescent leaves of N. arundinacea are listed in Table 4.
In general, the leaves collected from the contaminated areas had a
smaller number of fungal species and total number of colonies with
the exce~ti~n of Old dumps (Site 3). Furthermore. the results also
reveRled that the fungal species isolated from the leaves collected
~ram the contaminated areas were different from those collected
from the control site. There were thireteen fungal species (in~lud
ing 1 sterile species) isolated from the contami11ated areas which
could not be found in the control site. There were only six f~ngal
species (including 3 sterile species} isolated from the control site
which could not be found in the contaminated areas.
When comparing the three contaminated sites, the senescent
leaves of N. arundinacea collected from the tailings consisted of
the smallest number of fungal species as well as the total nu::aber
of colonies. Fusa:d'ILll sp. was the most dominant fungal flora.
The results also indicated that both Site 2 and Site 3 had similar
fungal species, although the Old dumps (Site 3) had a higher tQtal
number of colonies. Both sites were dominated by Fusarium sp. but
other fungal flora e.g. Phoma macrostouaa, PestalopiiOPSiilsp. • etc.
also appeared frequently. The higher number of fungal species ar.d
total number of colonies of Site 3 mi.ght be due to the lower levels
of various metals especially Mn and Fe in the leaves of Ji. arundincea.
It has been reported that high concentrations of heavy metals
in plant litter would inhibit the C and N m~neralization, cellulose
and mtarch deco::apoaition and enzyme activity of decomposers (Tyler,
1974; 1975; 1976; Liang and Tabatabai, 1977; 1978) and results in
smaller n:J1Dber of microorganisms (Jordon and Lechevalier, 1965;
Williams et al., 1977). However, most of these studies were concerned
~ith smelter and mine wastes which contained a very high level of
heavy metals, e.g. the inhibitory effects of Pb and Zn in the mine
waste and its vegetation was demonstrated by a greater accumulation
of litter and less soil humus (Williams et al., 1977). 'lbe metal
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TABLE 4 The fungal species isolated from the
Fungal spei:ies

Site 1
Tailings

Fusarium fusarioides (Frag.& Cif .)Booth

118
1

!· avenaceum (Fr.) Sacc.
!• graminearum Schwabe

!·

eg~iseti

!.!!'.!E!! sp.

Site 2
New Dumps
10

!·

P. macrostoma Mont.
Peatalotiopsis versicol~t (Sp~.) Steyaert
!· palmarum (Cooke} Steyaert
Pestalo2tio2sis sp.
Trichoderma sp.
Acremonimn sp.
Alternaria sp.
Massariothe~ themedae Syd.
Curvularia lunata (Wakker) BoediJn
.£· eragrostidis (P. Henn) J.A. Meyer
Sordar:la humana (Fuckel) Wint
Nigroapora 3p,
J!!!tl!!!!!!!! ~ (Preuss) Simmons
Rhizopus stnlonifer (Ehrenb. ex Fr.) Lind
Sterile sp. A

Site 3
Old Duraaps
5

Site 4
Control
32

8

1

(Corda) Sacc.

~ sorghfna (Sacc.) Boerema,Dorenbosch
glomera~ (Corda) Wollenw. & Hochapf

~

leaves of !· arundiacea.

se~eecent

& van Keet

68
1
1

183

106

2
1
9
2

4
21)

93

33
17

1
7

26

1

13
~5

19
16

7
1

1
6
1
1

1
1

B

2

c

88

D

2

Total number of species
Total number of colonies

8
192

9
201

12
196

11
34.~
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contents of the soil and vegetation contaminated with the activities
of iron-ore mining in the present study were low when compared with
other reports. and a comparison could not be made as no atudy on
the isolation of fungal ilora from vegetation grow~ng on iron-ore
was tea could be traced.
The
colonies
(Site 3)
slightly
observed
of heavy

number of fungal species and the total number of
isol3ted from the leaves collected f~om the Old dumps
might be due to the stimulation of fungal growth of th~
higher metal contents as similar phenomP.na has been
on the stimulation of root growth under a slight increase
metals (McNeilly knd Bradshaw. 1968).
hig~er

There is also evidence that microbial populations of areas
contaminated by heavy metals develop an increased tolerance to
these metals (Hilton. 1967; Griffths et al., 1974; Williams et al.,
1977). However. no conclusion could be drawn as to whether the
fungal flora isolated from t~e leaves from Site 1 (Tailin1<1) which
contained a rather high level of various heavy metals were tolerant
populations. Further studies should b~ concentrated on the toxicity
of heavy metals on the fungi isolated from this area.
The leaves used for th«= isolation of fungal flora had been
washed thoroughly so as to prevent the aerial deposition .,f metals
on the leaf surface which wo:•\d subsequently affect thr fungal
specieo isolated from the lea-,•es. The lower number of fungal species
and total numuer of colonies obtained from the leav~ collected from
the two more contaminated areas: Site 1 (Tailings) and Site 2 (New
dumps) reflected that active growth of fungal hyphae penetrating the
leaives contaminated with a rath~r high content of heavy met~ls was
partially inhibited.
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RESPONSE Of FIELD POPULATIONS OF TARDIGRADA TO
VARIOUS LEVELS OF CHRONIC LOW-LEVEL SULPHUR
DIOXIDE EXPOSURE
J. W. Leetham, T. J. McNary, J. L. Dodd anJ W. K. Laurenroth
Coloratlo Stair U11iwr1ily
USA

ABSTRACT
The soil populations of Tardigrada ~f a
northern mixed-grass prairie were sampled after
having been exposed to various chronic low levels
of sulfur dioxide. The populations of two different sit.es showed substantial reduction, although
it was difficult to show the reductions were
significant, due to high variability of sampie
counts. Substantial reduction in the frequency of
occurrence in the samples helped to substantiate
the .ropul:ition decreases.
Three genera of
tardigrada have bePn identified from saaaple
material: Macrobiotus Shultze, Hexapodibius, and
Diphascon Plate.
INTRODUCTION
Along with the e9er-increasing energy demands of the world,
there is an accompanying demant· for utilization of fossil fuels other
than petroleum. Foremost amons the non-petroleum fossil fuels is
coal. The in-place use of large coal deuosits in the North American
midwest for electrical power production is rapidly expanding and along
with this development is the accompanyina problem of our p~llutants
and the effects on the 9ast grassland ranges under which the coal
deposits occur. The impac~ of coal-fired power plant emissions on
native ~rasslands is currently the central subject of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - supported Montana Coal Fired Power Plant
Project (CFPP) (Lewis et al. 1976). Attempts have been and are continuing to be made on evaluating the effects of air pollutants. especially S02 , on many of the component parts of the grassland system in
southeastern Montana.
Although t~e biological effects of air pollutants, par~icularly
S02 , have received extensive attention, especially for plants, comparatively little attention has been directed to other segments of either
natural or agroecosystems. Detailed studies on the effect of S0 2 on
the soil and it.s flora and fauna are almost nonexistant. As part of
the CFPP study, so~l nematode populations were being censused after
having been exposed to various levels of chronic low-level S02 concentrations (detailed discussion will follow). From the same samples it
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was noticed that tardigrade populations appeared to be declining with
increased S02 concentrations. These findings precipitated this etudy.
T~rdigrades are small (<1.0 DDD) arthropod-lik~ animals generally
referred to as "water bears" because most known species are aquatic or
semiaquatic in habit. Very little is known about these animacules
even to the point that there is disagreement among the few scientists
working with them as to wher~ they belong phy!ogenetically (Riggin,
1962). Some people have given them separate phylum status while
others have included them in the arthropods. The functional or
trophic status of tardigrades is unknown, however, a few studies have
shown that fairly substantial populations do ~ccur in certain soil
systems (Franz, 1941, 1950; Ramaz~otti, 1959). Population estimates
range as high as 300,000 • m- 2 • Generally, the Tardigrades are overlooked in soil faunal studies since most commonly used extractioc
methods are inefficient in retrieviug them. Even though they ~ay have
a relatively minor role in soil ecosystem function when compared to
such things as nematodes, their importance in th"s study lies in the
fact that they may be very sensitive indicators of what the eff~cts of
air pollutants are on the soil ecosystem processes.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Study area
The study area was located in southeastern Montana within the
Custer National Forest. The habitat type is classified as northern
mixed grass prairie with western wbeatgrass (Agropyron smithii Rydb.)
the dominant grass species. Two study sites were located on rolling
uplands with southwest slopes of less than 4°. Soils of both sites
were derived from outwash of parent material from ~earby buttes and
ridges. Site I had a well developed grassland soil with a silty loam
texture, moderate peT11eability and water retention capacity; while
Site II had a silty clay loam soil with lower permeability and higher
water retention capacity.
The climate of the area is continental, semiaria, and extremely
variable. Approximately half of the average annual precip:ftatiou of
360 11111 is received in April, Hay, and June. The average annual ter.iperature is 7°C with an average 130-day frost-free growing season.
Grasses and forbs associated with the dominant western wheatgrass
include prairie JUDegrass [Koeleria cristata (L.) Pers.], Sandberg
bluegrass (Poa secunda Presl.), needle-and-thread grass (Stipa comata
Trin & Rupr.), western yarrow (Acbillea millefolium L.), coDDDon
dandelion (Taraxacum officjnale Weber), and goatsbeard (Tragopogon
dubius Scop.).
Methods
Four plots (0.52 ha each) at Site I were exposed to controlled
levels of sulfur dioxide during the growing season for four years
(!975-1978) with four similar plots at Site II exposed for three years

(1976·1978). Sulfur dioxide was distributed over the plots through a
network of perforated ;luminum pipes located approximately 0.75 m
above the soil surface (Lee and Lewis 1978). Concentrations within
the canop11 of each plot were measured hourly with a Meloy Laboratory
sulfur analyzer (Model SA ib0-2). Sulfur dioxide was applied to the
plots at a constant rate and logritbmic variations in S02 concentrations resulted from variations in meteorological conditions, primRrily
wind speerl. Hontbly median sulfur dioxide concentrations were z~~o
f~r the control 52 ~8 • m- 3 for the low, 105 ~8 • m- 3 for the medium,
and 183 ~g • m-l for the bigb concentration treatment. Each treatment
plot was divided into two equal replicates.
Each site was sampled once at midseason (July) in 1977 and
1978. Site I was sampled again in late 1978 (September). Samples
consisted of soil cores 5.0 cm djameter by 10.0 cm deep taken randomly
within the treated plots. Sampli~g points were determined by a random
numbers table. Sample size was five per replicate (10 per treatment)
except in September 1978 when the sample size was doubled to 10 per
r~plicate.
The tardigrades were extracted by a Baermann funnel process
which js a commonly used live or dynamic extracti3n technique. Specimens were preserved in 701, ethynol and representatives were sent out
for identification.
RESULTS
Three genera of tardigrades have been idrntified to date from
the material ~oilected, although none have been identifiL~ to species.
The identi~ied genera include Hac~obiotus Schultze, Hexapodibius, and
Diphas£!!!! Plate (=Hypsibius Ehrenberg). The Diphascon is probably
undescribed and further work with the other two genera is needed to
determine if they fit recognized species.
The mean counts for all sample dates show substantially reduced
populations in the high treatment plots and variously reduced populations in the intermediate treatments (Figures 1 and 2). As with most
field census data, high variability seriously hamperrd interpretation
of the results. A repeated measures analysis of variance was used to
test for significant treatment effects. The AJllOVA was run on both the
raw and transformed data, the transformation being a log transformation by the formula:
Log (X+l)
The transformation was used because the variance tended to be larger
with the larger meaus plus the occurrence of a large number of zero
counts in the higher treatment plots.
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The ANOVA results tend not to show as significant a treatment
effect as misht be expected from initial evaluation of the data. For
Site I (Ju~y ~ates in 1977 and 1978), a 3ignificant treatment effect
was found in the raw data (P
.0545) but not in the transformed da~a
(P < .10). No significant treatment etfect was found in either the
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raw or transfurmed data on Site I on September 16, 1978. The significant treatment differences in the July dates were ui.:tween the control
and high treacment only. For Site II, a significant treatme~t effect
between the control and high treatment occurred for both the raw and
transformed data (P = .0313 and .0898 for raw and transformed, respecti.vely).
The frequency of occu~rence of tardirrades in the samples was
calculated for all sample dates (Table 1). The results show a substantial reductioo in frequency with increased S0 2 concentration. The
decrease was greater for Site I t~an for Site II, from goi to 16.71
for Site I as compared with 601 ~o 151 for Site II.

1 FREQUEHCY OF OCCURREHCE OF TARDIGRADES
IN SAMPLES

~ABLE

·.rreatments
Dates

Cont1ol

Low

Medium

Hi&h

60
30

20
0
30

Site I
14 July
8

Jul~

n

78
16 Sept. 78

i

80

70

100

90
75

90

80

--------·------------------------90
78.33
56.67
16.67
Site II

14 July 77
8 July 78

x

60
60

20
30

30
20

20
10

---------------------------------60
25
25
15
Total

i

S.E.

78.0
1).00

57.0
13.56

44.0
11.22

16.00
S.10

COVCLUSIORS AND DISClJSSION
The occurrence of at least three spe:ies of tardigrades on the
sites ~as added confusion to the interpretation of the census data
because only tot•'· counts were made on each sample. The individuals
were not identified to species, therefore it is not kllown if the
reduced population sizes were the result of all species being affected
or just oo.J.e or two. A qualitative analysis uf the sample material
sent out. for identification showed a majority of the specimens were
Macrobior.us •

Although the substantially reduced tardi,r9de populations in
the treated plots were not easily shown to be stati~t~cally significant, we are confident the reductions are real. The con~istan~ly
reduced frequency of occurrence in the samples helps to support this
,conclu~ion.
The high variability of counts amon& the samples fr.om the
control and low treatment plots was undoubtedly the principal reason
for lack of gooJ statistical confirmation. The hi~h variability of
the data is not surpiising since tardigrades, like nearly all organisms
probably havP. variously clumped distributions and the sample core size
(18.l cm2 surface area) was probably to~ sma~l to reduce or eliminate
the clumping problem.
At this writing, additional sampling of tt.'! treated plots is
being done in a continuing effort to get more concrete evidence of the
effects of S0 2 • A preliminary attempt to det~rmine the vertical
distribution of the tardigrades bas shown they are essentially restricted to tbe surface 1 to 2 cm of the soil profile. Based on this
knowledge, future sampling will focus on increasing the surface area
of the soil core samplo!s while reducing the depth so as to hopefully
reduce the variabilit/ of the data.
Since the tardigrade population is appa1~ntly restricted to th£
soil sur~ace, tney, as a whole, may be much more vulnerablP to S02 and
other air pullt•taots than other soil faunal groups such as nematodes
and microarthropods since these occur at deeper levels of the soil
profile where any effe~ts of S02, etc. 1 may be buffered out by the
soil. At this writing, further studies are planned to investigate our
hypothesis that for the soil S0 2 will have its major i!llflact at or V~'t'J
near the surface. Thie impact will ultimately be manifest in reduc~d
decomposition rates of litter material.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

~ FRSCI<M.AN:
I wonder if variability in summer numbers
could be due to anhydrobiotics. Bave you looked at or noticed
"lnhydrobiotic tardigrades in the •:op few cm?
~-!!· LEETHAM;
Anhydrobiosis could possibly be responsible
for some of the variability, but of greater importance would
be the clumped distribution so common to most soil organisms.
Anhydrobiosis could possibly be a factor in the differences
between summer and fall population estimates.
!!,.S. AUSMUS: Why was the application made only during
the growing season? It seems soil biological effects might
be greatly affected by winter deposition?
.f[.~. LEETHAM:
Part of the reason for fumigation only
during the growing season is due to the mechanical difficulties
encountered in trying to run the system during the severe winter.
Also, the whole ecosystem fun~tioning would be at its lowest
during the winter which would result in very low exposure to
functioning organisms. It is recognized that winter"exposure
will be an integral part of the power plant functioning and
certain e!fects of the pollutants may result from accumulation
in snow co,•er. However, for our study we arbitrarily chose
to restri~t our exposure times to the growing season only.
J. ~l§Qll:
Since you do not fumigate your sites during
the winter, I was wondering whether by ignoring the possibility
of winter de,&»Osition of so 2 in snow you may be missing a major
input of "aci-3. rain"?
!!•!l• LEE'l'BAM: (Answered alo119 with the response to the
questions by Berverly Ausmus).
H.•.!!• MrrcBELL: Do you know the actual cause of mortality?
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Are you monitoring the sulfur transformations in the soil?
~·!!· LEETHAM:
The specific: cause of mortality are unknown.
but one suggestion we have put forth is that so 2 can react
·vith water to form sulfuric acid and this may be happening,
at least periodically. at the so:ll surface and this possible
change in soil pH \?.ay be affecting the tardigrades.
We have not, as yet, monitored the sulfur as it enters
the soil. but plaa'ls are to pursue this as part of further
decomposition studies.

THE EFFECT O~ AN INCREASED Ra CONTENT IN THE SOIL
ON SOIL ANIMALS
D. A. Krivolutsky
Acall1my of Scitrtcr

USSR.

The effect of background radiation on soil invertebrates under natural conditions has neve~c been studied before.
OBJECTIVES ANO METHODS

During two field seasons we studied the effect of an
increased radiation level caused by a natural radionuclide
radium-226 on soil animal complexes. The experimental plots
with an increased level of radiation of 50-4000JCA.R/hr were
small in area (1-2 ha). They ~re situated at a terrace
above a river valley with a meadow vegetation in the middle
talga subzone. A higher radiation background was caused by
the flooding of underground layer waters with an increased
Ra content. _'£8e content of
in the experimental plot soil
was 7.1 • 10
to 5.6 • 10
per qram of the annealed
sample. The soils were dern-podzolic.

_!f

Control plots were simi~ar with respect to soil and
vegetation to the experimental, but had a normal natural
radiation background.
Hand sifting was used to study the soil populetion by
mesofauna at an area of SO x 50 cm down to the level at ~hich
animals occu~red (30 - 40 cm) and by microarthropods in
samples l dm ln volume.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The radiation levels at the plots under study varied
a good deal which evidently explains a great variance of
mesofauna populations from sample to sample.
Statistical treatment of material included reduction
)91

of the variants to normal distributio~ by the formula
x' =lg (x+l), the data obtained being compared by the
Student index. Highly statistically significant differeuces
(P<0.01) were obtained for all lon~-developing groups
characterized by a relatively low motility, i.e. those which
are permanent residents of plots with an increased radiation
background. Such plots showed a much lower number of eartnworms com~ared with controls, the same being true of dipteran
and click-beetle larvae. Significantly lower numbers were
likewise recorded in other large invertebrates (Table l).
Table 1:

POPULATION OP MEADOW RIVER VALLEY SOILS WITH SOIL
MESOFAUNA IN OON'rROL Al\i"'D IN P:::.OTS WITH AN INCREASED
Ra CONTENT
Plot with increased
radiation level

ANIMAI, GROUP

Control

INSECTA

Total
number

Mean
perm 2

':L'otal
a umber

77
77
215
29

3.85
3.BS
10.75
1.45

15
13
164
17

0.75
0.65
8.20
0.85

398

19.9

209

10.45

Diptera larvae
Elateridae larvae
Staphylinidae immatures
Caral>idae immatur~s
Total

Mean

per m2

LUMBRICl:DAE
Eisenia n·.lrdens'kioldi
(Eisen.)
Dendrobaena octaedr~
(Sav.)
Octolaoium lacteum
(Oerley)
Others
Total

9

0.45

1

0.05

29

1.45

5

0.25

3
139

O.lS
6.95

0
56

0
2.80

180

9.00

62

3.10

No statistically signifjcant differences were found with
respect to the numbers of actively motile surface arthropods
(Staphilinidae, Carabidae, spiders and Phalangida).
The numbers o~ mature oribatids was 7~ individuals
per dm 3 in the control against 3g± 8 in the radium-polluted
plot, no faunistic differences being noted. No statistically
siqnif icc..nt differences were recorded as to the numbers of
othP-r groups of soil mites and springtails. Thus, soil
dwellers prop:er. with lower motility and relatively long period
of individual development can serve as a convenient bioindicators in studies of the natural radiation effect on zoocoenosis.
Earthworms proved specifically sensitive to an increase
of radiation background. In fact, in mid-summer a plot wit.h
a radiation level of about 100)-LR/hr contained a 7-fold reduction of earthworms over the control, the experimental
earthworms also being smaller in size. Of particular inter~st
is the fact of a reproductive disturbance. The earthworm
population of the control contained a great n\lmber of younq
individuals, these being nearly absent in the polluted p!.ot.
Evidently at polluted plots these young individuals are retarded in growth and achievement of sex maturity compaze~ with
con~rols.
In fact, in June when earthworms only start reproducing, their control population was represented by only sexuallymature individuals, and at experimental plots over half of the
population had failed to achieve sexual-maturity by that time.
The histological structure of the epi"'thelium of integuments and mid-qut (~he tissues in direct contact with the Rapolluted soil) in animals from con~rol and experimental plots
(with a radiation level of about 4000p.R/hr) was investigated.
The subject of investigation was Dendrobaena octaedra (Sav.)
and a1so Dendrodrilus rubidus (Sav.). Both these species are
dwel1ers of the most superficial soil layers. The material
was fixed in the Bouin's solution and prepared for histologica1 studies in a standard manner.
Dwellers of the superficial laY6rs of soil proved to
have integuments consisting of one layer of heterogenous
epithelial cells and a cuticle consisting of a thin transparent membrane. 'l'he epithelial cells include narrow cylindrica1 ones with a small nucleus and a compact plasm and
broader ones with g1andular and mucousal cells filled up

with a mucous secretion (Semenova 1968). This mucous secretion is excreted through cel1 pores. constant1y moistening
by the worm body which protects it from drying up. There
are small cambial ce1ls in the basal part of the epithelium.
Both earthworm species under study from the control
plots were characterized by a typical structure of the integuments (Figure l,A). The earthworms collected from the Rapolluted soil showed considerab1e cha1ges in the structure
of integument epithelium (shape and size of mucous cells).
'l'he mucous cells of these earthworms are broader and larger
as compared with controls (Figure l,B). The number of mucous
cel1s in the radiation-affected earthworms is much higher
than that in the control ones. 'l'here are fewer cambial cells
in these sections. The structure of the mid-gu~ epithelium
was also studied. 'J"he mid-gut epithelium was found to consist of two of the following ce11 types: epithe1ia1 cells
which produce digestive enzymes and absorb digestion products,
and mucous cells that excrete mucus to moisten the food mass.
The amount of mucous and epithelial cells in the epithelial
thicknass is nearly similar (Semenova 1966). There are a
large number of regeneration nestq and individual regenera- tion cells in the basal part of the epithelium. The t~-pical
structure of the mid-gut described ~ove was found in both
species collected at control plots (Figure l,B).
The earthworms collected at the experimental plot showed
changes in the structure of the mid-gut epithelium: epithelial
cells which produce enzymes were found in a much less number
as compared with mucous cells. The number of regeneration
nests and regeneration cells in tbe epithelial thickness is
also smaller compared with that in the control earthwoxms
(Figure 1,D).
Both species of experimental earthworms (radiation background about 100-4000p..R/hr) had a considerable increase of
mucous cell numbers in the epithalium of the outer integuments
and mid-gut as well as an increased excretion of mucus which
is evidently a protective response to ~he action of
radiation.

°'-

Comp3rison of our data with thoso previously obtained
for land veztebrates dwelling at the same plot (Maslov 1972,
Maslov and Maslov 1972) showed ~hat the general regularities
are similar: the greatest radiation effect is recorded in
sedative groups of long-time dwellers of plots with an increased raeiation background in which disturbances in the

Figure 1 •
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE INTEGtlMBNTS OF EAR'.MWORMS
(X 280). A-INTEGUMENTS OF Dendrobaen~ octaedra
FROM CONTROL PWTS; B - INTEGUMENTS OF .Q. octaedra

PRCM PLOTS WITH HIGHER RADIATION BACKGBOUND; C EPITHELIUM OF MID-GUT OF Dendrcdrilus rubidus from
CONTROL PIOTS; D - CROSS-SECTION OF Mm-GUT OF
D. rubidus :fROM PI.OT WITH INCREASED RAJUA'J'ION
BACKGROUND: 3K.. - EPITHELIAL CELLS, CK. MUCOUS CELLS, P - REGENERATION CE"t.I.S
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c.'evelopment and functioning of chP. body surface and intestine
epithelium were noted. Alonq with that, the effect of an
increased radiati~n background for soil animals was manifest
not only at plots with hiqh radiation levels (2COO-SOOO,u.R/hr)
but also with a much lower level (100-200µ. R/hr). This is
evidently explained by a closer contact of soil animals with
Ra-containing soil.
Earthworms are a specifically convenient subject for
studies of the effect of an increased radiation background
as these are not only irradiated from the outside but also
from the soil they swallowed. All the rest of the land animals under study so not swallow the soil and consume only
animal or vegAtative food in which the radionuclide content
is considerably lower (by 1-2 o~ders) than in the soil.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

K·B.• ooxs,g: The data presen1:ed indicate a relatively
W•de range of aeneitivity of soil animals exposed to radiation.
Are there also cases of increased populations?
12.•A• KRIVOLtJ'l'SXY: No. we can see the decreased populations
only for all groups of soil animals.

COLLEMBOLA OF REHABILITATED MINE SITES IN WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
•reneiope Greenslade and **J. D. Majer
*South A.11stral111n M11u11m
S<t11tlr A11stral111

••tnslil11lt of Trclinology

Wnt J1r5fr11/111

INTRODUCTION
Bauxite mining is an ::.mportant industry in Western Australia,
and takes place mainly in the ranges south east of Perth where
operations are aurr~ntly being expanded. For the most part, a~eas
being mined carrf native Eucalyptus forest which has never been
cleared c:· grazed. The mining operation involves clear telling, then
burning and removal of top soil. Subsequ~ntly the ore is blasted and
heavy macllinery used to remove it, leavir.g a ptt on average 2 metres
deep and at least a hectare in area. Efforts have been made to
rl!claim the mined areas by landscaping, replacing top soil, ripping
the surface to enhance root penet:-"Btion and revegetating by various
methods. Different rehabilitation regimes are being tested to
establish which is the mo~t 'successful' in returning the mined area
closest to its original state. Cor.ventional botanical methods of
monitoring the ditferent treatments are being supplemented by studies
of soil surface arthropods as they could pt'•'lVide addit:i onal
information ro~ assessintr the different ~~nemes. Luff and Hutson
( 1977) emphasise the !'>enetits which origir..i.te f'rom the soil fauna such
as litter breakdown, and imProvement of' sc.i.l aeration. They 3tress
tbat management ot reclaimed land shO"~ld aim to encourage development
of the soil fauna. Here we describe the re-establisbment of
Collembol•n populations in one set of rehabilitation trials ar.d
compare treatment popuJations with those of undisturbed f'orest.
Results for ants have already been analysed (Majer ir. press).
SITES AND METHODS

The experimental plots were situated in the Darling Ranges about
80 km south of Perth at Del Park and Jarrahdale, where the predominate
vegetation is tall closed f'orest of Eucalyptus marginata (jarrah) with
St)llt' ~ . ·s.lophYlla and an understory or Banksia srandis; Persoonia
l(;~~~- .. ~ andCSSuariua fraseriana. Three treatments were 1Sampled:U, · -- w·1.,·.anted area where the only treatmel"t was replacement of top
soil and ripping; P, planted with seedlings of E. calophylla in June
1976 and spot fertilized, and S, treated as U but ~illnted in July 1976
with a mixture of' seeds and seedlings }:)elonging to more ci'iiir. 20
species. of Eucalptu'J and Acacia and fertilised pe:r•iodically. A
control plot, F, or undisturbed forest was ~hosen nearby. Plots U and
P were reclaimed with steclcpiled tops~il at the same time and ~ere
adjacent to F; however the seeded plot was treated slightly
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:lif'ferently with non-stockpiled topsoil, was reclaimed one month later
lay som~ 20 lan north or the other plots, although on a similar
s"'·l and in s1JD1lar vegetation. Arter two years both the U and P
plots still consisted mainly of bare ground with a plant cover area of
OS and i5s respectively. No additional plants had succeeded in
permanently colonising either plot although both were only about 200.m
f"rom the nearest source area. By the same time a dense cover nf'
vegetation had developed on plot S and both plane. area cover (73S) and
plant density ( 14j) were greater thar. that of the forest control (70S
and 2.6j). Some leaf litter w-~s present on the ground surf'ace on plot
S after two years but it appeared to be lying loosely on top of firm
textured soil; in contrast the f'orest soil was less compact and darker
with a higher content ot organic matter and more extensive litter
layer.
and

Rainfall and tellll'erature data for the area are given in figure
climate is med.o.terranean with a hot, dry summer and cool, wet
winter. Sampling was carried out with a grid 15 x 15 m of 36 (6 x 6)
pitf'all traps, i.8 cm in diameter containing an alcohol/slycerol
mixture as described by Majer (1978). The traps were operated for one
week every month for the f'ir1:1t year• (June 1976 - J11l.y 1977) and
thereafter four times a year. All Collembola trapped were counted but
they were only identified f'rom a selection of' 8 samples which covered
all seasons. Some disadvantages are implicit in using pitfall trap
sampling alone since catches are deper.dant on the activity aa well as
the size of populations and influenced by densit~ or surrounding
vegetation and litter; however they were considered adequate tor this
survey for their convenience, speed ar.a efficiency at collecting the
sroups to be studied so long as results were analysed with care. Most
species of ColleblboL. ~hat were collected were undescribed, but all
species were di.atiraguiShed; numbered and voucher specimens are
deposited in the South Australian Museum, Adelaide, South Au~tralia.
1.

The

RESULTS
Abundance
Total numbers of' Collembola trapped shCNed considerable
variation ~etween plots, and within plots between sampling occasions
(fig. 2). At least part or these di.f"ferences are accounted tor by
ditterir.Jg weather conditions on diff9rent sampling occasions. Overall
the treated plots, in particular plot s, show greater variation in
size of oatoh between sampling occasions than the forest control.
The following account refers onlY to the results rrom the eight
sampling times indicated on fJ.gure 2 and are su.arised in tabld 1.
Catches from plots U and P are strict~ comparable because of tae
physical similarity of their ground surfaces. The uffect ot the
denser ground vegetation and litter on plots S and F would be to
reduce KCtivity and hence catches so that high catches here reflect a
real increase in population density.
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Climatic data from Dwellingup near experimental plots.
A. Hean monthly maximum and minimum temperatures. B.
Hean monthly rainfall (histogram), and relative humidity.
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The total number of' individuals trapped was highest on the
seeded plot (S), Cf'igure ]c), with catches 50J greater than those in
forest. The planted and unplanted plots trapped few individuals.
Biomass was not estimated but since the majority of individuals on F
and particularly S were smaller than on U and P, biomass was more
evenly distributed between plots than is indicated by catches of
individuals.
Species Diversity
Diversity measured by the total numbers of species identified is
highest in the forest control (F) (fignre 3a) with the three treatment
plots carrying about a third as many species. On both the planted and
seeded plots CP and S) eighteen species were trapped. The differences
are more marked when species records i.e. the sum of' species
occurrences are counted (figure 3b). Altogether 57 species were
recorded from the f'our plots (table 1).
Faunal af'finities
The species composition :;,f the four plots was compared using the
percentage similarity for each pair or habitats:Number of shared species x 100
Total number of epecies in both habitats
TABLE 2. Percentage similarity
U-Unplanted, P-Planted, S-Seeded, F-Forest

u
u

p

s

F

45

22

16

30

25

p

s

32

The planted (P), and unplanted (U), plots showed most similarity
to each other and the seeded plot (S) is slightly more similar to the
forest control (F) \.han it is to the planted plot. As expected the
plot least similar to the forest control is that of the bare ground
(U) •

Eguitability
From !"igure 3 it is clear that plot S must contain a small
number of srecies represented ?:>y a large number of individUals. In
order to investigate the dist.,.ibution of il1dividuals between species,
the specifts were grouped into octaves according to the number or
individuals by which ':hey were represented:-
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FIGURE 3.

Combinf'ld data from eight sampling occasions. A, Total
species recognised; B, Species r~ords; C, Total
individuals. Plots: U, unplantedj P, plantedj S,
seeded; F, fore5t.

FIGURE 4.

Species grou:>ed into octaves (A-H) according to number
or ind1v1duai.s by which they are represented. Lognormal
plot of species frequency distribution between octaves.
Plots: n, unplanted; P, planted; S, seeded; F, forest.
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TABLE 1.

Number or Collembola species trapped on four
plots on 8 sampling occasions.
Plots U-uplanted, P-planted, S-s'9eded, F-forest

u

Sminthuridae
Sminthurides sp. 1
Sminthurides sp. 2
Sminthurides sp. 3
Imm lndet. Sminthurides
Nr Sminthurinus sp.
Sminthurinud sp. 1
Sminthurin"2S sp. C!
Parakatianna sp.
Katianna sp.
Temeritas sp.
Aneuempodialis cinereus Wom.
Rastriopes sp.
CorzneQhoria cassida Wom.
Corynephoria sp.
Dicyrtomidae
Imm. indet. Sminthuridae

p

•

}

18
6

s
~200

59

8

2

13

F

3

6

82
22;?

7

92

81

32
5
39

,,

2

3

4

7
16

1

1

5

1

6
3

3

87

81

3

52
1li

Entomobryidae
Lepidocyrtoides sp. 1
Lepidocyrtoides sp. 2
Lepidocyrtoides sp. 3
Lepidocyrto1des australicus Schott
Lepidosira coerulea Schott
Lepidobrya sp
Lepidosira sp.
r.repano~ira sp. 1
Drepanosira sp. 2
Drepanura cinguelinea~ Wom.
Drepanura ftp. 2
I>repanura &p.'3
• Entomobrya unostrigata Stach
• Entomo~a atrocinct~ Schott.
Entomobrya sp.
Pseudosinella sp.
Acanthocyrtus sp.
~. indet. Ento~obr7idae

41
1
162

J

330

1

2

,

98

4

2
80
54

82

73
55

61

22
13
II
1

2

3

1

;13
21

24
113
87

Table 1 (cont.)

u

Isotomidae
Folsomides exigl!us Folsom
Folsomides sp.
• Proisotoma mir.uta (Tullb.)
Proisotoma ri21cola Linnaniemi
sens Wom.
Proisotoma sp.
• Crl2toeI1us thenno2hilus (Axel.)
~OeI&!!S antarcticus Willem.
• Folsomia candida (Willem)
Acanthomurus sp.
Proisotomurus sp.
Isotoma sp. ••
Isotoma. sp. 2

p

s

F
1

7

5000

32

2

22
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1
1
31!1

14
33
1
1

31!1

3li9

130

Onychillridae
• Tullbergia krausbaueri group

1

Hypogastruridae
Triacanthella sp.

1

Neanuridae
Xen}·llodea ap. 1
~en;y·llodea sp. 2
Zealandella sp. 1
Zealandella sp. 2
Zealandella sp. 3
~lavontella sp. 1
Subclavontella sp. 2
Subclavontella sp. 3
Nr. Probrachzstomella sp.
Australella sp. 1
!!!!,~ralella sp. 2
Pseudachorutes sp.
Total Species
t

155

+
+
++

++
++
+~·

1

1
1

12

18

+++

2

~J

18

49

2

+++

These species vere individually counted in all samples excepe
that tor .rune 1978 when the total was -a 1100 specimens for
all Neanuridae. +
< 10 individuals; ++ = 11 - 100
individuals; +++ = > 101 individuals •
Cosmop~litan species.

=

•

3
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>11oot

Octave
ho. of individuals

ABCD E F G

H

I

J

K

L

M

1-2-4-8-16-32-64-128-256-512-1024-~48-4096-81~2

The data are plottdd in figure 4. Plot F give21 a truncated
normal distribution with a large number or relatively abundant
species. None of the treatment p~ots show a similar distribution
pattern since individuals are inequitab~.y distributed between species
with a larger proportion of rare species and some very abundant ones.
This is least obvious for plot U which has the least diverse fauna.
Species Composition
Species collected are lisced in table 1. A number or species
were ~nly found on ~he treatment plots and these all have cosmopolitan
distributions. Cosmopolitan species expressed as percentages or the
whole fauna on each plot were: ~. 171; P, 171; S, 111; F, 0.4J.
However 801 of individuals on th6 seeded plot ~ere coSD'opolltan and
were identified as Proisotoma minuta, a species common on compost
heaps and in other ~istu~bed sites !n Australia where humiditles are
hig~. food is plentiful and predation p~"essure is low, typical
habitats for the r selected species or Mc~rthur and Wils~n (1961J.
Proisotoma minuta-is able to increase in numbers rapidly when abundant
f'ood is present. Another cosmopolitan species, !!!!=,omobrya
unostrigata, was abundant on plots U and P. This species is a
relat:.ively recent introduct!on to Australia and is often round ir1 hot
dry conditions on bare arable land and in houses. Ent~mobrya
atrocincta, although rarer on these l'lots has the same recent history
and charactertstics in Australia.
On plot S, species associated with heath vegetat~.m such as
Rastriopes sp. 1 Parakatianna sp. and Drepanura cinquelineata were
present in fairly high numbers. These species did not occur on plots
U and P and about half the number of individuals were trapped in the
forest compared with the seeded plot. Sminthurides spp. were often
abund::uit on the treatment plots in winter where small pits formed
during ripping held puddles of water. The close similarity between
plots U and P indicate that the effect of s~edling trees, on species
establishment was negligible. In tact only a single individual of a
sp~ies which lives mainly under bark or on trees Lepidocyrtoides
australicus 1 was trapped on plot P. Litter inhabiting ColleClbola such
as Neanurida3, Triacanthella, Cr1ptopygus 1 Isotoma, Sminthurinu.c,
Lepidocyrtoides and Lepidosira species ~-ere present only in the
forest. Apart from those species discussed above the only species
able to colonise th"' mined areas and mair.tain their populations were
two native speci1ts: Acanthomurus sp., a large isotClmid, and
Acanthocxrtus sp. an entomobryid.
Seasonality
In spite of the variation between sampling occasions, figure 2
shows maximum catches in winter (May-August) and minimum in summer.
The low number for winter 1977 is an artefact due to loss through

floodi:18 of' traps. In both 19"17 and 1978, the seasonal population
increase beaan earlier in forest thar minet'I areas and occurred
simultaneously with increasing relative humidity, which was a res•Jlt
of falling temperatures in late March and early April. On the mined
plots the first population increase was in Hay and c~incides with the
br£aking rains of' Autumn.
Bulked records of individuals trapped on the four plots, grouped
seasonally are .:iven in f'igure 5. No Neanuridae, Hypogastruridae or
Isotomidae apart from Acanthomurus were trapped i.e. were active on
the soil surface, in summer (figure Se). There are two groups of
Sminthuridae:- a) species mainly active in winter, and b) species
mainly active in summer. Both were present in low numbers in spring
and autumn. The Entomob.ryidae can also be classified into two
groups:- c) species active predominately in eummer, and d) aseasonal
species with a peak of activity in the humid conditions of autumn
~erore the winter fauna was abundant.
Some species of Collembola were
still trapped on all plots even during extremely dry conditions in
summer when there is often no ef'fective rain tor > 4 months and
temperatures are high.
Trends with time
Percent similarity of the faunas of treated plots and control
are compared in table 3 for the results of spri:Jg trapping in 1977 and
1978. There was no increase over the year even on plots S whare gross
botanical changes had taken place.
TABLE 3. Percentage similarity of mined plots to
forest on two o~casicns a year apart.
U - Unplanted, P - Planted, S - Seeded, F - Forest

u

p

s

October 1977

F

21

18

23

September 1978

F

12

12

19

DISCUSSION
Reviews ot• other, mainly European work on tlle effects of' mine
reclamation on soil animals are given by Luff and Hutaon (1977) and by
Majer (1n press). Three stages are involved in the d~velopment of a
fauna on a virgin landscape:- 1} 1mm14ration, 2) p~pulatior.
establishmen., 3) population maintenance. The first stage, requires
species with dispersal ability. At least a third or the litter
inhabiting species which occurred in forest were also found on the
~ined sites although frequently only single specimens were trapped.
H~nce dispersal does not seem to be a major obstacle to faunal
development. For the second stage to te suacessf"ul i.e. establishment
of a population, food and appropriate habitat and shelter must be
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Seasonal occurrence of si;'!Cies. Spr - Spring (September
- November); Su - Swmner, (December - Febr~ary); Au Autumn, (March - May); W- Winter, (June - August). A.
Sminthuridae KatiaMinl, Sllinthuridinae, Temeritas sp.
Total apeoies 12. S. Sminthuridae Cor:ynepiiOria-:;p:- 2
spp. c. Entomobryida"'1 Drepanura spp. Drepanosira sp.
BntomobryB spp. Total 3 spp. D. Entomobryidae
Acanthoc:rrtus sp. I.epidodlra spp. Lepidocyrtoi<!•. s spp.
Lepidobrya sp._ Total 8 spp. E. 1sotomidae !llld
Neanur•idae. Tot1l 25 spp.
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available. Thi.a was not the case on tbtt unplanted (U) and planted (P)
plots and they did not support populations of common litter species.
Although a litter layer was prese~t on the seeded plot these litter
species also failed to establish here. For tbe third stage, i.e.
maintenance ot population, the population which has established must
be able to survive seasonal and short term variation 1n the
environment. There was a relatively greater drop i.~ number of species
active in summer on mined olots (U and P) (10S active) compar~d to
f'orest (F) (25J). This applied also on pl\)t S with :its dense shrub
vegetation. It seems that the higt. temperatures and low humidities in
leaf litter in summer do not permit many species to survive there.
Our results .indicate that th~ Collembolan faunas of seeded,
planted and unplanted plots were all markedly different from the
fore~t faana after two years reclamatio~, even though the seeded plot,
because of the vegetation it carries, might be rated botanically
•successf'ul'. The major group ~f Collembola misaing from all these
mined plots 1.s the winter active species inhabiting litter. This
includes all the Neanuridae as well as some species of Isotomi.dae and
&ninthuridae. In the forest, the autumn popu1ation increase in total
Colleabolan oat"lhes occurs more than a month before the increase on
the mined plots. It appears that an inactive population exists
throughout the summer in forest w~ich becomes active again as relative
huaidities increase in early autumn. On the mir.ed plots, no increase
l.t• catches occurs before the breaking rains. We suggest that on the
n•.ined sites poor soil structure and low soil organic matter content
!imit the availability or refuges ~rem harsh summer conditions. Even
011 plot S this seema to retard the development of a bal&nced
Collemoolan fauna.
These results tor Collembol.a are similar to those recorded for
ants (Majer in press), although the aiversity of ants on plot S was
relatively higher compared to the other plots than it was for
Collambola. This probably results tl'O.lll the abillty of many ant
species to excavate their own ref'uges even in poorly st.ruatured soil.
Fra:n the point of view of the vegetation, reclamation of mined
areas by seeding appears to be most effective. However, development
of' vegetation cover and ~ litter layer is not all that is needed for
the recovery of' the Collembolan f'auna. Over the two year time scale
of these observations, some heath species of Collembola reinvaded the
seeded plot but none of the winter active litter inhabiting species
typical or rorest btsCSllle re-established. These are the species most
likely to contribute to decomposition and cycling of nutrients. We
have suggested that soil structure may limit their occurrence. Future
research could be directed towards examining this suggesti.on.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

!·Ai.· GHILAROVa Have :rou t.ried 1nocula~ing the mineti sites
with 11t.ter f'rom the f'orest, t.o at.illu1ate deva10Jl8'•Dt. of the ~a.una.?
.f· GB'ijNSLAIEa Rot yet, but that technique would be interesting
to tey' at so111e point in the research progruma.

EART'l-IWORMS ON FORESTED SPOIL BANKS
*William E. Hamilton and J.P. Vimmerstedt
Ohio Agr1tull1.1rt R1u1mh 11nd D"1tlopmrnl Crnf,,
USA
"Prnnl Atltlrns

SUNY CESF
USi\

INTRODUCTION
Lands disturbed by surface mining are only slowly colonized by
the larger saprophytic invertebrates (heumann, 1973). Without these
animals litter decomposition is slow (Edwards ana Heath, 1~63), and
thi~k litter mats accumulate on the soil surface.
Earthworms (Lumbri.!:!!!. terrestris, L.) can be introduced on stripmined spoil banks and
help to increase the rate of litter decomposition (Vimmerstedt and
Finney, 1973; Hamilton, 197~).
This is a report on the status and act.ivity of an introduced
population of I!,. terrestris on forested mine spoils ln southeastern Ohio.
One acre plantings of Alnus glutinosa and Robinia pseudoacacia were established in 1962 on spoil material rich in limestone and near neutral
in reaction (Table 1). In May, 1967, 10 sexually mature L. tarrestris
were released in the approximate center of each plantation.
Table 1.

Site

lgb:lnf,2

SITE DESCRIPTION OF TWO FORESTED SPOIL BANKS
Soil mg NJ14-N/100
pH
g Soil

Depth
Basal Area
A-Borizon m2/Rectare
(cm)

..A_

....!..._

7.73

0.229

0.175

4.32

8.22

0.258

0.207

S.25

g Woody
g herbaceLeaves
ous l~les
per m2 Y
per m

lJ.8
(Alnus)
o.69
(other.)

129 :I:
23.97

16.16 ±
9.84

11.9

89.2 ::!:
6.83

26.08 :!:
2.73

(Robin:l.a)

0.1

(Qthor)

l/Wood~ and herbaceous leaf weights are fresh fallen leaves collected
during October and November.
Work supported by

Mc:IntirP-Stenn~s

funds.

METHODS
In October, 1978 earthworms were sampled by chemical extraction
vi.th dilute formalin solutions applied to 32 0.25 m2 plots (Raw. 1959).
Each sample plot was twice extracted on consecutive days. Prior to extraction surface litter of each plot was carefully collected. ovendried (at 80° C for 24 hou~s). and weighed.
Within 1 m of each extracted plot a second 0.25 m2 pltt was also
cleared and the litter oven-dried and weighed.
Weekly collections of the fallen litter were made through October
and November from plots which bad been treated with formalin. Fallen
litter on cleared unextracted plots was not disturbed. In March, 1979
both extracted and unextractecl plots were cleared, and litter was ovendried and weighed. Weight of leaf litter collected from plots devoid
of won1& represented 100% of litter fall for each plot pair. Weight of
leaf litter collected from. unextracted pl.ots represented weight of leaves
not acted on by worms. Initial clearing o! plot pairs showed that the
weights of leaf litter on each member of the pair were not significantly
different.
Decomposition studies were conducted using a series of 1 gallon,
glass, screw-top jars into which a unifo1:111 quantity of spoil (1.2 kg),
leaves (3.85 g), and water (1/3 bar moisture, 26~71 BOB) were added. In
some jars twC' active .!:· terrestris adults (combined weights from 7. S to
9.1 g) were adc!ed. Leaf species were varied (.!. glutinosa and R.pseudoac&cia), and, in some jars, spoil and leaves were autoclaved (at 2400 C
for 2 hours). The autoclaving procedure was expected co reduce microb1al numbers and open iD:lcro-niches, but not to completely sterilize the
system. Table 2 indicates the 8 treatments.
Carhon dioxide evolution from l~tter and spoil was measured at
24 hour intervals. Titrationa of an .a;..:."&line 002 .:absorbent (0.8 R
NaOB) with 0.8 N BCt following saturacicm vi.th BaC12 deteXlllined mgC02·C
evolved. Large jars and daily aerat:ions insured the maintenance of
aerobic conditions within the containers.
Aft:er 3 weeks of incubation at 160 C in the dark, spoil material
was removed fr<AD the jars and 100 g sub-samples were traated •11th selective inhibitors (cyclobeximide, 150 ID8i streptcnaycin sulfate, 150 J118)
211d a carbon-en!~SY source (glucose, 200 mg) in order to deteJ:llline the
bar.teria to fungi ratio of each (Anderson and Dor;as~h
19?8a, 1978b) •
.Amendments to subsamples were added dry and thoroughly mixed 1.~to spoil
by band. Samples were then incubated at 22° C, in the dark, for 8 hours
in clean, 1 gallon, glass, screwtop ja.:s with a beaker 'lf alkaline C02
absorbent (0.2 N RaOH). The alkali was titrated against O.S N HCl after
&acuration with BaCl2.
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RESULTS OF LI'rl'ER DECOMPOSITION STUDY: C02 EVOLUTION FRl"M
A STANDARD SPOIL-Lil"l'EB. SYS'IEM.l MEASUBEDBY STATIC co2
AaSOIPTION SYSTF.M OVER 21 DAYS.

Table 2.

Treatment

Cumulative mg
co2-c per .Jar

.!· glutinosa

60.78
(1.66)5

leaves. earth-

%

A. slutinosa
leaves

± (2.18)

vorms2

A·

glutinosa
leaves. autoclaved.3 earth-

48.39

49.5ti

% Weight Loss
of Litter

±

54.7
(1.61)

% Weight Gain
by lloms

21.B

Relative
Fungi on
Litter4
0

± (2.23)

19.3

± (3. 26)
38.0

:i:(3. 71)

± (3. 71

28.86
±(0.45)

± (1.03)

10.0

++

± (2.55)

worms

A. glutinosa
leaves, autoclaved

11.2

B.. pse-.idoacacia

51.67

41.6

leaflets, earthworms

±(1.42)

± (S.59)

B.. pseudoacacia
leaflets

40.89
:f:(l.10)

± (0.80)

.!· pseudoacacia

46.32

leaflets. autoclaved, earthworms

±(1.89)

.!· pseudoa..:acia
leaflets. autoclaved

27.45
±(1.37)

4.8
(2.38)

8.1
9.1
± (4.47)

0

0

3.8

0

± (J. 75)

5.2
± (0.58)

+++

11.2 kg spoi1 J.85 g leaf tissue; spoil brought to J/3 bar
1
moisture (26.7~ HOH); in 1 gallon, glass, screw-top jars incubated at
160 C in the dark.
2 7.5 to 9.1 g combined weight, 2 adult L. terrestris per jar.
311Autoclaved 11 : both the 1. 2 kg spoil and the 3.85 g leaf tissue
were autoclaved at 2400 C for 2 hours.

4Measured as relative surfa~e area of leaves with funsal growth.
5

Numbers in parenthesis indicate staudard error.
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RESL'LTS AND DISCUSSION
Sampling within each pla~tation and in immediately surrounding
areas in Octobe=. 1979 showed that after 12 years the introduced L.
terrestris had successfully multiplied and bad dispersed throughout
their respective woodlots. The worms had 11:-Jt, however, colonized the
surrounding, non-wooded areas. Also no e-"idence of invasion of 1.·
terrestris from outside the study ~r~~ wa.~ observed.
Under A. slutinosa, L. terrestris reached a significantly greater
biODP.1ss per m"'Z (164.26 vs 60.00 g fresh wt/m2), and bur~ed leaf litter
to a greater degree over a six month period (91.7 vs 43.0J) than
under Robinia psuedoacac~ (Table 3). This prefere:nce for!· glutinos~
leaves compared to .!.· pseudoacacia leaf lets was also reflected in the
incubation experimen~s where unautoclaved !!_. glutinosa treatment3 with
earthworms produced significantly greater amounts of CGz over a 3 week
period than comparable treatments with R. pseudoacacia leaflet& (Tables
3. 4). Worms feeding on A. glutinosa leaves also showed significantly
great.er weight gains than worms which fed on!,. pseudoacacia leaflets
(Table 3). A. glutinosa leaves are a highly p1eferred laaf by.!!.•
terrestris, (Satchell and Lowe, 1967) and have a high food caloric
value (Bocor.k, 1964). A· pseudoacacia leaflets, however, contain phytl>toxic compounds and cardiac glucJsides (Hardin, 1962), substances
which may make leaf tissue leBs palateble to wonns.
'Iable 3.

EARTHWORM (!.. fERRESTRIS) l'OPULATIONS ON TWO FORESTED SPOIL
BANKS AND TBB PERCFNT OF WOODY LEAF LIT'IEB. BEMOVED OVER A
SIX MONTH PERIOD, OCTOBER 1978 - MARCH 1979

Site

A. glutinosa

II Adult Worms

g Adult Worms

t-tean Wt.
Adult Worms

I Leaf
Litter1
Removed

164.26**

3.03*

91.7*

60.00**

2.12•

43.0*

per m2

per m2

56.5**

27.52**
**sig to p ~.001
*s:l.g to p .5,.01

loetermined by paired plots, one of which had worms while in the
other worms were removed with fozmalin.
Beynolds (1972) noticed law earthworm numbers under R. pseudoacacia stands in Indiana. Be felt that the worm populations were inhibited bLcause rapid microbial decomposition of .!· pseucloacac1a

leaflets was moving leaf carbon directly into humus carbon, thus decre-sing the amount of food available to leaf-feeding worms. Observations,
however, in this paper showed that over a 21 day incubation period, A.
glut~ leRVeB (which in the field suppcrted a high density of worms)
decomposed more rapidly than R. pseudoacaci.!. leaflets (Table 2). Presence of chemicals antagoniatic to the worms in the _!. pseudoacacia leaflets seems a more logical explanation for the low earthworm numbers.
There was greater observed fungal growt~1 on A. glutinosa leaves
(Table 2), and a tend~ncy for higher soil fungal percentages (Table 4)
in treatments with!· glutinosa litter. Possibly, this reflects the lack
of inhibitory substances in!_. gluti~osa leaf tissue.
Table 4.

BACTERIA, FUNGI. RATI.O (B/F) AND RELATIVE MI.CROBIAL ACTIVITY IN
SPOIL MATER.I.AL AFTER 4 WEEKS OF INCUJl...\TION WITH VARIOUS TREATMENTS

Relative
M/O Activity3

Treatment
Spoil, A. glutinosa leaves, earthworms

40/60

15.39

i0/30

6.28

Autoclavedl spoil, autoclaved A. g!ucin9..!!,
leaves, earthworms

45/55

16.79

Autocldved spoil, autoclaved A- glutinosa
leaves

30/70

12.59

40/60

12.59

40/60

7.68

paP-Udoacac!!_ leaflets,

60/40

18.19

Autoclaved spoil, R. pseudoacacia leaflets

90/111

10.48

Spoil.

Spoil,

!•

!.•

glutinos& leaves

pseudoaca~

leaflets, earthworms

Spoil, !.· .E!..eu.loacacia leaflets
6'Ultoclaved spoil,
earthworms

~·

111Autoclaved", both the spoil material and the leaves were autoclaved at 240D C for 2 hours.
2Bacteria/fuagi 1atio of relative activities as measured during
8 hour incubation after specific inhibition. Rounded to nearest SZ.
3Relative 8 hour pro~uction of co c after the addition of 200
2
mg glucose to 100 g of scil.
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Dit.lerences in C02.C evolved per jar between Rutoclaved samples
witn worms and autoclaved samples without wo:'lllS (21 mg C02·C for A.
,glutinosa. and 19 mg C02·C for R. pseudoacacia) are greater than differencee: between unautoclaveJ samples with worms and unautocl.aved
smraple~ without worms (12 1118 C02·C for A. slutinosa, and 10 mg C02·C
for R. pseudoacacia) (Table 5, Pig. 1).-This difference either represents colonization of autoclaved systems with intestinal microorgani.81DS from the. earthworms, or accelerated growtb, ac a consequence
of actions of worms, of those microbes which survived autoclaving }irocedures.
Table 5.

ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE OF C:>2 PRODUCTION F1lOM LITrER ON SPOIL
MATERIAL AFTER VARIOUS 'rAEA"L'mNTS

Source of Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F

Significance

Leaf speciesl

1

264.87

264.87

17.4

0.005

Worms 2

1

2405.45

2405.45

158.0S

0.005

Autoclaving 3

1

1489.74

1489. 74

97.89

0.005

Species of leaf x
autoclaving

1

78.38

78.38

S.lS

o.os

Species of l.:af x worms

1

3.8!'

3.85

Autoclaving x worms

1

1~2.88

182.82

Species of leaf x
autoclaving x worms

l

1.37

L37
15. 2190

Error

31

471. 7'!1

Total

38

4898.33

<1

lZ.01

o.oos

<l

1

Either A· glutiD£!!. or ~· pseudoacacia.
2E1ther W?rDIS (L. terrestris) were present or not.
311Autoclaving" : both the leaves and the spo:J.l were autoclaved.
at 2400 C for 2 hours.
The ~reatest soil m.crobial e~tivity, measured as C02·C evolved
over 8 hours after adding 200 mg glucose to 100 g spoil, vas observed
in autoclaved treatments with worms. The least soil microbial activity
was observed in unautacla-ned treatments vithout vorws. Possibly. the
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Figure l: RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE IN DECOMPOSITION STUDY
Abbreviations:

W (worms)., A (autoclaving)

former represents an opened microbial system being colonized ~y rapidly
metabolizing, oppoTtunistic organiGms (either from worms' intestines or
as a ~onsequence of actic~s gf worms), while the latter represents &
riore slowly metabolizing, equilibrium population of microorganisms. A
more exact determination and quantification of both soil microbial populations and intestinal mic=oflora of worms is needed tu datermine
whether or not active "seeding" of microbes bJ worws is occurring in
these systel:IS.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

K. RICHTER: Can nutritional content of Alder i.e.,
calories and/or chemical composition account for the differences
in preference between A· qlutinosa and ,B. pseudoacacia rather
than phenolic compounds?
Are you aware of any chemical changes with respect to
phenolics and senescence in .!.• pseudoacacia i.e. are secondary
substances reabsorbed, broken down etc. prior to leaf abcision?
l!• HAMILTON: Alnus leaves are known to be high in calories
and sugars and are highly preferred by .!!· terrestris. Whether
the difference in preference by L. terrestris for Alnus and
Robinia is due to a high preference for Alnws on a reje~tion
of Robinia could not be answered absolutely in this experiment.
I am not aware that that occurs. It is my understcandinq
that there are, indeed, phenolic compounds in the freshly
fallen Robinica....leaflets.
~·A· .§~'!'CHELL:
Do you think the greater stimulation of
microbial activity obtained in your autoclaved leaves could
have been due to nutrien·- mobilization by the autoclaving?
Perhaps this could be clarified in an experiment using irradiated
litter.
}!• .§.. BAMI~ON: The autoclavinq is a very severe physical
manipulation, and I am sure that it did have an impact on the
physical and chemical properties of the leaves. Perhaps an
alternative method. of "sterilizat'.ion" could be employed.
§. • .§.-.Q.. ~. PAIZY: Will you please g!ve some reasons for
the strikingly larqe variation (from<l to 9) in the Bacteria/
Punqi) ratio with differant treatment?
.!!•.!.• HAMILTON: The only general statement .I have been
able to make concerning the B:P ratio data is that there appears
to be a greater rela~ive activity of fungi in the Alnus treatments. z do not think it unusual, however, to observe very
different B:P ratios in soil san'lples which have undergone such
a variety of treatment manipu1ations.
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THE EfFECTS OF HARVESTING PRACTICES ON ORIBATID
MITES AND MINERAL CYCLING IN A SITKA SPRUCE FOREST
SOIL
Alison P. Frater
W1slf11/a Col!rgr
Uni1. •5llJ1 of L..ontlan
0

Eng/anti

INTRODUCTION
!n Bri~ain, conmercial TOrestry is concentra~ed in the wet.
infertile uplands of Scotland and North Wales. Large-scale
a~forestation of th3se areas. previously used for grazing or arable land,
is relatively recent. The Tirs~ planting began in the 1920's. although
the major surge of planting occurreo in the 1ssn•s. These primary
plantations are presently being harvested and the sec~nd rotation
eoa~ablishecl.
Work in progress by the Forestry Conmission, the
Mgcaulay lnstitute for Soil Research, Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
a~d various university depar~~ents may provide some ~ndication as to
the effects of various felling practices on both the physical ~nd
biological propertie~ of these phosphoruF-deficient and. for most of
the year, anaerobic forest soils.
Recently. whole tree harvesting (removal of most uf the tree
including nonnal forest residues) has been suggested for the future
in order to maximize yield. Such a practice will result in considerable nutrient rerr~val from the site (in branches. needlPs. boles. for
example) as well as initiating a changea pattern of soil damage, The
absence of 'lop a·1d top' will expose the soil surface to considerable
weathering and possible erosion.
Within the Forestry Comm1ssion's objectives of determinir.g
both short-and long-tenn effects of ha•vesting practices on the
establishment. long-term success and management of the se:ond rotation.
this paper is designed to outline certail" microenvironmental changes
brought about as a result cf two contrasting felling prectices1
standard clear-felling and whole tree harvesting. Concomitant changes
in species composition and diversity of the oribatid mite component of
the soil fauna era being monitored. and some preliminary results arE
presented. Ths possible functional significance of such changes on sucn
lol"g-term processes as mineral cycling a1·e discussed.
SITE DESCPIPTION1 MATERIAL3 AND METHODS
The study site is si+uated in Beddgelert forest in the Snowdonia
National Park. North Wales CS.H. 5659. altitude 30D-38Clm). The soil
type is a peaty gley with dispersed iron pan. the sur1'ace peat l<Jyer
being approximately 25-30 err. 'thi'"k.
The pH of tnis layer varies
between 2.B and 3.B and decreases with dept~.. Before felling. the crop
was Sitka 'Spruce. planted a't 1 .4 :n square spac.:ing with a maximum annual
increment cf 12 m2.ha-1.yr-1. The crop was pl~n'ted in 1930 and was clearfelled by sky lining in June 1978.
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Two experimental plots. 8()n x BO •• within the harvestad area,
were marked and staked ~1th an intervening buffer zone of 10-1~. One
plot was left untreated with none of the felling debris removed1 this
plot is tenned CF. It h3s ~ery little. or no. grounu vegetation but
a cover. ~arying between SOcm and 1m deep. of felling debris. branches.
twigs and need!es. The ~ther plot was c\sared cf ~11 fellin& debris
except large di~carded trunks. This plot ~s intended to simulate a
complete or 'whole tree' harvesting pract:.ce. and is termed wTH.
Finally. a control plot re). BOm x BOm. was established in an adjacent
forest stand. The snil and ~ree conditions almost exactly rP.produce
those o~ the two exµerimental plots prior to felling.
Sampling and measurements
Samples are t~ken at three to four month intervals beginning i.1
June 1278. A regular sam~ling program has been disrupted by bad
weather but results hevu been obtained for June 197'8. November 1976.
January 197 9. March 197 9 arid July 197 9. On each sampling occasion.
14 cores (16.3 cm2 x S.S cml. seven from the combined litter and
fermentation layer end seven from the humus layer. are taken along a
transect line in each site. Orihatid mites are ex1.1·acted from the
samples using KB!Tlpson bowl extractors. Additional samples of the humus
layer are taken for measurement of pH. moisture content. organic content
and b1Jllc. aensity from each site on each sampling occasion. These parameters outline the ef~ecti1e environment of the soil system. They
describe the amount of living space end indicate the availability of
food. Changes in pH llli'I~ be dir·e..;tly attributable to changes in carbon
dloxide levels and thus may provide an indicator of col'lllllunity metabolism.
A 12 hour temperature profile is recorded in the s•1rfAce litter.
sub-surface litter ~nd humus at each site and on eacn sampling ~ccasion.
Atomic absorption spectroscopr
A.A.S.

Calcium analysis of two mite speciss has been undertaken using
Preliminary results are p~eBented.
~t.SULTS

Temperature
Figure 1 shows the variations in litter temperature over a 12 hour
period at each of the three sites during March 1379 sampling. These
curves are typical of tt1ose obtained on other sampling occasions. Clearly
there are distinct differences between the control plot and the two
exp~rimental plots which appear directly attributable to harvesting
pr~ctice.
Rer:ioval of both canopy and felling debris in WTH produces
wide fluctuations in temperature. Increases of up to 1s0 c were
recorded withir1 one hour in the litter layer of thi~ plot. compared
with a maximum variati~n of only 1 or 2°c in the control plot. These
fluctuations are dampened to a certain extent by the presence of a
surface cover of felling debris in the CF plot. although variations of
up to 9.s0 c within one hour were recorded h~re.
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Variation in litter ternperatur~ over a 12 hour period
during March 1979 in eac!1 of the three sampling sites
(C = control, CF = clear-felled: WTH = whole tree
harvested).

FICURE 1.
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Mc.ist1Jre content
Data on moisture content, expressed as % of fresh we:!.ght:, are
given in Table 1.
TABLE 1 •

Moisture co11t:ent (%l of samples from 11 layer in each of the
three sampling _sites. Values are means of eight subsamples.

Sampling
occasion

Sampling sites

c

CF

WTH

Jurie 1978

B4.6

84.3

21.7

November 1978

52.8

32.0

January 1 97 9

82.S
62,S

80.4

56.0

Mer·ch 1979

66.4

75.6

61.2

July 19i'9

71.0

75.0

62.3

These values indicate considerable drying out in WTH, particularly
,s an immediate effect after the felling period. Felling debris in CF
end the presence of a closed canopy in the control oiJviously afford
cJnsiderable protection and reduce evapotranspiration, although t i e
veriable nature of the CF ·. ialues may, in part, indicate the patr :1y
debris cover in parts of this site. The moisture content in WTH
increases over the last three sampling times and this is directly
attributed to the development of herbaceous vegetation in this plat,
consolidating the ground surface and preventing axcass water loss from
the site,

Data on pH of the
TABLC: 2.

h~mus

layer ct each site are given in Table 2.

pH values of san.ples from humus layers in each site. measured
in o.01M cac1 2 at 1:20 W/V suspension (means of four subsamples~.

Sarr~ling

Sampling sites

occasion

c

CF

WTH

June 1978
November 1 97 6

3.55

3.65

4.05

3.50

3,58

4.45

January 1 97 9
March 1979
July 1979

3.20
S.40
3.60

3.00
3.05

3.70

3.30

3.90

3.65

It may be noted that WTH sustains a higher pH value than the other
two sites throughout the period. although the difference is certainly
being reduced in the last two sampling occasions. This initial increase
in pH in WTH may be the result of an initial loss of organic material
from the sr-il (see belowJ. It is interest1·1g to note in passing that
Sundman, Huhta and Niemela (1978) recordP~ a risEI in bacterial numbers
inmediately after harvesting in a spruce forest. and this may have
been a response to a soil pH increase SL ch a'3 has bee1, found here. The
tendency of pH values in WTH to come closer to those oi the control on
later sampling occasions may indicate a reversion to a steady state
after an initial change in the activity of the soil system.
Loss on ignition
Data for loss of weight on ignition of the humus layers from each
of the sites indicate a decline of up to 30% in WTH compared with th~
control and CF plots imnediately after felling. This is possibly due
to erosion of organic layers as well as the rB:'loval of organic input
in WTH. This ia further reflected i~ bulk density measurements ~f the
organic layer of the three sites. Dragging effects of the WTH simulation appear to have loose~ed the soil. increased the bulk density and
therefore the living space. whilst reducing th£ organic content. and
therefore food availability.
Species composition and diversity
Table 3 shews the total numbers of oribatid~. total numbers of
species and the equitability components for each site on the first
~hree sampling occasions.
Data for the later samplings have not
yAt been analysed.
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Total numbers of individuals un. species CS) and equitabilit~·
components Ce) of oribatid mites in each of the sampling sites
on three samplir.g occasions (14 cores per site).

TAfiLE 3.

June 1978

November 1978

Januery 197 9

c

CF

WTH

c

CF

irlTH

N

476

632

226

337

531

316

s

15

19

13

16

16

18

a

0.66

0.39

0.69

0.84

~.44

0.65

CF

WTH

833

512

19

17

14

o.ss

0.73

0.89

i:

1051

It is interesting to •iota that there are considerably fewer
individuals ir wTH then in t~Fi col"trol a1.d CF plots on all three salT'pling
occasions, but particularlv in June 1978. The number of species is
also lowest in WTH at this time, although the number of species does not
alter significantly between plnts or betwee.1 sampling occasions. On
i:he other 11and, appreciably higher numbers ·of indivi~uals are recorded
from rF, compared with thR control on the first two sampling occasion~.
altnough this contra3t doAs not occur on the third sampling occasion.
~n examination of equitability COITlj:Jcnents for the first two
sampling oc~asions may provide an interesting i~terpretation of these
results. In WTH equitability is relatively high in June 197g, hardly
departing at a!l from that ~~o~n by the control. In NovEmber 1978,
equitability remains at t'ie same level as ir. the previous Jurte in WTH
but has increased in the contrcl. Hciwever, in CF the equitability is
considerably lower than either the control or WTH on both sampling
occasions, indicating that a change in species composition has
occurred in this site.

The t~o ha1vest1ng practices, clear-felling and whole tree
harvesting have quite distinct and inmediate impacts on the soil
environment. The initial effects of wholE tree harvesting are physical,
or mechanical~ and as far as the oribatid fauna is concerned th~re
appears ta have been an indi~criminate reduction of individuals,
irrespective of species. This effect can be attributed directly to
the removal of surface organic materi&l and considerable mechanical
disturbance in the site. Further evidence for this is provided Dy
the canplete absence OT Platynothrus peltifer (C.L.K.) from WTH in
.lune 1978 and by a l11wer number of individuals of rrany other littsrdwelling oribatid species. In addition, Mal;.;conothrus punctatus •"v .d.
rl3nvnen) which was present initially in the control and CF plots becomes
considerabl~ reduced in WTH.
This species prefers wet biotopes, and
its low numbers in WTH may be a reaction to the c:Jrier conditions
prev.1ilirig here. Such changes in species compos:l tion would not
necessarily change the equitability value, since this statistic gives
a msasure of the apportioning of individual~ among available specles,
rather than the absolute numbers of s~ecies and indivi~uals.
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By contrast. changes occurring in er ere characterised by
increases in certain opportun1s1tic or explcitive species.
?. peltifer, Oppia quadrica1·inata [Mich.). Suctobelbella vera (Mcritz)
and Opria ob~oleta (Paoli) in June 197'8, and Phthiracarus affinis
CHullJ in November 1978 are present in considerably higher numbers in
CF compared with the control. The immediate effect of clear-felling
is to increase th~ orianic input. ir. the form of 'lop and top' into
the soil. This ls a biological effer.. t. sharply iil contrast with the
physical effecto produced in WTH. Tnis increased organic input may
favour a selective group of !itter-dwelling scecies. partic~larly those
which feed an n3edles. e.uch as P. affinis. The shiftif'lg bala.1ce of
populations ir• favour of such species coiJld account for the low
equitability levels observed in CF on the fire.t two sampling occasions.
po~ulat1on

The da~a for January i079 are more difficult to interpret. There
are some indications that the initial shock to the soil system occasioned
by the harvesting practices may now be becoming attenuated. Numbers of
individuals tncreRse in ail sites. although this may be due to an
intrinsic seasonal cycle. As already mentioned, there are no significant
differences between t~e numbers of speciP.s present. compared with the
two previous sampling occasions. but the equitability values hdve
char.gad quite considerably from thos~ obtained in November 1978. The
value for the control is now approxir.tating thet obtained in June 1978
and. prrhaps, this is indicative OT a seasonal cycle. Equi~ability in
CF has now riae'l well beyond its earlier val.ies and. again is
approaching that of the control, possibly ir.d •. ~ating that some mc..:it.ure
of environinental stability is being achieved. In WTH. equitabilit:y
rlses to a surprisingly high level in January 1979. There is no obvious
explanation for this increase. although it should be noted that the
ch~racter of this site has changed considerably frcm its ~riginal
condition witt1 the ivelopment of a herbaceous ground layer. Such a
transition from for~st to a more open g:asslan~ type is likely to
produce a reduction in the numbers of oribatid species and. ~eybe
also. a more equitable ~·edistributian of individuals Rmong the
ramainif'lg species. Data from suusequent s~mpling should clarify t~is
situation.
Calcium analysis
The identification of shifts in species dominance and divei·si ty
is not merely of academic interest in nutrient-deficient sites~ such
as the one studied here. Oribatid mites vary in their roles as
potentjal reservoirs of available mineral elements. The calcium contents
of two species have been analysed by atomic absorption spectroscopy.
and the results obtained illustrate this point ddequately.
The two species in question ere Phthiracarus affin1s and
Platynothrus peltifer. and the mean values for calcium con~ent. in ppm.
are given below:

P. affinis

P. peltifer

x- = 1489.6
425

x .. 112.8

It is evident that P. affinis consi~tently s~ows a higher
calcium content than r. peT'tif'Br by a factor of 14 or 15. Both have
n!latively low values. as would be expected in sur.h highly acid soils.
This analytical approach will be extended to other species occurring
in the sites in due course •

.::ONCLUSIONS
1.

Felling practices. particularly whole tree h:.rvesting. have
immediata. short-term effect~ on tanper~ture, moisture and pH
regime~ in forest soils.

2.

These effects are reflected in changes in species composition
and diversity of oribatid mites.

3.

Short-tenn physical. or mechanical. effects are particularly evident
after whole tree harvesting where a reduction of individuals has
occurred without a change in spec:f.es composition or diversity. A
different effect is evident in the clear-felled plot where a
restricted number of opportunistic species may have benefited from
the increased c1·genic i.1put.

4.

Long-term effects are only just becoming apparent and these seem
to involve 6 recovery rrom the harvesting perturbation in the
clear-felled site. Changes in species' abundance in the whole
tree harvest site may be associated with the development of a
ground layer of herbaceous vegetation.

s. Species of oribatid mites differ in their ability to concentrate
such elements as calcium. This far.:t is being used to inte1·pret
the significance of changes in abundance end diversity of the
oribatid fauna in the context of mineral cycling in the harvested
plots.
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ASSESSMENT OF TOXIC EFFECTS OF THE HERBICIDE 2, 4, s-T
ON THE SOIL FAUNA BY LABORATORY TESTS
H. Eijsackers
lhs1111'Cli l11sl1l11l• for Naturi Mr.nagrmrnl
Tli• N•llirrlantls

Intrnduction
During lhe past decades it has become clear that the envirunmcntal risk
of new synthetic chemicals has to be assessed before introducing these
chemi~al~ inco the environment.
This holds especially for pesticides.
since these aT~ developed to kill animals or plants. And although these
pesticides.are meant to be selective, numerous exam?les of environmental
side effects show that this is 11ot always true.For this reason suitable
Tisk assessment methods should be developed. To find out the risks
involved in the application of new pesticides field plots can be sampled
regularly bPfo-re and after a treatment. Alter!'latively in the laboratot'y
a nu1nbe-r of selected spt!cies can be tested for their sensitivity for
pesticides. Laboratory research has the advantages of speed. low cost.
relative sim~licity and controlled environmental conditions. However,
of this simplicity numerous -relationships between the species
under study and other members of the soil fauna have to be neglected.
Mo-reover, labot"atory conditions have to be selected and fixed contrarily
to the locally and temporarily fluctuating conditions in the field.
In this study it is tried to meet these discrepancies. Therefore,
ways have been analyzed in which soil fauna species get into contact
with the herbicide 2,4 9 5-T. 2 9 4 9 5-T has been widely used in forestry.
In The Nethe-rlands it has been applied in forests and nature reser•,es
to control bla~k cherry (Prunus serotina Ehrh.). In recent years there
is a g-rowing concern about the toxicity of this compound fo-r non-target
organisms. but little information is available on the fauna exposed to
the herb:cide. Because a large part of the herbicide reache& the ground
either directly during spraying or indirectly after leaf-fall of sprayed
Prunus shrubs. possibl~ ~ffects on the soil fauna are of special concern.
beca~se

Therefore in the laboratory experi1aents about effects of 2 ,4 ,S-T by
direct contact have been done with 14 suil fauna species to evaluate
their[ relative sensitivity. With three of these species. reprr.sentirtg
dlffe~ent functional soil fauna groups. further experiments have been
42?

carried out cuncerning th 0 W3Y th~ mobility and food cors..amption of
the animals are influenced by the hl"rbi<:ide. Furthermore, the effl'ct of
changing and constant

~nvironmental

moisture) on the herbicide's impact

conditions (temperature and
h~s

been studied.

Materials and methods
For the experiments animals were collected freshly from the litter of
a forest next to the Instltute with tr1t' aid of Tullgrens funnels and
pitfalls or by hand soi ting. They w.:>re stored in the lat-oratory on a
moist soil substrate in the datk at 15°c for a maximum period of three
weeks. The animals were fed regularly.
The experiments about the effects or direct contact with thc.- herbicides
were cari: il'd out in glass dic;hes ((I 9 c.m) or refrig<'rator boxes (20 x 20 c
with a substrat<' of moist si!tPd sand (I mm mesh.). S..abstrate and animals
were spray~d with a spraying apparatus adapted from T~n Houten and
Kraak C1949).
Food consumpi:ion experiments wrre carried out in small glass ·-r plastic
dishes (QJ respectively 5 and 2 cm). Thc.- different food items 1oo~re
sprayed with the herbicide or soaked in it in a partial vacuum. The
amount of food consumed was measured as food weight los& or pellet
proauction. The amounts of herbicide in the soil substTate and the
different food ite~s were analyzed by gas chromatography. All experiments
were carried out in climate rooms at 15°c and qo7. RH. For full details
about the set up of thl' different experiments and the chemical analysis
the reader is referred to Eijsackers (1978 a, b, c and d).
Results
I. Possible ways of uptake and effects of 2,4,5-T on

mort~lity.

The effects of 2,4.5-T on the longevity of 2 isopod species. l millipede,
4 collembole and 7 carabid species after spraying 0.3. 1.25 an~ S%
aqueous solutions of 2.4,5-T on the animals and the soil substrate are
sunanarized in table I. Spraying of a 5% solution causes with all the
species a decree:sed longevity, which varied from 5% up to a 20 frld
decrPase. This variability exists both within and between the different
soil fauna groups. The more sensicive species also show a distinct
decrease after treatment with a I .25% and even with an 0.3% solution
of 2 9 4°,5-T. The species selected for furth<'r experimentation do show
a more or less medium sensitivity. The selected species were the isopod
Philoscia_ musr.or~m Scopoli representing th~ primary decomposers;
the collembole Onychiurus quadriocellatuR Gi~in representing the
secondary decomposers and the carabid Noliophilus biguttatus Latr.
as a predator. The different ways these species can contact 2,4,5-T,

4,,B

'l'aldt> 1. 1.. 111t(~vi1y r~la.Liveo Lu ur.tr••El.L•-·rl sri~r!im~n of isoi,.od,
cc-ll•:mb.,.,l~
dOHt.':a

mill•·rt-eh.:,

anrl ..:a.1·at•;.J ··r•1.·•'I".: b.1"1..er trelitment with difft·J'l·nt

of' .! 0 4 0 5-T.

Concentrat it,n of ~,Ii, 5-'r
Species

o.,%

ISOPODS
Ph1loscia musco1•1m
Oniscus asellus

*o

l.25%

5%

MILLIPEDES
Glomeris marginata

COLLEMBOLES
Onychiurus guddriocellatus

0

Tomocerus flavescens

Tomocerus minor
Orchesella cincta
CAR.AlHDS
0

A!?H~
~

+

parallelis

Nebria brevicollis

0

Pterostichus oblongopunctatus
.Asaphidion flavipes
Leistus rufomarginatus
Notiophilus biguttatus

+
+

*o
-/+

+

+

no or hardly any difference in longe-.ity with control
decreaoe/in~rease ~r

longevity

or 5-90%

decrease of longevity wiLh a factor 2-20~.g. from 4~ to ~O, resp. 2d.)
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are shown in Fig. I. The 2,4,S-T solution drifting &way during sprayirg
and dripping of thE' ll'aves afterwards has an irn•gular distribution on
the forest floor (Table 2). Because of this irrl'p,ular distribution
and the distribution of the soil Cauna and its mobility, it is not only
necessary to establish the effects undl'r continuous exposure with a
completely treated substrate, but alsu on a partly treated substrate.
In this situation it is important wh,•Lher tht• animals an• able to
distinguish treau•d from untreatt>d art·;is of the substratt•.

-

2. Impar.t r-f the mobility

,,r

the animal on tht. cffoct r>f th<' herbicide.

To study the behaviour of the animals, individual

specim~n~

were observed

directly during 10 minutes after enterir.g a box with a pattly treateod
substrate. When entering and making a first choice betwl'en the treated
and untreated part of thC' substrate (Fig. 2) neither tht: isopod nor the
ca rabid showc"'d an avoida111:e of tt-.e trC'atcd part. The isopod even
preferred

th~

substratl' sprayPd with a low dose of 2,4 1 5-T compared

to the control experiment in which extra water was sprayed as a
treatment. However,
with the

herbi~idl'.

th~ sprin~tail

clParly avoided the part treated

Comparing the distribution of the resideonce times

in the treated and untreated parts of
experiments (Fig. J), tlu•re was made

~ontrol.

a~ain

low dose and high dose

no significant distinction

by isopod and carabid whereas the collembo1l' showed a
reaction, consequently they

wer~

di~tinct

iepellent

able to avoid or withdraw from a

treated area. To evaluate this avoidance over a longer period, experiments
were also done during which the animals were observed once a day during
e 30-day period. From figure 4 it becomes clear that the car3bid still
did not show any avoidance, but the isop~~ and thP collembole avoided
the treated area. Notwithstanding this avo:dance, the isopod and
collembole have an increased mortality on the
with

3

~ubstcate

1.25% solution of 2,4,5-T. This incrl"ased

partly treated

mortalit~·

also holds

for the carab:id. Compa1·ing the mortality of co.1tinuously exposed animals
and animals with a temporary exposure on a partly treated substrate
(Table 3) it is cleat that the possibility to avoid or to withdraw from
treated art>as of a soil substrat•

di~inishcs

the mortality of isopod,

collembole and carabid.
J, The effect of the herbicide via food consumption

Saprophagous soil fauna plays an important role in litter break-down.
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Figure 1: Possible way::; of (' (int.act of soil fau..l'la species with a
after :s-prayirg.
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Because of it'l low assimilation efficiE>ncy large .r.mounts of litter
have co °tie ingested. In this way considerable amounts of 2 ,4 ,5-T are
inge•ted too. Predators lik• the Cbrabid ~ay ir.geRC considerable
amo1~nts of 2 ,4 1 !i-T due to bio-accumulatir.in. The persistence of 2 1 4 ,5-T
in cherry leaves nnd litter contained rE'spectively 200-400 and 100
2,4,s-·r. The various ways that soil fauna cari jngcst 2,4,5-T are:

p~m

conl'it:'l'l~tiol'I

of sprayer! chtarry lE'avcs, cuntilotinatr.d 1 it ter items,
and contarinated prey. The necrophagious behaviour of the sprjngtails
may result in consumption of dfod, c.intaminated relatives. Ingestion
of 2 ,4 ,5-T mAy result in a changed rate of consumption and an ir.r.reased
mortality as well.
The e ffl!'cts o{ different treated food it.l!'ms on consumption rate and
longevitv of collembole, lsopod and carabid are summarized in Table 4.
When a number of litter components (birch litter, ldrch needles and
green algae PleurococcuR) are offered tc the springtail, the Effects
are quite different. With the algae thE' spr1ngtail shows a marked
decr~ase

of consumption, whereas mortality increases. The effects on
mortality with birch litter and larch needles are smaller, with larch
needles there is also a decreased consumption rate. The isopod also
consumes less treated than u~treated birch litter and shows an increased
mortality. In contrast with the findings above, breakdown of cherry
litter collected freshly every week is not hampering at all. Frimary
breakdown by the isopod as well as secondary breakdown of the litter
fragments in the isopod pellets by gro~th of fun~al hypha~ and ~rar.ing
of springtails, is better with tTeated than untreated cherry litter.
Isopods show a significantly de~~eased mortality whereas the mnrtality
of the collerboles is somewhat increased. Observ3tions and some minor
experiments about the effects of necrophagy with the sprin~tail did not
nveal that the ingestion of h.arbicide by consuming springtails killed
by the herbicide does affect the collemboles adversely. Predati~n by
the carabid of contaminated springtails causes a considerably increased
mortality however. This has been obs-ened with prey that W.JS still
mobile after being sprayed with a 0.3% solution of 2 9 4,5-T and with
prey killed by 2,4,5-T. Mobile prey is strongly preferred to immobile
prey, but when only the latter is present it is eaten eagerly.
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The influence of feeding uncontaminated food upon the specimen's
sensitivity was tested by comparing experimc~ts in which after

2.
FrOlll Table S it is clrar r.hat with additior. of uncontaminatPd food the
mortality of collembult>s and caF'1ids is rt'duced. This rcduC"tion is
not caused by a lower mortality due to tht• absence of starvation,
as in the control expt•rimt-nt:s in whit•h no food was added, the mortality
spraying unsprayed food uas added to

th~

experiments describcd in

was very limited. Furtht'rmou•, '!Ill experiml'nt with cullembolt-s was designed
in which in the cC"ntrc or a molst soil substrate treated or untrt>ated
food was added. With untrt'ated food the springtails strongly preferred
the food area. Aft<'r trratment of the food with 1.2sz 2 9 4 ,5-T about

50% of the

the food area initially, but on the
third day the numbers or springtails in t~e food area were about equal
sprin~tails avo~dC'd

to the numbt·rs i"l t!u.• control experimL>ntL·.

4. Impact of varying L>nvironmertal conditions
The laboratory exp"rimrnts described in the preceding sections were
conducted at a fixed tC"mperature ( 1s 0 c) 1 which is the mean litter
temperature in our fnrr11Ls during cind after the period Of spraying
operations. The relative humidity was kept at 90% and the soil moisture
content was about 22%. However, under natcral conditions these
variables fluctuate locally and temporarily. Therefore, the effec~s
of variable moisture and temperature lt'vels were investigated in
*'urther detail.
In our direct obseT.,alion experinients with a partly treated substrate
(par.
2) the field moisture fluctuations were imitated by treati"g
half of the moist substrate with a 2,4 1 5-T solution or with extra water.
In the control experiment all three experimental specit's had a slight
preference for the sprayed (wetter) part of the substrate (cf. Fig. J).
When the sua-trate is sprayed partly with the same amount of an aqueous
solution of 2,4.5-T the preference is opposite; the repellent action
of 2.4.5-T decrll!ases thl' preferimce for a moist substrate. An expe-riment
was also d:signed in which springtails were exposed to a dish with a
moist centre sprayed with 2.4,5-T, surrounded by a dry sand substrate.
During the experimental period of 17

t~ays

all the colle111boles stayed

on

the dry substrate and about 25% of them died due to desiccation.
Soil temperature has a distinct diurnal rhythm. Therefore, an
experiment was carried out in which collemboles were treated with
l .25% of 2 ,4 ,5-T and thPn placed in climate rooms with constant. temperatur 4
of 15° and 25°C, OT wilh a temperature fluctualing between 1s0 c (night)

and 25°C (day). After JO days the mo1tality percentage with a fluctuating
temperature was about the same as with constai.tly

60 and 651.

4.37

2s0 c; respectively

.

0

However. at 1s c the mortality percentage was 45%. So obviously
in this experiment th~ limited periods of maximum temperalure
determined th~ effect of the herbicide. whereas the mear. temperature
gives an underestimation of the possible effect o! the herbicide.
Concluding remarks
One of the main problems in evaluatir.g pesticides effects in laboratory
~xDt'riments is the discrepancy betwe~n laboratory conditions and the
situation in the fieold. On the forest floor the-e is a patchy
distdbution of tht" herbicide. Th!.s might enable soil animals to avoid
or withdraw from the treated areas. However, the places ~here 2 9 4,5-T
drips on the foreRt flo~r very likely will be tied with the places
where normally rain is dripping on the ground. The moisture content
~ill

be high at those places. These moisture

patchE~

provide optimal

conditions fo~ isopod and collembole. in respect to food and su ·vival
(Den Boer 1961; Verhoef 1978). Therefore, the presence of 2,4.5-T will
be tied with the presen~e of food and moisture. Despite the Tepellent
action of 2,4,S-T. over a longer period tne chances of ~etting into
contar.t with 2.4.5-T will therefore be high. Moreover, from these
results it can be concluded that the classical LD 50 tests with a
continuous exposure to the pe&ticide ~ive an overestimation of the
~erbit'ide 's effect. Nevertheless• in an experimental set-up which
simulales the natural conditions to a greater extent, the herbicide
is still toxic for isopod, collembole and ~arabid at equal amounts which
occur in the forest floor.
It can br concluded from the experimencs with contaminated and
uncontaminated food that consumpti~n of litter and prey contaminated
with 2.4.S-T during and iftlll!E.'diately after spraying may cause harmful
effects Gn representative species of the soil fauna and consequently
i t is expected that fragmentation processes per formed by these soi 1
fauna species wlll become hampered. Treated cherry leaves which come
available for consumption aftPr leaf-fall do not cause harmful effects.
Fragmentation of this litter is enhanced by spraying as well. ThP
consumption of uncontaminated food however, might decrease the herbicide
impact by direct contact, although mostly the chance or direct contact
will be tied with the presence of contaminated food. Although it would
be .interesting to study these phenomena over a longer period of time•
it is questionable whether this will be possible in laboratory experiments.
because over a longer period there may occur significant aberrations
in food consumption as Van der Drift ( 1975) found with the millipede
GltJmeris marginata.
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Besides food. the temperature and moisture fluctations in the forest
litter may influence the amount of effect.
Frum our results and observations it is concluded that v3r;."lble or
varying environmental conditions do not diminish the toxic effects of
the herbicide. Fluctuating temperatures may reinforce

t~e

herbicide's

effects, whereas the repell(.Ont action of the herbicide may retain soil
animals on a dry area of thP soil substrate and so increase the chance
of fatal desiccation. A

temp~rature

increase will promote the

mobility of the animals. and so the chances Lo get into contact with

2,4,S-T. Moreover a hjgher temF~rature ~ill increase the animal's
metabolism resulting into r&ir.ed in~estion of 2,4,5-T, but also an
increased breakdown.
Without being able to

a-SPAR

fully the effects of all these processes,

it is clear that the irtegular distribution of animals, food, moisture
and pesticide on the forest floor as well as temperature fluctuations
have to be incorporated in risk assessmt'nt procedu1es. Howt>ver, in
deveioping laboratory tests for risk ass~ssment of ue3ticides and other
contaminants wilh respect to the soil fauna, it is questionable to what
extent it is worthwhile to complicate experiments in order

to approach natural conditions as much as possible. ~~reovec, it is
questionable w:iether it is of interest to prPdict exactly the amount of
effect of the herbicide under mean conRtant conditions or to assess
roughly the possible toxic effects under extreme conditions. From the
experiments described above it has been made reasonable that in the
testing programs these extreme conditions have to get more attention.
This has to be accompanied by a thorough analysis of the niche parametP.rs
of the soil fauna sp~cies under study in ordeT to get laboratory experiments
which are su!table for assessment of toxic effects of pesticides on the
soil rauna.
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EFFECTS OF DRAINAGE UPON THE SPIDER FAUNA
(ARANEAE) OF THE GROUND LAYER ON MIRES
Seppo Koponen
Un1P,,•lfy of T11rl:u

Finland

INTRODUCTION
The proportion of peat1ands, mires, has been high in
northern Europe, but intensive human activity has changed
the situation. In Finland, for example, about half of the
peatland area has now been ditched, mainly for forestry but
also for agriculture and peat industr}·. The mires, once typical and conunon habitats, are n~wadays one of the ecosystems
undergoing greatest changes in northern Europe.
In the present paper, the effect of drainage upon
spiders on Sphagnum mires is discussed, and comments are
off6red on the usability of the spider fauna data for monitoring the situation of mire habitats.
STUDY AREAS, MATERIAL, AND METHODS

Bog Karevanrahka is situated near Turku, southwestern
Finland, and bog Vissmosse near H6rby, southernmost Sweden.
The study habitats at Karevanrahka were three natural sites
with Sphagnum (an Alnus swamp, a Phragmites fen, a Calluna
peat bog) and a peat harvesting area. This man-made site
consisted of dry peat isthmuses without Sphagnum· The harvesting area was a Calluna peat bog before human activity.
There were 10 pitfall traps in each site at Karevanrahka
from April to September. At Vissmosse, the study included a
natural Eriophorum-Calluna-SRhaqnum bog and a dried part of
the bog, now a Calluna-Cladonla site (without Sphagnum}.
There were 20 traps from May to October. The material consisted of 1207 identifiable spider &pecimens from Karevanrahka and 2146 from Vissmosse.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At Karevanrahka, the number of species and individuals
was highest in the Phragmites fen, but no clear difference
was found between sites. The lc:4est Shannon index was observed in the mad-made site, but differences in diversity were also

small (Table 1). At Vissmosse, the species and individual nwnbers wer~ higher in the dried site. This was probably due to
the fact that bath hyqrophilous (rdal ~ire species) and xerophilous spiders occurred in the material. The diversity of
spider fauna in the dried part of the bog was smaller than in
the natural part (Table 2) •
TABLE 1. Structure of spider fauna at Karevanrahka
Al nus Phra~ites Callun, Harvesting area
37
36
48
Species number
38
388
338
226
355
Ind. numb~r
2.57
2.76
2.98
2.85
Shannon index
TABLE 2. Structure cf spider fauna at Vissmusse
natural bog site
Species number
Ind. number
Shannon index

~4

728

3.11

dried bog
62
1418
2.80

sit~

The proportion of small soil (Sphagnum) dwelling spiders
was decreasing after the drainage: e.g., 48% of individuals in
~h~ natural site were linyphids as against 21% in the dried site
at Vissmosse. Xerophilous lycosids and gnapho~ids became more
dominant in the hwnan-influenced sites: xerolycosa nemoralis
(Westring) 361 o~ individuals at Rarevanrahka, and Pardosa niqriceps (Thorell) 231 aLd Gnae_hosa leporina (L. Koch) l5% at Vissmosse. The diversity of spider faunas has sometimes been used as
an indicator of the situation of habitats (Uetz, 1975}. In the
present material, r.o clear difference was £ound in diversity
between natural and man-made sites. However, the man-made sitP-s
were rather old (10 to 15 years), and their £auna may thus have
reached a stable situation. As the epigeic fauna (pitfall trap
material) changes rapidly after environmental changes (Huhta,
1971), the diversity may be more useful indicator immediately
after the habitat has changed.
There were typical abundant species in each site. At Karevanrahka these included Pirata hyqrophilus Thorell, Bathyphantes
parvulus (Westring), and Wideria melanocephala (O. P.-cambridge)
in the Alnus swamp; Pirata insularis Emerton and Maro lepidus
Casemir in the Phragmites fen; Pardosa hyperborea (Thorell) and
Scot~na palliardi (L. Koch) in the Calluna ~eat bog; and Xerolycosa nemoralis and Pardosa lugubris (Walckenaer) in the-iiirvesting area. A~ Vissmosse, typical species in the natural site
included Pirata uliginosus (Thorell), Lepthyohantes ericaeus
(Blackwall), and L. cristatus (Menge), and in the dried boq site
Gnaphosa lepor~na and Meioneta affinis (Kulczynski).

Certain dominant species could perhaps be used•for m~ni
torinq the situation of mire habitats (Koponer, 1979). Such
indicator species of a site could be Pirata hygroDhilus, P. insularis, Pardosa hyoerbor~ and Xerolycosa nemoralis at Karevanrahka, and Pirata ~liginosus and Gnaphosa lec~rina at Vissmossa
(Tables 3-4) •
TABLE 3. Rank order of certain abundant species at Karevanrah~a
rank in
Al nus Phra9!!!ites Calluna Harvestinq area
1
Pirata hx2rophilus
45
31
l:.:S
Bath,2;phantes parvulus
2
Wideria melanoceehaia
9
Maro lepidus
21
5
Pirata insularis
6
26
8
1
~ardosa h?Eerborea
28
7
Scotina palliardi
1
Xerolicosa nemoralis
2
18
Pardosa lugubris
TABLE 4. Rank order of certain abundant species at
ranlc in
dried
naturr1J h ·~ .· ~ -t:.~
Pirata uliqinosus
I
1epthyphantes erlcaeus
L. cristatus
7
Gnaphosa l~orina
Meionet~ af: inis
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STUDIES ON REQUIREMENTS AND POSSIBILITIES OF ZOO·
AMELIORATION OF AFFORES1ED ARABLE LAND
Andrzej Szujecki, Stanislaw Mazur. Jan Szyszko. Stanislaw Perlinski and Henryk Tracz
W11rsaui Agricultural Unn•rml!f
Poland

Results of the first stage of our investigations,
prP.sP-nted at the Sixth International Soil Zoology Colloquium
in Uppsala (Szujecki 1977), defined the requirements of
forest soil macrofau11al reestablished on afforested arable
land. The search for the righ~ d3~ections of soil fauna
reestablishment on af:orested arable land was preceded by
studi~s of biological characteristics of afforested arable
soilsr in comparison with forest soils, afforested arable
land, it was found, inhibited the development and the functioning of the reestablished forest ecosystems. These bioindicative features included the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Concentration of macrofauna and its activity in surface
soil layers
Hiqh mobility of epigeic fauna
O~currence of xerothermophile forms
Too small proportion of saprophages in soil fauna, as
compared ~ith ph}-tophages and predators
Low average biomass of the specimens and low level of
biomass of total macroZauna
High average 1:1!.vmass of specimens in pnpulations of
epigeic species (this is characteristic of poor habitats
and pioneerinq succession stages)
Hiqh proportion of the spring type Carabidae species of
short life cycle and hi9h maintenance cost
Chanqes in sexual index of Carabidae population characterj stic of poor habitats.

The enumerated characteriPtic featur&s of macrofauna are
reEponsible for the limitation of the circulation of elements
(especially organic carbon and nitrogen) into the litter
layer, for the acceieration of circulation, and for significant losses of energy connectee with higher maintenance cost
of soil macrof~una r~ afforested land. Analyses of soils,
especially analysis of fractionated timnus parts confirme~
these findings, thus substantiating the thesis of different
circulations of elements on afforested arable and on forest land.

1444

The purpose of zooamelioration m~asures would be to
reestablish the forest soil fauna. Such re-establishment
\IOUld control the circulation of bioqenes, it would effect
penetration of the circulation into the deeper layers of
soil and reduction of faunal maintenance cost. int~nsifi
cation of humifying processes, and acceleration of successi~ .1 processes.
Sapro~hages were assiqned the major role
in zooamelioration procedures. They easentially affect
~umus formation and improvement of physical properties of
soil and are deficient in young cultures and stanc"; on '
afforested arable soils. It did not seem rationa! to introduce t~e organisms of hiqher trophic levels of zoocenoses
into the existing systems. These animals w~uld have insured the transfer of matter in ecosystems of afforested
land without providing a nutritional basis.
It was. therefore, assumed justified to accept. as a priaciple of zoo.amelioration m~asures, some preliminary phytoamelioration
treatment. e.g. introduction of Washington Lupine, wildblackberry, spruce undergrowth, or introduction of some
organic bulk of slow decomposition rate, such as fragmented
pine bark or sawdust. These measures were designed to
facilitate the introduction of some species of saprophage
animals into afforested arable land, e.g. Nopoiulus fuscus
Am. Stein, Diplopoda, or to ensure protection of local
saprophaqes.
A possibility of rr.ducinq the impact of predators on
soil saprophaqes was al£~ examined; this was assumed to be
achieved tbrough a change of the compounds of exploiting or
competitive character ~hat occur in vario~s layers of forest
floor, hoth litter and miner~l soil. Artificial colonization
of Formica predator species was to serve the purpose. In
order to accumulate more ~nowledge on the possibilities of
controlling the changes occurring in soil macrof auna concentrations, the effect of various kinds of soil preparation
to afforestat~on wa~ studied. By distributing t~e designed
phytoamelioration procedures within growth l~nes of forest
stands on afforeste4 arable land diverse ef!e~ts were obtained
which changed the present-day systems in communities of soil
mac't"ofauna.
Arable soil may be prepared for afforestation by employing various kinds of cultivation. Among the various
ways of ploughing, e.q. striped, shallow total, and deep
total. the latter produces the greatest changes in macrofauna.
The ne9ative effect of deep ploughing upon reestablishment
proces.ae.J of communities of forest macrofauna manifests itself

preference fer xerothermophile, eurytope, and hemizoophaqe forms, through an increase of the degree of synanthrophization in this habitat, and it als~ leads to retardation of the succession process. Thus, striped ploughing
seems to be most recommendable.

t~rough

The introduction, at the same time, o! bark. and
('Upecially of pine sawdust ca·..Jses a reduction of macrofauna
occurrence already after two years: it is only Chilopoda
and Lumbricidae that sho~ increased density which is the
highest in areas fertilized w~th bark in the amount 270 ml/ha.
Tho us9 of a mixture of lRO m bark and 90 m3 sawdust per
l ha reduces the der.sity of macrofauna to 60%, compartid with
the control plot. The application of sawdust at only 180 ml/ha
reduces macrofauna to 35%. A quantitatively siqnificant decrease occurs among phytophaqes, as their density in relation
to growth inhibition of weeds is five times lower than that
on non-fertilized plots.
Both surface phytophages and eudaphic Selatosomus larvae
(characteristic of fallow and first successionai staqes of
afforested land) suffer this 1imit~tion. Also Carabidae
undergo limitation, whereas the population of Staphylinidae
is significant. on areas fertilized only with bark the
density of saprophagic Diptera larvae undergoes reduction.
Thus, phytophaqe~ which depend upon an optimal nutritional
basis, and m~bile species of zoophaqes respond most readily
to the treatment of bark and bark with sawdust. The introduced organic matter exerts influence on ~ocal saprophaqes
in a variety of ways, but it certainly allows the introduction
of species not occurring in young afforested areas, e.g.
Nopoiulus fuscus - a species characteristic of the yourigest
pine stands in Poland. As a sapropbage and a micophage it
has a fairly wide trophic spectrum whose component is also
pine bark ln various degrees of decomposition. Discharqed
excrements of this creature (in young forests, on average
16.6 kg/ha dry1~atter annually) contain organic matter and
are deposited in various parts of soil profile, thus enriching
the soil with easily decomposable compounds. In addition,
they become a place of vital activity of microorganisms.
A limitation of the degree of ~echanical cultivation of
soil and the introduction of fragmented pine bark with an
addition of sawdust creates a possibi~ity that inhibits
mineralization processes characteristic of afforested arable
land. This procedure seems to 'be advantageous, sin~e nutri-

tional requirements of young pine forests is not high at this
stage. Conditions are created for the deve1opment of saprophagic fauna favourable for humification processes typical of
forest soils. DE:velopment of this fauna is favoured. for
exomple, by preceding the treatment described above witn a
crop of Washingl~n Lupine on arable sails designed for afforestation. Tne in~roduction of wild blackberry into af.farested
pine stands (which should be done. optimally, between 10-40
years of age of a forest stand) increases the density and biomass of macrofauna. especially of facultative sapropha1~es
and soil zoophages. and limits mobility of the latter. Moreover. this kind of treatment raises the level of macro:J:auna
in deepe~ layers o~ soil (depth 10-20 cm) which supposedly
may cause the deeper distribution of orga.~ic carbon and nitrogen in soil profile, as well as circulation of these elements
between litter and mineral soil.
The introduction of deciduous undergrowth creates great
possibilities of influencing soil o~ pure pine forest stands.
However, this kind of treatment is practically impossible when
the population of fallow-deer is high. Hence. in some afforested lands of North-West Poland. pine is introduced together
with comm.on spruce which produces forest stands with rich undergrowth.
In 45-year old forest stands spruce undergrowth exerted
a limiti~g influence on the whole macrofauna and showed preference for species characteristic of earlier succession stages
of macrofauna. The spruce undergrowth is not recommended as
the one favouring restitution processes of forest fau...~a.
The last procedure of zooamelioration possible in all
age groups of afforested arable land is an artificial introduction of Formica ants. The influence of ants upon other
soil fauna depends on the ants species and the species of prey
animals. First of all. i t was observed that increase of
macrofauna density depends on distance of its occurrence from
ants nests. The litter-soil macrofauna is the most limited
by Formica polyctena. and to a smaller degree by l.2...~ ~·
Impact oz .!:,. pratensis is more differentiated spatially and
thus more difficult to define. It is mainly directed to small
phytophages and to small 1itter zoophages. whereas F. polyctena
main1y limits saprophages and .!,. rufa a different food group
the zoophages. The dominant species of macrofauna are the
most strongly 1imitead. Furthermore, i t was observed that small
ants (Tetramorium. Mymica) are more numerous in the neighbourhood of ant-nests of Formica species in the soil layer, whereas on the surface of the forest floor mobility of these insects

increaseswith the distance from

~ica

a:'l't:.-nests.

Results of investigations on justifjcation of using
the larger ants to control trophic levels in communities of
soil macrofauna do not indicate that representatives of
Formica species would influence an increase of population
density of big saprophages in litter or mineral soil by
limiting the population o~ epiqeic predators, such as Carabidae.
Within the area of the anta' influence tl1eir impact on macrofauna is of a total character. Soil saprophages are also
subject to their influence: at adult stage ~hey become viccims
of species of Formica genus. It may be assumed that in the
presence of ants there occum a change of one group of nonspecialized predators into another. In addition to what has
been said above, the range of ants. even tho~e artificially
colonized. is too small in relation to the area of a forest
stand to expect that their presence would radically change
biological activity in the Ap accumulation horizon.
However, the knowledge of structure and function of
forest biocenoses is too scanty to state that the discussed
studies of trophic and competition interrelationship of soil
and epigeic macrofauna have exhausted all the possibilities
of ants use for zooamelioration purposes. On account of
specific differenti~tion of Formica species, the distribution
of various taxa of macrofauna seems to indicate that the
presence of this group of insects favourably affects multiplication of directions of dry matter transfer in poorly
differentiated habita~s such as newly afforested l.ands. The
complexity of the matter circulation may. in turn, exert a
stabilizing influence on the functioning of these ecoloqical
systems.
It can te concluded that, although the processes of
macrofauna communities restablishment and shapinq of spatial
and time structures cf its numerous functional groups are
long-term processes, there seem to exist high possibilities
of their controlling and acceleratinq adequate technical
procedures. including zooamelioration ones. The purpose of
such activity would be to create conditions for correct
circulation of bioqenes in the environment of afforested
arable land throuqhout the whole life cycle of new forest.
An additional aspect of the pbyto- and zooamelioration
measures discussed dbove are the enrichment and activation
of microorganisms. includinq the species antagonism to root
polypores and creating the conditions for the occurrence of
nJmerous valuable compounds of forest entomocenosis connected

with wild blackberry. '.rhe production of ecological systems
similar to those in forest sites would mark a significant
progress on the way to reestablishment of natural habitats
on afforested arable landi this would not, however, solve
the ecological problems which accompany total clearing of
pine stands.
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EFFECTS OF FIRE ON SOIL FAUNA IN NORTH AMERICA
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INTRODUCTION
In forest soils the vast majority of the invertebrates live in
the surface organic layers, or forest floor. Thf s floor, censist1ng
primarily of leafy material from the trees, is divided tnto three
layers. From the surface down these are: the L (litter) layer recently fallen material still intact; the ~ (fennentatton) 1ayer broken and partiall1 decomposed material• and the H (humus) layer material so far decomposed that its origin is not evident. Of these
layers, the L, which 1s loose in structure and thus usually quite
dry, affords the most inhospitable environnent fn the floor for invertebrates and few are found there. The lower layers, toward the
mineral soil, are more co111pact and moist, and many animals are found
in these F and H layers. especially the latter which lies directly
above the mineral soil. In the mineral sofl the density of animals decreases with depth from the surface. The vertical distribution of
mites and collembolans can be illustrated from data collected in a
loblolly pine (Sipus taeda L.) forest in the Southeastern ilnited
States (Metz an arrl'ir";'""1973). The percentages of these aPimals in
the L, F, and H organic layers and the 0-1, 1-2, and 2-3 cm of mineral
soil were 2. 34, 48, 9. 4, and 3, respectively.
The forest floor is involved in all forest fires and 1n fact
practically all fires beg1n in th1s part of the forest. There are
two general types of forest fires. W11J fires are caused by man, unintentionally or maliciously, and by lightning. Prescribed fires are
those set by man to achieve a cettain purpose - create a seedbed for
a nt?ll generation of trees, kill young trees of certain species which
are not wanted in the forest, or to reduce the fuel so that if a w11d
fire occurs there will be less biomass 1n the forest to burn and thus
damage will be kept to a minimum. Since prescribed fires are carefully controlled by man they are often called controlled fires. The
control consists of having fire lanes around the area to be burned.
burning when the wind and humidity are just right, and when the
moisture conte~t of the floor is such that only part of it will burn.
Since fire 1s ~ relatively economical procedure for achieving certain
desired objectives in the forest 1t is being used more and more 1n
the USA. Of course, if standards for air and water q~a11tycannot be
met. its use ~ decrease in the future.
The

Any fire in the forest is going to t.ill some soil invertebrates.
of damage is related directly to the amount of heat gener-

ex~ent

ated. In addition to killing animals directly and indirectly. fire
changes the conmunit.Y structure. A fire severe enough to consur.~
most of the forest floor can producP a food shortage for camivorou!i
as well as phytophagous animals.
Wildfires often occur when the forest floor 1s dry. Under
these conditions the floor is completely reduced to ashes and all thP.
invertebrates tn the floor. except those that fly away. ar~ killed.
Since much heat ts generated under such conditions, inany of the
animals in the surface layers of the mineral soil are also killed.
A well executed fire consumes only the surface layer of
needlP.s and leaves; that 1s, the L and part of the F l~er. Since
most f ~vertebrates inhabit deeper. wetter layers, relatively fp~ are
killed.

Effects of fire on the forest ecosystem have been ~tudied for
many years 9 but most effort has been concerned with the vegetation,
primarily trees. Although work on fire and the soil fauna has been in
progress for some time. there is still a paucity of research results.
REVIEW OF SPECIFIC RESEARCH
Some work has been done wi~h various insects that spend but a
part of their life cycle in th! forest floor or mineral soil.
Fires in Australia, both prescribed and wild. reduce the ,apulat1ons of stick insects (p:1asmatids) to a very low level if the forest
floor is completely consumed. Both nymphal and adult stages are
affected, and the burning has a long tenn depressing effect on populations (Campbell. 1961). Beetle populations fn an area of shrub steppe
vegetation in southeastern Washington that had been burned by a wildfire were examined and compared with the populations of an unburned
area. Of the four species studied, all were found in both areas. but
the populations of two species were significantly reduced by burning
(Rickard. 1970).
The effect of burf ng o.4 ha (1-acre) plots on the invertebrate
component of grassland 1n Ohio was brief. and populations were back to
nonnal in 3 months. Samplfng was done by the vacuum method. and so few
soil fauna species were involved (Bulan and Barrett. 1971). In a study
of this type, swiall plots and the mobility of the insects sampled could
have masked the effects of the burning. Beetle populations f n Florida
pine forests that had been burned annually were compared to those fn
grass that had not been burned for 10 or more years. Of the total
number of carabf ds trapped. 85 percent were taken in the unburned plots
(Harris and Whitcomb. 1974). In New JersP.y, the distribution of the
periodical cicadas (~gicicada spp.) was studted in 1902 and in 1970.
In the 1970 study. the insects had disappeared from many of the locations where they were found earlier. Disappearance was attributed to
dastraction of forests. forest fires. and urbanization (Sch~itt, 1974).
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Prescr~bed f1re can be used as a san1tatfon measure fn the forest
(Miller. 1978). The reel pine cone beetle (Conaphthorus resinosue
Hopkins) destroys the cones of red pfne (~fnus resfnosa Aft.) and
greatly reduces seed production. The adu ts of the beetles spend the
wf nter months 1n the forest floor and burning during thf s perfod
sreatly reduced or eliminated the damage caused by the insect. In
Michigan the maple leaf cutter (Paraclemensia acerifolfella (Fitch))
reduces the leaf area of sugar maple ~ sacchirum Marsh) and thus
causes a decr~1~e tn flaw of the sap ~fn maple syrup production.
Pre~cribed fire ktlls the pupae while they are in the forest floor.
Pupal mortality was nearly 90 percent and was higher than ehemical control percentage obtained by other workers using Carbaryl (Simons et
al., 1977).

For what might be called the •·true sofl fauna", that ts. those
animals whfch spena nearly a11 of their lives in the organic or mineral so11 lil)'ers, practtcally all studies show th~ animals are decreased
fn nllilber b1 fire. These findings are world wide as evidenced b,y work
'" many countries outside the USA.
In Austri•, mftes, the most cOD1110n soil organisms collected,
were less abundant fn burned areas (Jahn •nd Schimitschek, 1950). In
the coniferous forest of northern Sweder more mites were found fn unburned than burned forest floor, but the ~uthor ascribed the difference
to nonnal varfatfon fn their population (Forsslund, 1961).
In Ftnland, clearcutting forests that had a thf ck raw humus
layer and the~ burning the areas a 1ear later greatly reduced the population of orfbatid mftes. Five years after the burn the oribatfds
stfll 5howad no sfgn of recovery (Karpp1nen. 1975i Huhta et al •• 1967.
1969). After w11dffres swept through Pfnus radfata plantations in
Australia, the soil fauna were exmnined on sites thst had been lightly
and severely burned. The populations 1n the severel1 burned areas
were lower than 1n lightly burned areas (French and
Kefrle. 1969). In canada, the density of soil fauna was found to be
decreased fn both the forest floor and surface 5 fn. of mineral sof 1
2 years after a slash burn (Vlug and Bor~en, 1973). "Fuel reduction ff"resn of even low fntensfty fw Australian dry forests caused
substantial mortality of soil fauna fn both the forest floor and
surface soil. Or. these sftes ft was estimated that ft t«>uld take fran
2 to 6 years for the fauna populations to return to a prefire level
(Leonard, 1977).
A prescribed ffra in western Australia (Bornan1ssza. 1969) eltmfnated all organtsms from the forest floor and 85 percent fn the upper
5 cm of mineral sofl. Two o~ three years after the fire the insect
fauna recovered fully, but mites, especially or1bati~s. required 4 or
5 years for populations to return to nomal. The influence of prescribed burning on sof 1 fauna under two species of ~YP..tlil was
studied in Australia (Sprfngett, 1976). The unburned plots hAd 6 tfmes
the number of animals per untt area. and 1.5 times the number ~f
spec1es, when compared to the burned plots. Only large animals such
as spiders, pill bugs, arv.I mi111pedes. which cou1d be identified w1th4,52
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out magnification were tabulated. The author also states that a decrease in the number of species and population density was still
evident at the end of the prescribed burning rotation, presumably
5 to 7 years. but presents no data on the subject. In burned and
unburned Australian eucalypt forests, ant fauna were intensively
studied (Majer, ~978) Animals were collected in pitfall traps.
Even though lllC're ants were collected on the unburned than on the
burned plots Majer found that both areas were "characterized by a
i119h ant species richness and moderate ant equitab11fty".
Earlf~st work in the USA o~ effects of fire on soil fauna was
done in the longleaf pine (Pinus palustrfs Mill.) region of the
South (Heyward and Tissot. ~. Stands that had been protected
from fire for at least 10 years were compared with stands on similar
sails that ha~ been burned frequently. In this stu~y. the larger
animals were sorted by hand and the smaller ones were extracted
with funnels. Although no statistical tests were made ft was obvious, from the large differences found, that f;re depletes the
fauna.

An indirect estimate was made of the larger fauna by counting tmles at least 1.27 cm (1/2 1n.) in diameter on numerous spots
on each study. This was done clearing away all organic mater~al
and exposing the mineral soil. In general about 10 times as many
holes were noted on the nonburned plots as on the burned ones, and
thP.se holes were attributed to beetles and small mammals. Holes
smaller than 1/2 in. were ignored because many were disturbed when
the organic layers were removed and it was felt the count would be
inaccurate. Five times as many animals ranging in size from mites
to millipedes were found in the organic layer on ~be nonburned plots
and 11 times as many in the surface 5.08 cm (2 in.) of mineral soil
as on the burned plots. Of the animals counted. about 85 percent
were mites or collembolans.
From 1937 throuah 1941, a stand of loblolly pine in North
Carolina was burned each year, and an adjacent stand of trees, not
burned, was use~ as a control (Pearse. 1943). Area samples covering
3.25 sq. m. (36 sq. ft) were taken, and the material was sorted by
hand and identified with no magr.ification. The control plot contained about 3 times as many animals as the burned one. In both
~lots, ants made up over half of the animals collected.
Prairie fires in Illinois reduced the population~ of both soil
fauna and surface 'nsects (Rice, 1932). As in some other studies,
ants were often found in greater numbers on burned than on unburned
areas.
About a year after a major fire swept through the Pine Barrens
of New Jersay, bumed and nonburned sites were sampled for soil fauna
(Buffington, 1967). Animals were separated from the substrate in
liquid and no magnification was used - hence mites, collembaians and
similar sized animals were not counted. Buffington found that both numbers of taxa and numbers of individuals were significantly less 1n the burned
4.5J
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over 're~. Our further evaluatfon of hfs data sho~s that fire usually
caused reduct1"ns in the tndtces of cOr.111unity structures of macroarthropods of the Pine Barrens (Table I).

TABLE 1. Detail of cormiunity structure* of mdcroarthropods
fran the New Jersey Pine Barren. burned and unburned sites {Calculated from data of Buffingto~
1967)
H'
rm~
Species
Spec
es
Dtversity Richness
(loge)
Cloeei
Total macroarth,opods
Unburned
Burned

.JI

Species
E<iuitabf11t.Y

2.3730

6.1865

?..0464

4.4428

.6309
.6209

Unburned
Burned

2.0429
1.8593

1.9352
2.5813

.7741
.6702

Unburned
Burned

2.0885

2.8237
1.4427

1.0000

Ants

Spiders
.6932

.9509

*H• 1after Shannc~ and Weaver. 1963). rma {after Margalef, 1958).
J' after Pielou, 1969)
Species divers1fa', richness and equitab111ty (with one exception) were
all lower fn burned areas. Most of the change in diversity was caused
by reduction of the richness component; equ1tab11i'ta'. as the other
cmnJA)nent of diversity, was affected vary little by fire. Ants appea~ed
to be least severely affected. with 2 species, Fonnica fusca L. and
Leptothorax oergandei Emery, appearing more abundant in the burned
than in the unburned areas. About 95 percent of the organisms
co 11 ected were a&•ts.
The cC11111unity structure of soil microarthropods (e.g •• mites and
collanbolans) from the New JerslU' Pine Barrens also reflected the
effects of fire frequency of the sites theY inhabit (D1ndal. 1979). Six
vegetative sites with various histories of burning were sampled and three
tndicies of the conmu"ity structure of microarthrc,pads were detenn1ned
(Figure 1). Group diversity was highest tn the pitch pine lowlands and
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Figure 1. Ind1c1es of conmun1ty structure of soil m1croarthropods of
the New Jersey Pine· Barrens: AJ Group (order-suborder) Diversity.
Bi Group Richness, C) Group Equ1tab111ty
the hardwood swamps which have the lowest frequency of ground-soil substrate fire (Figure lA). Also 1n agreement with ear11er findings of
Metz and Dindal (1975). dtvers113' was least 1n sites burned annually.
Considering Figure 18 and c. group richness. in general, appeGre~ to
be the most important component detenning the relative diversity
levels. Wt !::h the exception of annual burn sites. group equitab111ty
4SS

remained a rather constant diversity component, changing very little
from site to site.
That the effect of fi!"e is often tr·ansitory on son fauna
populations is evident from work in northern Idaho (Fe111n and Kennedy,
1972). They sampled prescribed burns 1. 2, and 3 years old and fou11d
that 2 yr and 3 yr old burns had 2.3 and 7.7 times, respectively, as
many animals as the 1 yr old burns. Most of the animals recovered
were Coleoptera.
The influence of prescribed burning on nematode populations was
studied in the pine forests of Louisiana (Harrison a~d Murad, 1972).
One plot had been burned annually sine~ 1915 and the control had r.ot
been burned since 1912. It was found that the •.otal nematode populations differed sign1f1cant1y between the plots. The unburned one
yielded significantly greater numbers of larvae and total popula~ions
1n 17 of the 24 mos they sam~led. No significant difference between
plots was noted for adults.
Mesofauna were s~ud1ed in loblolly pine i~ ~he Southeastern
Coastal Plain of the United States on unburned, annua11y burqed, and
periodically burned plots (Metz and Farri~r. 1973). The latter are
burned every 4 or 5 yrs which is t~e general practice for prescribed
burning fn the South. The r.umber of animals recovered from the unburned and periodic burned areas d1d not differ stgntf1cantly but they
both had significantly more animals than did the annually burned areas.
Since the periodic plots were sampled about 4 yrs after being ~urned
this period indicates the time tt takes for them to recover. Of th2
animals collected in the above study 83 percent were mites and 11 percent were collembolans. Since taxon:xny work on c~llembolans ts further
along than mite ta~onom,y it was decided to further analyze the results
of the above for ~he collembolans at the species level (Metz and Dtndal,
1975; Dindal and Metz. 1978). We found ~hat burning, both ann~al and
periodic. increases the species diversity of the collembolans in the
F-H. the ~-1, and 1-2 an layers. We also found that the general
Lep1dOGYrtus and Tullben11a are represented on all sites and are generally associated with each other or with burned site conditions.
Pernaps the differences in species that are found tn these two genera
~re indicative of similar niches being filled und•r slightly different
microhabttat conditions.
Not only are 1ndtv1dua1 COllembolan species sensitive or tolerant

to the acttori of fire, but also 1nterspecif1c assoc1ations exhibit like

sens1t1v1ttes and tolerances. Comparing responses 1""0DI the control to
the most st!'f!ssed site, there are reductions tn thP. frequency of negative tnterspec1ftc associations rangfng from 36 percent to o. Althaugh
the numerical c~mplexfty and number of associations are reduced by
periodic burning some semblQnce of order within the CDlllll~ntty ts retained. However. major reductions, as seen on annu~l burn sites.
could have dramatic effects on negativa feedback loops and CG11111unity
stability. Therefore, ft appears that fire can ceuse shifts for and
against ce~tatn species and assocfatfons of Collembola, thus modi~y1ng their total conmun1ty structures (Dtndal and Metz, 1977).

Apparently, moderate use of fire, such as prescribed burning
every 4 or 5 yrs. does net pennane~tly damage the so11 fauna. The
great recuperative powers of these animals seem to overcome such
temporary setbacks.
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EXPERIMENTAl STUDY OF THE DIRECT EFFECT OF LITTER
BURNING ON SOIL MICROAR'fHROPODS IN A DECIDUOUS
TEMPERATE FOREST
Guy Vannier
Mus1um Natr11nnl d'Hutoirt Nalurrllr

fmncr

,

We have used an improved dry funnel extractor to
carry out an experimenta 1 study of the direct effect of
litter burning on soil micro~rthropods which are made up
of mites and springtails. The material is the same one as
compared to the automatic extractor used in the dynamic
study of microarthropod behaviout· towards soil water
evaporation (VANNIER, 1970). The principle of the model
resides in measurement of water loss, using a recordi11g
balance, conducted with rectangular slabs of soil covered
with original intact litter layer and placed into a sieve,
and in periodic collection of animals by an automatic
fraction collector (Fig. 1).
time :

Two kinds of analysis were undertaken at the same

1 - Temperature distribution at three ~evels in
the soil sample (litter, soil surface, and 2-5 cm deep).
and mass transfer evolution made up of water evaporation
by natural convection and loss of mat~er due to combustion.
2 - Analysis of the animal fal I out in successive
collecting vessels at two hours int~rvals.
Twin soil samples {20 x 10 x 2.5 cm) were taken from
Oak forest, one to"be used as control, tne other for litter
burning er.periment. Air conditions around th~ sa~ples
were maintained at 20°C and 70% R.H. Extraction took
13.5 days.
Ignition occured after four hours of extraction.
The heat of the bijrning litter rose the temperature about
480°C no longer thar. about ten seconds, but at the
soil surface and at 2.5 ~ra deep there was a very little
rise in temperat1re for a s~Jrt while, respectively from
16°C to 45°C, and frorn 15°C to 2o~c. It followed that
animals were not a great deal disturbed in the burned
sample.
Epigeous forms like Sminthuridae and Entomobr/ida~
Collembolans have shown a little increa~e in their activity,

Figure 1. - Schematic diagram of material for analysing
the direct effect of litter burning on soil
microarthropods.
(1. - Beam scales recording continuously the weight
of soil sample ; 2. - Oak litter ; 3. - Sieve containing
a rectangular slab of soil (20 x 10 x 2.5 cm) .: ove :·ed·
with original intact litter layer (mesh 2 mm) ; 4. - Probes
measuring temperature distribution : litter, soil surface
ani 2.5 cm deep ; 5. - Recorder ; 6. - Funnel with steep
sides ; 7. - Automatic fraction collector recovering
microarthrop~ds fall out at two hours intervals ; 8. Timer.)
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but endogeous forms like Isotomidae, PoduroMorpha Collembolans and Oribatid mites were less affected by the prescribed
burning. Thirty minutes after ignition, 15% of Sminthuridae
left the soil sample, and 10% of Entomobr~idae, compared
to only 1.5% of Mesostigmata, 1.1~ of Ori ate1 and 0.9% of
Isotomidae.
Two hours later after ignition, the motor ac~ivity
of all soil animals, expressed in terms of probability for
an individual leaving the sa~ple, rapidly diminished to
attain low values in each group, as long as the moisture
was available within the soil. When soil moist~re content
decreased beyond 24S (pF 4.2 perrnane~t wilting point) for
Collembolans and 16~ (pF Sj for Oribatid ~ites, motor
activity increased abruptly until fall-out was completed
after 300 ho~rs when extraction ended (see concept of
water accessi~ility for soil ~icroarthropods in VANNIER,
1~70).

However no significant differences existed between
two soil samples, one used as control, the other subjected
to litter burning, in terms of the number of individuals
in each zoological.group (table 1). Due to heterogenous
distrib~tion of an mals within soil, there were more
individuals in the treated sample than in the control,
except fo~ ~esostigmata and Sminthuridae, as it is shown
in the following table :

SOIL
MI CROARTHRL'POOS

COUNT IN
CONTROL SAMPLE

COUNT I:\l
SAMPLE

BUR~ED

OF!IBATEI
MESOSTlGMATA
NEELIPLEONA
SM!NTHURIDAE
POr.UROMORPHA
I SOTOMIDAE
ENTuMOBRYIDAE

1,061
85·'t

213

1I2f ~
706
13
45
24
315
268

Total

2,524

2,625

9

66
12
309

When considering population structure of a litterdwelling species as Sminthurinus si~natus {Collembola,
Sminthuridae), it was possible to s ow the actual damage
caused by the litter fire. The first-instar juveniles that
hatched fro~ eggs and sexually mature fema~s were drastically affected, whereas the litter-fire halved their
numbers. Reversely the number of other instars (2d and 3d
instar juveniles, sub-adult males and females, ~ature males)
did not differ significantly.
For further informations on related subjects, see
VANNIER, G. (l970l. - Reactions des microarthropodes du
sol aux va~iations de l'@tat hydrique d~ sol. Techniques
relatives a l'extract1on des ~rthropodes du sol. Editions
du CNP.S, Paris, scrie PBI-RCP 40, 320 pages. and VANNIER,
G. (1970). - Etude experimentale de l'effet immediat du feu
de litiere sur les microarthropodes d'un sol forestier.
Bull. Mus. natn. Hist. nat. 1 Paris, 3e seriu, N° 519,
sept-oct., 42 : 51-63.
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EFFECT OF THE ANNUAL BURNINGS ON TESTACEA OF TWO
KINDS OF SAVANNAH IN IVORY COAST
Marie-Madeleine

Co~teaux

Miu("m N11llonal tl"H11lorir Nal11rrllr
Frnr.•r

The Tropical Ecology Station at Lamto (Ivory Coa!~~
has been the center of integrated studies on all the loc~l
ecusystem types. The a~alytical approach has been an
energetic evaluation o~ primary production and animal
consumption (LA~OTTE, 1977) within the framework ~f the
I.8.P.

The effect of the fire on the The:aP1oebian fauna
Deen analysed in other countries : ~etropolitan Franc~
and French f,uiana (COUTEAUX, 197fia, 1977 and 1979; BETS':.~
and al., 1979) in case of accidental, punctual burnings
in the time and followed by more or less long spell durir.~
what the biotop tries to find again its stability.
~as

The characteristics of the burnt savannas of Lamtr
consists in the fact that the t.urning is voluntary provo~ed
each years, at the end of January, that is in the ~idst
the dry season and that the populations have only one ye~r
of respite before the next perturbation.
A quant.itive study of Testacea of two savanna
ecosystems at Lamto wa5 !'lade on samples taken in April 1974.

I - DESCRIPTION OF TP.E BIOTOPS
Two sampling plots were 1Gcated in a savanna, called
"Savane du Rocher" which has few trees (Bora~sus aet~iopum}
and lies on tropical ferruginous so)l. The microbiological
activity of these soils is low (POCHON and BACVAROV, 1973 ;
~AMBELLI and al., 1973).
The sampling areas are located on : a transect extending from table-land savanna to the forest. The herbaceous
covering of the upland savanna is dominated by Hyparrhenia
chrysar~irea, H. diplandra and Androrogon schirensis. The
transec continues through a second savanna type do~n the
slope with Loudetia simSlex on a hydromo~phic soil with
pseudogley. Here the hy rous syste~ is particularly evident
since, in the dry season, a single heavy sho~er is sufficient
to inundate it. In the rainy season the water-table is on
the ground surface. The transec~ ends ~ith a ~allery-forest
whi;h extends along the marigot.
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The annual burning gives a characteristic appearence
The herbous covering consists of well defined
cf which, after fire, only burnt stalks remain.
Between the tussocks there is bare earth where, at the
beginning of the rainy season, the surface of the soil i!
eroded on the table-land and on the slope. When the sampling
carriea out, three months after the fire, the tussocks of
Hiparrhenia and Loudetia were green but the roots were a
little bared and burnt trails were still very evident.
to

th~ savan~a.
~rass tusso~ks

II - TECHNIQUE
.
In each st~tion, ten core sample~ were taken with
a borer of 660 mm . At the distributional scale of the
Protozoa such an area of soil surface is liable to contain
several communitie!. In the s3vanna, one half of the
samples were bored in the tussocks and t~e other in the
bare soil. The cores were divided into two horizontal
layers 1,5 cm thick. In the tussocks, the level upperlayer
a consisted of the surface litter and stem bases and the
level b was bored in the root ~at.

•

The animal population density of the surface layer
can ~e estimated by the technique of suspensiLn-dilution
of a fixed stained sample ( COUTEAUX, 1975 ).
The biomasse can be calculated with respect to the
volume of the liv1ng cells (COUTEAUX, 1976b, 1978~.
Diversity was calculated using

Margalef'~

I~dex.

II I - RESULTS

A - Total density of the populations
The two principle characteristics of this
rrotozoan fauna is their low numerical abundance as well
as the number of species in the comm~nity. Mean popula~ior
dens1t;es were : 2,46 1;v;ng ;ndividuals per mm2 representing
17 species in the savanna at Hy~arrhenia ; 2.38 per mm2
and 18 species in the savanna a Loudetia.
B - Jnfluence of the depth (Table I)

Bare soil
H~J?arrhenii\ Tussocks
Savanna at • Bare soil
Loudetia
Tussocks

Savanna at

--

TABLE I

a
0,92
1,52
0,58

b
0,79
1.70

a + b
1,71

0,33

o .~n

1,66

2,19

3,85

Numerical abundance ?er mm 2
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Ther~ is no evidence of differences between the two
levels of the soil cores. Indeed, in the savanna at
Hyearrhenia, 1,22 ind1viduals per mm2 has been found,
on the surface and 1,25 per mm2 in the depth ; in the
savanna at Loudetia 1,12 per mm2 on the surface and 1,26
per mm2 in the depth. The paucity of the substratum in
organ;c matter explains this uniformity of the vert;cal
distribution.

C - Influcence of the roots (Table I)
The influence of the roots is more evident. The
density in the tussocks reaches 3,22 living ;ndividuals per
~m2 ih the savanna at Hyparrhenia and 3,88 per mm2 in the
savanna at Loudetia whereas, on bare soil, it r~aches
1,71 per ~mZ in the savanna at H~~arrhenia and 0,91 per
~m2 in the savanna at loudetia.
6 roots constitute,
indisputably, a more significant biotop for the Testacea.
Several factors may contribute to the biological activity
"f this region :
1) the higher content of nutrient elements
2 ) thP. protection from fire
3) these ~ic~ohabitats are not affected by
erosion
4) the microclimates are favourable and protected ag~inst dessication.
The bare soil is colonized by the populations which
live in tussocks but this colonization is arrested periodically by the successive perturbations of fire o~ erosion.
This explains the low likelihood that the populations
reach equilibrium densities and the fact that rnly a few
pionneer species occupying these habitats. Un~er the~e
cond it i 0113 a fine interactive community wi 11 not be established.
D - ihe empty tests
The proportions of the living and empty tests
is of ;nterest since it indicates, to ~ome extent, the
speed of the population turnover. In the biotopes where
the degradation is fast, tha proportion of e~~ty tests
is low. In the savanna at Hyp~rrher.ia, it is very high
and a little lower in the savanna ~Loudetia. The hi3h
values are correlated with the e~fect of the fire because
the l:ving individuals are kill~d a~d it does not damage
the majority of the empty test.s. Therefore the production
of empty tests by the action of fire is more important
than in a normal biotope ~ithout for al1 that, implicating
the speed of their elimin~tion.

. ~.... ---~

The sourr.e of the empty tests is as often as not
local, any tests come from next microbiotopes carryed away
by the wind or the run-off.
E - Biomass (Table Ii)
a

a +

b

b

Savanna at
Hiearrhenia

Bare son

0,14

O,G4

0'18

Tussocks

0,11

0,08

0,19

Savanna at

Bare son

0,05

0,02

0,07

Loudetia

Tussocks

0,33

0,66

0,99

TABLE II : Biomass (kg per ha)
The total bi~mass reaches 0,183 kg per ~a 1n the
savanna at Hy~arrhenia and 0,532 kg per ha in tne savanna
at Loudetia. hese values are low in comparison with
the other animals. In the savanna at Hyparrhenia, there
is almost no difference between the tussocks and the
bare soil whereas, in the savanna at Loudetia, the biomass
in the tussocks reaches almost l kg per ha even though,
between the tussocks, there are negligibl~ protozoan
population densities.
F - Diversity (Table III)
b

Savanna at
H~earrhenia

Savanna at
Loudeti:

Bare soi. Tussocks

total

2, 10

1,31

1,12

2,30

2,50

2,48

l,o4

1,51

1,82

2~98

TABLE III : Diversity

(~argalef's

index)

The diversity, calculbted with the Margalef's
Index is low in the both savannas. It is, in general,
hi~her en the surface and in the tussocks and, on all
the populations, in the savanna at Loudetia than in the
savanna at Hyparrhenia.

IV - DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the both savannas. ressemblances exist at the
level of the structural characteristics of the communities
the numbe~ of species, individuals, biomass anc diversity.
In all the parameters the tussocks are higher than th~
Dare soil. It seems that tha structural characteristics of
the savanna protozoan species a~semblage are principally
determined by the low nutrient status of the soils and
their morphological instability.
It is known that exposed biotopes are not favourable
for the Testacea (COUTEAUX, 1976c) because they offer little
protection and are liable to intense evaporation from the
superficial layers ~here the Testacea are living. It might
be expected that the hydrous system would be accountable for
this effect as studies on the water-table in the forest of
Senart (France) have shown (COUTEAUX. 1976d). But this
extreme low local abundance must be attributed to another
factor. Indeed it has been shown, in France and in French
r,uiana (COUTEAUX, 1976a, 1977 and 1979 ; BETSCH and al .•
1979) that the fire entirely destroys the Thecamoebiiil
fauna in the first centimetres of the soil because the
soil Protozoa a~e not capable of rapid migration to refuge
nicrohabitats. In this case. the roots of the herbous
tussocks can be considered as refuge zones from which the
bare spaces are colonized.
This phenomenon is siow however that a stable species
association is never establishPd at low population densities.
It i~. therefore, concluded that the energetic participation
of the Testacea t~ the ecosystem of burnt savanna is very
low and localised in the roots of grass tussocks.
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EFFETS A COURT TERME DE LA DEFORESTATION A
GRANDE ECHELLE DE LA FORET DENSE HUMIDl EN
GUYANE FRANCAISE SUR LA MICROFAUNE ET LA
MICROFLORE DU SOL
*J.M. Betsch, ••c. Kilbertus, .. J. Proth, •M. C. Betsch-Pinut, •M. M. CoGteaux,
•G. Vannaer and *B. Verdier
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INTRODUCTION
Devant l'ampleur du programme initialement prevu (600.000 ha en
15 a~s) de deforestat;on a des fins papetiere~ de la foret guyanaise,
la D.G.R.~.T. (Del~gation Generale a la Recherche Scientifique et
Technique - Gest;on des ressources natureiles renouvelables) a incite
4 organismes de recherches fondamentales et appliquees (C.T.F.T.,
I.N.R.A., Museum, O.R.S.T.O.M.) a effectuer une etude pluridisciplinaire
des consequences ecologiques de l'exploitation et de la transformation
~e la f~ret tropicale humide de Guyane. Cette action comporte deuY
aspects princi~aux :
·
- L'etude du recru naturel sur une parcelle experimertale
(dite "Arbocel") de 25 ha coupee a blanc en 1976 dans des conditions
identiques a celles ~e l'exploitation papetiere (180r.3/ha environ, soit
40% ae la biomasse vegetale restent sur place ; GUIRAUD, 1979) ; c'est
cet aspect qui sera developpe ici ; .
- L'etude de l'installation d'ecos}stemes simplifies
(paturage, arboriculture fruitiere, reboisement~ monospecifiques, ... )
sur 8 bassins versants associes a 2 bassins temoins (B.V.A a J, de
·
1,5 ha en moyenne) ; ces manip~lations de l'ecosysteme forestier
debute en 1978, apres deux annees d'etalonnage sous conditions
natut·el les.
La station experimentale de Guyane ~e situ:! dans la zone eq11atoriale (5°30' ~at. N ; 53° long. W) ; la pluv;osite moyenne est
estimee a 4.000 nm, avec une saison relativement s!che d'aoOt a
novernbre, la temperature moyenne etant de 28°C.
Dans la parcelle Arbocel, la couverture pedologique, sur schistps
Bonidoro, (HUMBEL, 1978) est constituee en grande partie de plate~ux
dont les sols sent a horizon humifere tres pe~ epais et a cheminement
de l'eau superficiel et lateral et de quelques bas-fonds hydromcrphes.
Le pH e~t compris generalement entre 4,3 et 5. La foret dense humide
avoisinante a une production de litiere annuelle de l'ordre de 8,5 T/hr.
(PUIG, sous presse).
METH ODES

Dans la parcelle Arbocel de 25 ha (Fig. 1),
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transects
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ont ~t~ retenus, l'un, T1 sur sols dra,nes,
l'autre, T2 en bas fond hydromorphe ; les prelevements ont
lieu a 50 ma l•interieur de la foret (temoin i - 50), a
~nm de la litiere i
l'interieur de la parcelle (+ 50) et
vers son centre (+ 300 sur T1 ; +ZOO sur T2 ). Le feu ayant
ravage des 1976 une partie de 1 'aba~is, cette situation
(tres courante en Guyane) a fait l 'objet d'une etude
•omparative en particulier en T1 + 50 NB (non brOle) et
Ti+ 50 B (brule). De m~me, il a paru utile d'etendre la
rrospection aux chemins de halage du bois par les engins
,ecani~ues (240 m/ha), mais le niveau "zero" du sol n'est
ras C:Jmparable a cehJi des autres biotopes, etant <'.on"1e
l'arrachement mecanique au cours du debardage et l •erosion
consecutive.
s~ationnels

Les prelevements pour la microfaune, la matiere
organique, la retentio" hydrique et les mesures d'activite
respiratoite ont lieu aux niveaux suivants : liti~re
(eventuellement), H1 (0-1 cm), H2 (-1-3,5 cm),H 3 (-3,5-6 cm},
H4 (-6-8,5 cm}.
Les resultats ne pouvant tous etre presentes, nous
nous sommes souvent limit~s aux comparaisons des 4 situations
les plus representatives de la parcelle, sur le transect
n° 1 (sol draine) :
- 1 : foret-tP.moin ; Ti - 50
- 2
abatis non brule ; T1 + 50 NB
- 3
abatis assez fortement brOle
Ti + 50 B
- 4
chemin de halage ; CH.
Dans les abatis non brOles~ la couverture vegetale
composee d'especes pionnieres a pousse tres rapide, essentiellement fecropia et Goupia, dtteint 4 m de hauteur deux
ans apres la coure. Sur les abatis assez fortement brules
Pt les chemins d~ halage, la vegeta~;~n etait alors
inexistante. Les ~e~perature~ enregistrees dans le sol
(exemple I - l ~m : Fig. 1) sont nettement plus elevees
dans les bioto~cs ntcou~erts que dans 1 'abatis avec recru
naturel.
RESULTATS
I

- Matiare organigue

La methode de dosage du carbone selon Anne n'etant
bien appropriee que pour des sols dont le taux ne depasse
pas 31, nous avons adopte la methode d'attaque par H2 02
a chaud, donnant le taux de matiere organique totale par
di~ference de pesee du sol sec. Cette anaiyse est completee
par une separation par flottation des il~ments figures
incompletement biodegrades surnaqea~ts et de la matiere
4?3

fig. l - A. - Situation de la parcellP experimenta~e en
Guyane Fran~aise. B. - Dispositif exp~rimental
pour l'etude de la defGrestation et des manipulations de 1 'ecosyst~me. c. - Parcel le P.xperim~ntale et situation des stations de prelevemen~s
sur les transects. D. - Coupe schematique du
transect 1. E. - Coupe schematique du transect 2.
F. - Coupe schematique du sol montrant les ~iffe
rents horizons etudies et leur profondeur. G. Courbe de temperature a -1 cm dans le sol dans les
abatis brOle et non brOle a T1 + so.
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Fig. 2 - Courbes comparatives entre les 4 situations principa 1es du taux de mati~re organique (blanc
matiere organique liee aux substances minerales,
gris : mati~re organique figuree), de 1 'humidite
actuelle
(en grise) situee par rapport a pF O,
1
pF 2,5 et pF 4,2 et de 1 'activit' resp1ratoire
tans chacun des horizons etudies.
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aux substances minerales, en particulier aux

De ces analyses, on peut tir~r les conclusions suivantes {Fig. 2 et 3) :
- les taux de m~ti~re organique sont tris eleves
pu1squ'1ls varient entre 33S et 9S dans les horizons superieurs et atteignent encore 7S dans les horizons -6-8,5 cm.
- le taux de matiere organique total decro1t
de la foret a l'abatis non brOle, puis a l'abatis brOle.
Mais cette diminution porte surtout sur les deux premiers
horizons (0 a -3,5 cm) et affe~te principalement la matiere
organique surnageante. Les taux de matiere organique liee
au~ substances minerales varient peu d'un sol a l'autre,
quel que soit le traitement subi, deux ans apr~s la
deforestation.
- les taux de matiere organique du chemin de
halage peuvent surprendre mais il faut tenir compte du
stock existant, des apports lors du debardage et par le
ruissellement. Par contre, le taux de surnageant est tres
faible en l'absence de vegetation.
- on constate un enrichissement des sols sous
couvert entre mars 1977 et avril 1978, surtout en matiere
organique surnageante qui peut provenir de la chute de
litiere des especes recolonisatrices dans 1es abatis non
brules. mais aussi d'un phenom~ne saisonnier puisqu'il
appara1t aussi en foret (les prelevements ne sont pas
exactement superposes dans le cyc~e annuel).
11 - Retention hydrigue

Les humidites actuelles des sols relevees au moment
d2s prelevements pour la m1crofaune, la microflore et
1 'activite respi~atoire ont ete comparees aux humidites de
ces memes sols soum1s sous pres~e a membrane a pF 0, pH 2~5
et pF 4,2.
La figure 1 1llustre les comportements hydriques
les 4 situations-types en sols dra;nes :
- la foret-temoin et l'abatis non br~le presentent une decroissance de l'humidite actuelle de leur sol
avec la profondeur, ce phenomena etant ev;demment tres
accentue dans 1a foret clim_cique. Les courbes d'humiditA
aux trois valeurs rifArence de pF suivent la m@me tendance.
- l'abatis brOle voit l'humidite actuelle de son
sol cro1tre avec la profondeur et ceci quel que soit le
moment de la derniAre precipitation (10 minutes ou 2 jours).
11 est remarquable que les courbes d'humid;te aux tro1s
valeurs reference de pF ne suivent pas cette tendance ;
dans les deux ho~izons superficiels, l'humidite correspond
i des pF su~erieurs a 2.s et m@me proche de 4.2 en surface.
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co~paratives de l'evolution du taux de
organique et de l'activite respiratoire
des sols entre mars 1977 et avril 1978, en foret
temoin et dans un abatis.

Fig. 3 - Courbes
mati~re
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- le chemin de halage presente une humidite
croissant avec la profondeur, mais qui est ici en accord
avec 1es courbes aux troi s va 1eurs reference de p F.
III - Microfaune du sol
1 - Thecamoebiens
L'echantillonnage a perte en 1977 sur l'abatis
T1 + 300 B (5) et les abatis non brDles T1 + ~00 NB
sans litiere (B) et avec litiere (9), et en 1978 sur les
stations 1, 2 et 3 (voir figure 1).
Quatorze esp~ces ou varietes ont ete trouvees sous
forme d'individus vivants dans les stations indiquees :
Centropyxis ~-(1), Cyclopyxis kahli (2), Euvlypha laevis
(1), Eu~lf~ha rotunda var. roinor {ou E. caps1osa ou [.
h{alina), Hyalos~henia subflav~ (50 µm ; 9), H. subflava
( 00 ~m ; 9), lf: sub lava (135 µm ; 2), Nebela mi1itaris (9),
Phr~~anella acropodia (1,5, 8, 9), P. acropodia var penarrli
(1, , Trinema com~lanatum (9), T. enchelys (9), T. grande
(1,9), T. 1ineara 9).
L'estimation de 13 densite svr 2 cm de profondeur
varie entre 1,14 et 21,49 individus vivants au mm2, la
biomasse de 0,12 a 1,71 kg/ha.
L'abatis non brOle oO, de plus, la litiere est en
place est le biotope le plus riche tant pour le nombre
d'especes que pour le nombre d'individus. Sur la base
des donnees preliminaires dont nous disposons actuellement,
il n'y a pas de difference significative entre ce type
d'ab3tis et la forlt-timo1n. La couverture de litiere et,
pour 1978, la recolonisation par les Cecropia conferent
a ce biotope un cara~tere abrite qui s'apparente a un
milieu forestier (COUTEAUX, 1979).
Par c'ntre, en abatis brule, les niveaux de surface
sont dapourvus de Thecamoebiens. Cet effet nifaste du feu,
deja observe en France et en Cote d'Ivoire (COOTEAUX, div.
publ.), intervient par l 'elevation de la temperature, la
modification'chimique du milieu, l'erosion des couches
superficielles qui sont les seules a abriter des Thecamoebiens et la modification de la dispunibilite hydrique.
Il existe environ 3 fois plus de theques vides que
d'individus vivants. Cettc proportion, faible par rapport
i ce qui a ett trouvP en foret temperee humide ou en savane
troµicale (COUTEAUX 1 div. Publ.), peut temoigner d'u~
turn-over plus rapide.
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du sol

Les resultats quantitatifs globaux concernent une
reriode sensiblement identique au cours des annees 1977 et
1978 (en pleine saison des pluies) ou les populations sont
a leur effectif et a leur diversite maxima. Les autres
~relevements, en aoOt ou novembre, ne montrent pas de
nodification spectaculaire de ces deux donnees (environ
oOS des effect1fs maxima) .

.

- Effectifs globaux :
La figure 4,A donne le niveau des populations de
dans les 4 horizons etudies et
litiere, 20 mois apres la coupe
a blanc de la foret. Les deux types de foret-temoin, et,
dans une mesure a peine moindre, l'abatis non brule sur
sol hydromorphe, renfer~ent des populations nombreuses a
Jlrt:=sque tousles niveaux du profil (a remarquer que les
chiffres ne donnent pas une bonne idee de la biomasse dans
la litiere oQ la taille des individus est nettement plus
forte que dans le sol). Taus les autres sols ayant subi un
traitement presentent des populations peu nombreuses ;
l'abatis fortement brOle n° 3 est meme totalement depourvu
de faune dans son horizon superieur.

~icroarthropodes du sol
~ventuellement, dans la

L'evolution des effectifs de l'abatis non brQle n° 2
entre mars 1977 (litiere au sol provenant des arbres
abattus) et avril 1978 (litiere de Cecropia et Goupia,
du recru naturel) montre une stabilite numerique des
populations dans la litiere mais une chute tres marquee
des effectifs dans le sol (Fig. 4, B). De meme, l 'abatis
brule n° 5 voit sa population se reduire deux ans apres
la co~pe a blanc.
A cette diminution tres forte des ~ffectifs s'ajoute
une diversite tres reduite des groupes zoologiques representes dans les zones manipulies.
- Rapport

Acar;ens/Collemboles :

Ce rapport, generalement util;sA pour un sol total
(cf. en particulier MALDAGUE, 1961). est en realite tres
variable selon les hor;zons du sol. La f;gure 4, C montre
que ca rapport presente une courbe ascendante assez voisine
dans les deux types de for~t-temoin, mais aussf dans l'abatis
non brQle sur sol dra;ne, et, avec une amplitude b1en
noindre, dans l'abatis non brOle sur sol hydromorphe; les
deux abat1s non brOles, qui constituent la modification la
rnoins accusee de l'ecosysteme, suivent done assez bien les
caracteristiques des sols des formations climac1ques. Tous
les autres sols manipules pr@sentent des courbes non
interpretables actuellement.

._

..

- Analyse globale des Collembcles
Devant l 'impossibilite de deter~iner au n;veau spec1fique un nombre suffisant d'especes de Collemboles (par
manque de travaux systematiques exhaustifs), nous avons
ap~lique le crite~e differentiel d'ODUM aux 5 grands grou~es:
Neelipleones, Symphypleones, Poduromorphes, lsotomides et
Entomobryens. Les relations entre les stations comparees
deux a deux sont mises en evidence, de m~me Que leur evolution relative entre mars 1977 et avril 1978. L'analyse ~·a
ete effectuee que pour la litier~ et les deux premiers horizons (Fig. 4, O, E et F} ; en-dessous, la faiblcsse des
effectifs ne permet pas d'obtenir de resultat representatif.
Les deux types de for~t-temoin sont @virlemment ~ien
lies, surtout dans la litiere ; dans le sol, le caract~rc
assez hydromorp~e de la station 6 se repercut~ iUr les
valeurs du lien ; le leger rapprochement dans le temps semble
dQ a la phenologie du cljmat un pe~ differente en i978.
En ce qui concerne les zones modifiees, il faut remarquer immediaternent l'iso1ement total de 1 'abatis fortement
brOle (3 ; sauf a partir de H2 , mais avec eioignement) et
du chemin de halage (4) ; l'abatis non brOl~ sur sol draine
(2} conser·ve dans l 'ensemble de bons liens avec so!l temoin
(1), mais s'en eloigne a tous les niieaux. L'abatis brOle
n° 5 present~ de bons ou assez bons liens avec 1 'abatis non
brule n° 2 dont il se rapproche meme en surface apres
l'eloignement initial du au traitement subi ; mais ses
liens compares avec l'abatis non brOle (2) et l'abatis
fortement brOle (3) montrent Qu'il existe ruoins de difference entre le non brQle et le faiblement brOle qu'entre
ce dernier et le fortement brOle. Quant a l'abatis
non brOle sur sol assez hydromorphe (7), il s'ecarte de
son temoin (6) pour la litiere, mais s'en rapproche pour
les horizo11s du sol, avec un lien moyen a bon.
- Donnees qualitatives sur les Collemboles
Symphypleones.
Ce groupe essentiellement epige est interessant par
les renseignements qu'il peut donner sur les caracteristiques
du biotope, qu'il soit forestier primaire, secondaire ou
decouvert. La litiere de la foret-temoin sur sol draine (1)
renferme les genres typiquesde foret comme Temeritas,
f.ollophora, Pararrhopa 1 itcs,
Neosminthurus et Sphyrotheca
auxque1s s'aJoutent, a 1 1 etat"cf1sperse,"""Tes Dicyrtom1dae.
En 1977, ~a liti~re de l'abatis non brule (2) re renfermait
que des D1cyrtom1dae qui ~~nt c&racteristiques des forets
secondaires en eone intertr~picale ; en 1978, une partie
d~_contingent de Symphypleones de foret primaire etait
deJi present dans la litiere du recru naturel de ce meme
~b~tis : Sph~rotheca et Pararrhopalites qui s'etaient ad'J01nts aux D1cyrtomidae.

Fig. 4 - A. - Evolutio~ du nombre total de microarthropodes
du sol en fonction de la profondeur dans les differentes stations. B. - Evolution du nombre total
de microarthropodes entre 1977 et 1978 dans les
stations 2 et 5. C. - Evolution du rapport Acariens/
Collemboles en fonction de la profondeur dans les
differentes stations. D, E et F. - Schema des
relations entre les ~tations et de leur evolution
base sur le critere differentiel d'ODUM applique
aux Collemboles (D, litiere ; E, horizon H1 ;
F, horizon H2).
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IV - Microflore du

s~l

:

L'elimination partielle ou totale des microorganismes
peut itre consideree comrue un facteur rie la mesure de
l'activite biologique, mais la suppression des germes, contrairement a celle de la faune 1 entraine des phenomenes
irreversibles. La microflore saprophytique du sol, au meme
titre que la photosynth~se et les elements geochimiques, est
en effet indispensable au maintien de la vie sur terhe, car
son activite metabolique p~rmet le recyclage des elements
organiques elaborees par les plantes. Mcme si les effets de
la deforestation ne sont pas drastiques, l 'eclipse d'une
flore specifique, la cellulolytique par exemple, emp~chera
temporairement le d@roulement d'un cycle vital, en retardant
la degradation microbienne d'un composant majeur des cellules
vegetales~ le polysaccharide en l'occurence. La fragilite
des sols tropicaux etant bien connue, le blocage ou le freinage d'un processus biologique de ce type peut a~oir des
consequences tres nefastes en contrecarrant les futurs
essais de reboisement.
1 - Donnees quantitatives et qualitatives.
Deux ans apres la deforestation, la microflore totale
ne varie que trP.s peu au cours de la saison des pluies
(KILBERTUS, 1979). Mis a part u~e station en pente qui
pr@sente un appauvrissement en germes par rapport aux sols
forestiers correspondants (1,5 centre 3,4 x 106 germes/g de
sol), dans toutes les autres stations, les chiffres sont
compris entre 3,2 et 4,8 x 106 microorganismes par gramme
de sol. Etant donne l 'imperfection des techniques de numeration, ces differences ne peuvent etre consid@rees comme
etant significatives.
Durant la saison seche, les differences sent plus
1mportantes : selon les stations,les moyennes vont ~e
1 a 28,2 x 106 bacteries par gramme de sol. Seule la station
brOlee (3) et celle du talweg (7) renferment des quantites
de microorganismes comparables 4 celles des milieux boises
(respectivement 10,8 et 28,2 pour 12,9 - 9,2 - et 18,6 x 106
cellules par gramme de sol dans le~ stations boisees). Ces
deux parcelles presentent une ecologie particuliAre : la
pre~~ere (3j est tres riche en £l~ments mineraux resultant
de la calcination des arbres, la seconde (7) situee dans
un talweg, reste constamment humide (KILBERTUS et PROTH,
1978). Ces particularites permettent e~ partie d'expliquer
leur composition microbiologiq~e.
Du point de vue qualitatif, l'elimination de la for~t
se traduit par une rarefaction ou une disparition de certaines especes caracteristiques des biotopes boises :

- dans les stations de plateau, les Micrococcus disparaissent ou diminuent sensiblement en noiiilire
dans les parcelles deboisees. Par contre, les differentes
especes appartenant au genre Arthrobacter resistent tres
bien. Les memes remarques s'appliquent aux stations de
pente.
- dans les stations de talweg, Bacillus
licheniformis toujours present dans les sols forest1ers,
n'apparait plus dans les zones deforestees. 11 est
interessant de noter que dans ces dernieres, certains germes
caracteristiques des parties moins humides (Arthrobacter
et Bacillus b~evis) sont isoles au cours de la saison s~~he.
Ces modification~ qualitatives semblent caracteriser
un stade transitoire. la duree de l'elimination des arbres
etant insuffisante pour prov~quer la disp~rition totale
de certains microorganismes telluriques.
Signalons enfin que la composition qualitative de
la mycoflore ne semble etre guere affectee (KILBERTUS, 1979).
2 - Apports de la microscopie electronique
La microscopie electronique apporte des donnees
complementaires :
- elle confirme que les sols depourvu~ de
strate arboree, meme ceux des chemins de charriage, continuent a renfermer des bacteries vivantes, generalement
protegees par les argiles.
1
- Les colonies de procaryotes, lorsqu
elles
1
s~nt visibles, se presentent souvent sous forme d amas de
cellules englobees dans un mucilage a la surface duquel
s'adsorbent des feuillets d'argile (Fig. 5, 1). le
polysaccharide et les phyllosilicates jouent un role
important et leur presence explique la survie des germes
au cours de periodes defavorables (KILBERTUS et coll., 1977).
- ces colonies bacteriennes sont abondantes
dans les sols forestiers au cours de la saison scche, mais
elles sont remplacees par des formes isolees durant la
periode humide. La station ~o;see de talweg renferme
d'ailleurs essentiellement des procaryotes isoles, ce qui
semble confirmer l'influence des saisons.
Par contre, dans les parcelles sans arbre, c'est au
cours de la saison humide qu'apparaissent les associations
de bacteries, la saison s~che etant caracterisee par des
formes a l'etat de vie latente,retractees a 1 'interieur
du muc i12.ge.
- chaque station renferme des germes a
ultrastructure particuliere, comrne celui represente dans
la fiqure 5,4.

Fig. 5 - Microflore du sol ; cliches au microscope electronique a transmission. Les echelles sont donnees
en µm. Les coupes o~t ete contrastees selon la
technique de Reynolds (R) ou de Thiery (T).
- 1, colonie bacterienne dans un sol fore~tier (T}.
- 2 et 3, germes isoles rencontres ~ans les stations deboisees (R). - 4, germe particulier rencontre dans une station deboisee en pente (R).
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- enfin, les stat;ons 3 e~ 7 se distinguent
des autres sols par des quantites plus )mportantes de matiere organique imparfaitement decomposee.
Nous pouvons done conclure que la periode d'@tude
nous semble trop courte pour provoquer de! differences
tranchees entre les stations boisees ou non. Mais on assiste
neanmoins a la diminution OU a la disparition de certa1ns
procaryotes aux depens d espec~s mieux adaptees aux nouvelles co~ditions de vie. Ces resultats sent dos a la
persistance de certaines scurces trophiques : les elements
mineraux re!ultant de la ca1cination des arbres dans la
station brOlee, la presence de nombreux troncs morts dans
les parcelles non brulees. D1 autres facteurs sont egalement
a prendre en compte, car le chemin de
debardement (4J
totalement depourvu de vegetation n 1 est pas biologiquement
inactif. L~s microorganismes possedent en effet d~s mecanismes de protection (endospores, chlamydospores, protection
par les argiles, ... )qui leur permettent de resister durant les periodes defavorables (KILBERT~S et coll, 1978,
1979).
1

V - Activite respiratoire des

sol~

:

Les sols seches, tamises al mm, sont remouilles
a pF 3 ; ils sont maintenus 7 jours a la temperature

d 1 incubation retenue (29°C en general i 45°C pour certains
sols decouv~rts, compte tenu des elevations de temperature
qui y ont ete relevees). La mesure de la respiration est
realisee a pres~ion constante sur 5 g de so~ (~oids sec).
Le COz etant absorb@ pa~ la pota~se. la depression dans
la chambre respiratoire correspond a la consommation
d 1 oxygene potentielle que l'on mesure par deplacement d'un
index dans un tube capillaire.
En sols draines. la consommation d'oxygene (Fig. 2)
decro,t
de maniere sensible de la for~t-temoin (1) a
1 1 abatis non brQle (2). et dans des proportions tres fortes
dans l'abatis brOle (3) et le chemin de halage (4). L 1 evolution de l'activite respiratoire entre 1977 et 1978 est
illustree par deux exemoles : la for~t-temoin (1) ne voit
de modificatiGn que dans son horizon superieur tandis
que l'abatis non brOle (7) enregistre une chute remarquable
de son activite respiratoire.
DISCUSSION - CCNCLUSION
Il est difficile de degager unP strateg;e commune

pour l'ensemble des fonctions d'un biotope donne. ln effet
les microorganismes telluriques peuvent etre presents dans
un ~el fortement modifie par leurs formes de resistance
ce dent les micr~arthropodes du sol sent generalement
incapables ; da meme, l'activite de la microflore peut etre
importante alors que les microarthropodes peuvent alors
etre relativement peu nombreux.
Pour nous en tenir aux quatre situations principales
sur sol draine consecutives au debnisement, les grandes
lignes degagees par nos observ~tions sont les sui~antes :
- le sol de la foret climacique presente
une forte teneur Pn matiere organique, une forte capacite
de retention hydrique, des populations de microarthropodes
nombreuses et diversifiees, des populations importantes
de microorg~n~smes principalement sous forme de colonies,
un niveau eleve d'activitt respiratoire.
- dans l'~batis non brOle, les principales
modifications concernent le niveau assez faible des populations de microarthropodes, unP. capacit! de retention
hydrique plus reduite et un niveau assez faible d'activite
respiratoire ; certaines donnees qualitatives chez les
Collemboles permettent de dire que l'eloignement dans le
temps de cette station par rapport au temoin peut connaitre
apres deux ou trois ans un renversement ue tendance.
- Les deux ~ituatior.s dramatiques representees par une action importante du feu et celle des engi~s
mecanises de halage des bois vo1ent pratiquement to~s les
domaines d'activite se degrader dans de tres fortes proportions. Les niveaux relativement eleves d'activite microbienne sont a mettre de maniere pratiquement certaine en
rapport avec le stock de source trophique encore disponible
ou amenee par la calcination des bois. Mais, les donnees
qual itatives montrent que ces deux types de biotopes sont
en equilibre instable et risquent, par une prolongation
de la suppressio~ de couvert vegetal, de devenir irreversiblement i~propres a la regeneration de la veget,tion.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

Ii• KOEHLER:

Can you say anythinq about the reestablish-

ment of trophic structures (Carnivores. phytophages anod

detritophaqous orqanisms) on the c1eared p1ot?
.:l,.-11. BETSCH: Actua11y. only qenera1 aspects and
certain particular data concerning the relations between
different habitats have been analysed. Moreover, data of
natural reqrowth are avai1ab1e for only the· first two yearsr
these data are not yet sufficient ~o allow us to describ9
the 3taqes of reestablishment of trophic structures.
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REl.ATIONSHIPS OF SOME ISOTOMIDAE (COI.LEMUOLA)
WITH HABITAT AND OTHER SOIL FAUNA
*Pen~lope

Greenslade and **P. J.M. Greenslade

•sourli ll11strali11n M1m11m

··cs1Ro
South ll11stral1a

INTRODUCTl\lN
One might expect competitive in~eractions to play a signiticant
part in population processes of microarthropods and other
invertebrates inhabiting the soil since they live in diverse
communities in a sheltered environment. This applies especially in
the h1.1111id tropics where ground layer invertebrate faunas are very rich
and the climate is equable and favourable (Bullock, 1967). One would
also expect competiticr. to be diff\tse (Terborgh, 1971; MacArthur,
1972), with any one species liable to interact with a patchwork of
others at varying densities and in varying combinations. Competitive
interactior. of this sort has been described by Kaczmarek (1975a,~) in
Polish pine forests. The distributions and densitias of '011govalent'
collembolan species (i.e. specialised in respect to habitat), depended
to a large extent nn moisture. The pattern of density of 'Polyvalent'
sp~ies, with less specialised habitat requirements, varied inversely
with the density or the more specialised ones. Kaczmarek concluded
that the latter had a limlting effect on the unspecialised species.
Their distritutions could not be accounted for in terms or any one
oligovalent species and so diff"use competition is indicated. Here we
continue a re-examination of data on the soil fauna of the Solomon
Islands in the light or recent ideas in ecology and report similar
results. A previous paper dealt with the ants (Hymenoptera :
Formlcidae) of the same area (Greenslade and Greenslade, 1977).

AREAS STUDIED
Three sites were sampled on the north coast of Guadalcanal,
Solomon Islands, in the southwest Pacific. They were situated amongst
grasslands, coconut plantations and lowland tropical rain forest in an
area with a moderately seasonal tropical climate.
Shifting cultivation seauenoe

A subsistence garden and adjacent forest provided three plots
representi?JS early stages typical of shitting cultivation:
(a) Forest that had not been recently disturbed and had a well
developed litter layer.
(b) Bare ground immediately after clearing Fcrest. Treeo bad
been felled and the trunks laid in a grid; other vegetation had bE'1en
heaped up and burnt.

(c) A Garden or~ 0.3ha or sweet potato, (Ipomoea batatas
Lam.), six months old whi~ bad been planted without general
cultivation of' the soil. The f'oliage gave a light ground cover and
there was a thin litter laye~.
Coconut plantation transect
A li11e of' 18 square contiguous quadrats, each o.37m2 1 was laid
out aoross a vegetaUor. discontinuity in a coconut plantation (Figure
3). Zone I consisted or grasses, 15cm deep in Zone Ia, reaching 1m
near the base of a palm in Zone Ib. Zone II carried a sparse growth
or Stac!!Ytarpheta sp. (Verbenaceae).

Plantation ground cover trial
Another coconut plantation was clean cultivated two years prior
to sampling and divided into three blocks or 4ha, each of which was
spbdivided between three treatments.
(a) Co1er Crop, Puararia 1 up to 1m deep with a litter layer.
(b) Short Grass, reoolonising grasses mown to maintain a sward
10CD1 deep.
(c) Long Grass, mown less frequently and reaching a height or
1m.
METHODS

SamJ?lins
In the Solomon Islands the soil f"auna is concentrated close to
the surface (Greenslade and Gl:"eenslade, 1968) and large, shallow
samples were used, 2.5 or 5cm deep, 275cm2 in arP.a. Large area
reduces variability caused by highly aggregated distributions and low
average density of' many :tndividual species. Apart rrom mites and some
.immature Collembola all the extracted rauna waE sortttd to 1S:>eci119s,
although, combined with the large size or the samples, this limited
the number or samples that could be handled. 3amples were taken at
random as follows:

Shi:fting Cultivation Sequence:
Litter
Depth
Soil

0-2.5cm
5-7 .scm
10-12.5cm

Forest

13are Cround

Garden

5
11

4
4
II

7

7
4

8
8
4
Plantation Transect : three samples per quadrat, Scm deep.
Plantation Grouud Cover Trial : litter samples (Cover Crop only),
soil samples trol'l O to 2.scm and from 2.5 to SClll at four points per
plot.
Extra.~

Samples were extracted in simple plastic f'Unnels. Prali!Dinary
trials tested the erreots of retaining samples within cylindrical
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(b) Diplura
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FIGURE 2-

I

!....--'

SbiftirJg Cultivation Sequenoe, mean numbers per sample
(275am2) of (a) pseudosoorpions, (b) Diplura. Five
sptQ~~s or pseudoscorpion were recorded in tbe Forest
samples, those in the Figure and one example eaah or a
Smeringoohernes and an Aloaobisium species. In the
order, T. beieri Beier, M. nana Beier, I. pugil,
Morikawa, thes~ three species rol"lll a sequence of
decreasing pigm<tntation and reduction in ocelli as their
distributions e.x:tend f'urther into the mineral soil.
Similarly, in the Diplura, the Campodeidae have long,
~ragile appendages and in the Solomon Islands are
generally round near the soil surface and in litter
(Manton 1972). The more robust Japygidae, with shorter
appendages are more frequent in mineral aoil.
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a
Ib I
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I
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1
1 lsotcmidae
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I
I
I

Pauropoda
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1

I
5

0•1-----+mi.&.m~-~--t

I

Hymenoptera
Formicidae

200
100

FIGURE 3.

I

I
I
Ouadrat

Coconut Plantation Transect, mean numbers per sample
(27Som2), per quadrat. The di stribution and numbers
per sample of the ant, ~rium talpa are shown below
'Acari'.

·- -··- - - ··· ·

Quad rot

----

Forest levels of density and diversity were not regained. A few
species of Cryptostigma~id mites were disproportionately abundant in
samples from the Garaen. The Coleoptera, Diptera and Hemiptera
contain many species or varied fUnction, usual~v with winged adults,
and appropriately adapted species entered the cleared areas as the
habitat became suitable. But, in the Coleoptera for example, the
entry or a f'ew '-'Pen habitat Ca1•a'!>idae did not compensate f'or the loss
of the many staphylinoid species occurring in Forest.
Coconut plantation transect
This area had not been cultivated and shows some effects of
vegetation cove~ independently of other factors. 'nle fauna under Tall
Grass in Zane Ia had some forest-like features : maxima in neelid and
neanurid Collembo:?.a and the presence of a schizopterid (Hemiptera) and
the pseudoscorpion, Tyrannochthonius beier~ (Figure 3). There was
evidence of interactions with a well established ut fauna. In Zone I
the numbers or m.ttes in samples.Clog n + 1) were negatively correlated
with numbers of a cryptic ~rmicine ant, Monomorium talpa &Dery, with
a dense nesting population in Zone Ia (Figure 3) (~ = -0.5~,
p<0.001). This ant also oo~urred in the Ground Cover Trial where it
was widely distrib~ted and here mites were obtained in about equal
numbers from Long and Short Grass (Tatle 1). The numbers of
cyphoderine Collembola, inhabitants of ant and termi.te nests, were
positively correlated with total ants from samples over the whole
Transect (!:, = 0.64, p<0.001). Two faunal elements that were present
in the Garden reappeared under the sparse vegetation of Zone II or the
Transect. They were groups with soil surface or above ground
mobility, at least as ndults (spiders, Opiliones, Diptera,
Lepidopte~a), and soil inhabitants able to escape from the surface
climate (Japygidae, Symphyla) (Figure 3) •
Plantation ground cover trial
Most groups were ~btained in the greatest numbers from samples
from the Cover Crop (Table 1, Figure 4). Forest-like elements of the
fauna of the Cover Crop were Psclaphidae and, as in the Long Grass or
the Transect, Reanuridae and Tyrannochthonius beieri. In the Short
Grass the lack of protection from insolation seems to have caused
downwal"d movement by the fauna. Depression or vertical distributions
here as compared with the Long Grass is seen in 10 out of the 14
groups in Figure 4. The proportions of total individuals extracted
from soil and coming from the lower soil samples were: Cover Crop,
24S; Long Grass, 27S; Short Grass, 331.
Distribution ot' isotomid spec1.es
Four common isotomid species on each site formed a
l!JOrphosequenoe of" increasing adaptation to life in mimral soil. This
involves differences between specjes in development of the ocelli,
pigmentation, length of appendages (Christ~ansen, 1964), U!d shape or
abdomen: f'Usiform with tip horizontal in surface and litter species,
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TABLE 1. Compo.'lition or soil and litter raunas; mean
numbers or 1nd1v1duals per sample (275 cm2); +, taxon present,
mean or less than one per sample.

Site
Treatmo1nt
Vegetation structure,
rank mass and cover
Litter layer present (L)
Depth or sou

ShJ.rting
Cultivation Sequenc1111
Bare
Forest
Garden
Ground
1
L

o-12.5c:m

Acari
=:ollembol•, Isot.amidae
Other Collembola
Hymenoptera, Formicidae
Other Hymenoptera
Coleoptera
Diptera (larvae onl~·l
Lepidoptera (larvae only)
Hemiptera
Thysanoptera
Orthoptera
Blattodea
Isoptera
Deraiaptera
Diplura
l'rotura
Symphyla
Qiilopoda

Diplopoda
Pauropoda
Pseudoscorpiones
Araneida
Opiliones
Palp1gra;l1
Uro?Yli
Schizocaida
Isoi;oda
Oligoohaeta
Mollusca
Totals

778
Sil
110
53

363
22
39
5.7
4. 1
3.4
12
1.2

15

15

'·

lb
2

8

:?

755
J7
97
22
15
8.6
27

2.9

144
756
715
708
3.2 57
70
73
28
122
196
377
11
192
185
187
1.0
+
10
1.3
9.0
9.0
+
1.1
1. 7
+
+
+
2.1
1.4
16.5
+
+
3.2
20
+
23
25
6.2
3.0
+

300
11
76
127

+

+

11
2.6

16

20

20
3.1
2.0

+
+

+
+

+

1.0
3,,
19
3,5
24
1.0
7.1
11.6
+

3.8

2.8
+

16
1.3
1.4

8.4

, .5

+

+

1.0
1160

'··

510

7

0-Sam

.

+

3

Grass Grass

L

+

1.o

Crop
5

+

24
25

Plantation Grour.d
Cover T:-ial
Cover Long Short

Zona I Zone II

6

9

sampling

C1Jconut
Plantation
Transeci;

3.5

+

11
4.6
1. 7
+
+

+

26
2.3
+

1.2

•

17
+
+

5.2
1.8
1.6

+

+

+

•+

+

•

16

1030

577

•

1.7
1.0

7,5

4.£

a.a

46
1.0
36
20

+

11.2
26
1.2
30
18

1.0
1.e
4.2
30
1.0
29

43

3.2

1.o

+

1.0

1,0

1.2

•1.6
1.11

219

+

1560

•+
1280

+
+
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Forest levels or density an1 diversity were not regained. A few
species of Cryptostigmat!.d mites were dis;;>roportionately abundant i'l
samples from the Garden. The Ccleoptera, Diptera and Hemiptera
contain many species of varied runction, usually witn winged adults,
and appro~riately adapted species entered the cleared areas as the
habitat became suitable. But, in ~he Coleopte~a for example, the
entry of a few open habitat Carabidae did not compensate for the loss
of the many stapbylinoid species oci.:urring in Forest.
Coconut plantation

transec_~

This area had not been cultivated and shows some effects of
vegetation cover independently or other factors. The fauna unde~ Tall
Grass in Zone Ia had some forest-like reatures : maxima ir. neelid and
neanurid Collembola and the presence of a schizopterid (Hemiptera) and
the pseudoscorpion, Txrannochthonius beieri (Figure 3). There was
evidence of interactions with a well established ant fauna. In Zone I
the numbers of mites in samples (log n + 1) were negatively correlated
with numbers of a cryptic !Q'rmicine ant, Monomorium talpa Emer7 1 with
a dense nesting population in Zone Ia (Figure 3) C!:, = -0.54,
p<0.001). This ant also occurred in the Ground Cover Trial where it
was widely distributed and here mites were obtained in about equal
numbers rrom Lons and Short Grass (Table 1 ) • The numbers of
cyi,ho"'e:oine Collembola, inhabitants of ant; and termite nests, were
positively correlated with total ants rrom samples over the whole
Transect Cr = 0.64, p<0.001). Two faunal elements that were present
in the Garden reappeared under the sparse vegetction or Zone I! or the
Transect. They were groups with soil surface or above ground
mobility, at least as adults (spiders, Opiliones, Diptera,
Lep1c.'optera), and soil. 1nhab1ta&1ts able to escape from the surface
climate (JapygidtJ.e, Symphyla) (Figure 3).
Plantation ground cover trial
Most groups wer~ obtained in the greatest numbers from samples
from the Cover Crop (Table 1, Figure 4). Forest-like elements of the
fauna of the Cover Crop were Pselaphidae and, as 1a the Long Grass of
the Transect, Neanuridae and T;yrannoahthonius beieri. In the Short
Grass t:he lack of protection from insolation seems to have caused
downward ~ovement by the fauna. Depression of vertical distributions
here a3 compared with the Long Grab& is seen in 10 out of the 14
group:. in Figure 4. The proportions of total individuals extracted
from soil and coming from t~e lower soil samples were: Co~er C~op,
24S; Lonet Grass, 2'7j; Short Grass, 33S.
Distribution or isotomid

SP!C~es

Four common 1sotomid species on each site formed a
morphosequence of increasing adapt.ation to lift. in mineral soil. This
involves differences between species in development or the ocelli,
pigmentation, le~th of appendages CChristiansen, 1964), 'lnd shape oi'
abdomen: f'U.siform with tip horizontal in surface and litter species,

cylindric!ll with the tip renexed in soil inhabitants. Tile species
can be scored 0 to 2 for each these characters and the awn used as a
measure of adaptation to mineral soil : CryptopYgus tbermoohilus
(Axelson), 1; Isotomiella minor(Schirre9,4; Folsomides exigwas Fols~m,
7; Isotomodes trisetosus Denis, replaced in the plantation transect by
~- productus (Axelson), both 8.
The distributions or thea~ species in
Figure 5 show typical vertical patterns in the Forest and Cover Crop
(Figure Sa, c) vith r. thermophilus mainly in litter while Isotomodes
penetrates mineral soil to a greater extent.
In the Shifting cultivation sequence (Figure Sa), clearing
Forest greatly reduced the number of the two species most dependent on
a litter layer (compare pseudoscorpions and Diplura, Figure 2). In
the single stratum of samples from the Plantation Transect (Figure 5b)
the order of increasing penetratio~ of Zone II was the same as the
order of penetration of soil in Forest (Figure Sa), a consequence of
the surface climate affecting upper profile more than l'lWer profile
species Ccompare Japygidae and Symphyla, Figure 3).

tn the Plantation Ground Cover TriKl the greatest n~mbers Of
Isotomidae came from samples from gr-asses, the reverse of ~he
treatment distribution of most of the rest of the fauna (Table 1). In
the Short Gra·s, where the rest of the rest of the fauna moved away
rrom ~he poorly protected soil surface, most Iaotomidae came from the
ua>per samples (Figure 5o). As the fauna as a whole returned towards
the surface in the Long Grass, moat Iaotomidae came from the lover
samples. This suggests that diffuse interaction with other fauna is
an adverse factor operating against Isotomidae at the level of' the
lower sample in the ShGrt Grass, almost eliminating Isotomodes, and at
the level of the upper sample in the Long Grass, releasing
Isotomodes. It is not possible to be more sp&Cific as to tho nature
of the interaction since all the tax:a likely to be important as
competitors or predators or isotomids had similar vertical
distributiona (Figure 4).
Composition or isotomid associations
The contributions of' each ot the rour species to total
Isotomidae in each treatment are compared in Figure 6. Moat tropical
forest soils little organic matter (Lee 1969; Burnham 1975). They are
not a favourable environment for soil-inhabiting Collembola and in the
Forest (figure 6a) Isotomodes was poorly represented. By ana!ogy vith
the Plantation Ground Cover Trial, the two litter species were
adversely af'rected by interaction witt.: the rich fauna
the litter
layer. The long grass or the undisturbed Transect had the most
forest-like plantation fauna and its isotomid association resembled
that of Forest (Figure 6b), although lower diversity near the surface
seems to have allowed an increase in the representat:l.on of' c.
thermophilus The immediate effect or clearing Forest on upper prof'ile
Isotomidae is shown again in Figure 60. They may have been barred
from the Garden (Figure 6d) by the other tw species and the rapid
entry or paronellids. The similar combinations of species in Zone II

or
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Isotom1dae (Collembola): t?tal numbers of individuals of
each ot four species expressed as percentages ot total
isotomid individuals (see text for explanation).

ot the transect (Figure 6e) but with only the uppermost speoies
laclcing, can be rel..ated to the climate or the soil surface. Under
short grass in ZtJne I or the Transect (Figure 6t) th'! ant Monomorium
talpa appears t.o have ~uppressed lover profile IsotomiJae as well as
mi~es.
The isotol!Ji.d a.:ssociations of' grasses in the Pbntation Ground
Cover Trial (Figure 6g,h) were accounted f'or in the previous section.
The effects or cultivation account for differences in the
Isotomidae of the two long grass areas (Figure 6b,h). In Zone Ib of
th.e Transect tbe fauna was concentrated in a mat of grass litter and
roots near the surface. In the Ground Cover Trial, cultivation
destroyed this mat and incorporated it into the mineral soil to a
deptn of ca Som, thereby Improving the habitat tor lower horizon
Isotomidai:' The bale.nee of species in the Cover Crop (Figure 6i) can
be seen as transitional or intermediate between the association in
Figure 6h and those in Figures 6a, b.
DISC'JSSION

The responses of the soil fauna to disturbance such as
cultivation or clearing forest emphasize the importance or the gross
morphnlogy of different taxa. This determines species' mode or
locomotion on which depends the ability to survive the disturbance by
escaping into the soil and the capacity for reoolonising by
migration. A distut'bed fauna's recovery may be slow, limited by rates
of recolonisation; the ant coll.l!DUftities of these si"".es take several
years to adjust after disturban~a, even though the local ant fauna
contains many widely distributed, vagile species (Greenslade and
Greenslade 1977). Any discrepancy between potential and actual
biomass or density of the soil fauna leaves a gap of unused or
inefficientlv used resources into whiah opportunist speoies such as
these IsotiJmidae are likely to expand. Here their occurrer.ce has been
explained in terms of two processes, neither or which are sufficient
alone: first, there is the action or the same factors thA.t determine
the suitability of habitat for other membei•s of' the fauru:: climate,
structure, food supply, eff'ects of ants. Secondly there is diffu.se.
interaction with other aoil animals. Wh.anever the rf!St of the fauna
is poorly developed those isotomid species' different but overlapping
habitat requirements allow one or more of them to exploit an
opportunity at any level in the upper part of' the soil profile.
Opportunist behaviour and diffuse interaction are to be suspected
whenever a taxon shows ecological rt.lease in that its distribution
runs counter to the main patterns seen in the rest of the fauna (e.g.
Diplura, especially Japygidae, Sympbyla, Figures 1--).
Diff'use competition has been noted also amongst the ants of'
these sites (Greenslade and Greenslade 1977). If this, or more
broadly, diffuse inter-action, is frequent in communities of soil
animals, quantitatbe studies of single species in isolation may be
:nialeading. Relationships with a variety of' other species could be
overlooked. But there are difficulties of sampling, extraction and

identification when many species are considered simultaneously. Vlijm
Vander kraan and Van Wingerden ( 1974) recommended quantitative :studies
or 'Key-species•, the most abundant apecies at each trophic level
whose direct f'unctional relationships form a community's 'Skeleton'
(Elton 1966). They also refer to Elton's 'Girder system' of indirect
relationships involving rarer speciee. 'Dampin& down fluctuation and
slowing down deviation from the norm. ' The process or diffuse
competition and the activities of opportunists such as these
Isotomidae are part of the girder system. Diffuse competition sppears
to be one of Elton's (1966)' Strong ecological ••••••• rorces against
monopoly' (Greenslade and Greenslade, in press).
Anderson and Healey (1972) proposed that fugitive species of
Collembola might coexist with superior competitors by movlng between
temporarily unexploited patches or their habitat, behaviour similar to
that described here for opportunist Isotomj.dae, and by Kaczmarek
(1975a,b). To use a single terminology, t.oth opportunist and fUg1t1ve
species are r-strategists in MacArthur a~d Wilson's (1967) r - K
spectrum (Southwood 1977). The collembolail family Isotomidae contains
~any species that occur in sp~oies-poor communities in disturbed and
temporaroy habitats, on the sea-shore, i::i deserts, on mountains and in
polar regions (e.g. Greenslade and Greenblade, 1973). These
environments represent the area in Soutuwood's (1977, Figures 10, 13)
'Habitat te·'!Piet' of r- and Adve1•sity-selection ( GNenslade and
Greenslade, in press)7 The species of CryptopYBUs, Isotomiella,
Folsomides an~ Isotomodes that we discuss here Pre clearly
r-strategists apart from the evidence of' the present observations.
They have efficient dispersal mechanisms and are widely distributed,
all being cosmopolitan except for Folsomides exiguus whioh is found
throughout Australia, the Pacific and tropical Asia. They are
prominent in temporary habitats and may reach hig'.'1 densities there.
We see here how £.-strategists such as these isotolilids can also play a
part in species-rich, stable, favourable environments. They have the
po~ential to buf'fcr the efteots of temporal change in the supply of
resources caused by variations in weather or densities of key-species
within 1 nor111al' ranges of' variation. The populations that expand most
rapidly if tbe availability of a resour~e increases are those of
r-selected species and they are most ~usoeptible to the effects of
Intensified competition as the supply contracts.
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INTRODUCTION

Ecological systems must be systematically anal1zed for reveal1ng
structure and function of the components in order to have a better understanding anj intelligent manipulation of the ecosystem. Ecology cf tennites
has hardly passed the stage of recording facts. The observed facts need
a synthesis with a view to test the concepts of ecology. On the basis of
nonographic studies of all tne termite species regarding distribution,
biotope niche, diversity and abundance, certain theories may be developed
to determine the role of termites in the ecosystems. It is important to
determine their function of decomposition of cellulose. as it may effect
the soil. Their role in the regeneration of vegetation may be rrx>re important
tnan the damage they might cause to agriculture and forestry.
MacfadYen (1963, 1964) constructed a balance sheet for total annual
flow of energy through a temperate Deadow supporting domestic cattle. Of
the total energy captured by plant via photosynthesis. less than 1/7 is
respired by the plants, 2/7 is consumed by herbivoures and 4/7 are exploited
by "decomposer industry" after the pl ants have died. There are no comparable
figures for tropical grasslands where termites are often very abundant and
where they influence the flow of energy at both the herbivore and decomposer
level. In such areas the relative respiration of herbivore and decomposers,
and thus the fate of plant tissue (primary production) may be strongly
influenced by the re~ative abundance of 1-.erbivorous and sapmphagous termites.
The most obvious component of a tunctionol niche is nutrition. The
food taken from the environment is experimentally defined. Vegetative
material c~ntains protein, lipids, nitrogenous bases, and other organic
compoun~s. minerals and water, besides various carbohydrates.
The latter
constitute 18.7 % by weight of a fresh praire grass (Bouillon 1970).
Within the same habitat different species of termites may have a choice
of plant species or their special tissues. Beyond the spatial and
ecological diversity and decomposition agents which prepare and are a
component of diet of many ternn tes. They are present in its general
environment. in its nests, and in its digest·ive tract when different
groups of decomposition agents succeed and replace one anot~er. The
gradual action of many successive decomposers facil 1 ta~es to comp'1ete
the mineralization of plant material.
OBJECTIVES
The goals of this study about two numerically dominant species of
termites. Odontotormes obesus Rambur and Odontotermes redemann1 Waslll3.nn
of a Sal forest at Varanasi, India and to provide quantitative baseline
data for compartment node'lling in the Indian f'IAB context to help better
understand ecosystem.

Field

Activitie~

of Termites Studied

The annual cycie of population. swarming, foraging and construction
actiYities on Odontotermes obesus and o. redomanni based on the fieid
observations is presented in Figure 1. ~
METHODOLOGY
Rearing and Maintenance of Termite Population in Laboratory
An incubator was used as an environmental chamber for laboratory
rea'r·ing. Temperature and humidity wi thfo the incubator was con+rol led at
the mound level in complete darkne~s. The food preference was tested by
feeding inside incubator.

Caloric Estimation
The calorie estimation of all the ecological materials was do;ie by
Parr Plain Oxygen Bomb Calorimeter (Parr" Instrur.ient Company Manual 1968).
Respiration Studies in Laboratory
Respiration measurements were made on individuals of each c~s~e in
a Warburg respirameter. The bottom of the respiration chamber had an area
of approximately 15 c1112:. which is large enough to permit considerable
movement of tcnnite (Wlegert 1970).
R£SULT AND DISCUSSION
Feeding Habits and Food Preferences
The workers are the only members of the colony which can feed themselves, whereas the other castes are fed by the~ on the r8J.1t"9itated ar.d
partially digested food. Unlike the finding of Arora and Gilotra (1959).
no cannibalism was abserved during this study. in either of the species.
The queen was noted to secrete a fatty substance through the pores of her
abdomen and the workers were seen licking the sides of her abdomen. Arora
and Gilotra (1959) have aiso reported this behavior. Rajagopal and Veeresh
(1976) have studied the food storing habits of Odontotermes wallonens1~
and have reported that they store copped food material from grasses,
graminaceous seeds and bark pieces of 1 to 2 nan size in separate cavit1es
which are modified chambers in the middle of the termite mound. But
during this study, 0. obesus and O. redemanni both were noted on the sPmidecomposed (infectecr-by fungus) mOfst pieces of non-leaf litter and leaf
letter of Shorea robusta. When the litter pieces are kept with the
fungus garden (fresh) the individuals are noted to prefer the leafy one.
None of the test species \-las observed feeding on the heart wood. AllDng
the leaf litter Q.:_ obesus was found to prefer the softer part first, while
o. reJemanni took the vein part first. Some blotting paper pieces were
ifso tested for food but none of the species prefered them. Results of
of food ;>reference tests are g·iven in Table 1.

Figure l.

A COMMON GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF ANNUAL CYCLE OF POPULATION,
ShARMING, FORAGING AND CONSTkUCTION ACTIVITIES IN Odontotermes
obesus Rambur and 0. redemanni Wasmann (Based on field observations).
-

Table 1:

FOOC PREFERENCES OF ODONTOTERMES OBESUS AND .!h_ REDEMANNI

Elim.
Heart wood of sal
Fresh bark (living)
Dry moist dead bark
Veins of leaf litter
(moht)
Softer part of leaf
litter (moist)
Fungal infected leaf
and non-leaf 111>ist
litter
Fung1.1s comb
Cow dung (not fresh)

o.

DEGREE OF CONSUMPTION
0. redemanni
·:>bes us

Not consumed
Not cons urned
Consumed
Less consumed

Not consurned
Not consumed
Consumed
More consumed

Heavily cor1surned

Heavily consumed

Se~erely

consumed

More severely
consumed
Heavily consumed

Severely consumed
More severely
consumed
Heavily consumed

According to Kushwaha (1964) .Q.:_obesus eats the seedlings of different
plants like Mangifera indic~ and Citrus while Chatterjee (1970) reported that
Eucal,ptus is perhaps.the worst sufferer of .Q.:_obesus feed. Agarwal (1970)
has o served the species feeding on sugarcane also.
•
Energetics
Energy is the driving force of the system. A part of energy exposed
to decomposer system, (input to decomposer ~ycle) is ut~lized by the tennite
population. The major proportion of this utilized energy is spent on the
maintenance of population that can be referred to as maintenance cost.
This is measured ~Y respiratory energy loss. The remaining part of the
utilized energy has two channels. A part of it goes through tne first
channel, the decompo!er system through faecal matter. The rest of the
energy is stored in second channel in form of tissue growth. Some of the
energy also goes into the decomposer system through death and decay of
individuals.
Energy Intake by Termites
Laboratory coloniP.s uf o. obesus consumed more l 1tter than 8~ '>f
their body weight/day. wherea!=1n o. redemanni this value reaches about
10%. Both the species can consumeliiore than 9% of their oven dry body weight/
day (Tables 2A, B). In terms of calories, Q.:_obesus consumed 352.2 cai/]
termite/day and 0. redemann; 404.34 cal/g tennite/day (Table 2A). Of the
amount eaten, 511""(181.6 cal/g termite/day) in O. obesus and 41S (165.6
cal/g termite/day) in O. redemanni are assimilated. Seifert (1962) found
that in feeding experiments. Ki1otermes flav1collis, with a mean weight of
SJ.O

Table 2A

CALORIC INGESTIOH, ASSIMILATION AND EGESTION OF UTTER
BY TERMITES (CAL/G TERMITE/OAY)

SPECIES

CONSUMPTIOH
(C)

ASSIMILATION
(A)

EGESTIOH
(C-A)

Odontotermes obesus

356.20

181.56

174.6

Q.:_ redemanni

404.34

165.65

238.7

Table 28

FOOD (DRY '.EAF & NCN-LEAF LITTER) CONSUMPTION, EGESTION
AHO ASSIMILATION BY TERMITE (MG/G TERMITE/DAY)
ASS nu LA TION
EFFICIENCY is>

SPECIES

CONSUMPTION

EGESTIOr•

ASSIMILATION

obesus

87.3

42.8

44.5

51

u. redemanni

99.1

58.1

40.6

41

I).

Mean

=~-·

= == = -93.2
= = = = a =50.6

=

==- ==

42.6

- - - - -- 46

about 7/mg/animal, at~ 0.16 - 0.18 mg of pine sap and heart-wood per day, i.e.,
2-31 of fresh body weight. More than 601 of the a111>unt eaten was completely
assimilated (0.098 - 0.11 mg/tennite/day or 13.0 to 15.7 mg/g tennite/day).
T11e rates of food consumption of Nasuti tennes exitiosus, measured by Lee
anc Wood (1971), are less than half that measured by Siefert (1962) in
~- ~laivollis. In both the cases, cultures were maintained at 26°C, but the
dlfferent tennite species used may have affected the results. The food
material tested was different, and the culture methods u~ed by Siefert
differed in many respects from that of Lee and Wood (1971). The a~similation
rates measured in lllY prasent study are nearer to those of Lee and Wood
(1971) who reported it to be 541. But it is lower than that of K. flavicol11s
as recorded by Seifert {1962)
Tile mean ener9,l intake by total tennite population in the study area
is more than 34 cal/rfll./day which comprises about 19 cal of energy consumed
oy o. redemanni and 16 cal by o. obesus populations trrll/da (Table 3).
Egested energy was calculated by subtracting the percentage of assimilation
(51% 2.:.. obes.Y!_ and 41% Q.:.. redemanni) from ingested energy values. Because
of the h1g'Fiir assimilation efficiency of 0. obesus than tbat of O. redemanni
the calculated ege:oted energy of 0 redemiiin1 (11/l cal/~/day) TS nore
than that of O. obesus {7 .85 cal/~/day). In contrast, 0. redemanni (7. 7 cal/
~.;day) could--a"ssimilate less energy than that by 0. obcsus (8.13 cal/m2/day).
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Respiratory Energy Loss
Tne valut.s of oxygen consumption measured by Warburg's apparatus
in lauoratory are convened to caloric equivale.1ts and used to calculate
t11e respi r·atGry energy loss of the tenPite population both on per mound
and ~er meter square basis (Table 4). This conve,·sion is made on the
assumption that the combustion of 1 1i tre of o2 (STP) produces 4. 7 I~ cal
biomass (Brody, 1945 and Lee &Wood, 1971). It is evident from Ta~le 4
that the individual energy consumption of workers (0.201 cal/day) and
nympns ( 0.073 cal/day) of O. redemanni is more than that of O. ollesus
(0.196 cal,'day worker and o:t>Ss cal/day nymphs). The erverse1s the
case witn imago (1.21 cal/animal/day O. obesus and 0.884 cal/animal/
day O. redemanni) and soldier (0. obesus 0.22 cal/animal/day and 0.
1-edemanni 0.165 cal/animal/day)~. In a t~ta1 co~puted respiratory energy
loss of 14.315 cal/in2/day, 0. ~demanni (7.365 cal/mZ/day) loses slightly
more titan O. obesus (6.95 cif/ /day) does.
Oxygen consumption values from this study in relation to body weight
agree with the values given by Wiege,.t (1965) and Smalley (1960) for
several species of grasshoppers and Wiegert (1970) for termite (Nasutitermes
costalis}. Golley and Gentry (1964) found the oxygen consumption of ants
of genus ~osonwrmex to be on order of 8-10 times greater than that of
gra~shoppers studied by Wiegert or Smalley. Thur it can be admitted that
tl~e termites are rather sedentary animals compared to roost ants; yet they
did not exhibit a moderate amount of activity in the respirometers i.e ••
they are roore active in nature. Furthermore. this low rate of oxygen
consumption cannot be d•Je entirely to lowered activity levels be~ause sedentary me~dow spittlebug nymphs as reported by Wiegert (1964) had nonnal
rate of oxygen consumption.
Respiratory C02 release of an entire population in nature was measured
directly by alkali abgorption method. These values were converted at STP
and their caloric equivalent has been computed. Assuming a value of 6.0
cal/ml C02 with non-protein R.Q. of 0.80, the data are tabulated in Table 5.
It is evident from this table that the respiratory energy loss per m2 from
o._ obesus (15.24 cal/day) population is h~gher than that of Q:_ redemanni
\12.97 cal/day). The ratio of respiration estimated by th~ traditional
Warburg laboratory method (14.315 cal/"12/d~') to ~opulat1on respiratio~
measured by alkali absorption method (29.18 calt~/day) is 0.496. The
data of respiratory energy loss measured under field conditions are roore
than double as obtained by Warburg method presumably because it also
includes the reso1rat1on of tenn1toph1las, bacteria and fungi. The animals
do not remain as active in the Warburg apparatus as in the field. Secondly,
tne respiratory energy loss by eggs has not been included in the laboratory
method which also adds to the lowering of the total respiratory energy
loss by traditional Warburg apparatus method. Odum et al. (1962) and
Wiegert 11965) have also found the laboratory methocf'to"l;i" underestimating.
Wiegert (1970) has also reporte~ notable difference of respiratory act1~1ty
as measured ~n field and laboratory. It m3Y be noted that he used infra-red
gas analyser instead of alkali absorption for estimating C02 output. The
real value of respiratory energy loss of population lies somewhere between
14.315 cal/~/day and 29.180 cal/m2/day.

Table 4 - RES?IRATORY ENERGY LOS~ OF TERMITES (O. obesus and O. redemanni) i"! LABORATORY CONDITIONS
AT "AUGARH FOREST - VARANASI (CALCULATED ON BASIS THJ\"T THE COMBUSTION OF l LITRE OF 02
PRODUCES 4.7 KCAL BIOMASS - LEE AND WOOD, 1971)

CATEGORY

f!:. redemanni

Odontotermes obesus

Total (Q.:_ obesus and Q:_ redemanni)

--------••w••-------••••••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••-----•••-••••••-•••••-•------•••-----·•••••••••••••••••-••-•••••

Per
Individual
Day

~

Mourd-1/
Day

m-2/day

Per
Individual
Day

Per
Mound

m-2./day

Day

Per
Iildividual
Day

Per
Mound
Day

m· 2/day

WORKER

0.196

10670.60

5.2S

.201

15000.0

5.9

.397

2!§670.5

11. 315

SOLDIER

0.220

645.04

0.33

.165

632.3

0.3

.385

1277.3

0.576

NYMPH

0.055

574.37

0.29

.073

1135.2

0.5

.128

1709.4

0.740

IMAGO

1.210

1867.03

0.94

.89

1871.4

0.7

3738.5

1.684

2.84

------ - -- ---- - - --- --- ----- - -- ---- -- - ------- - - -- --- --- - - -- - -13756.68

Tota~

All

valr~s

are in calories

6.550

18639.1

7.4

32395.8

14.315

Energy Flow
The food ene!'gy metabolized by an animal 1s ultimately uti1 ized
in tne performance of several basic o?"ganhmic functions. As a result,
the total energy budget car. be partitioned between the requirements of
basal metabolism (respiratory energy loss at rest) activity expenditure
and production of biomass. Presumably a small fraction of respiratory
energy is lost due to calorigenic effect (increase in heat production
following food consumption when the animal is in a thermo-neutral environment).
Thus the total energy requirement of an animal population can be
by thP. equation:

represent~d

I

=

R+ P + E

where,
I = lngestion of total energy intake
R = Energy loss at heat
P = Het increase in energy content
~ ~ Energy content of food material egested or eliminated from
the body
The flow component is therefore sum of R + P.
The total annual seconda~ production of 412.5 ca1/~/yr (210.95 cal/
rrll/yr, 0. obesus and 202.3 cal/mZ/yr 0. redemanni) is about 7.32% (3.74%
o. obesus and 3.591 O. redemanni)of the total energy flow (Table 5),
through""termite population in the area. But the production of 0. obesus
and O. redemanni are equivalent to about 7.68% and 7.99%, respectively,
of tiie'.snnu~l energy flow through the population of respective species.
The compartmental flow of energy through termite population at
Varanasi forest is shown in Figure 2.
!'1aldague (1964), Wiegert (1970} and Hebrant (1970) have estimated
populations and energy flow of termites in tropical rain forests and
savanna in Central America and West Africa. These results have been
compa•-ed with those of the present study (Table 6). W1egert's estimat~s
show that termites utilize 0.261 of total available energy which differ
little from my data. While accordinr to Maldague's population estimates,
the termite •'IOuld utilhe about 2.53i of the available food c:nergy.
Al though ti1e popul at 1on /m2 in Puerto Rico ( 120/m2) is more than one and
a ttalf times higher than that of Varanasi forest (74/m2). the total energy
flow of both the studies are more or less similar. In the present study
both the test species have nearly equal share of total energy flow/m2/yr.
The total energy flow estimated by Hebrant (1970) was about three times
(14 K cal/m2/yr) more than tnat reported herein-(5 .637 K cal/m2/yr). Thus
the mound building termites in the Varanasi forest, with a total energy
flow of about 6 K cal/~/year seem ~o 1-epresent only ~ small fraction of
tne total input of energy into the detritus decomposers fooc chains •
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Figure 2.

FLOW OF ENERGY THROUGH TERMITE POPULATION IN VARANASI FOREST
P - Primary Producer compartment
S - Secondary Producer compartment
D - Decomposer compartment
Al1 valu;s are in K. calories; Values on arrows are rates of
flow {lrrt /da)
NPP - Approximate net primary producti~ity /m2/yr
NAD - Net imput to decomposer cycle /m /yr per mwtwr square/yr.
SCT - standing crop of tennite /m2
TU - termite utilization /l?-/yr
TP - termite productior. /fl./yr
R - Respiratory ener9JC loss /~/yr
E - Egested energy /~/yr
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Table 6 - ENERGY CONWMPTION BY TERMITES IN TROPICAL FOREST ANO SAVArmA

T.E RM I T ES

VEGETATION

BIOMASS
I

Species

NQ2
m :I g/m-2

K cal/
m2/yr

Total
Energy
Flow
Kcal/

~/yr

Productive
~ Kcal/
/yr

Total
Available
Energy
K cal/m2/
yeilr

s

Energy
Utilized
bv Termite

References

'

'

I

Rain
forest
(Yangand>i,
Congc)

Various
Species

11.0

133.9*

5290

2.53

Malda}ue
(1964

-Rain- - - - - - Nasuti- --- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

\!» forest

Verde,
Puerto
Rico)

m {El

torrnes
costalis

120

0.075

0.599

5.86

0.474

2255

!).26

Wiegert
(1970)

- - - - - - - CuMte- -- - --- - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Savanna
(Congo)

ermes
iilijiius

1.15

14.00

0.90

-Ueciduous
- - - - - - Odon
- - -to-- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

forest
dominated
by Sa1
Varanas,
Ind1a

termes
obesus

36

0.045

0.259

2. 747

0.2109

2489

0.1104

0. rediiiianni

38

0.046

0.270

2.891

0.2023

2489

0.1161

74

0.092

0.529

5.637

0.4125

2489

0.2265

0. obesus

-+

O. rediiranni

* Calculated energy
•

utilization :Stina1es of Hebrant (1970) for Cubitennes ex;guus

Heb rant
(1970)
---Present
Study

---
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SESSION VIII: BASIC SOIL ECOLOGY:
NUTRIENT CYCLING, MICROORGANISM-

FAUNAL RELATIONSHIPS, FEEDING AND
REPRODUCTIVE STRATEGIES

Moderator: Stuart B. Hill
Macdonald College of McGill University
Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Quebec, Can11da

THE FATE OF CATIONS IN BEECH AND SPRUCE L1TTERS
INCUBATED in sitii
G. Parmentier, P.

B~ldgen

anrf

J. Remade

Unii¥nitf 4, Lilgt

Btlg111,,,

The aim of the research is to assess the :h;:pact of Spruce

forests upon the environnent and specially upon the nutrient budqet
oarpare3. with the caduceous forests.
For this purpose, it was decided, in a first step, to study
from a dynamic point of view' the leaching rate of cations from
litter falli:; in a Bee..m forest and a Spruce forest. These forests
are located in the "Hautes Ardennes" district, in Belgium, (Altitude SSS neters) on acid ba.-own soils.

The cation evolution was recorded :::or 27 nonths in BeEr...h
leaves and Spruce needles in order to know the long term beha•1iour
of dec:onp:>Si.ng litter~ Beed leaves and Spruce needles were sampled
in Autmm 1976, air-dried fOL 3 weeks to a constant weight after
the methcd. of 1.Dusier and Parkir.son (1976). Subsanples were ovendried at 85° c with a view to detennining the cmxection for dry

weight.
Ten grams litter were put in a ( 1 x 2) nm rresh net rectangular plastic bag (20 an x 20 cm x 5 an in size) • so, ten grams

litter ex>vered 400 an2 ~ich l'A.'ClS similar to the armual litte:rfall
(Lousier and Parkinson, 1976). The l 1 x 2) mn mesh net was chosen
to rn:inimize leaf dtop-Out and to avoid water inncbilizati.On in the
bag.

Sixty bags were made up respectively tor Beech leaVP..s a.'"ld
for Spruce needles. The bags were placed on the soil surface.
At each sanpling tine (ca evexy RDnth) , 3 to 5 baqs were
taken at random and analyzed for K, Na, Ca, ft1, 'f'e and Pb by atcmi.c
spectraretry. Besides, a faster method was appliod. :In order to assess
the release of netal ions. It' was similar to the Nilsson method
(Nilsson, 1972). an the basis of the decampasition degree am norpholoqical featm:es, the Beech leaves were divided into fOUL dlfferent classes aild the Spruce needles into three different classes.
By this way, each class contains leaves or needles decarposed to a
defineC degree. After dryinq, 100 leaves or needles fran each class
were counted and weighted separatel.y in order to obtain the mean
weight. Therefore, it was possible to evaluate the nean anomt of
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elenents per leaf or per needle.
Besides, leaf falls were recorded in the Beech and Spruce
forests :in order to know t:.'ie cation pool per surface unit : they
averaqed 2908-2836 and 1650 Kg/ha respectively in Beech forest and

Spruce forest.
RESULTS

First, we ha\ie evaluated the total input of nutrients by
litterfall in both forests by 1cnow1nCJ tr.e litterfall ancunts and
the cat.ion concentration. We have oonpared our results with the
data of similar French forests (Table 1).
TABLE 1. Inpu\. of cations by litter fall (Kg/Ha) in Beech (B) and

Spruce (S) forests.
K

B

s

Pa:cmentier (1976), Belqillin
5.4 2.9
Aussenac et al (1969), France 5.6 2.4

B

~

s

Ca

Fe
B

s
o. 78

1.4 0.6 0.8!:
1
0.7 0.4 0.4

B

20

s
6.5

14.5 11

It will be seen that the anDUnts of cations in ~ :E'rench
and Belqian forests are similar and that the inputs arf! always lower
in Spruce fOI"P..sts than in Beech forests. Now, let us examine the
cations PVOlution durinq the Beech leaves deccnp>sition in plastic
nets. The units expressing the cation content were very :iJlix>rt.ant.
Inaeed, owing tX> the deccnp:>sition, the weight of leaves decreased
:nore or less rapid1y. This f=u:t caused an obvious -weiqht diffei:ence
specially between the three years old leaves and the just fallen
leaves. This loss of organic matter conduced. to arelative increase
in elenent concentration (Remar-le and Vanderhoven, 1973) • But this
relative increase is elilninatedby calClll.atinq the cation content as
ng/leaf (or needle) and g/mi. We have adopted these units. The
results are sumnarized in Table 2. In this table, all the cation
contents are related to the sane initial basis, index 100 in Decernl2r,
1n order to compare the evolution of the different cation anDUnts vs

t:iJle easily.

TABLE 2. Weight and
index 100.

c~tion

Ieaf weight

1976 December
1977 January
February
May

1CO
82
81
78

June

77

Augustus
September
1979 March
September

72

October
November

1979 March

70
66
65
64

64
60

contents in Beech leaves. Decembe= :

K

Na

Ca

M3

Fe

Pb

100
41

100
55
42
41
34
24
21
39
38

100
76
75
63
56
56
48
41
38
32
33

100

100
113
136
166
179
179
233
413
413
388

100
164
127

30

37
34
39
30

35
23
28

24

28
17

56

:=:

60

71
54
56

:;4
57
52
27
42
2f'
32

176
87
115
279
411

4~8

501

386

It appears that the nest important leaching process occurs
just after the beginning of the experiment l.e. after the litterfall and during the great:Pst l.oss of the litter weight. so, 59 I
Potassimn are leached during the first JtDnth, it means that 3.2 Kg
K/ba are SUR;>lied to the bottan horizons. F\lrt.her losses are then
very 1ow. The one-year-<>ld leaves still contain 1.6 Kq K/ha, then
after two years• incubation, 78 % are released only.

Similar trends are observed for SOdimn, calcillll' and Magne-

s ium contents. Howeve?':, the decrease of calcium and Magnesium
contents is slower than for Potassium and SOdium and cJ.oser to the
\eight loss of litter.
On the contrary, Iron and Iead tend to accumulate during
litter deoalp>sition. The Iron and Iead contents are respectively
four tines and seven tines as hiqh as the initia1 contents.

Therefore, by considering the cation losses vs lit.:er decxmposit.i.cn, it is possible to identify three t'JPE!S of ion evolution :
- The first qr.cup is mainly represented ~ Ptrt:assium and Sodium evolution, the ions disappear nuch faster and rcDre rapidly than the
decrease of organic matter; this is obvious in the first JtDnths of

incubation.
- In the second group, the release of the nutrients Calcium and
Magnesimn is slower. The release of calcium is rather similar to the
organic matter decrease.

- Finally, Iron and lead belong to the third gro.ip, in which the
contents increase with deoalp:>sition
As to the Spruce needles deccqx>sition and cat.ion oontents,
the evolution of needle weights was difficult to assess as owing
to their thin shape, sare needles escap'!d out the plastic net making
evaluation of llleight decrease a"Yi iCll content a difficult task.

'2'+

However, by ex>nsi.derinq the ion CX>&lt."elltrations the same

qroups of evolution can te recognized as in beech litters (Talb.e 3).
TABLE 3. cation concentrations in incubated litters I B : Beech
leaves, s : Spruce needles (December : 100)

B

Ca

Na

K

s

B

s

B

Fe

[lot]

s

B

s

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
67 73
93 90 73 75
5CJ 39
37 30 52 68
93 83 88 68
81 63
69 75
48 35 52 59
44 35 44 64
73 57
73 73
75 60
33 64
78 51
54 31
69 58 81 55
43 31
30 68
62 71
78 6:?
53 30 59 77
57
41 60
35 32 59 64
so 53 65 73
43 34 37 68
51 42
41 78
44 30 88 77
29 27
59 SJ
53 55

1976 L':?C.
1977 ·'l'an.
Feb.
May

Jun.
Aug.
Sep.

1978 Mar.

Sep.
Oct.
Nov.

1979 Mar.

Pb

B

s

100
138
168
215
232
249
333
626
626

100
94
102
132
132
153
140
202

334
606 449
716 426
835 471

B

s

100 100
200 122
157 146
171
229 185
121 263
164 293
4i4 341
- 488
642 463

-

644 463

COncernin9 R>tassium, it can be assuned that 2 Kg K/ha are
lost durinq the first mm.th of incubation, which is lower than in
:beech litter.

Bes1.des. the 1Dn evolutions were evaluated by the Nilsson
nethOd.Beec:h leaves litters and Spruce needles litters were sampled
fran the soil surface and divided respectively into four and three
fractlons in relation to their degree of ~ition (Table 4) •
TABLE 4.

C~tion

content in Beech leaves and Spruce needles.
a) Beech l~aves classes (class 1
Index 100).

Class Weight
l

2

3
4

100
88
57
37

K

Na

Ca

100

100
27
18
12

100
75
48
32

22

7
g

Mg

Fe

100
68
46

100
90

100

70

30

100

83
116

Pb

b) Spruce needles classes (class 1 : Index 1VO)
ClRSs Weight

1
2
3

100
105
71

k

Na

Ca

~

Fe

Pb

100
28

100
14

100

9

31

100
100
120

100
115

20

100
52
33

90

S2S

149

J\qain three groups can be distinguished in Beech litters as
we:11 as in Spruce l.itters.

- The group characterized by Sodium and POtassium, in which the
nutrient relea~ is faster than the leaf 11eight loss. Fbr exanple,
whereas the decrease of litter weight equals 43 i, the release of
Sodium reaches 92 %.

- The group characterized by Ca and Mg. In these cases, the release
of the nutrient is well. correlat£.d with the decrease of leaf weight
mainly in the case of Beech 11tter.
- Finally, the accmrulation of Iron and Lead.

We plan• in further ol:servatiOns, to divide the lea'1cs cmd
needles in a greater number of fractions in order to obtain ncre
accurate data al:cut the ion evolution. Nilsson (1972} , Denayerde Smet (1974) and Mignolet (1977) also noted lead accurrulation in
litters. Nilsson assumed that this accumulation resulted from a
posit1.ve sorpt10n process oonnected with the leaching fran the tree
canopies a11d aerosol or net-.aJ:. ions deposits, lead :beinq stored in
leaf canopy through. :root absorption as ~ted by Cenayer-de Snet
(1q74). Besides, an upwards flux of catibn cannot l::e excluded. The
lead storage my delay the l.itter decomposition. The sane processes
can be inplicated in the Iron accunulation (Gosz et al., 1973, I.ous':.er
and Parkinson, 197S) • This IrtJn accumulation could influence the
Nitrogen cycle. :Indeed, it oould lead to an :iJmct.ilization of nit1:ate
ions by adsO'.i.-pticn on anion exchange sites provided by iron oxidr:a
(Vitousek et el.• 1979). Finally, it must be noted that the relf'...ase
of cations fran l.itters is cxmpl.icated by the fact that the inputs of
c-ations due to rain and throu.CJh fall can be very important and much
higher than the cation contents of leaves and neeclles. For example,
31 Kg Kfha.year are supplied by canopy leaching under Beech forest
i.e. six times the leaves fall input1 under Spruce forest, 17 Kg K/ha
year are contained in canopy leaching, which equals also six tines
the Potassiwn inpit by needles fa11.
caa.USICNS
Fran these preliminary data, it can be concluded

- The inputs of the nutrients K, Na, Ca, Mg' are higher under Beech
forests than under Spruce fOrests. This is true for litter fall and
canopy leaching.
- 'r.lese nutrients are released from the litters mai..-.ly at the beginning of the decarposition.

- The fate of nutrient in leaves and needles litter can be characte-

rized by three types of evolution,
- a leaching rate greater than the deoauposition rate
- a leaching rate nore or less correlated with decauposition

- an accumulatl.Oll of !on during deoonp:>sition.

- The supp:y of nutrients by rain and canopy leachjnq is IIDre i.nportant
than the release by litter.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS
M.S. GHILAROV: Were there animals inside net bags?
Was the increase of lead and iron in percents to dry weight
Ol. in absolute values?
J. ~CLE:
The leaves and the needles are air-dried
be!ore being arranged in the net baqs. Therefore it can be
assumed that animals can be killed. The increase of lead
and iro~ are expressed in absolute values (mg/leaf or need.le
or mg/m ) •
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ANNUAL CARBON, NITROGEN, ANO CALCIUM TRENDS IN
LITTER AND SURF ACE SOIL OF A MIXED HARDWOOD
STAND
Mark F. Tardiff and Daniel L. Dindal
SUNY CESF
USA

INTRODUCTION
A large body of lfterature has been generated, in recent years,
on nutrient cycling in forest ecosystems (Gosz et al., 1973; Maclean
and Wein, 1978; Lousier ana Parkinson, 1978; Pomeroy, 1970). Most of
this infonnatiufl is concerned with litter decomposition and primary
productivity. While chis ts important infonnatfon, one area often
neglected is the nutrient relationships between the litter layer and
the soil.
The nutrient dynamics of forest litter ts often monitored using
litter bags. This is an ingenious method of analyzing the decomposition of a known quanti t,y of 1itter, but the technique does have its
drawbacks. First, there is the problem of mesh size. With small mesh
sizes, invertebrates are excluded, and with large mesh sizes fragments
of the litter are often lost. The other serious problem associated
with litter bags is that usually the moisture regime of the litter in
the bags ts h~gher than the surrounding litter. Finally, the mfrgatton
of the litter bags down through the litter layers is often at a different rate than unconfined litter.
The purpose of this research was 1) to analyze the carbon, nitrogen. and calcium trends in unconfined mixed hardwood litter concurrent
with weight loss for one year. 2) to detenn1ne the elemental trends of
the surface soil and relate their nutrient fluxes with litter trends
from the same sttes, and 3) t~ suggest differences between earlier
litter bag-nutrient studies with those of unconfin'!d litter. Correl&··
tion and partial correlation techniques were used to investigate t~e
var'ioa.s trends.

METHODS
RESEA.~CH

SITE

A 50 x 50 m area was staked out and subd'LvWed into 10 x 10 m
quadrats 1n a mixed hardwood site. Samples were collected in the first
week of every other month for one year, starting 1n February 1977. The
February samples were collected from under about 70 an of sriow, and the
following December samplPs were collected from under about 10 cm of snow.
Ffve 10 x 10 m plots were selected for each sampling period.
From each plot, two litter samples (730 cm2 each) and two soil samples

(5 an diameter x 10 an deep) were collected. No distinctions of F, L,
and H layers were possible because virtually all leaf litter disappeared from the so11 surface b.Y fall.

LITTER SAMPLE ANALYSIS
The litter was handsorted for macro-invertebrates, then oven
dryed at 60°C for 72 hours and ground in a Wiley mill to pass a No. 20
mesh (840).1) screen. Carbon was detennined by a modification of the
colorimetric technique presented by DeBolt (1974). l(jeldahl digestion
procedures and an annoni1.111 specific ion probe method, as described by
aramier and Tabatabai (1972) and Nelson and SOnmers (1972) were used
tor ~itrogen. calcium detenn1nations were made with a calcium fon
probe after dry ashing, as described by Allen et al. (1968). Litter
weight was detenn1ned to two decimal places. All litter analyses were
run in duplicate.
SOIL SAMPLE ANALYSIS
The soil samples were air dryed and sieved to pass a 4 nm mesh
screen. Carbon and nitrogen levels were determined with the above
technique. Exchangeable calcium detennfnations were made with a specific
ion probe after extrac~1on with soidum acetate (Woolsen et al., 1979).
Detenninatfons of pH ~-ere ~.ade with a Fisher calomel electrode. All
soil analyses were run in quadruplicate.

RESULTS AND

DISC~SSION

LITTER SAMPLE WEIGHT (Figure 1)
The first point of interest in the litter sample weight graph is
the low average sample weight in Decanber relative to the previous
February. Litter fall coamenced both years around the second week of
October. In the fall previous to sampling, cold weath&r and accumulated
snow reduced the rate of removal of fresh litter by 1nvertebrates. The
following fall was unseasonably wann. Consequently, the invertebrate
populations were more active, and a substantial amount of the fresh
litter was decomposed and c011111inuted before snow accumulation.
The weight loss 1n litter bag studies often follows a negative
exponential curve. Justification for this relationship was developed
primarily by Olson (1963). Using litter bags Mindennan (1968) found
that a good negative exponential curve fit could only be obtained with
a homogenous litter source. When sever&l types of litter are mixed,
the negative exponential equation is no longer valid. We regressed our
data from this study using both a negative exponential model, and a
iinear model. There was no difference between the r square values.
This suggests that our systan with 11 tree species and using leaf as
well as woody branch litter in our samples has too many litter components with different decomposition rates to fit a negative exponential
model. Therefore. we conclude that the reduction of weight through time.
in our systan is best represented with a linear model •
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The increase in 1itter sample weight in August may be explained
in one of two ways. This could be due to heterogeneity in the litter
layer of the hardwood stand or there may have been an input of fresh
litter in the system.
LiTTER NUTRIENT DYNAMICS
Percent Carbon ir. Litter
In litter bag studies, the percent carbon in the litter is
usually a constant (Wood, 1974; Bocock, 1963). This is not the case
with unconfinEd litter (Figure 2). We believe that the increase in
the percent carbon o'cur as a result of the selective removal of the
more palatable litter, aamely leaves. by invertebrates. This more
palatable material would be characterized by a high nutrient content
and a low percent carbon. Virtually all of the leaf litter had been
reinoved by October of the s~~ple year. The 471 carbon level reflects
the branch litter.
The crease in the percent carbon in August coincides with the
increase in sample weight previously noted. This indicates a litter
input of low percent carbon material, such as flower parts, rat.her than
sample heterogeneity. The relatively high percent carbon levels in
October and De~ember reflect the high rate of invertebrate activity of
that particular fall; the fresh litter with a low c~rbon content and
hfgh nutrient content was selectively removed. Therefore the percent
carbon values appear high in December.
Percent Nitrogen in Litter (Figure

3)

There are three sources of nitrogen input to the litter layer,
other than litter fall. These are nitrogen fixation, insect frass.
and ratn fall (Maclean and Wein, 1978; Lousier and Parkinson, 1978).
The nitrogen levels in the lftter at any given tfme reflect the ;nteraction of input and removal. Prior to June. the rate of input exceeds
the rate of remova1. Wfth the increase of invertebrate activity 1n the
sU11111er, the rate of removal exceeds the rate of input. There is a
large confidence interval around the average percent nitrogen level
for February. This is evidence that the subnivian connunity is a
mosaic of btologtcally active and inactive sites (Tardtff and Dindal,
1980). Sites with high mic."Ob1al and invertebrate activity have higher
nitrogen levels than areas with little or no activity.
These results are inconsistent with litter bag studies. Wfth
confined lftter, the percent nitrogen continuously 1ncreases from various inputs (Anderson, 1973; Cragg et al., 1977; Gosz et al., 1973).
The decline in the percent nitrogen in unconfined litter is due to the
selective rsmoval of nitrogen rich material by invertebrates. This
activity fs restricted by litter bags.
Litter C/N Ratio
The relationships of percent carbon to percent "ftrogen (Figure

4) is relatively constant during the first four sample periods. This
is evide~t also when comparing individual curves of percent carbon
(Figure 2) and pe1cent in nitrogen (Figure 3) with the C/N ratio
curve. The drop in April is probably due to an increase in nitrogen
from fixation coupled wit~ a slow rate of removal by the low density
spring invertebrate populations.
Litter bag studies using leaf litter only. usually show a decrease in C/N ratio as nitrogen is accumulated (Anderson. 1973; Cragg
et al •• 1977; Gosz et al •• 1973: Wood. 1974). Likewise. in our study
as the various components of leaf litter become enriched with nitrogen, and the C/N rat~os of the leaves decrease, the tnvertebrate
population5 remove these components. However, since the net result
is a preponderance of woody branch litter, the t/N ratio may appear
to be constant or to increase temporarily. An e~ample is the
October C/N ratio which reflects the higher C/N ratio due mainly to
branch litter.
Percent Calcium in Litter
Calcium in the litter may be thought of as origtnatin~ from two
different sources. First, calcium is a structural component of
plant cells (Burges. 1956). Second, according to Chandler (1939), calcium is not retracted from leaves p~ior to litter fall. Therefore,
there 1s a pooling of calcium in the leaves through the growing season
which is reflected in the litter. Thesp two phenomena explain the
trend seen 1n F1gur~ 5.
The initial high levels of calcium 1n February reflect the unretracted calcium pooled in the leaves prior to leaf crop. The large
confidence interval about this point probably reflects the extent to
which different tree species accumulate calcium in there leaves. The
decline in percent r.alcium concentration covaries significantly with
sample weight loss of the unconfined litter. This is consi,tent with
litter bag studies (Burges. 1956; Maclean and Wein, 1978) and indicates
that calciutr. 1s inmobflizal as a structural component in the litter
until it is pliys1cally broken down.
LITTER NUTRIENT CORRELATION ANALYSIS (Table 1)
The variables available for litter ccrrelat1on analysis are carbon. nitrogen, calcium,· and 11tter sample weight. Both simple and
partiai correlations were calculated~ The partial correlation reflects
the relationship between the two variables of 1nterest with the effects
of othe other two variables ranoved. Simpson et al. (1960), Poole
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TABLE 1. LITTER NUTRIENl CORRELATIONS
Simple Correlation

Corre1aUon

Partial Correlat1on

.. ;654

Sample WT:C
C:Ca
Sample WT:Ca
C:N ••

-.712

.178

.275

.142

.296
.315

.294

Correlations are s;gnificant at .250 (ol=.05)
(1974). Snedecor and Cochran (19Gtj completely discuss this technique
which ~as the advantage of showing the r~lationship between two variables after tbe effects of other dependent variables have been removed.
Litter Sa&lple Weight related to Percent Carbon
Both the simple and partial correlatio•1s relating litter weight
This correlation reflects the different decomposition rates of the constituents of
the litter. The litter with a lower percent carbon concentration
(mainly leaves) is decomposed and conmfnuted at a faster rate than the
l 1tter with a higher percent carbon concentration (branch litter).
Consequently. as the sample weight decreases. the percent carbon in the
remaining litter increases.
to percent carbon are negative and significant (Table 1).

Percent Carbcn related to Percent Calcium
The simple correlation of percents carbon to calcium ts not
significant; however. the partial correlation shows a significant relationship between these two variables when the effects of percent nitrogen and sample weigh~ are removed (Table 1). Such a correlation is expected sf nee it indfc.ates ti· at carbon and calcium are related as
structural components in p"lant material.
Lttter Sample.Weight related to Percent Calctun1
With these variables the partial correlation procedure indicates
the relationship between sample weight loss and the loss of the calcium
component which is accumulated fn the leaves during growth. The covariation of calcium with carbon is not reflected in this partial cor·
relation because the variation due to the carbon concentration has bean
statistically removed.
Percent Carbon related

to

Percent Nitrogen

The correlations represent a constant
SJS

relationsh1~

between these

two variables (Table 1). Correlations are mostly supported by the
first four sample perfods (Figure 4). Also, as noted before, this
is not the case with litter bag data.
SOIL NUTRIENT TRENDS
It is i111nediately apparent from Figures 6-8 that carbon,
nitrogen, and calcium are much less variable in the surface soil of
the site than in the litter layer. Less variation i~ e~pected because: 1) these data were collected on only the top 10 cm of soil,
and it is expected that much of the input from the litter as migrated via leaching and faunal activity to the lower soil h~rizonsi
and 2) the relative stability of these nutrient levels probably reflects a dynamic equilibrium between cation exchange capacity and
plant root u~takc.
The large confidence interval around the February nitrogen
mean is probably due to the same mosaic effect noted for litter nitrogen. In sections of the surface soil where the m1croflora renaf n
active throughout the winter. nitrogen is pooled. In areas where
microflora were inactive, nitrogen was lost or was not mineralized.
SOIL NUTRIENT

CORRECT~ON

ANALYSIS (Table 2)

Percent Carbon related to Percent Calcium
As stated in the methods section, the calcium ~~dG;· consideration here is only the exchangeable component. These significant
positive correlatfor.s reflect the probable interaction of calcium as a
cation and the C.E.C. of humic material.
TABLE 2. SOIL NUTRIENT CORRELATIONS
Correlat1on

Simple Correlation

C:Ca
N:Ca
Ca:pH

.530
.872
.632

.390
.786

.441

Correlations are significant at .250 (
Percent Ni"trosen ...latetl

~Percent

Partial Correlation

ct. = .OS)

Calcium

Lutz and Chandler (1946) reported that calcium in soils stimulates microfloral and faunal activity. This interaction is represented
by the relatively high, positive correlation~ between percent nitrog,n
and percent calcium. As m1crof1ora1 and faunal populations increase due
to an increase 1n calciLD11, more nitrogen ts i11111ob11ized.
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Percent Calcium related to pH
Three processes ma,y potentially interact to produce these positive relationships (1"able 2, Figures 8-9). First, calcium raisec;
so11 pH (Lutz and Chandler, 1946). Second, under anaerobic conditions,
such as moisture saturation, microflora produce acidic metabolites
which reduce the pH of the soil and result 1n leaching of cations such
as calcium (Gray and Williams, 1971). Third, a soil pH change frum
6.0 to 7.0 increases the solubility of calcium carbonate from 30S to
601 (Emerson and Green, 1938).
LITTER-SOIL NUTRIENT FLUX (Table 3)

Simple and partial correlations for litter:soil carbon, nitrogen, and calciwn are not significant. The reason is that the litter
and soil samples were collected at the same time. and these litter
nutrient levels are not reflected instantan1ously in the soil. The data
were rearranged so that the soil nutrient infonnation was com~ared with

TABLE 3. LITIER TO SOIL CORRELATIONS

Corre1a'tion

Without Shift

With Shift

C:C
Ca:Ca

.254

.361

N:N

.095
-.118

.255
-.008

Correlations are significant at .250 (ct= .05)
the nutrient infonnation for the litter sampled the preceding period.
This rearrangement showed nutrient h:.vels in Febr·uary litter to be
correlated with those of Apri1 soil, nutrient leve~s in April litter to
be correlated with those of June sa11, and so forth. This shift producecl better correl1t1ons representing the carbon and calcium f1uxes.
The nitrogen relationship did not improve because nitrogen moves through
the system at a much faster rate than two months. The actual lag time
for these nutrients could be determined with samples collected over
shorter interval~.
C<itlCLUS IONS
NUTRIENT TRENDS
1. Data show that weight loss 1n unconfined litter, 1n a m1xed hard"°od forest system, 1s linear •
.5)8

z.

Percent carbon in the total hardwood forest 11tter increases
through the year. This is because litter of lower carbo~ content (leaf mater;al) is dec011posed at a faster rate than tnat
with a higher carbon content (woody branch mater;al).

3. Calc1um loss 1; pos1tively correlated with weight loss in the
litter since calcium is a structural component of plant tissue.

4. Surface soil nutrient fluxes are of a much lower magnitude than
litter nutrient fluxes.

CORRELATION ANALYSIS
1. Litter ~ample weight is inversely correlated with percent of
carbon.
2. The percent carbon related to percent calcium correlation indicates that calcium is a structural compGnent of litter.
3.

Litter sample WP.tght related to percent calcium reflects the
loss of unretracted calcium accumulated prior to leaf drop.

4. Percent carbon related to percent nitrogen correlation indicates a relatively constant C:N rat;o for most of the year.
5. The soil percent calcium related to pH correlation may be interpreted as a biological (Microbial metabolite and physical
(solubility) relationship.
6.

Percent soil r.itrogen related to percent soil cclctum reflects
an increase in microbial activity with an increase in calcium.
and therefore an increase in inunobilized nitrogen.
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KINETICS OF N-K INTERACTION AS RELATED TO STEM
ROT INFECTION A1'D WATER HOLDING CAPACITY OF LEAF
TISSUES OF TOMATO PLANTS
S. E-D. A. f ..izy
Un1111mly

of Tanl11

Egypl

Abstract:
St.em-rot infection followed by lodging and death of tomato
plants occurred following abundant N fertilization. K
fertili~ation was found to reduce the intensity of' infection.
The relationship between infection and N/K ratio in soil
extract and whole plant tissues and moisture loss fxom excised
leaves were outlined. K exerted a mixed type inhibition on
the net influx of NH 4 •
Introduction:
Abundant N fertilization was found to decrease the disease
resistance of plants to soil born pathogens, as a xesult of
rendering cell wall material more thinner as W!ll as reducing
the incrustation of cell walls with silicon and also increasing
the concentration of the soluble amino acids and other palatable compounds (vcm Uexkull,1976, rsmunadji, 1976 and Mitchell,
et al. 1976). The form of N seems to have an effect on fungus
infectior, abundant NH 4 -N nutrition was found t.o increase the
infectl.on (Barker, et al. 1967). Potassium, on the oth~r hand,
was found to increase the resistance of plants to fungus
infection (Maynard, et al. 1968, Mengel, 1976, and Faizy, 1977).
The objectives of thie study were to investigate the
susceptability of tomato plants to stem rot infection by,
naturally occurring, soil born pathogens as affected by different N and K fertilizers as "Mall as its relationship to
water loss from excised leaves and NH 4 -K interaction.
Materials and Methods:
Tomato plants (Lycopersicum esculentum) were germinated in the
field and t~ansplanted (3~ days old) to pots containing saline
soil (pH• e.s) from Kafr El Sheikh. The plants were fertili~ed
with a split application each of 10.g of a mixture o! ammor.ium
nitrate, superphosphate and potassium sulfate fertilizers.
The mixing was made up in the following ratios (cf N P o
2 5 K2o):
(a) 1
(b)
(c)
(d)

-5

1

-,

1
1
1

2, 1.2
4, 1.2

-,

2

s

1

-,

3
1
2, 2.4
1 4, 2.4
5
1 2.1,

1
1
1
1

-,

5
2, 3.6
4, 3.6
4,
5

~2

1

-1
1 2,
1 4,
1 6.4,

4.B
4.8
5

1
2,
1 4,
l 8.6,

S.9

5.9
!j

l
27
l
47
1 10.77

'the first fertilizer applieat.ion was made at 20 days after transplantinq and the second cme 30 days later. Five days after the
first fertili?er application symptomo of stem rot infection
(lodging followed by death) were apparent. The number of dead
plants wero calculated and % infection was obtained.
Two harvests were ~aken, the first was taken prior to addition
of fertilizer and the second ane SO da~·s later and at the same
time soil samples were taken. Plant and soil analysis 'lrt'l!re
carried out as outlined elsewhere (Faizy, 1978) and the net
influx was estimated by the method of Brester and Tinker (1972).

The water loss was estimated by rapidly weighing leaves after
e~c-sion and%. loss in weight was calculated (g/g/min) after
10 minutes at noon.
Results and

Discussions~

Unlike in other studies (Faizy, 1979, made up on soil of the
same area, NH was the dominant for:n of N and no N0 3 was detected
in the saturation soil extract.
The % of infected plants were hyperbolically increased with
increasing the equivalent NH 4 /K ratio in soil extract (fig. l).
Consequtimtly tlie infection was similarly related to the
equivalent N/K ratio in whole plant tissues (fig. 2). 'the
resistance to stem rot infection was therefore increased by
qigh K nutrition (Maynard. et al. 1968 and Mengel. 1976). One
of the reasons for the induction of this resistance might be
that K increased the synthesis of cell wall materials on the
expense of soluble amino acids and thus cells would maintain
a mechanical resistance against fungus invasion (Mengel, 1976)
as well as low palatability.
An increase in water loss from excised leaves was observed with
increasing the N/K ratio in pl~nts (fig. 3). Similarly,
tranapiration rate was reduced in sugar beet with increasing
K nutrition (Mengel and Foremter, 1973). It was interesting
to nd:.e that the " of infected plants \Ere hyperbolically related
to the water loss (fig. 4). The high water loss might be due
to low protein content of cells (Stutt and Todd, 1969, Gusave,
1965) or high permeability of cell membranes (Mengel, 1976).
The influx of NH

was estimated in the absence of K (average
endogeneous K c~centration
0.39 ~ 0.10 me/lOOg at ~ Q~) and
in the presence of K fertilizers (average K concentra~!Cft =
0.73+ 0.09 me/lOOg at ~.95 in saturation soil extracE)• The
resp0nse curves were sigmoidal (Faizy, 1978 and 19'19, indicating
the presence of at least two active si tea per carrier enzyme.
Using the Woolf-Augustinsson-Hof stee plot of the Hill equation
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Woolf-Augustinsson-Hofstee plot, showing a mixed type
inhibition of the NH4 influx(FN) by high concentration
of K (~) in saturati:on soil extract. At low Cw. the
maximal theoretical NH influx (P ) was 32. 5 afld the
affinity or substrate cgncentratioW at half maximal
response (K 11 ) was 1.16. At high CK, tile Fm was inhibited
by a factor of
= o.es to 27.S a-nd the ~ was
inhibited by a factor oC = 1. 35
s

(Segel, 1975). Potassium was found to exert a mixed type
on the maximal theoretical net NH 4 influx (3.25 x
10 E/cm /day) by a factor
'
• 0.65, and on the intrinsic
dissociation constant by a factor of
= 1. 3 S ( fi q. 5).
in~ibiti~n

o\

It was therefore concluded that plants can be made more disease
:resistance with K fertilizers: either directly throuqh its
physioloqical effects an cell constituents t>r indirectly by
inhibiting the NH 4 influx. This conclusion might be of special
importance ~o the Egyptian agriculture, especially after the
construction of the Aswan Dam (1964) .and the z:esultant dec:reaase
in K-replenishnent of the soi 1.
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SULPHUR TRANSFOR.l'llATIONS IN OXYGEN-LIMITED
SYSTEMS: SOILS, SEDIMENTS AND SLUDGES
• 5. G. Hornor. J. H. Waugh and M. J. Mitchell
SUN't CESF
USA
•p~,., a.,rlrns: V1rg1nia Polylrchnic lnsfltidr
USA

Sulfur is a major elem~nt essential to all life on earth.
It is constantly being converted, transformed and transported between
major organic and inorganic pools in both natural and anthropcgentc
systeius. Both biochemical and geochemical pathways are involved
in the cycling of sulfur beL-ween these pools in the biosp~ere, atmosphere, hydrosphere and pedosphe~e. In additi~n to ics importance as
a major biogeochemical element. atmospheric invut of oxidized inorganic
sulfur compounds derived from the combustion of fossil fuels has
resulted in a :najor international research eff~:ct aimed •t elucidaling
mechanisms and pathways ~f sulfur cycling.
Microorganisms play a major role in determining both the magnitude
3nd rates of sulfur fluxes
Due to the diversity of metabolic pathways
crerating in natural micro~ial communities of ~~diments and soils,
in situ microbiota are ahle to transform sulfur through all five
of its oxidation stdtes and to fcrm a variety of inorganic and organic sulfur species. Biogenic evolution of sulfur compoands is
the least well-known component of the global sulfur cycle; however,
it appears that the majority of tiogenic sulfur is evolveJ in the
forms of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) or dimethyl sulfide ((CH3)2S)
(Hill, 1973; Moss, 1978).
Environmental conditions required for biogenic sulfide production are wet in oxygen-limited, organic-rich systems such as
intertidal r.arine sands, bogs, marshes, swamps, and their man-made
analogs suca ac sewage sludge. Oxygen-limited systems are characterized by 1) a high moisture co~tent, 2) a rapid microbial turnover
~f labile organic matter, Jj an adequate supply of organic or inorganic terminal electron acceptors, which may replace oxygen in microbi~l
resp~ration, and 4) a dynamic redox gradient.
The fourth
characteristic is a coneequence of the first three and is delineated
by a zone of oxygen depletinn.
The lower limit of this zone constitutes the redox discontinuity
layer, where oxidizing processes become displaced hy reducing processes (Fenchel and Riedl, 1970). By virtue of the dynamic interplay
between net oxidation and reduction of nutrients by the natural
microbial community, this zone represents the area of maximal
bacterial activity and organic matter transformations (Kepkay et al.,
1979). Below this zone, reduced products of anaerobtc community
metabolism accUiDulate; these products are toxic to most plants a~d
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a"'imals ar:d to many m.. ::roorganisms. Oxygen depletion is due to the
combination of low oxygen solubility in water, slow passive diffusion
of oxygen into water-filled pores and rapid biological and chemical
oxygen consumption. Systems which are intcrmittantly flooded, such
as rice paddies and salt marches, are characterized by a vertical
movement of the redox gradient. Du~ing periods of exposure and
drainage, aerobic metabolism similar to that in aerobic soils
proceeds, while during periods of submergence, anaerobic metabolism
prevails (Ponnamperuma, 1972).
Bacterial

Communi~

Metabolism in Oxygen-Limited Systems.

Since the majority cf metabolism in oxygen-limited systems is
heterotrophic and anaerobic, bacteria are the primary agents in
decompositi~n, although faunal constituents may serve an important role
in altering bacterial activity (Abrams and Mitchell, this volume).
The natural bacterial community in such systems can be divided into
three functional groups, based on their respiratory metabolism:
1) facultP.tive anaerobes, 2) obligate anaerobes and 3) fermentors.
Respiratory reduction of a terminal elect~on accept~r such as
oxygen or sulfate is directly coupled to the oxidation of a reduced
carbon compound such as glucose; this coupling of oxidation-reduction
reactii:>us is required for biological transformation of energy into
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) from adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and
yields carbon dioxide and reduced electron acceptors (e.g., H20 1
HzS). Aerobic respiration, in which molecular oxygen (02) is
reduced to H20 1 yields the maximum quantity of energy (in the form
of ATP;, per mole or organic reducing agent. Thus the facultatively
anaerobic bacteria, which are widely distributed in 02-limited systems,
utilize Oz as a terminal electron acceptor as long as a sufficient
quantity is present. The lower limit of Oz concentration which is
required for aerobic respiration has been determined to be J x l0-6M
in several types of soils (Greenwnod, 1961). When 02 is preD~t in
lower quantities, facult~tive anaerobes switch to anaerobic respiration,
utilizing nitrate rs a terminal electron acceptor (~ambrell an~
Patri..:k, 197A).
The switch to a1111.erobic respiration has a profound impact on
the chemical and physical environment, r~sulting in reduction of the
~~crounding substrate.
The relative oxidizing and reducing potential
of natural systems is indexed by the redox potential or Eh, a measure
of the electron-escaping tendency of a reversible redox system (Zobell~
1946). In aqueous systems, the oxidation states of hydrogen, carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur and several metals are affected by Eh. o2
becomes undetectsble at an Eh of +350 mV. Below +330 mV, nitrate
reduction may be initiated b~t this process is generally not marked
above an Eh of +220 mV (Patrick and Delaune, 1977).
When nitrate becomes depleted, the metallic cations, oxidized
manganese (Mn(IV)) and ferric iron (Fo(III)),~re generally reduced in
that order as electron-rich fernientation products accumulate.
Fermentation differs from respiration in that the total energy-yielding
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redox reaction is intracellular and the electron acceptor is organic.
Tiius a reduced carbon compound sue~ as glucose is catabolized to
fermentation end-products such as etha~ol, succinate, propionate and
lactate (Doelle, 1969). Mn (IV) is reduced to Mn (II) at an Eh of
about +250 mV, while Fe (III) is reduced to ferrous iron (Fe (II))
at about +125 mV. These metallfc cations play a major role in poising
Eh in natural systems ar.d in determining tbe solubility of sulfur
compounds.
In the sequential reduction of natural systems, the next major
biological electron acceptor is sulfate. Sulfate raduction is carried
out by a specialized group of obligate anaerobic bacteria, Desulfovibrio,
Desulfomonas and Desulfomaculum, which reduce suliate to sulfide in
the Eh range of +115 to -450 mV, although an Eh of -95 mV and a pH
greater than 5.0 ts required for initiation of the process (Cappenberg, 1974; Zinder. and Brock, 1978). The sulfate reducers generally
carry out incomplete carbon metabolism, yielding acetate as well as
C02 from substrates such as the fermentation products lactate,
succinate, malate and ethanol. Dissimilatory reduction of sulfate
to sulfid~ is a major mechanism governing sulfur metabolism in 02limi ted systems.
When most of the sulfate in mud or sludge has been utilized,
and the Eh has dropped to less than -250 mV, C02 itself may serve as
an electron acceptor and be reduced to methane CCH4 ). Therefore,
methanogenic bacteria are restricted to extremely reduced envi~onments,
utilizing lOY molecular weight organic acids. especially acetate,
plus C02 and molecular hydrogen (H2) to form CH4 (Capp~nberg, 1974).
Reduction of C02 releases the smallest amount of ener~y per mole of
re•tucinp. equivalent due to the high enthalpy of CH4.
Not all of these sequential redox reactions may occur in a
single 02-limited system. For instance, soils and sediments which
•re permanently flooded may not exhibit denitrification since nitrate
may not be present. However, all these reactions may be exp~cted
to occur in alternately flooded and drained systems or in reduced
soils or sediments which are in contact with 02 at the surface. All
microbial metabolism follows similar pathways up to the point of
pyruvace; beyond this point, the divergence of heterotrophic metabolism
results in a variety of metabolic pr~ducts (Wolin, 1974). During
se~ueotial oxidation of organic compounds, sulfur components are
also Detabolized and evolved in a manner dependent on availability
and on oxidatio~ state, as discussed in the next section.
Distribution of Sulfur Compounds in Soils, Sediments and Sludges.
Total sulfur content and major rools in three different systems
are presented in Table 1. The soil data is based on studies of 37
surface agricultural soils in Iowa. The majority of sulfur in these
soils occurs in org~nic form, primarily as ester sulfates, which
include choline sulfate, phenolic sulfates and sulfated polysaccharides.
The carbon-bonded component (C-S) consists primarily of the amino acids

SSo

methionine and cy3teine (Tabatabai and Bremner, 1972).
of ester - so4 increased with depth in soils while the
decres..3ed.
TABLE 1.

The percenta§e
fraction

c-s

Major Sulfur Pools in Soils, Lake Sediments and Sludge
Agricultural 1
Soil

Lake Sediment 2
Sewage Sludge 3
Oxidized ~d~ Oxldized Reduced

0.03

0.16

so 2 -

1-5

42

0

11'

7

s-so3 • so 3

ND

ND

ND

13

30

ND

25

59

0

14

ND

0

21

ND

l.1>

1-5

67

80

24

51

Ester-so4

31-63

ND

ND

37

5

c-s

3-20

tm

ND

39

45

33

20

76

49

Total SuL.ur
(% g-l dry wt)

0.13

1.10

1.22

Sulfur Pools:
(% of Total Sulfur)
4

FeS, S2- , HS

-

FeS 2 , so
Total Inorganic

s

Total Organic S
95-99
1
Tabataba:I and dremner, 1972.

2Recalculated fron Nriagu and Coke7, 1976.
3waugh and Mitchell, in prep.

ND = no data

Although sulfur speciation in submerged soils has not been stu.:iieci
to the same extent, we can predict that at a pH near neutrality organic
sulfur and sulfate would be dissimilated to H2S1 thiols and volatile
organic sulfur and tbat H2S would react with metallic cations to form
insoluble sulfides (!'onnanipen-ma, !.972; Co11nell and Patri.,,:•~. 1968). Th:!.s
type of speciation has been found ir. reduced se<lil7'encs of Lake Ont~rio,
where the surface sedimenLs arc oxidized and sedimen~· deeper than
six er are reduced (Nriagu and Coker, 1976). The redax discontinuity
layer occurred at 4 to 6 cm and this zone contained the highest
concentration of total sulfur, over 65% of which was black, amorphous iron sulfide (FeS). Above this zone (0 to 2 en), 25% of the

total sulfur ~as in the form of FeS and below this zone (8 to 10 cm),
59% was present as FeS. In addition to ~es, pyrite (FeS2) and
elemental S (S 0 ) were present in reduced sediments. Unlike soils,
less thaT, half of the total sulfur can be accounted for as organic sulfur
in lake sediments, due to the stability of inorganic oxidized and
reduced sulfur.
Sulfur speciation in aerobically digested sewage sludge has
been studied in our laboratory and results concur with those of
Sommers et al. (1977). Th~ total sulfur content of sludge is one to
two ord~rs of magnitude greater than that in soils and sediNents and
speciation reflects the high initial quantity of organic sulfur. As
would be predicted, oxidized sludge retains a large fraction of organlc
component, which is evenly divided between two major orgaric pools
while the reduced sludge contains a low percentage of ester-S04 but a
high percentage cf thiosulfate (S-S03) and sulfite (so 3). Although
thesu two latter compounds are not found as intermediates in sul!ate
reduction, they may be stable intermed1ates resulting from polythionate
reduction (Chambers and Trudinger, 1975; Doelle, 1969). Tlle fraction
of FeS in reduced sludge may•initially appear to be too low •1hcn compareJ to reduced sediments, but the absolute concentration is fdr 1n
excess of that uccurring in sedimeut~ and is limited by the availability of ferric iron relative to sulfide. Tile excess of sulfide
ions is demonstrated in the evolution of H2 S in sludge, as discussed
in the next section.
S~lfur

Transfnrmations in Oxygen-Limited Systems.

Microbial sulfur transformations can be either assimilatory or
aissimilatory. Bacteria are able co assimilate sulfur from a wide variety of inorganic and organic comp~unds for synthesis of the essential
S-containing amino e~ids methionine and cysteine (Alexander, 1977).
Under Oz-limited co~ditio~s, the primary S source is reduced organic
S, derived from protein hydr.olyses. In soils with low S content,
such as agriculatural soils, sulfate immobilization in an organic form
is the primaTy transfol-mation. Since the major form cf S in oxidized
soils, ester-S04, is not available to plants, fertilizers are routinely
used (Tabatabai and Bremner, 1972).
Oz-limited systems rich in organtc material generelly are not Slimited, since moat of the organic material is derived from S-rich
plant bioi.~ass.
Freshwater macrophytes contain 0.8 to 1.0% S on a dry
weight basis whi.e phytoplankton contain 0.65% (Nriagu, 1968);
bacteria generally contain 0.1 to 1.0% S (Alexander, 1977). The
majori~y of S transformations in 02-limited systems result in production of vola~il~ inorgBnic or organic su!fides: see Figure 1.
Sulfides may be released a~ H2S 1 or bound as metallic sulfides, depending on the availability of cations <Pon.naaperuma, 1972). Pyrite
formation occurs in reduced sedimer.ts when ferric sulfides are undersaturate~ and soluble sulfides are present (Howarth, 1979).

FIGURE 1.

-...

Major microbial sulfur transformations in oxygen-limited
systems.

In saltmarsh sediments, where sulfate levels are very high
(approximately 28 mM) 1 sulfate reduction is not controlled by s~lfate
supply but by temperature, H2 availability and nutrients, ospecially
lactate (Nedwell and Abram, 1979; Rees, 1973). In freshwater marshes
and submerged soils, where the sulfate concentration is below the
level necessary to saturate enzyme activat~on sitef, sulfate reduction is limited primarily by sulfate concentration. Diffusion
rates of HzS from flooded soils, sediments and sludges depend not
only super~aturation of metallic cations. but also on diffusion and
mass flow (Kleiber and Blackburn, 1978). R~spiration rates of
very reduced systems, such as sewage sludge, are controlled in part
by out~ard diffusion of reduced products which are toxic if
concentrated (McDonnell and Hall, 1969).
Evolved HzS may be biologically or chemically oxidized. lhese
oxidized compounds may combine with atmospheric water and be returned
to the earl'l1 1 s surface in the form of acid precipitation (Likens
and Bormann, 1974). Alternatively, sulfides may be biologically
oxidized ~o sulfates and elemental sulfur by the chemoaututrophic
bacteria Thiobacillus or by the photosynthP.tic bacteria Chlorobium
and Chromatium (Doelle, 1969). Elemental sulfur may then be further
oxidized to sulfite, thiosulfate and sulfate by other members of
Thiobacillus or serve as an electron acceptor. as can sulfite and
thiosulfate.
H2S can also be released in dissimilatory metabolism of organic
sulfur compounds, as can the volatile organic sulfides methane thiol
(CH3SH), diniethyl sulfide ((CH3)2S, dimethy4 disulfide ((CH3)~S2),
~arbon disulfide (CS2) and carbonyl sulfide (COS), as noted in Tabl~ 2.
(CH3)2S2 is formed as an oxidation product of CH3SR (Segal and Starkey,
·1969). Organic sulfide evolution in o~idized soils occurs generally
when the organic content is greater than 5% on a dry weight basis
(Banwart and Bremner, 1976.!). However, when oxidized soils are waterlogged. even those with low organic content evolve sulfides, primarily
in the forms of CH3SH and (CH3)2S. Thus organic sulfide evolLtion
is noc restricted to reduced systems but ib enhanced by 02-limitation.
TABLE 2.

Volatile Sulfur Compou\lcls Released from Soils, Sludge-Amended
Soil and Sludge
Organic
~atter

Sample !ype
Belinda 1 Silt Loam
Sharpsburg

1

Silty Clay Loam

(%)

Treatment

2.17
3.91

A

w

None
CH ScH , CH SsCH
3 3
3
3

TABLE 2.

sam21e

(Continued) Volatile Sulfur Compounds Released From Soils,
Sludge-Amended Soil and Sludge

TIP~

Hayden 1 Sandy Loam
Okoboji

1

Silty Clay Loam

Organic
1-latter (%)
S.78

12.1

Soil + Sludge 2

A

CH3SCH3
CH3SCH3

A

None
CH ScH
3
3

A

CH3SCH3 1 CH3SSCH3
CH3SH, CH3SCH3,
CH3SSCH
3
CH3SSCH3, CS2
CH1SH, CH3SCH3,
CHjSSCH3, cos, cs2

w
w
w

Sandy Soil + Sludge 2

Sludge 3

Treattnent

A

w
60

A

w

H2S 1 CH3SH, CH3SCH3
H2S 1 CH3SH, CH3SCH3,
C."H SSCH
3
3

1Banw'lrc and Bremner, 1976,!_.
2

Benwart and Bremner, 1976]?_.

3Hornor, in prep.

= Aerobic
W = Water-logged
A

Sludge-amended soils evolve a variety of orgacic s~lfides under
both aerobic and water-logged conditions. Sludge alone evolves these
compounds as well as H2S under similar incubation conditions. The little
that is known about the mechanisms and organisms responsible for evolution
of these compounds in soils and sludges is derived from pure culture
work and from sulfur-amended soils and sludges (Bremner and Steele, 1978).
The prf~ary organic sulfur sourr.e for H2S formation is cysteine, while
the majority of th£ organic sulfides are derived from methionine (Francis
et al., 1975). Several bacterial isolates including Clostridium,
PseudCl'lllonas and Achromobacter have been found to dissimilate methionine
to volatile sulfides (Segal and Starkey, 1969; Alexander, 1974).
Additionally actinomycetes, yeasts and higher fur1gi have bP.en shown to
evolve these compounds (Kadota and Is~ida, 1972).

'SS

CH3SH has received more attention than other volatile sulf idea
due to its powerful and offensive odor and phytotoxic prore1ties;
this gas, as well as e 2s, may accumulate in sojls of rice paddiPs and
cause rlce root damage (Alexander, 1974; Joshi and H~llis, 1977).
The sulfur-oxidizing bacterium beggiatoa, occurring naturally in rice
paddies, is able to detoxify these sulfides. e 2s is also toxic to
nematodes (Rodriguez-Kahana et al., 1965) and developing fish eggs and
fry (Smtth and Oseid, 1972).
Burrowing by invertebrates exerts a profound influence on nutrier.c
cycling and decomposition in heterotrophic systems. Invertebrates may
stimulate microbial act!vit~· and decomposition by a nwnber of mechanisms
including comminution, removal of senescent colonies, enrichment by
nitrogenous excretions, elimination of antibiotic metabolites, enhancement of oxygen penetration, and addition of mineral nutrients. These
effects occur in soils (Syers et al., 1979; Kitchell et al., 1979),
sediments (Fenchel and Harrison, 1976) and sludges (Mitchell et al.,
1977; Abrams and Mitchell, this volume). In 02-limited systeus,
burrowing .~ttvities, or b:l.oturbation of sediments and soils, may
markedly increase substrate oxidation, alteda1g 1·edox gradient.11 that
<.•ontrol many mineralization processes and redistribute nutrients
across system strata (Kitchell et al., 1979; Withers, 19i8).
The major mechanisms by which fauna may influence sulfur biogeochemis try are thr~ugh either a direct effect on the microflora or
through physical anJ chemical alteration of the surrounding env1r~n
ment. Altnough there is little data on the specific roles which
animals play in modifying aulfur compounds, there is evidence that
a sediment-dwellirig polychaete worm stimulated rates of micr~bial
sulfate reduction aud increased solubility of metallic catior1s (Allm:
and Yingst, 1978). In contrast, Ho~nor and Kitchell (in review) have
shelm that earthworm feeding may de~rease rates of sulfide evolutio:..
in sludge. Also, interstitial metazoans are able tD actively
scavenge sulfide ions in ~ediment pore water, detoxify the sulfide
and release it back into the surrounding environment (Powell et al.,
1979).
The most striking difference between aerobic and anaerobic
decomposition is the nature of the metabolic products reltiased. In
a normal, well-drained soil, the prim~ry products of microbial
decomposition are carbon dioxide, nitrate, sulfate &nd refractory
humus-like material. In submerged or waterlogged soils, sediments
and sludge, carbon dioxide, methane, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, and
volatile organic sulfides such as methane thiol, dimethyl sulfide
and dimethyl disulfide plus refractory peat-like organic material
predominate. Due to absorption of H2S in systems with low total sulfur
content and high metalljc cation concentrations, such as soils and
oxidized sediments, H2S is produced but not evolved.

SS6

In aerated soils, sediments and sludges. the major microbial
S transformations are 1) oxidation of elemental sulfur, sulfide and
organic sulfur to sulfate and 2) assimilatory reduction of sulfate
into biomasH. In 02-limited systems. the major transformations are
1) dissimilatory sulfate reduction to sulfide and 2) dissimilation of
S-containjng amino acids methionine and cysteine (derived from protein
hydrolysis) to HzS, thiols and volatile organic sulfides. A diverse,
ubiquitous microflora capable of transforming S through all of its
oxidation states is present in 02-limited systems. Microbial com~unity S transformations are controlled by several enviromnental
parameters, including Eh, pH, the availability of labile organic
compounds serving as electron donors and the availability of
inorganic electron acceptors.
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ON THE INCIDENCE AND DISTRJBUTION OF PARASITE~ OF
SOIL FAUNA OF MIXED CONIFEROUS FORESTS, MIXED LEAF
FORESTS, AND PURE BEECH FORESTS OF LOWER SAXONY,
WEST GERMANY
Kurtesh Purrini
Uniwnity of Gorltingm
Wl'St Cmnany

INTRODUCTION
It 1s well known that the so11 fauna are 1mportant in the fonnation
of the earth's soils. Soil fauna, their populatton dens1t1es and character1stics have been studied by different authors in the recent years. But
practically no data exist concerning their pathology and parasitic diseases.
This study is the first major contribution on incidence and distribution
of parasites belonging to different groups of the microorganisms found in
naturetl populations of soil fauna from a spruce forest of Lower Sa;eo!'Y•
West Germans.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The forest organic soil samples used in examinations of ~he soil
fauna were collected during l.978 and 1979 in 2·, different localtties in mixed
coniferous forests (pine, Scoth pine, and larch as primary trees), mixed
deciduous forests (beech 1 elm and oak as primary trees). a.1d pure beet".h
forests, mainly in Lower Saxony, West Gennany.
Samples containing 8478 specimens were extracted via modified Tullgren
extractors. Larvae. pupae. and adults were first separated and then studf ed
individually under lig~t microscope. Adults were dissected and their organs
as wen as eggs were isolated before being studied intensively. • .ey were
smeared dry on slides, fixed with rnetha~ol or Bouin's fluid and stained with
Giemsa-Romanovsky or Heidenhain's iron haematoxylin solutions. Usually tne
contents of the body of an infected animal were sufffcien! enought for the
preparation of one smear. For staining nuclei of the 5pores ~f pathogens.
a small r.pot of stained smear was treated with a droplet of the 1% HCL, and
the droplet was heated for ~bout a minute over a flame until a bubble appeared.
The sme&r then was washed ftith cold water and stained again with Giemsa
solution for 1-2 min. The developmental stages of parasites and thei•r sizes
were evaludted fn smears of freshly dissected material as mella~ fixedstainea preparations using an ocular micrometer.
Only the heavily infected parts of the host could be fixed in situ
and the organs prepared in the usual w~ for embedding into eoon-araldite for
stud~ with electron microscope. The tissues of infected an11;dls were fixed
at 4 C for 2 hrs. in 2% glutaraldehyde and postfixea in 2% osmium tetroxide,
each being dissolved in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4). Tissues of infected
animals were then bulk stained for 14 hrs. in 3~ aqueous uranyl acetate
foll~ed by routine dehydration ~60 to 100% Ethanol), and embedded in epon-
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araldite. Thin ~ections (400-500ft) were cut with LICB ultramicrotome (Ultratome
III) and stained in uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Micro-photographs were
taken with a Philips 301 Electron Microscope.
RESULTS
Major parasitic and pathoganic components of the 8478 specimens of soil
fauna judged by their abundance, frequency and biotopes are shown in Table 1.
and 2. Three groups of decornrosers: oligocheete, acarines, and collembolans
were intensively studied as organisms in which the high numbers present in
the samples and their intensity of transfonnation of organic materials in
forest soils pla)s an imp~rtant role in nature. The highest infection level
for these groups occurred in Mixed leaf forests (Table 1). The lowest
percentage of infections was in mixed coniferous forests. The pure beech forests
lie 1n between. These data show t~at there is a considerable difference
betwi:=En deciduous and cont ferous fonsts. These differences may be due to
the ~ifferences in the occurence of variety of fauna and higher density
of their population within broad-leaf forests compared to coniferous for·ests
Table 1. THE SURVEY AND INCIDENCE OF PARASITES OF SOIL FAUNA
OF LOWER SAXONY, W. GERMANY, 1978 - 1979.

TM'XC::

Host
Animals

No. Ex.

Pure
~

Inf.

beech

forests

BIM'OPES:

Mixed
deciduous
forests

Mixed
coniferous
forests

ANNELIDA
Oligochaeta

480

54

16

32

6

2600

42

11

23

8

1

ARANEIDA
Acarina
MYRIOAPODA

110

INSECT A
Apterygota

2100

7

2

4

Orthoptera

52

6

l

5

Rhynchota

64

7

3

4

Coleoptera

560

22

6

14

2

52

12

3

5

4

Diptera

340

16

5

8

3

Lepidoptera

120

28

7

15

6

Hymenoptera
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Results obtained from the ~tudies of parasites occurring in all group
of ani~~ls show that the population densities of soil fauna of spruce forest
suils of Lower S~xony were found to be infected by nematodes. and four groups
of microorganisms: viruses, bacteria. fung~. and protozoa (Table 2).
Table 2. THE PERCENT

OCCll~ENCE

OF DIFFERENT GROUP OF PARASITES

FOUND IN THE SOIL FAUNA OF LOWER SAXONY, W. GERMANY
1978 - 1979.

Types of

Total:
S Inf.

Parasi~es:

Protozoa

cP8 r:.
•a
61"
oa.
.~e\tia."'- __"'~r:. :1!.ac."'-e.'f' _j~~9''° ~,.,_o'9°2~o'fo-i

ANNELIDA
Oligochaeta

1'5

54

2

34

ARAt;EIDA
42

1

2

6

33

3

MYRIOAPODA
!NSECTA
Apterygota

7

4

Orthoptera

6

6

Rhynchota

7

7

Colt!optera

22

2

17

Hymenopte ra

12

3

9

Diptera

16

Lepi doptero

28

10

2

3

1

3

2

4

22

The highest level of infection !n three group of decomposers was caused by
protozoans and fungi. Namatodes and bacteria wen! found rarely as parasites
of decomposers. For 0th.er grour.s of 1nsects th.e most tnfect1 ons were caused
by Fungi, Protozoa, and the Ne;· .todes
Many important genera were
they were distributed within the
Acarina (Tabl~ 3), generally the
of infection in all localities.

found to be pathogenic 1n ,;rthropoda and
21 localities ex&n1ned. (Table 3) In
genus Grogar1na showed t~e highest level
There was a 11ttle difference between the

__

mixed leaf forests (lSS), and mixed conift!rous forests (16%). The higl'lest
level of infection by different species ot Haplosporidia (?) was again
confined to mixed leaf forests (14.5%) and the lowest in mixed coniferous
forests (8%), For different genera of Mirrosporidia including Nosema sp~.,
Thelohania spp., dnd Auraspora gen. nov. the highest level of infection was
found in pure beech forests (1.8%), followed by the mixed deciduous forests
(1.4S), and m1xed coniferous forests (11). The Helicosporidium ¥arasiticum
Keilin, was f~und only in three localities. In the localities o Fartow and
Adelebsen the infections were totally absent. The percentage of infections
by pathogenic genera in Collembola was generally low, witt. very few found in
any of the localities investigated. In comparison, Sporozoa (Protozoa)
infected several groups of decomposers including tne Oligochaeta and species
af moss-mites and Collembola (Table 4).
DISCUSSION
The results presented in this paper are of a preliminary nature and
more work is called for. although efforts have been made to identify the
parasites, particularly their family, genera, and in sane cases the species
of Fungi, and Sporozoa.
Our work rai'ies certain important questions which need i111nediate
attention as very °little work has been published (Meier 1956, Stanuner 1961)
on the pathology and disenses of soil fauna. However, we have only established
microsporidian infections in two species of moss-mites R sotritia ardua C. L.
~och (f&m. Euphtiracaridae) and Hennania gib~s C. L.Koc
Fam. ermaniidae)
(Purrini and Baumler 1977, ~978), but have a so recorded a largP. number of new
spec;es of d;fferent groups of microorganisms (Purrini 1~76, 1979; Purrini and
Weiser 1979; Purrini, Bukva and Baumler 1979). The present stud) presents
some data on all groups of decomposers fo~nd in natural populations of soil
fauna in forest soils.
Nematodes, Viruses, Bacteria, Fungi, and Protozoa. were found in all
of the materials invest;gate~. Most of the infections was found in the cells
of the fat bodies, body cavity, and also from m~scles, ovaries, eggs, male
gonads, and intestingal epithelium of hosts (Figures 1-45). In all, 14
different parasites were found in oligochaeta, of ~hich 11 species belong
to the 'Family Monocystidae (Eugregarinida, Sporozoa, Figure~ 1-6). One
parasite was close to the genus Helicosporidium (Helicaaparid&~ 'Proto•oa.)
{Figures 7 ,8), and two belong to the genus Nosema "(Microspo1·•,{.:: • Sporozoa)
(Figu:--es 8,9, l'O). Of those, He 1 i cosporidium ~arasiticum. 7 sr1•:r:'\ es of Family
Monocystidae, and two of Nosema spp. are new or the Oligochaet~.
Some of the important pathogens of moss-mites are Jjresen-..ed 1n Figures
11-19 a~d 41! ,45. There were 9 species uf Mi crospor1 d a , of whf ch 6 belong
to the genus Nosema (Figure 18). two are Pelistophora species (Figure 19).
and a Thelohania species was found. Eiqht species belonging to Sporozoa
(Protozoa) were fr~m genus Gregarina (Eugregarinida. Sporozoa, Figure 17);
one was a member·of Class Cfliata (Protozoa, Figure 16), and the remaining
two ~ete ~parasiticum (Figures 12~13) and Nematodes (Figure 11).
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uonoc~stis
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J:~eme-cocJ·stis

ma~ure

sporcc~&ts

spJ?., 'the m.'.lture

in fat

~r·orC"cysts

~odY,

3000 x.

in .fat bod:r, 30CC x.

? • l:!tl:tcos;roridj,uia para.si ticwr., fr'!e mature spores, 3CJOO x.

8.

l~osema

SEP• ,and

spores

0£

Si ••• o.:;em:;.
l(;. !-oaema

!i•

parai;it!.c~,

bo'th pPrasites

s;er.,
SE~.,

1~

mixed in.fection; mature
.fat body, 1200 x.

niature spores in fat
ma~ure

bod~,

1200 x.

spores in fa.:: body, 3000 x.

200 nyu (Fig. 2)

400 m,u (Ag.13,5)
4 5 m~ IFig.S,9 J
SOm,t.e (Fig.6,6a,7.10)

Figs.

11-19~

ORIBATEI

/~igs.

1 1 17: fresh condition; 12,19: phaco1
l,,l~,15, and 16: Heidenhains iron haematoxylin stain; 18: Giemsa stain/

11. RematodeE of Bu,Ehtz£acarua app., body eavity, 300 x.
12,1,. pelieosporidium parasiticum of EuphtYeacarus sve., 12.
mature spores, intestine, 1200 x.; 13. vegetative stages
and mature spores, intestine, 3000 x.

HaElosporidia ? of ]2!meeus ClfviR,es; 14. different vegetative stages in Hephrocyts, and cells of rat body in
Caecum, 3000 x.; 15. Mature spores, 3000 x.
16. Ciliata, cilia in body cavity ef Eu.~htyrac&.%"is spp., 3000 x.
1~ 1 15.

17.

SJ?R. of Stegs.nacarus BRPlicatus, two mature
gamonts, intestine, 1200 x.

Greg~rinE.

16. Noeema BEE•
3000 x.

or

B!?~a

onustY!, 1 mature spores in fat body,

19. Pl.eisto;e._hora B-RP.· in Microtitia mini.ma, nephrocyts 1'ul.l
with vegetative stages and young spores cf parasites, 1200 x.

450 m~ (Fig. t1)
45 m,u (Fig. 13,14,15,16,18)

IOmtJ (Fig. 12.171

.. -~: i

3'i!,iS. 20-28: CC.LL.El.BOLA /Figs. 2~, ~2, and .:? 3: f1~csh condition; 21, 24,
and ?~: :rhRco; 2F.,?.'7, and 28: :.iie•?'Sa r.te111/
2U. l::r tomori,tor-; Sf P. of :romocerus .fl svesc-3n ~, conj (!ia
Si·o.res ;_!·.bod;; c:.Ayit:::·, 75C x.
;n 1 ?2 1 ?

~.

!,:!ill-ria s-':l>. ? o:f'

l~eenura muscor\~:!.!h

cysts, 1200 x; 22.
c.:•st with sr.oroc;vsts,

pre~~ture

prellia~ure

m~•.;11re

~000

ir· fs-:: bodJ; 21.

c1st,

~GOO

x;

?~.

x.

24,2~.

Nosen:.a snp. of Lec:1inocyrtus c.•Y~me11s, mE1t 11re
fat body, 1200 x.

26.

=<..i•1

SJ:c"".'e~

in

SPF· of m.L .. f"!.1-1vesceI.s, di.!'f~rent vegetative etage3 3nd matura spores in fat bodJ , 3COC x.

!_~eloh~r.i~

2?. 1.rhel·.:>hRrV;• spr. of Lermdcc.trtus ligncru.n, sporotlasts wii;h
Lwture sr·ores in fat body, 4000 x.

28 • .e_uras_pora .sen. nov. 0£ L.
'}000 x.

ligno~,

mauure spcres in gonads,

100mJU (Fig. 20,21,24,25)
50.m~

\Fig. 22,23.26.211)

50 m~ (Fig. 27)

5?0

and 33: Heider~iains iron haematoxyl~n staini 32,35: fresh condition; 34,39:
phaco; 36,~7, and 38: Giemsa stain/

Figs. 29-38: DIPrERA. / Figs.

29,30,31~

29, 30. HelicosJ?oridium parasi ti~,B!!! ':>f Ctenosciara hy&.li12~.!.!!ot
Different vegetati~e sTages and ~ature s~ores in fat oody,
and intestinale epithelium, 3000 x.
31. H. parasitic~ of Ctenosciara spp., diff&re~t vegetative
stages and mature spores in fa~ body, and intestinale epithelium, 30CO x.

32,33,34,35. Ascocyetis SJm. of Megaselia subnitida, di~ferent
vegetative s~ases and spores (oocysts) in ovaries,and eggs.
32. L.iature gametocyst with less then 300 oocysts; a. free mature
oocysts, 750 x.

33. 14ature gametocyst inside of one hosts-egg; a. cyst, b. eggvitellus, 300 x.

34. Free mat'.lre oocysts; a. gamont, 1200 x.
35. Free mature oocysts, 3000 x.
36. Nosema spp. of P:!.atosciarus socialis, mature spores in
fat body, 3000 x.

37. Nosema spp. of
body, 3000 .x.

~apus

atomarius, mature spores in fat

38. Hepatozoon spp. ? of Cor}'8optera spp., schizonts? in fat
body, 3000 x.
Fig. 39: CO"LECPl'ERA / Fig. ~9: phaco/
39. Actino:m;vs!S!,! ? in rat body of one larvae of Coleoptera spp.
1200 x.

100~ tFig.

29. 30.31.35.36.37.381

200 m~ (Fig. 32)

200mllJ IFlg.lOJ

100 m~ (Fig .3' lJJ
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E1&ctron microscopY:
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Auras;eora gen. nov. of Lepidocyrtus lignorum, the
~ature

spores, Fig. 40: 22000 x, Fig.41: 30000 x.

Fig. 42: 60000 x, Fig. 43: 38000 x.
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Table! t,. THE IHroqiAHT GEHERA OF SPOROZOA (PROTOZOA) OF S<'ll DECOMPOSERS
W. ~ERMAHY, 1978 - 197~.
Host
Oligcchaeta

EUGREGARINIUA

ToTAC

Parasite

Mon.
30

FOU~il

cocc101A

Inf .S
36

59

20

10

242

59
61
65

21

2

~9

2

Ad '?

HAl'LOS?ORIDA ?

MICROSPORIDA

ilo. Ex.
480

Gre2.

!N FOREST OF LOWER SAX0:1v.

Nos. Pl.

Th.

Enc.

A'J.

Ll:,i~t.

4

CRiBA7EI:

Stepanacarus magnu:;
s. aj>lllitatus
S. striculus
Rnysot~1t1a duplicata

161
311

98

Micro~ritia mini~~

Notlirus silvestris
Piaty'lc ..:1rv~ pelt1fer
Oe~~eus clavipes
!). onustus
Cr.p•1eus dentatus
Cara~iJjes

~

coriaceus
tup~~o:>s ilirtus
f uz~tes Gloou1us
Euphthiraca:ridae spp.

14'.>

89
412

299
83
91

82
llZ
162

.,~

:n

lC
36

3;

l5

....!~

t

!5
26

5

6

16
6

2

113

76
57

26

J

t.7

C. I

45

50
19
29

34

26
25
21

,I.(

··a
£.
~3

2

15

5

2
2

iO

25

2

7

19
lS

lO

g

4

·----

C\lllE.~30LA:

icr..c:~rus

flavescens

le:>" dccyrtus 11 g1oruin
L. c:11r.eus
:;.-,1 clii ur .s quadrioccllatus
\l. spectaili 1fs

Nesnura

Folo;or.:ia

140

.,

&a

412
23

6
11
2

"17

6

263

u.uscoru~

q11a~doculata

~end

N:>. Ex. =- Number examined
Inf. " :Ufected

Mon.

=~onocystis SPl>.

l.ireg. = ~_!!garfoa Sll!..

Ad. "' Adel1na spp. 7

Hos. = l\o_~.fil·
Pl . = !>Te, ; ~!2!'.:L=i.E2..
T11, = Tlie I::iH:.: d !2.i?.!.,
A:.. = Aura.?_pora ~!~·

Hapl. = iia•JfoSj>~].!!IJLrn.JE2.·

41

8

2

2
2

3
3

3
1

3
11
2
6
2

2
2

ihe investigations of parasitic agents in moss-mites have been recorded
photographically by us for the first time (Figures 14, 15, 14, 45) a group of
microorganisms never s"·en befo'"e (Table S). The infection was localized in
nephrocytes and cells of caecUl'I. However, the morphology and life cycle of
tMs new group of parasites do not suggest a clean systemat·;c status, anrt 1r•·.:
have yet to ascertaim whetl1er thesE: 111icroor9anisms belonr:; t\l Protozoa or
Lower Fungi. We consider that these may be close to Sporozoa and the organisms like
Haplosporida. Detailed light and ~lectron microscopic studies of life
cycle and their importance as pathogen~ of moss-mites are under way. It
i~ hoped that this will help us in deciding more precisely their systematic
position. This group of parasites, !L._ garasiticum, 8 members of Gregarina
spp. and 9 species of Microsporida of ribate1 are new.
Of the spring-tails. 9 different microsporidhn (Figures 24-28),
one ~occidian (Adelina spp. ?, Figures 21-23), and one Entomophtorans spp.
{Entomophtoraceae. Fungi) parasites were found during our investigation. Cf
microspo~idian parasites, three were beionging to the genus Thelohania, 4 to
genus Nosema, while one was close to the definition of the genus Encc~halitozoon
(or Perez1a of the recent revision of French author~)and one belongs o a
genus Auraspora g~ry- nov. (Figures 23, 4-, 41, 42, 43) w:iich is not yet included
in th~ system of icr~porida. All the discovered species of parasites in
Collembola are also new.
It is evident that s~il fauna other than those reported then were also
infected by different parasites. Intensive studies have been carried on the
parasites of dipterans and coleopterans. Of 340 speci~~ns of dipterans
inspected, Lt-ie infections rate 1··as 16% (iG% Fungi, 2% RMzopoda, and 4% Sporozoa).
The most important p~rasites were as follmis: Helicosporidium parasiticum
found in Ct~nosciara hla11pennfs Meigen (Fam. Sciaridae, Figures ;q .. 31);
Sporozoa of the genusscocystis (Lecudinidae, Eugregarinida) :n Megaselia
subnHida L•1ndbeck {Fam. Phoridae, Figures 33-35), and two Nosema spp. (Microsporidia) in Platosciara socialis Winnertz and Epidapus atoiiiirlUs Degeer (FaM.
Sciaridae, Figures 36, 37), and perha~s the genus Hepatozoon? (Sporozoa. Coccida,
Figure 38). The questionable genus Hepatozoon (?)was found in one dipteran of
Corynoptera spp. (Fam. Sciaridae). In Coleptera the infectiora rate was 22:
(2~Nematodes, 17% Fungi, and 3% Sporozoa) in samples of 560 specimens examined.
The most interesting parasites of Coleptera were the gr.oup of Sporozoa:
Actinomyxidia (?)found in one host larvae (Figure 39). This group of parasites
found in Coleoptera is very lJnUsual for insects as hosts. The infection levels
of Orthoptera, Rhychota, Hymenoptera, and Lepidoptera are presented in Table
1 and 2. No infections was recorded in the Myriaopoda.
CONCLUSIONS
Studies on the parasites of soil fauna in mixed coniferous forests,
r.iixed leaf forests, and pure beech forests of Lower ~axony, W. Germany reveal
that:
1. Of all soil fauna (8478 specimens) examined, ~he highest level of
infection was found in the animals of mixed deciduous forests ~~verage level
12%), follCMed by pure beech forests (6%}, and mixed coniferous forests (3%).

579

2. The population densities of soil decomposer fauna in the forests
surveyed were regulated by the ~em~toda, and four groups of microorganisms.
namely; Viru~es, Bacteria, Fungi, and Protc:oa.
3. Of total percentage o~ infection of decomposers, the highest level
was shown by Oligochaeta (54%), Acarina (42%). and Apterygota (7%).
4. Of parasites, the r.1os~ important group of pathogenic agents were
Sporozoa (Protozoa) and Fungi.
5. Sporozoa {Protozoa) infecting the decomposer~ were studied and
identified to the f~mily~ genus or species level. This revealed a larqe
number of new species belonging to: Microsporida • Coccida , Gregarinida
and possibly Actinomyxidia, and Haplosporida .

6. These studies aiso revealed one unknow~ group of microorganisms
which infected 15 species of moss-mites (Oribatei, Acarina). Detailed studies
of their life cycle are under way.
7. The establishment of Helicosporidium parasiticum Ke111n, in
different species of Euphtira~arus spp. \~uphtiracaridae) and in Ctenosciara
hyalipennis (Sciaridae, Diptera) represent also a very importL~t feature
for the pathology of these Arthropoda.
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QUE!=TIONS and COMMENTS

£.a.

EDWARDS: Did you investiqate the pathogens of
nematodes?
!_. PURRINI: No, we didn't.
E. WALDORF: Would you speculate on the differences in
incidence between Collembola and Acari?
K. PURRINI: Yes, there are biq differences. The acarines
are nc;t very resistant against the diseases.
In Lower Sexony
(West Ge:anany) the level o~ infections in acarines was 62%~
in Collembola only 73.
£. EASTMAN: Will you or your Institute colleagues be
looking at virus infections in roil a~thropods?
K. PORRINI: Yes, we will be lookinq at virus infections.
r 've just found twc' viral diseaoes, one in !.· muscorum
(Collel'\bola), nnd cme in the larvae of Cantharus sp. (Fam.
Cantharidae, Colecptera).

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN NEMATODES AND BACTERIA IN
HETEROTROPHIC SYSTEMS WITH EMPHASIS ON SEWAGE
SLUP. :;E AND SLUDGE AMENDED SOILS
Bonnie I. Abrams and Myron

J. lv.itchell

SUNY CESF
llSll

The high densities of free-livlng nematodes in a wide variety of
ecosystems has long prompted interest in their functional role. Since
bacteria appe•~ to be responsible for only a minor fraction of nutrient
regeneration in mazine systems (Johannes, 1968), faunal grazing has
been consider~d to ~e a major decomposition pathway. Therefore, ~Y
virtue of their high ciensity and ele.,&ted metabolic rate, nematodes
have beer. considered important with regaTd to nutrient cycling and
energy flux by workers on marine benthos (Johannes, lq65; Tietjen, 1967;
Tietjen et al,, 1970; Gerlach, 1971).
In contrast, terrestrial ec~log~sts have stressed the dominance
of bacteria and fungi as well as the subservienc<.' of the raicrofauna and
mesofauna in decomposition pTocesses. Therefore, investigations of the
ecological importancP. of terrestrjal nematodes have largely over~ooked
their possible role in decomposjtion and have ins~ead concentrated on
their population dynamics and their c~ntribution to total community bioEass and respiration. However, previous workers have demonstrated that
invertebrates play a role far more significant than their biomass or
population metabolism would indicate by their stimul~tion of microbial
populations and hence alteration of decomposition rates of various
organic substrates (Hinshel~ood 1 1951; MacFadyen, 1961 1 1963; H~ath,
Edwards and l.rnold, 1964; Johannes, 1965; Stouc 1 1973 1 1974; Fen~hel
and Harrison, 1976; Mitchell, 1978, 1979). Our previous work has demonBtrated that bacteria1 feeding nematodes, specifically Pelodere punctata
(Cobb), SLiraulate bacterial population gro~~h and activity and thus have
an accelerating eff•ct upou sewage sludge d~compcsition (Mitchell,
Hornor and Abrams, 1980; Abrams and Mitchell, in rev.).
The purpose of this paper is to present and compare our findings
with those from othHr investigations so that a more complete understanding of the role of nematcde-baccerial interactions in heterotrophic
s~·stems may be ascertained.
Specific emphasis will also be placed .,n
the investigations of Anderson and Coleman (1977) 1 AndE:1son et al.
(1978) and Coleman et al. (1978) 1 since these latter studjes are the
only ones presently available which atE ccmparable to uur ~ork.
Nematode population metabolism and biomass in various habitats
Neaatode abundance, i.domass and respiration data, which were
obtained from various sou1-ces 1 are presented in Table 1. Several
investigators have estfmated the contr:lbutio11 of nematodes to total soil
metaboliBlll. It is evident that in those habitats dominated by plant

TABLE 1. NEMATODE DENSITY, BIOMASS AND POPULATION METABOLISM IN VARIOUS HABITATS.

Habitat
=tuorlancl

%
Contribution
Population
RematodG
Dominant to Total
Densities Nematode Metabolism
Faunal
(individuals Biomass (ul <>2 m-2 Temperature Feeding
H-1
.-2)
Gruup
Metabolism
Cs m-2)
c•c>

.l

3.06xl06

4.9xl02

0.75

'

16

Grassland

1.10x107

10.s

1.09x106

0.28

Banage, 1963
Nielsen, 1949
MacFadyen, 1963

16

Plant
'Feeders

16

2.4xto2

16

Plant
Feeders

5

a.0x103

--

I

Subarctic
Tundra

3,56J'l06

Marine
(Salt
Mar ah)

2.10x106

Sewage
Slwige

1.40xl07

Z,64
18.4

2.80

Bacteria~

Feeders

-

.6

1.lxl03

.
Beech
Forest

~ Plant
Feeders

Soil

,luthority

-

Yeates, 1972
Phillipson et al.,
1977

75

Kuzmin, 1976

.

1.sxu>s

20

Microbial
Feeders

33

Wieser & Kanwisher,
1961

s.0x104

22

Bacterial
Feeders

6~

Mitchell et al. ,
1978
Abrams & Mitchell,
in rev., Unpublished data

(macrophyte) feeding nematodes, they contribute a relatively small
proportion of the ~otal soil metabolism. Examples of such syste:as
include bog or moorland soils where the acidity precludes high densities of bacteria and thus plant and fungal f eedia.g nematodes dominate
(Ba~ge, 1963).
The abundance of herbaceous material in grasslandd also tends to
favor plant feeding nemstodes. However, Twinn (1974) noted that population densities of hsc:ter:l.al feeding nematodes varies considerably in
grasslands and they sometimes compose up to 50% of the total nematode
fauM.. Thia variation has been attribute.d. in part, to the spatial
arrangemP.nt of vegetation. Ren~e, selection of certain samples :In
accordaoee with vegetation location may bias density estimates toward
plant feeding nematodes and overlook the contribution of bacterial
feeders which wculd be. found in more open areas (Twinn, 1974).
In deciduous forests, such as the beech mull studied by Yeates
(1972) and Phillipsnn et al. (1977) 1 the wide. variety of food resources
allows nematodes to be distributed throughout various trophic sroups.
In addition, the favorable soil conditions in such habitats permit a
wide variety of organisms, including bacteriophagous macrofauna to
fiourish. Therefore, the relative contribution of nematodes to total
soil metabolism may be less.
It is in more severe .:nvir:>nments that the importance of nematodes becomes moat evident. In spite of the. xelati.vely low p11 of 5 in
the. subarctic tundra site which was studied by Kuzmin (1976), bacteria
were far more abundant than £ungi (Chernov et al. 1 1975). Hence,
bacterial feeding nematodes were dou.inant ~e~ plant and fungal feeders.
Kuzmin (1976) also noted that although nematodes comprised only 30% of
the biomass in some sites, they wore responsible for up to 75% of the
total faunal metabolism.
In both marine sediments and sewage sludge the ability of nematodes to survive anoxic conditions perm.its them to be active in habitats
where other fauna are excluded. Oxygen depletion may occur in estuarine
environments, where microbial activit.y is cons::.clerable as well as in
profuadal sediments (Weiser aad ltanwiaher, 1961). As an adaptation co
these low oxygen tensions, some marine species. such as Enoplus brevis
(Bastian) possess oxyhaemoglobin to resulate oxygen supply to vari.ous
tissues as well as store oxygen when it is present in low concentrations (Atkinson, 1975). S:lmilarly, !.• punctata, the dominant species
in an activated slwlge, 1s also able to survive anoxi.c conditioua and
be active under low (p02 7000 dyne cm-2) oxygen tena101l8 (Abrams and
Mitchell, 1978). This 1s especially critical in the early stages of
slu~ge decomposition, when anaerobic processes may predominate and
ozygen depletion occurs (Mitchell, Hornor and Abrams, in rev.).
The :lmfortance of nematode-bacterial interactions on substrate

-u~1-

I

A field study of sewage sludge ill drying beds revealed hi.gh
densi.t:Les of !.• pt\ncta~a and other bacterial feecli11g rbabcliticl nematodes

when decomposition, as indexed by oxygen consWDption end methand evolution was proceeding rapidly (Mitchell et a!., in rev.). Similarly,
in a study of the effects of sludge addition to a silt loam tnpsoil,
nematode densities increased, then decreased with time in correspondence
with organic matter cataboliun (Mitchell et al., 1978). Studies of
nematode-bacterial interactions in glass bead microcosms have demonstrated that bacterial activity, wh1.ch was reflected in oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide evolution is sigrificantly increased in the
presen~e of nematode grazing (Anderson a,Ld Coleman, 1977; Mitchell et
al., 1980). In addition, bacterial population deneities were also
s~gnificantly (p <0.05) increased by nematodes (Mitchell et al., 1980).
Studies in sterilized sludge microcosms yielded similar results. The
feeding activities of rhabditid nematodes (P. punctata) stimulated
microbial (Pseudomonas fluorescens) metabolism as was reflected in
significantly (p <0.01)""1iCreased oxygen consumption and bacterial
densities (Abrams a11d Mitchell, in rev.). In addition, nematode movement also helped to distribute Pa. fluorescens within the sludge.
Organic matter losses were founCf"""to be twice as great over 35 days in
microcosms c~ntaining nematodes and bacteria t~an in those containing
bacteria alone (Abrams and Mitchell, in rev.).
While this effect is of major importance in substrates tlith a
hi,Jh orgl!.nic matter content, it may not be as pronounced in mineral

soile where food resources are more limiting. In microcosms containing
sterilized mineral soil, Anderson et al. (1978) noted that bacterial
densities were slightly higher after 17 days of nematode feeding but
:9.fte't 24 days were significantly (p ( 0.05) reduced. Howeve'I!': the
metabolic activity of the mineral soil microcosms was only a fraction
of that observed in the sludge microcosms, Even aiter substantial
(600 ppm) gluco3e amendments, bacterial densities did not exceed 10 9
individuals g-1 dry weight in the mineral soil thro~ghout the 24 dey
study :Andeo:son et al., 1978). In contrast, bacterial ~ensitiea
(inoculaced at the same order of magnitude) in the sludge microco!lllls
were as high as 1011 individuals g-1 after 5 days. Assuming a
respiratory quotient (R.Q.) of 1.00 for carbohydrate catabolism, the
data of Coleman et al. (1978) for mineral soil can be compared with
the sludge respiration data (Figure 1). Carbon dioxide evolution in
the sludge mic~ocosms over 14 days was more than 600 t::lm.es greater than
that of the mineral soil micrccoR1Ds. Although the organic matter content of the mi.11eral soil 1 with gJ.ucose additions was no more than one
sixth of that in sludge, losses over 3' days would only amount to
0.00347% of tqe organic matter as opposed to 6.89% in the sludge microcosms for the same ~:fme period. In the absence of nematodes, organic
naatt.er losses would be .00015% and 3,51~ for the mineral soil and
slud~e micxocosms, respectively.
The data support the

~ypotnesis

that nematodes have an accelera-

ting effect upon decomposition, and that this effect is of greater

significauce in sc.bstrates high in organic matter. In E!Uch substrates,
food resource::s DtBY not: be as limiting and, hence reprod•1ct:ion of
bacteria may be rapid and contiuuous. Predation by nematodes keeps
bacterial populations active1y growing and distributed th~ougbout the

FIGURE 1.

Comparison of sewage sludge (Abrams and Mitchell, in rev.)
and mineral 9oil (Coleman et al,, 1978) catabol1811l in the
p-resence and absence of bacter·ial feeding nematodes.
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material. In substrates where organic n:atter is less abundant, predation by nematodes acceleratEs the natural decline of microbial
populations which accom.panies the depletion of the food resources.
Directions for future research
More direct observations ~f the feeding habits of soil nematodes
are needed. Previous studies have been based largely on gut content
analyses or buccal cavity shape. Gut content analyses may be somewhat
inaccurate since often, only hard, indigestibi~ i~ems are recognizable
(Mcintyre, 1969; Tietjen, 1969; Tietjen ~nd Lee, 1977). In addition,
bacteria and other small organisms may be taken in with larger food
items, causing discrepancy as to the predatory nature of some species.
Buccal cavity shape may be misleadin.,,~ &ti well, since different types of
buccal cavities may be correlated ~ith otheT physiological functionR,
such as oxygen uptake (Wieser and ICanwisher, 1961), In addition,
stomal shape .my be indicative of the size classes of food items, not
necessarily the biological origin of those items.
The effects of bacterial feeding nematodes on soil processes
such as carbon flux and mineralization should be explored further. Jn
addit-ion, the relationships amon:; nematodes and other ao:ll organisms
should be investigated. Emphasis on microfloral-faunal interactions,
-rRther than c:napartmentalization of specific taxa would enhance our
understanding of decompositi~n processes vithin heterotropbic systems.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

.Q. COLEMAN: Did you determine the fraction of the total
organic carbon which was soluble?
If this was high (perhaps ~ of your total of 60% organic
matter) that would account for your very high microbial activity.
B.I. ABRJ\MS: This sludge contains a high percentag~ of
1abile carbon compounds and hence its decomposition rate is
extremely rapid. More information on the chemical composition
and decomposition rate of this sludqe has been presented in
Mitche11 et al. (1978), which is referenced in our paper.
S. HILL: Do you consider that ~ematode movement i~ important, in addition to feeding, ~n their promo~ion of bacterial
activity?
s.x. ABRJ\MS: Their movement th:cough the sub[:.trate does
create additional surface area and micropore space and also
distributes bacteria within th·~ substrate. However, where this
effect is active and of a mechanical nature in the case of
larger invertebrates, it is passive in the case of nematodes
since they move in an aqueous film.

I

USE OF MICROARTHROPODS (MITES Al\tD SPRINGTAILS) AS
VALUABLE INDICATORS OF SOIL METABOLIC ACTIVITY

Cmtrt N11tion11/ dt In Rrclitrchr Srirnlif410r
Franc"'

ABSTRACT
It is well krown that most of the metaboli~ activity
in soil is due to ~1crobial activity. Accordingly, overall
soil respirometry or ~icrobial counts are often used as an
indicator of soil meta~olisrn. Because conflicting ~esults
are often obtained, so"l fauna is not yet considered as a
reliable indicator for this puroose. In this paper we have
tried to determine whether soil fauna can be used as a
valuable indicator of soil metabolic activity.
Soil cores fron t~o forest soil types (a rendzine
or ca)careou5 soil, pHR.5, and a podzol or loamy sandy
soil, pH 3.7) were desiccated or sterilised by heat (30°C,
60°C, 105°C, 200°C) then r~placed in the field, to allow
invasion by Mitroarthropods and Microorganisms from
surr~unding soil. Respirornetric activity was measured weekly
in treated and undisturbed soil core samples during a one
month incubation period. At both sampling sites, qualitative
and quantitative variations uf ~acteria and fungi were
carried out, and invasion by Mites and Collembola were
checked weekly. Soil respiration rates and Aicrobial counts
were much higher in calcareous soil cores than in those of
loamy sandy soil. CGlonization by Collembola was significantly more intense than by Oribatid Mites in alkaline soil
cores, but in acid soil an opposite pattern was observed.
These preliminary result~ indicate that it may be possible
to characterize soil biological activity by Microarthropods
invasion, related to relatively fast Aicrobial growth,
enhanced by previous ~esiccation of soil cores.
RESUME
Tous l~s specialistes du sol s'acc~rdent a declarer
que l'activite metabolique d'un sol ~st principalement
dOe au developpement de la microflore tellurique. En
cons~quence, les ~esures respiroMetriques du sol et les
enumerations de germes constituent d'excellents indicateurs
de l'activite metaboliGue totale du sol. Paree aue de

nombreux resultats contradictoires ont ete souvent obtenus
la faune su sol ne peut etre encore consideree commc un
indicateur sur du metabolisme du sol. Dans cet article, nous
proposons une methodologie nouvelle permett8J1t a'utiliser
les microarthropodes du sol comme estimateurs de l'activite
metabolique au sol.
Des echantillons de terre provendnt de deux types
de sol (rendzine pH = 8,5 et podzol pH= 3,7) ont ete
desseches ou sterilises a la chaleur (30°C, 60°C, 105°C et
200°C}. puis reintroduits a leur emplacement dans le terrain
de maniere a permettre le libre retour des Microarthropodes
et des Microorganisme~. Des mesures d'activite respiratoire
ont ete effectuees chaque ~emaine pendant ur. mois sur les
echantillons traites et temoins, ainsi que des estimations
qualitatives et quantitatives des germes bacteriens et
fongiques. Simultanement et respectant la ~Ame periodicite,
le retour des Acariens et des Collemboles a pu etre controle.
Les consommations d'oxygene et les enumerati~ns de
germes ont ete plus elevees dans le sol calcaire que dans
le sol limoneux. De meme, la colonisation par les Collemboles a ete beaucoup plus intense que celle des Acariens
dans le sol alcalin, alors que le processus est inverse
dans le sol acide. L'ensemble de ces resultats demontre
qu'il est possible de caracteriser 1 'activite biologique
d'un sol par le taux de colonisation des Microarthropodes
provoque par une relance de l'activ1te microbiologique
dans des echantillons de sol prealablement desseches, puis
reintroduits in situ.
INT:tODUCTION
Most of the metabolic ~ctivity in soil is due to
microbial activity and soil biologists ~enerally admit that
animal metabolism accounts f~r only 10 per cent of the
total soil metabolism (MACFADYEN 1968). CROSSLEY (1977)
reports that some recent studies have estimated that soil
fauna contributes less than 1% to thP. annual average CO 2
production from forest soils. Acccrdingly some authors
have attributed indirect re~ula~ion, through microfloralfaunal interactions, as playing a major role for soil
arthropods. It is a common finding that in animal sampling
some soil samples contain low counts of all species while
others may contain many abundant species although soil
respiration values re~ain very uniform. Because conflicting
results are often obtained, soil fauna is not yet considered
as a reliable indicator of soil metabolism. Under these
conditions, nost studies of soil metabolism mainly concern
microbial activity and have used evolution of co 2 production

over tim~ as an indicator of overa11 respirometry activity
(COLEMAN, 1973).
To remove any uncertainty about the use of soil fauna
as an objective tool for estimating soil metabolic activity,
we have attempted a new approach based on the re,olonisation
by microarthropods in heat desiccated soil samples, maintain~d in the laboratory, th~n replaced in the fie1d.Little
is known about how quickly and by what route treated soil
becomes recolonised. The recolonisation of sterilised soil
by soil arthropods was previously stuJied by BUAHIN {1965)
who showed that soil sterilised by chemicals was recolonised
by all arthropods more slowly than soil sterilised by heat.
This paper reports results which are partly drawn
from a p~evious work on relationships between soil fauna
and soil microflora {KILBERTUS, VANNIER. VERDIER, 1976).
METHOD~

Two types ~i forest soil were used for comparison.
At Brunoy, South of Paris, an alkaline soil or brown
calcareous soil in Hornbeam wood (pH 7.5-8.5 ; C/N 10-12),
and an ar.id soil or sandy loam soil in Oa~ forest (pH 3.7-4.4;
C/N 23-30).
In each forest site within a five square meters area
and at the same time in spring 1975 {12th May - 9th June),
were cored 96 soil samples {Scm deep, 20 cm2 area), brou~ht
into the laboratory, desiccated at different tenperatures
(30°C, 60°C, 105°C, 200°C), then reµlaced in the field to
allow invasion by microarthropods and m~croorganisms from
surrounding soil. All these treated soil samples were free
of any arthropods and those heated at h•gh tempPratures
{105°C, 200°C) were totally sterilised.
After on€ week of incubation in the field, six soil
samples of each treatment, plus six of undisturbed soil
were removed weekly during one month, and used for respi~ometry measurements in an incubator, counts of microbial
germs on gelose cultur~. and microarthropods extractions
by a dry funnel system.
In addition, soil moisture was controlled in each
site at the same time. After only one week of natural
incubation, all treated soil samples restablished their
optimal moisture content Lorepared with the surrounding
soil.
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Figure 1. - Weekly respirometry activity in heat desiccated
soil samples then replaced in the field, and in

controls.
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RESPIROMETRV ACTIVITY
Each soil sample used for respirometry activity was
placed in a small cha~ber or incubator from wh1ch a small
volume of gas was removed after two hours incubation, then
analysed with a Scholander 0.5 cc. gas analyser, as described in VERDIER (1975). Respirometry activity is best
charactarized by the oxygen consu~ption rather than by the
C02 production, in the case of alkaline soil because of
the combina~ion of C02 w1th carbonate~ (VERDIER, 1975).
In figure 1, respirometry activity is expressed as
a ratio between 02 consumption ir. treated soil samples and
02 consumption in undisturbed soil saMpies or controls. The
level of respirometry activity in controls indicates the
line of reference (+l) to be compared to the levels of
respirc~etry activity in treated soil samples.
ln alkaline soil, soil samples initially heated at
high temperatures (60°C, 105°C, 200°C) showed a peak of
activity after two weeks and a second increase two weeks
later. Conversely a low response was recorded in the case
of soil dried at 30°C.
In aci~ soil samples, results were quite different
respirometry activ;ty in soil heated at high temperatures
{105°C and 200°C) did not attain the level of natural soil
activity. In the cases of soil treated at 30°C and 60°C,
af~er a short increase during the first week, the respiro~etry activity dropped under control levels.
MICROBIAL COUNTS
Microbial counts hava been made on agar-agar culture
using the method described by REISINGER and KILBERTUS
(1975).
Desiccation always promotes growth of a limited
species of ger~s. but in large quantities, at the expense
of tutal microflora. Table 1 shows the same phenomenon in
all treated so11 samples of alkaline soil except for the
treatment at 30°C. Drying by heat followed by natural
rehydration caused the development of an overwhelming
number of microorganisms where Actinomycetes do~inated i
for instance 597,000 103 germs per gramme oT' dry soil in
treate1 soil samples at 105°C versus 3,668 103 germs per
gramme of dry soil in control soil samples. A restricted
number of fungi species were found, only five at 30°C, six
at 60°C. none at 105°C and 200°C while normally twenty-two
speci~s occur in untreated soil.
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Table I. - WEEKLY COUNTS OF GERMS (x 10 3 ) PER GRAMME OF
ORY SOIL IN HEAT DESICCAlED SOIL SAMPLES THEN
RE PLACED IN THE FIELD, AND IN CONTROLS.
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FIRST
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THIRD
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TRE I
·~
at J0°C

35,320

25,700

21,200

52,500

at 60°C

74,430

255,000

339,000

223t000

at 105°C

130,960

453,000

597.000

264,000

at 200°c

81, 150

i48,000

72,200

106,000

CONTROLS

19,090

19,700

3,658

13,800
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SECOND

THIRD

FOURTH

REATMENTS
at 30°C

iB,75

12,550

14,400

3,2JO

at 60°C

45,840

40,800

9,000

25,400

at 105°C

8,302

20,400

42,600

29>100

at 200°c

32,800

40,800

85,000

92,800

CONTROLS

5,415

15,900

2,990

3.400
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In ac;d so;1, nicroorganisms are less abundant than
1n alkaline soil and d;ffer by the lack of Actinomycetes
wh;ch a:·e· replaced by Bacillus and Arthrobacter. Counts
concerning acid soil samples are not"""very high (Table 1)
re fl ec ting a lower mi crab; al act iv; ty than in treated
alkaline soil samples. These results corroborate those
recorded prev;ously in soil respirometry study (Fig. 1).
ASSESSMENT OF

MICROARTHRO~ODS

Invasion by mites (Oribatei, Mesostigmata) and
spr;ngtails (Isotomidae and Entomobryidae) was compared in
each type of soil at the same temperature treatments
(Fig. 2 and 3). r-elative frequencies were expressed as a
ratio between the number of indiv;duals extracted from
treated soil samples and the number of in~ividuals extracted
from undisturbed soil samples (controls), so that the
reference line (+l} represents the animals identified in
the cantrol soil samples.
In alkaline soil, at
bryidae rapidly invaded the
to those found ;n untreated
mites, on the contrary, did
soi 1 sa1npl es.

30°C, Isctomidae and Entomotreate'Cl'""S.oil samples as compared
soil samples (controls). Oribatid
not reinvade on these treated

The same pattern was evident at other temperature
treatments (Ffg. 2 and 3). Recolonisation by Collembola
was always more intense than by Oribatid mites ; for
;nstance at 105°C and on fourth week of ;ncubation,
Isotomidae were eight times as abundant in control so;1
samples and Entomobr~idae were 5.5 t;nes more abundant,
while a half of the ri6atid populations were collected
in the ~ame treated soil samples. At 200°C, the numbers
of lsotomidae and Entomobrfidae greatly dim;n;shed in
treated soil samples but s 111 exceeded those ;n undisturbed
soil san, :ies.
In acid s~il at any temperature treatment an oppos;te
pattern was recorded. Oribatid mites were commonly collected
and their numbers always exceeded the populations in
und;sturbed soil, while the Co11embola populations in the
same treated soil samples were lower than ;n controls. At
30°C, 60°C, 105°C and 200°C temperature treatments, Oribatid
m;tes were respectivAly 4.2, 2.3, 6.2 and 2.2 times as
abundant as in controls after three weeks of incubation.
A crossed exper;mental paradigm was performed ;n
December 1975 ;n the same sites where des;ccated ac;d soil
saMples at 105°C were placed ;n alkaline soil area, and
desiccated alkaline so;1 samples were introduced in acid

Figure 2. - Recolonisation of heat desiccated soil samples
(30°C and 60°C) by mites and springtails as compared
to controls in two types of for~st soil.
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Figure 3. - Recolonisation of heat desiccated soil samples
(lOS°C and 2C0°C) by mites and springtails as
compared to controls in two types of forest soil.
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soil area. Figure 4 summarizes the results :
- in alkaline soil area. treated acid so;1 samples retained
the typical pattern of an acid soil, with a low rate of
recolonisat;on by Collembola, with however an absence of
Oribatid mites.
- in acid soil area, treated alkaline so;l samples maintained
the specific pattern of an alkaline soil with a high increase
of Collembola (Isotomidae and Entomobryidae), and much less
Oribatid mites than in controls.
All these results tend to confirm the specificity
of the process of recolonisation by microarthropods towards
the overall act;vity in a forest soil.
CONCLUSION
These preliminary findings indicate that it may be
possible to distinguish soils with a high metabolic activity
from soils with low metabolic activity, using a process of
recolonisation by soil animals into desiccated soil samples.
It is not necessary to establish a statistical analysis
to demonstrate that the colonisation by microarthropods
is influenced by a fast microbial growth enhanced by
previous desiccation of soil samples.
This method may be useful since little work is
involved, and only limited knowledge of soil biology is
required. The procedure i~ simple and merely involves
collection of soil samples from the field, desiccation in
an oven at 60°C or 105°C over 48 or 24 hours, replacement
of the samples in the field, then after one week, the
extraction of soil fauna from experimental and controlled
soil samples. In case of loose ground, small cylindrical
baskets made of wire gauze sieve {mesh 2 mm) were used,
filled with heat desiccated soil, then introduced in field.
This procedure makes easier the removal of treated samples.
In addition, desiccated soil samples incubating in
natural soil provides a substrate to which a great number
of soil animals are attracted only one week later. For
instance, we have collected 96 Lepidocyrtus lanuginosus
{CollembQl~ Entomobryidae) in one treated soil sample
{100 cc. volume) as compared to 9 in untreated soil sample
of the same size, 27 Pseudosinella albo {Entomobryidae)
versus 6, and 8 Orchese11a vi11osa (Entomobryidae) versus
none in respect;ve samples.
Similar results were obtaine~ from a previous field
experimental m~thod consisting of putting into a forest
ren~zine soil some 100 cc. desiccate~ soil samples of three
601

grain sizes (1 - between 10 and 4 mm i 2 - between 4 and
1 mm ; 3 - < 1 mm) without fauna. and to check the rate of
settlement on each sieved fraction at regular interval~
(VANNIER, 1975). The return of sofl animals from surrounding
area was achieved for all zoological groups after 21 days.
Collembola as Poduromorpha, and particularly ~eelipleona
and Ento~obryomorpha reached a higher density in the coarse
and middle fractions than ones in the natural undisturbed
s:oi 1 .
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

R. PETERSEN: Can your observation that oribatids are
more important as immigrants into the a~id treated soil cores
than Co1lembola be explained by the low pH or by compounds
evolved during heat treatments which are repellent towards
Collembola? I noticed that the collembolan numbers in the
alkaline soil cores culminated in the second week whereas
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oribatid numbers in acid soil cores culminated in the third
Could the dominance of Collembola in the alkaline cores
ther~fore be explained by their greater mobility, followed
by competitive exclusion of the ~ribati~~?
,g. VJ\h"NIBR: We noed further precise inforniation about
selective recolonization upon heat desiccated soil samples.
we can advance a lot of reasons to explain that certain animals
are attracted and others excluded. In addition to your suggestions,
I think that the enhancement of microf lora growth is the most
important factor of attraction.
I mean. when a microarthropod
invades a treated soil sample. it deposits some droppings from
which a developm:ent of germs starts. precisely the germ strains
it eats.
To answer your second question, I think mobility differences
between mites and sprinqtails are not too much iravolved in
my experiment because the small si~e area of the treated soil
samples. I collected samples each with an area of 20 cm2.
H. KOEHLER: What role does the dispersal power play for
the rehabilitation of the sterile soil?
Does the chang.. in soil parameter~ (water content, texture,
porosity) favor some specific colonizer groups?
G. VANNI:ER: Ou:: expe!:'imental study did not last enough
tirne (four weeks) to answer you about the role of dispersal
power on the rehabilitation of the sterile soil. First we must
look at the rehabilitation of germ balance which sways the
microarthropods colonization. I'll keep in mind you~"interestin9
su99estion.
I don't think such parcu.neters are involved because I am
convinc~d that ~he colonization by microarthropods is mainly
influenced by a fast microbial growth. enhanced by previous
desiccation of soil samples.

wee~.

THF ROLE OF INVERTEBRATES IN THE FUNGAL
COLONIZATION OF LEAF LITTER
David A. Pherson
Nortltrotsltrn Uniwnily
USA

INTRODUCTION
~arious roles have been given to the arthropods vhich inhabit the
forest litter coamunity. While many of these roles are speculative due to
difficulties in experimental methods and/or observations (Crorsley, 1977),
they have included fragmentation of the litter (Edwards and Heath, 1963)
thereby enhancing s~rface area fo~ mic~ohial at~ack, substrate modification
by fecal production (Nich~l•on et al. 1 1966; Webb, 1977) 1 and dispersal of
microbial spores either on the body surface (Jacot, 1930; Poole, lg59;
Mignolet, 1971) or by passage through the gut in a viable state (Behan, 1978;
Mignolet, 1971; Witkamp, 1960). In fact, many microarthropod species (mites,
collembola) are known to actively feed on bacteria and fungi (the major
decompose~s in forest ecosystE.lllB) 1 the latter being known to accumulatd
nutrients in their tissues to concentrations much greater than the surrounding
habitat (Cromack et al, 1975; Stark, 1972). Thus the roie of arthropods in
nutrient cycling has been suggested (Crossley, 1976; Crossley and Witkam~.
1964). Therefcre an important role of microarth~opods is their catalytic
interrelationship with microorganisms (Drift, van der, 1970; Ghilarov. 1963;
M!.gnolet, 1972; Mitchell and Parkinson, 1976).

The purpose of this study was to investigate and quantify the r"le which
litter arthropods play in the dispersal and fungal colo~ization of beech
(Fagus grandifolia) leaf litter in a beech-maple climax community in extreme
southvest Michigan at Warren Woods, Berrien County, Michigan, U.S.A.
METHODS AND MAT'ERIALS

Two aspects of arthropod-microfungal interactions were studied. The
consisted of placing individuals of V3rious arthropod orders singly
onto agar media for a period of 24 to 48 hours at which time the individual
was removed and saved for identification. 'tr:. soMP cases fungal grovth had
covered the animal prior to removal so that identification was rustricted to
the level of order. All pertinent information concerning the date, and
litter layer, the species identification as well as the fungal isolates
obtained were recorded. A total of 459 l~tter organism~ including 29~ Acari,
49 Collembola, and 45 Diplopods were studied.
~lrst

Originally an array of agar me~ia was used for the invertebrates including
dextrose agar, Czapek-D)X agar, •nd cellulose agar. Eventually soil
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extract agar was used exclusively as it was a non-selective media whtch isolated
all the fungl. lt also produced slower growth and incre~sed sporulation due
to its nucrient-poor composition. The resultant fungal colonies were subsequently isolated ont~ malt extract and/or Czapek-Dox agar slants for identification.
The second experi~ent involved the use of fine and medium nylon mesh
litterbags of two sizes (5 and 500 microns respectively) which conta~ned
sterilized (via propylene oxide gas for a /2-h~ur period) and u~sterilized
beech leaf discs each in separa~~ litterbags. Each litterbag (10 cm2) ~ontained
10-2.3 cm dia1neter leaf discs. These Ett:e:-bags were placed intc the forest
leaf litter at the interface of the L-F horizons. After two weeks in th~
field the litterbags were aseptically ret·i-aed to the laboratory whereby the
leaf discs were p!ated individually either on soil extract agar or in ~amp
chambers. The study consis~ed of two seasonal periods (Spring and Fall)
corresponding to the pxeviously determt.ned populution peaks of the mi~ra
arthropods. Each season contained three sampling dates (May, June, and July)
and (October, early December, and late December). For the spring season,
ten sites were utilized within a date, each site containing four litterbags
representing fine and medium mesh each with a sterile and unsterile set of
discs. Thus a sampling date yielded 100 discs per litterbag treatment. Fifty
of these discs were ~lated onto soil extract agar for isolation of fungi
actively growing or. t~e discs a& well ~~ any &pores present. The remaining
fifty ,·ere plated by damp chamber method whereby fungal grow~h was obtained
from the leaf tisGue only. The Fall season experimental design was similar
with the following modific~tions. Only five sites were used per sampling
date. Each site c~ntained a ~et of litterbag treatments as in the Spring.
In addition, a chlordane solution a~plication was a~plied to a second set
which WMS placed at the same sam,ling site. The chlordane treatment was
devised as an additional method for excluding arthropods while not affecting
the fungal populations (Browu, 1978).
All leaf discs were examir.ed under a binocular microscope with fungal
isolations, identificationF and frequency of occurrences (presence or absence)
recorded for each litterbag treatment. All data was compiled for computer
analysie. Since the frequency of appearance of a particular fungi approximated
the binom~~al distribution, an arcsine transformation of the percentages of
leaf discs coloni~ed per sampling unit produced homoscedasticity enabling
analysis of variance to be performed.
RESULl'S

Arthropods on agar plates
Four fungal genera commonly found on leif litter (Penicillium, Cladosporium,
Trichoderma, and Mortierella), were determined to be the most frequent isolates
obtained frov. the litter invertebrates placed upon the agar media (Appendix A),
A total of nine genera and twenty species were isolated (Iherson, 1979). The
genus Peuicillium was the most frequent isolate ~=curring on 56i of the individuals plated. This genus, however, contains over several hundred species of
which more than twenty ware identified from thls study. The other three
genera included single species of Cladosporium, Trichoderma, and Mortierella.
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If this data is c~mpared with the only similar study (Christen, 1975)
a high diversity of fungal genera may be consider~d as potentially transported
h~ thesP. arthropod vectors although only the genera Penicillium, Cladosporium,
aud to a lRsser extent Trichoderma and Mortierella were frequently carried.
Ln addition, the number of genera isolated from &n individual was, in many
cases a function of size (Appendix B). Oligochaeta, Diplopoda, Coleoptera,
and Ar-aneida generally had a greater fur•gal generic diversity although much
•rariation existed within an order (e.g. Acari, Collembola).
Litterbag experimants
The preliminary results of Pherson (1978) were confirmed with this
investigation as the expanded litterbag experiments, utilizing a total of
2400 leaf discs, revealed reduced frequencies of col~nization for three of
the four arthropod-carried genera when the leaf discs were enclosed in the
finP. mesh. Analysis of variance '~ppcndix C) indicated that colonization
frequency was both attributable to samplin~ DATE and TR!lt.TMENT effects.
MEDIA influence, when present, showed the species favored soil extract agar.
A more detailed analysis of variance of the treatment ~ffects (mesh, sterilization) revealed that sterilization was usually significant. While this may
be explained by the fact that the fungi colonizing these sterilized discs
were unable to reach the frequencies of those discs not sterilized during the
two week interval, it was not ascertained whether the propylene oxide had
produced a time-lag for colonizati~n. More importantly, there was also a
significant mesh effect for Cladosporium, Trichoderma, and Penicillium, as
follows: Cladosporium signiftcantly colonized sterilized discs found within
~edium mesh more frequently than those within fine mesh during the Spring
season. In the Fall, colonization was once again favored on medium mesh
discs although statistical significance was lacking. Trichoderma was found
to exhibit a similar pattern. Penicillium was deter.rained to be significantly
more frequent on scerilized discs in medium mesh litterbags than in fine
mesh for bot.h the Spring and"Fall season. A signifir.ant chlordane effect
was also observed for both Cladosporium and Trichoderma as it was found to
reduce their presence.
DISCUSSION
It bas been shown that a particular subset of the leaf litter microfungal r.ommunity is carried disproportionately by leaf litter invertehrates.
These fungi are considere~ by Swift (1976) to be resource non-specific or
"generclists". '['bey consist of four morphologica:.ly diverse fungal gene1a:
a very abundant "dry-spored", air-borne primary colonizer (Cladospo::ium);
an abundant "dry-spored", "soil fungus" (Penicillium)9 a wet-spored soil
fungus (Trichoderma); and a so{l fungus (which produces endogenous sr~res
enclused within a sporangium QfertierF.J.la).
All of these are known to be
associated with deciduous leaf litter fungu!l succession (Hogg and Hudson,
1966; Hudson, 1968, 1971; Jensen, 1974; S4ito, 1956).
It may be questioned why these p.articular fungi, among all those involved
in the leaf li~ter decomposition process were carried by the leaf litter
invertebrates. Among the possibilities include their prolific spore-producing
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capacity. Cladosporium is the most commoc air-borne fungi becomin~ so
abundant that it is one of the major causes of "hay-fever" allergies.
It is also one of the first surface colonizers of deciduous tree buds and
leaves in the Spring. The other three fungi are generally categorized as
"soil fungi". As such they are frequently noted as appearing on leaf litter
from six months onward after leaf fall. However, Penicillium and Trichoderma
are also known to be common indoor air-contaminants. The prolificity of all
these fungi is reflected in their numerical abundance through soil dilution
plate counts (Jensen, 1963).
Another possibility is that there exists specialized dispersal mechanisms
and/or adaptive morphological fe-tures. A close examination of the ~onidia
(exogenous spores) of Cladosporium, Penicillium, and Trichoderma and the
sporangiospores (endogenous spores) of Mortierella reveal highly disparate
morphologies. Cladosporium conidia are large and barrel-shaped; Penicillium
conidia are minute and round to elliptical, Trichoderma conidia are sLnilar
in size to Penicillium but are wet due to a mu~ilaginous substance; while
Mortierella spores are small and enclosed within a saclike sporangium which
"dissnlves" upon contact with another surface.
Even the .lnzymatic capacities of these fungi are variable. It 1.i. generally
state that the primary colonizers (e.g. C~adosporium) can produce a wide array
of enzJllles (Pugh, 1974), first attacking the easily decomposable sugars on
the leaf surfa~e and later wben the leaf becomes senescent. penetrating the
cuticle and attacking the cell walls. Meanwhile the most persistenc fungal
flora, those found in the soil, generally have this potentir-1 as well as for
antibiotic production (Penicillium and Trichoderma). Indeed Penicillium 2
Cladosporiwn, and Trichoderma are able to decompose cellulose. Interestingly
Penlcillium, Trichoderma, and Mortierella are capable of tlec~~posing chitin
(Hudson, 1972). This prompts speculation that invertebrates earry fungi
which may actually attack their ~~ integument. Studies of insect fungal
parasitas (Madelin, 1968) however show that only Penicillium may be pa~asitic
even though it probably occurs through integumental wounds. Nevertheless,
my studies have demonstrated that tbose individuals which died while on agar
media yielded Penicillium and Mortierella growing from their bodies. Alternatively.
this chitin-decomposing capacity 111ay ensble these species to attack the cell
walls of other fungi •.
Litterbag experim~nts have been used previously to demonstrate the role
CJf invertebrates in leaf litter breakdown (Edwards aud HP.at:h, 1963) and fo~
assessment of microarthropo~ populations (Crossley and Hoglund, 1962). This
investigation used litterbags to determine wh•ther invertebrate-carried fungi
would be reduced in colonization frequency cm leaf material if the invertebrates
were prevented from entering. The results tend to support this premise for
three of thdse fungi (Penic1111um, ~Rporium. Trichoderma).
Several alternative explanations, however, do exist which must first be
examined. These include spore size, hyphal growth activity, litterbag microenvironments t and water dispersal. These are explained as followe: spore .!.!!!. only Cladosporium c11n be excluded from entering the fine mesh due to its large
spores. Both Trichoderma and Penicillium are small enough to enter and have
done 80 in laboratory expeciments; hyphal srowth activity - if differential
growth rates occur for a particular genera, colonization may be affecte~.

This seemed ~nlikely as all fungi possessed rapid growth rates for colonization
over a two-week period. (D. Wicklow, pers. comm.). Also hyphae/myce11a were
small enough to easily pass l~rough the fine mesh; licterbag microenvironments while evidence ls available to suggest a modification influence (Anderson, 1973),
if strongly present, this would have been demo11strated in major frequency
differenceq between mesh sizes containing unsterilized disc~. This effect
was infrequently observed; ~ dispe;-sal - while water may be important in
fungus dispersal (Bandoni and Koska, 1~74), especially for wet-spored species,
this was not observed for Trichoderma, even though it could oass into the
fine mesh bags.
Circumstantial evidence theref~re sug~ests that frequency reduction in
fine mesh litterbags may be duP. to the in~bility of microarthropods to enter.
If true, in what ways may microarthropods influence the colonization of leaf
litter microfungi, its successional pattern, and its u!tiinate effect on
decompositi~n and nutrient release?
While most stuaies show that microarthropod
species (mites, collembola) are primarily generalist feeders (Anderson, 1975;
Anderson and ~ealey, 1972; Luxton, 1972), feeding preference studies (Christen,
1975; Hartenstein, 1962; LWLton, 1972; Mitchell and Parkinson, 1976) have
shown that 91adosporium and ~richoderma are among the most preferred. This
provides speculation that a possible mutualistic interaction analogous to
pollination and seed dispersal systems may be operatf.ne whereby the animal
while feeding upon a colony becomes encrusted with additional spores which
are then carried about. Additionally, some of the spores or hyphae may prass
through the gut in a viable state (Behen, 197a; Christen, 1975; Mignolet,
1971; Poole, 1959; Witkamp, 1960). This mutualistic effect may provide
additional stability (May,1973) ro the leaf litter community structure.
Fungal successional patterns may be indirectly influenced by this
arthropod dispersal. Swift (1976) states that one of the potential actions
of primary fungal colonizers may be to metabolize modifier compounds (polyphenols,
tannins) in leaf litter thereby increasing its palatability to soil animals.
These animals, in turn may be of potential significance in the spore dispersal
of the later colonizers. The results from this study provides supportive
evidence.
Finall~, it is suggested that man-made disturbances upon leaf litter
arthropod populations (e.g. pesticides) may potentially alter the leaf litter
community structure, not only by reduction in litter fragmant&cion but by
modifying fungal succession through loss of dispersal vectors.

CONCLUSIONS
It is apparent that a particular generic subset (Penicilliwa, Cladosporium,
Trichoderma, and Kortierell•) of the leaf litter mi~rofungal conmnm.ity is carried
by various arthropod orders in beech (Fagus grandifolia) leaf litter. Of those
arthropod-carried fungi, three (PP.Uicillium, Cl~dosporium, Trichoderma) exhibit
s:l.gnificaut'l.y reduced coloni~ation frequencies when sterilized leaf discs are
en~losed in fine (five micron) nylon mesh litterbags which exclude the microurthropods. 'While various alternative hypotheses are shown to be only
partially plausible, circumstantial evidence does suggest an arthropod-dispersal
phenomenon.

6o8

It iR speculated that potential effects of man-made disturbances
(e.g. pesticides) on forest lcbf litter may affect microarthropod populations
which in turn may alter fungal colonization, decomposition and nutrient
cycling processes.
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APPENDIX A. Nwnber and frequency (in parentheses) of selected fungal genera
isolated from a variety of live litter urganisms from Warren Woods, Michigan, U.S.A.

$
0

Mortierella

Order

.Ji..

Penici?lium

Cladosporium

rricboderma

Acari

292

149 (.51)

31 (.10)

14 (.05)

Collembol.a

49

)7 (. 76)

4 (.08)

8 (.16)

l (.02)

Psocoptera

6

3 (.50)

1 (.14)

Pseudoscorpionida

4

4 (l.O)

1 (.25)

Diplopoda

45

20 (.44)

2 (.04)

5 (.11)

6 (.13)

Chilopoda

4

4 (1.0)

Isopoda

5

5 (1.0)

Coleoptera
(Staphylinidae,
Carabidae)

14

11 (. 78)

Diptera larvae
(Unidentified)

4

2 (,50)

1 (.25)

Araneida
(Linyphidae)

2j

15 (.50)

10 (.33)

3 (.10)

Oligochaeta

11

6 (.55)

2 (.lS)

5 (.45)

1 (.09)

256

52

35

33

.56

, 11

.08

.07

TOTALS

FREQUENCY

459

2(1

(.07)

3 (.21)

2 (I 50)

APPENDIX B.
Fungal genera diversity associated with
beech leaf-litter invertebrates

Species

X no. fungal
(genera) per an1.mal

N

~:

Galumraa ithacensis

76

.46

± .74

Phthicaracarus setosum

51

.25

±

8

.25
.53

HYJ>ochti10nius rufulus
Scheloribates sp.

17

Unidentified (Oribatid)

38

Veigaia nemorensis
Coll!:!mbola:
Entomobryoides purpurascens
tsotoma albella
?risea claviseta
Ptenothrix maT111orata

.48

=

.46

± .80

1.10 :!: .34

± .so

9

.67

4

1.25

1:.

z.21

14

.50

6

1.17

±
±
±
±

31

1.29

±

1.07

10

1.30

±

.82

9

2.0

± 1.41

7

1.43

±

.96
1.37

.65
.SS

Diplopoda:
Unidentified sp.
Araneida:
Linyphiidae
Oligochaeta:
Lumbricidae
Coleoptera:
S taphylinidae
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APPENDIX C,

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LITTERHAG EXPERIMENTS

ALTERNARJA

CLADOSPORIUM

EPICOCCUM

!!!9_.HODERMA

***

***

***

**

**

***
*

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

*

***

~

***

**

**

***

'flti

MUCORALES

PENICILLIUM

SPRING
Date
Treatment
Media
Interaction
Treatment:
Mesh
Sterilization
Interaction

e

**

***

***
***
***

***'
***

**''

***

~

Date
Treatment
Media

***

Interaction
Treatment:
Mesh

***

Sterilization
Chlordane
Interaction

***
***

*"'*

***
***
***
**1.•

***
**

***

***

**

*
***

*
**

*lrlt

*
**

***

**

***
**

Significance Level

***
**

*

**•

.os = *

.01

= ....

.001

= ***
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

S.B. ~:
I was interested in yout comment regardiny
chitin decomposition by fungi.
I once worked with an insectivorous bat guano medium,which consisted largely of chitin. It
supported one species of fungus, Penicillium jc..nthinellum and
onP- species of oribatid mite, Rostro~etes foveolathus comp:ised
80% of the ~esoarthror.~d population and it appeared to be
feeding primarily on the Penicillium. I had previously concluded that the low pB (4.00) and the anti~iotic activity of
the Penicilliwn was responsible for the absence or low population
density of other species of microarthropods. Now I wonder if
they may have been directly attacked by this Penicillium. I
would be interested in your comments on this.
D.~. PHERSON:
I feel that your conclusions are justified.
Little is known d the enzymatic capacities of individual species
of the genus Penicillium to confiaently state that cuticular
attack i• responsible for the absence of other microarthropod
species. Rather i t appears that Ros~rozetes foveolatus is
particulat"ly adapted to feeding on that Penicillium species
without suffering from any antibiotic effects.
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EVOLUTIONARY ASPECTS OF MYCOPHAGY IN Ariolimu
columbianus AND OTHER SLUGS
Klaus 0. Richter
Un111rrs1ly of Waslunglon anti
i11l!n Graham a111: Co.

USA

INTROJ)UCTION
Large size, mobility, and terrestrial habits frequently preclude
slugs fron1 biolo~ical investigat~ons of decomposition, nutrient cycl~ng,
and other &spects of soil zoology. Only through recent studies of consumption, assimilation, and exc~ement production (Pallant, 1969, 1970,
1974; Newell, 1967, 1971; Jensen, 1975; Jenntngs and Barkham, 1976;
Richter, 1979) has slug importfl.•1ce in M!'\mass, energy. and nnerient
trsnsfers within soils been clarified. rlearly, these studies show that
slug consumption of fresh, sensescent, and dead vegetation directly
influences ~lant decomposition and soil humification.
An indirect ar•d perhaps more signif leant way by which slugs influence decomposition and other a:._•ects of community ec.:>logy may result
from slug feeding on fungi (mycophagy) and the concomitant dispersal of
spor~s. Fungi are primary agents of decomposition, serious saprophytes,
and form essential :nycorrhizal associates with plant9; thus thei: dispersal by slugs may significantly influence more involved aspects of
community dynamics.

Slugs feed ~n a variety of plant and animal matter (Runham and
Hunter, 1970), including fungi in the coniferou9 forest of ~estern
Washington, where both slugs (specifically, Arlolimax columbianus Gould)
and fungi are especially numerous. There a~e no published account& of
mycophagy in Ariolimax and only few literature accounts of slug feeding
on fungi in North America (Buller, 1909, 1922; Gregg, 1944; Ingran.,
1949; Hand and Ingram, 1950). Accounts of slug mycophagy ln Europe are
moi:~ a.umerous and indicate t:hat mo&t slugs are mycophagous and eat a
wide variety of fungi. Generallyr authors itemize fungi ingested by
slugs (Tayl~r. 1907; 3enecke, 1918; Elliott, 1922; Kittel, 1956), although
in FrOmming"s (1940, 1954, 1962) publications consumption w~s quantified.
The purpose of the present study is to document mycof•hagy in
Ariolim&x an~analyze ite relationship to fungal taxonomy, jistribution,
phenology, and nutritional value. Results will be interpreted within an
evolutionary context in which fungal denslty, avai1abil1ty of a1ternate
foods, caloric and chemical composition, and other factors important in
detennining herbivore diets (Schoener, 1971; Pulliam, 1974, 1975) wi.11
be investigated. Potential reproductive benefits accruing to fungi from
slug mycophagy will also be considered.

SPECIES DESCRIPTION AND STUDY AREA
Ariolimax columbianus is the dCIDlinant and largest indigenous slug
throughout the wet coniferous forests of western North America, often
attaining a le:.;.gth of 15 cm and a weight of' 20 grams. Seasonal activ:lty
extends from April through October when temperatures are between 7°C and
25°C (Richter, 1376). Maximum densities of slugs within the study area
were estimated at 2500 per hectare, with a total consumption of 62 kg/ha/yr
(Richter, 1979).
Field obse~ations were conducted in a second growth P~eudotsuga
menziesii (Tsuga heterophylla zone, Franklin and Dyn1ess, 1973) forest
located 55 km east of Seattle, Washington. The dominant trees include P.
menziesii, Alnus rubra, ~ circinatum, and Prunus emarginata. Commonshrub and herb species are Pteridium aquilinum, Gcultheria shallon,
Berberis nervcsa, Polystichum munitum, and Linnaea borealis. Abundant
epigeous fungi include members of the families Russulaceae (e.g., Russula
emetica and Lactarius auranLiacus), Boletaceae (e.g., Suillus lakP.i and
Boletus zeller!), Tricholomataceae (e.g., Laccaria amathystina~d""L.
l~ccata), and Cantharellaceae (e.g., Cantharellus cibarius).
METHOD!:
Slug feed:f.ng was observed along transects sur·.reyed at leas~ twice
during the study period. Noted during each feeding observation
were length of feediug bout, host age, host part eaten, and the relativ~
density of host and its surrounding vegeta~ion. Feeding preference for
c,11ten fungi and plants was calculated using Ivlev' s (1961) selectivity
coefficient (E) in which preference is calculated as the relation between
the food item in the diet and the habitat according to
~eekly

E •

r i - pi
ri + pi

where
ri = pe1. centage of itrm in the diet
pi = percentage af item in the habitat
Inorganic nutrient analysis for lichens and senescent leaves, unless
otherwise referenced, follows the methods outlined by Piper (1944) and
Jackson (19 58) .
Separate laboraL~ry ~xperimcnts were conducted to clarify different aspects of Dtycophagy. In the f1rst group of experiments, a slug
starved for 24 ho•1rs and on~ mature sporocarp were placed in several
different 1-liter ?lastic cups. For 30 minute& slugs were continually
observed through cl~ar lids under subdued light. Observations were
recorded for this 30-minute period and again 24 hours lateT to assess
diel feeding.

To de:termine selectivity, an array of 17 species of fungi were
distributed in a circle within o 50- x 50- x 200-cm wooden box whose
base was covered with 2 cm of moist soil. Wi~hin the sporocarp ·ing,
five slugs were placed ao that eqch animal facad in A different directi~n.
Each slug was subsequently observed and the data recorded on fungi and
part eaten, as des~~ibed in the cup experiment.
Phenologic&l preferences were specifically tested in a s~t of
experiments in which starved slugs were cffcrad immature and mature
sp~rocarps of several species. One starved slug was placed in each
contain~r with either a young or mature sporocarp. After 24 houcs
observations were again made on fur,gi and part pate:i.
RESULTS

Feeding Behavior
1n the field, Ariolimax wa~ frequenc1y obserre~ to orient, crawl
towards, and feed extensively on ep1geous fungi. They crawled directly
towards Russula emetics and Lac~aria laccata which had been picked and
placed up to 2 m away. In laboratory feeding trials, slugs were observed
to immediat~ly orient and move towards edible sp~cies 0.5 m away. Observations and documentation that slugs exhibit a highly developed sense of
smeJl (Kittel, 1956; Runham and Hunter, 1970) and that many mature fungi
give off strong odors (Maser, Trappe, and Nu:.. sbaum., 1978; Miller, 1978),
support my observations that Ariolimax Jocat~q edible species by olfaction.
Importance of Mycophagy
Mycophugy accounted for 11% and 5~ of 1973 and 1974 fL~ding
observations (RicbteT, 1976) and was limited to a few epigeous bas!dio~y
cetes su<"h as R. emetica, !• pologonia, !.· placate. ~rius obnybylus.
and Boletus zelleri. Common but uneaten fungi included Amanita silvicola,
Coltricia perenis, Cantharellus ~ibarius, Lyophyllum multicep~, and the
ascomycete Helvella lacunosa. Feeding on R. emetica accounted for more
than 50% of total feeding observations, with the balance being distributed
among other J.ussulaceae, Tricholomataceae, and Bol.etaceae. Mycophagy, as
expected, primarily occurred in October when sporocarps were abundant.
During thi& month, fungi accounted for 39% and 13% of the 1973 and 1974
dtets. respe~tively. Lower dietary importance of fungi in 1974 reflects
temperatures ¥hove and precipitation below the 10-year norm, which
reduced sporocarp production and extended availability of vegetation.
The Shannon-Weaver diversity :h\dex wss applied to observed slug
diets. H' was calculated from the equation

s
I

pi log pi

i=l
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and corrected for the bias of the estimate (Poole, 1974), and indicated
that slug feeding is responsive to sporocarp production and vegetation
phenology. A 0.98 October 1971 value quantifies and supports the observation that slugs feed on few food source~, of which fungi were tbe major
component. A significantly higher 1974 value of 1.54 suggests that diet
was mere ~iverse than in 1973 and indicated that sporocarps and plants
exhibited equal numerical importance.
Field_!r~f erences

for Fungi and Hymenium

Inspection of Table 1 shows that, of six cate&ories of food items
oaten, fungi and the lichen Parmelia were the most prP.ferred (ind~x
+0.9). HowevP.r, feecing bouts on fungi was significantly long~r than on
Parmelia sp. and alternative items (Extended Median Test, P < 0.5;
Conuver, 1971). Mean feeding bouts on sporocarps a17eraged 47 and 48 minutes during 1973 and 1974, whereas on Pteri1ium aguilinum, the second
most popular itE!lll, ft:edinH was sii;l'!.ificantly lower, at 27 and 32 minutes,
respectively (P < 0.01). Although!· aquilinum, senescent leaves, and
other fuods were eaten more freqcently than fungi in 1974, and Parmelia
sp. exi1ibited an ident.ical preference index as· fungi in both years, only
slugs feeding on fungi exhibited higher composite values of frequency,
preference, and length of feedjng bouts.
TABLE 1. Importance of and ?reference for fungi. lichen. and other
items in the October diet of Ariolimax (- =value undeterminedl
Number of
Observations

% of Total
Observation!

Preference
Index
1913 1974

1973

1974

197?

1974

14

10

39

13

-+0.9

Lichen
(e.g., Parmelia sp.)

4

12

11

16

Senescent deciduaus leaves
(e.g., Alnu1 rubra)

5

16

14

12

23

33

Dietary Component

Feedin!i Time
(minut11S)

1973

197-'

-t0.9

47

48

-t0.9

-t0.9

36

14

21

-t0.6

0.0

28

36

30

-t0.4

-t0.4

27

32

Fungi
(11.g., RUSIU/a emetica)

~nascent

forest tiarbs
!i.e., Pt11ridium at;uilinum)
Others
(1:.g., Trillium ovatum)

11

8

-t0.8

12

Fruit

(i.e., Gau/thetia lhaHan)

1

7

3
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9

-0.8

-0.4

15

19

In addition to ~riolimax's preference for fungi over oth~r foods,
slugs preferred certain fungal parts over others. Combined two-year
feeding data reveal that, of 24 feeding observations, 03% were restricted
to mature sporocarps and of these 85% to the hymenium.. The stipe was
preferred in all four immature specimens eate~ and only accounted for
15% of feeding on mature fungi, while the pileus was not observed to be
eaten during any fe~ding bout. Clearly, the hymenlum is preferred c~er
the stipe or pileus in mature fungi a~d the stipe over other parts in
imm.,ture sporocarps (Chi square m 11.2, P < 0.01 1 df = 2).
Laboratory Preferences
Many fungi, ~ncluding !· silvicola, .£.. cib~rius, and !!· lacunosa,
which were common but not observed to be eaten in the field, w~re eaten
during laboratory preference tests. This may be expected as the short
48-minute field feeding bout increases the possibility that less preferred
funai may have gone unrecorded. Additionally, starve~ laboratory slugs,
when offered limited choice, are more inclined to feed on low preference
species. Only three species, Coprinus atramentarious, Lactarius .!!!E!!!.tiacus, and one unidentified Cortinariaceae, were avoided both in field
and laboratory. In total, 18 of 21 (86%) tested species were eaten
without any immediately apparent ill effects. These data suggest that
many 111ore fucgi may contribute to autumnal food requirements than are
suggested from field observations alone.
Taxcnomi: trends in slug feeding preferences ure apparent for
those families represented by the several species of fungi eater during
testing (Tqbles 2 and 3). Generally palatable to Ariolimax a~e thE
Boletaceae (represented by one genus, three species), Russulaceae {Tepresented by two geneTa 1 five species), and 1richolomataceae (represented
by five genera, six species). C. atraJll<'ntdrious (Copr~naceae), Cortinarius
sp. (Cortinariaceae), and L. aurantiarus {Russulaceae) were not eaten.
Russula sp. and La~tarius sdllguifluus were the two species most readily
eaten, followed by ?_• emetica, L. mulciceps, and Boletus sp. Although R.
emetics is not always the most preferred as determined by laboratory
tests, it remains the most important to Ariolimax because of its density
and ubiquitous distribution.
In the cup experiment, in which Ariolimax was given no alternative to the test species, 13 of 17 (761) fungi were eaten {Table 2).
Only five (29%) species were fed upnn during the first 30 minutes of
testing; the remaining speciec were e•t--n within 24 hours. Resul~s of
the smorgasbord test, in which slugs chose from among 17 simultaneously
available species, were similar to the cup test. However, two species,
L. laccata and Collybia sp., were not eaten, and one species, Boletus
mirabilis, was eaten in the smorgasbord but not in the cup test (Table 3).
Feedi~n nine {53%) species, five of which vere also promptly eaten in
the cup experiment, commenced within the first half hour. However, since
five slugs were tested in each replication ~f Lhe smn~gasbord test, a
greater probability of observing SODle prompt feeding would be expected.
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TABLE 2. Results of cup palatability tests on 17 species of fungi including replications, stan
of feeding, minutes of feeding, and fungal part ingested (U .. undetermined. N =no feedino
observed, H =hymenium, P =pileur., S =stipe, 1 =feeding initiated within 15 minutes,
2 =feeding initiat9d between 15 arid 30 minutes, 3 =feeding initiated after 30 n1inutes)

Fungi

l:
Replications

Number of
Replications
In Which
Species Eaten

Feeding
Interval

Feeding
Time In
Minutas

Sporocarp
Part
Ingested

1

1

2

30

s

1

40

H

Ascomycetes
Helvellaceae
Helve/la lacunosa

Basidiomycetes
Amanitaceae
Amanita silvicala

2

Boletaceae
Baletus mirabilis
Boletus zelleri
Sui/lus /akei

Cantharellaceae
Canthare/lus cibarius

1
1

0

N

N

N

1

2

2

3
1, 1

45,40

H
H

....,

2

1, 2

25,30

P,H

1

0

N

N

N

1

0

N

N

N

1
2
1
2
2

0
2
1
2
2

N

N

3,3
3
1, 3
3,3

U,U
u

H,H

45,U

H,H

u

Coprinaceae
Caµ1inus atramentarious

Cortinariacea
Cartinarius sp.

Russulaceae
Lactari111 aurantiacus
Lactarius 111ng11ifluus
Russula CllSClldensis
RUS$11/a 1metica
Rus:sula sp.

Tricholomataceae
Ccllybia sp.
Lact:ari1111merhystina
Laccaria lllf:Cata
Lyophyl/um multiceps

1
2
2
1

1

2
1
1
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3
2,3
3, N
3

u,u

u

N
H

H,H

35, u

H
H

u

H,S

U,N

H

TAB LE 3. Results of smorgasbord palatability tests on 17 species of fungi inclu1iing replications.
start of feeding. minutes of feeding. and fungal pan ingest&d (U =undetermined. N '"'no feeding
observed. H = hymenium. P =pileus, S =stipe. 1 =feeding initiated within 15 minutes, 2 =
faeding initiated between 15 and 30 minutes, 3 =feeding initiated after 30 minutes)

Rapljcations

Number !'If
Replications
in Which
Species Eaten

Feeding
Interval

Feeding
Time In
Minutes

Sporocarp
Part
Ingested

2

1

3

40

s

5

3

1, 1, 3

3

2
2

2
2
2

3,2
3,2

U, 10
U,30
U, 7.5

H,H

5

2

1, 1

15, 15

H,H

3

0

N

N

N

3

0

N

N

N

2
5
3
5
5

0
3
1
3
5

3
5
5
2

0

N

N

2
D

2, 1

25, 15

N

2

3, 2

N
U,20

~

Fungi
Ascomycetes
Helve•laceaa
Helve/la lacunora

Basidiomycetes
Amanitaceae
Amanita 1i/vicala

15, 30,

u

H,HS,H

Boleteceae
Boletus mirabili1
Boletus relleri
Suil/us lalcei

3, 1

H,H

H,H

Cantharallaceae
CanrhaTBl!us cibarius

Coprinaceae
Coprinus atramentarious

Cortinariacaa
Cortina1ius sp.

Russulaceae
Lactarius aurantlacus
Lactarius sanguif/uus
Ruaula :aw:adensis
RuSl'J/a emetica
Ruau/a sp.

N

N

3.~.,

IJ, U, 40
25

N
H. H. H
2
H
2, 3.3
30, u. u
HP, H. H
3, 3, 3,3, 3 U,U,U,U,U H,H,H,H.H

Tricholomataceae
Col/ybia sp.
Laccaria amethytti:ta
Laccarta 1accata
l.yophyllum mu/tiaps
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N
H,H
N
H,S

Although the same fungi were generally eaten in both experiments,
feeding bouts fot single slugs in cups were longer on five of six eaten
species. T'nis difference may be accounted for by ~he fact that slugs h3c
only one type of ~ungi from which to choose and no secondary stimuli
from other fungi species. The pileus mtd stipe are occasionally eaten;
however, 90% of mycophagy occurred on gillu in both the cup and smorgasbord experiments (Tables 2 and 3), th~s indicating a preference for tbe
hymenium and confirming field obserJations.
Table 4, depicting the laboratory results of Ariolimax's feeding
on young and mature fungi, indicates that, of the four species eaten,
a preference was exhibited for mature sparocar~s (Chi squares 17.71,
P < 0.001, df • 1). In two of the four species, Mycena haematopus and
Naematoloma faAcicula!!, maturu sporocarps were almost exclusively eaten.
In the other two species, !.· emeti~a and Amauita lll'lScaria, both young
and mature spl!.:imens weTe aaten; however, a greate1: proportion of mature,
rather than immature, sporocarps were consumed.
TABLE 4. Results of Ario1imax feeding on young and mature

fungi (A =~ecies avoided regardless of age, P =probable
difference attritiutable 10 age)

Fungi

Young Sporocarps Eaten
Yes
:t
No

Mature Sporocarps Eaten
Yes
No
...

...

General Result

~ycetes

Hellvellaceaa
flc/vella lacuno1a

a

5

5

0

5

5

A

4

3

1

5

1

6

p

D

5

5

0

5

5

A

3

7

10

10

0

10

p

1

6

1

4

J

1

p

0
0

3

3
4

0
6

5

4

5
7

p

Basidiomycetes
Amanitacaae
Amanita m11aria

Cantharellaceae
Cantharellu1 cibari111

Russulaceae
Ruaula emetica

Stroph11riaceae
Naematolama '1ucir:ulare

Tricholomataceae
Mara11niu1 cread11
MyceM haematopu1
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DISCUSSION
Ariolimax ~lumbi3nus, like othe~ slugs, feeds heavily on fungi.
Taylor (1907) indicat~c:t that Arion subfuscu8 Drap. (fnscus 9ull.) showed
a ?reference for fungi and Elliott (1922) found that Limu maximus, L.
clnereoniger Wolf (maximus L.), and ~tl2!!, ~ L. fed on most of 60
species of fungi tested, although Ar~~ circumscriptus Johnst, Limax
arborum Bouch (marginatus Mull.), end Milax sowerbyi Fer. showed low
feeding preference for many of the same species. In extensive studiP.s
Fremming (1954) determined that both Arion 1·1termedius Norm. and Limax
tenellus Nilss. ate all of 24 tested species, although A. interme~
r.ever ate the quantities observed eaten by b_. tenellus.
Certain factors may explain the widespread use of fungi by slu5s.
According to optimum foraging theory, slugs should respond to ch&nging
food density and quality by sele~ting those jtems that maximize growth
and reproduction (Schoener, 1971). Additionally, theory postulates that
nutritious food sources should favor specialization, whereas poorer
sources should lead to generalization with respect to diet (Morse, 1971;
Schoener, 1971). Recent refinements to herbivore feeding theory hav~
also encompassed aspects of plant phenology (Feeny, 1970; McKey, 1976)
and coevolutionary strategies between hosts and animals in that plant
defensive chemistry determines the breadth of herbivore diets (Rhoades
and CatE•&, 1976; Rhoades, in press).
Food

~enstty

Dering October, when epigeous Basidiomycete~ are most abundant
(Littke. 1978), Ariolimax prefereutially feeds on fungi to the exclusion
of other available and commonly eaten foods. Fungi availability certainly
accounts for their numerical importance in the diet; however, abundance
alone cannot account for the extensive mycophagy observed in Ariolimax
and other slugs. Nutritional characteristics, including physica1 and
chemical defenses and caloric and elemental composition, are also expected to be important. In autumn nutrition is especially significant to
Ariolimax and other long-lived slugs which must store reserves prior to
winter hrumation.
Food Quality
Physical Defenses. Fungi may possess morphological spectalizations that are effective against slugs. Field and laboratory observations
on Ariolimax and other slugs (Fr0mming, 195~, 1962) indjcate that both
t~e pileus and stipe may be better protected f~om grazers than the
spore-bearing hymenium. For example, hyphae of th1= highly preferred
hymenium ar~ sparse and thin-walled when compared to the less preferred
stipe and pileus, in which hyphte are densely intertwined and comparat!vPly thick-walled (Pillt and Us&k, 1958). Additionally, chitin is the
major cell wall materi.al of both Ascomycetes and Basidiomycetes and is
found in s!gnificantly higher concentrations in the stipe than pileus
(FrOmming, 1962). Although slugs have the capacity for hydrolyzing
chitin (Runham and Hunter, 1970), the energy required for extracting
nutrients may be prohibitive.

Hyphae may further be categorized as forming shaggy fibrils or
scalAs on the pileus and stipe and spines or teeth on the hyme~ium, as
observed in Hydnaceae. These characteristics could additionally function
as physical deterrents to invertebrate mycophagists. Because species
with these unique adapatations were not represented among those fungi
~ested. it is unknown to what extent these specializations influenr.e
palatability or the role structural characteristics play in defense,
reprodu~tion. and other functions.
Chemical Defenses. Buller (1909) suggested that toxins protect
fungi from slugs. This contention is dire~tly supported by my unpublished
observations. in which several L. maximus died from feeding on immature
Amanita ~uscaria, and those of Taylor (1907) and Elliott (1922), in
which slugs succumbed after devouring other specjes. Considering all the
chemicals isolated from fungi (Cochrane, 1956; Shibata, Natori, and
Udagawa, 1964), one nay certainly expect to find species toxic to slugs.
Alkaloids which are known to deter herbivory and result in poor growth
and reproduction in Geveral invertebrates (Levin, 1976a, 1976]!) are
prevalent in fungi (Tyler and Stuntz, 1962, 1963) and could similarly
affect slugs. Differential susceptibility of slug species and individuals
within a species to fungi may als~ be expected (Crawford-Sidebotham,
1971).
Nutritional Aspects. Fungi rank high in both caloric and chemical
content when contrastea to a!iernative dietary components. Caloric
values of 4.1 to 5.2 kcal gm
d~ weight in fungi are higher than
values found in senescent forest herbs, and comparable to value~ calculated for senescing leaves of deciduous trees (Table S). Since fruits
generally have higher caloric values, fruits of Gaultheria shallon
probably would exhibit caloric values between 5 and 6. similar to that
of Vaccinium de!iciosum.
During autumn chemical content of many plants is at its lowest
(Lugg and Weller, 1948; Fraerakel, !953) be·::ause leaf senescence is
accompanied ~Ya sharp reduction in N (Edel'man, 1963; Rlchter, 1979)
and frequently other nutrients including P, K, Ca, Mg, etc. (Richter,
1979). Fungi therefore become i~crcnsingly vaJuable to slugs for their
high concentrations of these elements (Cochrane. 1958) and for the
organic compounds they contain (Singer, 1961). For example. fungi exhibit
significantly higher percentages of protein than senescent leaves of
Pteridium aguilinum. Trillium sp. Dicertra sp., and the lichen Parmelia.
Similarly, carbohydrate content in fungi is substantially higher than in
available P. aguilinum and probably also higher than that found in
Parmelia and the senescent leaves of both herbs and trees (Table 6).
Some fungi are considered excellent sources of nicoti~ic acid, riboflavin.
niacin, and pantothenic acid, and a fair source of vitamins B, C, E, and
K (Singer, 1961), which may additionally be valuable i~ supplying slugs
with certain trace compounds unavailable from other sources.
That slugs particularly relish the hymenium. is demcnstrated in
this and numerous other studies (Buller. 1909; Benecke, 1918; FrOmming,
1954, 1962). It is interesting to not~ that the hymenium exhibits a 13%
to 20% higher caloric value than the pileus or stipe (Smith. 196S), and
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TAB LE 5. Caloric composition of fungi, senescent vagEtation, and fruit, of
which the same or similar species are eaten by Ariolimax and other slugs

Diatury C. ·rnponent

Kilocalorias/Gram· 1 Dry Weight

Reference

RU11Ula dsco/aran:;

Hymenium
Pile us
Stipa

4.8
4.0
4.2

Smith, ~965
Smith, 1965
Smith, 1965

5.2

4.2
4.1

Smith, 1965
Smith, 1965
Smith, 1965

3.9
4.0

Kieckhefer, 1962
Kieckhefer, 1962

4.6-5.8

4.4

Jensen, V., 1974
Jensen, V., 1974

5.3

Smith, 1970

Suil/w tomento8Us

Hymenium
Pile us
Stipe

SenPSCent Forest Herts
Trillium recufVIJtum
Dicanrra canadenli1

Sanascent Deciduous LelVllS
Alnuirubra
Acerrubrum

Fruit
Vaccinium deliciowm

. ____ , __ •

....
s•-1·•-"""""'_.,..,......_.. _-..,,_...--....,...........,.-w_........- ..... ·-·-.

.,...~.._..._

TABLE 6. Chemical composition of fungi, lichen, and senescent vegetation,
of which the same or similar species are eaten by Ariolimax and other slugs
(-=-value undetermined, •protein= N x 6.25)

Dietary Component

Percent Dry Weight
Carbo·
hydrate
Protein
Fat

Ash

Reference

32-35
27

6-8
6
7-11

Singer, 1961
Singer, 1961
Singer, 1961

7
7

Singer, 1961
Singer, 1961

Fungi
Bolstu1 ed11/i1
Lactarius d1/iciosus
Tricholorma fa11011inn1
Agaricu1 sp.

Pile us
Stipe

5

58·59

7

28
71·78

15-18
62

48

3
1

Lichen
Parme/ia sp.

5•

Richter, 1979

Senescent Forest Herbs
Pteridium aquilinium

91

22

143

53

1) Moon and Pal, 1942

2) Sheerer, 1945
Trillium recun1atum
DicentnJ c11nadsnli1

3) Williamsand Foley, 1976
Kieckhefer, 1962
Kieckhder, 1962

12
9

Senescent Deciduous Leaves
A/nus rugosa

8-14 2

111
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1) Keushik and Hynes (1971)
in Willoughby, 1974
(angiosperm litter)
2) Jensen, V., 1974

that the hymenium, including the pileus, has a 33% higher protein content
than the stipe (Singer, 1961). Because the value of food lies in its
digestability as well as its nutritional content, it is significant to
note that, of six leaves of plants and the fungi Armillaria [ArmillariellaJ
mellea fed to A. ater, both highest consumption and assimilation rate
occurred when thiS"""";i°ug ate Armillariella (~ennings and Barkham, 1976).
Mycophasy and Reproductive Success of Fungi
As early as 1889 1 Stahl observed 19assive quantities of germinating
spores of Morchella esculenta in the feces of ~ empiricorum. However,
Voglino (1895) first suggested that slugs are important agents of Sfore
germination and disseminati~n in efigeous fungi. Specifically, Voglino
observed improved germination in snores of numerous species of fungi
which had first passed through a slug•s dig'.!Stive tract. For some species,
he observed that spores required slug dieestive fluid as a prerequisite
to germination.
Buller (1909, 1922) disclaimed a symbiotic relation between slugs
and fungi, contending t~at slug~ are troublesome ectoparasites affording
no advantage to fungi. However, Buller must now be r~evaluated in context
of currant fungi ecology. For example, it has long been known that fungi
must depend on readily available organic substances for growth and
reproduction, but it has only recently become established that the
essential ectomycorrhizal associations that manv fungi must form in
order to take up required nutrients occur withi~ a f~ select hosts
(Trappe, 1962). In addition, information based on induced gPrmination in
spores of ectomycorr~izal fungi within slug dige&tive enzymes (Bowen and
Theodorous, 1974, in Fogel and Trappe, 1978) suggests that slugs may be
significant in ensuring the success of these essential associations.
Furthermore, the dispersal of fungi among their mycorrhizal
associates may be aided by slug feeding behavior. Ariolimax, for ~xample,
exhibits host fidelity (i.e., feeds on relatively few core species),
thus facilitating the dispersal of spores between different individuals
of the same species. Slugs thus offer a directional component to spore
dispersal that would be unattainable from wind or water dissemination.
Although most spores are likely to be excreted within a few days following feeding, Basa.a a11d Vago (1966) found that spores in slugs were
regularly excreted and viable within feces for eight days, a sufficient
time ior slugs to find conspecifics of the original fungal host or other
suitable mycorrhizal associates, depending on fWlgi specificity.
Slu3 feces possess the necessary biological and physical traits
of a good germinating substrate. Slug feces provide nutrition for developing my"celia (Wagner, t896; Neger, 1908; Hasan and Vago, 1966). Both
chlamydospores and hypha~ exhibit narrow tolerances of humi.dity, t•.mperature, and pH (Lamb and Richards, 1974), which to some ext9nt is favorable
in slug feculae. Thus slug fee~~ provide a readily avail~ble and favorable innoculum which is important for oidia and basidiospore germination
and has been shown to be essential to chlamydospore and hyphae survival.

Slug preferences for the hyme111.um of certain f\&l\gi, the mixing
within crop and intestine of spores and hyphae from conspecifics, host
fidelity, and the nonrandom distribution of innoculated feces greatly
facilitate recombination and outbreedi~g. These actions are especially
important to '"the great majority of higher fw:agi ••• characterized by
obligatory crossmating, and, in all cases, self-sterility is imposed by
an incompatibility mechanism" (Rai>er, i.966, p. 39). Slug feeding and
dispersal characteristics are highly beneficial to fungi characterized
b) an \ n'!ven distribution of mating types. For example, mycophagy on
heterothalic species increases the probability that two spores of
d~fferent sex germinste near each other so that a monosporic mycelia can
copulate to form a fertile mycelium of binuclear cells. Evolution of the
dikaryon, parasexualicy, and mating types have made pcssible the success
of fungi as a group. It is through effectiv~ spore and mycelial dispersal,
in which slugs play a significant role, that successful germination,
penetration, and host colonization occur.
1

In summary, Ariol:lmax perferentially feeds on fungi which, in
general, provid~ a food resource that is abundant, nutritiouo, and more
readily assimilated than other available food. Additionally, Ariolimax
and other slugs select the hymeninm whose tissues exhibit the least
mechanical bRrriers to feeding while simultaneously possessing the
highest nutritional content ci all fungi structures. Benefits to fungi
of slug mycophagy probably include :l.nduced and/or improved germination
of spores t~rough digestive processes and a benigTt fecal innocul\Dll,
directional dispersal of propagules, and in~reased opportunity for
genetic recombination and outbreeding.
Comparison of Snorocarps and Vascular Plant Fruits
The most interesting aspect of this study was the observation of
a striking par3llel between the development of ~porocarps in fungi and
the ripening of fruit in higher plants, and mycophagy in slugs and
frugivory in birds and mammals. The dispersal of sporeo by air ls the
prime function attributed to the sporocarps of epigeous fungi (Ingold,
1953). My studv, how~ter, suggests that animal dispersal may be equally
important. Sporocarps are essentially morphologically and physiologically
analogous to vascular plant fruits in that sporocarps protect developing
spores<.!·.!.·• unicellular seeds) from drying out, defend against premature
predation uy molluscs (and probably also arthropods and mammals), and
attract animal dispersers to mature forms by producing attractants and
inactivating defensive mechar..isms.
In addition, phenological changes (including exposure and availability of the highly nutritious spore-bearing hymen1um; a riHe in palatability, most likely attributable to a change in toxicity; and exudation
of sec=etions and production of strong odors that frequently characterize
fungi growth and development) suggest that spoTocarp evolution represents
an adaptation to animal as well as air dispersal. S:l.mi.lar morphological
and physiological characteristics in hypogeous fungia vnich exhibit no
mechanisms for discharging spores above ground, have been considered
traits tl1at encourage mycophagy and facilitate dispersal (Ingles, 1947;
~ogel and Trappe, 1978; Maser, Trappe, and Nussbaum, 1978).
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In conclusion, it must be noted that the ccmparison of fungi
sporocarps with ~ascular plant fruits are currently speculative since
they depend on limit~d data, especially with respec~ to fungal metabolites.
Nevertt.eless, this p~p&r does provide infor'l"lation and support that can
be more extensively analyzed to detect the :nutually beneficial aspects
of mycophagv and fungal reproduction &~d dispersal.
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APPENDIX A
INDEX TO VASCULAR PLANTS
Family

Gc~us.

Species, Authority

Aceraceae

~

Berberidaceae

Berberis nervosa Pursh

Betulaceae

Alnus rubra Borg.
Alnl.?!. rugosa (Du Roi) Spreng

Caprif oliaceae

Linnaea borealis L.

Ericaceae

Guultheria shallon Pursh
Vaccinium deliciosum Piper

Fumariaceae

Dicentra canadensis {Goldie) Walr.

1.iliaceae

Jrillium recurvatum Beck

Pinaceae

Eseudotsuga meuziesii (Kirbel) Franco
Tc;uga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg.

Polypodiac"".ae

P~lystichum mun~tum

Rosaceae

Prunus emarginata (Dougl.) Walp.

circinatum Pursh

(ICaulf.) Presl
Pter!dium aquilinum (1.) Kuhn.
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APPENDIX B
INDEX TO FUNGI
Family

Genus, Species, Authority

Ascomyr..l!tes
Helvellaceae

Helvella lacunosa Fr.
Morchella--escuienta P~rs. ex St. Adams

Basidiomycetes
Amanitaceae

Amanita silvicola Kauff.
Amanita muscaria (Fr.) S.F. Gray

Boletaceoe

Boletus mirabilis ~.urr.
Boletus zelleri Murr.
Suillus ~ (Murr.) Smith and Thiers

Cantharel:!.aceae

Cantharellus cibarius Fr.

Coprinaceae

Coprinus atramentarious (Bull. ex Fr.) Fries

Cort:inariacea

Cortinarius sp.

Russulaceae

Lactarius aurantiacus (Fr.) S.F. Gray
Lactarius sanguiiluus (Paulet ex.) Fr.
Russula cascaden~is Shaffer
Russula emet:i.ca (Fr. ) Pers.
Russula sp.
P.ussula obscuratus
~ussula pologonia Niolle
Russula placata Buri.

Tricholomataceae

Armillariella mellea (Vahlex Pr.)
Collybia sp.
Laccaria amethystina (Bolt. ex Booker) Murr.
Laccaria laccata (Sop. e.x Fr.) Berk. and Br.
Lyophyllum multiceps Peck
Marasmius oreades (Bolt. ex Fr.) Fr.
Mycena haemotopus (Fr.) Quel.

Strophariaceae

Naematoloma fasciculare (Huds. ex Fr.) Karst

Gastromycetes

Phallus impnd.icus Pers.
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THE USE OF COTION STRIPS IN A MICROCOSM STUDY Of
THE ENERGY COST OF A PREDATOR-PREY RELATIONSP.IP
J. A. Springett
Ministry of llgrin1lt11rr anti Frshrrrn

Nt111 Ztaland

INTRODUCTION

It has been stated (Macfadyen, 1963) that a major role of the
so11 fauna 1s to increase the rate of litter decomposition fn the
son by 1t-imulatfng mfcrobfal acttvtty. Standen quoted fn Heal et
al. (1916) states that decomposftion fs ~.35 tfmes higher when
enchytraef d t.0nns are present. The loss in tensile strength of cotton
cloth buried in the field (Latter and Howson, 1977) has been used to
compare relatfve rates of decompostt;on (Heal et al •• 1975). Springett
(1979) showed that under field condftfons a reduction fn the species
dtverstty of soil mfcroarthropods f s correlated with a reduced rate of
decomposition as indicat~ by loss in tensile strength of cotton strips.
This same technique has been extended for use in laborator-y microcosms
whe~e the effects of changtng the species composition of the microarthropod fauna can be measured under controlled condfttons.
METHODS

Microcosm chambers were made from soil extract agar plants
sprfnkled with a thfn layer of fine soil (Springett, 1964). The sofl
was not stlrf ltzed and had been treated only by thorough mixing and the
removal of those organisms whtch could be seen under 40x stereomagn1fftat1on. Each microcosm possessed a complanent of microbial lffe
and ft was assumed that the fungi. yeasts. bacteria and protoz~a were
evenly dfstrtbuted throughout the 60 replicates of the experimental
treatments. Ai 1 the microcosms were kept at constant 20°C fn a saturated
atmosphere during the experiment.
The

experim~ntal

treMtments were:

1. mfcrocams containing breeding populations of
the collanbolan Folsmnta candida Willan
2. mfcrocams containing breeding populations of
F. candida and a predator. an u~identfffed
iiiesostfgmat1d mfte (Neoparas1tidae).
3. microcosms without addK •n1croarthropods.

6)?

F. cand;da ts a generalized detritus feeder who~e ~ut contents in
the microcosms u~u~lly consist of: recognizable plant and fungal
deDris, amorphous dark material and small mineral particles. The
adult mesostigmatid mite feeds on all life stages of F. cand;da in the
microcosms and the juventle mite on the eggs and the newly hatched
co11embo1es.
The relative rates of energy flow in each experimental treatment
were estimated by measuring the loss in tensile strength of small strips
of cotton cloth, such loss b~ing related to the degree to which t~e
cellulose had undergone decomposition during the 41 da of the experiment. Thi' method estimates the comparative average rates of energy
flow over a period of time covering the full life cycle of the orga~isms.
The animals were introduced into the microcosms, and after the first
collei1:bolan eggs had hatct1ed the resulting juvenfles were allowed to grow
to breeding size (44 da) before the initial cotton strips were replaced
by new cnes and the experiment started. Throughout the experiment the
microcosms contained between 100 a~d 150 individual of F. candida (excluding eggs) and an average predator population of 4 individuals.
Three cotton strips of a standard size (10 wasp threads by 50
weft threads) ~~re placed on the surface of the agar in each microcosm.
After 41 da tr1e cotton strips were removed and stored at SOS hurnidf ty
and 20°C for 24 hr before the tensile strength was measured. Measurement
of the tensile strength of subsamples of the cloth at the beginning of
the experiment and on the str1ps from the microcosms were made using an
Instron Tensile Testing Instrument wt~h a strain rate of 5 cm/min, a
chart speed of 10 cm/min and a full chart load of 10 kg. The results
are expressed at mean kilogram 1oad per cotton str1p and as percentage
loss in strength (Table lJ.

TABLE 1. THE TENSILE STRENGTH AND PERCENTAGE LOSS IN STRENGTH
OF COTTON STRIPS IN SOIL MICROCOSMS
Mean initial strength of cotton cloth
strip (S.E. • 0~2)

= 1.47

kgms per

mean strength

Treatment of microcosm

(kgm/str1pf

&o

n •
0.40 S.E.•0.05

1. Folsomfa candida only
2. F. candida plus
3. lfo mlcroarthropoda

0.27 S.E.=0.03
0.55 S.E.•0.07

6)8

I loss in

strength

73

81

63
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RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the mean nLBnber of eggs and total F. cand1da per
microcosm and the mean number of adult and juvenile mites per microcosm and Table 1 the decomposition of the cotton strips in the microcosm.
The results in T~ble 1 and Figure 1 show that with no sfgntffcant difference in average standing crop of animals. the use of the
cellulose energy source was accelerated by 81 when the system contained
predators as well as prey. The grazing action of the collembola on the
mfcrobfal population also increased the decomposition rate of the cotton
cloth (lOSJ. but these 5ets of microcosms cannot be ~irectly compared
because the collembolan population represents an addition to the standing crop biomass of the microcosm.
CONCLUSIONS
This work provides direct evidence that increasing the diversity
within the same physical ltmfts increases the flow of energy through a
system. When a trophic level f s added to a systan then the trophic
level below ft ts called upon to provide an additional energy supply
without itself having access to more resources. To do this it increases
its own rate of energy flow implying that the faster energy flows
through a trophic level the more frequently systan excesses (Wiens.
1973) became available to the next trophic level.
Under controlled condttfons tn the laboratory changes in the decomposition rate of cotton strips were correlated with changes in the
soil faunal populatfons. Thts suggests that it may be valfd to correlate changes fn the decomposition rate of cellulose in the field experiments with animal act1v1ty and in particular wfth species diversity.
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QUESTIONS .md COMMENTS

A. MACFADYEN:
Please will you elaborate on the nature
of th~ food of Folsomia? The implication therefore is that
collembolan qrazinq enhances microbial metabolis~.
J.~. SPRINGETT:
Folsomia is a generalized feeder in
these cultures: tne qut usually contains amorphous material,
~yngal hyphae and spores and small mineral particles.
There
were never any cotton fibers inside any of the dllimals ~"1E!
examined.
J!. EIJSACKERS: Do you have any explanation for the
stimulatory effect on cotton strip decomposition by CollemlJola
after adding predators?
~.A. SPRINGETT:
'rhe collembola in the cultures with
predators appeared to be much more active: at any one time
more individuals were runnirig across the agar or were actively
feeding. This increased mo~ility may have required roore energy.
As the mites were ~>reyi:iq on the collembolan population without
decreasing significantly the standing crop of Collembola,
presumably the production of Collembola must have been stimulated.
As the cotton strip represents the energy source to the microcos~ an increased energy demand should result in increased
decomposition of the cotton strip •
.t!§.. _B. SNIDER:
Is it possible that the size distribution
varied in the Collembol~ populations due to the selection of
certain sizes by the predator? Did you analyse the size distribution at the end of the experiment?
J.A. SPRINGETT: We did check on the size distribution
as we had the impression thnt there were more large collembo1es
in ~he cultures without predators. There was no siqnificant
difference in the body lengths of the populations. The larger
specimens in the predator-free cultures were a very dense white
which may have indicated a difference in biomass or development of fat bodies, however this was not measured.
h· MACFADYEN: Are you suggesting that the microbial
activity on the cotton strips is increased or are the Collembola
feeding directly on the cotton fabric?
J.h. SPRINGETT: Yes, I am suggesting that feeding by
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Collembola stimulates microbial activity by removing nonactive colonies, by exposing new areas of cellulose for
cnlonization and by distributinq spores across the cotton
strip. The Collembola does not appear to feed directly on
the cotton fab~ic.

A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR THE ANALYSIS OF THE DIGESTIVE
TRACT CONTENT JN CARABID BEETLES
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RESUME

Un des probl~mes majeurs de l'Ecologie du Sol est la
determination de la place que chaque espAce occupP. a
l'interieur du reseau trophique. Ce probleme se resoud par
la connaissance du regime alimentaire des especes de
chaque niveau trophique.
Notre etude porte sur les Carabiques carnassiers
infeodes A l'ecosystAme forestier.
Les methodes uti 1 i sees jusqu I a present pour
determiner le regime alimentaire exact des Carabiques sont
parfois fastidieuses, et souvent peu precises. Seule
l'etude du contenu des jabots d'animaux recoltes dans la
nature peut donner l'image exacte du regime alimentaire.
Malheureusement, pour les carnassiers, l'identification
des deb~is dans le tube digestif est fort difficile. La
methode que nous proposons est basee sur la reconnaissarice
de ces debris au Microscope Electronique a Balayage. La
comparais~n du tegument et des fragments de p~aneres
trouves dans les jabots avec ceux d'animaux r.aptures dans
le biotope originel des Carabiques permet la determination
precise des proies. La precision de cette methode peut
aller jusqu'a la determinati~n au niveau specifique.

Ground beetles are well known predaceous Coleoptera.
In fact most of them mostly eat animal prey; an~ numerou$
carabids are uniq~ely carnivorous. However, this is n~t
true for a 11 of them: the:· al so often accept feeding on
plant tissues, sometimes partially, sometimes totally.
LINDROTH observed as soon as 1949 entirely phytophagous
carabid beetles. Thus, these beetles can potentially
constitute crop pests.
Thus, there was a dilemna concerning the actual
role these animals play in an ecosystem. Are they to be
considered as deleterious pestsr Or are the1 to be

considered as effective predators and then eventually
utilised in biological pest control? In fact, the answer
to both questions is yes, dependihg on the species
co~sidered. The question thus remaininq is to determine
~he exa~t place eac~ species occupies in t~e trophic
network, i.e. the diet of each species.
According to the literature, forest ground beetles
are mainly carnivorous, while phytophagous Ca~abids are
found in open land. Thi~ probably explains why the
bulk of the studies ~n Carabids diet is concerned with
field carahids. The use we can ~ake of the animals
firstly depends en the width of the prey spectrum. In fact,
a predator ~hich :s a specialistis so dependent upon its
prey that it can hardly regulate the prey populatio~. On
the contrary, a generalized predator, when able to switch
from one prey to another would more effectively limit
increases in population.
Most of the species actually investigated show a
broad spectrum of prey. For example, SKURAVV stud~ed the
crop content of 12 field species. She found that
Pterostichus,_Harpalus, Avonu~ and Calathus preyed u~on
at least 18 different families of Arth·opods: Arachnida,
Formicoidea, Aphidoidea, Curculionidae ... Pterostichus
cupreus chose its preys among 14 of t~ese Wifferent
fam;1;es, while harpalus aeneus preye~ upon only 4. Thus,
P. cuereus has the w;dest spectrum of prey among the
t"irabi dae SKURAVV studied. kABAC U.-WASVLI K observed that
P. cupreus also ate eggs and dead animals. From t~ese
results, P. cupreus is at the same time a scavenger, a
primary consumer, a secondary and a tertiary consumer:
a true case of generalisation. Opposite to this example
are oligophagous species of Carabidae: they exist, but
are very few in number compared to generalized species.
They have not formely been described amon~ the forest
dwelling species.
In her work, SKURAVY did not determine the prey
from crop content more precisely than the family level;
this is true also for nearly all authors, and is due to
the method used: the techniaue consists of dissecting
the digestive tract, displ~ying its content on microsl ides and observing with a photonic microscope. Thus
the identification of prey is done from prey fragment.
It is thus possible only when the pieces are parts of
appendages, heads. etc, or recognizable organs. In such
a situation, it is practically impossible to recognize
at more than merely the family level.
Some authors succeeded in determining some prey
species of certain Carabids. ERNSTING demonstrated
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Notiophilus biguttatus preyed upon the Collembolan
lfr'Chesel 1a cincta and Tomocerus minor. Howeve~ the~e were
laLoratory experiments: ERNSTING gave previously identified
Collembola to N. bi,uttatus. Such observations do not
prove that these Cc 1embo1a are natural prey; they only
demonstrate the pos~ibilltY. Therefore analyses of the
contents of the digestive tract are necessary on animals
captured 1n their habitat.
The extraction of the contents of the digestive
tract must be dor.e from the anterior part of the tract.
Further posterior the meal will be digested and pieces
will be unrecognizable. in the case of Carabid beetles.
this means the extraction must be done when the meal is
between the mouth and the proventriculus, 1. e. in
oesophagous and crop. In fact, one can find there the most
recognizable fraqments.
When dissecting, one will notice that the crops are
either full of solid items, or full of liquid items, or
sometimes empty, depending on the spP.cies dissected. Thus,
solid items are never observed for exampl~ in the Carabus
group, the crop of which, if full, only con~ains liquid.
This is due to its type of food uptake: extraintestinal
digest1un. Up to now only one process of digestion has
been described in ground-beetles. According to this process.
three types of Carabidae are distinguishable: those with
totally intraintestinal digestion, those with exclusively
extraintP.stinal digestion, and those with intraintestinal
and extraintestinal digestion.
It is thus very clear that visual analyses of crop
content are hampered by extraintestinal d~gestion, although
it is thP most generally used method. In spite of these
difficulties, the visual method for analysing crop contents
must be maintained for ~t least twn reaso"s:
1) lt is tie only available method providing
statistical uata;
2) the cr~p cortains the only availabl~ information
for the identification of natural prey.
In fact every prey fragment in the crop is a piece
of dietary information. ~owever, untill recen~ly, these
very small fragments co~ld not be precisely utilized,
unless they were recognizable organs. That i~ why we have
devised a new method for the identificati~n of natural
prey from the very small prey fragmPnts contained in the
crop. This method consists of the observation of these
fragments with a Scanning Electron Microscope.
In a full crop, numerous fragm~nts of unidentifiable
organs are observable, which lack a particular shape, size
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or feature recognizable as belonging to a given prey
species. Thes~ fragments can only be ~dentified as belonging to ~r.e or more Arthropods. At a greater magnification
the epicuticular relief is observable: setae, spines,
pores, •.. the exact shape of which is not actually
observable with another technic than S.E.M. Fig.1
show some spines which ~iffer in size, shape and density.
The question remains to er-relate each type of spine to
one species of Arthropod. is this "micromorphology"
species ~haracteristic? It certainly is if we refer for
example to the colors of some Insects cuticule: these
specific colorings are due either to pigments or to
peculiar epicuticular microsculptures. To prove this poir1t
of view, we observed iwo species of the same genus:
Lithobius calc~ratus and Lithobius forficatus. Table 1
gives a list of pertinent-ri'"atures, 1.e. fnose features
from which it is possible to distinguish l. calcaratus
from L. forficatus and vice-versa.
~
The body and ~ppendages of ~~th these L~thobius
are covered with a kind of scale on nearly all ~he surface.
L. calcaratus has rippled pseudoscales while L. forficatus
nas dotted pseudoscales. These microsculpture'S"'"are also
found on the bases of the sensilla trichodea. The
posterior hedge of the pseudoscales generally bears some
little spines: the length of which is variable. The
longest spines are observed on the pseuduscales of
L. forficat~s.
T~e surface of the setae of every sensilla,
whatever its length is, are ~ery much alike in the two
species: they all are grooved and the grooves may twist
round the setae. !t is thus remarkable how si~ilar the
sensilla ar~ all over the body and in both species, the
only difference being their bases. In fact, the ~etae
bases vary a lot in shape both when comparing two setae
bases of one individual and when comparing the setae
bases of the two species. All the setae bases are
protuberant except one type which is flat: this type is
o~ly f~und in L. forficatus. The setae bases are crescent
shaped well mar=Ied in[. calcaratus, while more discreet
in L. forficatus; in tlli lAtter species some bases have
the~~ape of a semi-circumference and son:e others are
nearly rouna. In both species the setae bases bear
generally two big spines and often more or less numerous
little ones. Their shape, number and position vary from
a species to the other: fig. ~
are the diagram of
the most frequently observed setae bases. In both species
the sensilla trichodea arE generaly accompanied by one
or two secretory gland the pore of w~ich are seen at
each side of their base. At last, similar sensilla
placodea are obser~ed in both species.
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FIGURE 2 • "-:.riations of the form of setae bases
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FIGURf 3 • lithoblus forficatus :
sensilla trichod~a;
2
general view of pseudoscales;
3
pit on p~eudoscales;
4
sensilla placodea;
5-13 : setae bases of sensllld tri~hodea.
1
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r•GURE 4 : Lithobius calcaratus :
1
sensilla trichodea;
2
general view of pseudo scales;
3
ripple on pse~~ iscale~;
4
sensi Ila placodea
5-10: setae bases of sensil la trlchodea.
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To summarize this comparison. it appears clP.arly
some similarities in both Lithobius: sensilla placodea,
setae, pseudoscales; those similarities correspond to the
fact both forficatus and calcaratus belong to the genus
Lithobius. However there exist some differenc~s. the
structure of the pseudoscales and the structure of t~e
setae bases. Those differences. obser~able only with a
S.E.M., are enough to distinguish one species from the
other, even from very small pieces.( Fig. 3 and fig. 4)
To conclude we shall just ask one question: why
has this micromorphol~gy never been used up to now by
systematicians? The reason was probably there was no
interesting aim. Which new informatio~ would this
micromorphology afford? None if we only are soil zoologist.
But if we are soil ecologist, we have n~w an attractive
aim: the analysis of crop content of naturally captured
predators.
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THE GEOPHAGOUS EARTHWORMS COMMUNITY IN THE
LAMTO SAVANNA (IVORY COAST): NICHE PARTITIONiNG
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The few descriptions of earthworm C"ommunities available from

tropic~l grd~sland~ clearly show dominance oi the g~ophagous species.

This has particularly beeu verified in the tropical pastures of Laguna Verde (Vera Cruz, rlexico) (LAVELLE, MAURY and SERRANO, 1979), in the
north Guinean savannas of Foro-Foro (Bouakc, Ivory Coast) (LAVELLE, unpublished) and in the south Guinean ones of Lamto (Toumodi, Ivory Coast)
(LAVELLE. 1978) (Table I). In the first locality, almost the entire
community is CC'mposej of geophagous earthw1J1ms. In thl: Lan.to .1avannas 1
the herbaceous facies are also stocked with a great majority of 3eo phagous (97%) whereas the shrub facieb (89.Z?.) and the savanna which
has b~~n unburned for 12 years (69.7~) which has a thick shrub cover,
have more diversified communities. At the Fore-For~ station, 230 km
1&orth of J.amto, th'!: savanna is rather thickly covered with shrubs and
77.8 to 88.11. of the e3rthworm biomass is made of geophagous indivi duals. On the contrary, tPmperate gras~lands stocked whith Lwnbricido.e
have few geophagous worms : 13. 1% ot the total biomass in e French pasture (BOUCHE, 1975).
TABLE 1. Trophic structure of some earthworm CC'l!IXll~nities in
tropical and temperate grasslands (in% of total biomass).

-·
Locality

Geoph.a- Detriti-·

VeP,etation type

Laguna Verde
(Vera Cri:z, Secondary pasture
Hexico)

geous

vorouli

100

E

I=

I

Authors
LAVELLE, MAURY
and SERRANO,
1979

-.

pare...,.,;

88.l

Foro Foro
No~th
savanna
(Bouake,
gu~nean
'£ophi:t'a
Ivory Coast) savannas savanna

11. 9

77.8

22.2

97.0

3.0

89.2

10.8

69.7

J0.:3

13. I

86.1

-

grass
savanna
sluub
South
Lam to
savanna
c·rnumodi,
guinea~
Ivory Coast) savannas unburned
savanna
(12 years)
Citt~aux

(Dijon,

Permanent

LA"ELLE,
un:publ ished

pa~ture

France)

6.5)

LAVELLE, 1978

,

BOUCHE, 1975

This dominance CJf geophagous populations seems to be a general
characteristic of tropical grasslands. It is, therefore, important to
know their community structure and how they feed on the soil, in order
to understand theix genP.ral function. Four years of field observations
in the Lamto sa·,,.anna and laboratory experiments for:us on this question.

NICHE PARTITIONING IN THE EARTHWORM
COMMUNITIES OF THE LAMTQ SAVANNAS
Tlu: earthworm communities of Lamto savanna:. are made up of eight
principal sµecies ; six are Megascolecidae : Dichogaster agilis. D.
terrae-ni.grae; l.fi.Z:Lso;iia anomaZa. !-I. Zamtoia>za. J.1. ghanen~is and Agast'l'OdiZus opisth~gynus ; the two others are Eudrilidae : ChuniodriZus
aieZae and StuhZmannia porifera.

Their ec~l~gical nlcheP ~an be defined with six prin~ipal variables. Three of them describe the spatiotemporal niche : vertical distribution of populations in the soil, horizontal distrib~tion in the mosaic dra~m up by the different vegetal facies (herbace~us or shrub sa~an
nas, burnt or unburnt patches) and the seasonal cycle of abundance (Fig. I).
The three other variables represent the tY"ophic dimensioi. of the niches
species size, clemog1·;lphi.c profile, and ene1getic value of ingested food
(Table 2).
TABLE 2. Trc•phic niche of thP. different species of earthworms
in the Lamto savannas.

I

Maximal
weight
(g)

Species

D. agiZis
M. Zamtoiana
M. anomaZa
D. teTTC:e-nigrae

0.60
32.0
6.0
28.0
0.25
16.0
4.0

Eudrilidae

M. ghanensis
A. opisthogynus
The index (D

a

l''ood
litter
litter
soil (0-IOcm)
soil (10-30 cm)
soil (0-30 cm)
soil (10-40 cm)
soil (20-40 cm)
+ Eudrilidae ?

Energecic
Demovalue of fc.od graphic
in Kcal/g
index
:::

:::

4,000
4,000
90
50
150
40

?

200
17
50

4.5
200
2.9

4.9

I0 3 C.~) combines different elements of the de-

mographic profiles : adult felundity (F), duration of the growth period
until maximum weight (C), and life expectancy of young ~atchling (E~)
(LAVELLE, 1979).
Spatiotemporal niche overlap has been estim~ted with the Ojk
index of PIANKA (1974) along each of these previously aui:ntioned three
axes (Table 3).
Seasonal cycle~ have high overlap ratios (0.72 to 0.95 with a
mean value of 0.90). Thus, niche separation is mainly realized through
the colonization of differant savanna facies (Ojk = 0.13 to 0.96 ;

FIGUF.£ 1. Hain •:onstituants of the Lamto' s earth1o:orms spatiotempord niches.
G • grclss ·iwvanna, S • shrub savanna., UB • unburned.
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Ojk A 0.70) and the occupation of the. diverse layers of the soil
(Ojk. = O.Oo to 0.93 ; Ojk = 0.47).
TABLE. 3. Spatiotemporal niche overlap {Ojk index) ;.n the earthworms communitie.s of Lamto savannas (D.a. : Dichogastezo agilis ; M 1. :
Millconia lamtoiana : M.a. : Millaor.in anomala ; D.t. : D. te:r?-aelli()rae ; Eu. : Eud:toilidae ; C.z. : Chuniodrilus ::;i.elae i S.p. : Stuhl11'1Q1\nia pozoiferoa
A. o. : Auas t:roodrai lus opistlzouynus ; M. 8• : M. gha.nensis).

A. Vertical distribution
M. l.

0.93

a.

0.91

D.t.

O. I 1

0.1,4

Eu.

0.38

0.48

0.62

A.o.

0.08

0.10

0.2i

0.33

0.91

M.g.

0.02

0.05

Ci.24

0.29

o. 77

0.88

D.a.

M. l.

M.a.

D.t.

E·1.

A.o.

~'1.

B. Horizontal distribution
M. l.

0.95

M.a.

0.73

D. t.

0.13

0.5!>

c. z.

0.94

0.53

S.p.

0.54

0.95

0.82

0.47

A.o.
M.g.

0.76

o.56

0.97

0.71

o. 72

0.64

0.37

0.89

0.55

o.~3

0.95

0.96

D.a.

M.1.

M.a.

D.t.

C.z.

S.p.

A.o.

c.

Seasonal cycle

M. l.

0.80

M.a.

0.94

D.t.

U.84

0.92

Eu.

0.93

0.87

0.93

A.o.

0.82

0.91

0.92

M.g.

0.80

0.89

0.91

0.94

0.87

0.95

D.a.

M.

l.

M.a.

D. t.

Eu.

A.o.

A mntrix of results has been established after multiplication of
the calculated values aE th~ threP. variables seem to be independent
(PIANKA, op. cit.) (Table 4).
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l'ABLE '". Total spatiotemporal niche overlap.

M.l.
M.a.

0.71

D.t.

0.01

0.21

C.z.
S.p.

O.JJ

0.40

0.46

O. ll

0.47

0.25

A.o.

o. J9
o. )4

0.05

0.24

0.23

0.62

M.g.

0.01

0.02

0.18

0.15

0.36

D.a.

M. l.

M.a.

D.t.

C.z.

0.62

a.so
S.p.

A.o.

Tlough the total spatiotemporal niche overlap (Ojk • 0.01 to
0.80 i Ojk = 0.3S) is low among most of the species, a good ecological
separation is evidently indicated. Two groups of species however a~pear
ratlwr close in t.his spatio temporal space (Fig. I). D. agilis • .~. l.am t"iana and M. anomaZa i.nhabi t the upper layers and :>refer burnt: or un~urnt shrub savannas. On the other hand,
A. opisthogyn~.s. M. ghanensis
and the E~drilidae (C.zielae and S. porifer>a) are deep soil dwellers,
characteristic of the open savannas.

~

Nevertheless, the exan1nation of trophic niches shows that thoRe
species whose spatiotemporal niches are similar are in fact distinctive
in that tbey exploit their resource in different manners. The di11tribution of species in the trophic space has been figur~d using orthogonal
axes -as it is easier to represent- despite the fact ~hat the varlables
are certainly more or less linked (LAVELLE, 1979)(Fig. 2).
Detritivorous srecies are clearly separated from the others be cause of the high caloric value of the litter that they ingest. D. agilis
is small with a high demographic index. M. lamtoiana is large and its populations turn over is not so high. Among the geophagous species, .mall
one~ are distinctive in that they feed on relatively rich
soil and have
a high demographic index (the two Eudrilidae : C. aiel.ae and S. por-ife-ra);
th~re are also two large species with a low demographic index and poor
food (D. tel'riae-nigm.: and M. gha.nenuis) and an .:..ntermediate one, M. anomaZa. A. opisthogynws. whose exact diet is not known, has not been figured
here. Some recent indications could show that tnis species is partly carnivorou~ and feeds on Eudrilidae.
After combining the two niche spaces, the separation is clearly
the consequence of rather high specialization. This pe.'.'n1its the five main
geophagous species to exploit well-separated cumpartments of the ecosystf:m.
Vertical distribution makes great differenc~s : M. mwmal.a exploits the u~
per layers of the soil, unlike M. ghanensis and D. ter:rae-nig~ae which
are deep dwelling species. It is difficult to study individu.. :1y the ver tical distribution of the two species of Eudrilidae as the young cannot be
distinguished. Nevertheles11 1 some indications show that C. aielae is more
limited to upper strata. as is M. anomala whereas S.po~ifezta could be a
deep dwelling worm.
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FIGU!m 2. Representation of Lamto's earthworms trophic niches. Wx : maximum

weight of the species i D : demographic index (F : adult fecundity, r. : ~nral
length io montl.s of growth period until IMXil?'.um weight, Ev : life expectancy
of y~ung a~ birth in months) Q : energetic value of the ingested food in
kcal/g dry weight).
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M. anom2la and the eudrilid C. zielae differ in size~ and,
therefore, they exploit the environment in different manners ; the
first one, a quite large species, demonstrates no preference for the
organic content of the soil, while the second, thanks to its small
size, ingests only soil enri~hed in organic matter. Indeed Eudrilidae can more easily feed 011 low organic matter concentrations (decomposed rootlets and surface organic film), and they do not ingest
the large sandy particles. The composition of casts of these two t.axa demonstrates this differen~e and confirm th~ ~en~2ncy of H. anomaZ.a to be generalists while EudrilidRe appear more bpecialized, using
the soil iu a "coarse grained mann"-r" (Table 5).
TABLE S. Granulometric composition and main characteri~cics of
organic matter in casts of M. anomala and Eudrilidae and control soil
in a herbaceous &avanna.
Contt:ol soiJ
(0-40 l.:1)
Clay < 2 µ
Fine silt 2-20 1J
Coarse silt 20-50

µ

Fine sand 50-200 µ
Coarse Hand 200-2,000 µ

c %a
N

°too

C/N
Organic matter "

I

Eudrilidae

M?.: Z. Z.soni:a

anomata

3.3-3.7

5.0

5.2

5.7-6.5
7.5-8.5

7.3
12.0

8. f.

25.5-29.'D
50.5-56.5

40.0
32.0

1.9-8.2
0.17-U.57
10.8-15.3
0.6-1.4

I 0. I

-

o. 76
13.3
l. 7

11.5
27.0

46.S
5.8
0.57
10.2
J. 0

The two large geophagous species M. ghanenEiB and D. terraehave close trophic niches ; the separation is made by a difvertical distribution ar.d the colonization of different patches
of savanna : M. ghanensio prefers the sandy soils of herbaceous savannas whereas D. ter'Pae-nig'l'ae is more likely to be found in the more clayey and better dra1no!d soih: of the burnt shrub facies.

ni~:rae
fe~ent

The structure of these communities raises two
have tried to answer.

questi~ns

that we

I. I~ the vertical distrib~tion of these species a consequence
of the present competitive situation or of real adaptation, including for
the deep dwelling geophagous whose food seems very poor ?

2. How do these earthworms utilize the organic matter contained
in the soil ?

-

......_

RELATIONS OF SOIL DtPTH WITH INGESTION
AND GROWTIL RATES OF C".'EOPHAG OUS EA'RtHWORMS
In order to answer the !irst question, we have fed individuals
of the three ma.in spP.cies (M. anomala young and adults. young M. gha.nensis and D. tePrae-nigPae) with soil taken from the different soil
layers of a shrub savanna. five la~ers have been distinguished. whose
main cbaracteristics appear in Table 6.

TABLE 6. Main characteristics cf organic matter in the different.
s~rata

of the shrub savanna soil used for
Depth. (cm)

I ........
cu ......
;:>

0

$ell
u &:::
""' .... 0

-~

-;., c:
•'"4

ell

..J OD

u

a:

~,..

-·u

0 ......

ell

.... "Cl

a·..i
~~

e~rthwonn

0-l

cultures.

2-5

5-JO 10-25 30-40

Organic carbon /,aD
Total nigrogen ~DD
C/N ra.:io
Total organic mattr.r 0/oo

Jl .8

%

0.29 0.22 0.24 0.10 0.15
26.7 36.7 42.2 41.6 29.6
7.4
5.6
4.6
J.6
3.8
3.6
6.6
9.3 11. 7
7.9

9.8
7.0
4.1
8.3
0.58 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.30
20.40 19. !' 20.8 2:1.J 13.6
20.4 16.8 14.3 12.0
7.0

c J,ao

N /iJo
C/N

Tor al fulyic acids (in c °laa)
Total humic acids (in c °loo)
AF/All
Total humic matter
Rumification coefficient

2.53
0.61

l. 91
0.74

J.57
0.74

1.54
0.43

l .36

0.16

4.18 2.58 2.J2 3.69 8.25
3.14 2.65 2.31 2.02 1.53
26.S 27. l 27.8 29.0 37.5

Soils characteristics
Most of the data shows a vertical gradient of the n~ganic matter
characteristics in the soil. The highest values of total organic matter
content as well as total introgen, light organic fraction or total humic
acids are observed in the 0-1 cm layer, decreasing more or less regularly
towards depth. Total fulvic acid,· follow the same pattern whereas humic
acids are more concentr~t~d in the 2-10 stratum. C/N r3tios of total organic matter show errdcic v&cintiuns, but as far nu the light urganic frac tion is concerned, C/N incr~ases regularly with depth. Tbe AF/AH ratio
shows rather different variations with_ minimum values between 2 and 10 cm.
Methods
The s··il ingestion by earthworms has been measured by a method
already utilized in several works (LAVELLE, DOUHALEI and SOW, 1974 i
LAVELLE, 1975) and subsequent weight variations were observed. All conditions we~e alike in the different cultures except for the soil origin.
As many earthworms as possible have been put in cultures in order to hQve significant results. As a matter of fact 9 the growth of these earthworms does not follow a regular pattern. In the normal course of the ani"131 's life, very intense growth periods occur followed by rest periods

661

characterized by a no growth or even a little decrease of the weight
due to a decrease of soil inges~ion \LAVELLE, 1978). According to these
observations, the tota:t duration of cultures (140 to 7UO worms x days in
each diffl!rent series) should give significant means in most of the ca ses despite the fact it has not been possible to estab'!.ish any statistical proof.
Results
of

Table 7 illustrated by figure 4gives the. main results, the detail
will be giye.I?. in a further publication (SOW, to be publi&hed).

·.~hich

TABLE 7. _!!e,!!..n dail¥ weight va~iations CAW '?./day) and Telatiye
soil ingestion (C/W. in g dry soil :inge.sted/g fre.sh. weight/day) of
three geophageous species fed with soils from different layers.
duration of
cultures
(worm x
wee.ks)

Tot~l,

Species

AW %/d

100
100
100
100

0-1
2-5
5-JC
J0·-25
30-40

2. 79
2.32
3.26
1.65
0.34

30
20
20
20
2.0

0-1
2-5
5-10
10-25
30-40

-0.31
1. 17
o. 11
-1. 24
-0.86

5.66
6.81
6.07
3.95

-0.055
0.172
0.018
-0.224
-0.218

64
66
32
64
81

0- 1
2-5
s-10
10-25
30-40

0.09
0.22
0.22
0.45
0.23

5.03
!.i.62
4.21
5.98
6.67

0.018
0.039
0.052
0.075
0.034

74
67
76
49
65

0-1
2-5
5-10
10-25
30-40

-0.01
0.16
-o. 17
0.38
0.0.l

4.16
5.62
5.34
7.17
6.35

-0.0024
0.028
-0.032
0.053
0.003

.100

I

Young
M.

SoU
layer
(cm)

anoma7.a

~ult

M. anoma7.a

Young

M. g'1ianensis

-·

Young

D. terzoae-nigzoae

.

c/w

/J.W %/d

J 7.3

0.161
0.129
0.189
o. 1J0
0.055

18.0
!7.3
ls. 1
6.1

5.~3

C/W

This demonstrates important Jariations in relative soil ingestion
(dry weight of daily ingested soil divided by the earthworm 's fresh weight)
as well as in the animal weight changes as a function of soil de~th.

(C/W

Young M. anomata have the highest relative soil ingestion
to 18 g dry soil/g fresh weight/day) in the upper strata (0 to

= 17

FIGURE ~. Mean relative soil ingestion (C/W in g dry soil/g fresh weight/day)
and daily weight variations (%/day) of three species of geophageous eArthwurms
fed with so.i.l taken from different depths in

shrub Hvannn.

d

relaliw daily mean
consumption weight
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Q.1

2.S LID

10.25

--- --- -,
30.40

10 cm) but it decreases in the de~per layers, first slightly (IS.I in
the J0-25 era layer),then m~rkedl~ (6.1 in the 30-40 cm soil). Weir.ht
~ariations are always positiv~ ; they are el~vated ir. the first three
layers (2. 3 co 3. 3%/day), and the maximum iF- ol·~u:rved in the 5 to 10 CIA
scratum. In the deeper soils, poorer in organic matter, growth dimini shes grPatly but is never reduced to ze~o.
Within the same exa>erimental conditionr., ddult M. anumala have
a clear preference for the 2 to S cm horizon as this is the only one
chac allows thern a significant increase in weight (~W?./da~ = 1.17).
In the 5-10 cm soil their ~rowth is very slow (0.11~ day) and in the
other ones, they lose weight (-0.31% in r-he 0-1 cm stratum, -1.24% and
-0.86% respectivaly in the 10-25 and 30-40 strata). Soil ingestion !nl·
lows similar variations , though it is somewhat decreased. It is maxi mal in ~he 2-5 cm soil (6.8) and diminishrs regularly towards deeper
horizons (6.1, 5.5 and 4.0 in the successive strata from 5 to 40 cm) as
well a& in superficial ones (5.7 in the 0-1 cm soil).
'l'hese results confirm tlae narrowing of c-cological tolerances of
adults with respecL to environmental factors such ~r. temperature and
soil moisture (LAVELLE. DOUHALEI and SOW, 1974 ; Ll~ELLE, 1975).
Cul tu-:-es of younr. M. gharzemn:11 giv~ very different results.
Weight variations are positive in all of the soils, but they aTe maximum with the 10-25 cm earth (0.45%/day) while they decrease gradually
in the more superficial (0 22 to 0.09%/day) ones. Soil from the 30 40 co stratum still permits an increase of weight, but it is less si gnificant (0.23%/day). Relative soil ingestion does not ~ary much. alL~ough it seems to incre~se regularly with depth.
Young D. terrG&e-ni.gra.a show rather simila1· patterns. lntereslt is the 10-25 cm stratum that ~nsures the fastest and most
regular growth. It is erratic, in the upper st~ata, and mortality is
elevated. We often observe first a period of fast growth, followed by
an equally rapid d~crease that leads to denth. Those soils richer in
o:ganic matter allow a quick but temporary growth as if SC'me deficiency diseRae could appear. On the contrary, in the 10-25 stratum, growth
is slow. but ~~gular, and the mortality rate is low. Soil from the 3040 stratum just allows earthworms to maintain their weight, ant the
mortality r3te is rath.·1 elevated. Relative soil ingestion shows varla·ti~ns similar to M. gha.nensis as it increases slowly when given soils
from deeper strata.
~lngl71

Conclusions
Weight variatioue of worms of the thrPe studied species are dependent on the soil they ingest. The optimum depth is 2 to 5 cm for
adult N. ar.omala, 5 to 10 for the immature and JO to 25 ior young M. ghanensis and D. terrae-nigrae.It can be concluded that these two last s~e ci6s a~e t~uly adap~ated to the ingestion of soil from the d£ep strata
that they use to colonize, while M. anomala has a better growth in the upper stTata where it is more likely to be found. 1~erefore. the vertical
distribution of the populations does not seem tu be a consequence of a
present competition for spar.e and food, but rather the result of particular adaptations_

Relative soil inge!'tion appears to be rE:gulated according to tl-.e
soil depth ; it decreases vith depth as far os it concecnes M. anomala
~nd increases for thE tvo other species. The mechanisms of this apparent
regulation do not seem to be simple.
On the other hand, growth rate and growth efficiency (of which
the

ra~io ~W%/day

gives an idea), are never proportional to the nrgar.ic

c/w

matter content of the su1l that decreases regularly with depth. It i•
therefore t~ be expected that it is the qu~lity of organic matter and/or
the microbial activity of the soil that determines its digestibility by
earthworms. Experiments have bP.en designed to test these two last hypotheses with young M.anomala.

VARIATIONS OF SOlL lNGESTION AND GPOWTH RATF.S OF IP~L~TURE
IN SOIL ENRICHED WITH DIFFERENT VECETAL COMPOSTS

14. Af/Oft!ALA BRED

Global data f.rom Table 6 are too coarse to explain the results
described ia the previous paragraph. However, this organic matter seems
to be much too diluted to allow more precise chemical analysis. In order
to overcome this difficulty, we have added to a control soil (from
the stratum 10-25 cm of a shrub savanna) diverse vegetal compost
which is easier to analyze.
Methods
~~~ Compose was made of pulverised roots or leaves of the graminea
Loudetia sintplex decomposed in aerobic or anaerobic conditions during o.
2, 5 or 10 weeks. Fifteen series of cultures were undertaken : one control
was whithout compost and fourteen were enriched with 1% of each of the pre.pared po•,,ders. Each series was composed of two cultures of five young
M. anomala. Th~ experiment lasted 10 weeks so that the total lenght of each
~eries was 700 worms x days.
Results
In all of the series, the growth rate was higher than in the control. The grass aerobic composts gave the best results, but the other series give similar fi~ures with smaller amplitudes (Table 8).
• .
(E ... 103 dW%/day) i.s
. 107 1n
. tne
. contro I ,
Mean growt h e ff 1cumcy

c/w

'50 in the aerobic root, 155 in the anaerobic root, 236 in
leaf and 355 in the aerohic leaf rompo~ts.

the anaerobic

One percent of leaf r~~dcr added to control soil permits the doubling of mean daily growth rate that raises from 1.93% to 4.14% (Fig. S).
The best growth is observed with the two weeks earobic compost CLA ) : 4.26%.
2
Then it decreases with more decomposed substrata : 3.861. with LA and 2.Jli
5
with LA • The soil inrestion ·.:urve is exactly opposite. Ingestion is maximum in
control soil (C/W =· IBg dry soil/g fresh weight)• decreasing with
leaf powder L ci (10. 7). aud is minimum with compost LA (7. 7). It increases
2
wiLh !.A (12.2) and LA
(12.4), remaining, however, inferior to control
5
10
value.
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FIGURE S. Mean growth rates. relative ingestion and growth efficiency of
young M. anomala fed with s-:>il from the 10-25 cm la,1:!r of a shrub savanna (C)
enriched with different pulverized grassleaf aerobic composts (Lo : grassleaf 9
LA2 : two weeks aerobi' compost, LAs: five weeks ••• ).
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TABLE 8. Global results of young /i'., a110.mala cultures in control
soil (T) enriched with. different vegetal composts (l. :. leaf, R ; roots;
A: aerobic, N: anaerobic; z. 5, 1.Q...:_ time of decomposition).
AW Z/day : mean daily growth rate ; C{W : mean relative soil ingestion ;
E = JO' A.W Z/day ~ growth efficiency rate.

c/w

Serie AW ?./d

Aerobic

Anaerobic

.

'

IAe<obic

E

T

: • 93

18.0

107

Lo

4.14

10.7

368

LA2

4.2b
3.86
2.31

7.6
12.2
12.4

564

IC.5
15.0

338
226

LP.10

3.60
3.39
1.99

13. 7

145

Ro

2.33

13.0

210

RA2

3.06
2.73
) .45

14.4
20.2

213
135

14.4

JOI

15.5
1e.ti

178
J49

14.6

139

LA.5
LAJO

Leaf

c/w

LN2
LN5

RA5
RAJO

316
186

Root::;

Anaerobic

RN2
RN5

RN10

2.75
2.77
2.03

The growth efficiency rate (E) is minimal in the control (Ea 107),
reaching 261 with L0 , and culminating with J..A 2 (457). It then diminishes
in m~re humified compost~ : 316 with LA and 18& with LA •
5
10
Consequently, the growth of yo~ng M. anomala is not pro~ortional
to the organic matter content of thP. ingested soil, but it seems to be closely dependent on its composition. On the other hand. tht: quantity of ingested soil shows great variations : when the medium is highly nutritive, it
can decrease, reaching less than 50% of control value.
We have tried to find a relationship hetween the composition of the
added powders and the culture data. With this purpose, the energetic value
of the diffe~ent glucidic fractions (hydrosoluble fractions extracted be fore and after lipid extraction and hemicellulosis) have been evaluated by
measuTing their reducing power. The separation of these different consti tuentd has been made according to methods described by JARBIGE (1961), and
the reduction potential measured by the HAGEDORN and JENSEN micromethod.
Lipid content has also been measured.
The progressive h~mification of grassleaf powder is followed by a
clear decrease of the energetic value of hydrosoluble fractions and lipids,
whereao hemicellulosis increases (Table 9). All things considered, the addition of 1% of these powders do not even double, in the best case. the
global nutritive value of the ingested soil. On the other hand, Che varia-

tions observed show a regular decrease of the soluble energetic fraction
while the less digestible hemicellulosis increases.
TABLE 9. Energe~lc values of the different glucidic fractions
(in mg equivalent glucose per g) and lipid content (in mg/g) of the grassleaf aerobic comnosts and control soil.

-

'I
Lo
LA2
LA5
LA10

Hytirosi>luble
fraction I
0.35

Lipids<;

Hemicellulosis

£

2. l

13.3
14.0

3.6

2.9
2.J
1.4

15.0

3.4

1.0

16.1

0.05

24.7
9.0

6.3

7.4
6.9

R.ydrosoluble
fraction 2

4.6

These res~lts de not explain the variations of growth rate and
espl:cially of growth efficiency that culminate in the cul\:ures enriched
with compost LA (two weeks of aerobic decomposition).
2
This means that n1ore precise analyses should be perform·;o in order to identify the exact composi:ion of the energetic fraction we mPa
sured. An ether hypothesis could be that these relations are 1:xpla: •led
by earthworm-microorganism interr~lations, as it is usually mentioned
that humivorous animals cculd feed on microorganisms. In order to test
this hypothesis, we have performed some experiments.

PRELIMINARY STUDY OF MICROORGANISM-EARTHWORM INTERRELATIONS
First, we have tried to ascertain if a relation could be esta blished between microbial activity of the ingested soil and earthworm
growth. If demonstrated, it could indicate that the earthworm feeds on
microorganims or utilizes the prnduct of their metaboli~m.
Thus we have measured re&piration of soils during one week (tbat
is the interval between two changes of the soil in culture). The method
used is a macrorespirometric one (Stoklasa) ; co 2 is extracted by depression and titrat~d by a system of Barium hydroxyde-oxalic acid (RASHID and
SCHAEFER , 1978) • The analyzed substratum is p11lverized while dry, then
moistened and homogenized by repeated stirring, so that the measured respiration is accurate and repeatable. Figure 6A illustrate$ the experimental data.
Respiration rate is lowest in the control soil, highest in the soil
enriched with 1% undecomposed grassleaf, an~ ic decreases progressively with
the gradual humification of grassleaf powder. It remains, however, superior
to the c~ntrol value. The microbial activity seems to ~~ highly stimulated
by
a substratum rich in easily assimilated energetic elements (the
grassleaf), and it decreases prog~essively when the grasslaaf ge•more humified ant the soluble fraction le~s important.
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The sa1ne experiment has been done after having replaced the
control soil by the casts of young M. anomal.a fed on this soil. The
casts respire much more than the control as the microbial activity
is almost doubled (16 to 29 mg. C (co )/IOC g dry soil). It is likeJy that mucus produced by earthwor~s2 has a stimulating effect ;
the ro~chanical action produced by earthworms is also responsible for
this stimulation as it induces movement of substrata and a modifi cation of microorganism associations. In return, addition of ~rass
leaf and composts pow~ers co the casts giv~s respiration patterns
inferior to the previous ones. With grassleaf (Lo) the decrease is
lo" (55 to 47 mg. C (C0 2 )/100 g dry soil). It is, however, most irn portant with two-weeks-old leaf compost (LA ) (35 to 15) which gives
2
the lowest respiration rcte, and
more humLfied compostsLA (29 to
16) And LA 10 (28 to 26), whose respiration is still inferior5 lo the
cast.
It seems, therefore, that an expl~nation to the M. anomal.a
growth variatians ::oulJ be d.!rhe.d from these results. The eacthworm
could produce in its casts a substance that inhibits the a~tivity of
microorganisms in lightly humified substrata. This inhibition would
11ot be apparant with added grassleaf powder. Its soluble energetic
fraction is important enough to avoid competition between microorganisms and the earthworm. The inhibitory effect could be maximum with
the two weeks compost and diminishes ~ith more humified substrata.
It would reverse in control soil because the organic matter is highly
humi!ied. Such results can be expected if we suppose that earthworm~
do not feed on soil microorganisms but rather can in certain condi tions be in competition with them for the e~ploitation of the most
digestible energetic substrata. When given a rich•! food (Le), the inhibition ts low because there is no competition. With a more humifi~d
substratum less rich in soluble energetic substances (LA 2), competition
becomes maxim~l. The ~ffect is reversed when the hu~ification p~oces~
is more advanced i competition turns to symbiosis as earthworms try
to utilize euerg2tic substances produced by microorganisms from ~are
complex substrata (hemicellulosis, cellulosis) that they cannot alone
digest. In the control soil poor in hydrosoluble elements, the microbial activity is then clearly favoured.
CONCLUSIONS
These preliminary results indicate that geophagous ea1:tbworm
nutrition from soil organic matter depends on m~~y complex factors. It is
clear that abundance of organic matter and, abov~ &11, its composition play
an impo~tant role ; nevertheless it is perhaps more understanding the in teractions of each species with the soil microflora Lhat will explain the
particular adaptation which make po3sible lhe wide functional diversity of
the geophagous conun~nity.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

£• ANDERSEN1 Was there any difference in soi1 consumption between the investiqated species?
Was there any difference in the qut anatomy of the superficial living species contrary to the de~p livinq species?
!.• LAVELLE: These differences are discus3ed in the text.
The qross anatomy as studied for systematic purposes
did not show differences in the shape and size of typhlosoles.
It was although demonstrated that the deep dwelling species
are relatively lonqer than nsurface" dwellinq and have a
1on9er gut (LAVELLE. 1973.

Peuplements et production des

vers de terre dans lea savanes de Lamto (cote d'Ivoire]
Ann. Univ. Abidjan, E, VX [2] : 79-98.
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I think that succession~l changes in mi~ro
flora should be ta'ken into account befor.:·e concluding that
earthworms are not deriving nutrients directly or indirectl~·
from decomposer microorganisms. Your results could simply
mean that the "initial" and "late" stage microflora in the
succession are less attractive to earthworms than those in
the "mid" stage.
P. LAVELLE: These earthwonns eat the soil as it is. so
it is-impossible for them to select certain microorqanisms
for their feeding. We also think that the microorqanisms
that d~nelop in the early stages of decomposition feed mostly
on simple and very diqestible substrates. So the products
of their metabolis.~ are expected to be more complex and thus
less digestible for the wonn.
G. BENGTSSON: You evidently have difficulties proving
any positive correlation between growth rate of the animals
and the concentration of less digestible organic compounds
in the soils. Why did you make these analyses in preference
for analyses on more digestible compounds such as amino acids,
simple carbohydrates a.~d fatty acids and on the enzymatic
activity, which should represent ~art of the microbial activity.
P. LAVELLE:
I have in fact measured these digestible
compo~nds as I think that simple carbohydrates, amino and
fatty ac.tds are contained in the two hydrosoluble fractions
we extracted. As far as microbial activity is concerned we
preferred, i~ this preliminary study. makinq total respiration
measures that are easier to realize.
. .£• XNAPPER: Die aufqeworfenen Fraqen aind sehr sinnvoll.
Wir bestatiqen die Angaben und konnen behaupten, dass in
unserer Arbeit in Rio Grande do Sul einiqe Arten der Gattunq
Pheretima zur Oberfli.che konuuen wenn ihre "nicho" mit Stroh
bedecht sind.
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DEVELOPMENT AND fECUNDlTY OF THE MANURE WORM,
Eisenia foetida (Annelida: Lumbricidae), UNDER LADORATORY
CONDITIONS
A. D. Tomlin and

J. J. Miller

l\gr1t11lt11rt C11nad11
Landa11. C111111tlt1

INTRODUCTION
The lay and technical literature are replete with COi.flicting claims
on the growt!· rates and fecundity of the manure wom, Eisenia foeti.da
(Savigny, l8lbj and ~~en its identity (Fosgate and Babb, 1972). In
addition, suspected frauduient claims were an~ continue to b~ made by
dishone~t hOTIR breeders seeking co entice more people into the manure
worm 1,reeding business. We undertook this research project to provide
some clear aTiswers as to what the growth rates and fecundity of the
m&.i.ure wo:nn are under a variety of temperature and worm density conditions.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Several hundred specimens of the manure worm were obtained from an
Ontario grower, verified by key (Reynolds, 1977) as E. foetida; and
used as a continuously reared laboratory culture.
Experiments were carried out on wo:nns confin~d to plastic petri
dishes (IS cm dia. X 2 cm deep with a 15 cm clia. while filter paper on the
bottom) containing approximately 130 ml of moist (82\ wateT by weight)
manure (leached dairy cattle"manure:maple sawdu~t, 3:1 or leached horse
manure) pH of both approx. 6.8, 11eighing about 100 gm; the manure was replaced weekly. Ten:perature dependent experiments were performed in controlled environment cabinets with ±1C 0 preci~ion. Dishes ~~re checked
daily to remove cocoons which were placed singly in 4 dram ~lear plaqtir.
snap cap vials which contained a moist filter paper disc. When the young
worms hatched from the cocoons, the date was marked on the vial label
and their subsequent growth and development noted.

RESUL'a'ct
The length of one life cycle varied from a mean of 51.5 days at
25°C to more than 166 days at 13°C, from freshly deposited cocoon
through clitellate worm and deposition of the next generation cf cocoons

(Table 1).
TABLE l:

Maturat:ion periods !or Eisenin. fvetida at various temperatures
on dairy cattle manure.
Elapsed time (days) for maturity periods

Temp. °C

To Hatch

To Incipient
Clitellurn

To Complete
Clitellum

To Cocoon
Product ion

No. W<•rms
Stud:acd

13

45.2

107 .5

:?2

31.2

68.8

116.9
77 .3

none by 166

16
19

98.6

26.7
19.8
18.9

58. 7

62.2
53.5
48.1

70.3

25
24

55.5
51.S

16

22

25

46.0
45.l

11

The number of yo~ng worms hatching from viable or fertile cocoons
incubated at 25°C varied f'rom 1to11 (one event) withamean of 3.35±0.28
of 310 cocoons studied. The percentage hatch of cocoons obt&ined on
horse manure at 25°C varied from S0.9 to 90 with a mean of 80.7 (Table i~.
TABLE 2:
Dish No.

Percentage hatch of Eisenia foetida cocoons in horse manure at

2s 0 c.

No. of COl!OOns

1
2
3

39

.1

22

s

38
33
32

8

40

Total

2.80
3.81
2. 75
3.14
3.55
4.24
1.45
4. 70

53
53

6
7

Mean No. Worms/Cocoon

89.7
83.0

50.Y
86.4
89.S

87.9

so.o

90.0

Grand mean

310

\ Hatch

80.7

IncTeasing temperature reduces both the percentage hatch of cocoons
from 57.3% and 60.8\ at 13°C and 16°C to 41.2% at 25°C, and the number
of young worms produced per cocoon (Table 3}.
As the density of mature clitellate worms per unit volume cf manure
increases the number of cocoons/parent/wk, the hatching fraction, and the
number of young worms/cocoon declines. If these 3 numbers are multiplied
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TABLE 3.

Temp.

oc

Effect of temperature on the no. of worms produced per coc~on
and the percentaee hatch of Eisen;a foetida cocoons (Dairy
Cattle Manure).
Mean No.
Mean No.
Young worms/ Young Worms/
Viiable Cocc,.>n
cocoon

13
16
19
.,.,

2.97a
3.238

1.71
1.94
1.80
1.01
0.65

....
25

2.9~

~

.l3b
1.58

Total No.
Cocoons
82
78
73
80
80

No. Viable
Cocoons
47
48
39

\

Hatch

57.3
60.3
53.0
47.S
41.2

38

33

a. b - :'IJumbers followed by the same letter are not significantly
different from one another. Numbers followed by different
letters are significantly different from each other (P<O.OS)
Duncan's New Multiple Range Test.
together for each density level (Table 4), we obtdn a "productivity"
figure expressed as No. of young wo.nn~/parent worm/wk which varies from
5.45 at the lowest parent density to 1.1~ at the highest.

TABLE 4.

Effect of parent crowding (density) on young worm production
at 25°C on dairy cattle ~anure (200 ml/dish) over 14 weeks.

No. Parent
Worms/Dish

No. Cocoons
rroduced/
Parent/wk

2
4
6
8

2.0

*

, .-.
~

0.8
J. 2

Hatching
Fraction
•79
.73
.77
.42

No. Young
Worms/
Cocoon
3.45
2.47
2.56
2.36

No. Young Worms/
Parent/
wk*
S.45
2.) 6

1.58
1.19

Product of Columns 2, 3 and 4.

Population density also had an effect on weight over the 14 week
duration of the experiment. At densitie~ above 2 worms per dish,
reductions of between 11.1 and 15.6\ occurred (Table S).

61.s

TABLE 5.

F.ffect of population density on weight of Eisenia foetida
at 25°C over 14 weeks ~2 replicates for each density).

!I-lo. wonns/

ll l\'t .

Dish

DISCUSSION
The rate of development is. as expected, pc-si tively correlated
with temperature. Obviously growing worms unsheltered. in cold weather
climates will result in dramatically reduced production during the
winter months. I.ow temperatures alsa suppress either mating behaviour
o~ reduce cocoon production; since the clitellate condition is reached
at 116.9 dAys at l3°C, but no cocoons are produced ior at least SO
days following.
It is also interesting to note that at 25°C a life cycle can be
completed in Sl.S days as opposed to the 60-90 days suggested by Gaddie
and Douglas (1975).
The varied hatchability of the cocoons is similar to that found
by Watanabe ~nd Tsukamoto (1976). The maximum number of worms ~hey
found from one cocoon was seven; herein we report a max imu1.1 of 11 . Al so.
in results similar to theiis we noted a range in the mean number of
wonns produced per cocoon from 3.35 in the autumn to 1.58 in the winter.
This is a long way from the mean of seven proposed by Gaddie and Douglas
(1975).
From Table 3 it appears that increasi;1g incubation temperatures
are negatively correlated to the number of young worms produced per
cocoon. There are perhap~ a number of passible causes of this result,
but there is the possibility that at higher temperatures respiration
rates within the cocoon might only be maintained with difficulty and, if
there are several worms developing, this could result in cocoon mortality
which is reflected in the lower percentage hatch at higher temperatures.
111~ parent worm density had an unexpected result on the number of
worms produced per cocoon. Somehow the reduced density of mature worms
results in a larger mean number of worms/cocoon being produced, a higher
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hatchabilitr percentage (fertility rate), and a larger number of coc~ons/
parent being produced. Presumably this allows for a more rapid population
expansion to ultiliz.e the larg~r food resource (manure) availahle at the
lower parent worm densities. A similar effect has been observed with
the waterflea, Daphnia pulex, where fecundit>· was reduced at higher
densities (Frank. Boll, and Kelly, 1957).
The average number of cocoons/parent/wk varied from 2.0 to 0.8 over
14 weeks during the winter. Graff (1978) avera~ed from 5.0 to 3.5 on
14 day tests during spring and summer. We don't feel there is a conflict
in the results here because we observed many cases where worms produced
5 or more cocoons/week, but this rate would only be maintained for 2 or
3 weeks. Naturally over langer periods this average would decline whic~
has considerable impl icatious for some of the more outrageous claims of
growers 11there high cocoo11 production rates are assumed to be 11aintained
over lorg periods.
We have received several J.'eports from commercial worm growers
concerning sudden reductions in siz.e (weight) of worms. This was
usually attributed to reduced food and/or moisture supply. Since fresh
manure was supplied weekly to ou~ cultures, we do not feel that this is
necessarily the reason. There is, however, some correlation between
worm density and weight loss.

CONCLUSIONS
The llUDbricid wonn, E. foetida, can complete a life cycle in as
few as 51.5 days. Maturation is strongly correlated with temperature
in the range 13DC to 2SDC. The maximum number of worms found in a
single cocoon was 11. but the mean lay between 2 and 3. Parent worm
density is negatively correlated to cocoon produ~tior., cocoon fertility
and th~ number of young worms produced from a cocoon.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

J.E. SATCHELL: Can you suggest tne machanism causing
the weight losses at higher population density?
A.D. TOMLIN: No. We are fairly certain, however, that
the weight losP. was not due to reduced food substrates since
they were replenished weekly.
f!.J. REINECKE: Did you consider the possibility that
diurnal fluctuation in temperature with a mean of say. 20° c
could lead to quite different resu1ts than a constant temperature of 20°c as far as time until hatchinq goes?
~.Q. TOMLIN:
Yes, but we were interested main1y in
finding ~he minimum time for development from deposition of
cocoon to sexua1 maturity. Introducing another parameter
would have complicated the experiments even further.
,!2. LIVXNGSTONE: Were the manures leached of urine?
A.Q. TOMLIN: Yes and the averaqe pH was 6.8.

SEASONAL VARIATIOl\'S OF SEX-RATIO IN FOREST
GROUND-BEETLES NATURAL POPULATION
*Gilles Benest and ..J. P. Cancela da Fonseca
•Un 1rns1lt Paris 11' I!
Ecolt Nonna It S11pt• 1111rt
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Because of its importance for reproduction, the sexratio of a population is one of the factors effectively
influencing the dynamic of a population. This ratio varies
with the species and population age (DAJOZ, 1971); in Carabid
beetles, it is generally thought to have value one (PENNEY,
1967), but seems to vary with the habitat (MOSAKOWSKI, 1970).
V.d. DRIFT (1951) observed its variations also with the
seasons; a problem about which thereare a very few studies.
It is difficult to know the sex-ratio of a natural
population of Carabidae because the traps are not identically effective for b~th sexes : in fact, GRUM (1962) shows
that the females locomotion, more important at the period
of laying the eggs, alter the male/female ratio of the captures. This work studies the seasonal variat~ons of the sexratio according to the activity cycle of Carabidae.

METHOD & MATERIAL
0

Animals have been trapped from february 1972 to
january 1974 included. The traps are pitfalls of BOUCHE
type (1972); the captured animals a~e killed and fixed
with a NaCl saturated solution. A wire-netting stops
the leaves from falling in the trap. The 13 pitfall traps
are visited each month; captured animals are taken out
and kept in alcohol 70°.
S:tudy place : the "Tillaie'' biological reserve i's
an area of 33.74 ha, situated in the N.E. fourth of the
"For@t de Fontainebleau". The 700 mZ ur.der study are a part
of an Aspero Fagion established en a mull-moder: the organic matter content is 4-5\, the percentage base saturation
30,; pH is 4.5 (B0UCHON et al. 1976).
the

All insects were dissected for measuring •nd weighing

gon~ds.

RESULTS, DISCUSSION
At "La Tillaie", 12 species of Carabid-beetles belonging to four families were captured : Carabidae, Nebriidae
Trechidae, Pterostichidae. Captures were homogenous between '
the two years according to the number of captures and to
their specific distribution. Thus, we summarized data from
both years : we shall then analyse the sex-ratio of both
years together.
6?9
•

Moreover, we shall be inte~sted here onlv on some
Pterostichidae. There were six species of this tamily
in the traps : Argutor oblongotunctatus, Abax ater, Abax
~allellus, Abax ovaljs, Svnuchus nivalis, Calathus piceus.
The former four, thre~ of which belong to the same gen .us,
constitue 8i.89i. of all the captures. Here, we shall not
take in account S. nivalis captured once during 24 months
a~d C. pice~·~, as we captured two males and 32 females of
this species.
We showeci (BENEST and CANCEL.Ada FONSECA, 19i9) that
the activity periods of these animals were:

A. oblogonpunctatus
A. ater

A. parallellus
A. ovP..lis

march-july, with a maxjmum in june;
april-october, with a maximum tn july;
march-september,with maxima in april
and june;
april-august with a maximum in may.

Thus we shall observe the evolution of the sexratio (J'/t) during these periods. The activity periods we
observed at "La Tillaie" correspond to the dates of reproduction of these $pecies : spring for A.oblongopunctatus and
autumn for A.ater f~r example.
Generally, observations provide a sex-ratio of value
one (PENNEY, 1.c.). While in the fuur populations we studied,
this ~ atio is more often different from one (fig.1). However,
w~ draw attention on the following facts : 1) sex-ratio
vari"•s ac.cording to the months; Z) on the dates of maximum
~ ctivity, the sex-ratio is nearly one for A. ater, A. ovalis
and A. oblongopunctatus, and 3.5 for A. parallellus.
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Thus, it clearly appears that for the 3 first species
the number of malrs is equal to the number of females at the
time of mating and laying eggs; this has already been observed by v.d.DRIFT (l.c.).
However, this is not true for A.parallellus, the
behavior of which is different from tnat of the other
three species : in fact, this species s~ows a great excess
of males on the tl'llO dates of maximum activity. This partiClllar behavior deserves attention for it clearly distinguishes
A. parallellus from ~he two other Aba!_.
Thus, it is clear that, for these four species, the
share of each sex to the active population varies with time
this phenomena is relat~d to the different activity of each
sex according to the season. This hypothese , although disputed by some author (SZ~SZK0,1976) is fully corroborated
for A. ater, A. oval~ and .~· oblongopunctatus. However,
it does not fit A. pa;allel~. the behavior of which is
particular ~ the females of'species are the only ones,
ar.ong the known Caral>idae, to be able to lay two batches
of eggs in one year (LOSER, 1970).
For a better explanation of these phEnomena, we mus~
study the gonadal state of the captured animals. By the
males, the most important variations are observed on the
aci:essory glands (CORNIC, 1970). Though JONES (1979) found
it difficult to study them on newly captured animals; this
is due, in part, t~ the technic : pitfalls trap active animals
from a locom~tory poin~ of view as well as from a sexual
point of view. Thus we could not observe any significa~ive
variations considering either the diameter or the dry weight
of the glands. While by the females, it is easy to count
end weight the eggs contained in the abdomen. Therefore,
the f~llowing results concern only the females.
The relation between the locomotory activity period
and the reproduction period appears clearly in the four
species from the fact that :
1) as soon as the first captures of the year, some
female carry eggs, but those of A. ovalis;
2) eggs are only produced during the period of important activity (BENEST-CANCELA da FONSECA,l.c.)
3) variations of the proportion of egg-carrying females follow quite closely the locomotory activity
variations l:nown from the captures.
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On the contrary, the production of eggs is not at a
maximum when the activity is maximum i. e. when the sexratio (t!/i) is of value one. We measured egg- production \\i th
fouc criteria (fig.2)
- the number of eggs per female

in the population:

- the maximum number of eggs.carried by one female:
- the egg weight per female

in the population;

- the maximum weight of a single egg.
These four criteria provide very homogenous data for
the three Abax : by the three species, they are m~ximum
at the time when each population contdins the most eggcarrying females. This is not true for A. oblongopunctatus;
however, we must recall that for this species only one female
was caught in april and in july, and it carried eggs : this
constitues a bias in the data.
By A. ater, the time of the maximum egg production
:is cne month earlier than the time of maximum activity; for
A .. ovalis, maximum egg production is two month; later than
ma'.l.imum activity; for ~arallellus, every maxima happen
together in april, but with one month inbetween during
summer. There ;gain appears A. parallellus originality.

CONCLUSION
Thus, theieapp~ar no relation between egg-production
and sex-ratio. In fact, the relation is closer between the
period of reproduction and the period of locomotory activity. Reproduction processes consist, among others, of
mating and laying eggs : these two processes imply female
locomotion first
for mating, second
for choosing the
suitable laying place.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

_a. CARTER: Data from pitfall trappinq cannot be used
alone to determine the actual sex ratio or proportion of
teneral to older adults in carabid populations. What comments
do you have on this?
G. ~ENEST: Pitfalls are known ~o trap only active animals,
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males or females,teneral or older: in fact, this technique·
does not give a good estimation of the total population. I
only say that the contribution to the active part of the
population is different for tne males and the females according
to the season.
J.A. ADDISON: Do the micrornorpholoqical characteristics
that you used to discriminate between the two Lithobi1Js species
remain constant for all stages in the life cycles of these
two species'?
G. BENEST: Probably Lithobius sp. do not change micromorphological features according to developmental stages.
But that is not true of all animals. Great differbnces
exist between larvae and imaginals in Coleoptera for example.
A·i!.· SZUJECKI: Sex ratio ln the Carabidae population is
not stable, it varies in time and space in relation to the
change in environment and in the population. We observed
however that sex ratio in the population of Pterostichus
oblonqopUnctatus is rather stable (on the average) in this
same site conditions (higher in pure pine stands and lower
in rich bxoadLaaf forest).
It also changes during the development process in the stands (in various age classes of stands).
This may be followed by various degrees of competition between
species in the Carabidae community in various site conditions.
H. PETERSEN: Do you have evidence whether the s~x-~atio
is determined from the eqq stage, or is it a consequence of
differential mortality between males and females?
Did lrour experiments with marked animals show different
life times for adult males and females?
g. BENEST: Actually there cannot be any answer to the
question because pitfalls are concerned only with imagines.
Moreover, research on reproduction in Carabia beetles has only
begun and very little is known about egg production in natural
conditions.
There seem to be no great difference:.., between male and
female life times.
P. LAVELLE:
How many species is it necessary to study
to be able to determine the whole Carabid diet?
G. BENEST: Oligophagous Carabids are rare. s~uravy has
demonstrated that some Pterostichidae could eat up to 18
different families of prey. Among these Pterostichidae,
Harpalus aeneus eat 14 of these families~ mor.eover it is able
to eat eggs and dead animals.
That is the difficulty of this t~~e of work. Carabidae
have a very broad spectrum of prey.

INTRODUCTIONS EN SUR~OPULATION ET MIGRATIONS
DE LOMBRICIENS MARQUt.S
.. Denis Mazaud and ••Marcel B. Bouch~
"INA P1ms-Gr1gnon 16
Fr11n1t

..INRA Stallon Jr fau1111 Ju sol
Franct

::CNTRODUCTJ:ON

L'etuda ecologique fonctionnelle des lombriciens doit, pour l'essentiel, se faire in situ, les donnees de laboratoire n'offrant presentement aucune garantJe, notamment en raison du fait que l'~n ne peut que
rarement les recoupcr pa~ des informations acquises en conditions naturelles.
A !'exception de l'etude de eertains phenomAnes se produisdnt A
la surface du sol, nous sommes obliges generale.ncnt de faire des obst!rvations destructurant le sol. Ces observations, par preleve~ents ou Lecture dir.ecte dans le sol, nous oblige done au choix d'emplacements differents a chaque fois. Les information~ sont acq~ises a un instant ; leur
repetition permet de constate~ un~ aerie d'images successives se rapportant a des emplacements diff erents sur des animaux dif ferents de sorte
quP leur interpretation en terme dynamique est pratiquement impossible
dans la plupart des cas (voir cependant Lavelle, 1971, pour des donnees
democ;raphiques). Toutefois, le marquage des animaux permet de retrouver
les memes cohortes d'individus, voire leb memes individus, et ainsi de
suivre des variations d'etats diachroniques ~=en fonction du temps).
Distinguons immediatement les marquages individuels des marquages
isotopiques. L'usaye d'isotope permet de s~ivre 4 l'interieur d'un orqanisme, ou en general d'un systeme, le devenir de cet isotope et ses associ.,tions avec des molecules, des tissus, des individus, voire des chainas
trophiques.
Le marquaqe individ~el vise a reconnaltre un individu, ou une collection d'individus (= une cohorte), parmi un ensemble plus vaste. De
tr6R nombreuses techniques son~ theoriquement applicables pour reconnaitre CP.S ~~imaux marques mais en pratique seules quelques-unes peuvPnt
!t; e ._: ·
icemcnt mises en oeuvre. Dans certaines circonstances, les isot..op ·~
·ttent la reconndissance d'individus mais ~en~ralement cette
possibilit~ est tres iimitee car les isotopes peu ou faiblement radio-actife ne se "vo1ent" pas et necessitent des moyens d'analyse lourds et
destructeurs (broyat des tissus) ; quant aux isotopes fortement radio-actifs, ils sent interdits dans la nature. Nous nous sommes done tournes
7ers le marquage individuel directement visible (Mazaud, 1979) et non
i&0topique. Deux approchP.s ont ete tentees : la cauterisdtJ.on individuelle de soies et l~ marquage colox~.
La

cauterisa~ion

des soies, d'usage delicat, a des consequences
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peu standardisables. Elle pourrait convnnir en certains c:as au marquage
de quelques individus mais ne per.net pas de travailler sur des cohortes
importantes. Afin de suivre au terrain le rte~enir de cohor~es d'individus, les tecbnLques de coloration ont ete eprouvees et e~endues. Comme
la cauterisation, cette tectr~que est originale a l'e~~eption de l'usage
du vert men the E (VME) propose anterieurement par L • ..,e!.;1hardt ( 1976).
Pour appre.::ier les difficultes pratiques de mise e:n eel ·ire de cette nouvelle meth<>de, divers lac.hers de lombriciens, .an surnombre, ont ete effectues sw:· un sol non perturbe prealablement. Puis les lombriciens, marques ou non, ont ete recaptu:::-<is au lieu c.le lachage et auteur de ce lieu,
ce qui a pe:::mis d 'acquerir des informations relatives A la migration et
a l 'effet dtl surpopulation.
MATERIEL ET METHODE

Marquage des animaux
La tech11ique resul te de multiples ess •• is prealables et de controles de l'etat physiologique d~s animaux qui n'ont p4s perinis de mettre
en evidence des troubles profonds chez les lombricier.s colores au laboratoire (Mazaud, 1979). La methode standard utilisee au terrain comporte
le~ etapes suivantes
capture des animaux a. la methude au formol, a proxi111ite du futur lieu de relAcher,
rin~age,

pesee,
- determination en especes et stades, voire de poids des animaux
choisis,
- coloration,
- rel&cher dans l'aire d'accueil,
- apres un delai variable, recapture dans l'aire et A proximite,
des colores et non color~s.
La ~olor~tion des animaux s'effectue par lavage (quelques dizaines
de secondes), egouttage-sechage sur grillage plastique (environ 5 minutes), coloration (de 2 mn 30 a 3 mn) par tren1pa9e dans une solution colorante, egouttage (quelques secondes) et sechage (3 a 10 mn selon la taille ct les espl!ces). Vingt et un colorants "histologiques'' ou "alimentaires" ont ete testes ; deux colorants histologiques (rouges) ont dnnne
des resultats encouraqeants (la safranine et la phloxine) quoique leur
toxicite varilt avec l'origine des produits. Deux colorants alimentairer
le vert menthe E (E 102 + E 132) et la coccine CE 124) rouge ont donne
sati~faction : ils furent utilises au terrain. Deux dispositifs experimentawc ont ete mis en place au terrain, chacun dans une localite differente (Grignon et Citeaux).
Les essais effectues A Grignon (departement des Yvelines) ont ete
faits en prairie permanente a sol alluvial limono-sableux. Les animaux
furent captures "au formol", colores en vert (VME) ou rouqe (surtout safranine et coccine) pour caracteriser dans chaque espece ~Nicodrilus giardi giardi (Ribaucourt, 1901) ; Lumbrir.us terrestris L. 1758 em. Sims,
1956 ; Allolobophoi·a ict:erica i.cterica (Savigny, 1926)) des classes de
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C.ONCLUDING

REMARKS

All of the evidence prP.sented in this paper strongly suggests
that the soil ffilcroar~hropods of a juniper site in the Mojave oesert
exhibit ~haracteristics of an 'r' selected system. The ecological
significance of distjnguishing between 'r' and 'K' selected sydtems
is that. in the former. emphasis is plei:-ed on productivity. whereas
efficiency is t:.e hallmark of the latter. 'r' selected systel'ls have
a high rate of turn-over of biological ·naterials dnd. looked et in
terms of the decompQsition process occurring in the soil. this means
~ high rate of nutrient release and a rapid depletion of these
nutrients through leaching. This is reflected in the low organic
content of hot dese1t soils ~nd way explain why, in the profile under
juniper at the Jos~ud Tree site. discrete fermentation and humus
layers are absent.
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the total number of s~ecies present on a site. The observed distribution of inaividuals among specie~ is compared with the 'broken
stick' 'TIOdei of MacArthur (1957) which apportions indjviduals among
species about as equitably as is possible in nature. The extent to
which an observed distribution departs from MacArthur's model will
be measured by the extent to which the equitability ratio falls below
unity. According co Lloyd and Ghelardi (1964). e~uitability is
sensitive to the stability of physical conditions. and 'r' selected
systems have relatively low equitability ratios.
E&timates of the various parameters requirad for the calculation
of equitability in the Josnua Tree site at'e presented in Table 2.
Tndse estimates are based on data from 20 spectes of mites and
Ccll&:1mbola and, thus. are directlJ comparable witn estimates provided
by Lloyd and Ghelardi (1964) f~r soil microarthropods in a temperate
beech forest.
TABL1: 2.

A .. omparison of rt:!. 1ersity pa . ~ameter-s
.
fror.. temperate forest
and hot ~esert CMojavE).
Tempera to
forest

s

Hot
desert
20

44

Hmax

5.46

4.-:i?

H

4

.16

2.es

s'

26

e

9

0.59

D.45

wl~ere;

•

s

the observed number of species

H

the maximum diversity obtainable if all species 1-1ere
equally at--l!ndant

H

the

m.::ax =

s'
e

=

obser~ed

species diversity (Shannon-Wiener)

the theoretical nLmber ot equally abundant species w~ich
would be reouired to give the observed species diversity.
the measure of

equ~tabilityJ

the ratio

s'/s

It is evident that uquitability is lower in the hot desert
Moj3VO site than in the temperate beech forest. In other words
tnere is ar. appreciable departure from the Mac.'\rthur model.

Population densities
Low densities ior microarthropods in desert ~oile ~re first
reported by Woou (19711 (Australia) and ~lallworf.. (1 £172a) CtJc.irth
Amer1cal. More recent studies in North American deserts are very
much oi the same order of magni~ude as these earlier esti~ates. as
sho~n in Table 1.
For purposes of ccmparison. Table 1 also includes
a ra1•ge of mir:roarthropod densities reported by variout. workers from
a variety of cool. m~1s7 temperate, lowland grasslands. Clearly
densities of desert microarthropods are lower. in general, by a factor
~f ~en. than ~heir counterparts in other parts of the temperate region.
TABLE 1,

Densities of microarthropods in different desert soils
compared with cool mci~t tsmperate grasslands.

Locality

Av1·. nos.
3

Cx10 ,m

Oesart grassla~J.
Australia
Ju;iiper soii,
Mojave
Mojr;ve litter,
various
Chihuahuan
litter .. va ..·ious
Cocl temperate
grasslands

-2

Authority

)

2 - 3
, .6

l - 13
0.146 - 3.1

32 - 298

Wood (1971)
Wallwork (1972al
Edney. Franco aPd
McBrayer (19761
Santos, DePree and
Whitford C1976)
Wallwork. ( 197 :1)

These low population densities in deserts are ~nether indication
of an 'r' selected syst.em. Not enough data are available to detennine
whether or not populations within a particular si•:e Hhow erratic density
changes1 a long-torm sampling program is required for thi~ puroose.
However. Santos et al. (1978) have shown that there is a high correlation
between m1croarthropod densities and the amount of t:urface litte·~
present. The distribution of surface litter in the Chihuahuan sites
studied by t:1ese workers is very much influenced by surface run-off
~f water during heavy rains.
Hence. it could be argued that microarthropod densities may be influenced. perhaps indirectly. by physical
~actors wh~ch are stochastic i~ character.
If densities respond in a
si~ilar stochastic manner. it c~uln be expected that changes will be
unpredictable in their timing and magnitude. The hypothebi& that
microarthropods respond to physical par8111eters in t~e desert environment
receives some support from a consideration cf equitability ratios.
Equitab1lity
The concept of 'equitability' (Lloyd and Ghelardi, 1964) relates
the way in ~hich the total number of individuals are distributed among
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variabilisi lower

again. is a characteristic nf an 'l'' strategy.
The main microartnropod predator 11. this system appears to be
the prostigr;atid mite Spinibdella cronini (Baker and Balcockl and it
has bsen shown to prey on juveniles of b~th of t~g oribatids mentioned
above. Here. it disrlays real opportuni~m. as the c~rveR in Figure 3
illustrate. The prey curve. in this Figure. is a canposite derived
by pooiins the monthly population estimates of J. striata and
H. variabilis. and its bimodality refler.ts the different contributions
made by these two species to total mic1·03rthropod numbers at different
times of the year. The lowe.r CL!rve in tt.e figure shows monthly
variations ir1 the numbers of s. cronini .:.nd. again. this curve is
bimodal. The two peeks coincide w1tfi1:wll peric.ds of recruitment
(Wallwork, 1972a J, and it is obvious that. one of these corresponds
to that of one
the prey species (the January peak for J. striata).
and the oti1er, ano larger, peak to the April /May recruitment of
H. variaoilis. This is no classical or~dator/orey c~rve for there is
no lag p!iase i1; the build-up and decline of' populations of prey and
preaator. The predator has been able to gear its life ~ycle to
correspond exac+.ly with the prey cycles. This implies that the
predator population is not food-limited ar1d, hence, will not be
com?eting with any other predators on the site for food. It can be
concl~1ded that S. cror.ini is an opporturi1 ~t living in a non-competitive
situation - ~s ~efit~ an 'r' stra'Jgist.

of

~.!.producti~e

strategies

It will be clear, 'from what has been said above, that the three
of m~te which constitutY an impurt~nt nu~erical part of the
microarthropod fauna in Joshua Tree have periods of rPcruitment which
are largely ~estricted to one or two months of' the year. At other
times of the year. the ,.apuletions are composed almost entirely of the
adult stage. This imnediately suggests that post· ambryonic cevelopmant
to adulthood is rapid. It was previously noted (Wallwork, 1972a) that,
in COOt~ast ~0 the adults which Wero rSCOV~rad mainLy from the mineral
soil at ~e?t~s of 8-14 cm, juveniles of all three of these mite
species occurred mainly in the surrace litter layer. Juveniles
apparently migrated upwdrdS from the mineral soil into the litte1
after hatching, and this dispersal ac.tivity would bring theae inmutures
into regions uf higher temperatures which would accelerate postembryonic development. Rapid development times are r.haractYristic of
'r' str~tegists, and another of the criteria ~et out at the beginning
of this paper is partly satisfied. To satisfy this criterion completely.
data are req•Jired on reproductive rates and longevity. These are not
availacle, but in the case of lrngevity. an inference can be made. As
r.oted above. for most of the yP.ar ropulations of J. striata, H. variabilis
and s. cronini consist virtually of ddults. There is not the mixl~re
of age CLa&ses in the popJlations which wou!d c~aracterise species
wit.h overlapping generations. It may be concluded, then, that
generations do not overlap and are. therefore, short-lived - another 'r'
strategem. Indeed, in the case of HaploLhthonius variabilis, the
available data suggest a completa separation of generations since,
after a peak in adult numbers in November, the species is hardly
encountered again in samples until the start of its recruitment period
in the following April,
specie~

increase in the litter in the Oecemb&r to February period and. afte1
a decline in March. produce a aecond peak in April and r~y. These
populatio~ peaks coincide with pariodF of recruitment. as will become
epparent !!'1101·tly.
~ainfall ev-;.rts are discontinuous and stochastic in l1ot de'3erts 1
their timing and n.agnj tuC::e have a lerge random component. Hence,
desert soil micr~~rthropods c3~ b~ said lo live in. and respond to,
an unpredi c:table er1vironment. thus sat:l sfying tt1e first criterion for
an 'r' selected system.

Faunal succession
A total of' 33 mic:-oarthropod species wa!; recurded from the
Joshua Tree site. rr1ainly oribatid and prostigmatid mites and Collembola.
In the context of 'r' and 'K' strategies, it is ndcessary to establish
,.,.,ethk~r or not this constitutes a ·~'ioneer' -fauna.
This requires a
knowliadge cf fa1.1nal succ&ssion which cannot be obtained i't'om a nine
month sampling ~rogram and. in the absenca oi' &'llr.irical data. it is
necessary to seuk thsoretical explanationo. Two categories of
avidence are relevant here. Firstly. the s~il at the Joshua free site
consists oi' a surface layer of juniper needles lying directly on a
q•.Jart:-!tic mineral layer - with ;io :in~ervening humus or fermentation
layer&. This is. essential~y~ an smbryonic stage in soil -formation and,
intuitively. it could be expected that itR fauna would be a pioneer
one. Secondly. oribat!d and prostigmatid mites ano Collembola are
often early colonisers of developing soils. pai·ticularly those of a
rr.ineral character. in rnany parts of the world, and it is perhaps no
surprise that. collec\ively. these groups contribute nea•ly two-third&
oi' the ~icroarthropod species recorded from the site.
Opportunism
It has been shown C\-Jallwork. 1972a) that the December peak. in
the population CL.rve depicted in Figure 1 is largely cause1 by the
influx of an astigmatid mite·. Glycyphegus sp •• into the mineral soil
Caee also Figure 2). This mite is phoretic as a hypopus on insects.
and this mode of lii'9 is. essentially. an opoortunistic one. Its
ability to -flourish in an envirorvnent which places a premium on
opportunism indicates that it i~ an 'r' st,rateg1st.
rhe most abundant oribatid mite on this site, Jo5huella striata
Wallw •• is also an opportunist. Its life cycle is geared to the
December rainfall. such that a new generation of individuals appears
at this time and in the -following months oi' January and FebrL•ary
(Wallwork. 1972a). Opportunistically. J. striate takes advantage of
the wettest mcnths of the year to produCB"juv~nile stages which will
be exposed to the least environmental stress. The second most
abundant oribatid at this site, Haplochthon:lus variabilis \r,allw.. does
not respond with such immedid..:y to December moistures it ~·ecruil:s
meinly in t11e months of April and May. In this sense. H. variabilis
appears to be less opportunistic than J. stxiata, DJt it must be
pointed out that there is still an appreciacle amount oi' milisture
present in the iitter iwhere these juveniles are exclusivel31• found :i
during April and May. Moreover. the temporal separation of recruitment
periods for J. striata and H. variabilis may be !nterpreted as a device
to elirrinate competition between these two ~aprovore species. This.
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FIGURE 1.

Monthly variation in microarthropod numbers in .3 juniper
soil: litter and mineral ~~il counts combined (each
value is a me~n o~ 8 cores).
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Monthly variation in microarth1·opoo numbers in juniper
litter and mineral soil.
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J

S.
6.

Usually occur in low dGnsities which c.hange erratically.
Equitability, or •evennes$' component of species diversity

i~

low.

'K' selected
1•

2.
3.
4.

s.
6.

1...ive in stc.ble envirom1ents.
Are late colonisers.
Are specialists living in competitive situations.
Are lo.1g-lived: l1ave low reproductive rtites and long d":!velopment
times.
Have stable por1.1'\.C'tions at or near carrying capacity.
Equ1tab1lity com~onent is high.
STUDY SITE

Sampling was conducted over a nine-month period in the Jodhua
Tree National Mon ....ment, !Uverside Count:t, California from October 1966
until June 1967, at a site where juniper bu3hes provided enough
protection from wind and water t~ allow a pennanent litter layer to
develop. A detailed description of this site. together with ecological
data on its soil microarthropod fauna ha\:S been published previously
n~allwork.. 1 S72,!l and need not be repeatud here.
ANALYSIS AND ARGUMENT
What follows is a re-exami·1ation cf the Joshua Tree data .,.ithin
the broader concepcual fremewcrk ~f eurvival strategies. This can be
carried out by applying, in turn, each of the six criteria listea
above.
Stability and predictability
It hes been argued (see Ney-Meir. 1973) that the 'levelparadigm. whi~h adequately describe& each compartment in a cool, moist temperate ecosystem model is less appropriate
to hot deserts than the 'pul~e ard reserve' paradigm. Essentially.
the difference between these two mo::lules is that the former describas
continuous processes and variables, the latter discrete events.
controlli~g-flows'

According to the 'p~lse and reserve' paradigm, an environmental
variable tr!ggers off a pulse of biological activity. of growth and
reproduction. Much of the productiQn occurring during this time is
lost due to mor~ality, but some is ch~nnelled into a reserve - s~eds
in the casa of plants, agge or aestivating stagAs in the case of
animals. This reserve is, essentially. e nc-growth compartment from
which the next pulse cf activity originates.
The driving environmental variable in hot de&ei'tsis rainfall.
and pulses of biological activity are clo&ely linked to rainfall
events. Figure 1 clearly indicates that this is true for the m1croarthropods in the Joshua Tree site. Here, there is an 1nmed1ata
biological responsd to a December rainfall manifested by a virtual
doubling of population sizes. This moisture input will have its
'llllSt obviou& effect on the environment of the soil sur~aca, in this
case the litter layer. Figure 2 shows that densities of microarthropods
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DESERT SOIL MICROARTHROPODS AN 'r'-SELECTED SYSTEM
John A Wallwork
Wnlf1r1" Collrgr
Un111rts1ty of Uirulon
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INTROOUCTION
Hot desert soils and their inhabitants represent relatively
simple ecological systems. Microarthropods feature prominently in
such systems. and they have ueen the subject of incre~sing atten~ion
by biologists during the ldst decade or so (Word. 19ii; Wallwork.
1972a. 1972b: Edney. Franco and McBrayer. 19761 Johnsen and Whitford.
1975) Schumacher and Whitford. 19761 Whitford, 1976). As a result
of these studies, much informdti~n is accumulating or the species
composition, population densities, spatial distribution, and the
role of soil animals in decomposition in hot deserts. With this
information comes an increasing awareness o7 the strategies whjch
pe:nnit microarthropods to survive 1n the inhospitable environment
of the hot desert soil. This paper presents a preliminary analysis
of data from one desert site. and a synthesis which suggeHts that
a strategy ~Jr survival does exist. which conforms to tha~ elucidated
in curr&rrt ecological theory.
ECOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
Two basic, and contrasting, life styles are recognised: 'r'
end 'K' strategies (Pianka, 1970). These two cate&ories are not
absolute in that a particular specie~ population may not fit neatly
into one or other o-F t11e two1 it may displa)' attributes of both.
Again, a particular taxonomic group. such as oribatid mites or
Collembola. may exhibit 'r' selection under one set of environmental
conditions and 'K' selection ender a different set. Again.
generalisations about an ecological system must be made with cau~ion
since it is conceivable, for exa~ple. that a preaatcr may be an 'r'
strategist while its prey may be 'K' strategists.
Despite these rese,·vations, tha broad concept OT 'r' and 'K'
life styles CQn be applied in the present analysis and before developing this further, it is pertinent to recall the contrasting fea~ures
of these two strategies.
'r' selected
1.
2.
3.
4.

Live in uns~able/unpredictable environments.
Are early colonisers.
Are opportunists living in non-competjtive situations
Are short-lived1 have high reproductive rates and short devalopment
times.

-;-

to occur. We have some current research on this topic in
the British Antarctic Survey.
M. RASSALL: With r~spect to those species which showed
clear differences in population density between the two years
studied could you please tell us what is the average life span
of these sp~cies and could you opeculate on the reasons for
the observed differences in density?
De the species with qlycerol in the body fluids show
seasonal differences in glycerol content? If so, do you
know which stimuli trigger o£i the pbysioloqical response of
glycerol production?
~1. BU:>CK:
We have no information on the life span of
these-species. The between year differen~es (mainly a reduction in the second year) could have been due to a high
winter mortality. Subsequent sampling suggests that the
decline o~served ~as not permanent.
We have s.:>me preliminary data which show seasonal
fluctuations in glycerol levels in the mite Alaskozetes
anarcticus. I.ow temperature, lowered RH levels both stimulate
glycerol production in this species.
!!· BENNETT: Is the cold adaptation of Anarctic mites
aided by the suqar trehalose?
.!!• BIDCK: Trehalose has been found in both Collembola
and mites from the Ant4rctic, but there is no quantitative
information available. ~n general, juveniles of the crypt~
stigmatid mite Alaskozetes antarcticus appear to employ sugars
as well as a variety of polyhydric alcohols in their coln
tolerance physiology, whereas the adults rely almost entirely
on glycerol.
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Research Series, Vol. 10).
Vise, K.A.J. 1967. Collembola (Springtails). Pages 12)-148 in
J .L. Gressit1: (Entomology of Antarctica), American Geo'PiiYsical
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS
~· RICBTER:
Why do mites freeze more readily with a
full gut content?
In extended constantly cool but not freezing weather
the l.ow gut content animal. is favored. Can these animal.F
survive with this limited food supply? If so, hew? Wouldn't
they have to extensively feed to build up reserves prior to
brumation to survive the cold period?
w. BI.oCK: Gut contents contain ice nucleation aqents,
especial.ly mrml.l par~icles, and water which promote freezing
of individual mites in the supercooled state.
No, the low gut content anim:il is only favoured during
subzero temperatures. The Antarc·i::ic species studied to date
are able to overwinter without much food being inqested, but
reserves are prob...bly buil.t up during summer to allO\f' this
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polar soil faunas have developed and colonized habitats, and
suggest the possible dispersal mechanisms employed by soil
invertebrates.
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field and culture. Data for this species supports the hypothesis
of' cold adaptation by metabolic rate elevation (Block & YOlmg, 1978),
in that its metabolic rate is higher than that :>f comparable
temperate species measured at the same temperature. This enabl.es the
Antarctic mite to remain active at environmental temperatures that
would immol:ilize those temperate forms. Such an adaptation is
clearly of para1110unt \ISe f'or this species, and siJDilar metabolic
phenomena may exist in other Antarctic species.

Ovenri.ntering &urY"ival
The limits of cold tolerance of several Antarctic mites have
betm examined (Block et
197Bi 5'8ne, 1976), but a detail~d

al.,

investigation of the physiological and biochemical mechanisms
involved has only been undertaken on a single species, A. antarcticus
from Signy Island. Freezing is fatal. in both juvenile "Uid adult
stages, and SUl"V'ival in the field takes place by means of the
avoidanc.e o:f freezing by supercooling (the maintainancf" of their body
fluids as liquids below their freezing point). Food materials in the
guts of individual mites has been shown to contain efficient ice
nucleators and detract froir. supercooling ability (Young & Block, in
prep.). Therefore animals with empty gu'ts surY"ive better under
freezing field conditions. Glycerol ai~ supercooling in adult
~· antarcticus, and this is supplemented ':sy o'ther polyhydric alcohols
and sugars in the juveniles. Cold tolera."1.ce, as measurnd by g1ycerol
concentrations and supercooling points, was increased to -30° C by
exposure to low temperatures (0° to -10° C), and low relative
humidity (~ to 6°"), bo'th o:f' which can be re1ated to its field
habitat.
In Antarctic springtails, which are also freezing susceptible,
similar l.imits of' cold to1era11ce have been f'ound (Block, et al. 1 1978),
but sugars rather than glycerol appec.r to be the main factor for
improving their superc~oling abi1ity.
CONCWSIONS
The species considered in this short rell'iew are seen to be
well 3dapted to their harsh maritime .t.ntarctic envir.cmment, both in
terms of their biology, ecology and certain of their physiological
characteristics. The study of such Antarctic invertebZ'ates is
concemed essentially with the problems of adaptation, and the
several facets o'f" the adaptationa1 strategy "lhi.ch are adopted by both
the individual and 'the population. Much of what i& known about the
ecology of such f'oraas suggest that they are ultimately control!~
by environmental influences rather than ".:.,.+erspecific ccmpeti'tion.
Until more information is available an t."'lE: details of species
biology, especially their trophic re1ationships, it is both
di:ff'icu1t and dangerous to go further.

However, the physiological adaptations prmnpt v.u·ious questions
such u are these mechanisms novel and evolved in response to the
pol.ar environment, or are they me.rely extensions 0£ pre-existing ones?
Future worlc shoul.<1 be comparative, not only within the Antarctic
Region, but also with simllar forms fran along climatic gradients
sucb as cool temperate - sub...Antai."'Ctic - mariti.Jne Antarctic - Antarctic
continental f'rinye. Such studies would inclica'te 'the ways in Which
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TABLE

5
FOOD MA'lERIAL UTILIZED BY SPECIES OF ACARI AND COLIBMBOLA
IN rHE FIELD AND IN L.'1K>RAl'ORY QJL'l'URES Ar SIGN!' ISLAND

Type of food 111aterial
Species

Collembola

Acari

+

+

Algae

MESOS'l'IGMATA

Gamasellus raco-,itzai

Fungal
hyphae

Lichens

Organic
debris

CRYP'l'OS'l'IGMATA

Alaskozete& antarcticus
Halozetes belaicae
ASTIGMATA
Neohyadesia signyi

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

PROSTIGMA'l'A

\)I

WI

Egpodes minutus
Ereynetes macauariensis
Stereotydeus villosua
Nanorchestes antarcticus
T:deus tilbrooki
IS<m>MIDAE
Cmtopygus antarcticue

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Fur c. antar~ticus, ':i.'ilbrook (1977) recorded a stable &ize
class st:ructure-i'01 the Signy Island population with f'ew seasonal
changes.
Few details of' the 1·eeding ecology o:t .Antarctic soil
arthropods exist. Observations at Signy Island sugyest that algae
and fungi are favoured by the majority of' the Acari especially the
prostiematid:: (Tabl.e 5). CurrPnt work on c. antarcticus is to
detennine qual.itative f'ood preferences and-measuJ-e ingestion and
assimil.ition rates at f'ield temperatures, whilst that on the
predator, ea. racovitzai, is investigating its interaction with various
prey organisms.
Microclimate
S~onal fluxes in solar radiation, ai~· temperature and soil
temperature at f'i ve points in the vertical prof'ile of' the SIRS moss
peat have been given by Walton ( 1977). Temperature is a major
dete:nninant of arthropod activity, vhich on Signy Island is limited
to .£,• f'i'\"'e months of' the year (November to March). The microclimate
of' the surface layer of' the sites is characterized by short periods
of' high insolation with tempcra~ures of' up to +25° C being recorded
in some situations i which are often associated with rapi.d temperature
changes (1° C min- is C011111on) .. Much longer periods of' f'airl.y
constant low temperatures occur especially af'ter a snow cover has
been established (Figure 5). Snow depths vp,ry betwgen sites and
between years, and up to 1 m may occur on bryophyte ccaaunities in the
maritime Antarctic. At melt, greenhouse conditions may p~evail
locally, which encou.rage plant growth and invertebrate activit~ wider
the ice la')'er.

Of major importance for such communities are the f'r-equent
freeze-tliaw cycles, which are a feature of both spring and autumn.
conditions. Substrate water content changes markedly with season
particularly in peat ai tea. Annual water contents in respect o"F. core
dry weight were 609-6669' (SIRS 1), and 1'*8o-181t2% (SIRS 2) f'or
1972 and 1973 respectively.
PHYSIOLOGY

The maritime Antarctic environment presents certain
physio1ogica1 problems to poik.ilotherms i.-u1vabiting it. Low temperatures
may depress respiration rates, activity, feeding and growth, whilst
wide thermal fluctuations may resu1t in large variations in metabolic
rates. Extreme winter temperatures may cause tissue freezing.
Reapiratorx metabolism
A considerable body of data now exists on the respiratory
level£ ot' many Antar~-tic arthropods. For Col.lembola, Block •
Tilbn.ok ( 1975) &'lei Block ( 1979) detail. resul. ts for c. antarcticus
and Parisotoma octoo~ulata (Willem). In the Acari, Goclda.rd ( 1977_a 1
1977,!!.l gave information on G. 1.·acovitzai and the Prostigmata
::-espectively, whilst Bluck T1977) and Young ( 1979a 1 1979b) reported
on the respiratory metabolism of the oribatid A. mtarcticus in
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TABLE 4

POPULATION J1.!£SPIRA.TION OF ~IRS 1 ACAlU AND C.OLLEMBOU. (ml

o

2

m- 2

Year

1972

197.J

82.17

~-°"

Eupudes ~;~

'*J.87

29.91,

Nanorchestes antarct i cus

81.ltO

70.72

unmascllus ,!aCIJVi't.zaj

12.49

lt.52

Species
E!'"eynet!!.

~';!:..a.rien.sis

Tot.I! Ac..'lri

129.18

Total Collen11o:>la

Crxptorrgm1

~cticus
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Live weight biomass changes in populations o:f :four mite
sper.ies on SIRS 1 during 1972-7~.

Poeulation biomass

2
Total acarine biomass varied ~rom 2).0 tc )8.2 mg l~ve m:for the two year study. Of this G. raccwitzai contributed '*1. and
57" respectively, the ranainder being ma.de up of the three prostigm."lte
species. Following the decline in population density, the livP
weight mite biomass decreased by.£• l:tO% f'rom 1972 to 197) (Figure ,3).
For c. anf.a.rcticus, live weight biomass viu-ied :rrom l:t)2.5 _
2
to 1, 121..a 'io
during 1972, 'With an annual mean of: '/9)·"' mg m '
11o"h.icti was 26 times greater than the Acari.

m""

On an individual live weight basis the species ranged in the
:following order: !• minutus and !• macguariensis (O.) - 2.0 µ.g),
N. aritarcticus (0.2 - 8.5 µ.g), Stereotvdeus villosus (Trouessart)
'T2.8 - )7.1 µ.g), ~· racovitzai C4.1* - 115.5 µ.g).
Poeulation respiration
Calculations of e.nnual species population respiration have
been made by a computer programme using data :for monthly population
density, li:fe stage composition, live weight biomass, mean daily
f'ield temperatures and the relation of mf.:tabolic rate (weight
speci:fic oxygen ~ptake) to temperature for each species o:f arthropod
on S:IRS 1. Daily population respiration values were c.:U.culated and
summed for armual estimates (Table It). Differences in respiratory
activity oceur between species and• ~rears, the former goverr.6d
principally by the metabolism - tempera~ure curve and the latter
by population density levels. Between year changes are e::hibited
by the total Acari data, the 1972 est,;,mate being 1.7 times higher
than the 1973 level. The total oxygen cons\DDed by the Acari was
almost all used by the Prostig11111tao The Collembola (entirely C.
antarcticus) contributed SC-849' of the total soil arthropod
respiration for both years.
Life cycles and

feed~ng

1~-ormation on life stage composition (Figure 4) ~been
obtained by Goddard ( 1979) and other W"ricers for mites and by
Tilbrook ( 1977) for springtails in tb. maritime Antarctir . I.n tbe
Acari, several species have been obse:rved to lay batchesr o:f •wGS in
spring and early summer, whilst othe1Boviposit throughout the
SUlllllE:r period. La.xvae arc abundant only in summer, w.i.la.-t large
numbers of :;:iymphs of all stages are found at all sea&ous. The
duration o~ the n,aaphal stages is variable, even within a 51>ecies 9
which resuJ.ts in a mixed stage n)'IJIPhal component of' the popu:...ation.
Fram such a nJ111Phal pool, varying n\DDbers of individuals mature to
adult in:fluenced primarily by environmental conditions. Nymphs have
been f'owid to be more cold tolerar,t than adults in the oribatid
Alaskozetes anta>."Cticws (Michae:t) by Y0\1119 & Block (in prep.), and so
n-,mphal mortality may be low. :I:;t terms of time, 12 to 18 weeks from
egg to adu1t bilV'e been observed. f'or ~eus tilbrooki (Strandtmann) at
laborator,- temperatures (Goddard, 1979. Under field conditions it
may talce at least one year for~· ar&tar-=!!s!!!, to reach sex:u&.L mat~~ty
with a :further 9 to 12 wontbs o:f adult life. Life cycles are
therefore variabl..: in duratim1 dependent upon site and microclimate.
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AliNUAL MEAN POPULl\TlON DENSITIES FOR FOUR COMMON SPECIES OF ACARI
AND COLIEMBOLA FOUND IN THE SIRS 1 SAMPIES

:Numbers of individuals m-2
Year

Nanorcheatea
antarcticus

Ereypetes
maeguariensis

1972

.~J,.376

2,752

3,877

'*61t

10,t..69

60,1t10

197.3

1,278

1,o86

,,1"

1.169

5,977

)6, 182

2,327

1,919

J,~·o

1'57

6,223

ltB,29G

EUJ!Odes
minutus

Gamasellus
racovitzai

Total
Acari

Total
Collembota*

1972
and

l

197.3

•

Entirely Cz:yptOJ>YQUS antarcticus

TABJ.B

a

SPECIES \lF ACARI AND COWMBOLA RECORDED FOR
'!'WO N>SS SI'lES AT SIGNY ISLAND, MARITIME ANrARCTIC

ACARI
Cryp tostigmata

2 species

Alaskozetes antarcticus (Michael)
Halozetcs belgicae (Michael)

Mesustig?Uta

1 species

Gamasellus racovitzai (TrouLssart)

Prostigmata

6 species

Nanorchestes antarcticus (Strandtmann)
P.:UJlodes minutus

(Str2.ndtmann)

lfalotr!eus Jilill'!iensis (Strandtmann)
Breynetes macguariensis (Fain)
Stereotycieus villoau~Troucssart)
Tydeus tilbrooki

Astign:ata

1 species

(strandt1Da1U1)

Neocalvolia ontarctica (Hughes & Tilbrook)

COLIEMBOIA

l species

Cmtonsus antarcticus Willem
Frisea grisea (Schaffer)

-

Parisotoma octooculata (Willem)
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Vertical distribution of Acari in 2lt cm deep cores on
SIRS 1 (two winter and t~o sumner.3ampleR) together
with water content as percentage of core dry weight.
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rhis review will consider r..spects of' the ecology and
physiology of' micro-arthropods living in these c0111111W1.ities, which
highlight their adaptations to the environn:ent of the maritime
Antarctic. These include features of their populations, life cycles,
respiratozy metabolism and cold tolerance.
ECOLOGY

Species coeeosition
Consideration of the arl.1'ropod speeies list (Tabl'!l 2) '!"or the

two moss sites at Signy Island shows a typical atructure with the
majority of the f'al'Ula camprised of prostigmatid mites, three
collembolans, two cryptoPtigmatids and a single mesostigmatid
predator. In general, a species poor and much simplified arthropod
comanmity tb.an that found in temperate habitats.
Population densitL
The most numernus species present on the SIRS (Table ,3) is the
ubiquitous r~rir.gtail Cryptopxsus antarcticus Willem. which over a
two year studlaPeriod :iiEdntained a mean population 01'. "8,296
individuals m , six times as lll!iY as all the Acari. The Acari
averaged c. 8,223 individuals m
f'or the same period. Between year
diff'erenc';s occurred in two species of Prostigmata, Nancf'chestes
antarct:i.cus (Strandtmann) and Ereynetes macq,uarier.sis ~Fain) , which
showed over 5<>% decline in numbers during the second year. Eupodes
minutus (Strandtmann) and Gamasellus racovitzai (Trouessart)
maintained :fairly constant numbers for 1972 and 1973.
Seasona1 changes in mite population density were recorded
(Figure 1, :from Goddard, 1979) which followed a pattorn of low
n\DDbers in winter with high summer numbers. G. racovitzai was the
only species which bad similar yearl.y cycles of abm'ldance, which
may be rel.ated to its predatory role in the cammuni ty. Few seasonally
related changes occun-ed i11 the collemLolan population of this
site (Tilbrook, ~977).
In terms of vertical distribution, most Acari and Collembola
were :found in the uppermost layer o:f the moss peat profile, except
during winter 'When a reversal of the proportion of the total mite

population hi the 0-3 cm and 3-6 cm layers occurred. N. antarcticus
was consistently (80-9<* of its population) in the 0-'J-cm 1:trat\DD
thraughaut the year, whilst!.· macsuariensis was fomad mainl.y at

l-6 cm.

Deeper core samples collected .on :four occasions (Figure 2)
revealed that Acari did not penetrate beyond 18 cm in the profile,
and con:fimed that!• macguariensis was a deeper dwelling :rorm than
the othez species present. Little info:nnation exists on the
horizontal distribution of the micro-arthropods on these sites, i.ut
they appear to be highly aggregated especially during spring and
the early part of the austral SUlllller.

~-

TAB.IE i

SOIL INVER'mBRA'l'ES OF MARITIME ANTARCTIC HABITATS
M'>• of species recorded
Protozoa
Rotifara

12't

Number ur..1a1own but Adineta,
other Bdelloidea, and
Monogononta recorded

'l'ardigrada

11

Nmatoda
EnC"hytraeidt1e

Distribution

Reference

utiquitous

Sinith I 1978

Mainly in wet moss
COllllllUlities

,J enning1:1,

Wet moss cammunities

Jenr,ings, 1976!

Ubiquitous

Maslen, in t1ress

Organic detritus in

2?

South Shetland

Blo~,

-

1976 a

unpublished

I~lands

Collembola

8

Ubiquitous

Wise, 196?; Wallworlc, 1973

Diptera

2

South Shetland ;Jlands 1
Antarctic Peninsula

Wirth 8c Gressitt, 1967

Ubiquitous

Gressitt, 1967i Wallwottc, 1973

Acari

Mesostigmata
Cryptostigmata

16

Astigmata
Pro.gmata

S
10

9
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ASPECTS OF THE ECOLOGY OF ANTARCTIC SOIL FAUNA
William Block
Brilisl1 1111/arrllr Surwy

Englanil

I'NTRODUCTION
The Antarctic Regi"11 can be divided into ecological zones
(Holdgate, 196~) inr.luding the sub-Antarctic, the maritime and
continental zones. This paper is concerned with the marl time
Antarctic zone .&.outh of 60° latitude. The majority of land hali:!1"ats:
seasonally free of snow and ice occur here and hence its importance
to the soil f£.Una. It is also an area in which much of the
Antar-:tic soil biological wonc has been undertaken. The maritime
Antarctic zone south of 60° latitude includes the South Orkney and
South Shetland Islands, together with Adelaide Island tmd the west
coast of the Antarctic (Graharia Land) Peninsula and its offshore
islands.
Apart from the microbial groups (fungi, yeasts and bacteria)
in maritime Antarctic soils, there are eight invertebrate groups
represented ranging from Protozoa to higher f~ects (Diptera).
Table 1 presents the numbers of species found ~o date for these
groups. Due to their wirle distribution t&u-oughout the maritime
Antarc1.ic and the increasing body of il'1f'ormation about thein, this
paper will concentrate on the e.rthropods in general and on the mites
(Acari) and springtails (Collembol"L) in particular. Such soil
micro-arthropods penetrate f'urther- south than most other invertebrates,
and exhibit ecological features and adaptations to the environment,
which may be considered typical of the Antarctic soil fauna generally.
The soil f'auna is the dominant terrestrial component, there being no
pen1anent land dwelling vertebrates and above ground invertebrates
are generally absent. There is considerable variation of terrestrial
habitats within the maritime Antarctic, and Holdgate (1977) has
discussed this in detail. Briefly, invertebrate soil communities
are fouud in a range of habitats from exposed fel1field types
(similar to the chalikC1system of Janetschek1 1967) to the closed moss
dominated (bryosystem) in addition to relatively small areas
covered by flowering plants (the gras11 .Oescbampsia antarctica Desv.
and the cushion plant Colobanthus crassifolius (D•Urv.) Hook.f.
Much of the il'.1'omation reviewed here has been collected from
bryophyte COlllllUl'li ties on Signy Island in the South Ortmey Islands,
vhere arthropods occur in relatively large numbP.rs and the fauna is
comparatively diverse. Two sites have been investigated in detail:
SIRS (Signy Island Reference Site) 1 and SIRS 2. The :foner is a
fairly dry moss turf composed of Polxtrichum alpestre Happe and
Ch..orisodonti1m1 aciphYl!.!!! (Hook.f. et Wils.) Broth., whilst the
lat.ter is a rel~tively wet moss carpet composed o:f Calliergon
sarmentosum (Vahlenb.) Kindb., Calliez:gidium austro-stramineum
(c. MUell.) Bartr. and Drepanocladus unc:inatus (Hedv.) Wanast.
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data, a more gradual decrease in diversity from low to high
arctic is evident (Table 5) • This suggests that some of tlle
four-fold decrease in diversity is a result of difficulties
in dispersal from mainland to island sites.
While there is a ten-fold decrease in oribatie and
mesostigmatid diversity between subarctic and polar desert,
there is only a four-fold decrease in Prostigmata. On the
basis of what is presently known of Prostiqmata survival
capacity, tolerance of low relative humidity, s~orter lifespan and greater egg-layi~9 capacity than that of Oribatei,
they can be considered r-strategists a~d can probably invane
more arid environments than Oribatei (Atyeo, !960; Jeppsor.,
Kei!er and Baker, 1975: Douce and Crossley, 1977).
If the dimension of geological time is included in the
gradient from subarctic to polar desert, there is the added
factor of decreasing years since glacial retreat. Polar
desert sites can, therefore, be considered as youthful geral
stages in the tundra biome (McAlpine, 1964; Dunbar, 1968).
In such areas, successful species tend to have the biologicaL
characteristics of Prostigmate (Margalef, 1975). Zn the
Antarctic,Prostigmata are ~lso the dominant acarine group and
are represented by the same families as in arctic polar
desert: Hano:chestidae, Eupodidae and Rhagidiidae (Janctschek,
1967).
~he ratio of population density of Acari to Collembola
decreases in general along the latitudinal gradient from
subarctic to polar desert. In the Alps, Janetschek (1949,
1959) dezri0nstrated that in the first stage of recolonization
after the glacial tongue has withdrawn 7 Collembola are
predominant. He observed that as the habitat matured and its
soil and vegetation developed, Collembola decreased in density
relative to mites. Collembola are also numerica~ly dominant
in all habitats in the antarctic (Janetschek, 1967, 1970).
This overall predominance in cold desert localities is probably
related to their short life-span and high intrinsic rate of
increase (Douce and Crossley, 1977).

LITERATURE CITED
Alexandrova, v.o. 1970. The vegetation of the tundra zones
in the u.s.s.R. and data a.bout its productivity. Pages
93-114 in Fuller, W.A. and P.G. Kevan (Eds.), Productivity
and Conservation in N~rthern Circumpolar Lands. IUCH
Pub!. 16, Morges, Switzerland: Xnt. Union Conserv. Hat.
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TABLE 5.

Changes ln density and diversity of arctic soil Acari with latitude from subarctic to polar
desert.
Zon£ C

Acari
Number

or

Subarctic

Low Arctic

Zone B

Zone A

High Arctic

Polar Desert

With
.3
Point Barrow

Species

Without
.2
Point Barrow

163 (9.6)1

140 (8. 2)

48 (2.8)

36 (2.1)

17 (1)

Pros tigmata

84 (3. 7)

S4 (2.3)

40 (1. 7)

23 (1)

~J~sos

78 (9. 8)

87 (3.8)
h3 (7.9)

26 ( 3. 3)

19 (2.4)

8 (1)

325 (6.8)

291) (6.0)

128 (2. 7)

95 (2.0)

48 (1)

Oribatei

tigmac.:1

Total Acari
Ra cios

Pros tigma ca: nesos cigma ta

1.1:1

1.4:1

2.1:1

2. l: 1

2.9:1

Oribatei :Mesostigmata

2.1:1

2.2:1

1.8":1

1.9: 1

2.1: l

1.9:1

1.6:1

0.9:1

0.9:1

0.7:1

1 Oribat~i:l'rostigmata

1

2

•
01v~rsity expressed as a ratio of polar desert div~csity.

Uigh arctic sitl!s that are all insular.
3
nigh arctic areas including the mainland site, Point Barrow, Alaska.
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Inconsistencies between the two zonationa are:
a)

Inclusion of the northern half of Ellesmere Island in
Zone l (Fiqure 6 b) • Based on both the acarine fauna
and vegetation analysis (Brassard, 1971), this area should
be included in Zone 2.

b)

Some:r:set Island is included in Zone A (Figure 6 a) • Samples
from this site were, however, from a restricted coastal
area. Further study of this site may alter the present
data on acarine diversity.

c>

The lower limit of zone 3 (Alexandrova, 1970) and zone 4
(Young, 1971) is treeline. No such definite boundary is
evident in zonations based on the mite fauna (Fiqure 6 a).
Although, in the present study, species are found in
subarctic and not in arctic lc~alities, there is generally
a closer similarity between arctic and subarc~ic sites in
the same geographical location than between arctic sites
in general. Treeline, therefore, apparently has little
affect on soil mites, except the macrophytophagous Phthiracaroidea, which are common in coniferous litter and rare in
the arctic.

All of the Acari in Zone A have a circumpolar distribution
similar to the plant species (Young, 1971).
They tend to be species of common occurrence in a wide variety
of habitats throughout arctic regions. In Zones B and c the
percentage of circumpolar species decreases rapidly.
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The survey of changes in diversity and density of arctic
soil Acari, recorded in this study, with changes in latitude,
is summarized in Table 4. In subarctic localities, as in most
temperate areas, Oribatei are the dominant component of the
soii Acari. Oribatid dominance continues into 1ow arctic sites,
but, as the environment becomes increaEingly harsh, there is a
rapid drop in oribatid diversity and Prostigmata take ov&r as
the dominant group. The overall decrease in mite diversity by
a factor of seven f7·om subarctic to polar desert is correlated
with ~ncreasing sev~rity of abiotic factors and decreasing
Bnnual primary productivity.
The four-fold decrease in both oribatid and mesostigmatid
diversity from low to hiqh arctic is more marked than the
decrease from either sut.arctic to low arctic or high arctic
to polar desert. In the present study high arctic sites are all
insular, as Point Barrow, a high arctic site (Douce and Crossley,
1977) was not considered separately from northern coastal arctic.
If species that occur at Point Barrow are included in the hiqh -arctic
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FIGURE 5 •

B~.erarchical c1assification of 37 sites in the
North American arctic and subarctic and northern
Chukotka, u.s.s.R., based on S¢rensen's index of
similarity.
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FIGURE

4.

Ratio between the number of individual m!.tes and
Collembola at 17 site& in the North American
arctic ayd subarctic and northern ct.ukotka,

u.s.s.R.
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l Abbreviations as in Table l.

to Collembola ratios are available for 1.6 sites (Figure 4 ) •
Although results are not statisticall.y significant, the ratio
tends to be lowest in mid to high arctic and polar desert
localities. Bathurst, Devon, Igloolik and North Kent Xslands,
for example, have a ratio of less than or approximately one.
Previous studies from arctic localities support these results
(Douce, 1973J Watson et al., 1966).
Community Analysis Between Sites
S-rensen's quotient of simila~ity (S-rensen, 1948) was
used to determine affinities between arctic and subarctic sites
on the basis of the mite fauna of each site. Species lists from
36 sites were analysed, 34 from the present study and date.
from Ellef Rignes Xsland (McAlpine, 1965) and Melville Island
(Lindquist, in lit., 1977). Where species other than those
recorded in the present study are known to occur at a
particular site, they were included in this analysis. Xndices
of similarity for the 36 sites are given (Table 3), sites
having a high simil.arity being adjacent.
A hierarchical classification using data frOD". S-rensen's
quotient of similarity (Table 3) was developed based on the
formula of MountfGrd (1962) (Figure 5 ). This sh01r1s that
western Canadian arctic sites are most similar to ~laskan sites,
which is expected based on the Pl.eistocene history of the
western arctic (Bult,n, 1968). These combined groups are more
aimilar to the Soviet arctic than they are to islands in the
arctic archipelago. The one exception is Baffin Isl.and, which
has a particularly rich acarine fauna.
Islands of the extreme northwestern arctic, although
showing low affinity to each other, do form a qroup separate
from other arctic sites. Simil.arly, the Aleutian, Pribilof and
Hunivak Islands form a loosely knit group, separate from other
arctic and subarctic localities (Figure 5 ) •
Groups delimited ir& Figure 5 can be used to divide the
Horth American arctic into zones (F5-9ure 6 a). This zonation,
based on the acarine fauna, can be caa,pared with that of
Alexandrova (1970) and Young (1971). Alexandrova divided the
arctic into: Zone 1 - polar desert' zone 2 ·· hiqh arctic,
zone 3 - low arctic (Figure 6 b) , based on the floristic
composition. Young divided the .~retie into four fl.oristic
zones defined on the basis of the northerly distribution of
certain vascular plants (Figure 6 c).
As mites are directly or indirectly related to the
vegetation in an area, there shoul.d be some similarity between
zonations based on similarity of acarine species and those based
on veqetation patterns. zones 1 and 4 of Younq (1971.)
correspond to zone A and c of the present study and Zone 2
and 3 approximate Zone B. zonations in tl'&e present study,
however, most closel.y approximate those of Alexandrova (1970) •
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FIGURE 3 •

Ratio between number of species of Oribatei and
Prostigmata for sites in the North American arctic
and subarctic and northern Chukotka, U.S.S.R.
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FIGURE 2.

Total number of acarine species and the number of
species of Oribatei, Prostigmata and Mesostigmata

at 35 sites in the North American arctic and subarctic, and northern chukotka,

u.s.s.R.l

1 Abbreviations as in Table 1.

c.

tuadridentata var. arctica on Victoria Island
ishe only record of this genus i11 the arctic islands, which
su9qests that the family is not .:ell adapted to high arctic
and polar desert environments.
Quantitative Results between Sites 1
Total number of acarine species and number of species of
Oribatei, Prostigmata and Mesostigmata at each of the 34 sites
is superimposed on a map of northern North America (Figure 2).
There is a decrease in number of species with increasing latitude.
Causes inc:rtJ.de, the shorter post-glacial pe=iod. increasing
climatic harshness and decreasing food res~urces for the mites,
associated with reduced vegetation. Exceptions to this are
Baff in Island and Ellesmere Island.
The climate of the southern part of
than that of other islands in the arctic
conditions exist in the extreme south of
parts of the north are still glaciated.
situated in proximity to Greenland.

Baffin Island is mitder
archipelago. Subarctic
the island, although
Baffin Island is also

Ellesmere Island may have partially been an ice-free
refugium. during the last glaciation (Blake, 1970). Brassard
(1971) found 151 species of moss in northern Ellesmere Island,
50 per cent of which are rare.
Ratio of Oribatei to Prostigmata
Douce (1973) working at Point Barrow was the first to
demonstrate the importance of Prostigmata at a high arctic site.
In the present study, the majority of high arctic and polar
desert localities, such as Bathurst Island, King Christian
Island, Seymour Island, Somerset Island, northern Ellesmere
Island, Devon Island and Igloolik Island show greater diversity
of Prostiqmata than of other acarine groups (Figure 3).
Axel Heiberg Island and North Kent Island are exceptions
possibly because of the small num.?er of samples taken at t~ese
sites. In mid to low arctic and subarctic habitats Ori~atei
are more diverse than Prostigmata (Pigurel).
Ratio of Acari to Collembola
The ratio of numbers of individual mites to Collembola in
soil faunal studies is generally positive (Porsslund, 1945;
Murphy, 1953; Behan et al., 1978). In the present study, mite
l

These results are based on raw data because of variability in
a) sampling methods, size of samples, sampling personnel and
time between sample collection and extraction~ b) types of
habitats sampled at each site. As a result only minimal
statistical analysis could be carried out.

The oribatid fauna of both the Canadian and Alaskan
arctic more closely resembles that of the Soviet arctic than
that of Scandanavia or northern Greonland (Table 2). At the
present time, data concerninq Mesostigmata and Prostigmata
are inadequate to make similar comparisons.
The western arctic, comprisinq the Alaskan arctic and
arctic regions of the Yukon Territory and MacKanzie Delta,
supports a more diverse mite fauna (331 species) than the
eastern arctic (199 species).
This may be
explained by: a) the northerly extension and island pattern
of the eastern arctic that have presented difficulties to
post-glacial invasion by Acarir b) treeline sweeps far to the
north in the wast, e.g., in the MacKenzie Delta it reaches
69°SO'N. In the eastarn arctic tr~eline is found as far south
as 60°N and the arctic archipelago is treelessr c) there is
strong biological and geological evidence for the presence of
ice-free areas in north and central Alaska duxing the two
most recent glaciations, the Illinoian and Wisconsin (Ives,
1974; Matthews, 1975).
Diversity of arctic acarine genera and species between sites
Certain genera are strongly represented in the arctic in
comparison with other qenera, more so than could be expected
if the arctic fauna is solely a reduced southern faun•, as
hypothesized by Downes (1965) for insects. Eleven species of
Arctoseius,
12 species of Epidamaeus,
3nd 5 species of Trichoribates,
occur in the arctic.
This suggests that these genera were particularly capable of
adapting to post-glacial conditions.
The family Arctacaridae was first described from Point
Barrow, Alaska (Evans, 1955). As two other species have been
described from the eastern soviet Union (Gilyarov and Bregatova,
1977) this family may have an east Asian or Beringian origin.
In this study its distribution is restricted to the western
arctic and subarctic, other than a sinqle record from Keewatin
District.
Absence of this family from the arctic
islands is probably a result of distributional rather than
environmental difficulties, as its abundance at Point Barrow
suggests that it is able to survive in the high arctic.
Iugoribates gracilis,previously unrecorded from northern
Canada, has been recorded from almost all sites, particularly
those with hiqh arctic or polar desert envirouments.
The genera Ceratoppia_, Metrioppia and Pyroppia (Family
Metrioppiidae) are well represented iii the western arctic,
particularly in Alaska.
The latter two genera have
no representatives in the eastern arctic. The occurrence of
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TABLE 2.

Similarities between arctic Acari from Nearctic and Palaearctic Regions.

\ Canadian Species Recorded In:

Oribatei

Alaska

69.0%

Northern and We3tern GrP.enland

30.0% (39 spp.)

Scandanavia

35.6, (46 spp.)

Soviet Union arctic

33.0% (50 spp.)

\ Alaskan Species Recorded In:
No rt he rn and Western Greenland

27.5% (41 spp.)

Scandanavia

3J.O\ (49 spp.)

Soviet Union arctic

42.0\ (63 spp.)

Acarine Groues
Mesost19mata
35. 0%

Pro stigmata
49.0\

METHODS
Samples for this study ~exe collected by many arctic
researchers and this precluded any overall sample uniformity.
Most samples were less than lOcru x lOcm and in any particular
habitat a uniform sample size and sampling method were used.
Sampl~s were usually cut with a knife and removed from the
ground with a spade, or, less frequently, the ground was sampled
with a 5.5 cm diameter corer. Ir. many habitats, for ~xample,
screes, talus slopes and high arctic localities, where the
active layer is less than 2cm in depth, a handful of this layer
was removed. ThuR, sa.~ples were not directly comparable because
of variability in co:lectinq personnel, sampljng methods and
habitats. Samp!es were placed in plastic bags inunediately after
collection and were extracted either inmediately, or one to s!x
weeks later, after storage at a cool temperature.

Extraction was carried out in a modified (Hill, 1969:
Behan, Hill and Kevan, 1978) KE:.mpson, Lloyd and Ghelardi (1963)
apparatus. Each sample was divided into 2.Scm deep subsa~ples
where necessary.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Qualitativ~

Results

Three hundred ar.d ninety-three species of Acari from 87
families were recorded from the 833 samples from the North
American arctic and subarctic.
These include 181
species of Oribatei from 78 genera, 101 species of Mesostigmata
from 40 genera and 111 species of Prostigmata from 45 genera.
Of the species recorded 52 were found only in subarctic
localities and 95 only in arctic areas.
Three
species recorded at Chaun Bay, U.S.S.R. (MacLean et al., 1978)
were not recorded from the North American arctic - Eviphis sp.,
Baemogamasus dauricus and Baplozetes vindobaenensis.
Si~i\arity between Acari of Alaska and Canada is greatest
among the Oribatei (Table 2) • This is probably because the
oribatid fauna of the North American arctic is comparatively
well known, only 46 undescribed species being recorded, whereas
69 specitn are undescribed in each of the Mesostigmata and
Prostigmata. Previous studies in the North ~erican arctic
have recorded 219 species. This study has increased this
number t~ 404 species.
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AND
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FIGURE 1.

Table 1.

Sampling sites in the North American arctic and
subarctic and northern Chukotka, u.s.S.R.
NO. OF

REGIONS
Western High
Arctic

Eastern High
Arctic

Western LOw
Arctic Islandc;
MacKenzie
District

Keewatin
District
Baff in Island
Region
Labrador and
Northern Quebec
Alaska

SITES AND ABBREVIATivNS
*1-1 Bath·.irst Isll!nd (Bal}
1-2 Somerset Island (SomI)
l.-3 Seymour Island (Se!)
l.-4 Rinq Christian Island (:KCI)
* 2-1 Ellesmere Isl.and (EI)
* 2-~ Devon Island (DI)
2-3 North Kent Island {NKI)
2-~ Ward Hunt I~land (WHI)
2-5 ~xel Heibsrg Island (AHI)
3-1 Banks Island (BI)
3-2 Victoria Island (VI)
* 4-1 Yukon Territory (~T}
* 4-2 MacKenzie Delta - subarctic
* 4-3 MacKenzie Della (MD)
4-4 Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula (Tuk)
4-5 Herschel Is.Land (HI)
5-1 Reewatin District (I<e)
*6-1
6-2
7-1
7-2
•8-1
8-2
*8-3
8-4
•8-5

•B-6
8-7
9-8
8-9

6-10
8-11
S-12
~-13

..

~-1

u.s.~.1:

*

S1

tes from

~.:-:.)

SOXL
SAMPLES
32

12
2

22
38

14
2
2
2

12
16
(MDGa)

11
10
14
14
6

12

Baffin Island (BfnI)
107
Iqloolik Island (Igl)
49
Northern Quebec (NQ)
16
Labrador - subarctic (Lsa)
7
Northern coastal plain (Ncp)
~4
Brooks Range - northern
foothills (BRnf)
7J
Brooks Range (BR)
36
Brooks Ranqe - southern
foothills (BRsf)
21
Fairbanks region - subarctic (FR) 44
Northwestern coastal area (NWc)
42
Southwestern coastal area (SWc)
15
Atkasuk (Atk)
46
~sn~i Peninsula and Chugach
M~untain$ (CmKp)
18
McKinl~y Par~ (McKP)
35
Aleutian Islands (AI)
29
Pribilof Islanus (Pl)
3
Nunivak Island (NI)
7
Chaun B~y (CB)
ll

::h Acari have been previously ccllectec.
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that Col~embola piay a more significant role relative to mites
in tundra than in other ec~systems (Douce and Crossley, 1977).
Mites predominate in organic substrates, wh&rea& mineral soils
support higher densities of Collembola (Watson et al., 1966).
In c-:>astal tundra, a:r.ound Point Barrow, density a11d diversity
of Prosti9mata is greater than that of other acarine groups
(Douce and Cro&sley, 1977). This contrasts with most temperace
regions where Oribatei qenerally predominate in \1ndisturbed
soils (Wallwork, 19"/6).
In the past 12 years interest in arctic and subarctic
ecosystems has greatly increased with the exploitation of oil,
qas and mineral reserves in these regions. Yet data concerning
acarine species diversity are scant.
In view of the importance
of soil mites it was relevant to determine, in greater detail.
their distribution and diversity in the North American arctic
and subarct:.i-: and changes in their distribution ancl diversity
along a la~itudinal gradient f~om subarctic to po1ar desert.
Sit~

Descriptions

From 1970 to 1976, 833 soil samples were collected from 34
major sites in the North American arctic and subarctic ('l'abiE! I,
Figure 1). Of these, 698 were from arctic and 135 from subarctic
areas.
The Canadian samples were as9igned to seven geographical
regions following the tel:1Dinolo9y of the Canadian Committee for
the Terrestrial Conservation Section of the International
Biological Proqram (Nettleship and Smith, 1975). Sites in Alaska
were, for simplicity, placed in one geographical region. Eleven
soil samples were coll£cted from Chaun Bay, northern Chukotka,
u.s.s.R. in 1975. Data ~rom t~ese samples, discussed by MacLean,
Behan and Fjellber9 (1978), ar.e compared with results from the
North '\merican arctic in th'! present study.
A brief descripti~n of the location, ecology and climate of
each site, with a list of species collected is given in Behan
(1978). Previous data on acarine diversity were available for
only nine of the 34 sites sampled; Bathurst Island (Danks and
Byers, 197~)~ Ellesmere Is1and (Oliver, 1963; Lindquist in lit.,
197'7)1 Devon Island (Ryan, 1972, 1973, 1S74); Yilkon Territory
and MacKenzie Delt~, subarctic (Hammer, l952)r Alaska, nor~hern
coastal plain (Hammex, 1955; Hurd, 1958; S~randtmann, 1967;
Bohnsack, 1968; MacLea:i, 1971; Douce, 197'.j, 1976); Brooks Range
and Fairbanks Region (HaJil'tler, 1955) and Northwest coastal area
(Watson et al., 1966).
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DISTRIBUTION AND DIVERSITY OF NORTH AMERICAN
ARCTIC SOIL ACARI
Vale1·ie M. Behan and Stuart B. Hill
M11cilonald Collrgr of McGill Un1orrslly
C111111il11

INTRODUCTION
In the arctic, as in all ecosystems, various environmental
factors are interrelated, changes in one causing changes in
others. Rate of nutrient turnover and subsequent rate of
primary productivity are dependent primarily on microorganism
activity. This, in turn, is limited by food, space, dispersal,
cropping, biost3sis and senescence (Hinshelwood, 1951). These
effects are, however, counteracted by the activities of soil
animals, such as mite$. Mites not only serve as catalysts for
microorqanism activity (Edwards and Beath, 1963; Crossley and
Witkamp, 1964; Macfadyen, 1968) but also constitute an important
mineral reservoir (Hudiq, 1949; Webb, 1977).
Yet prior to Hanan~r's (1952) monograph on the Oribatei of
northern Canada, the mite fauna of the North American arctic was
virtually unknown, except for reports of 16 species from the
Queen Elizabeth Islands (MacLachen, 1879; Banks, 1919).
Subsequently, Acari were collected from Lake Hazen, Ellesmere
Island (Oliver, 1963; Lindquist in lit., 1977); Ellef Riqnes
Island (McAlpine, 1964, 1965); Baffin Isltnd and I~uvik (SWales,
1966)1 Bathurst Island (Danks and Byers, 1972)1 Devon Island
(Ryan, 1972, 1973, 1974) and Melville Island (Lindquist in lit.,
1977). Literature on these studies stresses the low species
Civers it!· i~L the arctic.
Soil acariae studies in the Alaskan arctic were initiated by
Hammer's (1955) major study on tne Oribatei of Point Barrow and
subarctj.c iorests. Subsequently, mites of the coastal tundra
around Point Barrow were intensi~ely studied by Hurd (1958),
Strandtmann (1967), Bohnsack (1968), MacLean (1971, 197~), Douce
(1973, 197') and Douce and Crossley (1977). Soil mites of Cape
Thompson were also studied following a proposal by the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission to build a deep-water port there
(Watson, Davis and Sanson, 196().
These studies revealed dif fereuces between acarine faunas
of arctic and temperate soils. Life-forms in the arctic are
associated with soil surface, litter and moss cover, deep forms
and arboreal species being absent (Douce, 1973). It appears
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CONCLUSIONS
Collembola were more abundant 1n soil samples with vascular
plant cover than in bare soil. Although Collr.m'bola "t:<l:e somet:lmes
more abum:lant under certain plant species than others, the species
of plant was apparently not as important as its growth form.
In general, species of Collanbola could aot be linked with a
particular species of vascular plant. The col1embolan faunas under
different p1ant species within a single plant community were very
similar, and differer! cons:l.derab1y from the fa.unas of the same plant
species in a differe-.at plant commu?1.ity on che same island. Differences 1n the compos:l.t:J.on of the collembolan fauna of different islande
were greater than intra-i~land (habitat) differences.
It was concluJed that zoogeographic and microclfmatic considerations were more :Important than the species composition of the
macroflora in determin:l!ag the distribution of Collmbola in the High
Arctic.
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herbivorous species appeared to discriminate between host plane
species, it was not possible to differentiate between samp1es on the
basis of detritivorous species.
In this study differences between the numbers of Collembola
under different species of plants were demonstrated. Stebaeva (1963)
suggested one possible way in which different plant specirs might
affect collembolan abundance. She reported that Collembola were more
numerous and were found at lower depths under plants with deeply
penetrating root systems than under shallow-rooted plants. This however cannot account for differences observed in the present study
since the root systems of all species penetrated at least 7.5 cm,
but 75-90% of the Collembola were extracted from the top 2.5 cm of
soil with,<5% occurring below 5 cm.
The most 11.kely explanation for the fact. that Collembola were
more abundant under certain plants than others is that their abundance
'ill1BS related to the growth form of the plant.
At the Beach Ridge Site
on Devon Island, !· oppositifolia had short internodes and formed
compact cusions tbat would trap snow 1.n winter, and witlu.n which
organic matter would accumulate. 'l'he water holdinr. capacity and hence
humidity could be expected to be higher her.a than in the surrounding
area (Svoboda 1977). At this site .!!_. integrifolia plants formed a
loosely structured mat, of which most of the surface was dead. It is
likely that Collembola would prefer the compact cusion plant growth
form of .!· oppositifolia to the growth form exhibited by D. integrifolia. At the Devon Island Trans:l.tion Zone, .!• oppositifol.ia had
long internodes and its growth form resembled that of a prostrate
shrub (Svoboda 191;). This 1atter growth form was also exbib:l.ted by
.!· oppositifolia on the sites sampled on Cornwall:l.s and King Christian
Islaud. Th:l.s growth form would not be as attractive to the Collembola
as a dense cushion plant. !· caespitosa always exhibited a compact
cush:lon plant growth form, perhaps explaining why th:l.s species always
contained high numbers of Collembola. Collembola were al so abundant
under L. confusa, which formed a dense mat rather than a cushion
plant. - This plant species was only found in less exposed parts of
the sitesi areas wi.th good snow cover in wit1ter (Addison, 1977).
These areas would be expe.:ted to contain hish numbers of Collembola
regardless of the species composition of the vascular plant cover.
The l.ack of host-specificity in arctic Callembola is not
surprising. Environmental conditions are so harsh, and nutri.ent 3nd
energy inpucs are so low, that from an evolutionary point of view, an
organism cannot afford to become too specialized. It. must be able
to tolerate a wide range of environmental conditions and utilize
different food sources and microhabitats for survival. As Savile
(1960) poi.nted out, in anvironmants where abiotic factors are of such
over-riding importance, biot::l.c interactions between species may often
be of little consequence. It is suggested that if host-specificity
amongst Collembola does in fact occur, it is more likely to be found
in more temperate areas than in che impoverished soils of the Arctic.

DISCUSSlON
The re~ults of this study {Table 1) indic&te clearly that in
impoverished soils Collembola are indeed closely tied to the immed·
iate vicinity of a p~.ant species as suggested by Blacidth (1974).
Similar results were obtained by Seniczak and Plichta (!978) 1 who
compared the numbers of oribatid mites iu soils with a cover of liche11 1
moss, and !_. oppositifolia and found the mites were ll&OSt abundant
under !.· oppositifolia.
Attempts to link collemb~lan communities or individual collembolan sper.ies with indivldual plant spec1es failed. In comparing the
collembolen faunas of different islands, zoogeographical considerations
mu&t obviously be taken into account. The absence of a species on a
particular island can be attributed to one of two factors; that the
species near reached the area. or that having reached the area it was
unable to maintain itself in sufficiently high numbers to be taken
in the samples. Whatever the reason, mE.ny species of Collembola
simply did not occur on some of the islands, so that their absence
under a particular plant species at such ~ site is not strictly
comparable to an absence under a plant at a site at which it was
present. In general the species composition of the Devon Island fauna
resembled those of Northern Greenland lHammer, 1954) and Ellesmere
Island {Hammer, 1953), and was quit.~ distinct from the collembolan
fauna of King Christian Island. Cornwallis Island contained elements
from both the eastern arctic (Devon Island) fauna a11d that of the
western arctic (Jing Christian Island).
This study also failed to detect specific plant-collembole
associations within a single island. The collembolan faunas of
!· oppositifolia and D. integrifolia at the Devon Island Beach Ridge
Site were very similar to one another. and very different from the
fauna of the same plant species in a different plant col'llDUD.ity a mere
10 m away. It was expected that if species of Collembola were
attracted by some characteristic of a particular plant species, such
as root exudates 1 the rhizosphere flora, or characteristics of the
organic matter, then these Collembola would be found in close proximity to the same plant, ~egardless of the plant community. It
should be remembered hcn.•ever, that the various characteristics of
specific plants mentioned a~ove might themselves be altered by
characceristics of Lhe different sites and so differ in their ability
to influence Collembola.
The conclusion that C~llembola were associated wit~ a particular plant community rather than a particular plant species differs
from that of Blackith (1974). The results of the present study are
in agreement with those of Curry (1975) who found that although
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TABLE 2. Mean number of Collembola per sample (2J.75 cm 2). Means not underscored

by the same line

dif!er at the 0.05 level using a Student Newman Keuls Multiple Range Test.
Mean no. Collembola/sample

Site

A

(
De\"on IslandBeach Ridge
Transition Zone
Cornwallis Island+

'

~

-x

D. int!!dfolia
28.1

s.

Plant

D. intyrifolia
15.3

s.

i'

Plant

!· 022ositifolia

~· intgr ifolia

!· caes2itosa

1.· confusa

!· caesnitosa

Plant

-x

King Christian Island+ Plant
x

20.6

!·

OJ!J:!!'! Sit if ol ia
61.1

022ositif olia
51.0
OJ!~sitifolia_

25.S
41.1

84.9

s.

caeseitosa
36.8
88.9

121.0

~
+ log

10

(x + O. 5) transformation of original data used. Derived means sl?own.

L. conf usa
40.0

FIGURE 2. Bray-Curtis Ordination of mic~osites (plant-site
combinations), based on Pei.·centage Similarity.
• .!· oppositifolla. •.!· caespitosa, •.!?.· integri:fol:!.a,
t ~· confusa.
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Effect of individual pla1.t species on collemb'>lan communitieR
The collembolan faunas of the twelve microsites (plant-site
combinations) were compared using the Cornell version of the BrayCurt is Ordinetion technique (Computer Programs CEP40 and CEP5~
(Gauch, Lanyon and Wnittaker, 1971)). These programs use two indices
of similRrity: coefficient of community (Sorenson, 19~8) and percentage similarity (Gauch and Whittaker, 1972). The former inciex uses
qualitative (pregence and absence) data only while the latter incorporates both qudlitative and quantitative information. The results
of these analyse& are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Regardless of which
similarity index ~as used in the ordinat.ica, the microsites
clustered out in groups acccrding to site (or plant com.~unity).
T!:'lea.e was absolutely no teurlency for the microsites to c-luster
according lo plant snecies.
The modjfied version of tl.e Bray-Curtis Ordination
was also uaed tll express the degree of similarity between
bolan faunas of different plant species at the same site.
cases there was considerable overlap in t.he ordination of
individual samples, and groups of poi;.ats representing the
individual plant species could not be identified.

Technique
the collemIn all

the
faunas of

Effect cf individual plant species o~ abundance of Collembola
Although in general the species composition of the Collembola
taken under Jifferent plant species at the same site was similar,
evidence of within site ~election of certain plant species over
,,thers can be seen by considering the abundance of Collembola under
the different plant species (Table 2). Differences in the abundance
of Collembol:a uuder different plant species are especially evident
in the polar semi-desert sites (<20% vascular plant cover). The
spe~ieB of plant containing the highest numbers of Collembola varied
accordi~g to site, so ~o one species could be identified as providing
the most favourable habitat for Collembola.
Effect ~f individual plant species on distribution of collembolan
speciE.s
The distribution of collemholan srecies in relation to indiviuual plant species is shown i;i Appei'ldix A. One species (Folsomia
regularis) occurred under all plant species at all sites, but no
species of collembole could be linked with a particular species of
plant regardless of its siLe. Several species were found only at one
site or one island (e.g. 'fullbergia simplex - DBR; Fcls~mia elongat3_ CI!. Although Vertag9J?.!!!. sp. nr brevicauda was collected only from
under .!· ca~spitosa en Co1nwallis Island in 1975, this species occurred
under both .§_. oppositifolia and _h. confusa as well as !· caespitosa
on King Christian Island. Tn fact it was also found in samples of
!· oppositifolia from an unidentified plant r.ommunity near Resolute
Bay, CornwaJlis Island jn 1978. These samples also contained
specimrns of Willemia ap., a species chat wa~ absent from all samples
of ..§.. £RUOS1tifolia taken in 1975.

METHOIJS

2

Ten replicate cores (23.75 cm x 7.5 ~m deep) were taken from
each plant species 3t each site in which it occurred. In addition,
ten cores of soil from non-vegetated areas approximately 15 cm from
.!· oppositifolia plants were taken from the Devon Island Beach Rid~e
Site, and a similar series of samples was taken on King Christian
Island, approximately 75 cm from L. confusa.
Each core was divided into three 7.5 cm sections, and the
Collembola were extracted in a high gradient extractor modified from
MacFadyen (1962).
Al.l the Devon Island samples with the exception of those fr<>m
L. confusa were collected in August 1974, and were
e>rtracted on site. Samples from Cornwallis and King Christ::f.an Island
were taken in August 1975, and were shipped south to Edmonton, Alta.
before the Cotlembola were extracted. The Devon Island !• caespitosa
and 1.• confusa samples were obtained 1n August 1978 and were also
extracted in Edmonton.

!.· saespitosa and

RES'UL'I'S
Effect of vascular plant cover on abundanca of Coll.embola
A comparison of the n~bers of CollembOla obtained frJm soil
samples with and without vascular plant cover (Table 1) shows that in
both the Devon Island Beach R1-:ige and the Ki•1g Christian Island Site,
Collembol.a were much more abundant in samples containing a vascular
plant than in sa:n.ples of bare soil.
TABLE 1.

Influence of vascular pl~nt cover on abundance of
Collembola. Means based on 10 sa:nples.

Site

Vascular Plan:.

Devon IslandBeac h P·"-lge

Saxifraga oppos1tifcl1a
Bare soil

l '!.. 5 ( 4 • 9-18 • 0)

King Christian

Luzula confusa
Bare soti

4.6 (0.0-10.1)

Island+

......

MPan no. Collembola/
samplP. (95% con{.Jence
limits)
51 (36.1-65.9)

75.8 (52.2-99.4)

st:::.tistical comparison of ~= sample types from KCI
et.rictly ,~al id since varianceirare unequal.

no~

I

Under these conditions it was easy to obtain "pure" samples from the
different plant spe:cies since each 1ndiv:tdual plant (including its
roct system) was distinctly separate from any other vascular plant.
The Collembola associated with the folluwing four species of vascular
plaut were studied: Saxi.fraga ~eitifol:la L., Saxi.fraga caespito&a
L., Dryas integrifol:la M. Vahl, and Luzula confusa Li.ndeb. Samples
were collected from three different islands in the Northwest Territories in Canada; Devon Island• Cornwallis Island and King Christian
Island. Two diff~ent plant CODDll•?nities were sampled on Uevon Island.
giving a tota1 of four sites in a Ll.
SITE DESCRIPTIONS
Devon Island - Beach Rid.&! (DBR)
A cushion plant/lichen community was associated with this site.
Vascular plant caver WBE <:?OZ, lichens covered approx:lm.ately 60% of
the aree., and 20% was entirely bare (Svoboda, 1~77). The soil at
thill site waR a Regusolic Static Cryosol (llalkeT and Peters, 1977).
Devon Island - Transition Zone (.IvrZ)
A. cushion plant/moss community was associated with this site.
Vascular plants coveted nearly 60% of the area, with 1:1.chens and moss
making t:he total plant cover up to 100%. The soil was classified as
a Brunisolic ~tat:lc Cryosol (Walicer and Peters, 1977).
Cnrnwallis Is1and (Cl)
Samples were taken from a cushion plant and lichen covered
area approximately 1. 5 km NNW of the north end of the runway at
Resolute Bay. Vascular plant cover was <10%, and the soil was
described by Cruickshank (1971) as a "shallow polar desert soil."
King

Christian Island (KCI)

A lichen-moss-rush community was characteristic of the site.
Vasr.ular plants covered only 8.7% of the area. and 33.2% of the soil
was unvegetated. The soil was a Regosolic Static Cryosol (.Addison.
1977).
Using the nomenclature of Elisa et al. (1973) 1 the Eites on
King Christian Island, Cornwallis Island, acd the Beach Ridge site
on Devon Island would all be classified as polar-semi-desert areas
(2-20% vascular plant cover), whereas the Devon Island Transition
Zone Site would be classified as a tundra sit:e (>20% vascular plant
rover).
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INFLUENCE OF INDIVIDUAL PLANT SPECIES ON THE
DISTRIBUTION OF ARCTIC COLLEMBOLA
J. A. Addison
Unil•trs.•,,; of Calgio y
C.in11d11

INTRODUCTION
The macroflora is generally considered to effect collembolan
populations indirectly, by modifying the micr.ocl:lmate, soil structure
or microbial populations (e.g. Strickland, 1947; MacFa~yen, 1954i
Knight, 1961). Christiansen (1964) pobted out tb&t the :Importance
of the macroflora as a factor influencing collembolan distribution is
rE"flec:ted 1n the fact that there is generally at J east a moderate
degree of correspomlence between plant and collembolan associations.
Direct effects of the macroflor4 on col!aDbolan populations
have also been postulated. Meller (19~9) dmonstrated tbat the living
plant root systems of indi'9idual plaut sp'!!C'i.es i·'lfluenced the distriout:lon of Collembola in a wetland soil, and although he was unable
to determine the cause, he was able to show that the plant root system
must be alive to exert th::l.E effect. Many Collmbola show distinct
feeding preferences, and will selectively feed :»n certain species of
leave..i (Dunger, 1962) plant roots (Winner, 1159) or fungi (McMill.an,
1976; Addi3on a~d Paxldnson, 1978). Bi.Ologically active substances
scereted b}' plants have also been shown to influence different collm&bolan species. (Pali.sea, 1967; MUller and. r.hou, 1972).
I:n spi.te of the overwhelming evideu-:e for beth direct and indirect effects of the :macroflora on collembolan distribution, there
is little ev:l.dence for the restriction of individua~. collem.bolan
species to the :immediate vicinity of any one -plant species (Christianr:en, 1964.) More recently Black.::1.th (1974) suggested that :ln
poorer soils (''tundra-type 81'11.s") , where energy and nutr:lent input
are l::lm:l.ted, Co1lembola may be more closely ::ied to the :lmmed:late
vicinity of a plant thara :l.n soils such as arable or woodland soils
which contain sufficient decomposing material to allow them to live
away from the p1ant root and stem system. Based on his own work in
an Irish blanket bog 1 and evidence from the non-English 1:1.texature,
he also suggested that Collemtola oeboose plant root systems on a hostS1?ec i f :le bas :I.a •

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship
between individual vascular plant species and their assocf.ated
collembolan faunas. The study was carried out in the h:lgh arctic
region of Canada, in areas with generally sparse vegetation cover.

SESSION IX: BASIC SOIL ECOLOGY:
SOIL ECOLOGY OF THE ARCTIC AND DESERTS,
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF SOIL
ORGANISM COMMUNITIES
Moderator: M. B.

Bouch~

Station de Recherch~ sur la Faune du Sol
Dijon, France

'10.3

Ces nouvelle& techni~es pe~vent etre utilisees pour les etudes de
taux de mortalite, d'accroissement de bi~~asse, de migratlons 6t de faisabilite de la biostimulation des sols par l'introduction de lombriciens.
SUMMARY

Overpopulated introductions and migrations of labelled earthworms.
In the aim to improv"t new techniques to label earthworms, research
on thc•se techniques was made and led to the coloration of animals in red
and green by stainning. Such labelled earthworms were introduced in field
~n addition to the original ccmmunities. Migrations and weight evolutions
of both label.led and unlabelled earthworms were followed during months.
Among a lot of observations some main facts were noticed :
1) overpopulation increases disapearence (mortality or migration)
in field,
2) this overpopulatic~ harms all the commwiity without respect of
the introduced species or ecological group (interspecifi~ competition),
3) migration of settled earthwor~s is very limited in space (below 50 cm) for must earthworms while some pioneers migrate far
away (few meters),
4) width of both. migration types depends of ecological groups.
'l'hese techniques would be used to study mortality rates, biomas£
increr.ients, migration and feasability of soil improvment by earthworm
introduct...ons.
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fin, les Nicodrilus ar.eciques presentent dans leur ensemble un ~aux meillel.U' (~ 19 ') que La n;cyenne 9enerale.
CONCLUSION
La methode ae marquage-recapture pratiquee a titre d'essais a Grignon et citeaux a et~ d'un emploi difficile surto~t ~n raison de~ aleas
climatiques et des difficultls techniques d''chantiilonr.age. Le marquage
par coloration s'est montre Ratisfaisant ; il a ete reu~~i avP.~ quatre
colorants dont trois ont servi au terrain. Il a ete possible d'observer
des migrations : CP.llcs-ci sont tr~s faibles chez les endoges, au naximum de l'or~re de l ~./mois pour les aneciques et de 2 m/~ois chez les
epiges.

A Grignon, les L. terrestris ont miqre plus que Nicodrilus giardi
et Allolobophora icterica. A Citeaux, les L. castaneus ont migre rapidement par. rapport aux Hicodrilus aneciques tandis que les Allolobophara
furent apparemment tr!s stables : la vitesse de migration epiges > aneciques > endoges est conforme aux moeurs de ces categories ecologiques.
En raison du caractere sedentaire des animaux, l'~tat de surpopulation a entraine des effets sur les autochtones et allo~htones. ceux-ci
migrent sur quelques decimetres, fuyant la zone de surpopulation initiale A la maniAre d 'une vague concer1trique (Grignon) et une difference de
8 t en effectif (C!teaux) entraine un tawc de recapture plus faible dans
la parcelle A forte surpopulation (24 '>· cette surpopulation, duel des
endoges et ~pig•s, affecte egalement lea recaptures des aneciques. La reduction de la surpopulatton se fait 4 la fois par elimination d'autochtones et d'~llochtones. Ce n'est pas au niveau de chaque espece ou mieux
de chaque categorie ecologique que l'i§quilibre apris u.~e surpopulwtion
allochtone coloree se fait apres le lAcher mais au niveau de l'ensc!llble
du peuplement : ceci illustre la com~tition intersp1kifique entr•~ lombriciens cohabitants.
DSUME

Dans le but de maltriser les divers aspects du marquage par coloration (en rouge ou vert) des lombriciens, une etu~e technique a et~ conduite. Les lcmhriciens marques ont ete ajoutes l des peuplements naturels
et les evolutions spatiales et portderales furent suivies pendant plusieurs
mois. Parmi la multitude des informations acquises, quelques traits dominants peuvent @trP degages :
1) la surpopulat~on accrolt la di•parition (mortalite ou &aigration) au terrain,
2) cet effet affecte tout le peuplement independament de l'espt}ce
OU du g~oupe ecologique introduit (com~tition interspecifique),
3) apres installation, les lombri~iens migrent generalement peu
(moins de 50 cm) tandia que certains pionniera franchissent
quelques mitres,
4) l'aptitude aux deux t7pes de migration varie avec les categories ecologiques.
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de au formal s'est averee d'une efficacite stable pour les vers autochtones et nous admettrons pour les colores q~e pendant cette perio~e favorable les resultats j 1 0nt pas ete biaises par la method£ de prelevement.
Nous presentons fig. 8 le pourcenta9e par rapport au l8cher initial de
recaptur£s des anim:.ux marques dans la zone ayant re~u uniquement les
aneciques (Z~) et celle ayant re~u aneciques et autres vers marqo~es (Zt)
(86 % des recaptures sent celles d'aneciquesJ. Le test de Wilcoxon-MannWitney nous permet de montrer que la difference de recapture entre les
deux series est signifi~ative (a 5 %) en admettant une evolution lineaire avec le temr;>s.
TABLEAU 6

Vitasse (vJ minimale de deplacement de pionniers. D
sur le terrain. d : distance minimale parcourue (du
carre de recapture).+ : valeur obtenue dans le cas
migration n•a debute que debut fevrier en raison du

mois de

I)

en jours
L. castaneus

recapture

: duree ~e ~ejour
milieu du ~arre B au
oQ on ad.met que la
froid hivernal.

d
en

v
ill

en c/::iois

48

Janvier

3

2

175

Mai

3

o.s

91

Fevrier

1.s

1,5+

Nicodrilus

I.e peupl.ement recapture baisse de fa~on sic;nificative avac le temps
(fig. 9) pour le peuplem£nt total (regression line~ire si9nificative au
seuil 0,05). L'effectif des animaux recaptures est a ~eu pres le mime
dans les deux aires d'accueil et le nombre d'animaux qui reussissent a
se maintenir semble done dependre des parametres ecologiques de l'aire
d'accueil assez homogenes entre les deux zones. Pour les Nicodrilus seuls
1'6volution des zones Za et zt est bien distincte ; la zone la plus surpeuplee pr~sente moi~s de reca~ture.
Ainsi, c'est le niveau 9lobal des allochcones qui se stabilise
m.ais non celui des especes ou categories ecologiques allochtones, ce qui
indiquerait une certaine competition interspecifique des lombriciens cohabitants. ceia rejoint les travaux de l'un d'entre nous (Bouche, 1972)
sur la faune !ran~aise mettant en oeuvre le coefficient d'exoecie permettant de mesurer une "l!galita de competition• entre e~peces differentes
cohabit.antes dans un m@me lieu. Sans avoir la mime fc:1nction, les lombriciens cohabitant, appartenant & diversas cateqories, sont partiellement
inter-competitf:'urs. Sur l'ensemble de l'exp6rience de Clteaux, il a ete
possible d'etablir le pourcentage de lombriciens recaptures par rapport
aux lich~s (peuplement total
17 %) : les endoqes Allolobophora repondent mal a la methode au formol (= 6 % de recapture) 1 les L. castaneus
tres mobiles ,quittent" rapidement l'aire de recapture en raison de leur
mobilite et de leur vie brAve (Bouch~. 1977) <= 18 • de recapture) ; en-

=

Nombre total d'individus recaptures au cours de
de prHevement.
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Lacher unique sur une aire : Citeaux
Les resultats des animaux
ments sont donnes au tableau 5.

reca~tures

dans les carres de preleve-

TAHt.EAU 5

Clteaux. Nombre d 'ani111&11x marques recapcures dans les carres d:'"'3 parcelles de prelevement. TC1l' : total des recaptures. TOT 0 : recaptures estimees en tenant compte de la bande mediane de l'aire d'accueil non echantillonnee (voir fig. 2).

B

c

D

E

TOT

TOT 0

24
48

3
14

0

0
4

44
141

52,5
177

17

3

0

185
8

229,5

0
4

1

4
0
1

21

26

21

4

5

214

265,5

A

N.lc.od!LU.u.6 "d.
· N.i.coc!lr..U..uA J.

17

N.i.codlri.l.u.6
Tous AllolobophoJrA.

89

L. c.46.ta.nefl.6

10

72
0
5

107

77

To us

Tota 1 genera 1

72

8

3

10

La figure 6 donne une image de l'ensemble des animaux recaptures
(dans et autour des carres delimitant las prelevats quantitatifs). On note l'abse4 e de migration des endoges hors de l'aire d'accueil (c'est-adire une migration inferieure a 50 cm pendant l'exP4!rience). on constate
aussi une recapture plus forte dans les carres A cu les emigrations sent
mieux compensees par des immigrations que dans le carre de bordure B. En
utilisant toutes les donnees de recapture au dehors de l'aire de licher
on peut constater (fig. 7) un retard a la miqration due probablement a
l'effet hivernal eauf pour L. castaneus et deux Nicodrilus juveniles. Le
calcul de la vitessa de migration des pionniers orserv~e peut etre tentee
(tableau 6) pour les Nicodrilus. Ces vitesses, A partir de l'aire d'accueil, ne prejuqent pas du tra1et effectivement pa:couru par les animaux,
il s'agit done de la vitesse minimale c&lculee sur la distance maximale
observf!e.

I'evolution des captures des animaux non marques dans l'aire de
prelevement pendant la P4!riode d'echantillonnaqe indique une diminution
constanta de l'effectif estime (y) en fonction du temps en JOUrs (x) 4
partir de fin fevrier (y = - 15,7 x + 0,33), la diminution de 1,57 individus/jours/m2 est significativement differente de O au seuil de 0,01.
Le rapport fo:rmol/formol-biche est relativement constant sauf en juin
lorsque la secheresse lilnite l'efficacitf! de la mf!thode au formol. En hiver, leP basses temperatures (2 A 4 °c) ont contribue A limiter les captures par toutea methodes. En dehors des dewc premiers prl!livements hivernaux (froid) et du dernier preievement estival (secheresse) la metho-
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TABLEAU 4

Deplacements. Liaisons entre les captures (Xl) et le temps (X2).
Sp : coefficient de correlation des rangs de Spearman. D : durfe du sejour. c : evolution chronoloqique des prelevements. %L : pourcentaqe par
rapport aux laches des recaptures dans lea surfaces G et Ext. \R : pourcentage par rapport l tous les recaptures de ceux des surfaces G et Ext.
%Rg : mime pourcentage pour N. giardi. A : rapport e'ltre la densite de
capture dans la surface PM et cel!e dans la surface G, pour !'ensemble
des animaux. ~ : meme rapport pour les non colores. 0 : significatif au
seuil 0,01. x : significatif au seuil 0,05.

G~iqnon.

X2

Sp

D

0,87°

c

0,87°

D

0,65"

c

0,45

A

D

-0 ,59"

An

D

-0 ,69"

SRg

c

o~n"

Xl
2:L

~R

nombre d'observations

9 {de CD 4 10)

a

(de

co a

lD

sans le 28)
7 (de

co a 28)

La densite de capture des animaux non colores est toujours plus
grande dans la surface G que PM (tableai.; 3, An < 100 ~) 1 cette c::ifference est significative au seuil de 1 % (test binomial : probabilite critique: 2.10- 4 ). ces animaux ont done disparu plus fortement dans la zone
de lAcher. Enfin, le rapport A (tableau 3) des effectifs par m2 des lombriciens captures Ctoutes categories) de PM/G decrolt d'abord jusqu'au
premier mois, i l semble ensuite remonter a\lx trois derniers prelevements.

En definitive, l'apport ponctuel d'une population allcr.htone en
surnombre conduit A : - une migration partielle des allochtones a peu de
distance du l&cher,
- une d.lminution des autochtones au lieu de lAcher.
- un trAs le1:t retour i 1 • equilibre avec une sorte
d'onde de deplacement, cette emigration etant
probablement accompagnee d'une mortalite induite
(cf. Clteaux) (fiq. 5).

FIGURE 4

Densite globale de captur~ au m2 , par zone de prelevement. La
surface des rectangles est proport!onnelle au nombre de captures.
NOlllbres ; Densites. 0 : l'aire de la surface Ext a ete estimee
A 1,2 m2 •
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FIGURE S

Description. schematique 1e l'evoluUon dans le t!!mps de la densite
de capture dans les surfaces PM et G. :A : rapport ~nt~e les densites de capture dans les surfaces PM et G, pour tous le~ animaux
( - ) E:t pour les non colores (----~) .

(n : nombre d 'individus.

d : distance au lieu d'introduction des ..nimaux marques).
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Globalement. la migration 9'observe sur 258 animawc recaptures
dont 69 seulement l'ont ete hors de la surface centrale PM (fig. 4) :
pour un sej~ur moyen de 3 mois et ~emi, seulemen~ 27 ' des marques ont
miare hors de l'aire centrale. La migratlon est done faible et celle
ho;s de l'aire d'expe1ience (environ 2.J m2; a done du etre reduite.
Le resultat en fonction du temps l~aoleau 3) permet de mettre en
une emigration pro9"C"ess!'le des anicaaux marques (tableau 4). Dans
les su=faces G et Ext. le nombre de recaptures cro~t dans le temps (en
moyenne par jour) de 0,12 ' des animaux laches. La pente de la droite de
~e9ression est differente de 0 au seuil S ' (equation : y = 0,123 x + 0,994
y = ~ J x = duree en jours). Cette augmentation se fa!t malgre une surf~ce de recapture peut-itre trcp petite. 1es insuffisances de la methode
au formal et la mortulite avec le temps.
~vidence

TABT..EAU 3

Grignon. Evolution dans le temps des recaptures par surface de prel~ve
ment. D : duree de sejour. PM, G et Ext : surfaces des pr~levemerts (voir
fig. 1;. ' L : recaptures dans les surfaces G et Ext, en pourcentage du
nombre d'animaux lAches. ' R : ~mes recaptures en pourcenta9e du ncmbre
total d'animaux recaptures i. la miime date. An : pourcentaqe de densite de
capture dans la surface PM par rapport a celle dans la surface G pour les
non co lores seuls. A : mAme pourcentage par rapport aux colores et non colores ensemble. Rd : rapport ~ntre la densit~ de recapture dans la surface
PM et cclle dans la surface PM+ G. NG : N. giardi. LT : L. terrestris.
x : donn~e indir.ponible.
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Division d'une bande de preleveme11t en prelevats. Dix prelevats
formol quantitatifs de O,S m2, cinq prelevats quantitatifs b~che
aprAs formol de 0,1 m2 et sept prelevats externes qualitatifs
au formol.

ces phenomenes ne peuvent etre malheureusement distin-

ration par 1nois
ques.

TAQLEAU 1

•
chronologie

Ctteaux. Conditions et
des recaptures. T : temperatare du sol
a 10 cm de profondeu= et temperature moyenne m~nsuelle de l'air (abbaye
de Clteaux). pF du sol a 10 em de profondeur. D: duree de sejour sur le
~errain des animaux recaptures (en jours).
!

N•

T

Date

sol

air

Dec:embre 77
01

11

11

13

21
31
02
12
22

30
31
27
28
13
14
28
29

32

03
13
23
33
04
14
24
34
05
15

Janvier 78

Mars

11

12

Avril

25

22
23

Mai

6

Ju1n

I

D

3
2
2

1

2,4
2,4

46
48

2,4
2,3
2,5
2.e
L', l
2,1
2,2
2,6
2.e

64
, 91
92

4

63

4

nvrier

pF

7
7
10
-107
10
10
8
12
12
14
I 13
21
21

2
I

7

-

7

11os
106
1120
li21
,134
135

2,3 148
2,3
2.6 175
2,5 176
3,0
1190
3,0

12
15

TABLEAU 2
Evolution dans le temps des recaptures de vers marques et des captures
qlobales. Regressions lin~aires ~ y • ax + b. I.e. : intervalles de confiance des coefficients a et b.

.,.rqu••

.,,

' de
recapcurd•
par rap~rt aux l&chif s

•

durlte de •ifjaur

olquaU-

z.c.
Caauil 0,011

.,, • -0,146 x + 40,l
-0,246 c • c -0.0~6
25,8 c b c 54,7

no:llbre

4e v.r• capturds
Ccolorif• ~u nonl

~cal

fivolut:on

chrcnol09~q,..

y. -0,659 • + 388

- 1,237 c • c -0,081
264 c b c 512
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Les aires des trois prelevats de recaptures effectues a chaque
point de 14cher A G~ignon.
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FIGURE 2

L'aire de lacher Caires Zt et Za) et les bandes de prel~vements
pour recapture (les bandes hachurees ont dtd effectivement pr6levees).

pc.~Js relaches dans une petite aire de 0,1 m2 environ differente du lieu
de ca;ture recaptures, selon trois zones concentriques (fiq. 1) l'aire
centrale p~ recouvrant l'aire de rel,cher. Les ~mplacements de !acher
etaient dista~1ts de 7 m les uns des autres. Les dates des l&chers et la
duree du sejour au terrain ont ete fort variables.

L'experience de Cltedwc (departement de la Cote d'Or) a ete faite

~u~ la p~airie servart a la majorite des etudes fonctionnelles de lombric:it. 'l.S (P, 433). C'efllt une pr~~.rie permanente A sol limono-arqileux a
pscud.oqley. Les animaux captures au formal furent colores au VME apres
identification en espaces et stades (Nicodrilus nocturnus (Eva~s, 1940)
N. longus longus (Ude, 1886) ; N. lo~gus rip1cola Bouche, 1972 parmi les

aneciques ; Lumbricus r.astaneus (Saviqny, 1826) epiqe ; enfin, pour les
endoqes, N. caliginosus caliginosu.9 (Savigny, 1826) ; Allolobophora icterica icterica (S4vigny, 1826) et A. rosea rosea (Savigny, 1826)). Au
rel&cher, les an~maux furent re-introduits en 165 points en vidant 165
boltes ayant rer;u S 662 individus marques. Toutes ces boltes ont re~u
uniformement les aneciques mais, faute d'un nombre suffisAnt d'animaux,
seu\ement la moitie d'entre elles ont re~u les autres anilllaux. D'o~ deux
zones differentes dans l'aire de lacher en raison des peuplements introduits, ceux-ci ayant une nature differente (categorie ecologique) et un
niveau different : surcharge moyenne 17 ' mais 22 ' dans la zone 4 faune
totale (Zt) et 13 ' dar.s la zone a a1lochtones exclusivement aneciques
(ZM) (pourc•ntaqes etablis par rapport 4 un peuplement autcchtone de 200
individus/m~) (voir fiq. 2).
Les prelevements ont ete effectues avec la methode formol-heche.
Chaque mois, 4 bandes de 5 m x 1 m ont ete echantillonnees i cheval sur
l'aire de lacher et l'exterieur (2 m 4 l'interieur et 3 ma l'exterieur)
de fa~n a recenser d'eventuels miqrants hors de.l'aire. La disposition
des prelevats est donr1ee fig. 3 et la chronologie tableau 1. Les prelevats quantitatifs sont appeles A, B, c, D, Ea partir de l'axe median de
l'aire, ils sent di~s qualitatifs si l'on y ajoute les animaux recoltes
au mime niveau par rapport a l'axe median, hors du m2 delimite pour la
recapture. Les bandes des ~re1evements n'ont pas toutes ete utilis~es en
raison d'une saison autor.male 1978 extremement seche.
RESULTATS
L!chers ponctuele repetes : Grignon
A Grignon, on observe une baisse de captures des animaux marqu~s
et non marques en fonction du temps (tableau 2). Si l'on admet que les
residus du modf!l.e lineaire utilise sent des variables aleatoires norma1es non correlees et de mime variance (ce que nous n'avons pu verifier),
les coefficients du modele sent significativement differents de zero au
seuil 1 •· Ceci permet de preciser le devenir des animaux marques apres
1e 14cher : 40 ' sont recapturables "au fo:rmcl", 10 'perdent leur coloration. Les 50 • restant sont non extraits du sol ou disparus par mortalite et migration. La diminution dans le temps (evolution chronologique) du
nombre de vers marques et re~aptur~s traduit a la fois un depeuplement
mais aussi souvent !'influence de la secheresse et 1,7 ~de perte de colo-
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS
P. LAVELLE: I have studied earthworm conanunities alonq
a decreasinq rainfall gradient in West Africa.
I find that
the most humid ecosystems have communities composed of r and
K spectes. 'l'hen, when rainfall decreases K species disappear.
Do you think desert ecosy~~ems could be c~nsidered as systems
reducted to r components?·
~.a. WALIMCJRK:
As far as our present knowledge is concerned, I do inde."!d believe that this is the case in hot
deserts. Howev6r, I am not sure that this applies equally
to cold deserts: more data must be obtained from ~hese before
any firm conclusions can be drawn.
!!•.§• GHILAROV: What was the maximum depth of soil layer
you nave ex:unined? In th~ desert microarthropods can exist
at significant depths where conditions are rather stable and
selection is of K-typ~ (Examples of larqer forms are Hemolepistus
woodlice).
J • .!. WALIJfORR:
l: sampled to a depth of 14 cm, and I agree
that this procedure may have neglected deep-dwelling species
which, indeed, :nay be K-selected. However, my primary interest
was with that part of the soil ecosystem assuciated witn the
sur£ace litter and the mineral soil inanediately beneath this
litter, for lt is here that the major part of organic decOlllposition is occurring.
J!. HASSALL: With respect to your suggestion that the
predatory species you described are not food limited, may
there be a parallel here with the herbivore systems in African
grasslands, described by Sinclair (1975) who found that although primary production of food species was well in excess
of the amount consumed by herbivores, the berbi~ores ~ere still
food limited because of seasonal discontinuities of food supply.
l:s there a possibility that food could similarly be limiting
the predatory species in the desert where prey species are
at a minimum e.q. during March?
J.A. WALIMORK: This is possible, but I don't think it
is probable. Xn fact. there is no short answer to this q~estion.
Zn a qlobal sense, Z do believe t~"t herbivores are predatorlimited, rather than food-limited. Again, by the same token.
predators are limited by their food supply in a global sense.
But the desert system that X have been studying, the absence
of a lag phase in prey and predator population increases does
not suggest a negative feedback at the times of population
recruitment. As M. Hassall rightly points out, however, there
may be periods of the year when predators could experience
food shortage, and limiting effects could then come into the
picture. X would suggest that the predatory species Spini-
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bdella cronini responds to this situation in one (or both) of
two ways. Firstly i t does not recruit durinq periods of food
shortage. Secondly, it avoids such periods of ff;od stress
by mobilizinq food reserves laid down during times of plenty.
While I have not been able to demonstrate that S. ci·onirli does
in fact do this, I have established elsewhere that predatory
mites can make this provision.
If .§.. pronini follCT#E this
pattern, it need not experi~nce periods of food str~ss, and
its subsequent fecundity would not be impaired.
B. STEVENSON:
Do seasonal "pulses" in annual desert
climate produce changes in carryinq capacity (e.g. does rainfall increase K for microarthropods)? Is it possible for
arthropods to track (with changes ii-. population density)
changes in K?
!!·~· WALIMORX:
My observat.::.~ns in the Mo;:ave cannot
provide an answer to this question, for I was not able to
establish what was the carrying c~pacity of the system. I
am able to say that population densities of microarthropods
are lower than in cool, moist, temperate ecosystems but the
important part to establish, which I did not, was whether
these densities were low in relation to the carrying capacity:
this determines the type of strategy employed, and if my case
rested on this criterion alone, it would be hardly defensible.
However, i t does not, and in the event, work in progress has
shown that microarthropod densities will ~ncrease in artificially
watered plots, and in sites inanediately subiected to rainfall.
So, the answer to both your questions is an a£firmative: yes,
environn1ental pulses produce chanqes in carrying capacity,
and yes, microarthropods can track these changes. This is
an opportunistic strategy.
,H.J. MJ:TCHELL: Do you have any information on whether
specific population "r 11 or 11 1< 11 characteristics, such as
fecundity or rate of increase have been selected for in the
3rthropod populations?
J.A. WALLWORK: No, the scope of my investigation did
not allow for estimates of fecundity or rates of increase in
populations.

ARTHROPODS AND DETRITUS DECOMPOSITION IN DESERT
ECOSYSTEMS
Walter G. Whitford and Perseu F Santos
Nrw M':r•co Sl11t11 U111Hrsrly

USA
IN'J:RODUCTIO~

The mountain and basin topography of the desert areas of North
America has a profound effect 011 the distribution and redistribution of
dead plant material (litter). ~opography bas an eff•ct on deo~lty and
species composition uf vegetation especially along water courses and
redistribution of litter by sheet flew of water and by wind. Litter
ac~umulates under shrubs and along edges of water courses and is buried
in depressions or where snags, rocks or obstructions create wi.ud and
water eddy currents. Santos, DePree and Whitford (1978) have shown
that tile density and diversity of the soil microarthropod communi.ty
varies directly with the amount of organic 'l'IRt.ter present, hence, are
directly related to topography.
Studies of the soil fauna of the worlds' deserts are limited
(Wallwork, 1970, 1972; Wo:>d, 19-'li Freckman, Mankau, and Ferris, 1975)
and there have be~n no quantitative studies or the role of soil fauna
1.n decomposition and nutrient release from plant 11.tter. In 1977 we
initiated a seri.es of studies to exami.ne the rol&a of various taxa of
desert soil fauna in decomposition and in mineral release processes.
In this paper we review selected portions of tbose studies in order
to illustrate the relationships c1f termites. microarthropods. nematodes
and soil microflora in litter de~omposition in North American desert
ecosystems.
STUDY

SITES

Most studi.es were conducted on the New Mexico State University
Experimental Bauch 40 km NE of Las CrucP.S. NM. The study si.te is an
alluvial pediplain (bajada) of Mt. Summerford drained by a large dry
wash (arroyo) and dissected by numerous smaller arroyos which empty
into the main drainage channP.l. The large arroyo drains into a dry
lake at the base of the water~~ed. The alluvial fan has a vegetative
cover of approximately 27% of which creosotebush, LarreA tridentata,
accounts for 89%. The subdominant shrubs are mesquite, Prosopis
gl.andulosa, 1.05% cover; tarbush, Flourenaia c¥rnua. 1.00% cover and
snakeweed, Gutierrezia spp., 0.6S% cover arP located at the edges or
the arroyos. Summer air temperature maxima vary between -5°C and 10°C.
Mean sU1111Der (May-September) soil temperatures at 10 cm vary between
2S°C ard 37°C in the sUD111Ler months. The 100 year average annual rainfall

+
+
- one standard deviation is 211 - 77 mm (Houghton, 1972) with
that rainfall

o~curring

m~st

of

in July-September from convectional storms.

Four additional siteg were usP.d to ~om.pare microarthropods and
bacteriophagic nematodes in North American hot deserts. Tle Sonoran
desert site is a sloping alluvial pedipiain of the Sierra Estella Mts.
32 km west of Casa Grande, Arizona. The bajada is dissected ~Y several
small arr~yos. The vegetative cover was visually estimated at 2~% with
a mixture of cTeosotebush, La=rr.a tridentata; palo verde, ~ercidium
rd.crophyllum; sagauro cactus, c.~reus giganteus; and ironwood, Olneya
tesota. Summer teu.perature maxima regularly reach 4o•c. Average annual
rainfall is about 2jo mm with both ~inter and summer precipitation.
The Coloradan desert site is 3 km east of Clamis, California on
a gravel-rock p~vement wi~h a sparse (less than SZ) cover of cresotebush,
ironwood and Encelia farinosa. Here the sumner temperature maxima
regularly exceed 4o•c and average rainfall is 68 nm with most of that
falling between Dece1Dher and March.
The Moja~re desert site is 30 km ESE of Boulder City, Nevada on
a gently sloping bajada dissected by numerous small arroyos. Vegetative
cover is around 20% most of which is creosotebush with Yucca schottii as
subdominant. Summer temperature maxima range between 38°C to 40°C;
the average annual precipitation is 131 mm primar1ly in the winter months.
METHODS

All of the decomposition studiee reported herein utilized fiberglas~
mesh bags initially containing 30 gms of litter for surface bags a,d 20
or 30 gms for buried bags. Arthropods were excl~ded from litter bags by
treating the litter with the insecticide chlordane (TM). The litter was
either mixed litter (termite studies) con~aining abou~ 60% creosotebush
(Larrea tride~tata) and pieces of grass and forbs or just creosotebush
litter which consisted of freshly pir.ked, air dried leaves and small
twigs. Bags were placed on the surface under the canopy of creosotebushes
or buried 15 cm below the soil surface under creosotebush canopies.
Microarthropods were extracted in modified Tullgren funnels into
water and counted within 24 hours after ex~raction was completed (usually
72 hours). Nematodes were extracted from the litter by a combination of
the Cobb sieving JM:th~d and the Oostenbrink cotton-wool filter (Nichols.
1975).
Organic matter loss was determined by ashing oven dried contents
in s muffle furnace and correcting for mean initial organic content of
the sample and organic content of the soil in the area where bags wete
placed. Bacterial numbers were estimated by direct counts of cells of
h01110genates of "lant 11lBterial StMined with Acridine orange and counted
with a UV microscope.

RESULTS

In mixed litter during the perio~ of peak surface foraging by
the subterranean temites. Gnathamitermes tubiformans. curface bags
in which termitLs foraged as evidenced by galleries ~elo~ the bags
and carton in the bags. lost 57 .4 ± 7. '/% of the inic.i.al weight, while
bags in which termites were excluded lost 32.3 t 4.6% of the initial
weight. This experiment was conducted from mid-August through Octobar.
+ Litter bags buried from the end cf July through October lost
42 - 10% of the original organic matter. The microarthropod co111111unity
in surface begs during that period was more diverse but the taxa in
buried bag~ occurred in significantly greater densities {Table 1).
Mixed litter buried for 90 days had a fauna dominated by tydeid and
pyemotid mites and Psocuptera. There we~e no clearly dominant
':1licroarthropods in surface litter {Table 1). However, most of the
·surface litter mites were predatory Prostigmata.
TABLE 1. Comparison of microarthropod communities in 30 gms of mixed
creosotebush litter in buried and surface bags July-October. Numbers
are mean num~ers ± standard deviation per bag. Buried N = 10, Surface
N = 8.
TAXA
Cryptostigmata
Oribatid
Prostigmata
Tetranychidae
Tydeidae
Pyemotidae
':arsonemidae
Nanorchestidae
:Sdellidae
Smaridiidae
Cunaxidae
Mesostigmat:a
Rhodocaridae
Laelapidae
PsocoptPrc.
.Liposcelidae
TrogU.dae
Collembola

BURIED

SURFACE

3.8 +
- 0.4

± 0.8
+
3.5 - 3.0
5.3 +
- 2.2
7.8 ± 0.8
4.3 ± 1.2
1.1 :t 0.7
0.8
0.5

1.3

200
499
9

:!:'

35

± 65
± 7.6

*

9 ± 3.3
3.1 ± 1.4

44.4

±

S.3

8.5

±

S.8

3.1 + 1.2
7.4 ± 3.2
0.2 ± 0.2

-

In eitperiments in which we examined the effect of eliminating
on organic matter loss and other components of the
litter decomposer co111111unity, we found that the initial mite colonizers
were tydeid mites wh:ich ent'ered t.he buried litter vithin 5 to 10 days
after burial. After 10 days, insecticide treated bags had significantly
higher populat:Lons of bacteriophagic nemAtodes, lower numbers of bacteria
and significantly less organic matt.er loss (Table 2).
microa~thropods

TABLE 2. The effect of eliminating Tydeidae mites frc~ bLtied litter
on other components of the litter system ar.d on org£>ui.c acetter loss
in 30 gms of creosotebush litte~ buried fur 10 da}~.
UNTREATED
x

+

SD

Tyueidae (no./bag)

85

+

25

Bacteriophagic
Nematodes (no./bag)

109

+

Bacteria (no./gpi litter)
Organic matter loss

-

52
106
3.3 x

20.7

±

2.3%

Insecticide (chlordane)
TREATED
x

+

SD

0
600

2.0
5.6

+
-

225

6

x

10

+

2.sz

Excep~ in the hottest and driest desert, the Coloradan, we found
that eliminating the microarthropods resulted in a significant increase
in free livi.ng nematodes ~Table 3). Buried creosotebush litter in the
Coloradan desert also had significantly lower microarthropod po~ulations
tha~ in the other
hot deserts. The faunas ir buried litter in the
Sonoran, Mojave and Coloradan deserts differed from the Chihuahuan by the
absence of tarsonemids which were the most numerous mites in the material
from the Las Cruces, NM area (Table 3). Also liposcelid psocopterans
were absent in the ::..ro month buried bags from the Chihuabuan area d.nd
predominant in the buried bags from the other deserts {Table 3). However,
liposcelid psocopterans were present in the Caihuahuan area in t.hree
month buried bags (unpublished data) and were always found associated
with collembolans which were not present in the other des~rts.
Baphignathidae are the most coDDDOn predators in the Sonoran, Mojave and
Coloradan deserts (Table 3). There was a great diversity of predatory
mites in the Chihuahuan desert. R.aphignathids were part of th~ predatory
complex in bags buried for 90 days in the Chihuahuan desert area
(unpublished data). The taxon common to all of the deserts in the two
month buried bags was the tydeid mites which are the first colonizer and
apparent nematode predators.
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TABLE 3. A comparison of free living nematodes and aoi.l microarthropods extracted from buried 20 gm
creosotebuab litter in ~elected North Ameri~an desert sites. Numbers rep~rted are numbe~s per litter
bag. 'lWo litter bags from each site were extracted for ne"llltodes and three extracted for mircoarthropoda.
Chihuahuan
Las Cruces, NM
Nematodes (NT)
Nematodes (IT)
Tydeidae
Tarsonemidae

50- 161

1937-2155
156 36

±
7345 ± 1681

Ba:>hignathidae
Llposc~lidae (Psocoptera) Other predatory mites

Sonorar.
Casa Grande,
Arizona
394- 1050
lj395-11164
17.3 +
- 4.2
17

153
461 :!: 167

Period March 14, 1979 to June 1979.

'.t

S.5

± 87

Coloradan
Glamis,
Califomia

Mojave
Boulder City,
Nevada

416-3774
968-1050

3600- 3878
11800-12408

3.3 +
- 1.52

8.25 +
- 5. 56

•

19.5 +
- 13.4

± 2.3

l2b

1.3 .:. .57

12

± 7S

DISCUSSION
Johnson and Whitford (1975) estimated that on the Jo~da
subterranean termites consumed 5.6 x 106 cal•ha-1 and that total
detrital input including cattle dung and rabbit fecas was 10.3 x
106 cal-ha-1. 'I'heir estimates wer~ based on paper consumed from
toilet paper roll ba:l.ts. i'owler and Whitford (unpublished data)
showed that termites did not utiliz~ creosotebush leaf litter.
Data reported here suggests that termites harvested the annual
forb-pnrts and bits of grass from the mixed lit~er. leav~ng the
creosutebush leaves to be broken down by the other desert litter
feeders. Gnathamite~-mes tubiformaus builds gallery tunnels into
surface accumulations of litter and tranaport~ pieces of litter
material to so1DG unknown depth in the soil. In late sulllller and
autumn when relative humidity varies between 50% and saturation.
G. tubiformans builds galleries around standing dead vegetation
which is completely harvested. l·owever. since aonual forb
production is only around 4 kg·ha-1 ~epending on rainfall (Whitford.
1973). organisms that process the !eaves of creosotehush must be
more important to the nut:rient. cycling economy of this system
than the subterranean tel:11d.tes. Data on forage select:lon of B_.
tubiformans suggests that the consumption ~ates estimated from
bait rolls overestimate consumption of natural plant materials.
However, these must be co1,sidered tentative conclusions and must
await additional data on the role of termites on decomposition
processes.
Although there was a higne% diversity of microarthropods
in surface litter bags than in buried bags in late summer.
microarthropods are completely absent from surface litt~r during
some parts of the year. It is possible that there is a diel
migration of microarthropods from the soil into surface litter
and back into the soil depending upon the moisture and thermal
gradients between soil and litter. The predominance of predatory
mites in surface litcer suggests that there may be significant
populations cf nematodes in surface litter but this remains to be
doeumetated. 'I'he predom:inance of tydetd. tarsouemid and pyemotid
mites in buried litter and the h{sher population numbers probably
result from the mere constant ~nd favorable temperature and
moisture conditions of buried litter in comparis~n to surface
litter.
We have both indirect and direct evidence that tydeid mites
prey on nematodes. I.n the mite exclusion experiments, ilacteriophagic
nematode numbers were 6X greater in the insecticide treated bags
when tydeid mites were excluded. We have observed tydeid sites
feed:l.ng on nematodes in laboratory culture. We suggest that these
mites affect organic matter breakdown. by preying on bacteriophagic
nematodes which reduce the primary decomposers: the bacteria.
The %eciprocal relationship between mites and nematodes is
co11D110n to the wetter r.orth American deserts but appears to break
down in the driest deoert:s. At the time of this "1riting climatological
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data for the Arizona 'nd Nevada re~orting stations was available
only through March 1979 (Nation.a! Oceanic and Atmospheric Adlainistration Climatological Data, National Climatic Center, Ashville,
NC). The March data show Casa Grande, Arizona receivi:ig 30.2 mm
of rainfall above normal, Boulder City, Nevada receiving 28.2 mm
above normal and Yuma, Arizona (nearest Teporting station to Glami.s,
Calitornia) receiving normal rainfall. Ra1.ufall dur1.ng March-May
on the Jornada was more than 60 mm above avf!rage. The differr.lces
in mite taunas ln the litter buried in these areas from mid-March
lhrough May undoubtedly reflect that rainfall.
It is also possible that the higher temperature in the
Moja' ~. Sonoran and Coloradan deserts in addition to moist soils
reFulted in ra~id decomposition of the creosotebush litter. Santos
and Whitford (unpublished data) have shown a succession in soil
microarthropods associated with the degree of organic matter breakdown. The litter communities in the othex hot deserts with the
large nlmibers of psocoptera are similar to comnunities found in
litter buried in the Chihuahuan desert for 90 days in the summer.
Many of tres~ questions will be answered when more complete data
a~e avai.lable in a comparison of the hot deserts.
The data presented and discussed here allow us to produce a
tentative picture of the trophic relationships and dynamics of
desert litter processors (Figure 1). Whera present, subterranean
t~rmites probably process a significant proportion ot standing dead
annual3 and grasses as well as the fecal material from cattle and
lagamorphs. The relative amounts and types of litter consumed
require study in other deserts. When termites ha-rvest mateTial from
the surface that material is translocated to some as yet undetermined
depth in the 30il where it is converted to termite biomass. The
depth and location of termite colonies in the desert soil thus
determine where these energy ann nutrient sinks are located. Returns
to the shallow soil occur via predation on termite workers by lizards
and ants and by death of alates. We know very little about the size
of these fluxes and although we are currently studying them, it will
be several years before we can make an accurate asseRs'lll8Dt of the ro~e
of termites in decomposition and nutrient release in desert ecosystems.
The processing of leaf litter on the soil surf ace is also not
well understood. We knov that organic matter loss from surface litter
occurs at rates similar to that of buried litter for the same ti£le
periods and that durinz wet periods there is a comple~ mite fauna in
the sur!ace litter. Also we have recent evidence that nematodes are
present in dry mixed creosotebush litter (unpublisned observations in
collaboration with D. Freckman). We hypothesize thac thr processing
of surface litter is the same as buried litter (Figure 1) and that
there are diel migrations of mites ancl neciatodes into and out of the
litter dependent upon moisture conditions in the litter and soil.
Studies are in progress to examine these relationships.
The processing of buried litter and annual roots is the most
completely studied part of the system {Figure 1). Our data tndicate

that the initia.1 decomposition (organic matter loss) is duP. to
bacterial activity. Although fungi are present the fungi do not
sppear to be contributing very much to initiai COz production and
organic matter breakdown. Protozoans and bacteriophagic nematodes
enter buried litter and establish lar~e populations within a f P.W
days after litter is buried. The populations of nematodes are
initially controlled by tydeid mites. Afte~ approximately 30% of
the or. ginal Jrganic matter has disapp•!arr.:d, fungivorous tarsonemid
and/or pyemotid mi.tes begin grazing on t.::~ fungi and fungivorous
nematode populations increase. In later stages of decomposition
predatory Gamasina mite populations increase and they reduce rhe
grazing mite populati~ns as well as the ft~e living nematodes. In
late stages of decomposition, psocopterans and collembolans make
up a substantial part of the leaf litter community (Figure 1) • We
have no data on the trnphic relationships of psocopterans and
collembolans in desert litter communities.
The limited data from the other North American hot deserts
suggests many simllarities in the litter community structure and
processing of dead plant material. We expect the similarities to
bL great and for the differences to be 1.nstructive.
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APPENDIX I.
List of scientific names of plants and families of arthropods.
Plants
Cercidium microPbyllum (Torreynum)
Cereus giganteus (Engelman)
Encelia farinosa (Gray)
Flourensia cernua (DC.)
Gutierre:ia spp. (Brlcton cll\d Rusby)
Larrea tridentata (Coville)
Olneya tesota (Gray)
!!:!!:!:!, schottii (Engelman)

Arthropods
Acari
Bdellidae (Duges)
Cun&:"Lidae (Thor)
Laalapidae (Berlese)
Nanor~hestidae (Grandj~an)

Oribatid (Duges)
Pyemotidae (Oudemans)
Baphignathidae (Kramer)
Rhodacaridc: e (Oudemans)
Smaridiid~e

((Kramer)
Tarsonemidae (Kramer)
Tetranychidae (Donnadieu)
Tydefdae (Kramer)
lnsecta
lSOPt!!!,
Cnathamitermes tubiformans (Buckley)
Psocoptera
Liposcelidae
Trogiidae

SOIL ANIMAL SPECIES DIVERSITY IN A SEPARATED DUNE
GRASSLAND ECOSYSTEM
Ryszard K. Cykowski
lnshlulr of Biology WSP
Polnn4

INTRODUCTION

Faunal investigations of isolated dune biotopes provide much important information for rational management of
natural resources. They ensure a better analysis of the
fauna-floristic comp1exity and the regulation mechanism of
ecosystems productivity.
The purpose of the present investigation was the analyR~a
of:
l) horizontal and vertical distribution of soil fauna dependinq on its directional exposure and the height of
a grey dune,
2)
quantitative and qualitative changes of the developmental
forms (larvae and pupae) of soil entomofaun3,
3)
the structure of dominance and species density of soil
fauna in the isoiated dune ecosystem.

METHODS
The investigations in June and July 1976 - 1978 followed
preliminary observations in 1975. Soil sampling after Ghilarov
1965 was the method applied here and 144 samples each o.s x
0,5 m by 30 cm deep including the vertical distribution of
0-10, 10-20 and 20-JO cm were collected.
The isolated dune 'liiotope studied is one of the highest
altitude) in the Czoa:pi.~skie Dunes situated in sa:owi:dski
National Park. The flora of this biotope represented a typic&l complex of qrey dunes called Elymo-Ammophiletum Festucetosum arenariae by Wojterski (1964).
(SO

Pl

Twelve investigation sites were set up jn this ecosystem, 3 .:each to analyse the north, south, east., and west
sides of the dune: also the foot, the middle and the top
of the isolated dune biotope were san1plec.
RESULTS

ties
tive
dune
(3%)

No marked differences among the soil f~unal cormnuniof isolated dune biotope were observed in the respec-years. Among animal communities coexisting in sandy
soil the Coleoptera (95%) dominated over the Lepidoptera
and Diptera (2%) (Figure 1).

Among developmental forms of soil entomofauna imagines
compriPing (81%), Malachius aeneus L •• Philopedon plaqiatus
Schall. and Aeqialia arenaria Fbr. dominated ovP.r the larv?.1
forms (11%) Anomala aenea Deg. P. plaqiatus, Polyphylla
fullo L. and pupal forms (8%) A. aenea, .R,. plaqiatus forms.
Vertical distribution analysis showed that 81% of
soil fauna was found in 0-10 cm, 17" in 10-20 cm and 2%
in 20··30 cm samples (Figure 1). Malachius aeneus, P. plagiatus
and Coccinella septempunctata L. were the dominant species
in the 0-10 cm samples, while P. plaqiatus, A. aenea and A.
arenaria in the 10-20 cm samples and P. plaqiatus and ~aenea in 20-30 cm strata.
Soil fauna was concentrated mostly at the foot of the
dune biotope (81%), fewer in the middle (11%) and the least
at the top (G%) (Fiqure 2). At the foot of the dune such
species as .R.· plagiatus, c. septempunctata and A· arenaria
were predominant whereas M. aeneus and P. plaqiatus in the
middle, and M. aeneus, A. arenaria at the top.
Summing up, the species composition of the following
soil fauna, .f. plaqiatus (21%), Malachius aeneus (17%), fl.
arenaria (14%), c. septempunctata (12"), ,a. aenea.(9") and
Qemetrias monostigma Sam. (5%), were the predominant species
(over 5" dominance). These species were found most often in
the south side of the dune (38"), less in the east (33") and
'the least in the west (18%) and north (11%) (Fiqure 3).
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CONCENTRATION OF SOIL FAUNA, VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION
AND DEVEU>PMENTAL FORMS OF SOIL FAUNA IN ISOLATED
DUNE ECOSYSTEM..

F(Ut.)

Figure 2:

CONCENTRATION OF SO:IL FAUNA AT THE FOOT (P), IN THE
MIDDLE (M) MD AT THE TOP (T) OF AN ISOLATED DUNE
BIOTOPE (%) •
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Figure 3:

DISTRIBUTION OF SOIL FAUNA ON TSE SIDES OF TBE
LSOLATED DUNE ECOSYSTEM (%).

Soil fauna density a.~alysis (individuals/m 2 ) showed
that tbe density coef~icient was the highest, 9, on the south
side a~ che foot of dune biotope, 8 in the middle, and ~ at
the top. On the east side likewise, 9 at the foot, 5 in the
middle, and 5 at the top. On the west si~e at the foot the
density coefficient was 6 and 2 in the middle and at the toF•
and on the north 2 at all three levels (Figure 4).
Varied species dominance was distinquished when analysing
the directional sides of the dune. Philopedon plaqiatus was
dominant on the south, A•. aenea on the east, A· Arenaria and
c. septempunctata on the north, and .A· arenaria on the west1side.
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. _...,,
Fiqure 4:

DSNSITY COEFFICIENT ON DUNE SIDES AT THE POOT, IN
'l'H:€ MIDDLE AND AT THE TOP OF ISOLATED DUNE ECOSYSTEM
(individuals/m 2 ).
RECAPITULATION

The investiqation gave information about faunal communities in sandy soil of a isolated dune qrassland ecosyLtem
(E1ymo-.Amm.ophi1etum). Coleoptera prevailed among soil faunal
communities (95%). Fauna was concentrated mostly in soil 0-10 cm
deep, particularly on the south and east sides a.t the foot of
the isolated dune ~cosystem. On the south side 0£ dune biotope, Philopedon plagiatus was the predominant species whereas Anoma1a a9nea on the east side, Aegialia A!'..enaria on the
west and A. arenaria aud c. septempunctata,, were dominant on
the north side.
The above mentioned faur!al communities are determined
by weather conditions such as winds, air-temperature and inso1ation.
In spite of do3linance of phytophages (51%) no
deleterious influence dangerous to fauna of isolated dune
ecosystem has been observed s~ far.
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DIVERSITY TRENDS AMONG THE INVERTEBRATE lirTER
DECOMPOSERS OF A SUBALPINE SPRUCE-FIR SERE: A TEST
Of ODUM'S HYPOTHESES
Lloyd W. Bennett and Richard T.

Vett~r

Utah Stair l!niiirrsitv

USA

In 1969 Eugene Odum propounded 24 attributes of ecosystems which,
thec..retically, w1dergo systematic change during suc~ession. The attributes are grouped int.:) th-=: following categories: community energe';ics,
community structure, life history, nutrient cyc1ing, selecti~n _pressure
a.nd overall homeostasis. Most of the predicted trends are at least
potentially testable, while a few are basicA.lly vague. 'l'o date the
testa~le bypotheses have not been tested en mass on one ecosystem
involving a straightf'orva.rd succession. Fu'!'ther, no studies have
addressed them in which essentially a11 higher taxa have been studied
3im.ultaneously. Clearly bef'o-e Odum' s hypotheses can form a ".>as is for
understanding successinnal trends of' ecosystems, taeir validity must be
determined. Preliminary resu1ts of a study of invertebrate litter
decam.posers reported here represent part of a large-scale effort to test
most of Odum's hyJlotheses simultaneously utilizing data on all important
ts.xa present within a subalpine spruce-fir successional ~equenc~.

MATERIALS AND M:!:THODS

The study area was located in the Wasatch Mounta.ins of northern
Utah, U.S.A., &t elevations between 2550 m &nd 2600 m. Study plots were
established atop e.n undissected plateau-like ridge or gentle topography.
Further details of the a.rea were discussed by Schimpf, Henderson and
MacMa.hon ( 1980) •
The successional sequence studied and believed to be a. cbronosequence (Schimpf et al., 1980) 1 began with herb-dominated meado:vs which
were invaded by quaking aspen ( Populus trcmuloides) • The .latter were,
in turn, invaded and replaced by aubalpine fir (Abies lasioc~r;pa) which
was succeeded by Engelmann sprucP. (!:.!.£!!. ene;el.mazl'!iffi". A mixed sprucef'ir forest was tt.e apparent local climax.
Three replicate seres were selected for detailed study. Wi thi11
each sere, plots measuring 20 m. by 25 m were established. Each plot
was divided with twine into square meter &rE''l.9
Each square meter from
which t:amples were taken va.s selected from :oordinates generated by a
computer-run, rarldam numbers program. Numbers were generated without

replacement so that no square meter was sampled more than once. During
the summer the three replicatej were sampled on a 3-week rotation. Two
or the replicate seres ver~ sampled only during snow-free conditions.
One, designated Cattle Gm.rd, was also sampled durin& winter at 3-week
intervals for the moderate snow depths (1.5 m) which prevailed during
the time interval herein reported. The present report spans the dates
from 4 August 1976 to 16 A~s~ 1977. It must be noted that after
11 November 1976, analyses of nll sample periods for vhich samples were
collected were not available.
Samples were collecte~ with ~ hand-operated, garden-type corir.g
device with a cross-sectional t..reB of 38 cm2. Cores extended through
the litter layer, if present, and 5 cm into the mtneral soil. The litter portion was removed by hand and placed in a plastic bag. The remaining soi1 was placed in a seperate bag. Four cores were collected from
the centers of ~he 4 quadrates composing the square meter. All litter
thus collected f'rom a square meter was placed in a single b&g ar..d mixed.
T'ne soil was treated similarly. For a given sample date, vi.thin each
seral stage 5 square meters vere sampled. Since the meadows l&cked
J.itter, a given sample date is represented by 35 samples. The samples
were returned t~ the laboratory and pTocessed imB.ediatel~.
The samples were first weighed and weighed subportions Temoved
for extraction of nematodes. The remainder vas used for extrsction of
arthropods. Nematodes were extracted ty a techr.ique essen+.ially
identical to that of Uhlig (1966, 1968). Other prccedures, based on
flotation of the nematodes on various soluticns, vere tried but vere
found to be ineffective for samples containing appreciable quantities
of' litter. Arthropods were extracted using Tullgren funnels. Extractions were analyzed by assigning indi.ridual .,rganisms to an "opereti:.g
taxonomic unit" or species and maldng counts within each su-:h •init.
This procedure we.a necescary due to the apparent nbun.lance of undescribed
taxa. The data were st:ired on magnetic tape for subsequeni; coll!..r,.'Uter
analysis. Fo't" the present prel.iminary ar1alysis, data for the litter and
soil portions of each sampl-: were combined. For each serel. stage for
each date, and separately for nematodes and arthropods, tbe total aumber
of species, the Shannon-Wiener index of diversity (H') a.nil the index of
equitability (J) were calculated. The results are presented gra.phically
in figures 1-6.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Odum.'s hypOtheses eight and nine, respectively, predict that
species diversity (variety component) and specie£ diversity (equitability com.r.onent) should proceed from low to high across succession.
Th<! variety comp>nent itself" is here resolved lnto two components:

tota1 number o:t' species (species richness) and H', the Shannon-Wiener
information diversity index. For nematodes, the s~ecies ricr~~ess
(figure 1) in the meado'W9 ranged between 6 and 22 anc'I., except :t'or a
slight overlap on two dates, is clearly less than in the other seral
stages. Species richness in ~he aspen, fir and spruce vere similar
and rariged between 26 and 45. For some dates the number were rather
different; however, from one d~te t~ another the tree ~tage vitb
maximum, intermediate and m:!.nimum numbers of species changed. The
Shannon-Wiener index for nematodes ('figure 2) vari.ed from 0.7 to 1.3
and generally reveals no clear-cut differences between the seral
stages, except possibly that the va.J.ue ~or the meadows vas somewhat
less. The order of seral stages with maximum to minimum clearly
changed from date to date. The index of equitability, J, (figure 3) 1
ranged from 0.56 to 0.95. Again, no clear trends were evident with
the ceral stage order of max:immr. to minimum .J varying across the
sample dates.

Spec les r ic:bness for the arthropods (figure 4) varied between
and 54. Values in the 20.eadovs vere consistently less than in otaer
stages for the same date and did not overlap with them. In the aspen,
fir and spruce stages the numbers were higher with the stage order of
maJLimum t;O minimum varying from date to "late. H' (figure 5) varied
from 0.2 to 1.4 with values in the meadows general.ly lower than in the
other seral stages and much more erratic. Values in the tree stages
were higher and less erratic. Furtheir, the order of maxi.mum to minimum
values in the tree stages varied across the sampling dates. Equjtability,
Js ranged between 0.0 and 1.0. The values were highly erratic in the
meadows; otherwise no clear-cut trends were evident. The seral stage
order of maximum to minimum values 'for all 'four stages changed across
sample dates.
l.

Species richness tor both nematodes and arthropods (figures 1
and 4) were generally lower for the meadows; however, no successional
pattern was evident for the aspen, fir and spruce stae;es. The values
of H' (figures 2 and 5) were somewhat lover in the meadows with no
emersent pattern in the tree stages. These results appear to contradict
Odum's hypothesis concerning the variety component of' diversity. The
values of' the equitability componet1t, J, (figures 3 and 6) for both
nematodes and rthropods revealed no clear s1tccessional tre11ds. Therefore, these data seem to contradict Odum's bypot~esis relating to the
equitability component of diversity. For th.:!se preliminary analysE"s
great caution must be exercised in reaching any firm conclusions. Subsequent calculations will be perfo:rJDed on the separate soil a;,1d litter
faunas. PUrther, the effects of varying litter amounts among the
actual sites sampled, water content, temperature and season will be
assessed. !t is possible that these more detailed analyses '\.'ill reveal
more clear-cut trends with which to test Odum's hypotheses.
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FIGURE 1.

Species richness for nematodes.
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Species richness for arthropods.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

J. CURRY: Could you comment on the biological significance of H' as a measure of diversity in view of the
rather anomalous results it appears to give in your data
when the meadow community is compared with those in the
spruce-fir sites?
L.W. BENNE'rl': H', an ir•formation index of diversity,
is not especially intuitive in a bio1oqical sense. It
requires much more thought to make an adequate response.
J.A. ADDISON: Were all your sites at the same elevation
or were you looking at changes along an elevational gradient?
L.W. BENNETT: All sampling sites were within ca. 100 m
of 2,500 m elevation.
R· FRECl<MAN: Sample si.ze? determinatio'n of extraction
efficiency? Does your method select for certain TG? What
does TG {community structure) look like?
L.,!!. BENHE'l'T: Sample size: ca. 38 cm 2 of soil to a depth
of 5 cm and through whatever depth of litter. Samples were
taken from 5 randomly chosen square me~ers from each seral
stage on a 3 week rotation. Extraction efficiency: Rough
e8timates at present suggest approximately & 75% efficiency
for most nematode groups using the 'Uhlig method.
(community
structure will be discussed in subsequent papers).

J!. STEVENSON: It would seem to me that changes in the
components of H' (equitability and richness) would vary
annually due to organic matter decomposition. Did you analyse
and/or control for these c~anges?
.!!-~- BENNETT:
Data for such analyses were collected but
have not yet been fed to th~ computer! They will be very soon.
v. HUHTA: X can give somP- additional information. We
have investigated the effects of clear-cutting on soil animal
communities in Finland. Coleoptera and Araneae were identified.
After cl~ar-cuttin9. the diversity in tbe spider community
was increasing in southern Finland but decreasing in northern
Finland. The diversity of the coleopteran community was decreasing in southern Finalnd but increasing in northern Finland. No conclusions could be made.
L.!!. BENNETT: It is quite possible that species richness
for a given taxocene may increase or decrease depending on
local conditions and the species available for colonization.

SYNECOLOGY OF FOREST SOIL ORIBATID MITES OF

BELGIUM.
I. The ZOO SOCIOLOGICAL CLASSES.
Georges Wauthy and Philippe Lebrun
Laboraloirr d'Ecologrr Grnmdr E.t Etptr1rirntalr
Btlg11on

Thia article is the first part of' a aynccolocical analysis
carried ~ut on thirty taxocenoses of' Oribatid mitoa 1ivinc in
tile 01·gan:Lc horizons of' tile soi:! s of' deciduous £orests in Hel.cium.

Any aynecolocica1 analysis requires, f'irst of' all, rcprcsento~ive
and surf'icient inrormation about th~ physiognomica1 structure of'
the taxocenoses. The f'irst chapter or this article shows how we
got the inf'ormation and how we presented i t in the rorm or zooeociologica1 rel.eves.
Then, any synecoloeical step includes the delimitation of' releves
groups which have the same zoological composition and f'orm zoosocio1ogica1 cl.asses. Finally, a list or species results rrom
this collection of' re1P.,•es. These :;p"lcies are int'l.ucnced by the
same environment and de:fine an original combination or species
Vh:lch f'orms an ecological group ( GOUNOT, 1969 ).
The second chapter of' this article deals with the delimiof' the zoosociological classes or rel.eve•.

~ation

CHAPTER 1. - THE RELEVES.
1. The biogeocenoses.
Bef'ore beginning the analysis, we decided to choose sites
which were comparatively undamaged and not very inf'luenced by
man. These sites ve have chosen tend to show the ~iversity or
~he deciduous vegetation of' Belgium. ~n this way, our conclusions
wi11 be generalized to the whole taxocenoses of' Oribatids o~ the
organic horizons or deciduous vecctation of' the country.
As the figure 1 shows it, the organic horizons we have met
can be divided into f'our princ1pa1 types according co their
morphological. structure and a f'ew pl_?ysico-cllemical characteristics
conaidered to be signif'icant ( A"lJBXENA 1 1950 and DELECOUR, 1978 ).
The organic horizons with cal.cic mu11 are ~ound on ca1careous
outcrops or chalks. The soils where they are f'~unc:l al.ways have
a good chem~ca1 f'ertil.i~y and undergo a long period of' drought
in summer. The studied ca1cico1e vegetations, all. of' them being
medio-european climax beechwoods of' the Fa~ion, are loca~ed in
Thynes ( nr. 1 ; plateau of' tho Condroz ; 1 0 ai ), Remersdael
( 2 ; Entre-Vesdre-et-Meuse ; 215 m ) , Cru11et ( l. ; Cond.raz ;
196 m ) 1 Dourbes ( .i ; Famenne ; 160 m ) and >lo.rche-1es-Damea
( 2_; Heuse trench ; 120 m ) •
The organic harizo'ns with non-calcic mull such as those
modor-mor can be f'ound on soils presenting a wide ranee of'
f'ertility and moisture conditions. However, the decomposition
processes ( in the widust sense ) or the orsanic matter are more
rapid f'or the ~irst ones than ~or the second ones,f'or there is
a .!l! horizon 1 in the DADEL 1 s moaning ( 1971 ).
Some vesetations ~ro ~limax phytoceno&~S or the Fayion and
ue:rcion. Tho f'irst ones are situated in Marnef"r•
9 ; Jlesbaye ;
1b9 m • Mont-st-Aubert ( 11 : hainault loessic rer.ion ; l:i8 m ) ,
Rouyet ( 1) i Famenne ; 242'"m ) , Bohan ( 1-4 ; southern Ardonne r
31.5 m ) 1 Xii:nevoie ( 1 5 ; Condroz ; 246 m ) , Fouron-St-1'1artin
( 21 ; Entre-Veadrc-at-1'1euse ; 250 m ) , J::upan ( 22 i Hertocenwald 1
nori.hcrn Ardenne ; 420 m ) • The second ones havebcen f'ourad in
vi~h
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Pieyre 1. - Groupinc or sites accordinr, to tlae humus cntccory,
tho pedolor,icul close, r~rt.1.lit.y nnd the hydrous
nat.ura or tho soil. Mention or the phytoaociolocicr.1
and chorolor.ical position of their phytoconosis. -Podolocical class 1 ~. calcimacnosic I ll• hydromorphic 1 B, brown i ND, not very developed ; PD,
podzoU.e" brown 1 ! , put. - H)·dro\:S ovaluation: fil?•
good internal dro.ir.inc r DD, def'i~ieut in1.ornal
draining s ,! 1 tluctuatin~-;iydroua conditions ; !.!•
moist. - Phytoso~iolc.RY 1 F, Facion ; c, Carpinion
PC, Fraxin:lo-Carpinion 1 Q-; Quercion 1-b A:\nion
ilutinoaae I V1 Vaccinio-piceion.- CboroloCY 1 A,
association o1 the atlantic province i l!.1 associa-:"
tion of' the medio-european province.
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Cu1-dea-Sarts ( 23 ; southorn A:rdennp ; 359 m \, Ham-surHoure ( 24 ; hni"iiii'ul t alluvin1 resion ; 177 m ) , Ancleur ( 26 l
Conclroz ; 170 m ), Ruien ( ~ ; coarae•loRmy Flanders ; 127 m J•
The other ver.etati.ons ere cd.iphic cl.~ma.x e.nd i"all into the
Carpinion or 1.hc Qucrci :n. "!"he f'irst one• n.r6 located in Jloba.y1a•V1eil.le ( .§.. ; Lo:r r1:t..i.11c:- ; ]Ol m ) , Arquenncs ( 1._; brabant.
1oessic recion r 107 m ) t 1''roid chapel.1e ( .!. ; l•'•.cne · of' tho EntreSambre-et.-~icuse ; 235 m J, Ancre ( 10 ; haino.ult loessic: rosion ;
88 m ), Tarcicnnes ( 12 ; brabant 1oessic recion ; 230 m ), Sadzot
( 16 ; western Ardenn'C""; 370 m ), Yaillet ( 17 ; Famenne ; 226 m ),
£ucie~ \ 18 ; hainault loessic resion ; 1)8 ri'"""). The second ode&
can be f'ound in Grand-Lecz ( 19 ; Hcsbaye ; 173 m ), Houthulst
( 20 ; coarse-loamy Fl.anders ;-15 m ), Courriore ( 25 ; Condroz
267 m ) , Eupen ( ..!!! ; Brachkopf', nortlae:rn Ardenne ;5.lt S m ) •
'ID this last bioceocenosis, the humus is a peculiar mor ; th&
thickness or the or~anic horizons does not excee~ S cm and moreover,
the C/N ra~~o is rath~r weak ( ! 16 ) 1 this i& why the humus oi"
tJ.is ai.te bears a resemb1ance to the moder.
The 1wo peat organ:l.c hor:lzona we have met be:.W.ong to b:l.oceocenoses whose botan:lcal. compos:lt:l.on o1'1'ers great di1'i"erences.
This is due to the f'act that the s:l.te of' Mal.empr-' ( 29 ; central.
Ardezme ; 425 m ) is f'ull. of ferruginous water streaiiiiets wheread
:ln the site of' Roumont ( )0 ; centra1 Ardenne ; ~11 m ) the surf'Mce
bor:lzons of' the cso:l.1 are 0n1y £ed with the water of' rai.ns and snow.
Let us po:lnt out that two phytocenoses are enc1aves of'
atlant:l.c groups :l.n the medio-european 1,rov:lnce. 'ftle phytocenoses
in question ar~ n~..!,i and n~ 29. Xn both cases, particu1ar edaphic
condition& ( moist and g1eyi£:led limon on the surface in the site
Dr. 25 ; permanent runnels on the suri"ace in the site nr. 29 ) can
pro'Ve the transgressior.:: ( SOUuNEZ, 19?4 ).
--

2. Eco1osica1 specie• of' Oribatids.
'l'be def':l.nit:l.on of' the syatemat:l.c un:lts we have retained,
UD:l.ts vh:lch we th:lnk to be the smal.l.est taxonomical ent:lties
present:lng an ecologic61 unity ( TUFFEnY & VERNEAUX, 1968 ), is
baaed on the neotanic concept o~ the Acarida devel.ored by GRANDJEAN
( 19]8 ). Ve associate to the phy1ogenet:l.c :l.ndcpendence between
adults and immatures proved by this author ( 1947 a ) an ecul.ogical independence pointed out by TRAVE ( 1964 ).
Larvae, nymphs and adul.ts are f'ul1 ecologica1 species.and we P>SSisn
a dist:lnct zoosociol~cical part to them. There are 357 ecological.
specie• 0£ Or:lbatids.

3. Sampling.
The rel.eves constituting has been realized in accorc!.ancc
v:lth the • pe~ite• i"aunes n method of' CRANDJE.AH ( 1947 ~ ). Th~~
me~hod advocRtes the concentraticn ~f the col.lecting p1accs in
sma11 areas wh~cb hnve been chosen with caTa.
Our know1cdce does not enab1e us to estimate the biotic homogeneity ( GOUNOT, 1969 ) of any taxocenosis of Oribatids. This
1.a why we decided to reduce 't::ti.e suri"ace oi" t.he samplinc areas
to a minimum. J:n this way, we hoped to 1neet biot.opes whose l.if"e
conditions were not vory heteroceneous ! C/..NCELA DA FONS~CA &
V.ANKXEll, 1969 ). ln view oi" the dimensions oC the Oribatid mi.tu&
and the parccllinc oi" the herbaceous t.apetwn of" our f'orests,
ve decided the samplinc area of' each site to be a small. area of'

hcrbo.ceoua vecctation typica1 o!' the phytocenosis.
J.n each sa1n1>linc urea.. ve have distin{;U:l.shcd the taxocenoses of" t.ho " l:l.tt.er 11 hubitats rrom t.hosc or the " humus "
habitats.· J.n the non-peaty f"orests, tllc " litter " luibit.oit.
consists 01' surf"ace holorcanic 1nycrs inclu~inc the Cf"7 micro1ayer ii it t..xists. T11c " humus " habitat con=;.ists 0T"""tl1c 011 or
Ah surf'ace micro-lc.yers ( + 1 cm thick ) accorcling to the humus
';;Btecorie11. J'n peaty f"o:r·ests, we l1ave chosen the ~ layor as
" litter 111 habitat and ~he surf'ace part o!' the 11h-norizon as
n hwnus " habitat because these two horizons exhibit a morpho,1.ogical d:l.£continuity state si.m:l.1ar to the one observed between
the " 1:ltter • and " humus " habitats of' the other ncm-peaty
biogeocenoses.

The samplinc has been made in spring aAd ~n !'a11. Wo have
chosen t.hese two seasons !"or we observe a density f'orester
optimao in summer and in spring f'or the " litter " habitats and
i.n !'a11 f'or the 11 humus • habitats ( LEBRUN, 1964 ).

4.

The three types of" relev,s.

On the who1e, twenty samp1es have been taken :in each area.
apecific and n~. erica1 1:1.sts Qf" these samp1ea have been ~ut
together to f'orm three releves by biogeocenosis : a " 1:1.tte:r "
re1t've, a " humus " rcleve and a 11 hem1eciaph:lc " Televe ~oncerning
the Oribatids 1iv:i.ng bo10h :i.n the t1 1itter t1 and " humu:a " habitats.
The • hem1edaph:lc " releve is a kind of' zoosociological ref"erence
standard since important variat:lons of' tlLe n1orpholoCY and of' the
physicn-chem:i.ca1 composition of" th.s f"orester orsanic horizons
have been recorded. Thus, the 11 humus " habitat. of' e mu11 orr,.1nic
horizon is more minera1 than tbe one of' a moder organic horizo~.
Besides, the decomposition or the organ:i.c matter f'ollows dif'i"erent
biogeochemical processes accordinc to the composition of' the
m:lnera1 sub-so:i.1 ( TOllTAIN 1 1974 ) •

Tb~

Since the re1e,·es include much information, it wi11 be easy
to generalize the resu1ts deriving i"rom their con1pari.sons.
ClIAPTER 2 .!.

-

THE ZOOSOCIOLOGICAL CLAS.3ES.

The ¥oosocio1o~ica1 c1ass concept ~s based here on the
~ndividualistic concept.ion of' the sociologica1 categories
( VJIITTAKEll, 1956 ) which recoiirn.lzes the existence of' the eco1ogica1 continuum of' the taxocenoses. This implies the approximate
repetition { except tor the uncertain variations ) 0£ tile same
epecif'ic combinntiona·~hen the environment ( in the widest sense )
is about 'lihe sanie.
Consequently, the me~o1o~ical simi1ar:l.ty 01' the biotopes can be
associated with the sim:l.1arity of' ~he specif'ic and numerica1
proCi1ea b'~ween tha relev~s. The purpn•e of' this association
~s to de~e~mine tho meso1ocica1 trame which is necessary £or the
Oribatid ecolocical croups to develop and ~o remain.

1. Method.

The quantization of' the similarities between the relevos
has been realized with the hc1p 0£ the reciprocal averacinc
( DENZ~'CRI A.!!.!•• 1973 ). The similarity Cunction is A distance,
cal1ed ,12 distance, which is determined f'rom the •:onditiona1

?99

f'req\aencioa on I.he apcei1'ie numbers of' indi vicluula ..
Then, t.hc method deecrillee the inf'ormation pllt. on tho relcvt~a
t.able accor~irtr, to seve:-a1 linear orders by mea.ns of' representations made of" axes and points.
We th.ink that 1.h..,so ordinations arc of' crea.1: ccolar;icul i11111ortnnco
because the points corrcspondinc ta two rclcves which l111ve about
~he same distribution of' individua1s 1:hrouch the same species,
mingle in the f"actorial hype respace.
The algorithm which has been used is the one of' LEBA1tT & :!.•
( 1977 ) •

z.

The mesological f'rame.

The f'isure 2 shows the dispositions of' the hemiedaphic
relev4s-po:lnts :in the space of' tbe f'irst two f'actoria1 axes.
An aasembly of' re1ev~s-po1nts which ref'er to taxocenoscs living
in the moder-mor and non-calcic mull organic horizons f'ocuses
cloae ~o the center of' gravity. Tile f'irst axia ia a segre~ation
axle of' the reLeves-points dealing vit.b the taxocer.oses which
develop in the peat organic horizons. The second axis is a segregation 111is of' the re1evds-points :indicating taxocenoses 1iving
in the organic horizons of' soils with a high biogen e1ementa content
and, among others, calc1c mull
so:il.s.
Xn re1ation to tho third £actoria1 ax~s ( figure J ), ~he
hem1edaphic rele,1.Ss-points are divided into two groups. The group
on the left of
the center of' gravity is a1most tota1ly made of
relevds-points relating to taxocenosea located in the north of
the $a.ubre-Neuse trench while the other group consists of re1eves
points relating to taxocenoses situated in the south of this trench.
Xn f'act, the third axis seems to prove ( ex~ept f'or points 2, J,
2' and 25 ) that there is an exce11ent choroloBica1 para11e1'iaiii
between"""'it.e taxocenosea of Oribat:ids and the phytocenoses
she~ter:ing them.
Tlte
accoun~

~ourth a~ following axes could not be interpreted
~f the ecological parameters we ana1ysed.

on

The ord:inat:ion of the hem1edaph:ic rele,•es-points which we
have Just described is about 1:he aa~e than the one of' the n 1itter n
releves-points alone or the n humus • relevcs-points alone, according to the directions def'ined by the factorial axes nr. 1 and 2.
:In aecordance with tho.direction of the third axis, the same macroclimatic anta6oniam can only be f'ounc:l with the analysis of the
• litter • relevea-points. :In the case of 1:he • humus n relevespointa, 1:his antagonism is present ~or a11 ~he points except for
those.:Lndicating the n.oder-mor organic hor:izona.
Nevertheless, the convercence of' the results oC the three reciproca1 averacings is und.eniab1e.
Therefore, we come to the conclus:ian that, £enera11y, there :ls
an excP.llent physiogna1nica1 identity between the ~axocenoses of
the • 1ltter • habitats and the ones o:t· the n hwnua n habitats.
l'.ndeed. tlae exc1usive ( LEBRUN, 1971 ) or indif'f'erent ( L:IOXS,
1972 ) species are very tew. Futhermore, our ro~ult~ state preci~ely the existence of' an identical mesolog!~a1 ~rame which
h~s
an lnf'1uence on the spc:ci:f'ic conabinntions ol" the n 11.tter •
and " humus n habitats. This £rame consists of two componenta 1
the !'lrst one :ls an odaph:lc compon.:n.t which rovea.ls the :l11f'."luence
ol" the category of' humus, th:ls is to say the morphologica1 and
phya:lco-chem:lcal orcanization of' the orcanic horizons on the
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Oribatid croups ; the at.her one :is a clini:it:l.c component which
shows the inf'lucnce 0£' the climate of' tho at.lantic or subotlnnt.ic
type.
).

~elimitation

of' the zoosociolacical

cln~sea.

Vith the help of' the natural S\.•bdivis:Lons of' the two components, we can deCine six bomoseneous r.ub-assembl:ies of' relevcs.
this :l.d to say dealin6 with taxocenoseK whose species seem to
have about the same re:iction tow.srds the incriminated ecolosical
£actors. Those sub-assemblies f'orm zoosociolocical classes.

As the ~icure 4 shows it. the ~irtit class corresponds to
the sub-asse1nbly made of' tho two relevcs-points ref'errinc to
the taxocenoses o:[" the peat orsanic horizons. Thus. these taxocenoses can be rouni.1 in b 1 at.opes which are a,.111ost permzinently
vet. The ac~ion of' vater on the taxoccnoses of' Oribatid mites
has been pointed out by KNOLLE ( 1957 ).
The second class consists or the relev's re£err:l.ng to the
organic horizons taxocenoses 0£ calcic mull soils where calcium
takes a leading par't in tile bi.oseochemiC'al. cycl.es. The direct
in£1uence of' calcium on 'the Oribatids has not been proved.
However, since the quan~ity of' ectoske1etal cal.cium ( G:IST &
CROSSLEY. 197S ) is important, there is probably vital physiological needs ror this ion.
The third clas•J corrrsponds to the releves established f'rom
'the 'taxocenoses or the organic horizons or non-ca1cic mull soils.
These taxocenoses have a gr•at zoosociologicaL plasticity since
their physiognomy recalls the one 0€ the taxocenoses f'ound in
ca1cic mull horizons, when they are in orsanic horizons of' soils
with a high biogen elements cont.erat. J:n soi.ls "'"i.th a low bi.ogen
elemonts content, their physi.osnomy recalls the physi.ognomy of'
the texocenoses wh:ich develop in morier-mor organic horizons and
from vhicl". the reloves f'orm the f'ourth zoosociolocical class.
The last two classes deal uith the climatic component : one
of 'them consists or 1.he releves relating to the taxoccnoses of'
the atlantic territory. Thus, it is subject to a climate which
is less hard than in the a•Jbatlantic territory whose releves
form the sixth zoasociol.ogical class.
CONCLUSIONS.
The ecological connection between the deciduous phytocenoses and the taxocenoses of' Oribatids of' the orcanic horizons
cannot be admitted. :I:ldeell, the deciduo:is phytocenoses are 1nainly
in~luenced by 'the climati~ f'actors while tho taxo~enoses o~
Oribntids they shelter are above all condioned by the edaphic
f'actor& Dnd 1 secondarily, by climat:ic f'actors.
:Now, we &t:l.11 have to work out t.he specif"i.c composition 0£ each
ecoloci.cal group and to reveal tl1e relations between the sroups,
the tvo meso1ogical components and other ecol.ocica1 da'ta.
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EDAPlll C MESOLOG ICAL COMPONENT

4 ZOOSOCIOLOGICAL

PEAT

CLAS$ES

NON CALC IC HULL

CALCIC MULL

MODER

CLIMATIC MESOLOQICAL COMPONENT

2

ZOOSOCIOLOGICAL CLASSES

ATLANTIC.: CLIMATE

SUBATLANTJC CLIMArE

Fit;ure 4. - The zoosociological cl~sses. DesiG"Dation of the
pedolocical bor!zo~s ; Ill, dead peat mosses almost
undamaced 1 Hf, peat mo&ies which are lesa structared
llh, peaty matters ; Ah, minere.1 hemiorgnnic horizu;i J
lJI', almost widamagedleaves ; Of, more and more
aplitted up leaves s Oh, very splitted ur, and humi~ied
aubstancea.
-
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

M.B. BOUC8': Quel est le pourcenta9e d'explication de
chacui' Cles quatre principaux axes de votre analyse f actorielle?
G. WA'UTBY: These percentaqes are respectively ls.so,
11.357 a.ii and 7.37 for the first four axes of the reciprocal
of the hemiedaphic releves. As Lebart et al. (1977) note
these percentages permit an appreci~tion of the confidence
associa~ed with each ordination.
In our case the percentages
seem high enough for the first four axes. For the fifth
and sixth axis the percentacJe& (respe~tively s.as and S.60)
are lower and approximately the same.
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POPULATION DYNAMIC AND METABOLIC
CHARACTERIZATION OF COLLEMBOLA SPECIES IN A BEECH
FOREST ECOSYSTEM
Hen'ling Petersen
Mo'5/nborarorirl Ftrnrrtllltr
Dt11rnnr!

INTRODUCTION
Soil ecological studies carried out within the frame- .
work of the International Biological Programme (IBP) mostly
focused OL population size and production biolo9y of larger
taxonom:fc units without much emphasis on the role of indivi··
dual species. The increasing knowledge about the structure
and function of natural ecosystems,however, has durinq the
recent years stimulated the interest in species diversity
a~ld community structure. The soil and litter fauna is often
eAtremely diverse, but attempts to explain the co-existence
of the many species in terms of fundamental niches have been
so disappointinq that it has led to the formulation,"The
eniqma of soil animal species diversity" (Anderson 1975).
The present paper does not pretend to solve this eniqma but
will emphasize the dissi~ilarities between some collembolan
species living together in a Danish beech forest soil as regards various aspects of their population dynamics and production biology.
The results suggest that several of the ecological
characters separating colle~lbolan species are combined into
sets of properties which relate to the depth distribution of
the species. A classification of the colle1nbolan fauna based
on these ecological characters therefore parallels and mostly
coincides with the classical morphological life-forms described
by Gisin (194'1).
The information of this paper is extracted from a comprehensive study of collembolan population ecology and energetics which will be published in more details elsewhere. The
work was commenced as part of the "Hestehave beech forest
ecosystem project" which iD a major Danish contribution to the
IBP.
The research site covers 1.5 ha of a. pure c. 95 years
old beech stand. The surfaca soil has the character of a typical mull. There is a sharp separation between the litter layer
lL) and the mineral soil. F and H layers are not distinguishable, bu~ the humus content of the miner.al soil decreases gradually with depth. The forest floor is through the spring and
the summer more or less completely covered by a field layer
dominated by Anemone nemorosa L, Melica unifloraRetz,Asoerula
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odorata L , and Carex silvatica Huds. More information about
the site and the project may be found in Yeates (1972) and
Thamdrup,N~elsen and Petersen (1975).
METHODS
1. Field Population Estimation. 28 plots distributed in a stratified random pattern were sampled each month through 2 nearly
biannual period. In each plo~ a litter sample (86.6 cm surface area) and a core (10 cm surface area) were sampled. The
core was subdivided into L layer and two 3 cm thick layers
of the mineral soil. A core to 15 cm depth was sampled seasonally. The sample units were extract&d in high gradient extractors (Petersen 1978). Specimens mounted in slides were
identified to species and as far as possible to se~ and stage
of reproductive development (Petersen,in press}. The body
lengths of the mounted specimens were measured by means of an
ocular micrometer and converted to ~~Y weight by the use of
allometric regressions (Petersen 19"75)
2. ~ulture Experiments. One to sev~~al eggs of some of th~ common species from the fieJj site were transferred from stock
cultures to small culture chambers kept at constant temperatures o~ at field temperatures (Petersen 1971,a). The size of
specimens were measured regularly from eclosion to death by
means of micro-photography (Petersen op.cit.). The cultures
were mostly examined twice per week in order to check survival,
and the production of exuviae and eggs. A yeast, Candida sp.,
extracted from the soil of the field site and cultured on
agar plates, was in most cases used as food.
3. Respirometry. Measurements of oxygen consumption were carried out on sin~le individuals by mdans of an open gzadient
diver method (Nex~, Hamburger and Zeuther. 1972) modified for
terrestrial microarthropods (Petersen, in prep.). The method
is based on the gradual sinking of a small ampulla containinq
the experimental animal in a linear density gradient made from
a sodium-sulphate solution (FIGURE 1). 'rhe i.ower part of the
ampulla contains 0.1 normal NaOH. The decreasing buoyancy of
the ampulla caused by the respiraticn oi the animal makes the
ampulla sink at a rate proportional to the oxygen consumption.
The movement of a control diver is used to correct for changes
in temperature and atmospheric pressure. The changes in diver
positions have been recorded by means of a time-lapse camera.
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FIGURE 1. Optm gradient diver respiromet.i:y.

a. Measuring cylinder with density gradient of
Na 2 soa solution
b. Ampulra divers
c. Control diver
d . Density standards (glass beads)
e. Experimental animal
f. Porous material (polystyren)
g. 0.1 n NaOH
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RESULTS
l. Size and Co1ncosition of the Totai. Collembolan Population.
FIGURE 2 illustrates the density fluctuatjo11s of the total
collembolan population through the biannual period (L +
0-6 cm mineral soil). It will be noted that the population
reach maximum density during swmner and autu.'ll?l but was
low during winter and early spring. A depression durinq
late summer and early autumn of 1969 which coincided with
a dry and hot period reduced the mean annual density of
1969 to about half of the mean density recorded in the following year. The total ranqe of variat!.on throuqb the
biannual period is 19. x 103 to 67. x 103 specimens per m2.
The biomass of the eotal collembolan population varied
between 76 and 160 mq dwt. per m2 in 1970.
The composi•;ion of the collembolan fauna is listed
in ~UIPENDIX A. About 60 different species have been identified from the so .. l and lit;ter within the rather homogeneous area of 1.5 ha. Several of these, however, have
been found only o~casionally. Others have been found
regularly, but in low numbers. The two mo2t abundant species Tullberqia macrochaeta (most common member of
the T.krausbaueri species qroup; see footnote at APPENDIX A)
and I.minor constitute toqether about 50% of the total
number of Collembola. In terms of biomass,however, the
dominance ranks are quite different with T.flavescens as
the most dominant species fo~l.:c:Mal' by L.liqnorwn.
2. Vertical Distribution. FIGURE 3 shows the mean annual depth
distributior. of some of the most important species.In APPENDIX B the specit'!S have been classifl.ed into subjectively
defined groups according to their depth distribution pattern.
Juvenile spe~imens which generally constitute a major f~ac
tion of the average annual density have in all species a
deeper distribution +.han adults. This has a special influence on the average ~nnual depth distribution of the two
sminthurid species D.minuta s.l. and S. aureus because
adults of these species are more or less completely missinq
in the soil and litter durinq swmner and early autumn.
D.minuta seems to migrate fro~ the forest floor to the tree
C'iiiOpy during early summer. The population of s.aureus may
largely survive the sununer as eqgs.
The two species which have the highest dominance
values in terms of biomass, i.e. L.li9norum and T. flavesc~ns
are more or less confined to the litter iayer (epedaphic).
T. macrochaeta and I. minor which stronqly dominate the
colleml:>olan fauna in terms of den~ity clearly belon~ to the
euedaphic qroup of species. The hemiedaphic category includes the majority of species ..>ccurring in the forest floor.
3. Reproductive Periods. FIGURE 4 and 5 exemplify two different
patterns of seasonal changes in the size structure of col-

F·IGURE 2. Density of the total collembolan populatior. i:i the
L layer and uppermost 6 cm of the mineral soil +
(March 1969 to February 1971).Arithmetric meansstandard errors.
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I .n.: Isotoma notabilis; o. f.: Onychiurus furcifer;
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minor; Tk: Tullbergia krausbaueri s.l.
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lembolan populations which reflect the occurrence of reproduction through the year. The I.notabilis population
(FIGURE 4) includes throuqhout the year members of the
smallest juvenile size classes. Thus, the reproductive
period appears to cover most of the year. A similar pattern is shared by I.minor and T. krausbaueri s.l., i.e.
the two most important euedaphic species. The epedaphic
species T. flavescens (FIGURE 5) on the other hand has a
more confined reproductive period. Most juveniles hatch
in June and July, whereas the recruitment to the population in August, Septemb~r,and Octobgr is less significant.
Similar restricted reproductive periods are characteristic
for the sminLhurids o. mi~uta s.l. ands. aureus which
mainly reproduce auring late winter or very early in the
~prin9. o. fur~ifer and w. anoshthalma which are classified
among the h•!~iedaphic species ave also rather restricted
recruitmen~ periods culminating in June and Auqust,respectively. The epedaphic L. lignorum has a more extended
reproductive period from March to Augast. The he~iedaphic
species F.nana sePms to repr~duce regularly from May to
Nove'llber.
Although each species of the beech forest floor may
have a special reprod~ctive phenology it seems justified
to suggest a relationship between the depth distribution
of the species and the extension of ~he reproductive period.
Thus, it may be typica: that euedaphic sp~cies reproduce
more o~ less continuously through most of the year whereas
the epedaphic species being more exposed to environmental
fluctuations typically have seasonally restricted reproductive period&. Species with intermediate depth distributions cover a range from seasonally well defined reproduction (O.furcifer,W.ano7hthalma) to continuous reproduction through the year I.notabilis).
4. Mode of Reproduction. Bisexual and Parthenogenetical
Populations. The sex identification of the specimens from
tlae field samples which was mainly based on the development of the genital aperture unveiled that several of the
r~st abundant collembolan species in the Hestehave soil
existed as pure fe1nale populati~ns thus suggesting a parthenogenetic mode of reproduction (Petersen,in press).
Parthenogenesis was confi:aned for two of the species Z.notabilis and T.krausbaueri by means of culture experiments
(Petersen 1971, b). The aestehave beech wood populations of
the following seven abundant species can safely be attributed obligatory parthenoqenetic repr~duction:Willemia
anophthalma, Tullbergia marrochaeta,T. sylvatica, T.callipygos, Isotomiella minor, Isotoma notabilis,and Megalothorax
minimus but at least B additional less abundant species
should probably be included among them. Thus,parthenoqenetic
reproduction comprise about 721 of the mean annual number of
Collembola in the beech forest soil.

FIGURE 4. Isotoma notabilis. ~ize structure of the population
December 1969 tc November 1970. Horizontal axes
define body length classes in mm.Vertical axes show
number of specimens per m2 in the litter layer (upwards from the horizontal axes), and the 0-6 cm
horizoil.s of the mineral soil (downwards).
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female or m~le with "open" genital aperture and the smallest
juvenile, o.~ between fe~ales containing egqs and the smallest juvenile is considered. This sequence of species
rather closely parallels the sequence of species ranked according to vertical distribution. Thus the epedaphic species are characterized by ~n extended development before
maturity is reached, or if expressed inversely: the progeny
of the apedaphic species is small compared with the smallest
sexu&lly mature adults. The euedaphic parthenogenetic species on the other hand produce progeny which is relatively
large comDared with the smallest ~99 producing females.
The hemieJaphic sp~cies produce progeny of intermediate
relative size.
The postmature growth which is illustrated by the
ratios between the largest and the smallest females or m&les
shows relatively small differences between species and seems
not related to the depth dist£ibution.
6. Metabolic Rate. Results from respiration measurements of some
of the most significant collembolan species in the Hestehave
beech foJ:est floor (Petersen, in prep.) (FIGURE 9- 11) suggest
that the metabolic rate is related to the depth distribution
of the s9ecies. The relation between dry weight and oxygen
consumption is described bl' the formula:
R = a • wb
where R is oxygen consumption per individual per hour,
W is dry weight per individual
and a and b are constants.
The exponent b (pooled between temperatures) varies from
0.18 in O.furcifer to 0.96 in T.flavescens.
At all three temperatures and throughout the weight
range D. minut.a s .1. has the highest oxygen consumption
followed by L. liqnorum.The euedaphic I.minuta has at the
three temperatures the lowest oxy~en consumption of the measured species. The hemiedaphic s~ecies I. notabilis,
F. quadrioculata s.1 •• and o. furcifer have intermediate
respiratory rates. The metabolism of T. flavescens is more
difficult to relate to the other epedaphic species,but the
l.arge adults have a high metabolic rate whereas the respiration of the small juveniles is relatively low.
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Two characters obviously unite t.'le partheno9enetic
They are relatively small, and they live in the
more protected strata of the forest floor. Only 1.notabilis
and especially w. anophthalma disagree with the euedaphic
depth distribution by having a relatively large proportion
of their populations in the litter layer. The populations
of all epedaphic and most hemiedaphic species,however, include 30\ to 50% males and seem restricted to a bisexual
mode of raproduction.
specie~:

5. Relative Size of Offspring. The size of newly hatched juveniles and sexually mature adults was estimated from
examination of the mounted specimens from the field samples,
and from measurements of ~pecimens kept in culture (FIGURE
6 - 8).
Adults mounted on slides can be recognized by the
development of the genital aperture (Petersen,in press). A
a:i.st. inction can often be made between "closed" and "open"
ge1:i tal apertures which indicates that the individuals were
in a reproductively inactive or a reproductively active
stage, respectively. In females possessing "open" genital
apertur~s eggs naay occasionally be recognized inside the
mounted body. In males with ''open" genital apertures an
ejaculatory ~uct is usually distinct. The stages with "open"
ant\ "closed" genital apertures seem to alternate J:10re or
less regularly thr~uqhout the reproductive period of the
animals (Mayer 1957, Snider 1973).
In the material cf mounted specimens from the field
samples the stage of reproductive maturity, however, is
raost safely defined by the smallest specimens with "open"
genital apertures or witl. eqqs v:.lsible within the ovaries.
In the culture experiments reproduc't.ive maturity was defined by the first oviposition. The s~ze of newly hatched
individuals was measured wicllin the first four days after
eclosion.
FIGURE. 6 - 8 illustrate the frequency ~f occurrence
of the aifferent developmental stages in three typical species. I. notabilis (FIG~RE 7) exemplifies a type of ~evelop
ment characterized by the occurrence of maturity in ~pF.ci
mens which are only little larqer than the newly hatched
juvenj.les. T. flavescens (FIGURE 8) exemplifies the other
extreme in which maturity is not reached until a considerable growth haa occurred. O.furcifer (FIGURE 6) exemplifies
an intermediate type.
APPENDIX C ~resents the weights of characteristic
stages during the development from newly hatched juveniles
to the largest adult specimens of some of the most important species in the Hestehave forest floor.In APPENDIX D
the ratio between some of these values have been ~anked
accord:ing to the ratio between the smallest female (A) or
~.ale (BJ and the smallest juvenile. The species maintain
principally the same rank if the ratio between the smallest
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T.flavescens
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FIGURE 9. Relation between dry weight and oxygen consumption
rate per individual in several collembolan s~ecies.
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DISCUSSION
The results presented above suggest that various aspects of coll.embolan population dynamics and energetics
are interrelated and characterize groups of species with
a common depth distribution. The relationship between
'these ecological characters a.nd the depth distribution is paral leled by a relationship betwe~~ sets of morphological
and sensory physiological adaptations which were described
and classified as nLebensformen" by Gisin (1943). Thus,
accczding to this classification the typical "Euedaphon"
differ from the neer.-.iedaphon" and the "Atmobios" by small
size, reduction of limbs,anter.nae and furcula, lack of
pigment, lack of scales and other specialized setae,reduction of onunatidiae and in return a strong development
of chemical sensory orqans. The ecological characters
des~~ibed in this gaper may have a direct functional relationship with morphological characters such as body
size and the development of 1oco1110tory organs. The ecological characters may also be mutually dependent so that
one character automatically is a consequence of another.
At the present state of insight, however, it is only possible to speculate about the causal relationships and
adaptive values of these characters.
A 9overin9 ecological factor is without doubt the
increasing environmental stabi1ity with d~pth. Dayly and
seasonal fluctuations in temperature and moisture are
leveled out. This will allow reproduction,egq development
and growth through a larqe part of t:h.e year in the deeper
soil layers where in contrast conditions for these activities near the surface are only favorable in restricted
periods dependent on the actual climate, but in broad
outline fixed by seasonal climatic chanqes.
Williams (1975) discussed the qenera1 occurrence of
asexual and sexual reproduction in organisms and concluded
that asexual reproduction is expected to be the optimal
mode of reproduction in stable environments with mild
natural selection whereas sexual reproduction is an adaptation to unpredictable environmental conditions and
intense natural selection. The importance of parthenogenesl~ among the euedaphic species in the Hestehave forest
m~ght well be explained in the light of this hypothesis.
However, another possible explanation is that the collembotan indirect spermatophore transfer mechanism is too inefficient to work among individuals of several species
which probably live widely scattered in the complex system
of soil interstices (Petersen,in press).
•
..
It is not yet possible to draw definite conclusions
about the population dynamic consequences of the dif f erences found between the size of progeny and the first reproductive adult stage. Preliminary data from. cultures suggest
that the small relative size of the first reproductive
stage found in euedaphic species does not mean a very short
822

generation time in compaxis~n with the qeneration time
of hemiedaphic species. Further, the first ovipositions
of the euedaphic species T. macrochaeta and I. notabilis
comprise very few eggs (mostly 1-2) compared with the
number of eggs produced 1.n the first oviposition by the
hendedaphic o. furcifer (13-18 eggs). The average nwnber
of eggs per oviposition during the whole life time appears
also to be lower in T. macrochaeta and I- notabilis thar.
reported for hemiedaphic and euedaphic species (GregoireWibo 1977, Hale 1965).Although it is less well documented
that the total average egg production per female is lower
in euedaphic than in hemiedaphic and epedaphic species
i t seems fairly certain that the small size at which egg
production begins in these small euedaphic species is not
equal to a higher reproductive potential than found in
hemiedapnic and epedaphic species.
The small individual size at the start of the
reproductive period combined with a small number of eggs
per oviposition may be an adaptation to the narrow space
~f the inter$tices. The low number of eggs per oviposition
is compensated for by an extended period of reproduction
with repeated ovipositions which is favoured by the constant environmental conditions in the deeper layers of the
soil. The differences in matabolic rate betweer. euedaphic,hemiedaP\i.C
and epedaphic species probably reflect the genaral level
of cctivity of the species. Epedaphic species move a lot
more about t.han euedaphic species in order to escape
from predators or quickly changinq environmental conditions
or in search for food.
Ccllembolan spAcies living superficially have according to Bodvarsson (1970) a higher percentage ~f fungal
hyphae and spores in their guts than species living deeper.
in the soil. Fewer speci~ens of the surface forms than
of the dee~er living forms, however, have their guts f111ed
with consumed mater.i.al. 'I.iese results have largely been
confirmed by prelim::..nary observations of the qut contents
of the Collembola from the Hestehave beech wood.The observatiJns may be interpreted in the following way based on
BOdvarsson (op.cit.): The euedaphic species are ob11qed to
feed more or less continuously on a poor food, whereas the
epedaphic species as the other extreme must spend much time
and energy in search for better quality foods. In this way
the feeding biology may help to explain the diffarent 1evels
of metabolic avtivity.

CONCLUSIONS
The relationships between various ecological characters
of Collembola which have been described and discussed above
are summarized in the following somewhat idealized scema.tical
list in which general properties of superficially living
(epedaphic) Collembola are contrasted with the corrP.spondinq
properties cf the true interstitial soil spe~ies (euedaphic
species). The hemiedaphic speci.es will in general terms have
intermediate characters.
!Pedaphic
surface.litter
large

Euedaphic

parthenogenetical

reproduction

bisexual
sma 11 progeny
many eggs(?)
seasonally defined

metabolic activity

hiqh

low

high quality
dispersed

low quality
omnipresent

vertical distribution
size of specimens

food

{

soil interstices
small

large p~oqeny
few eqqs(?)
throughout the
year

SUMMARY
The paper presents results extracted from a comprehensive
study of collembolan ecoloqy and energetics in a DaniE~ beech
wood.
The population density varies from 19 • 10 3 to 67 • 10 3
per m2 through a biannual period. The biomass varies through
one ~ear from 76 to 160 ~9 dwt. per m2 • About 60 species were
found within the research site of 1.5 ha.
The most abundant species are clasaified according to
their vertical distribution patterns as epedaphic (surface and
litter species) henu.~daphic (populations concentrated around the
soil-litter interface), and euedaphic (populations concentrated
in the minerul soil interstices).
The variations in size structure of different species
populations show that epedaphic and some hemiedaphic species
have seasonally well defined reproductive periods whereas other

hemiedaphic and the euedaphic species reproduce through
most of the year. Parthenogenetical reproduction is typical
for euedaphic species in contrast to most hemiedaphic and epedaphic spe~iP.s which reproduce bisexuelly. The small euedaphic
species produce large progeny whJch oniy weighs four to six
times less than the smallest reproductive 4dults. Epeda~hic
species in contrast produce r~latively small juveniles which
need to increase many tim~s in weight before mat~rity is
reached. Hemiedaphic species produce progeny of intermediate
siza.
Results from respirometry experiments c?.~ried out by
means of an open gradient diver method suqges~ that the rate
of oxygen uptake dec.rease from epedaphic through herniedaphic
to euedaphic species of C~!lembola.
The increase of environme~tal stability w~th depth is
considered a governing factor responsible for the difference~
found between colle~.bolan species ateached to different horizons of the soil. Fur~her, the influence of the narrow space
in the soil interstices is included as a siqnif~cdn~ factor.
The nv::>de of r~production and type of dev~lopment from juvenile
to reproductive adult are discuesed in the light of these
environmental properties.
The high metabolic rate of the epedaphic species seems
to have relation to the general locomotory activity of tha
species including the feeding biology which involves search
for dispersed high quality food items.
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APPENDIX A
Density dominance rank of collembolan species found
in the Hestehave research site December 1969 to November
1970. Litter and uppermost 6 cm of the mineral ~oil. The
taxonomy is mainly basee on Gisin (1960).
dominance %
1. Tullbergia krausbaueri (Borner)+s.l.
37.1
2. Isotomiella minor (Schaffer 1896)
21.s
3. Isotoma notabilis Schaffer 1896
6.~
S.3
4. Folsomia nana ~!sin 1957
4.2
s. Megalothorax minimus Willem 1900
6. Lepidocyrtus lignorum (Fabricius 1775),Gisin 1964 3.1
2.6
7. Sminthurinus aurcus (Lubbock 1862)
2.5
8. Onychiurus furcifer (Borner 1901)
2.4
9. Pseudosinella alba (Packard 1873)
1.9
10. Willemia anophthalma Borner 1901,Hilther 1962
1.6
11. Tullber~ia callip,gos Borner 1902 ++
12. Dicyrtoma minutaO.Fabricius 1783) s.l.
1.5
1.3
13. Onychiurus pannonicus Haybach 1960
14. Tomocerus flavescens (Tullber9 1871)
1.3
l.l
15. Onychiurus armatus (Tullberg) Gisin 1952
16. Folsomia quadrioculata (Tullberq 1871),Gisin 1957 1.0
1.0
17. Onychiurus pseudovanderdrifti Gisin 1957
o.s
18. Frieseamirabilis (Tullberg 1871)
o.s
19. Onychiurus absoloni (Borner 1901)
o.s
20. Isotoma sp. (olivacea group)
0.4
21. Anurida eygmaea (:eOrner 1901)
0.2
22. Xenylla grisea Axelson 1900
0.2
23. X. boerneri Axelson 1905
0.2
24. Tullberqia denisi (Bagnall 1935)
0.2
25. Folsomia candida Willem,Lawrence 1973
0.2
26. Folsomia monosetosa Rusek 1966
0.1
27. Neanura miiiC'Orum (Templeton 1835)
0.1
28. Willemia aspinata Stach 1949, Huther 1949
29. Orchesella flavescens (Bourlet 1839)
< 0.1
30. Neelus mi.nutus Fol&om 1901
< 0 1
31. Willemia intermedia Mills 1~34,Huther 1962
32. Onychiurus serratotuberculatus Stach 1913
33. Isvtoma sensibilis (Tullberg 1876)
34. Dicyrtoma fusca (Lucas 1842)
35. Proisotoma minima (Absalon 1901)
36. Sminthurinus flammeolus Gisin 1957
37. Tomocerus lonqicornls (Muller 1776)
38. Hypaqastrura purpurescens (Lubbock 1867)
~9. Pseudachorutes dubius Krausbauer 1898
40. Folsomia cf. spinosa Rseneman 1936
Accidental species.(Not ranked after dominance).
H~oqastrura cf. denticulata (aa9nall 1941)
Fr esea claviseta Axelson 1900
Tullberqia (War.keliella) peterseni Rusek 1975

Isotoma cf. cinerea (Nicolet 1841)
Isotoma viridis Bourlet 1839
Isotomurus palustris (Muller 1776)
Entomobrya corticalis (Nicolet 1841)
Orchesella cincta (Linn~+liss)
Willowsia migro~aculata
(Lubbock 1873)
Se!~a domestica+++ (Nicolet 1841)
Heteromurus nitidus (Templeton 1835)
Lepidocyrtus lanuginosus (Gmelin 1788):Gisin 1SS4
Lepidoclrtus violaceus Lubbock 1873,Gisin 1964
Pseudos nella petterseni Borner 1901
Sminthurides pumilis (Krausbauer 1898)
~nthurides malmqreni
(Tullberq 1876)
Arrhopalites caecus (Tullberg 1871)
Bourletiella bicincta (Koch-1840)
Entomobrya multifasciat& (Tullberg 1871)

+ Tullbergia krausbaueri s.l.: According to Rusek (1971,
1974,1976) this taxon is a composite qroup of species.
The Hestehave material is mainly composed of T.macrochaeta (Ruselt 1976) but includes also T.krausb·. ·P.ri
(B6rner) sehsu Rusek 1971 and T. sylvatica Rusek 1971.
++ Dicyrtomina mi~u~a s.l.· The material mainly aqre~ with
D. saundersi (Lubbock 186i) but includ~ a number of specimens identified as D. minuta (O. Fabricius 1783) and
D. ornata (Nicolet 1841). 'l'he ide~. .... .: • of these taxa as
separate species is question
+++ The appearence of thesa syna.ntur...,p .~ specie .. in the
extracted samples may be f.1.1e to a...:ciuental i1,.;.,ii9ration
frcm the laboratory duri•19 extraction.
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APPENDIX B
Xmportant collembolan species ranked according to vertical distribution. Percent annual mean density in litter (L)
and the two uppermost three cm layers of the mineral soil.
(Definiticn of terms: epedaphic: Distribution concentrated
in Ol:' at the surface oCthe L layer; hyperedaphic: Main distribution ~n plants above the soil and litter; hemiedaphic:Main
distribution around the soil-litter interface; euPdaphlc:
Main distribution in the mineral soil).

epedaphic
j uv ~ : hemidaphic

ad. : epedaphic
to hyperedaphic
hemiedaphic

euedaphic

I

I

L

0-3 cm

3-6 cm

L.lignorum
T. flavescen-;
D.minuta s • .l.
s. aureus

64
58
36

27

9

35
51
56

12
17

w.

44
40
34
25
24

anophthalma
F.quadrioculata
F. nana
I. notabilis
o. furcifer
0. pseudovanderdrifti
P. alba
M. minimus
I. minor
o.armat\lS s.str.
T. callipygos
T.krausbaueri s.l.
O.pannonicus

8JO

27

18
14
5
:2

3
3
l

<
< 1

7

51
58
55
68

10
7

71
71

11

66
66
58
52
44

42
30

5
2

6

20
29
40
45
53
57
70

APPENDIX C
Dry weights (µq) of characteristic developmental stages in the
collembolan life cycle. Weights calculated from body length d3ta according
to Petersen 1975. Data from analyses of field pop~lations.
Suffix c: genital orifice closed. Suffix o: genital orifice open
Suffix e: eggs visible lnside body of cleared specimens.
min.juv.

min. 'l c.

min.'l

O.pseudovanderdrifti
T.krausbaueri s.l. +
T.callipyqos
F.nana
F.quadrioculata
I.minor
I. notabilis

0.59
0.76
0.058
0.42
0.09
0.15
0.10
0.22

4.85
5.27
0.11
2.51
0.70
1.06
0.44
0.70

0.27
2.51
1.29
3.11
0.58
0.87

L.liqnorum

0.21

4.00

-

T.flavescens
D. minuta s. l. ++

0.66
1.11

o. furcifer

+ ++ see

-

27.4
15.5

~ppendix

-

0

min.'l e

16.0T~T

max. 'l
(=max.
specimen)

3.11
6.05
1.18
1.06

34. 7
50.5
1.50
21.9
8.46
14.95
3.63
8.02

9.35

82.7

14.4
0.31

-

176.

-

424.
317.

Jilin.cl c

4.85
4.65

-

min • .o o

8.24
10.7

max.

cl

-

21.9
30.0

-

-

-

-

0.87
1.29

0.87
1.90

4.14
7.60

-

-

-

4.00

4.00

54.2

36.8
15.5

104.

18.0

A.

+++min. 'l e from culture experimenta min. 'l e from LiP.ld data1 21,9.

293.
199.

APPENDIX D

Ratios between dry body weights of characteristic develn~mental
stages in the collembolan life cycle. Data from analysis of field
populations. (For explanation see APPENDIX A)
A: Female ratioE, ranked according to min.Y c ratio.
min.juv.

T.flavescens
L.liqnorum
o.minuta s.l. ++
O.furcifer
F.nana
F.quadrioculata
o.ps~udovanderdrifti

T.ca.llipygos
I.mi.nor
I.notabilis
T.krausbaueri s.1.+
+

min. 9 c
min. ::iuv.

min. 9 o
min. ::iuv.

min.9 e
min.juv.

max.9
min. JUV.

42.
19.

-

267.
45.

642.
394.
286.
59.
94.
100 •
67.
52.
36.
37.
26.

J.4.

8.2
7.8

.

7.1
6.9

-

-21"!"++

-

14.

35.

21.

40.
19.

-

-

6.0
4.4

6.0

3.:?

4.0

12.
4.8

1.9

4.7

5.3

++ see appendix A.

5.8

I

I

+++ min. 9 e from culture

roax.9
min.9
16.

·n.
21.
7.1
12.

14.
9.6
8.7
8.
12.
14.

rraax.9
min 'l e
2.4
'3. 8

2.2

2.7
2.5
3.5

3 • .L

7.6
4.8

experim&n~,

I

APPENDIX D cont.
B: Male ratios ~anked according to min.~ c ratio.
min.juv.

min. tf c
min. juv.

min. tf o
min. juv.

max. d o
min. JUV-

max.d
min.d o

T.flavP.scens

82.

158.

444.

L.liqnorum

19.

19.

258.

14.

D.minuta s.l.

14.

16 •

179.

11.

14.

40.

2.8

46.

4.8

.

2.8

O.pseudovanderdrifti

9.7

F.nana

9.7

F.quadrioculdta

8.6

13.

51.

4.0

O.furcifer

8.2

14.

37.

2.7

9.7

ACTIVITY OF SOIL BIOTA DURING SUCCESSION FROM OLD
FIELD TO WOODLAND
Amyan Mir:1cfadyen
Tl11 Nna Un11•rm111 of Ulsltr
North"" lrtla11,l

IffTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study, carried out in 1966 ~nd 1967 at
Molslaboratoriet, Jutlaud, Denmark, was two-:fold. Firstly as a contribut:a.on
towards a surveJ of the ecological conditions \n the estate which surroUDds
the llols laboratory and seco~dly, in the context of tbe International
Biological Programme, to test the usefulness of "soil respiration" (carbon
dioxide emission from the soil) as a general index of decomposition
activit! in the soil. Since the wo~k was done much has been published on
the latter topic but very little of it concerns relations between soil
respiration and succession, especially those features which foll0\11 chan~es
in agricultural practice. Also there are problams and assumptions about
the interpretation of soil respiration methods which remain controversial
and for which additional data may be helpful. In what follows I shall
discuss briefly the features of the study area and the implications of
the survey results and then some detaild of the technique used and its
strengths and weaknesses in the context of preliminary 111urveys.

THE

STtJDY

AREA

The llols Laboratory estate of some 150h.a. is full~ described b~
Tbamdrup (1947). From the point of view of this study the main features are
that it is largely covered by an acid sandy soil much of which has been
cultivated in the past but bas been allowed to revert to heath and woodland.
At the time of the study n1most ha11 the area was being maintained as meadows
:for grazing or haymaking, dominated by Agrostis tenuis. Alepocurus pratenais,
Pestuca elat:lor and Bolcus lanatus with some other grasses in local areas.
The remaining sites were chosen in tee region of Simmons Ravsti and showed
stages of ~ succession (following aban~~ent of cultivation) through bare
sand, Corynephrus canescens and lichens 2 to Calluna vulcaris(6) followed
by invasion by shrubs, including Sarothamnus (= eztisus) scoparius(?)(believed
to be a more rigorous variety from Southern Europe) and Jun:lperut communis< 8)
and by treos, especially!!.!!!!!. s1lveatris<9) and quercus-'ietraea 10>.

Two sets of sampling areas were c:bosen to represent the meadows and
the Calluna aeries and are numbered 1 - 5 and 6 - 10 respectively in this
paper. With the help of maps and air photographs loaned by Professor Thamdrup
and the recollections of Her Clausen Koch and Ber Lauersen the dates nf last
cultivation of four meadows were established.

In the tables which follow data are given in the order:1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Krumehalden (3 years since cult:l.vation).
Kjae llinga-Agre (nearly pure Cozynephrus).
Langbakke (6 1ears).
Kallebodder (5 years).
Borsehuller (over 8 years\.

(Por details see Tbamdrup 1947).
Of these areas. Kjmllinge-Agre was vegetated with Corynephrus c•nescens
and thus represented the first stage o~ the succession through Celluna to
woodland. In each meadow three widely spaced localities were selected and
a transect line established, along which three sets of three adjacent bimonthly samples were taken randomly. Thus 45 samples were taken on five
occasions; total 225. In addit1on, the October/November CAJiPles were used
to test the "n.lue of allowing a "settling period" before taking readings (see
below).
In the caee ":r the ca11una succession series, samples were taken on
:four occasions in addition to the extra series used to test the disturbance
ef:fect.
The measur:l.ns teclud.que
The method used for measur:l11g"soil respiration" was briefly described
in Brown• llacfadyen (1989) and is bas:l.cal1y that o:f Anderson (1973), whose
paper includes a useful survey o:f tbe history and characteristics of the
method. Basically it ~erives :fr"m Haber's (1958)and W'itkamp's (1968a, b) techniques and from Conway's micro-diffusion method (1950) and consists of
:insertion o~ small open-ended plastic cylinders (25cm2 area by l~cm height)
into the soil where they DD:rmally rama:l.n :for a period of months. 'When a
reading is to be taken an airtight cap is fitted from which a small glass
dish is suspended. Usually 51111. of appl'O:z:imately H/10 Potassium hydroxide
solution contaiDi.ng excess Barium chloride and phenolphthaleiD/thymolphthalein
indicator :ls supplied to the dish through a s•ll hole, otherwise covered
by a greased glass plate. A:f1.er a measured period of 01ae or two hours the
alkal:I. is back titrated rspidly in the field with Hydrochloric acid using
a light portable- m:!.croburette designed for the purpose. The amount of carbon
dio:z:ide is calculated :from the reduction in strength of the alkali after
allowing for the results of blank determinations.
OD each occr1sion temperatures are taken at the beginning and end of
the absorption period by thermistor thermometer between each triplet of
samples at the soil litter inter:face and respiration data are calculated
0
both with and without a "temperature correction" to 10 C. In other words
tee corrected readings 3re aultipl~ed by a :factor gbich assumes a Qio o:f 2,
the factcr being 2 at 0 c, 1 at 10 C and 0.5 at ao c and proportionately at
intermediate temperatures according to the formula
log10 Q10

=2

= lO(log Y1 - log Y2)
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in whicll Y2 ia the standard unit rate at z2
temperature.

= 10 C and Yi
0

is the intermediate

The consistency of the "corrected temperatures" over the annua1 cyc1e
p1"0videa a direct !.ndication of tb.e ez:tent to which "spot"' readi.ngs mi.ght
pro79 of wider app1tcation as an indez: of respiration for a particuJ.ar site.
The c.~oice of Q10 = 2 is justified bJ experiments both in the 1aboratory
and the field and ta uaua11J accepted bJ otb.er a11tb.ors (e.g. ADderao11 1973)and Reiner•
(196~) but see Witkamp (1968b) for co11trary reaults and Mindermian • Vulto (1913).
Shade from direct suzaligb.t is provided bV a1UJD1Dium fo11 if naces11B17. All
readings were started bet1r8dll 1100 and 1300 hrs. l'bia procedure adequately
daala with the needs of the local survey, but in the broader ccnteri of
teatiAg the method for wider use in UDkDowD habttats it is also desirable to
know whether reading& taken immediately after insertion of the cylizade:ra
bea~ a CDDBistent relationahip to those after long ezposure because th~s
might perp,it a surveyor to complete readings in a single visit and operate
wi tb far fewer cyU.ndera. Therefore, in add.i t:l.011 to the readings made as
above, additiona1 ones were made ill October and Hovember by inserting fresh
cylinders into undisturbed soi1 and immadiate1y commencing the absorption
procedure. The rationale behind this was simply that previous experiments
had sbowa a rise :Ln "respiration" over about siz days fol1owed by a fa11
to about one-third of tbe peak 1eve1 bg the end of two weeks. Also it :La
well-ls.Dowa. that a burst of microbial activity ~ollows disturbance o1 soil
in 1aboratc27 respirometer ez:periments. In fact, as ahcnm below, there
proved to be a rather canai.stent relationship between tb.e "distmbed" and
the "undisturbed" .l'eadings on the same dates.
Special treatment was required in the case of the Pinus site because
the very deep and long-leaved litter under theRe trees was impoaaib1e to
mauage in tbe normal respirometer tubes. Readings in thsse areas were
therefc•re taken by remov'lng tbe litter :from an area o:f 100cm2 and measuring its
carbon diozi.de emission s&paratblf in a g1ass dish covered with a sbeet o:f
glass. The normal cy1:L11dert1 'W9re then 1DBerted into the F Is e: 1arers and
soi1 btt1ow the litteT and treated in tbe usual wa1. Besul.ts were ez:presaed
both as the ae~arate component contributions and as tb.e total of the two;
correc·ting for tbe larger area of 1i tter and for the disturbance effect.
RESULTS

The "soil respiration" data for the tell vegetatima trpes (llumbered
in the order o:r tb.e five meadows followed by t:b.e succession series through
Ca11una to OalL (= 10)) are sU11111&arised in Table l and l"igure 1. These
figures all refer to cores which were "madistarbed", that; is were allowed
to settle and measurements 11111.de by careful1y placing lids OD tile tubes
w~tbout moving these in tbe soil.

8J6
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TABLE 1.

Bi-monthly soil resp:lratiOJI data from the ten vegetation types. Bach
figure 1.s the mean o:f nine readings (three ad.14Scent c:ores at three dtattnct
sites) OJI each occ-ion. Oil each occasioI& the c.ruc:le data are ml 00i/25cm2 /br
and the corrected figures are adjusted b7 a Q10 = 2 function to 10 c. The
ColUlllDS 9a and 9b refer to soil aa.d litter under pine respectively (see text).
Temperatures 0 c in brackets are means of nine readings.
Gras&laad Sites
Site No.
Oct.
Crude
Corrected
Jan.
Crude
Corrected

AprU
Crude
Corrected

!!!!!!!.
Crude
Corrected
August
Crwle
Corrected

1

I

2

3

4

"Succession" series
6

8

7

9a

8

s°>

(4.3° (3.9°: (4.0°:> (4.1°> (4.o°> (4.9°> (5.5°:) (7.
159
102
168
145
148
145
249
173
237
21fi
250
221
205
244
313
1es

I

9b

(8.5°)

(C.4°J
186

231

375
203

c-o.2ci (-0. 2CI ~-0.2,Cl IC-O. 2.Cl (-0.2CI (1.4°> (1.S°> (2 .2°> (1.9°>
116

102
207

236

112
338

130
271

104
2l0

113
204

150
288

183
330

144
253

313
189

,q

328
212
365
181
234
311
301
291
419
238
.c;
.Cl
,21.3Q [21.CCI ~19.7Q
(20. 2,(26. lCI (21.SCI (21.4CI (21.3,(21.3
419
390

321 J 228
155 I 66

.

357
420

248

1(19

358
434

407
192

I

338
144

424
194

618
280

827

ass

584

296

251
320
c2.2°)

.Cl (7.3°:> (7.3°> (7.8. (&.:a°> (S.B°> (5.8°:) (s.4°>
(6.6°> (l.1.6.

3\)4
401

10

147
252

(8.7°)

118
64

278
350

(20.8°)
269
145

671
321

(lG.21<22.0~ 1(11.3~ 1(19.2CI (16.3(

'.

813 • 632
501 ' 286

772
437

1028
539

1041
818

The two sets of figqra1 refer to the crude estimate (of ml 002 per 25cm2
sample per bour) and to temper*ture corrected estimates derived by applying
the Q10 function to the crude data ustq tue mean o.f the temperature at the
so:l1-11tter :l.Dter:face at tile bag:lnDi.ng and end of the sampling period. The
correct1.on is to 100 C. It rill be observed that the "corrected" v~ues give
a mu<Cll more cona:lstent seasonal picture in the case of the auccess:lon series.
Anal7aia of' variance of the corrected, undisturbed data for the tea
plant types de110nstrates significant d:l:ffereaces between tb.e plant tnes on
each occasion whether based on the "between tr:lp1eta" or the "cliscrepance"
values.
To arrive at a rea1istic value for the pine soil it :ls probablJ' bfsst
to add to the so:l1 estimates (col'lllllD 9a) a furtb.sr am>unt to represent the
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FIGURE 1.

-ite same data ~s in Table 1, co1Tected values only. Conaiderab1e
differences between monthly values for grassland contrast with very
consistent results in the su~cession series. The former perhaps linked
with root activity and desiccation in June. Rank order within eacb series
remains the same.

Succession Series
Site 1
Site

f:llte 6
l.>ite 7

October

Site 8
S:l.te Ba

su_,
1
2

8
7

January

3

8

9a
10

4
5

I

1

•

April

I

3
4
5

9b

...6

I

2

8
Ba

I
I

10

1

8

2
3
4
5

7
8

Jae

I
I
I
I 9b
I

9a

10

I

I

1
2
3

I

August

I
I

4
5
I
0

10

I
I

1

I

z

3

I

I

I

4

5

8

I
7

8)8

0

!

I

I

I

2

3

4

5

-.,...,...

r

.

-

.. -

,..,~,,...,_,-

-....

·~

...

--

-

-.

· overlying litter. This, howevGr, was inevitably disturbed wben placed in
the glass respiration vessels (see methoc!s). As a ro~-.h indication,
therefore, the cc•rrection factor of O. 54 can be applied to tbe litter measurements, giving values of 203, 169, 6~ and 145 Zor the October, JBD.uary, April
and June samples redpe~tively. 'r.hese can be added to the soil figures to
give totals cf 4~4, 421, 355 and 341 units respectively. It may be noted
that these considerably exceed the values for all the other sites, al30 that
the seasonal pattern reflects that of seasonal leaf-fall.
If the seasonal patt~rn of the corr~cte~ respiration figures for the
different vegetation types is &~IUllined lt ~111 be seen thet, by eliminating
temp•rature (which has been demonstrated by most authors to be the dominating
de~erminant of respiration rate - s•e discussi~a) we are still left with
rath'r a consist~ut seasonal pattern in the case of the grassland sites but
not in the other.a. Various hypotb ...ses co111e to mir;t. For instance the open
meadows on sandy soil are a'U?)ject to considerable desiccation which could well
reduce both decompositiok and root respiration in the summer months. On the
other band the April peaar of activity might be eoDDected with rapid root
antivity in April, ~ pheJh>menon whic~ was also detected in a more thorough
seasonal study in a grass area at Sesivangen (1111publisned).
TABLE 2.
A CQ.mparison between undisturbed (D) and 4isturbed (D) re7.dings
taken in the tea vegetation types on successive occasiaQS, 15 d~ya apart
(October/Bo1'8mber 1976). Id.sturbed reAdinga w,ere from rings placed immediatel1
prior to me-uremant. All figures are units o:f µ1 C02/cm2/hr. To convert
to gC/m2/year multiply by 20. These are tb3 mean of readings at three
0
adjacent positions (witbin 5cm.) an~ are aorreo~ed to 10 c. The vegetation
area numbers are the five meadowa followed by the ~~ succession series
in the order listed in the text. Figures for site 9 (Pi.nus) apply to the
soil fraction only.
Vegetation

Are~

Undisturbed

mean
Disturbed

mean

Ratio U/D

1

a

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

241
272
197

144

'147
188
223

287
185
280

211
219
234

213
225
179

202
267
283

270
349
332

256
240
218

~32

142
180

236

165

219

260

221

206

244

313

231

320

382
447
379

228
223
301

360
428
359

484
452
496

424

43S
433

383
387
402

418
444
492

533
626
880

389
488
453

882
682

403

260

381

477

<1ao

390

460

612

<loi&

867

.58

.82

.58

.62

.51

.&3

.&4

.51

.53

.49

Table 2 provides the data of the "disturbance" ezperlment conducted in
October/November 1978. Pip.res are the means from three adjacent r-tspiration
tubes corrected for temperatu1"l!. It will be observed that the ratio of

8.39

10
311
319

628

undisturbed to disturbed readings is rather consistent, despite the very
dl.:fferent vegetation t:ppes with an overall value o:f 541.
This figure is used ~o obta~n an appro~imate value
pine litter and is referred to in the diacussion.

~or

the (disturbed)

DISCUSS? ON

.:nie Local Surve1
The results ahOWD in Pig. 1 and Table 1 do not lndlcate an1 significant
difference amonr: the grassland sites other tha11 Kj•lliDge-Agre which is

dominated b7 the pioneer grass Co!"fl!ephrus canescens and which, as might
J'rom this it appears that there was no
detectable clum.ge in "respiration" betweaD the three year aDd over ab year
f:lelds.

be expectecl, has very low values.

On the other h&Dd the series correspondiDg to a succession from !:!!.rzn•ehrus
v:la Call11DB and shrubr. to the woodlo&.'.ld ezhibits a three to :four fold le.crease
ill ''respiration" whicb is roughly ranked in the order o:f the above-ground biomass
o:f tb.e dominant vegeta"!:ion. Subject to the :reservatf.ons expressed below this
would appear to indicate a reasonable relationship with prim&ZT production
by the plants and. serve as an encouragement to persue such methods especially
in order to establish the productivity status of other plant communities in the
repon.
'l.'he:re is a considerable contrast between the seasonal patterns in the
grassland as against the shrub and woodland sites, the former showing a uniform
peak in April and decline again in June Whilst the latter are 1111cll more couistent
through the year. This is discussed below.
The General Validity of Soil Respiration techniques
This topf.c has been extensively discussed in the literature in which views
on the usefulness of the technique vary from ttae optimf.stic (e.g. Coleman 1973a,
1973b, Lundglrdh 1927, Virzo de Santo et al 1978, Wanner 1970) te the guarded
(Anderson 1973, 11'itkamp 1966a, 1988b, 1969) to the condemuatoey ~'Ji!inderman •
Yul to 1973) • The general relev&Ace is discussed by Jlac:fadyen (1876) •
In principle carbon dioxide can be contributed

~o

the soil from:

1.

Dal'.omposition of litter derived from. above ground.

2.

Decomposition of roots.

3. Respiration of ·•rh:lzosphere" organi&lllll deriving nutrients mainly
·.=rom "leakage" o:f soluble material• :from roots.
4. Respiration o:f m:vcorrhi•a whose carbon supplies are also derived
:from roots (see R&rl8J' 1973).

Respiration of th.e roots themae1vea - but leas carbon dtoztde
translocated by t.he plant to above-ground parts (see Walter and
Raber 1957) •
&.

Of these sources perhaps only the first two should be thougbt of as
part of the decomposer industry of an ecosystem 1111d only the last is
un.equivocall:r part of prim&r7 production. However it seems not unreasonable
to consider the rhizosphere metabolism as part of decomposition and the
1111"COrrhizal respiration as a symbi.ot:Lc extension of the plant's pbysiolog and
thus to draw a line betweea item.a 3 and 4. The problan wbicb has so far
remained insuperable is to draw cucll a line in practice.
Further di~ficulties arts~ over losses of carbon as soluble components
ot the soil leachate and as carbon dioxide and other gases in the soil solution.
Short tel'ID effects have also been postulated, and sometimes demons~rated
involving ezpulsion of soil c:ases by cllanges in atmospheric pressure, water
table etc.
The extent to wb.1.ch these problems invalidate. "soil respiration"
methods in practice clearly depends on 1he magnitude of the effects and
the level of accuracy required in particular studies.
Pe1.·haps one o:f the most useful attempts to quantify the problem is
that of Chapman 197S, who work•" in a Calluna heath and used a modelU.zag
approach sim.iJ.ar to that of J>ouglas • Tedrow (1858). Claapm&ll first used a
respirometer which permitted repeated electrolytic titration within the
covered vessel (1971) out later moved to terminal titration in a syringe
(1978) which has the advantage of greater accurac7 but is otherwise quite
s:lm.11u to the techD.1que of the present: stud7. Ilia approach was to mdel
the flows of carbon between the different aom.partmen.ts of .roots, litter, root
mne humua and aub root 110ne humve and to flt the results obtained by means
of a regression equation. In this WB.1' he concluded that 70f, of the total
carbon diozide emission was derived from the :roots. Be makes no separate
est1mate for aycorrhizae which, in the Danish heath were extremely evident
by their fruiting bodies and which Barl97 (1973) has postulated to be
capable of producing up to BOit of total soil carbon diozide output. Presumably
this source would in fact be included in the "root respiration" of Chapman's
study. The approRch of Bunnell et al (1975) is soaewb.at similar.
At the time of the llolalaboratorJ work the potential im.port81lce of
mycorra:lza was ce.rtai.nly not appreciated and DO eatim.ate of their relative
prevalence ill different vegetatioD tnes was made: inaamch as it is
juati~iab:i.e i;o regard th• as part of the priUrJ production component
however th·is should not invalldetie the results ob'tained and it aould KO amae
way towards explU.ning the ver:r variable eat:lmates of the lmport1mce of root
respiration which have been ~blished (from 171 by Colmll&I! 1973b in success1onal
grassland. BllLl oak fo:rest, 35" bJ' ldwarda alld Solltna (1973) in forest soil
through 40I Kucera alld Kirkham 1971 in prairie to 70'lt by Cbapaa (1979) and
by Minderman amd Vulto (1973) and b:r Wlant (1187) in forest soils.
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Clearly, by far the most important factor limiting the usefulness
of "soil respiration" is that of the proportion of carbon di.oxide derived
from ''root respiration" ln the broad sense of including mycorrbizal
respiration. The most urgent need if the methods are to be extended is
tbat greater insight should be obtained 1nto1be relative roles of roots
ln a range of ecosystems. This can be approached in a number of ways.
Experimentally Witkamp (1966b) com~~red me•surements i.n wbich carbon
dioxide was prevented from moving between soil layers as did Edwards and
Sollins 1973. Witkamp et al (1969) used other methods to physically
separate tbe different components. Technical problems due to disturbance
were not easily overco'll8 in these studies but in general 1->Wer estimates
of root respiration we~e arrived at. Physical separation of coaponents
and the use of a respi.rometer to determine root respiration in grassland
was tried by Coleman (1813bj for old field and ~orest soils producing low
estimates for root respiration wb.~lst in grassland (1973a) he detected
higher ~ot activity. The extensive use of isotopic tracers for this
purpose still appears to be an untri~ possibility.
In the meanwhile it !s wortb considering whether there is any value
in these simple techni.ques as a primary survey method. It would appear
:from the present account that "spot" readings on a single occasion and
without allowing for settlement, consistent1y give approximately cloub1e
the estimate that would be obtained after a two week or morEI settlement
period. Also that "co~ection" to a standard temperature permits somei
generalization from one occasion to a seasonal average. The fact that the
seasonal pattern of the grassland readings contrasts so stronglr with that
in the other sites, may we11 i.ndicate a major seasonal effect of root
activity and even suggests that most of the "springtime peak" could !>e
attributed to thls factor whilst winter values represent decomposition
on1y.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS

!!·~· M:I'l'CBELL:
How important is the solubility of co 2
in water in affecting the utilization of co 2 flux rates as
a measure of e")il metabolism?
A. MACFADYEN: I'm afraid I have not adequately considered
this problem. Certainly there are many cbemical and physical
reactions which miqht influence co 2 emissions. 'J'hese should
be studied in particular soils but I know of no qualitative
as oppose~ to speculative data.
B· RASSALL= Please could you comment on the possible
value of recent advances in soil sterilizatio~ techniques for

isolating the contribution made hy plant roots to the total

soil metabolism.
~- MACFADYEN:
I have not :::1ucceeded in that kind of
technique although I have tried some. I hold out greater
hope for tracer techniques in order to discriminate between
carbon derived from the plant directly and that from decomposition.
B. AUSMUS: The lenqth of equilibration and incubation
greatly affects the variance and sensitivity of the measures.
What did you choose to use and why?
A. MACFADYEN:
I am afraid I misled you. The "incubation
time" (i.e. the time of exposure of alkali) is one or two
hours. The period of two weeks which I mentioned is the
acclimatization time (the period during which open cylinde~s
should be in the field before closure and absorption measurement).
M.S. _ggJLAROV: ifhat is the contribution of soil animals
to C02 evolution from the soil?
~· MACFADYEN:
The best estimates of which I am aware indicate that the animals account for between 5% and 10% of the
~icrobial respiration.
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r WORMS AND K. WORMS: A BASIS FOR CLASSIFYING
LUMBRICID EARTHWORM STRATEGIES

J. E. Satchell
Mnlnoood Rnmrch Slalion
UK

The development of' the idea of' dividing earthvo:rms into tvo
groups, surface-living red-pigmented forms and soil dwelling. non-redpigme~ted fl>mns leading to Bouche's (1971) classif'ic~tion into 'epige',
'endogE' and 'anecique' life-forms is reviewed. It is suggested that
the contra.sting behaviour, morphology and physiology of the two form!t
represent evolutionary poles arising f'rom r and K selection. Characters
acquired in response to adaptive radiation into a variety of' habitats
are interpreted as secondary to those reflecting position alo11g the
r/X gradient.
Introduction: the development of' an ecological classification of' earthworms
The first rec1.>1·ded :functional classification of eatthvorms appears
to be that of Da.mr· Juliana Berners, prioress of Sopwell :hunnery, who in
1485, in the first printed book on angling recommended as bait f'or e•!ls
'the great angle twytr.~' and, f'or al.l other fish, 'red vorms'. Little
or further vermicologic.:!. interest occurred until the late eighteenth
century when Linr1aeus (1758), O. F. Muller (1774) and Fabricius (1780)
1aid the foundations of' modeni earthworm taxonODW". Arter a further century-,
a basic edaphic djstinction was drawn f'or the f'irst time by P. E. Mul.ler
vbo in 1884 drew attention to the abundance of' earthworms in mul.l soils
and their absence, as he thought;, f'rom mor, The idea vas notabl.y expanded
hal.f a century later by his f'ell "'".r countryman Borr.t::busch who in 1930
distinguished tile lumbricid f'allll&& of' six types of' soil and vegetation in
Danish forests and heaths. Two of' his most contrasting types were
a) fresh mull soil with Lum'blt-lcks teztl'est.7'ia,, Al.7.otobophom Z.onga,,
OotoZasium oyaneum,, Al."Lol.tibophDN tu:zogida,, A. "t?tapeaoides,, A. chtorotica
and Eisenia :rosea., and b) beech raw humus with Dendrcibaena. octoedra,, and
more rarely, Lumbzof.cus l'UbeZ.tus,, L. castanews and Dendrolx1.ena arlJorea ...
To this background of' edaphic and distributional classification
and their own studies on agricu1tural habitats, Evans and Guild in
1947-55 added extensive data on life histories and behaviour of' the cODDDon
species, dis~inguishing between a) the deep dwelling species which f'orm·
well-defined burrow systems , cast on the surfa.:e or in soil spaces and
general.J.y aestivate during the summer, and b) the surf'ace-ciwelling nonburrov-f'orming species which neither aestivate nor f'orm sur:f"ace vorm casts.
Their data and his own observations were then summarized by Graff (1953)
who divi'3.ed the common lumbridds (Table l) into a) red 1~gmented surf'aceliving species, which occur pr"dominantly in habitats with organic surface
horizons, produce man;y cocoons, mature rapidl.y and may produce several.
generations in a year and b) those without red pig.u..•nt which live in tbe
mineral soil, occupy &l.l a¢cu1tural habitats except. c~ost, have a J"•"?lativeLy
low rate of cocoon produuti:m, mature slowly,. aestivate and produce only
one generation each year.
lllJ'brougbout this paper, species names and spellings are those of the
authors cited.

TABLE 1
Dis~ribution

Arable

a.nd reproductive rate of common earthworms (from Graff, 1953)
Graaaland

Forest

Compost

Cocoons
per )"ear
per vorm

Hatching
time

Matu:"ation

(veeka)

(weeks)

Of'f'sprins
per year
:per 'WC#l'Dl

41
94

10

50
40

35
80

15

110

time

Red pieented

~

I.um1Jltiaus tel'J'estft'l.s
IMm'bzticus J"UbeZZwa

++

++

+

0

0

+++

++

+

Dendztobacma awbrubWunda

0

+

0

0

++
+++

95

Eisen.f.a fostida

++
+++

10
4

140

~

9

350

+++

++

+

0

35

12

50

30

+++

++

+

0

21

12

50

18

+

++

0

0

31

7

29

:;

Hot red pigmented
At1.olobophora

ca:iginosa
Atiolobophora
J'OBBQ

Ai.ZoZobophoM
ah'toztotica

The f'unctional. significance of' the red pigmentation has been
interpreted as a protective adaptation against injury by ultra-violet
light (Zielinska 1913, Merker 1926a, l926b); as a mecl&ani.sm for
control.ling the extent of' exposure during surface movement (Svendsen
1957 based on Hescl.925) ; and as a cr.vptic adaptation to predation
(Satchell, 1967b).
Perel (1975, 1977) emphNliaed the different feeding habits of'
the surf'ace-living and burrovine; types acd within each distinguished
three groups of' species occupying ditf'erent horizons.
During thF. 1950s and 60s, many further dif'teren,.es • morphological.,
behavioural. ari.d pby"siologieal, were demonstrated between the pigmented
and unpigmentoed groups or representative pairs of' them. Surface-living
species were f'ound to have a grasping tanylobic or closed epilobic
cephalic lobe ( Semenova 1966) ; permate fibres in the longi. tudintU.
parietal musculature (Perel. and Semenova 1968); to be smal.l and
mechanicaJ.l.y unsuited to burrowing (Arthur 1965); to have a thin cuticle
( Semenova 196S.) • a cyl.indrical intestine a.'d a simple unfolded typhlosole
(Semenova 196f.). Soi~ dvelling species tended to be epilobic or
proepilobic; to have bunclle-like f'ibres in the parietlil. D111Scl.e11; to be
larger and to have a thicker cuticl.e, a beaded intestine and a folded
typh1osole.
In general., the Durf'ace-living species, when compared with the
burrowing species were :found to be more tolerant of soil acidity
(Satchell 1955; Laverack 1961); more sensitive to ultra-violet light
(Stolte 1962); Rnd more mobile over the soil surface (Svendsen 1957).
Haugbto:i et: at (1958) demonstrated dif':ferences between bmibri.au.s tazoest.i-ia
and AZ.'Lo'LobophoM tBl"l'estzou in the o:x;ygen dissociation curves of the blood and
Beedham (1957) showed th&t L. tezozoestzti.s excreted nitrogen at a substantially
higher rate than A. aaZ.i.ginosa. Semenova (l.967) observed that the chl.oragogenous tissue is unistratous in surf'ace dwellers and multi-stratous in
soi·l. dwel.leJ's and considered that the ability to accumulate glycogen in
chloragogenous tissue f'acil.itated diapause.
In an :..;nportan.t contribution on the respiration rates of earthworms,
Byrova (1965l then showed that a more intenPive metabol.ism is characteristic
of litter a.w.illing and surface activE species. She demonstrated f'irst that
the mean rata of oxygen consumption ot pismented species tends to be higher
than that of unpigmented species of' about the same size and that, in most
pigmented sp,.•cies, oxygen consumption is stronsl.7 ·iependent on boey size whereas
in unpigment.ld soil dwelling species e.g. EisBnia l'OBea and AZZ.oZ.obophonz
ca't-&gi:nosa, '.he two parameters are only slightly correlated. In her
discussion o." these results, Byzova noted that the pigmented species with
a higher met~bo1ic level. penetrate :f'urther to the north than non-pigmented
ones, the distribution of' Dentbto1'alP14 octa.eha for exampl.e extending to
the shrub tundra where under the prevai1ing conditions of low temperatures
and short vegetation period it l.ives as an ephemeral..

A further distinction betwEen tbe biology ot' the pigmented and
unpigmented species vas made by Satchell (1967) vho used the data of'
Ev&ns and Guild (1948) to shaw the striking relationship between the numbers
of' coc-oon• produced by the ditterent s-pecies and the severity of their
environments. For example, the deep burrowing non-pigmented species A. Z.Onga..
A. nCJatuPna and OOtol.asitm cyaneum which are most '>rotected from desiccation
and temperature tl.uctuation produced 3-13 cocoons per annum whereas the
pigmented Lumbzoicu.s Z"WbEiiZ.us.. L. aastanewB and Dfmlboolxzena. lllA.bPubieunda
which l.ive near the soil. surface and are most exposPd to heat, drought ana
predation produced 42-106 cocoons in a ~ear.
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Bouchi's Lynopsis
From this background and his own field experience, BoucbE (1911 7
1972, 1917). has proposed an eco:a.ogical classification of ~arthvorms
arouni three generalised lifeforms, "epig4!, endog~ and an~cique". These
are b~i :al.ly the surface-dwelling red-p.; ginented worms and soi1-dwe::...1.ing
aon-red-pigmented worms of ear1ier authors but distinguishins as anecics
(from Greek, which come up) those species which have deep burrows but come
to the surface to feed or defaecate. The characteristics of these groups
can be S'Ullllllarir;ed from BouchE (1971) (Table II).

An

al~ernative

interpretation

The system now proposP.d utilises most of the attributes listed by
Bouche (Table II) and some others and sugges·ts an evolutionaey rational.I!
tor selectins them •
.!!.!!tction pressures in earthworm evo1ution
Stephenson (1930) suggests that adaptive radiation in terrestrial
annelids proceeded concurrently vi.th the opread of' the angiosperms in the
Cretaceous. It seems 1ikel.y', in view of' the basica1ly aquatic f'orm of
organization, that the first lumbricids were mud-dwellers, perhaps simi1ar
in habit a..-id form to Be"Lodztil.us ')OOUtatus. with a low reproductive rate,
low metabolic rate, low population density and lov-grade organic matter
as their ::."'-ood-source. From this form of' organization it is perhaps a short
evolution&rJ." step to that of' a soil-dwelling earthworm, a vi:=v consistent
11-ith that of other workers :Ghilarov 1949 1 Wilc'k.e 1955) that the early
lubricids veT~ soil dwellers and that the main phylogenetic trend thereafter
vas to li:fe on the soil surface.
Since the most nutritious and abundant f'ood occurs in the surface
organic horizons rather than in the mineral horizons, selection pressures
se~ likely to 1-ave favoured f'orms which cou1d actively seek out and
consume sur:face organic matter. Co1o.aizin.g species vou1d require a high
metabolic rate suf':ficient to maintain the m~bility required fer food searching,
and it would have been advantagE-ous to deve.lop sensory mechanisms for selecting
these food sources and be?laviour patterns s'erving to keep t. population in
their vicinity.
Organic horizons a~e best developed toi~ in regions with severe winters,
at high altitudes and at high latitudes ir.i tundra and boreal vegetation.
Colonizing earthworms in earlier epochs v~ d have encountered similar habitats
and their ability to exploit surface organic matter as a i"ood resource would
have depended 1arguly on their success in surviving freezine,. Huhta (l.918)
describes the ef:fect on lumbrlcid populations of' winter temperatures in Finland.
Animals living in soil or litter were usually protected against low temperatures
by suov but when this was thin or absent, populrtions of Dendr>obaena oataetiz.a.
and !Alm1::1ri.t!u.s l'"Ubetlus f'!ll tt'I 10% or less. These obse1-vations are consistent
with those of' earlier wo1·1ters in the USA (Hopp & Linder, l9lt7) and Denmark
(Larsen, l.949) who reported reduced populati01'1. densities after cold winters,
and with those of Bengston et a.Z. ( 1979) who :;;\."1u1d tbat f.. l'UbeUus and
A. oatiginosa survived in litter bags under 20 cm of sr..n in Iceland.
Persson and Lahm (1917) f'o•md the biomass of Dendzrobaena ootaedm the same in
winter as in SUlllllier, the worms moving downwards to a depth of' 10 cm. Their
site at 60° latitude was however much tartt.er south than Huhta's. Ghiliarov
(pers. comm.) reports that Ei.senia J'IOJ"drmskit:iZC.U.~ known only from the
:Russian twidra (&tveyeva et ,!!:!:., 1975), survives freezing and at least a
proportion of earthYorms in northern latitudes, if acclimated, appear to
survive temperatures down t.o about -3°c. At lever temperatures and in
851
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TABLE II
Summary of charac~eristics used by Bo11cbe to distinguish

ecological types
Epigeics

Endogeics

Anecics

Rel.ated to burrowing habit
1.

Burrowing muscles

Reiuced

Developed

Strongly
develop"?d

2.

Longitudinal contraction

Nil.

Nil to f'eeble

Important

3.

Hooked chetae

Absent

Abs rat

Present

4.

Weight

Smal.1
(10-30 mg)

Smal.1 to large

Often l.arge
(adults
200-1100)

?.elated to surface habit

5.

Sensitivity to light

6. Response to irritation:
mobi1ity

7.

Ski~

moistening

Feeb1e

Strong

Moderate

Positive
'Rapid

Positive
Feeble

Positive
Mcderate

Developed

Slight

Strongly

developed

8. Pismentation

Homochromic

Absent

(red brown

or green)

9.

Regeneration

Dorsal and
anterior
(dark brown)

Nil

Important

Important

~variable)

Other characteristics
10.

Fecundity

High

Limited

Lim.a.ted

ll.

Maturation

Rapid

Moderate

1-:0d-:!rA.te

12.

Pespiration rate

High

Feeble

Modest

13.

Survival. of ad.verse
cco~i ti on a

As cocoons

By

14.

Food size

Mesophage

Micropbage

Macroph1.ge

l5.

Intestin&l. tr&11si t

Slaw

Rapid

Vari.o.ble
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populations not acclimated to freezing, few vorms, if any, survive and
populations overwinter as cocoons, - a strategy requiring the mP.tabolic
capacity to grov and reproduce rapid1y during the f'ava.irable season.
Since surface feeding carries the penalties of exposure to pred~tors,
ultra-viol.et irradiation and desiccation it would have been advantageous
to deve1op cryptic colo-J.?"&tion, noctUJ"r..al surface activity, surface
movement during rain, and means of moistening the respiratory sur~ace
·.rith secretions. Tol.erance to tbe acidity of mBl".y types of' l.it+.:'r lfQ'er
vouJ.d al.so have been re~uirud.
As the rroup spread and competition tor fc.od intensified, adapt&.tions
to pioneer conditions vili tend to have been replaced by new adaptations to
surviva1 on the lower grade f'ood material. of so:il organic matter and by the
return of the burrowing habit. Surviva1 through the cold season be:_ ow
the soil surface creates the possibil:ty of' extend.ins the lif'e span beyond
cne season. A 'high biomass can then exi:n; throughout the :y~ar re~ to
exp1oit the available food supply whe!lever tempera'ture and :nnisture
constraints p~rmit. The need for rapid maturation and reproduction declines
and the reduc1".ion in mortal.i t;y from surface hazards reduces the rate at
which cocoonf! must be produced 'to n:a;_ntain the population density. Once
the need to seek out a nitrogen-rich food source in order to produce a big
seasonal. bat~h ot cocoons ceases, it becomes possible to conserve energ;y
b:y reducing the rate of bo~ metabolism and to adopt a more s edenta:ry lite.
By the opera'tion of' surface laws, reducticn in metabol.ic.. rate permits an
increase in bo~ size and hence the power to :form burrows. Subsurface
f'"!eding on soil organic matter can +.hen be combined vi th f''!!eding cm 11ur:f'ace
plant remains trom below •.)r collectin& materials on the surf'ace cl.ose •.;o
burrow openings. Exclusively subsUJ•f'ace feeding pat-cerns JllQ' also devel.op,
including subsoil feeding. It then becranes prudent, so to speak, to
maximise resource conservation b;y ~ombining low metabolic rate vitb ~igh
!cmsevi'Y· Adaptive radiation i~Go a variety of' niches in both or~ic
and mineral horizons coul.d be expected to prodace specialists in cop.a.·.,pn-:.g'.m ,
corticol.ous, subsoil, emphi'biotic and other babitats.

It seems therefore that the Lumbricidae may have evolved :from iire in
the soil to :i.if'e on the surf'ace and back again and. that species with
adaptations to soil dwel.ling are not necessarily older than species adapted
to 1if'e on the soil surface. Wide aif'f'ere"lces in ecolagy between npecias
in the same genus proyide support :f'or this view. Bi.senia foet1.da and E. 2."0Sea
end Bimtutos eiseni and B. rnuUaZi show totally di.f'terent modes of' 1.if'e
as, according to Perel (197tl, do ~baena attemsi and D. aZ.pU-.a.
Although revisions in nomenclature 1111Q' eliminate some of these examples,
other&, ror example in the genus Turibz•iaue, seem incontrovertible.
Dif'fe.t"entiation vi.thin species at the present time, e.g. in Aitotobophozra
ch'l..Ol'ctU:a (Satchell, l.96Tb) seems al.so to support the view that much of'
the adaptive radiation to be observed in the Lumbrici..iae is relatively recent.

:rn the northern hemisphere, the mc;st important recent event in
lwabricid evo1ution is the ob1itera,.ion o~ the endemic popul.ations c•1' large
areas b;y glaciation and the post-glacial recol.onization c.f these areas b;y
peregrine species. It can be interred f2'02ll the absence o:f' post-glacial.
endemics that these events a.re too recent for new species to have evo1ved.
Bevert~eless, the changing selection pres3-ures exerted on the exi3ting stock of
species as the tundra-lik. btJ.bitats of the imediate post-gl:icial -period vere
succeeded by t9111perate ecosystems determined the: species composition of'
the present-drQ' lumbricids. Sele~tion pressur~s ~~vouring initially the
short, f'ast li1'e st;rl.e cf' the surface feeder JIDUlt have svuag as the cli..a&te
amel.iorate4 to favour the slow, resource-conserving 1if'e-st:yl.e 01" the soil
clveller. !l!h.e earthworm' a anawgr to tbe question of' whether it is better to
8S)
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l.ive like a lion for a d&¥ or a lamb f'o,•ever is • on this interpretation•
part4r geographical.

partly historical and

Earthworm strategies as responses to r and K selection
It seems desirable in principle to harmonize ideas in soil zoology
with concepts alread1' established in general ecological theory. 'lbe division
of earthworm. li.re st71es into these two basic types is paralleled by th~
concept of r and K' selectdd species, alrea.dy Yell established in evolutionary
theory in 1967 by Mac.Arthur and Vil.son. ThP. terms r and K are taken :from.
the VerhuJ.st-·Pearl. equation

where:

is the popul.ation c!ensity
r is the intrinsic rate of natural increase
and
K is the carrying capa~ity of' the environment.
Discussing what happens to pcpulations that invade idla:ad envircnments,
MacArthur and ~ilson coined the terms 'r sel.ection' and "K sciection' to
describe the different W&¥S in which popul.ations might :f'unction to survive
in uncrowded B.!?d crowded environments. In an environment vith no crowding,
genotypes which harvest the most or the best food will rear the largeet
f'amil.ies and be most: f'i t, ~volution favouring productivity, 'but in a crowded
environment, genotypes which can at l.e&&t replace themsel.ves with a small
family' at the l.ove!:t f'ood level vill vin, the f'ood de;.isity being l.owered so
that l.arge f'amil.ies cannot be fed. \tlhere cl.imates are rigorously seasonal
and winter survivors recol.onize each spring in the presence of' abundant f"ood,
r sel.e,-:tion lo"i.l.l. operate favouring high productivity but where seasons are
more unlf'orml.,r benign • K selection favouring e:f'f'iciency ot conversion
of' f',,od ii.to of"f'spring will result. Newly colonizing species vill be subject
to r sel.ection but• once saf'e~ established vil.l. tend to become K selected.
!1

Whil.e emphasisin13 the imrortance of' seircre wiuters in generating
r se1ertion, M&.cArthur and Wilson explicit~ recognized constrain~s on f'ood
and feeding as the crucial evolutianar;y pressure. Thus 1 in habitats with
surface organic matter horizons and winter temperatures too lov ~o permit
f'eeding 1 r l.if'e strategies wi l.l be expected and where tliese horizons are
lacking or trE.11sito27 and soil. becomes the :main habitat, X strategies will
p:-evai1. In mediterranean or arid climates, the ho+. season iln9oses a silr.i.l.ar
constraiirt on earthworm feeding and onl1' species which have evolved methods
of' combating desiccacion survive. If a consequence of' the hot season is
an aceumulation ol surface l.i'l.ter anll i.r this is not destroyed by fire but
is avail.able as f'ood in the f'ollcnring wet season, r strategists llllQ" be
expected to evol.ve no JP.Sa than in high l.atitudes. :But if' the hot au.son
accumULation of' l.itter disappears be!'ore f"ee4ing is again curtail.cd rq vinter
cold or sUllllll.e'r arougbt. soi1 dwP.lling le strategies llllQ' be expected to prevail.
Southwood st; czt (1914) and Southwood (l.9TT) discuss the st1:1.bil.it7 of'
the enviromnent &a the arbiter of' r and IC se1ectior.., discontinuous distribution

of' f'oo4 sources in space mid time seneratirag r s~lection. Stabil.ity in
the eartmro:n:: envi.rcmment is determined pvtly by :food distributioz:. but
perhaps more importantly by variability in the conditions permitting feeding.
Coprophogous and corticolous species encounter a~~ial diucoL~inuity in t~e
distribution of' their f"ood sources and l .;."lit.er feeders encO'mter seasonal
f'l:uctuations in s,.ipply. Soil or"8Dic matte-t" provides a relati VE'ly st.able
f'ood source and the to "il en rlronment is substantially buf'f"ered against the
'V&ri.ations in moist•.J"e Uld tt=mperature Vhich limit feeding in surf'&ee-living
Ppecies. Surface habitats ·c;end t.heref'ore to be r-selecting and sub-surface
habitats K-selecting.

.... - ...... c:• ..._• .,,.. .... ..,,_ ....... _

Attributes

o~
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r and K lif'e f'ol"lllB

Pianka (19TO) 1ists a numbe.· of correlates of r and K selection
(Table III) of' which all. but rela.tive ab'IJlldance (which does not appl.y to
specie:& but to groups of' species) are 2-el.evant to r- and K-selected
earthvcnDR. 'l'here are unf'ortunatel.y very f'ew data available for earthworms
on several. of these correlates but in generhl there is a clear correspondence
between the characteristics o~ surface-living pigmentPd species and of
r selection and between those ot burrow-forming, non-pigmented species and
of K selection. Specifically, no data are available on mortality such as
might shO'tl density dependence althoYgh 'l'amlin and Miller (1980) have shown
in Eiaen.ia. foe1,.-il1a that growth and fecundity are re1ated to population densi. ty.
'l'be pattern of :survivorship is know::i for very few species but in Lumbloioua
tfJPZ'eatJ"i.s it is undoubtedly of' the type 3 pattern (Deevey (1947) with
heavy mortality in ear~ grovt.h st~es (Lakhani and Satchell, 1970) and in
this respect it appears to be T se1ected. Popu1ation size, tbougb perhaps
Z9.rely constant in &D;Y' eart.hworm species, is apparently more constant in the
burrowing than in the sui.·f'ace 1iving forms, post-emb2'7onic staaee of L. oaataneua,
for example, disappearing entirel.y' in some years during the summer (Bouch!!, 19T7).
No estima.tes bave been made of' the carrying capacit) of' earthworm. enviromnents,
of the extent to which earthworm ccmmnmi.ties are saturated or of the intensit;r
of' competition. Recoloni ...ation each year by surf'ace-living forms occurs in
the sense tha":: the· popul11tion is annually t'eplenished a~er reaching its
seaso1.1ally 11.1vest l~ ;.s by a new generation of post.-embr;ronic worms, soilclwelling species ma.intaining post-emb2'7onic populations through adverse seasons
by vertical. migration an~ quiescence. For the remaining characters in 'l'ab1e III
the correspondence bet7een surf'ace-living worms and r selection and between
soil-dwelling worms and K s•?J.ection is genera.1.1¥ well eatab1ished.
Southwood (197T) has added a number of' other concepts to this list.
Bish 1evels of dispersal. and f'ecundit7, l.isteci a.a attribut~s of r selection,
are vell-estab1ished characteristics of the suri"ace-ilVelling species as their
converses are of burrowing species. Low and hish levels of' investment in
defence and other interspecific competition mechanisms, 1isted respectively
as r and K characteristics, ma;v not be applicable to earthworms although it is
too early to assert this ::iositively until earthworm pheromones have been
further investigated.
ID discussion ot bo~ size, Southwood(1971) and Southwood et czl (1974)
interpret the large size of K-selected species as conferring survival
advantage as a means of def'ence against attack. 'rbe idea of a retal.iatoryearthvorm, however 1arge, seems unsustainable clelilpite t.be popu1ar concept of'
the worm turning. A large ·.rorm. attar:ked by a bird J118¥ lose a fftV sesments
and survive vhen a small. worm. would be cons'IDll8d, nevertheless econom;y in ener9
metabolism and the mechanical capcity to burrow appear to be more important
benefits of' size. With some f'f!!ll exceptions attributable to the peculiarities
of annelids, the characteristi•.s distinguishing surface-living and soil-dwelling
earthvorma are not special to the sroup but are widely paralleled in simi1arq
contras-ting groups of' r and K selected species thrcughout the plant and
an; mal kingdomS.
As :i.-elated to earthworms, the attribtrtes distinguishing r and IC
lif'ef'onas Dlll1' be considered as those concerning repmoduetion and productivity;
tb.oH re:Lated to tbe feeo.iag behaviour associa1ied. with ditterent levels of
pz-oductivitJ", inc1ucling adaptations to surface living or burrowing; and those
which ma;r be ad&ptive or Dlll1' be associated vith different metabolic rates
as either causes or effects. They ar'9 summarised in Table IV.
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'!'ABLE III

Some of the correlates of r- and K-selection (Pianka 1970)
K-selection

l. - i3C!E"t't. i.on

Climate

t'.ortalit;r
Svvivorahip
Population size

Variable &':Id/or unpredictable;
uncertain
Otten catastrophic, non-directed,
densit7 independent
Otten Type III (Deevey 1947)
Variable in time, non-equilibrium;
usually well below carrying capacity
ot enviro111Dent; unsaturated
communities or portions thereof;

Fairly constant and/or predictable;
more certain
More directed, densit~-depen~ent

ecological 'racuuma; recolonization

nece111.aa.r,y

U11ually Type I and I! (Deevey 1947)
Fairly constant in time,
equilibrium; at or near carrying
c~pacity of the environment;
satura~ed communities; np recolonization

each year
~

°'

Intra • interspecitic
competition
Relative abl!Ddance

Variable, often lax

Usually keen

Otten doe3 ne>l: fit MacArthur's broken
stick model (King 1964)
1. Rapid development
2. High r max
3. Early reproduct.i.on
4. Small body size
5. Semelparity: single reproduction

Frequently fits MacArthur model
(King

1964)

Length of lite

Short, usually lees than 1 year

S~<'Wer development, greater
competitive ability
2. Lover resource thresholds
3. DelB¥ed repro<i.uction
4. Larger bod¥ slze
5. Iteroparity: repeated reproduction
Longer, usually more than l yeer

Leads to

Productivity

Efficiency

Selection favours

l.

----.. -

•• -- -
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attributes of' r a;1d K selected earthwo1"1iB

Directl) related to f'ec.undit;y and length of' lif'e cycle:
r

l.

.,,

-·

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
B.

Higher
!iigher
Shorter
Shorter
Shorter
Shorter
Type III
Lower

Lover
Lover
Longer
Longer
Longer
Longer
'l'y-.fe I

or

II

Higber

Belated to the feeding behaviour required to sustain different
reproductive rates:

16.
17.

Surface or subsurface dwelling
MetaboJ.ic rate
Mobility
Sensit.ivity to pH
Sensitivity to light
Pigmentation
Avoidance of' desiccation
Size
Morphological. adaptations to burr"JW'ing

Surface
Faster
Higher
Lower
Higher
Pigmented
Quiescence
Smaller
Poorly
developed

Subsuri'ace
Slower
Lower
Higher
Lover
Unpismented
Diapause
Larger
Well developed

18.

Form of prostomiUD

T~lobic

19.

Form o::r typblosole

Smaller,
unf'olded

Epilobic or
proepil.:>bic
Larger, f'olded

9.
10.

ll.
12.

... 3.
14.
15.

C.

Number of cocoons prod~ced per worm
Number of embryos produced per cocoon
Incubation time ot cocoons
Maturation time f'rOll1 batching
Duration of reproductive lif'e
Time distribution of mortality
Form o~ survivorship curve
Seasonal stability of population density

K

Related to
20.

21.
22.

metaboli~

rate

Nitrogen excretion rate
InteLtinal. tra11sit rate
0X¥"gen affinity of' haemoglobin

857

Faster
Faster
Lower

Slover
Slower
Higher

- 1 Characters not included iD this list but not-ed by Bouche (Table JI)
incluiie food size and response to irritation. Insufficient publishei data
is available on either of' these to permit their inclusion. FiC!ld observations
of responses tc vermif'uaes are difficult to interpret because size of
burrow openings and other confounding factors affect vermif'use penetration.
More direct c:.ata are needed.
lntestina1 transit rate is al.so difficult to interpret. Like nitrogen
excretion rate it mq have adaptive aignificMce or it may be a f'\•netion of
metabol.ic i·ate. The characteristics of' the haemoglobin may- als-:> distinguish
the two extremes oi l..i:re form but interpretation of' its significance awaits
• evidence :from additional s1•ecies.
Avoidance of desiccation iD the surface reeding sp.:cies is facilitated
by their high mobili1.y • t.beir babili of' moving during rain showers and to some
extent by nocturnality. Summer diapause 1Jccurs in endemic species of regions
south of the J.it!li.ts of' glaciation and perhaps evolved much earlier. 'l'be
regeneration of' lost segments durina; diapause seems of' doub'f::f'1.tl. ecological
signif'icance althougb Bouch6 (1977) consideru it an adaptation to predation.
Adaptive radiation within r and K strategiep
Within the conf'ines of' the r strate51 several variations in l.ife
style are possible ('1 able V). Dendztobaena oetaedra and Bi81Jll2atoe eiesni.
living in f'orest or heathland litte~ l&Q"ers are seen as predominantly r-selected.
~'s caetaneue occurs in litter llQ'ers but more abundantl.7 in grassland
Where it is adapted ·.;o exp1oitat ion of ephemeral cil:.'"lg pats • Eisenia foetidt:I.,
orisinall.7 a corticolous lit1.~ez-lqer species (Graf'f, 1974) is DOW al.so
a.riapted to J!IBll-ma.de habitats in 11itrogen-rich organic matter. Luntbzaicws
l'Ubettws. primaril.7 an r strategist, lives in f'c ..est litter or in grassland
as a partial coprophage. In •ome sites with a thin litter l.qer it burrows
into the mineral soil and seems part VIQ' alon5 the route to a K stratesr.
Lwribr"°"e 1;82'2'ee"t;p,:e. further along the same route, has the reproductive
features of' a K lif'e f'orm but. having retained the r oele~ted bl.bits of'
f'eeding and ~ting OD the surf'ace, also retains the pigmentation of' the
r strategist. BisenieZ.'Ltz tetNedzoa is perha-ps an r strategist that has
become semi-aquatic.
1

Predominanti:, K-selected types are AZ.Z.OZ.Obopho.zoa aa'/,igir'IDsa, living
in the A horizon of mull soils, reproducing slovJ.7 Gild maintaining a high
biomass throughout. tbe year. and Bieenia %'0Sea vith simil.s.r habits.
At?.otobophozta ohl.oro"t;-tca. a:Lao a mu1l soil dvel.ler. lives just below the
soil suri"ace vbere it is mu-:h exposed to bird predaticn. Its pismentation,
thouebt to have ceyptic va1ue, is of 3.0 entirely dittez:ent: composition
(Kalmus, Satchell and Bowen 195;, Satchell 19671>) from that of' r strategists.
A. Zonga and A. rrootwona are two typical K strategists vhiub in their
exp1oitat.ion of the :f'ul.l depth of' the ~ horizon have developed the behaviour
of' def'aec·e.ting on the surf'ace. Their distal. pigmtmtatian is also of' a
clitfereD-; cO":lpOsition f'rom that of r strategists. Octt~.itu~ ..-i ct!'anBIDll and
O. Zactei.:m are K strategists 'dapted to exploit&tion of' pt;.r •·:;..~ntl.7 moist
subsoil. Tbe :i.atter has a weak. ability to diapause '!';:..t. is -m.111.01ed 1.y a v-.lldeveloped network of' subcuta.ieous blood Teasels and a high concentration of
haemoglobin to inhabit poor:cy ae1ated soi:!.s (Perel, 1917).

8,58
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Adaptive radiation of' some peregrine earthworms

TABLE V

K

>

Surface feeders
Litter 1&¥er&
Litter and
subcortical.
Litt.er and
dung pats

D. t'Otaedz"CZ
B. eiseni

Litter and
dung heaps

E. foetida

Surf'~e

D. subzru.bicu.nda
L.

11astaneus

and subsurf'ace feeders

Semi-aquatic
E. tetztaedzta
::-..itter. dung
i>&ts and subsurf'ace
Litter and soi1
orga.~ic matteT

L. rubel.Z.Us

L. tflPl'estztia

Subsurface feeders
Surf'a~e

soi1
Soil. organic
mtter and
Utter
Soi1 organic
matter
A«;i.uatic muds
and subsoil.
Subsoil.

A. ch1.ozt0ti.oa
A. nootzaona
A. Zor..ga

A. oa.1.igi:nosa.
E. zoosea.
B. ocr.dat&cs
B. ""'Zda?.i

o.
o.

oyaneum
Zc:roteurn

··------------ 8 -

•

Wi t:iin the main di visions o~ r and K strategists, Jll8.Dl" f'orms of."
&.Captive radiation ce thus seen to be possible and this can bP. expected
to apply a.l.so to endemi.: species. Where vinter temperatm·es or sUJ111Der
droUl'.ht do not Jiermit survival of' post-embryonic vorms r life-forms ~
be expected, - where adult or j11venil.e v:>rms can survive throughout the
year• a v11riety of adaptations vi thi ?1 tl:e K li 'fe f'or .ll vil.l. occur.
l:r. the Megascol.er::idae, Lavelle 1 1979 i fo·.i.1d that small. species
living cl.nae to the surface have a high multiplication rate and a.re the
most productive (P/B) and the least e~f'icient (P/I) Bl'ld that large species
l i vi 'Ilg deep in tbe 10oil are l.ess }lroduc ~i ve and more efficient. It seema
therefore that al.tl".ough some clive..:";e!'l•~e ma.y be found from the e1.iites of
~ and K al:;tri'butes appropriate to the L\.:.a.bricidae. -i;he Megascolecidae and
possibly other ea.J:thwo1-m groups may alsc. be capable of analysis in terms
of r and K selec~ion.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS
!!.B. BOUCHE: Just a remark about resistance by cocoons.
When I discovered this phenomena (in Lumbricus castaneus
Savigny) that was not during the cold season but in dry
nummer. To the best of my knowledge until n:>w resistance
by cocoons is the equivalent of quiescence or diapause during
drouqht.
'
_f[.E. SATCHELL: Yes, thank you. Although I have developed the theme of r-selection in earthworms primarily in
relation to colonization of regions with cold climates, it
could also be developed in relation to the seasonally available resources in hot climates. Cocoon survival through dry
summers would then be equivalent to cocoon Gurvival through
cold winters as one of the means by which populations persist
throuqh adverse seasons.
M.§.a.. GHl:LARIJV: You have pointed out that earthworms
cannot survive freezing. But D. octaedra and E. nordenskioldii
do sur-Jive such freezing which is line vitrification.
,g:.E. SATCHELL:
l:t is true that some earthworms can
survive freezing in the extreme northern limits of their range
and this may bP. by acclimation in for ex2!1lple D. octaedra or,
possibly an evolutionarily recent adaptation in E. nordenskioldi:i.. The point is :iot critical however since even in
these species they appear to suffer a severe reduction of
population in the winter. r-selection will therefore operate
to favour a high ~ate of population recovery ~n the spring.
,M • .§. GHILAROV:
You suggest that there are quite different
evolutionary trends in colourless and pigmented Lumbricids.
But Eisenia nordenskioldii is found invariably pigmented as
WEll as colourless in some localities.
J.~. SATCHELL: In general the more K-selected geophagous
species are less pigmented than the more r-selected species.
However, polymorphic species can be found exhibiting interspecific differences in relatic~ to the r-K ~radient. Allolobophora chlorotica may be interpreted in this way as having
a green pigmented form which is perhaps more r-selected than
the K-selected unpigmented form.
,!!.,e. GHILAROV: Earthworms were o!ten found in winter in
frozen soil layers. They can be in the overcooled state a.rad
even active in the "vitrified" soil, as M.N. Gorizontova,
L.A. Krasnaya and T.S. Pere1 (Uchenye Zapiski Moskovskogo
Gorodskoqo Pedagogicheskoqo Institute. LVIs 161-178, 1957) have
observed near of Moscow on Lumbricus sp. (juv.) and Nicodrilus
caliqinosus. But they can also be quite frozen as B.A.Tichomirov (Priroda, No. 5, 1957) observed on Novaya zemlya. There
were also dld records of living earthwo:cms frozen into tlie ice
(I. Recker, Zool. Cluz. Bd. 19:3-4, 1896: E. Sekera, ibid. 159).
There cire also some data on "vitrification" of earthworms, but
not correctly analyzed.
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SOIL FAUNA STUDIES FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS OF
BIOGEOGRAPHICAL CONNECTIONS
M. S. Ghilarov
USSR ,,uzdrmy of Stir11tn
MOWllD, USSR

Soil animals dre exclusively appropriate to elucidate
biogeographical as well as paleoqeoqraphical connections of
various territories, principally those taxonomic groups,
with repre3entatives that have feeble potencies to dispersal. Of especial interest with this respect are earthwo:cms,
woodlice, millipedes, centipedes and higher insects whose
larvae develop in the soil whereaE imagines are not or are
little capable of flight. ActivPly flying insects and various invertebrates adopted to i'lnemochory or ornithochory are
of minor value for sulving bioqeographical problems.
Certainly biogeographical problems are to be solved
when studying territories minim~lly influenced by man where
the possibility of anthropochory is practically excluded.
Some examples ~aken from the author's own experience are
as follows.
Xn the red-coloured soils on limestone rocks of the
South Crimea coast the majority of larger soil invertebrates
belongs to species distributed in the Mediterranean, especially in the East-Mediterranean area whereas in other soil
types in the same locality Mediterranean species do not occur
or their percentage is man~ times lower.
As examples, typically Mediterranean species may be
found such as Haploembia solie1:i Ramb. • Dilar turcicus Bag. ,
Lici~us silphoides Rossi, Ophonus subguadratus Dej, Blape
mucronata Latr. and many others cC311\on to the Crimean red
soils. As such species do inhabit "terra rossa" in the
Mediterranean province" red-colo\l,··.,.d soils of the South
Crimean coast are to be identified as nowadays forming
"terra Rossa" (Ghilarov, 1956), because their regime corresponds to ecoloqica~demands of various Mediterranean soil
invertebrates. which proves that these soils are the result of the contemporary soil formation. This excludes
the assumption of some pedologists that Crimean red soils
are fossil ones expoEed by erosion.
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These data prove also that ancient. already disappeared. land connections of the South Crimea with Asia
Minor and the Balcan peninsula occurred in the Tertiary.
Another example is the study of ''bald summits" of
calcareous mountains in the Horth-West Caucasus situated
above the belt of beech and oak forests (altitude 800-1100 m).
These summits are covered with steppe-like vegetation cover
(Stipcto-Festuceta or Featuceta herbosa) and the soil fauna
there is very similar to that in steppes of the Ukrainian
plains. Such a group as tenebrionids is represented by OpatI::.Bm
sal>ulosum L., Pedinus femoralis F., OOdescelis polita stu:cm ••
and Cylindr.onotus breviocollis Kust: though each of these
species may not be reqarded as an indicator of steppe conditions. the combination of species of this "taxocanose" is
characteristi~ of steppes.
The same is true for ScarabaeidaePleurostictj (Amphimallon solsti ti.ale L. , Rhizotroqus
aestivus 01 •• Rhizotrogus aequinoctialis Herbst. Pentodon
idiota Herbst). And the typical steppe genus Dorcadion was
represented by J2.. caucasicum Kust.
Such c;round beetles as ~abru@ spinipes F., and Rarpalus
flavicornis Dej. or such weevils as Otiorrhynchus fullo Schrnk.,
Stomodes tolutarium Bob •• B-rachvcerus junix Licht" are common
to Ukrainian virgin steppes. though being of the Mediterranean
oric;in.
The cockroach (Ectobius duskei Adel.), t~e japygid
(Confusus rumaenus Silv.), the mi1lipede (Chromatoiulu&
rossicus Tim.). the centipedes (Escaryus retusi~!D§.grnatus
Folkm. , and ClinoPQdes ~~ escherichii Ver:.,.) , tbe
sowbug ~tracheoniscus giliarovi Borutzki) and others are
typical to plain steppes of the steppe zone (Ghilarov and
Arno1di, 1969). The occurrence of such spr·~ies with a negligiblg potency to dispersal shows the relic and not a secondary character of these mountain steppe ecosystems: the
penetration of these steppe elements upward into the mountain
through the forest belt is quite improbable. :Not on1y steppe
vegetation but also the whole ecosystem of the studied s\Dlllllits
prove their inanediate connection with plains in the xerothe:anic period before glacietion.

•

A soil faunal study wa8 presently applied also to solvd
the problem of the history of some juniper forests inside
the Transcasp!an Desert.
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In this desert (West Turkmenia) the western branches
of the I<c-petda9 Mountain range are ending. This range is
now connected with other mour.tain systems ~f the Central Asia.

To the northwest from Kcpetdag separated from it by the
very dry Karakoum Desert there are two isolated small mountain ranges - the Small Balkhan and more remote and the
higher (alt. 1880 m) Big Balk.ban. The southern slope of
this last range is covered with desert vegetation whereas
on the steep northern one there are Junipereta. Junipereta
in West 'l'urkmenia represents isolat:!d arboreal communities
in mountains and are considered as those of h'UIDid type
(Korovin, 1961).
Northwestward from. Kopetdag the northern slope of Big
Balk.ban is the only site where juniper forests are growing
(surrounded with desert vegetation). On a steep slope
undergoing erosion, if growth conditions are favourable for
the edificator pla.~t species. it is rather arbitrary to draw
a conclusion whether the vegetation co"•er is of a recent
origin (due to the possible passive transportation of saeds
by wind or birds) or 0£ an ancient relic one. In the case
uncier study the arboreous juniper species both on the Big
Balkhan and on the Kopet.dag northern slopes is Juniperus
tu~komapica, which is rather close to a more occidental one
~· polyca;:;pos growing in Transcaucasus, whereas eastward in
Tien-Shan Mountain system it is substitut~d by J. turkestanica.
'l'O solve the nature and age of Big Balkhan Junipereta the
data on soil fauna composition are of real interest.
In the Junipereta of Big Balk.ban many soil animal species
were found common to Kopetdag Junipereta too. auah are e.g.
the earthwoJ:m Allolobophora persiana Mich., described from
Iran, centipedes Lithobius icis Z~lesskaya, known only from
Big Balkhan and Kopetdag Juniporeta ,and Benia bicarinata Mein ••
found during our many decades of studies in juni~er forests
of Kopetdag. the Transcaucasus, the South Crimean and the
Northwest Caucasus. Only in the Junipereta of Big Balkhan
and of Kopetdag a new species of Pachymerium was found which
is yet to be describod.
In Big Balk.ban there was found the ground beetle
Dyschirius B!,luds.a~a Tschitasch., described from Beludjistan.
Cockchafer (Miltotrogus) aschhabadensis Nonv. and its white
grubs were sampled both in Big Balkhan and Kopetdaq under
juniper cover.
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Such tenebrionids as ZOphohelops steinbergi G. Meclv.
and z. arvatensis G. Medv., described and known from Kopetdaq
only, were found also in a Juniperetum of Big Balkhan. '!'he
same concerns also Blaps seriata F.-w. and the ant, Aphaenogaster fabulosa K.Arn.
All these species are to be regarded as mesophilous
cf the soil population conanon to Junipereta in
West Turkmenia, absent under the xerophilous vegetation in
surrounding deserts.
e~ements

Korovin (1961) indicates that the penetration of the
Junipereta into t~e Middle Asia occurred i~ the Tertiary.
The occurrence in the Jun5.pereta of Big Balkhan of the
above mentioned soil animal species common to I<opetdaq (and.
in some cases also to Khorasan, Elburs and the Transcaucasus)
pxoves the ancient (Tertiary) connections of juniper forest
blocenosea of Blg Balkhan with those of Kopetd~q and other
sou~hern territories (Girkan province).
Such connections could not have been established in
the dry Quarternary. Beqinninq fro:n the early Paleocene,
Big Balkhan was a territory, acquiring during the sea transgressions an insular posi~ion.
With this peculiarity of the history of Big Balkhan
the existence of many endemics (not mentioned in this communication) is connecTed.
But mesophilous soil f."lur&al species common ·to Big Balkhan
and Kopetdag prove that there were ancient immediate relations
of these mountain ranges dating from the early Miocene. In
the Mesozoicum the whole territory of the contemporary Transcaspian Turlcmenia was wider the sea. In tbe Eocene, Big
Balkhan was an isle. ~nd in the early Miocene there was a
sea regression, and there was an illll'sdiate land connection
between Big Balkhan and Kopetda9. In the late Miocene a new
sea transqression (the Sarmatian one) t~ok pl3ce~ Big Balkhan
and Kopetdag bncame isles.
In the upper Pliocene (Akchagyl
transqression) the aquatic innundation became still greater.
~n ~he Qudrternary there was established a dry desert climate,
and the land bridge between the mountaina of Big Balk.ban and
Kopetdaq was unsuitable for the distribution of mesophilous
soil animals. But evident1y of the QuarteEDary origin, some
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Big Ballchan dry summit inhabiting rodents are known in this
country besides only from Kopetdag and partly inhabiting
Transcaucasia (Ochotona rufescens Gray, Meriones persicus
Blanf, E1lobius fuscocapi1lus B1yth. and o~hers).
Thus during early Miocene was the only qeoloqical period
when there were possib1y an immediate connection ana exchange
between mesophilous soil f aunal elements of Kopetdag and Big
Bal'khan Junipereta. This is just the period when representatives of the genus Juniperus supposedly invaded the territory of Middle Asl.a.
The existence of mesophilous soi1 faunal complexes
comm.on to the Big Ba1khan and Kopetdaq (as wel1 as Elburs and
other areaa) proves this that Biq Bal.khan was surrounded by
sea during the other periods of the Tertiary. Therefore,
from the bioqeoqraphic viewpoint i t is clear that it i£
necessary to appreciate the western limits of the mountain
system of Middle Asia not as coinciding with those of Kopetdaq,
as i t is generally accepted (Gerasimov, 1968), not with
Small Balkhan as i t was su99ested by L.s. Berg (1952), but
ending wi·th Big Ba.l'khan.
These data show that soil faunal studies do help to
solve some difficult problems of historical biogeoqraphy.
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QUESTIONS and COMMENTS
M.B. BOUCHE: When was the last (i.e. the most recent)
biologically possible contact between the ~roup of Balkhan
and the I<opetdag mountains?
If that means a separation since around 13 million
years ago (13 M.A.) I am surprised, at least for the earthworm Allolobophora persiana by the absence of morphologically
noticeable divergent evolution. As you know (my book 1972),
I prove a close relation between historical area pattern
and systematic hierarchy. For instance, the genus Scherotheca split off into two subyenera around 60-40 M.A.(openinq
of Biscayne Bay); in the subgenus Scherotheca (Scherotheca),
a species (S. dugin) differentiated in the French Alps. and
these ~ountains formed in the Miocene (13 M.A.).~ In turn.
this last species migrated later to Corsica thanks to a short
event - the drying up of the Mediterranean Sea (6 M.A.).
Today a pecQliar subspecies is clearly diff~rentiated in Corsica (.§.. duqin brevisella). so. I think it is strange that
an earthworm species could remain unchanged (without divergence) since Miocene.
M.S. GHILAR.OV: Though the territory of Big Balkhan and
I<opetda~ separated in the Miocene, the territorial conditions
were very similar. The distribution of the Juniperata in
Middle Asia is dated from Miocene. and probably the whole
community is developing quite parallel. Existence of endemic
Big Balkhan species related to those of Kopetdag prove that
in some cases changes did occur e.g. the occurrence in the
South Crimea of Baploembia solieri, a species of older times
which had no possibility of later invasion.
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This report is the Proceedings ~f the VII International So11 Zoolo9y Colloquium
of the International Society of ~oil Science, which was held in Syracuse, ~ew
York (USA) on July 29 to August 3. 1979. Over 100 scientists from 27 countries
participated tn the nine general sessions which covered several aspe~ts of soil
zoology dealing with the interrelationships of so11 systems and human activities.
l~cluded are the results of studies of the effects of m1n1mg, forestry. and
agrfcuaural operations on soil Mological systems and the ability of soil
systP.111s to detoxify a variety of human-generated chem1cals and wastes.
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